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Introduction

1 . The Issues and the Sources

Did big business play a significant part in Adolf Hitler's rise to power?

Did German capitalists undermine the Weimar Republic? Did they fi-

nance the Nazi Party? Did they use their influence to help secure Hitler's

appointment as chancellor? Beginning in the early 1930s and continuing

down to the present, such charges have been repeatedly made. They
form the core of one of the earliest and most persistent explanations for

the origins of the Third Reich. That explanation accords a decisive role

to big business and classifies Hitler's regime as a manifestation of cap-

italism. That view has proved too doctrinaire and reductionist for most

historians, who prefer analyses that take a larger range of factors into

consideration. Yet because of the surface plausibility of the charges lev-

eled against big business and the ceaseless repetition of those charges,

even mainline historians have, with few exceptions, felt obliged to in-

clude big business support among the factors contributing to the tri-

umph of Nazism. If the charges against big business are valid, however,

it scarcely suffices—as has been the widespread practice—to allude to

hostility toward the Weimar Republic on the part of the business com-
munity, to mention the names of a few purported capitalist patrons of

Nazism, and to cite some incidents that suggest endorsement of Hitler's

quest for power by big business. If the capitalists of Germany in fact

sabotaged the Republic, if they in fact bankrolled the massive party ma-
chinery with which Hitler rode to power, and if they in fact made effec-

tive use of influence in high places on behalf of his installation in the

chancellorship, then mainstream historical interpretations of the Third

Reich's origins would have to be radically revised. Until the role of big

business is clarified, a major question mark will thus continue to hang
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over efforts to identify the causes of one of history's most reprehensible

regimes.

This question mark persists, at least in considerable part, because of a

deficiency of research. Legions of historians have painstakingly analyzed

the weaknesses of the Weimar Republic and minutely documented de-

velopments at the national, regional, and local levels that contributed to

the growth and spread of Nazism. Analyses of Germany's cultural and
intellectual traditions and social structure have provided explanations

for Nazism's appeals. Other studies have closely scrutinized the roles

played by the military, by the political rivals and collaborators of the

Nazis, and by numerous other components of German society. The Nazi

Party itself has become the focus of an extensive body of detailed s( hol-

arship. But in contrast to the abundance of investigation into such topi< I,

research into the political role played by big business has attained only

very modest proportions. Publications on that subject have, moreover,

been marred by grave qualitative defects. Some that long p issed is im-

portant contributions have proven so unfounded and unreliable as to be

virtually useless. 1 Others are too hobbled by ideological constraints to

merit serious consideration. 2 Still others violate the rules of historical

scholarship so flagrantly as to render them worthless.9 In recent years

scrupulous and thoroughly researched studies have begun to appear,

but these have thus far dealt only with partial aspec is of the question. 1

The aim of this book is to provide a comprehensive examination of the

questions raised above. It spans the period from the inception of tin

Nazi Party through the first months of the Third Reu h. It begins with an

analysis of the place of big business in the Weimar Republic and its rok

in republican politics. There follows an examination of the eai I) veai I <>1

the Nazi Party and the attitudes of its leaders—espec iall\ Adolf Hitler

—

toward economic questions. Most of the book is then devoted to W rutin)

of the documented contacts between the Nazis and the men who pie

sided over the business community. This study represents the first

attempt to view those contacts from both sides and within the full eco-

nomic and political context so to assess the motives of both Nazis and big

businesmen, as well as their perceptions of each other. The book's ul-

timate goal is to provide answers to the above questions which arc

grounded in all the available evidence.

One reason for the paucity of research on this topic lies in the assump-

tion, widespread for many years, that insufficient evidence would pre-

clude any comprehensive inquiry. At the outset of the research for this

book, well-intentioned colleagues cautioned that documentation would

pose problems. That proved to be the case, but not in the sense the \ had

in mind. Instead of a dearth of evidence, its daunting abundanc e quk kl\

became a major difficulty. The voluminous documentation collected for.

and generated by, the trials of major industrialists on war crimes c harges

at Nuremberg after World War II turned out to have been assessed onl\
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in very cursory fashion. Even more important, the archives of major

German corporations yielded up large amounts of hitherto unexam-

ined, high-quality documentation from the period in question. Fortu-

nately, most of the executives who presided over those corporations in

the 1920s and early 1930s had not yet become attuned to that deadly

enemy of the historian, the telephone. They preferred to exchange let-

ters with each other and with a wide variety of other people, including

many active in political life. And they had excellent staffs that preserved

the letters and other communications they received, as well as carbon

copies of their communications to others, and much additional relevant

documentation. In orderly German fashion, those materials found their

way into well-organized company archives that, with remarkably few ex-

ceptions, were sucessfully shielded from the ravages of World War II.

The decision, on the part of the latter-day successors to those executives,

to open some of the major corporate archives of Germany to historical

research made this book possible and has raised the level of scholarly

discourse on its subject by a quantum leap.

One historian has charged, with reference to some preliminary studies

of mine on certain aspects of the subject, that the contents of the Ger-

man corporate archives cannot be relied upon.5 Any incriminating ev-

idence, he has argued, might well, for all anyone knew, have been

removed before historians were given access. A number of considera-

tions undercut the validity of that charge, however. It is, first of all, very

difficult to expunge completely any important items from a substantial

body of correspondence. If something of significance to the correspon-

dents is involved, some trace of it almost invariably eventually appears

elsewhere in their exchanges. Only wholesale destruction of documents
can obliterate such evidence. But such obliteration is difficult, if not im-

possible, to achieve in large-scale organizations which have to maintain

complex systems of internal communication in order to function effec-

tively. This is demonstrated by the experience of IG Farben. During the

final months of World War II Farben's management ordered the de-

struction of many categories of documents at the firm's Frankfurt head-

quarters, including the minutes of the meetings of its chief executive

bodies.6 Nevertheless, despite the burning of an estimated fifteen tons of

documentation, it has proved possible to reconstitute, to a very large

degree, the records of those executive bodies as well as of the firm's

operations since copies of the minutes of important meetings and other

vital documents had been sent, at the time of their inception, to Farben's

executive offices in other parts of Germany, where they have survived.

As a consequence, sufficient documentation escaped destruction to pro-

vide the evidentiary basis for the trial and conviction of Farben executives

on war crimes charges at Nuremberg and for searching scholarly studies

of the firm's policies and operations. 7 There is no evidence of at-

tempts to destroy deliberately the other corporate records used here.
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Nor are there grounds to suspect a "cleansing" of those records designed
to remove damaging documents. Surely, if such efforts had been under-
taken they would have concentrated on the period after the Nazi take-

over rather than on that dealt with in the present study. Yet in the cases

of two of the major collections drawn upon here, Flick and Krupp, abun-
dant incriminating evidence on the period 1933-1945 survived to serve
as the basis for war crimes convictions. Only those who have actually

done research in one of the major corporate archives of Germany can
fully appreciate the magnitude of the obstacles that stood in the way of
any temptations to remove evidence. Short of total destruction of their

contents, the volume and complexity of the collections would have ne-

cessitated the allocation, over a considerable period of time, of much
skilled and completely reliable personnel to the task of reading and eval-

uating thousands of documents. From all indications no such allocation

was made for the corporate archives used here. Those archive! repre-

sent a priceless mine of contemporaneous documentation oi the highest

quality for the subject of this book, as well as for many Othei lubje* is

Their contents provide nothing less than unique opportunities foi ex-

amining the behavior of large, modern corporations and then exei u-

tives, as no comparable degree of access is possible to the rei ordl ol sih h

corporations in other major industrial countries foi so recent a period.

A few observations also seem appropriate with regard to the- use made
here of testimony given during, or in preparation for, the Nuremberg
war crimes trials. Accounts of past events rendered undei sih hcin Uin-

stances clearly do not represent the optimal form oi historic al es idem e.

But the historian must take into consideration .ill the evidence, and so

much information on the subject of this book c ame to lighl .it Nurem-
berg that no choice remains except to scrutinize and assess it with due
caution. The need for caution becomes, however, le ss great m a numbei
of instances in which Nuremberg witnesses (main of whom were not

themselves under indictment) were questioned about the same matters

repeatedly—often after considerable lapses of time—and nevertheless

gave essentially consistent accounts. In other instances the accounts of

two or more witnesses can be checked against each other or against Mil

viving documentation from the period in question. I have soughl to

maximize such tests of reliability by examining all the relevant Nurem-
berg testimony, including the seldom used pre-trial interrogations. I

have also sought to indicate to the reader those points at whic h I draw

upon Nuremberg testimony, pointing out (sometimes in the notes) the

nature of that evidence and any aspects of it that seem germane to as-

sessing its reliability. The critical reader will wish to take that informa-

tion into consideration.

The task of citing the evidence used in this volume is complic ated by

the unsettled state of a relatively recent body of documentation S< >me ol

the documents which I used in one repositorv have now been moved to
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another. Others are accessible in microfilm collections as well as in archi-

val form. Some, such as certain Nuremberg documents, appeal in two or

more collections under various designations. Still others have been pub-

lished. As a rule, I have cited the repositories or collections where I my-

self located the documents used here, indicating, where known, the

present location of those which have been moved. Only in the case of

impeccable scholarly editions have I relied on published versions of ma-

terials I originally used in archival form.

This book has been long in the making. It was preceded by a succes-

sion of articles (listed in the bibliography) in which readers can find

fuller treatments of some of the more technical and detailed aspects of

the topic. One purpose of those preliminary studies was to test the valid-

ity of my initial interpretations by giving other scholars an opportunity

to challenge them. As the published exchanges to which those studies

gave rise attest, that proved a fruitful approach, and its results are re-

flected in these pages. A further purpose of those preliminary studies

was to encourage other scholars to bring forward additional relevant

evidence. That, too, has been realized. It now seems clear that enough
evidence has been brought to light to justify the summing up that this

book represents.

2. Big Business in the Weimar Context

The concept of big business exists in both English and German, where,

to be sure, it takes a variety of forms, such as Grossindustrie, Grossunter-

nehmen, Grosswirtschaft, or, in the period covered by this study, simply die

Wirtschaft. Yet, despite its frequent use, that concept is rarely defined

with any precision. 1 In this volume it will denote large-scale private en-

terprises owned and operated by Germans in the fields of commerce,

finance, industry, and insurance. Since railways and most bus lines, as

well as city transport systems, had long since been taken over by govern-

ment, and since air travel still amounted to only a minor factor, trans-

portation falls outside this definition. So do utilities such as those

providing electrical power and water, as they were either operated mu-
nicipally or by large public-private enterprises in which various govern-

ment entities usually enjoyed a dominant position. In addition, an

appreciable portion of industrial enterprise rested in public hands dur-

ing the Weimar Republic, not because of any far-reaching socialization

but rather because the national and state governments had inherited a

large number of factories and mines from the political entities that had
comprised the Empire that collapsed in 19 18. 2 Because such publicly

owned or dominated enterprises did not form part of the private sector

and could not operate as free agents in the political sphere, they are not

included in the definition of big business applied in this study.

A basic problem in any definition of big business lies in how to deter-
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mine size. Writers who have attempted to use the term systematically

have employed a number of criteria for the purpose of measurement,
including the number of employees, the annual turnover, capitalization,

and total assets. For this study the most appropriate yardstick is Nominal-

kapital, or the book value of issued stock. Virtually all of the largest firms

in Weimar Germany operated as joint-stock corporations (Aktiengesell

schaften), and an abundance of readily accessing statistical data permits a

quite precise delimitation of size in line with that criterion. As a some-

what arbitrary cutoff point, the bottom level ofNominalkapital qualifying

a firm for inclusion in Weimar big business will be set here at twenty

million post-stabilization marks. This appears justifiable statistic all\ BUM e

the number of firms increases rapidly while their size diminishes appre-

ciably below that level. Also, the application of that cutoff point pro-

duces an assemblage of enterprises that encompasses all those usually

considered part of big business by contemporaries and icholai § alike. 1

Although this is not a study in economic history, a glance at some

characteristics of the firms that comprised Weimar hi^ business ma) be

helpful for readers not acquainted with its distinctive features. To begin

with its quantifiable aspects, big business in the hist German Republic

was marked by a very high degree of capital concentration. [Tie 158

Aktiengesellschaften operating in 1927 with NominalkapUal of twent) mil

lion marks or more comprised only 1.32 percent oi .til joint-stock <<>i

porations, but together they accounted for 46.67 percenl of the total

Nominalkapital ofjoint-stock firms, which in turn comprised virtual!) all

of large-scale economic enterprise. 4 These figures are somewhat mis

leading since they include corporations owned or dominated b) govei n-

ment, by municipalities, and by foreign enterprises But. even allowing

for that, the degree of capital concentration remains striking, as dors the

sheer size of the great private corporations of Weimar Germany.5 1 he

most gigantic clustered in the young chemical and electrical equipment

industries, in the older industries of coal, iron, steel, and m hanking. At

the top of the 1927 list of giants towered the chemical concern IG

Farben, with a Nominalkapital of 1.1 billion marks. At its formation in

1925 Farben became the largest corporation in Europe, surpassed

worldwide only by three American corporate titans. General Motors.

U.S. Steel, and Standard Oil of New Jersey. The extent of Farbens dom-

ination of the German chemical industry becomes evident when one-

notes that the next largest firm in that branch rested on only slightly 1 >\ er

a tenth as much Nominalkapital By 1930, according to one educated esti-

mate, Farben produced 100 percent of Germany's synthetic dves, be-

tween 60 percent and 85 percent of its nitrogen, 40 percent oi its

pharmaceuticals, and 30 percent of its rayon.6 Two other great enter-

prises bestrode the rapidly growing field of electrical equipment: the

Siemens combine, with Nominalkapital amounting to 2 1 7.5 million marks
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in 1927, and AFX) (Allgemeine Elektricit&ts-Gesellschaft), with 186.25

million marks. Together with their subsidiaries, they ac counted by 1930
for 60 percent of production in their branch of industry. 7 Dominating

the iron and steel industry stood the United Steel Works (Vereinigte

Stahlwerke). Formed in 1926 by a merger of three major concerns and

commanding Nominalkapiial of 800 million marks, it immediately be-

came the second largest steel firm in the world behind U.S. Steel. The
other major iron and steel producers, Mannesmann, Krupp, Klockner,

Gutehoffnungshiitte, Hoesch, and Mitteldeutsche Stahl, registered Nom-
inalkapital ranging from approximately 160.3 million marks for the first

to 50 million marks for the last. Together with United Steel, they ac-

counted for more than 80 percent of German iron and steel production

by the late 1920s. 8 In finance, five great banks operating nationwide

—

Deutsche Bank, Disconto-Gesellschaft, Dresdner Bank, Commerz- und
Privatbank, and Darmstadter und Nationalbank—loomed far above all

competitors, with Nominalkapital of between 150 million marks for the

first and 60 million marks for the last.

A widespread characteristic of German big business during the Wei-

mar period that is not immediately evident from statistical data on major

corporations was the high degree of vertical intergration in industry. By
the 1920s a great many major industrial corporations themselves pro-

duced many of the raw materials and components needed for their end
products as well as much of the energy they used. Thus IG Farben,

United Steel, as well as most of the other major iron and steel producers,

ranked among the major bituminous coal mining firms of the country.

In fact, many of the great iron and steel firms remained that only in

name, long since having become diversified "mixed enterprises" because

of their heavy involvement in mining. Large, independent coal-mining

firms had, as a consequence, dwindled to a relatively small number by

1927. IG Farben and most of the major iron and steel firms had by then

also become vertically integrated in the other direction, making not only

chemicals, iron, and steel but also finished products that they themselves

marketed directly or through subsidiaries. Farben produced photo-

graphic film and pharmaceuticals, while Krupp and other iron and steel

producers turned out vehicles and machines in addition to pig iron and
bars or sheets of steel. Some major firms had diversified to the point of

becoming proto-conglomerates. The Gutehoffnungshiitte, originally an

iron and steel corporation, had by the middle of the 1920s acquired

control of a host of diversified firms in widely scattered parts of Ger-

many that produced copper, industrial machines, ships, trucks, wire,

and operated a bookbindery and a hotel.9 Such proto-conglomerates, or

Konzerne, as contemporaries referred to them, defy the attempt—which

one frequently encounters in writings about the subject of this book—to

consign all major firms and their executives of the Weimar period to
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simplistically hermetic categories, such as "heavy industry" (coal, iron,

and steel), more appropriate to an earlier stage of economic develop-
ment.

Another striking characteristic of Weimar big business lay m the ex-

tremely uneven geographical distribution of industry. Large-scale indus-

trial enterprises operated in only a very few areas of the country, as

revealed by statistics the 1925 census provided oi^ the horsepowei ol

machines used for productive purposes. 10 Most of the sixteen smaller

federal states and the fourteen provinces of Prussia (which were more
comparable to those states than was Prussia as a whole, with lis 61.8

percent of the population) registered a share of national horsepowei
that lay below or only slightly above the percentage ol the population

that lived within their boundaries. In some instances the statistk I reflei t

a striking degree of industrial bac kwardness. Bavaria, with 1 1.8 percent

of the population, accounted for only 7.3 percent ol national horse-

power; East Prussia, with 3.6 percent, for onl) 1 , 1 pen ent At the othei

extreme lay the two Prussian provinces of Rhine-land and Westphalia.

Together they comprised 19.4 percent of the national population but

accounted for 40.6 percent of the country's horsepower. Rial region

served as the center of operations foi "western industry/' as it was gener-

ally known at the time. It encompassed the highl) developed Ruin Val-

ley, but also extended beyond th.it to the- northern Rhenish industrial

complex. It was in this Rhenish-Westphalian area that most oi the- great

corporations maintained their headquarters and operated the bulk oi

their plants, making it the industrial heartland of German industry. 11

Only Berlin could come close to challenging Rhineland-Westphalia .is

a geographical focus of big business. Although the- c apital i it\ showed up
poorly in terms of the ratio of horsepowei to population, it. t<><>. served

as a base for large-scale enterprise. The electrical equipment and

machine-building industries, which required less energ) than did min-

ing or iron and steel production, were hea\ il\ repi esented thei c In ad-

dition, major mining and manufacturing fu nis operating in the central

Prussian provinces and Silesia frequently maintained their headquai tei 1

in the capital. Berlin also dominated the field oi large-scale finance. All

five of the giant national banks centered their operations there, and the

capital's stock market had by the republican period eclipsed those of

other financial centers such as Cologne. Frankfurt am Main, and Ham-
burg. Big business did not, of course, remain whollj rest! u ted to Berlin

and Rhineland-Westphalia. The major shipping firms clustered in the

port cities of Hamburg and Bremen; Stuttgart had become the focus of

some of the major automotive industries; and the region around Hano-

ver had begun to develop some large-scale enterprises. But in terms oi

sheer preponderance, big business in Weimar Germany cente red on

Rhineland-Westphalia and Berlin.
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Well before the Weimar period, a multiplicity of organizational ties

had come to link the component firms of German big business together,

leading to its characterization as "organized capitalism." 12 Certainly, by

the 1920s Germany's large industrial and commercial corporations did

not function, in line with the classical model of a capitalist economy, as

completely autonomous units in a freely competitive market. Republican

Germany inherited from the Empire one of the world's most pervasive

collections of cartels designed to "stabilize" and otherwise regulate mar-

kets by means of agreements setting prices and limiting production lev-

els.
13 Such cartels, some of which had dissolved after the war but later

recoalesced in the mid- 1920s, numbered in excess of fifteen hundred in

industry alone by 1925.
14 In numerous branches the large corporations

played a leading role in the cartels by virtue of their size, and the cartels

in turn bound those corporations together in many ways. Another aspect

of the "organized" character of Weimar big business lay in its highly

developed structure of well-financed and professionally staffed trade as-

sociations, or Verbande. 15 A tight weave of branch and regional associa-

tions crisscrossed the entire country, bringing together at the national

level producers of similar goods and linking at the regional level pro-

ducers of various goods who operated within the same geographical

area.

In industry two separate associational structures existed side by side,

one to deal with labor-management issues and one to deal with broader

issues of economic policy, especially those involving government. These

culminated nationally in the so-called industrial Spitzenverbdnde, or peak-

associations: the Vereinigung der Deutschen Arbeitgeberverbande

(union of employers) and the Reichsverband der Deutschen Industrie

(national industrial league—referred to in this study as the industrial

Reichsverband). A network of chambers of commerce and industry

linked those two branches together and maintained a national organiza-

tion, too, the Deutscher Industrie- und Handelstag. Other branches of

large-scale enterprise, such as banking, wholesale commerce, and insur-

ance, had separate peak-associations of their own, which, like those of

industry, provided members with information and lobbied on behalf of

their interests. Furthermore, a plethora of special-purpose business as-

sociations provided still additional links between the components of big

business. In this study, these trade associations—or at least the major

ones—will frequently provide evidence of the attitudes and actions of

German big business in the political sphere. Their executive officials,

who had by the 1920s won recognition as quasi-professionals (Syndikus,

singular; Syndizi, plural), often served as executive agents of the various

components of big business.

The internal managerial structure of German corporations of the

Weimar period also displayed some distinctive characteristics. 16 At the
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top stood the Aufsichtsrat, or supervisory board, a largely honorific body
elected by the stockholders. It met at most a few times a year and nom-
inally exercised surveillance over the actual executive body, the man-
aging board or Vorstand (sometimes designated as Direktion), which it

appointed. In most instances, only the chairman of the supervisory
board concerned himself closely with the operations of the corporation.
Day-to-day decisions, and in most cases even major decisions, rested with

the managing board, composed of directors. Its composition varied
from firm to firm. In some, the managing board operated on a collegia!

principle, with authority dispersed among several directors. ( Hher fu nis

concentrated authority in the hands of the chairman, who reigned in

near-monarchical fashion as Generaldirektor, the most prestigious and
awe-inspiring title in German corporate circles. Ne ither the Vorstand not

the Aufsichtsrat usually had cause to fear a challenge from the ftUM khold-
ers. Most of the stock was owned by other corporations or was routinely

voted in large blocks by banks holding proxies for the actual owners, so

that opposition to corporate policy rarely occurred. 17 Sttx kholders' as-

semblies amounted, as one contemporary observed, to fasagmaschinen
(yes-saying machines), which regularly ratified decisions, voted pro-

posed dividends, and "elected" the members of the Aufsichtsrat, who in

turn installed or confirmed the directors who made up the Vorstand. 16

The democratization of the German state after World Wai I had not

been accompanied by a parallel development in the < 01 poi ate sphei e

A final word is needed here about the manner m whi< h the terms "big

business" and "business community" (used here interchangeably) will

be employed in this study. Particularly where political affairs are con-

cerned, these terms will usually denote not the entiret) of big business as

it has been defined here but rather those individuals, funis, and trade

associations which became active politically, if only to the extent <>f ex-

pressing views on political issues or on economic issues <>f political im-

portance. That sort of political involvement varied wide l\ among the

components of big business in the broader, economic sense of that term.

The executives of some of the biggest corporations. su< h as the Mannes-

mann steel firm and the Daimler-Benz automotive works, c onspk uousl)

abstained from any political activities and even from an ac live role in the

major national trade associations. On the other hand, Ernst von Boi lig,

one of the heirs to a venerable Berlin locomotive and machine-building

firm that by the 1920s ranked in size near the bottom of the assemblage

of firms designated here as big businsss, played an active political role

and participated prominently in the formation of the policies of the ma-

jor industrial associations, at least until his firm went bankrupt in 193 1

Neither size of firm nor the branch of the economy in which it operated

appear to have determined which executives would become involved in

larger issues outside the direct purview of their managerial roles. Thai

seems to have been a decision that normally rested with the individual
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executive, although the consistent abstention by executives of firms like

Mannesmann and Daimler-Benz suggests the possibility in some cases of

a corporate prohibition on outside activities, at least of a political sort. As

will become apparent in these pages, only a relatively limited portion of

big business, in the purely economic sense, actively involved itself in such

activities.
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and the Rise of Hitler





I

Big Business During the Decade
ofWeimar Democracy

1 . German Capitalism Survives a Revolution

To all appearances, big business formed an integral part of the privi-

leged order of the German Empire felled by revolution in November
1918. The creation of the new state in 1871 had swept away the last

obstacles to an integrated national economy. The Empire's adoption of

liberal economic legislation spurred rapid industrialization under pri-

vate auspices. The imperial government's shift to a protectionist trade

policy in response to the recession of the 1870s sheltered the emerging

industry of Germany from foreign competition. Government toleration

of cartels designed to "stabilize" markets by limiting production and sup-

pressing price competition allowed established businesses to protect

their advantages. When the spread of a mass anti-capitalist workers'

movement posed a threat to big business, the government shielded it,

first by means of anti-socialist legislation, later by less conspicuous re-

pressive measures designed to hobble the Social Democratic Party (SPD)

and its trade union affiliates. 1 These and many other favors from the

state made big business seem very much a pampered child of imperial

Germany.
However, the Empire was not always experienced as a halcyon era by

businessmen. Most would have preferred even stronger state repression

of the Social Democratic Party to the policy of limited toleration that

permitted it to participate in parliamentary politics and grow into the

largest political force in the country by the end of the Empire. The
mounting price of Bismarck's attempt to mollify the wage earners of

Germany with the most elaborate system of state insurance programs in

the world also offended many. So did the growth and pretensions of the

bureaucracy. Many looked with particular apprehension on repeated

3
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bureaucratic attempts to restore to state ownership some of the holdings

in a basic industry such as coal that had been turned over to private

enterprise only a few decades earlier. 2 Even as German capitalists sought

the aid of the government in combating the Social Democrats, they sus-

pected officials of harboring ambitions for a form of state socialism

nearly as unacceptable from their point of view as that proposed by the

SPD. They could take no comfort either in tjie public advocacy of state

intervention in the economy on behalf of social justice that earned some
of the country's most eminent economists, holders of professorships at

government-maintained universities, the reputation of "socialists of the

lectern." 3 Some academic economists even challenged the whole thrust

of industrialization and urged the government to initiate policies de-

signed to check its further development. 4

Germany's capitalists found it difficult to present a united front dur-

ing the Empire since conflicts of interest set them against each othei on

numerous issues. Trade policy in particular gave rise to acrimonious di-

visions. The branches of business that relied heavily on expoi ts fol their

profits strenuously opposed protectionist tariffs on the grounds thai

these provoked retaliation against sales of then goods abroad. The bur-

geoning iron and steel industry, by contrast, soughl to reserve the

rapidly expanding German market for itself by joining with the grain-

growing agrarians of eastern Prussia, in the so-called alliant e of iron and

rye, to press for tariffs shielding the products of both groups from for-

eign competition. Cartels provided the cause for still furthei dh isions, as

businessmen opposed to restraint of the open marketplace t lashed with

those who regarded such combinations as an essential means of ( out am
ing the destructive effects of all-out competition. Throughout the life-

time of the Empire, various components of big business clashed with

each other. 5 During the final decade and a half of the peacetime Empire,

the mounting threat posed by the swelling ranks of the Soc ial Demo-

cratic Party and a sustained period of prosperitv served to mute some-

what these often acrimonious conflicts of interest. Those years bestowed

on the imperial period, in the memory of Germany's big businessmen,

the somewhat misleading image of a stable, harmonious era in w hich the

fortunes of big business and the nation as a whole seemed synonymous.

The capitalists of Germany paid a price for the favors they received

from the imperial order. As the sociologist Ralf Dahrendorf has ob-

served, in a certain sense the Empire "developed into an industrial, but

not into a capitalist society," that is, a pre-capitalist elite still held swa\ in

the Empire and especially in the predominant state, Prussia.6 Despite

their growing wealth, even the most powerful men of business had to

defer to the aristocrats, military men, and bureaucrats who occupied the

top ranks of society and the political power structure. As the economic

importance of businessmen increased, they gradually gained admission

to at least the periphery of the inner circles of the Empire. Manv came to
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affect the haughty manner and imperious views of their social superiors,

often outdoing the latter in ostentatious display. Their ranks provided

many examples of the "feudalization" of the upper middle class so char-

acteristic of imperial Germany. This shaped their attitude toward em-

ployees, which reflected the hierarchical structure of both state and

society, giving rise to a Herr-im-Hause (lord-of-the-household) outlook.

According to the assumptions underlying that amalgam of authoritari-

anism and paternalism, the employer, even in a huge, impersonal indus-

trial enterprise, functioned as master of all, to whom employees owed
respect and obedience, receiving in return a livelihood and benevolent

treatment. In some cases, genuine paternalism in the form of company
housing and welfare programs mitigated this overbearing attitude; but

while examples of such solicitude received wide publicity, only a few

firms went very far in that direction. Despite their aristocratic preten-

sions, few big businessmen of imperial Germany displayed a greater

sense of responsibility toward those they employed than did their coun-

terparts in other countries.

The imperial period left its mark on the mentality of the men of Ger-

man big business in still other ways. 7 Whereas their counterparts in most

other capitalist countries still generally held to the tenets of classical lib-

eralism and viewed any extensive intervention by the state in economic

affairs with suspicion, they applied a sharply bifurcated double stan-

dard. Accustomed to government assistance of numerous sorts, they had

no quarrel with state involvement in the economy so long as it benefited

their enterprises. By contrast they denounced governmental economic

measures in the interest of wage earners, who constituted the bulk of the

population, as demagogic politicization of the economy. Similarly, they

viewed it as their right to combine in restraint of trade by forming car-

tels and expected the government to acquiesce to such combinations,

whereas most of their number denied any legitimacy to trade union de-

mands for collective bargaining and to use of the strike. Most capitalists

in other countries at the time held basically similar views on worker ef-

forts to organize and act collectively, but a special vehemence marked
the prevailing outlook on that subject among Germany's entrepreneurs.

They saw labor-management relations as much more than merely an

economic matter; for them, these amounted to nothing less than part of

the struggle to defend, against a challenge from below, the precarious

system of privilege on which the Empire, and ultimately their whole so-

ciety, rested. Like the other favored groups in imperial Germany, they

paid for their advantages with insecurity. Recognizing that the regime

whose policies enabled them to prosper had failed to win the allegiance

of urban wage earners, most feared that any shift of strength toward the

workers and their organizations might undermine the whole imperial

order, which they saw as the only effective obstacle to working-class radi-

calism. Nor did they see themselves threatened solely from the left. The
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unusually strong persistence in Germany of nostalgic and reactionary

forms of anti-capitalist and anti-industrial agitation further heightened

their sense of insecurity.8 The defensiveness and sense ofjeopardy dis

played by Germany's capitalists during the Weimar Republic did not

come into being with the revolution of November 1918; those attitudes

had to a considerable extent already taken shape during the basic ally

conservative and authoritarian German Empire. T

As part of the imperial elite, big business bore a share of responsibility

for the revolution. During the final decades of the Empire, some of its

leading spokesmen joined with others from the privileged and prop-

ertied orders to advocate a variety of schemes for the expansion oi

Germany's economic and political influence in the world. They thus con-

tributed to a climate that encouraged the rulers of the Empire to embai k

on the reckless foreign adventures that offended one great powei aftei

another and eventually plunged Germany into a general European wai

aligned only with the moribund Hapsburg and Ottoman empires.9 I he

business community had no voice in determining the specific policies

that took Germany into war in the summer of 1914. As an expei 1 on thai

period has observed:

It cannot be said . . . that particular economic pressure groupi Ilk I an)

direct influence on the decisions taken b\ the German government on

the eve of the First World War, or that special attention was given to

particular economic problems by the nu n in powei at that very mo-

ment. As far as we can trace any influence of nu n from business circles

in June and July 1914, they were working against rathei than in fa\<>i

of going to war. . . .
10

Once the conflict had begun, however, most of the busine ss commu-
nity responded enthusiastically to the war effort. Some of its leading

figures, moreover, soon grew impatient at the government s hesitanc \ to

commit itself openly to a policy of territorial expansionism. In an effort

to force the government's hand, they joined with other groups m agitat-

ing for sweeping annexationist war policies. 11 After participating 111 the

successful campaign to bring down Chancellor Theobald von Bethmann

Hollweg in 1917, these pro-expansionist spokesmen of big business ea-

gerly endorsed the military dictatorship headed by Hindenburg and Lu-

dendorff, whose policies effectively eliminated the last possibilit \ oi a

compromise peace. Significant segments of German big business thereby

contributed directly to the ruinous wartime policies that culminated in

the crisis of 1918 and the collapse of the imperial order. Big business

contributed indirectly as well. The refusal of most emplovers. panic 11-

larly in large-scale industry, to abandon their traditional Herr-im-Hausi

stance in labor-management relations led them to resist stubbornlv their

workers' mounting demands for recognition of trade unions and For

collective bargaining. This resistance in turn strengthened the Social
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Democratic movement's militant left wing, whose adherents were to play

such a crucial role in precipitating the revolution.

Despite the close identification of big business with the privileged

groups of the Empire and its implication in the disastrous wartime pol-

icies of the imperial government, German capitalism managed to survive

virtually unscathed when socialists assumed power in November 1918.

This remarkable turn of events is usually explained by the inability, or

the unwillingness, of badly divided factions of German socialism to ef-

fect fundamental economic or social changes after the unexpected col-

lapse of the imperial system; the capitalists have generally been viewed

as the lucky beneficiaries of the socialists' failure to make use of the

power thrust on them. But big business by no means remained a passive

bystander during the autumn of 1918. Instead, its spokesmen assumed

an active role in ensuring the survival of capitalism in Germany. Well

before there were any overt signs of revolution, prominent members of

the business community had covertly laid the basis for an alliance with

the leaders of organized labor that would place formidable obstacles

in the way of any attempt to socialize the German economy.

Ironically, the imperial government itself had brought big business

and labor together. 12 Under increasingly heavy pressure from the army
to secure the trade unions' cooperation in assigning workers to indus-

tries vital for the military effort, the government in 1916 forced em-
ployers to grant de facto recognition to the unions and sit with their

officials on boards set up to deal with labor problems. At first, most of

big business went along with this arrangement only under protest, but in

the course of collaborating with the union leaders on behalf of the war
effort, a bond of understanding developed between the two. That bond
grew largely out of a common enmity toward the government's eco-

nomic policies during the war. The labor leaders shared the alarm of big

business at the vast and intricate web of state controls (Zwangswirtschaft)

imposed on economic activity by the swollen wartime bureaucracy.

Heartened by the progress they had made during the war toward legal

recognition and collective bargaining, the trade unionists did not want to

see their role reduced or usurped by government officials. They were

thus quite ready to collaborate with big business in an effort to resist

bureaucratic encroachments on labor-management relations and to pre-

vent the perpetuation of wartime restrictions in the postwar period.

Negotiations between the two sides began in 1917 and continued spo-

radically and tentatively until the autumn of 1918, when the collapse of

the military and the prospect of a long period of demobilization under
bureaucratic auspices quickened the pace of the talks. The revolution of

November 9 failed to disrupt this rapprochement, which culminated on
November 15 in the signing of a formal accord.

Since the two chief signatories were Hugo Stinnes, then the most

prominent figure among the industrial magnates of the Ruhr, and Carl
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Legien, head of the socialist, or "free," trade union movement, that pa< i

became known as the Stinnes-Legien Agreement. It was endorsed as well

by the country's major industrial employer organizations and by the

smaller Christian and liberal trade union organizations. By the term* oi

the accord, industry agreed to recognize the unions as agents of the la-

bor force, accept full collective bargaining on an industry-wide basis,

introduce the eight-hour workday, and withdraw financial support f rom
"yellow," or company, unions. To implement these terms and to regulate

future relations between labor and management on a basis of soc ial part-

nership, participating organizations agreed to establish a nationwide

network of working communities (Arbeitsgemeimcha/tm) foi .ill majoi

branches of industrial production, in which labor and management
would have equal representation. The accord of Novembei 15 also pro-

vided a capstone for this structure in the form oi a national bod) oi

similar composition in which spokesmen of both sides f rom all bl ai* Ik s

of industry would be brought together. Established in 1919, this body
came to be known as the "central working community" (Zentralarbeits-

gemeinschaft or ZAG). It was testimony to the influent e wielded f>\ the

signatories of the Stinnes-Legien Agreement thai their accord received

immediate endorsement from the ruling revolutionary Council ol Peo-

ple's Commissars, which promptly published its text in the of fx ial gov-

ernment bulletin, thus giving it legal status

While its specific provisions seemed to make labor the ( hiei benefit 1-

ary, the circumstances under which the Stinnes-Legien Agreemen! t ame
into being unquestionably gave the advantage to big business. Since »

revolutionary government had assumed power onl) ftix days earlier,

management conceded nothing it could reasonahU have hoped to I etain

under the new political circumstances. Merely b\ abandoning lost posi-

tions, the leaders of industry escaped unscathed from the hi st wave of

revolution. By appeasing the socialist trade union leaders, the Stinnes-

Legien Agreement served to reduce pressure for immediate socializa-

tion of large-scale industry within the Majorit\ Social Democrat* Party,

where those unions wielded much weight. This, along with the reluc-

tance of that party's leaders to act on such a fundamental issue without a

parliamentary mandate and their preoccupation with the problems oi

peacemaking, military demobilization, a critical food shortage, and a

"bolshevik" threat from the far left, sufficed to frustrate demands by the

Independent Socialists, coalition partners of the majority party, for im-

mediate socialization of at least certain key industries. In retrospect it

seems clear that the only opportunity for swift and thoroughgoing so-

cialization occurred during the period between the November revolu-

tion and the election of the National Assembly in mid-January 1919,

when socialists held exclusive power in Germany. But German industrial

leaders helped to thwart such a move, adding to the divisions among the
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socialists by introducing into their camp—along with the trade union

leaders—a Trojan horse, the Stinnes-Legien Agreement.

Although the Stinnes-Legien Agreement has attracted far less atten-

tion, it served much the same function as the accord produced by the

Ebert-Groener telephone conversation of November 9, 1918. That un-

derstanding, between the head of the new revolutionary government

and the First Quartermaster General of the army, allowed the officer

corps to remain intact and retain control over the military in return for a

pledge to defend the new republican government—at least against

threats from the extreme left. The Stinnes-Legien accord produced

much the same results for German industry. Like the officer corps, the

leaders of big industry had coolly and soberly assessed the new situation.

They had concluded that their old alliance of "iron and rye" with the

Junker aristocrats would henceforth be far less effective because of the

Junkers' diminished political influence. The middle classes were too

fragmented to represent a potent ally. Only a strategy of at least tempo-

rary alliance with management's chief adversary, the trade unions, held

out the promise of seeing private industry through a critical period of

imminent change.

The Stinnes-Legien Agreement and the Ebert-Groener understand-

ing enabled key components of the old imperial order to arrive at a

modus vivendi with the new order and ensure their own survival by

making relatively minor concessions. Both revealed the extent of the

Empire's bankruptcy, as two of its privileged groups abandoned the im-

perial cause without resistance. Even more important, both erected—at

the very birth of the new German Republic—formidable barriers to fun-

damental change. The industrialists who entered into the Stinnes-

Legien Agreement claimed to have acted in the best interests of their

country. Whether or not that was the case, it cannot be denied that at a

moment of grave peril the leaders of German industry acted, like the

generals of the army, with boldness and discernment in defense of their

own interests.

After effecting their accommodations with the new republican order,

big business and the officer corps collaborated to ward off bids for

power by the extreme political left that began with armed uprisings in

Berlin during December 1918 and January 1919. The military re-

sponded to entreaties for protection from the beleaguered Majority So-

cialist government by replacing the demoralized and disintegrating

wartime army with mercenary units, the Freikorps. Since state funds were
in short supply, industrialists and bankers, particularly in Berlin and
the Ruhr, where the extremists were most active, contributed heavily

to finance the new mercenary units, as well as to disseminate "anti-

Bolshevik" propaganda. 13 The Freikorps successfully carried out the

tasks assigned them, repeatedly suppressing leftist uprisings throughout
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1919 and 1920. But under the command of former regular army of-

ficers, those units frequently acted with a brutality and bloodthirstiness

that contributed to the poisonous political and social hostilities that

would so heavily handicap Germany's first attempt at democracy. Until

their disbandment in the summer of 1920 the Fretkorps also served as

training schools for a generation of young, reactionary political hood-
lums who would later assassinate prorninent,republican leaders, serve as

foot soldiers in the Munich Beerhall Putsch of 1923, and man the politi-

cal armies that eventually turned the streets of Germany into battlefields.

The big businessmen who helped finance the Freikorps thus in< urred a

share of responsibility—along with the Majority Socialists who called

these units into being—for swelling the ranks of the violence-prone

young men who would bedevil the democratic processes of the Republic

throughout its brief existence.

Neither the suppression of leftist extremism by the- Frmkor/R noi the

Stinnes-Legien Agreement sufficed to guarantee the preservation of

capitalism in Germany. Big business still had to weat hei a prolonged
debate on socialization in the National Assembly elected in [anuary 1 g 1 <j

and in the first republican Reichstag chosen in June 1 920.
1 1

I atei . Paul

Silverberg, a prominent executive in the coal industry, boasted thai f>i^

business had killed socialization by constantk suggesting lien ways

to achieve it.
15 Although Silverberg exaggerated, the parliamentary

spokesmen of big business in fact repeatedly made w hat the) 1 hata< k i

ized as constructive proposals during the debate ovei socialization, in-

stead of adopting a wholly negative stance. Understandably anxious to

stave off nationalization of their firms, they offered a vai let) of schemes

for according the public and the workers a share in the ownership and

profits of basic industries while reserving ultimate control foi |>n\ate

management. Those proposals further muddied the ilK rcasingl) nun k\

national debate on socialization. Sabotage by big business proi ed minn -

essary, however, as neither the socialist politicians nor boards of expei is

appointed by the Republic could agree on the form KM lali/ation should

take or what sectors of the economy it should encompass \ls< >. as pai lia-

mentary tests of strength repeatedlv revealed, no majority m favor of

thoroughgoing socialization existed in either the National Assembl) or

the first republican Reichstag. Only two ineffectual "socialization laws

were enacted. They subjected the coal and potash industries to supervi-

sion by boards representing the government, the public, and the work-

ers in those industries but left ownership in private hands.

Big business not only escaped any appreciable socialization but found

itself in some respects in an even stronger position than it had oa 11 pied

during the Empire. Developments of the w ar vears left large-sc ale indus-

try with a greater share of markets than before. 16 This came about in

part as a consequence of the preference of military procurement of he es

for dealing with a few big firms rather than distributing lucrative war
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materiel contracts across the full range of producers. In addition, larger

firms could more readily provide f unding and per sonnel for the quasi-

official wartime boards that allocated resources and manpower. Given

the resulting composition of those boards, the needs of large firms gen-

erally met with favorable responses. Part of the large profits realized

from those contracts financed plant expansion and replacement of out-

dated machinery, so that much of big business entered the Republic

greatly strengthened. The status of the men of big business also im-

proved markedly as a result of the lost war and the revolution. Because

of the damage done to the prestige and influence of the military and the

aristocracy, German capitalists no longer had to rest content with a sec-

ondary place. They could, and in many cases did, now regard themselves

as the paramount socio-economic elite. And in a number of objective

respects, they were. As owners or managers of great concentrations of

capital and as experts in managerial skills in a country inescapably de-

pendent on industrial production for its well-being, they occupied a key

position, to say the least. The course of events in 1918-19 linked the

fortunes of the young Republic inextricably to theirs. In the absence of

any significant socialization, the Republic could flourish only to the ex-

tent that German capitalists did; only if the business community pros-

pered could the masses, in whose name the revolution had been made,

better their material lot. Paradoxically, a revolution made by socialists

had enhanced both the prestige and importance of big business while

perpetuating labor's dependence on it.

The consequences of this quickly became evident. Faced with the ne-

cessity of reabsorbing millions of former servicemen into civilian life and
reviving industrial exports to pay for desperately needed foodstuffs, the

leaders of republican Germany saw no choice except to rely on the exist-

ing economic order by fostering private enterprise. So, while the repub-

lican government extended little or no help to returning veterans, who
had sacrificed years of their lives, it speedily compensated industrial

firms that had lost mines and factories in territories Germany was forced

to cede to neighboring countries by the terms of the Versailles settle-

ment and subsequent plebiscites. 17 Companies holding unfilled military

contracts at the time of the armistice obtained generous cash settlements

from the government. 18 Big business also received a voice in the deter-

mination of national demobilization policies that regulated wide areas of

economic activity or freed them from controls. 19 This arrangement, too,

repeatedly redounded to the advantage of big business, frequently at

public expense.

Despite these favorable results, Germany's big businessmen—with

rare exceptions—regretted the replacement of the Empire with a repub-

lic. Their attitude did not spring from political principle or from senti-

ment; die-hard monarchists were rare in their ranks. To men who
thought primarily in terms of smokestacks and slagheaps, entry ledgers
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and profit margins, the fate of crowned heads mattered little. The mon-
archy had, like an ill-managed enterprise, failed and gone into receiver-

ship. To lament its demise was futile. Those formerly associated with i he-

bankrupt had to avoid being driven to the wall themselves. Yet if Ger-
many's men of big business did not mourn for the Hohenzollerns and
the lesser dynasties deposed in 1918, most felt an enormous sense oi

insecurity after the demise of the military-bjireauctratic state and the au-

thoritarian system it had enforced. Like other unreconstructed ele-

ments, they generally withheld from the events of November 1918
recognition as a true revolution. Instead, they habitually referred to it, in

the anti-republican terms of the time, as "the collapse." They thus joined

those who confounded the democratization of their country with the

military debacle brought on by the policies of the imperial authorities.

Weimar and Versailles, democracy and defeat, would remain linked in

the minds of most German capitalists throughout the lifetime of the

Republic.

Some major businessmen did, to be sure, seek to find a positive side

to the change of regimes. Opportunism, rather than political convic-

tion, shaped their outlook, however. The ( hemic al e\e( utive ( ai I 1 hlis-

berg, soon to become one of the architects oi IG Farhen, had become
frustrated by the inefficiencies of the imperial regime even before the

revolution and welcomed the advent of a parliamentary, democrat*
government. But his correspondence reveals th.it lie expected a repub-

lic, even a "red" one, to give rise to a "more commen ial-tec hhu al sph it'

that would prove more congenial to business than the 'lafgel) formal

istic, even if strictly logical way of thinking and doing things brought into

our administration by the jurists" of the Empire.20 A more sobei .issess

ment came from Robert Bosch, the elderly Stuttgart pioneer m the man-

ufacture of spark plugs and other electrical accessories. A man of

relatively progressive outlook, he shared the widespread view that there

had been only one alternative in 1918 to a parliamentary, democrats

republic: Bolshevism. In 1919 Bosch tried to explain to a fellow indus-

trialist unwilling to accept the results of the revolution flow tfie Republic

must, viewed in that perspective, appear as a distinctly lesser evil: "If

your house catches fire, you have to use even dung-water if you don't

have any fresh water." 21 A great many German capitalists acquiesced in

the new regime because they, too, believed they had been rescued from a

Bolshevik conflagration by a dousing of democratic "dung-water The
lingering after-effects might be distasteful, but frightening thoughts oi

what might have happened helped to quiet misgivings about the ( ourse

of events.

This sort of acquiescence rarely produced any firm allegiance to the

Republic, and most German capitalists remained full of reservations

about the political turn taken by their country. Like millions of other
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Germans, they Viewed the new state as a product of usurpation thai bore

the shameful taint of the "stab in the back" allegedly inflicted on tin

German army in 1918 by traitors at home. The Republic remained for

them, as for so many of their countrymen, a polity lacking in legitimacy

and, probably, in permanence. While unwilling to conspire at over-

throwing the Republic, mainly for fear of triggering a new, still more
radical leftist revolutionary upheaval, most big businessmen felt no obli-

gation to support the new regime during its shaky early years against

threats from the right. The Kapp Putsch of March 1920, in which a

reactionary cabal and part of the officer corps of the army used Freikorps

units to seize control of Berlin, forcefully demonstrated this.22 Much of

the business community privately deplored the putsch, not on grounds

of political principle but rather because of concern that the resulting

turmoil would interrupt a promising upturn in economic activity. As
long as the attempted overthrow of the republican government seemed

to have a chance of success, the leading men of big business neverthe-

less maintained a posture they characterized as "neutrality," which

amounted to according the new government parity with the old. Only

when the failure of the venture became evident did they distance them-

selves from the putschists. Later, their spokesmen sought to justify this

temporizing behavior by likening it to their response to the revolution of

November 1918. They thus showed themselves incapable of recognizing

the important distinction between, on the one hand, a conspiratorial at-

tempt by remnants of the old privileged elite to overthrow a parliamen-

tary republic established by a democratically elected National Assembly

and on the other, a popular uprising against the only partially reformed

and thoroughly discredited Empire.

While the leaders of the Republic labored to cope with the often seem-

ingly overwhelming difficulties that beset the new state during its early

years, some elements of German big business remained hopeful that the

new system of government would prove unworkable and have to be

abandoned in favor of one less democratic. This sentiment gained open
expression during the crisis-ridden autumn of 1923, when parliamen-

tary disputes over economic issues threatened to deprive the national

government of a workable majority in the Reichstag. As the crisis ap-

proached its zenith in early October, the executive board of the national

organization of iron and steel manufacturers briefly abandoned its prac-

tice of abstaining from political stands to proclaim publicly: "The parlia-

mentary system of government has failed to work. Only men of strong

will with clear goals who are supported by the trust of the people can

help us to surmount the current emergency." 23 At about the same time

this statement appeared, Germany's most prominent capitalist, Hugo
Stinnes, toyed with the idea of replacing the republican government
with a directorate of three strongmen. 24 The Republic of course sur-
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vived, so that the prophecy of the iron and steel men and Stinnes' prqjei I

proved premature. But those responses to the first great crisis of the new
state revealed lingering hopes in influential big business circles for a

drastic curtailment, if not elimination, of the powers of the demo< rath

ally elected parliaments of republican Germany.
The election of Field Marshal Paul von Hindenburg as president of

the Republic in 1925 once again aroused s^ich hepes. In Decembei ol

that year, in the midst of an economic slump, a deputation of indus-

trialists made use of an audience with the president to plead for intei ( es-

sion on his part on behalf of the business community. As a means to

reduce government expenditures and thus taxes, they proposed i in uin-

scribing the authority of the Reichstag by according the finance ministei

a veto over all government outlays. One member oi tin deputation, the

prominent Ruhr industrialist Paul Reusch, broached the possibility ol a

resort to the president's sweeping emergency powers undei Article 4801
the constitution to ensure sound economic practices by the govern-

ment.25 But despite a sympathetic response, Hindenburg showed no in-

clination then or during the rest of the decide- to flex the I nil powei I oi

the presidency in order to shape economic or f 1 sc a] polk
)

The attitude of big businessmen during tin- republican period had

much in common with that of the officer corps oi the army. Both fo-

cused their political allegiance not on the Republic hut on sue h "highei

notions as Vaterland or Reich. Both drew a distinction between what the)

viewed as the permanence of "the state" and the- transitoi me ss ol a pal -

ticular constitution, including that adopted h\ the Weimai National As-

sembly. Each regarded itself as the rightful, if self-appointed, guardian

of a vital aspect of Germany's national lif e. The generals lau themselves

as the custodians of their country's proud militar\ heritage; the- leaders

of big business considered themselves to be the stewards oi something

also of lasting value to the nation, though of less venerable origin: du

Wirtschaft. Although that literally means "the economy,*
1

in the n usage n

connoted not the national economy as a whole but rathe 1 its large-scale

commercial, financial, manufacturing, and mining enterprises. Jusl as

the officers at the head of the Republic's military establishment, the

Reichswehr, regarded themselves as the army and claimed the right to

speak for it, so the major figures in the business community habitual!)

referred to themselves as die Wirtschaft and presented themselves as its

spokesmen. While quite willing to broaden the base of then constituent

)

by allowing proprietors of small and medium-size enterprises to identify

themselves with die Wirtschaft, the leaders of big business arrogated to

themselves the privilege of determining its interests and represe nting

them before the German people and the holders of political office Al-

though repeatedly emphasizing their weighty responsibility for die Wirt-

schaft, they rarely showed any sense of being responsible to anyone for
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the execution of that stewardship. Throughout the Weimar Republic,

the attitudes of big business—like those of the military—revealed the

shortage of social and political integration that posed such a handicap to

Germany's first experiment with democracy.

Germany's big businessmen also entered the republican era with an

essentially unaltered conception of their economic role. While they no

longer openly asserted the Herr-im-Hause standpoint, their attitudes

toward the firms they headed remained basically proprietary and pater-

nalistic. They continued to profess the sanctity of private property and

the superiority of private enterprise. They viewed themselves as men
somehow called to a special responsibility. In the words of Carl Duis-

berg, one of the founders of the IG Farben chemical trust formed in

1925 and chairman of the industrial Reichsverband from 1925 to 1931,

die Wirtschaft bore the weighty responsibility to "provide for the material

necessities of the nation in a clearheaded and objective manner." 26 As
Germany's entrepreneurs saw it, they alone possessed the capacity for

the enlightened and disinterested execution of this task, since selfishness

and shortsightedness disqualified all other groups. This opinion re-

ceived forceful expression from Ernst Brandi, director of a large portion

of the coal-mining operations of the giant United Steel Works formed in

1926:

The workers, supported by the completely unjustified but legally

sanctioned power of the unions, pursue in a one-sided, egotistical and

even ruthless fashion their interest in higher wages as well as less and

easier work. They have succeeded to a very large degree in securing

their demands, to the detriment of the branches of the economy in-

volved, to the detriment of the whole nation. . . .

By comparison, the employer represents the general interest of his

whole branch of the economy and as a result safeguards the economic

basis of the whole nation. This activity of the employer is therefore not

an egotistical one, but rather one of general value, which is exactly

the opposite of the ruinous activity of the workers and their organi-

zations.27

Brandi's words, to which most entrepreneurs in the Republic would

have assented, convey the extent to which German big business clung to

naive and self-serving notions about its role. They reflect, as well, a myth
that had played no small part in the political history of the Empire: that a

carefully selected and highly trained cadre of able men could transcend

all self-interest and group pressure to govern in an objective and un-

biased (sachlich) manner. Discredited, at least temporarily, in the political

sphere by war, defeat, and revolution, that myth persisted in big busi-

ness' perception of its own role in Weimar Germany. It served to veil

what amounted to a claim to privileged status by one set of participants

in the pluralistic scramble for advantage among socio-economic groups
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Members of the presidium of the industrial Reichsverband standing before the

executive office building of IG Farben in Leverkusen, September 19, 1929. In

the front row, left to right are; Philipp Rosenthal, the porcelain manufacturer;

Carl Duisberg, of IG Farben; and Ernst Borsig, head of the Borsig locomotive

firm of Berlin. In the second row, third from the left, is Paul Reusch, of the

Gutehoffnungshiitte conglomerate; next to him, with white beard, stands Robert

Bosch, the Stuttgart pioneer in the field of automotive electrical equipment;

second from the right, with hand in jacket pocket, is Wilhelm Cuno, of the

Hamburg-America shipping line and former Reich Chancellor. In the third row,

second from the right, with close-cropped hair, is Albert Vogler, of United Steel;

behind him and to the right, with bow tie, stands Paul Silverberg, the coal mag-

nate. Courtesy Bayer Archiv, Leverkusen.
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in the Republic. It underlay a widespread reluctance to accord to Ger-
man workers full equally in the determination of the country's eco-

nomic and social policies. This belief in the special and disinterested role

of the men who controlled die Wirtschaft also revealed a residue of au-

thoritarian political ideology that would rise to the surface again when-
ever the new state faltered in the face of economic difficulties.

The Social Democrats who proclaimed the? Republic and dominated it s

cabinets repeatedly experienced chagrin at finding themselves com-
pelled to collaborate with big businessmen who still harbored sik h

attitudes. But the failure of the country's socialists to effect any thor-

oughgoing changes in the economic structure left them no chou e exi epl

to shore up the existing capitalist order, thus adding to the profits and
economic influence of big business. They could se ek consolation in then

party's position that the capitalist Weimar Republic represented only a^
way station in the inevitable progress toward the so< ialisl Republic of the

future. But neither they nor any other significant republican political

force succeeded in formulating a set of policies lor e£f« ting sue h .1 tran-

sition. In fact, no one ever mounted a determined effort to resolve the

central paradox of the Weimar Republic, a state c alled into being and
governed during its formative phase by socialists, who nonetheless fos-

tered capitalism and relied on it for the material well-being of the- nation.

2. Money Versus Votes

From the standpoint of big business, the political institutions of the- Re-

public represented a potentially grave threat. In the Empire, as a < onse-

quence of constitutional barriers to parliamentary authority . the- eta ted

representatives of the people had exercised only limited influe nce on

government policy. In most federal states discriminator) electoral laws

had limited representation for those with little property. At the national

level, despite universal and nominally equal manhood guff] age m Reic h

stag elections, the failure to reapportion constituencies after 1871 had

resulted in increasing underrepresentation of the urban population m
an era of rapid migration from countryside to city. That had limited the

political impact of the swelling tide of workers' votes in industrial c ides.

The advent of the democratic, parliamentary Republic swept awa) these

obstacles to full popular sovereignty and equitable representation. For

the first time, matters of vital concern to big business became subject to

the will of the equitably elected representatives of the people at large.

Without a mass following to defend their interests at the polls. Ger-

many's big businessmen felt vulnerable. The knowledge th.it a par-

liamentary majority could at any time threaten their economic role

considerably dampened their relief at escaping socialization; and so did

the knowledge that the Weimar constitution explicitly authorized future

challenges to their position by empowering the government to national-
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ize any private enterprise deemed suitable f or socialization and by guar-

anteeing employees parity with employers in the determination of

wages, working eonditions, and the "overall economie development of

productive forces." Such provisions negated, in the eyes of Germany's

businessmen, the equally explicit constitutional guarantees of private

property and fair compensation in the event of state confiscation.

For the business community the most disturbing aspect of the new
republican order lay in the extent to which it threatened to subjugate

economics to politics, and democratic politics at that. Germany's cap-

italists partook of nineteenth-century liberal economic doctrines suffi-

ciently to regard politics as a sphere of activity quite different and

essentially separate from that of economics. 1 The latter appeared to

them more central, more basic, more determinative than politics, and

like the Marxists they accorded economics primacy—if for different rea-

sons—over politics. They, too, saw economics as an objective matter,

governed by immutable, discernible laws, while politics, by contrast,

seemed vulnerable to dangerous passions and given to unpredictability,

particularly where the unpropertied masses enjoyed full political rights.

To assign ultimate responsibility for the nation's economic policies to a

popularly elected parliament appeared to most big businessmen a grave

folly, if not a violation of the most basic principles of human society.

Virtually all agreed it could lead to no good for die Wirtschaft and for the

men who bore the responsibility of caring for its needs.

During the first years of the Republic the leaders of German industry

responded to the perils they saw in the new polity by seeking to de-

politicize questions of economic policy. They found support in that en-

deavor among their new allies in organized labor. Many trade union

leaders shared with industrialists the belief that practical men accus-

tomed to dealing with the realities of economic life could better deter-

mine sound economic policies than parliamentarians and bureaucrats,

who often lacked first-hand knowledge of the everyday world and were

subject to pressures extraneous to the economic matters at issue. Hence,

at the outset of the republican period, both large-scale industry and the

trade unions favored removing broad areas of economic decision mak-
ing from state control and assigning those matters to quasi-official bodies

in which labor and management enjoyed equal representation. 2 This

arrangement appealed to the capitalists since it offered a means of off-

setting the otherwise insuperable numerical superiority of the workers.

If economic policy could be brought under the influence of bodies in

which management enjoyed equal representation with labor, Germany's
politically active industrial leaders would find it easier to defend their

interests than if such matters were left to the free play of forces in the

democratically elected parliaments of the Republic.

For a time, this strategy of de-politicization appeared to succeed. It

received institutional form in the Zentralarbeitsgemeinschaft (ZAG), the
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national capstone to the structure of labor-management boards ( slab

lished under the auspices of the Stinnes-Legien Agreement. During
1919, with the state apparatus still debilitated as a result of the revolu-

tion and overtaxed by the problems of demobilization and peacemaking,
the ZAG arrogated to itself a variety of quasi-official functions. With its

industrial and union spokesmen cooperating frequently by virtue of a

shared commitment to restoring peacetime productivity, the ZAG man-
aged to exert a strong, often decisive influence on the shaping of post-

war German economic policy. It played an important role in dismantling

the wartime web of economic controls, a step that greatly facilitated the

efforts of big business to free itself from government constraints.9 The
ZAG also proved useful in quashing leftist threats to restoration of the

business-as-usual conditions desired by Germany's capitalists. When left

ist political groups pressed, in 1919, for a shorter workday in the mines,

despite an acute coal shortage, the union spokesmen in the ZAG ban ked

management's resistance to this step. They also joined with management
by throwing the ZAG's weight against proposals to bestow extensive

powers on the workers' councils that had sprung up in the wake of the

revolution and which posed a threat not only to management's authoi it)

but to the unions' role as agents for the workers as well From the stand-

point of big business, the ZAG proved resoundingly successful in the

early phases of the Republic in insulating the economic sphei e I rom the

new pressures of mass politics released by the revolution.

Reemergent stresses between management and laboi soon undercut

the effectiveness of the ZAG. The refusal in March 1920 of the indus-

trial leadership to denounce the Kapp Putsch and endorse the unions

general strike appeal soured relations considerably. But ultimatel) the

experiment in class collaboration succumbed to a host of pressures, espe-

cially those exerted by the chronic postwar inflation. Management could

cope with inflation simply by raising prices at its discretion. Because of us

strengthened bargaining rights, organized labor initially did not fare

badly. But in the phase of hyper-inflation, wages—which were paid onl)

at set intervals—lagged increasingly behind pric es. 1 Despite pit as In la-

bor representatives in the ZAG for wage increases to keep pate with

prices, most industrial firms preferred to exploit the favorable situation

and maximize profits. As a result, the ZAG's labor support eroded as

various unions withdrew from participation. The authority of the ZAG
also dwindled as a consequence of assumption of main of its advisor)

functions by the provisional economic council (vorlaufiger Reichswirt-

schaftsrat, or RWR), a consultative chamber established by the Weimar
constitution and made up of labor, management, and public-interest

delegates. In 1923, with the ZAG already severely weakened by union

defections and encroachments of the RWR, it received a fatal blow when

the coal industrialists took advantage of the Franco-Belgian occupation

of the Ruhr to force a suspension of the eight-hour workday that formed
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one of the cornerstones of the Stinnes-Legien Agreement, which had

given rise to the ZAG. The organization lingered on lor some years but

ceased to wield any meaningful authority. With its incapacitation, the

strategy of de-politicization also came to an end.

Well before the disintegration of the ZAG, the limitations of that strat-

egy had become evident. Once the Reich bureaucracy recovered from

the shock of revolution and underwent personnel changes making it ac-

ceptable to the new regime, it began reasserting its control over eco-

nomic policy. With the convening of the first republican Reichstag in the

summer of 1920, matters of vital concern to big business, such as taxes,

increasingly became the subject of parliamentary legislative battles and

of struggles within the political parties and coalition cabinets. The lead-

ers of big business had prepared for this development, having decided

early on to supplement the strategy of de-politicization by plunging into

the partisan politics of the new Republic. During the Empire, they had

felt little need for personal political involvement since businessmen usu-

ally found it more convenient to bypass the parties and deal directly with

government officials, who were, for the most part, well disposed toward

their interests and whom the quasi-authoritarian constitutional order

shielded from popular and parliamentary pressures. During the final

decades of the Empire overt participation by prominent businessmen in

partisan politics had declined markedly, although some sought to de-

fend their interests by exerting behind-the-scenes influence on the par-

ties of the right. 5 The advent of the democratic Republic brought a

sharp reversal of that trend, however, as some of Germany's most prom-
inent businessmen abandoned their accustomed nonpartisan stance to

assume an active and open role in the so-called biirgerlich, or bourgeois,

parties.6

Most big businessmen who entered politics affiliated themselves with

the major rightist party, the German National People's Party (DNVP),
or—in even greater numbers—the more moderate and liberal German
People's Party (DVP). Smaller numbers joined the Catholic Center Party

and the left-liberal German Democratic Party (DDP), both of which col-

laborated with the Majority Social Democrats in the "Weimar coalition"

that governed the Republic during much of its early existence. Factors

that differed from person to person determined the choice of parties:

religion, traditional loyalties, regional political configurations, and per-

sonal ties. But regardless of formal party affiliation, politically active big

businessmen felt a tie to each other that transcended partisan divisions

since politics remained for them a mere matter of interests and conve-

nience. Most carried little ideological baggage aside from a commitment
to private property and private enterprise. They shared an abhorrence

of socialism in all forms and a strong aversion to government regulation

of economic activity as well as to expanded state welfare measures that

necessitated increased taxes. But apart from sharing in the generally
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nationalistic outlook toward the rest of the world and the bitter rejection

of the Versailles territorial settlement then so widespread in Germany,
they seldom displayed interest in non-economic issues. When they made
a rare effort to articulate their political philosophies, they most often
employed the words "national" and "liberal." In the German usage of

the day, a "national" outlook amounted to a self-proclaimed dedication
to disinterested pursuit of the nation's interest that all too often masked
a nostalgic allegiance to the status quo of 1914. The meaning of the word
"liberal" has frequently been problematical in Germany, but in business

circles of the republican period that term carried especially sweeping
connotations. One industrialist gave expression to this when he ex-

plained his position to an acquaintance after the demise of the Republic

:

"As you well know, I have always been liberal, in the sense of Kant and
Frederick the Great." 7

Some members of the business community not only joined political

parties but also secured election as parliamentary deputies. I he Repub-
lic's system of proportional representation facilitated this b) enabling

candidates to gain election on a party list of nominees without having to

campaign actively. The new system took effect with the ele* t ions f 01 the

first republican Reichstag in 1920, which produced a < tiamber studded

with prominent figures from the ranks of big business, including Hugo
Stinnes; his general director, Albert Vogler; Kurt Sorge, a Krupp direc-

tor and chairman of the industrial Reichsverband; former Ki upp man-
aging director, Alfred Hugenberg; and Carl Friedrich von Siemens <>l

the Berlin electrical equipment dynasty. But as most oi these men de-

voted their attention primarily to their dav-to-da\ business affaii s and in

some cases also sat in the ZAG or RW'R, they could not spare miM h time

for parliamentary responsibilities. They attended plena! ) sessions ol the

Reichstag only infrequently and took little part in the work of its stand

ing committees. Because of their demanding business u tivities, as well as

an aversion to assuming political responsibility at a time when intrai table

circumstances made unpopular measures unavoidable, most declined

ministerial posts, thus costing their parties opportunities for increased

influence at the cabinet level. 8 Their parliamentai \ colleagues soon

came to regard them with misgiving since they frequently failed to at-

tend important roll calls, yet served as vulnerable targets for lef tists seek

ing to portray the bourgeois parties as lackeys to the great capitalists.9

Since their parliamentary duties proved a tedious burden, most of the

major big business figures had decided before the 1924 elections to w ith-

draw from the Reichstag. Thereafter, the parliamentary representation

of big business devolved upon men not actively involved in management

at all or upon secondary management figures.

In none of the bourgeois parties did big business hold a wholh com-

manding position, and in the often heated competition with other in-

terest groups for favorable places on the parties lists of candidates,
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big business suffered from a severe handicap. Unlike most of those

groups—the trade unions, the organizations of artisans, white-collar

workers, retail merchants, government officials, and farmers— it lacked

a mass constituency of its own. In bargaining for advantageous candida-

cies, the spokesmen of big business could not promise to the parties the

prime commodity of electoral politics: large blocs of reliable votes. To
compensate for this deficiency, big business drew on another commodity

needed by the parties, one it possessed in relative abundance: money.

From the standpoint of Germany's big businessmen, elective politics in

the Weimar Republic quickly became a matter of offsetting the numbers
behind other interest groups with the financial resources of big busi-

ness—a matter of pitting money against votes.

In using money to protect their political interests, big businessmen

employed a variety of stratagems. 10 Some of their spokesmen received

coveted "safe" places on the bourgeois parties' lists of nominees when
business interests interceded on their behalf with the national leadership

of those parties by holding out the prospect of financial aid. In other

instances, big business interests concentrated their resources at the local

or regional level to secure the nomination and election of their candi-

dates by essentially the same method. A more direct solution involved

simply buying the services of parliamentarians: A deputy or prospective

deputy received a place on a company's payroll in a sinecure with the

tacit understanding that he would serve as a parliamentary agent. A de-

corous way to achieve the same goal entailed giving an influential politi-

cian a seat on a company's supervisory board, a post that entailed few

duties and little responsibility but carried with it a lucrative honorarium.

In still other instances the initiative came from the side of the parties.

Hoping to obtain subsidies from big business interests, party leaders

sought out persons from the business community and bestowed on them
places on their candidate lists that assured election, thereby demonstrat-

ing the party's concern for the welfare of big business. On the whole,

the bourgeois parties welcomed business participation, since it usually

brought financial support.

The case of IG Farben, the giant chemical corporation formed in

1925, illustrates the possibilities for using business money to gain parlia-

mentary representation. 11 In the late 1920s Farben's supervisory board

included three Reichstag deputies, one each in the DDP, the Center, and
the DVP. In addition, one of the firm's directors, Wilhelm Kalle, served

as DVP deputy both in the Reichstag and the Prussian Landtag. A spe-

cial secret committee, presided over by Kalle and known as the Kalle-

Kreis or the Kranzchen, managed Farben's political money. Acting with

far-reaching discretionary powers, it bestowed each year a total of about

300,000 marks on the DDP, the Center, and the DVP, with the largest

amount normally going to the DVP. During national or Prussian election

campaigns the firm distributed additional payments of roughly the same
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magnitude to the same parties. These were considerable sums at a time
when the annual budget of the national headquarters of a major party
such as the DNVP came to only about half a million marks and when a

bourgeois party could mount an election campaign in some of the thn tv-

five electoral districts of the Republic for as little as 20,000 to 30,000
marks. 12

Farben by no means stood alone in contributing to more than one
party. Few big businessmen felt a strong loyalty to any of the Weimai
parties, with the possible exception of some devout Catholics who dung
to the Center Party on grounds of religious identification. 1 1 F01 most,

party politics amounted to little more than a bothersome sphere oi ac

tivity that required at least a minimal amount oi attention and the alloc a

tion of some funds. They regarded their contributions as investments

for the purpose of maintaining barriers to so< ialism and assui ac c ess

to those in power for their firms. They would have preferred a single

united bourgeois party and looked with envy to the I mud States, where
a simpler party system seemed to make it easiei for then American
counterparts to influence the shape of national policy. 14 In the absent e

of such a united party, others joined Farben in spreading then political

money across the political spectrum in hopes ol thereby strengthening

the bourgeois elements in Germany's politics and ensuring th.it the)

would have friends in power regardless of which parties govei rted al an)

particular time.

The absence of any centralized direction or even coordination oi el-

forts on the part of big businessmen to pit mono against votes gread)

hampered the effectiveness of those efforts. Contrary to widespread be-

lief, the national or peak-associations oi big business— the so-c ailed SpU-

zenverbdnde—which might have served as levers for pressure on the

politicians, played no part in either the collection <>i disbursement oi

political money. 15 The leaders of the industrial Reichsverband, which

rested on a precarious merger of groups whose economic interests fre-

quently conflicted, scrupulously refrained from partisan politic al ac ti\ it\

in order to avoid additional internal dissension; so, for similar reasons,

did the leadership of the Vereinigung der Deutschen Arbeitgebei \ c 1
-

bande, the national association of employers
1

organizations charged with

defense of industry's interests in labor-management questions More

specialized national trade associations, representing particular branches

of big business, similarlv abstained from direct involvement in part) pol-

itics. All of these national associations engaged in political activities, oi

course, as their officials assiduouslv cultivated kev figures in the bureau-

cracy and lobbied vigorously in the parliaments of Germain on behali oi

big business. But they played no direct part in the delicate process oi

transforming money into influence.

Lacking any nationwide system for managing their political money,

big businessmen pooled their financial resources for political purposes
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in a variety of ways. In some parts of the country, the smaller and fre-

quently more homogeneous regional industrial associations collected

money from member firms and disbursed it to politic al parties. From all

indications, however, much more appreciable sums came from regional

pooling arrangements established specifically for political purposes out-

side the framework of the existing trade associations. The Kuratorium

fur den Wiederaufbau des Deutschen Wirtschaftslebens of Berlin, cre-

ated in 1919, managed the political funds of industrial firms in and

around the capital as well as those of the large Berlin banks that served

all of Germany. 16 It sought to bring as many active businessmen as possi-

ble into politics and to influence the policies of the parties. To those ends

it disbursed sizeable sums to all the major bourgeois parties during na-

tional election campaigns. The largest share went, at the outset, to the

DDP, later to the DVP, with the Center Party and the DNVP also receiv-

ing sizeable allotments. In 1928 the resources of the Kuratorium suf-

fered a major diminution when the major Berlin banks, preferring to

manage their political contributions themselves, withdrew their support.

Later, the depression reduced the organization to insignificance by dras-

tically curtailing the willingness of the remaining participants to contrib-

ute. Other regional organizations similar to the Kuratorium, about

which less is known, operated in many parts of the country. 17

The coal, iron, and steel firms of the Ruhr also sought to combine

their political money to increase its impact. In the early years of the

Republic, they made use of an autonomous organization established late

in the Empire for just that purpose: the Kommission zur Sammlung,
Verwaltung und Verwendung des Industriellen Wahlfonds. 18 Its funds,

like those of the Kuratorium, derived from assessments levied on par-

ticipating firms. At the time of the 1919 and 1920 elections, the Kommis-
sion disbursed considerable sums to the bourgeois parties, earmarked in

many cases for candidates regarded as especially valuable from the

standpoint of industry. But with the depreciation of its financial reserves

during the inflation, it faltered. In 1924, after stabilization of the mark,

the Kommission gave way to a less formal arrangement whereby the coal

industrialists on the one hand and those of iron and steel on the other

established separate funds which were disbursed in coordinated fashion.

Administration of these two funds fell initially to Alfred Hugenberg,

who had long played an important behind-the-scenes role in the Kom-
mission. 19 A former civil servant who sat as a DNVP deputy in the na-

tional parliament throughout the Republic, after serving as managing
director of Krupp from 1909 to 1918, Hugenberg was at the time—and
still is—often mistakenly portrayed as an agent of industry. By shrewdly

investing the large amounts of industrial money placed at his disposal

during the war to mobilize public opinion in favor of annexationist aims,

he made himself financially independent of his backers in the postwar

period and became a political force in his own right. Although he con-
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tinued to command a following in industrial circles of the Ruin , panic u-

larly among the coal operators, he alienated many oi the most influential

men of the iron and steel industry during the late 1920s. The) resented
his growing arrogance and deplored his ideologic al adherence to the
rigid line of the ultranationalist Pan-German League. On occasion Ins

beliefs led him to slight the immediate economic interests of big busi-

ness, as with the Dawes Plan, whic h he opposed despite German indus-

try's desperate need for the American credit whu h onl) approval oi the

Dawes Plan would make available. These different es ( .une to a head in

1927, when Hugenberg sought to use the politic al mone\ of industT) to

gain control of the DNVP by denying its chairman, Count Kuno VC41

Westarp, a voice in the allocation oi thai party's sh.ne of those funds

Some of the leading Ruin iron and steel industrialists, who had long

mistrusted Hugenberg because, among othei reasons, of Ins closei ties

with the coal operators, regarded tins move as a high-handed misap-

propriation of their money and a threat to the- unit) <>l a part) the)

regarded as a bulwark of conservatism. Supplying Westai |> generousl)

with funds raised by a special lew on the- iron and iteel firms, the) < u -

cumvented Hugenberg and took ovei administration of then own polm
cal money. 20 Hugenberg, who captured the- leadership of the DW I' in

1928, continued to command the allegiaiu e and financial bat kingoi in

fluential industrialists and to represenl the politkal hope s of extreme
right-wing elements in the business community, at leasl until the- final

phase of the republican period. Then, .is will he- discussed below, his

followers in big business circles dw indled, bet oming alienated b) his 00-

durately negative policies, whic h deprived him ol an) voice in govern

ment, as well as by his support for agrarian intei ests in theii increasing!)

acrimonious clashes with industr) over trade policy.

Collaboration of the Ruhr iron and steel industrialists with the- coal

operators resumed early in 1928 when the most mtluenii.il ol Hugen
berg's industrial critics, Paul Reuse h of the Gutehoffnungshtttte com-

bine, took the lead in forming a secret organization ol twelve top

industrialists, the Ruhrlade.21 This group, drawn from the c oal and iron

industries of the Ruhr and Rhenish regions, met one e a month, foi mall)

attired for an evening of sociability and deliberation about matters <>f

common interest. In March 1928 they agreed to use then ne w organiza-

tion to administer the political contributions of the great Ruin mdustii.il

firms during the campaign for the May Reichstag elections of that yeai

The men of the Ruhrlade themselves took over the task of assessing and

collecting the contributions of the iron and steel industry. Assessment

and collection of the levy for the coal industry remained in the hands of

the coal operators. The Ruhrlade, however, arrogated to itself authorit)

over the expenditure of both levies and continued that practice in fol-

lowing years. On the basis of available evidence, the annual sum at its

disposal amounted, in the period 1998—30, to at least 1 .2 million marks,
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and possibly to as much as 1.5 million marks. This gave iis members
control over the largest political fund of big business, and probably of

any special interest group, in Germany. At the time of the 1928 elec-

tions, the Ruhrlade contributed at least 200,000 marks to the national

headquarters of the DNVP, which amounted to nearly half the money
that party received from large donors. A similar amount probably went

to the DVP, with a lesser sum going to the Center Party. The Ruhrlade

also supported individual candidates it regarded as especially friendly to

industry. After the elections of 1928, it subsidized the DNVP and DVP
to the extent of 5,000 marks a month each, and it gave 3,000 marks

every month to the conservative Catholic Bavarian People's Party.

These efforts by big business to use its money to gain influence over

the non-socialist parties and to secure representation for its interests

in the parliaments of the Republic yielded disappointing results. 22 De-

spite the often formidable financial resources the capitalists and their

agents could bring to bear, the politicians showed themselves disconcer-

tingly resistant to manipulation through material rewards and punish-

ments. This proved particularly true with regard to the crucial allotment

of those coveted top places on the parties' lists of parliamentary candi-

dates that virtually guaranteed election under the Republic's propor-

tional system of representation. While the leaders of the bourgeois

parties displayed a willingness to assign a few such nominations to

spokesmen of big business, they stubbornly resisted pressure to expand
their number appreciably. The political agents of big business repeat-

edly retaliated by threatening to withhold financial contributions unless

the parties met their demands. That tactic produced little in the way of

results, however. From the politicians' point of view, big business

amounted to merely one clamorous pressure group among many, and
far from the most potent in a political sense. While it could threaten to

withhold money, its competitors from less wealthy pressure groups

could confront party leaders with a more dire prospect: loss of the blocs

of voters over which they exercised influence. Moreover, the politicians

knew from experience that the threats of big business almost invariably

proved empty, since the capitalists had no real alternative. Their prime

political concern lay with maintaining the non-socialist parties as a bul-

wark against the parties of the left; to withhold customary contributions

at election time would only subvert that aim. Politicians could thus defy

big business with impunity. After blustering and delaying, its spokesmen

virtually always made donations as usual in the end, fearing that failure

to do so would only strengthen the enemies of capitalism at the polls.

Only the tumultuous upheavals of 1932 would eventually lead some po-

litically active capitalists to withhold their usual contributions.

Because of these limitations big business remained weakly represented

in the Reichstag. Its spokesmen amounted to small minorities even in the

bourgeois parties. In the chamber as a whole, the proportion of in
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dustrial spokesmen fluctuated between 4 and 7 percent prior to 1930,
when massive Nazi gains reduced the level still further.23 Considerably
stronger representation went to spokesmen of interest groups compris-
ing large numbers of voters. Despite the continuing shrinkage ol agri-

culture, agrarian spokesmen commanded a steady 14 percenl ol tin-

seats in the parliaments of the 1920s. 24 Educated estimates of the num-
ber of deputies identified with civil service interibsts rail as high as a

quarter of the chamber, counting all those, such as retired military of-

ficers and also clergymen, dependent on government pay or pensions.25

Another large and potent block of deputies comprised spokesmen and
members of the three trade union movements— socialist, Christian, and
liberal. Because of the union membership of most SPD deputies, the

union bloc carried far more weight than the number ol out-and-out

union officials in the chamber would suggest.26

Big businessmen also suffered many disappointments in then effol is

to influence politics indirectly through control of the press.27 I akin^

advantage of the setbacks which war and inflation had dealt to the inde-

pendent entrepreneurs who previously owned most <>l the German
press, big business interests gained control over man) of the important

newspapers of Germany during the early 1 920s. 1 lugenbei ^. employing
the funds entrusted to him by his wartime industrial backers, put to-

gether a media empire that encompassed a nationwide pu ss service,

scores of provincial newspapers, several large newspapei 1 in Bei lin, and,

eventually, the country's biggest film studio. 1 Kowevei . I lugenbei ,^ soon

began to use the media he controlled lor political purposes that, as .il

ready noted, sometimes clashed with the interests ol the husmess com-
munity. During the inflation Hugo Stinnes, purported!) the richest

industrialist in Germany, acquired a string ol new spapei s, in< luding the

Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung (DAZ), one of the major dailies in the capital.

After the collapse of Stinnes' financial empire following his death in

1924, the government covertly subsidized the DAZ to prevent its at quisi-

tion by Hugenberg or by left-liberal critics of the government In 1927,

when public disclosures made continuation of this arrangement impossi-

ble, the DAZ secretly passed, through the intermediate of Foreign Min-

ister Gustav Stresemann, into the possession of a consortium of big

business interests that included Ruhr industrialists, the major shipping

firms of Hamburg and Bremen, and the large banks of Berlin. When the

DAZ began to incur deficits with the onset of the depression, it received

heavy subsidies from the Ruhrlade, as did a major conservative paper of

the Ruhr, the Rheinisch-Westfdlische Zeitung of Essen. The chief figure of

the Ruhrlade, Paul Reusch, also exercised control, through the financ lal

holdings of his firm, over three major newspapers, the Mundmtr Neuestt

Nachrichten in Munich, the Schwabischer Merkur of Stuttgart, and the

Frankischer Kurier of Nuremberg. In 1929 IG Farben secretlv invested

heavily in a prestigious left-liberal daily that commanded a national
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readership, the Frankfurter Zeitung, thus bringing yet another major

newspaper at least partially into the orbit of big business.

From the standpoint of the big businessmen involved, these efforts to

shape public opinion by exercising ownership rights over newspapers

yielded meager results. It proved difficult even to control the content of

the papers in which they had invested. Much of the difficulty lay in the

very nature of newspaper operations. The necessity for rapid, on-the-

spot decision making under the pressure of inexorable deadlines ef-

fectively precluded sustained day-to-day dictation of news and editorial

content by financial backers themselves heavily engaged in the demand-
ing tasks of managing large business concerns and associational organi-

zations. Big businessmen thus usually found themselves forced to

depend on intermediaries in their dealings with the newspapers in which

they had invested. The case of Hugenberg, who exploited his role as an

intermediary to dictate, for his own political ends, the editorial policies

of the papers he had acquired, illustrates the perils of such an arrange-

ment. So do the experiences of Stinnes, Reusch, and the consortium that

owned the DAZ, all of whom had to rely heavily on the editors of the

papers over which they enjoyed financial control. To a striking extent,

those editors could make use of their control over day-to-day operations

to maintain an appreciable degree of independence from their papers'

financial backers. 28 Another limitation of the effectiveness of big busi-

ness' efforts to use the press lay in the paradox that overt or conspicuous

control of the newspapers in question only diminished their effective-

ness by discrediting them as capitalist mouthpieces in the eyes of much
of the reading public they were intended to influence. This consid-

eration dictated IG Farben's circumspect handling of the Frankfurter

Zeitung, which left that paper's staff free from direct interventions in

editorial policy. Big businessmen involved directly with the press occa-

sionally sought to overcome these obstacles by issuing policy guidelines,

planting editorials of their own devising, or securing the dismissal of an

offending journalist.29 They doubtless succeeded in disseminating a

great deal of propaganda simply by keeping the papers they subsidized

afloat. But these members of the business community who became in-

volved with the press remained, almost without exception, dissatisfied

with the results of their often extremely expensive ventures into jour-

nalism.

Efforts by big business interests to disseminate their viewpoints

through the public relations agencies created by various industrial orga-

nizations during the 1920s proved similarly disappointing.30 In general,

only newspapers and magazines already well disposed to the business

community drew on publications and handouts from these agencies.

The major liberal newspapers, whose high-quality coverage of economic
affairs gained them a wide readership in influential political and busi-

ness circles, showed themselves impervious to such heavy-handed at-
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tempts at influence. Moreover, to the frustration of Germany's big

businessmen, the prestigious and influential liberal press consistently as-

sumed a critical stance toward the country's large-scale enterprises,

trusts, and cartels. Even the Frankfurter Zeitung, despite Farbens hold-

ings of its shares, steadfastly denounced the perils of large concentra-

tions of capital—although avoiding explicit denunciations of Farben
itself—and defended the principle of a pluralistic economy of many en-

trepreneurial co-equals. 31 Not surprisingly, most big businessmen re-

garded the press as a predominantly hostile force throughout the

Republic.

Another disillusioning aspect of big business' involvement in politics

lay in the unwillingness of politicians to stay bought. Hugenberg pro-

vided the most conspicuous and painful example. His doctrinaire intran-

sigence and his frequent disregard for the immediate material interests

of the business community progressively alienated those who had origi-

nally propelled him into politics. By the end of the republican era, in-

creasing numbers of his former bac kers in industry were seeking— in

vain—to remove him from the leadership of the DNVP.M Gusta\

Stresemann provided a less dramatic example ol the same phenome-
non.33 He had entered politics during the Empire as a spokesman foi

finishing and consumer-goods industries. Alter the revolution he solic-

ited support from the leaders of the business communit) h>r his new

party, the DVP, assuring them it would defend their interests. Yet he,

too, proved a disappointment since he vigorousl) i esisted efforts to turn

the DVP into a mere tool of big business. He pursued m hat most business

leaders regarded as a foolhardy and perilous polk) ol ( ollaboration w itfa

the Social Democrats, playing a leading role in bringing them into the

cabinet in 1923 and again in 1928. Not until Strese mann s last years,

when he became preoccupied with his duties as foreign ministe r and

suffered from declining health, did he negleet his lootel) organized

party's affairs sufficiently to allow big business interests to inc rease the

number of its deputies beholden to them. But until his death in 19*9 he

managed, if with mounting difficulty, to hold the part) behind his polk \

of conciliation with the left.

Stresemann's party colleague and successor as foreign minister, Julius

Curtius, provides another example of the unreliability of politicians

from the viewpoint of big business. A lawyer with numerous industrial

clients as well as close family links to one of Germany's largest nulling,

iron-producing, and manufacturing combines, the Gutehoffnungshntte.

Curtius was elected a DVP deputy with big-business support. When he

became economics minister in 1925, he was initially regarded as the busi-

ness community's man in the cabinet, but he eventually attracted the ire

of many of his former backers by making decisions based on his percep-

tion of the general welfare, as when he vetoed proposed increases in the

price of coal. 34 By the time Curtius left the Economics Ministry in 19S9
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to succeed Stresemann at the Foreign Ministry, he had come to In-

viewed with suspicion and dislike in most big business quarters. A similar

fate befell his short-term successor as economics minister, Paul Mold-

enhauer, another DVP parliamentarian, whom IG Farben had recruited

through election to its supervisory board. 35 Moved to the post of finance

minister late in 1929, just as the first effects of the depression became

felt, Moldenhauer quickly roused the ire of the business community
through his attempts to devise a politically viable fiscal policy. In the

spring of 1930, hostility on the part of industrial elements within his own
party contributed to his decision to resign.

Contemporary observers, as well as most historians, have tended to

attribute great effectiveness to the financial resources German big busi-

ness brought to bear on politics during the Weimar Republic. The busi-

nessmen themselves saw things in a very different light. They became, in

fact, fully aware of the multiple and formidable obstacles they encoun-

tered in attempting to transform their economic potency into political

influence. While they readily agreed with those observers who saw the

contest between money and votes as an uneven one, from their view-

point the advantage lay not with superior financial resources but with

superior numbers.

3. Assets

Although frequently frustrated in their attempts to influence electoral

processes, to mold public opinion, and to manipulate politicians, Ger-

many's capitalists did not see their worst fears about the new democratic

Republic realized. After the abortive efforts of the post-revolutionary

period, the issue of socialization receded. Instead of the economic

decline many had predicted, a startling recovery took place during the

second half of the decade. Once the hyper-inflation and the severe defla-

tionary policies of stabilization had been surmounted, the economy re-

gained lost ground at an astonishing pace. Despite territorial losses that

substantially reduced the country's supply of numerous key natural re-

sources and diminished its industrial capacity, and despite the overall

contraction of economic activity in Europe, the industrial output and
foreign trade of the Republic had outstripped those of the considerably

larger Empire by the late 1920s. Although the rate of growth lagged well

behind that of the pre-war era and unemployment remained high, an

appreciable degree of prosperity nevertheless returned to Germany, be-

stowing sizeable profits on most of its capitalists. In addition, the men of

big business found in the course of the 1920s that under the Republic

they possessed quite a few notable assets, some of which they owed, at

least in part, to developments since 1918.

Even the despised Versailles peace settlement, which so offended the

nationalistic sensibilities of Germany's big businessmen, did not lack ben-
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eficial side-effects for them. The reparations issue proved especially im-
portant in that regard. By conjuring up the specter of a confiscation of

physical assets by the victors, that issue added to the obstacles to sociali-

zation since it was widely assumed that the country's former enemies
would respect the principle of private property more than that of public

ownership. 1 The practicalities of reparation payments also quickly re-

stored the influence of the business community m the now republican

governmental circles of Berlin. Faced with a myriad of technical eco-

nomic and financial problems, many international in scope, the leaders

of the new state began early to rely on the expertise of prominent bank-

ers and industrialists in devising responses to the victors' demands Fai

from becoming outsiders facing a hostile official environment, some oi

the country's most prominent capitalists found their guidaiu C In matters

with far-reaching ramifications eagerly sought by the leaders oi the new
state. 2 The reparations issue strengthened the hand ofthe business com-
munity in domestic politics as well, giving to its economic interests <i

weight far in excess of the number of its parliamentary supporters. As

republican officials soon discovered, the victorious powers preferred

reparations arrangements that enjoyed at least the acquiescence of the

industrial and banking circles that controlled the majoi sources of cap-

ital in Germany. Since the victors demonstrated a much less accommo-
dating attitude about reparations schedules and modalities of payment
in the absence of such acquiescence, even leftward-oriented cabinets

found themselves forced to make important concessions to tin political

spokesmen of big business interests during the early years of the Repub
lie in order to demonstrate that those interests stood behind at least the

fiscal aspects of government policy. This need to placate foreign opinion

with an eye to the reparations issue contributed significantly to the in-

ability of the early republican governments to enact legislation that

would have made large-scale enterprises shoulder a realistic shan oi

taxes when the postwar inflation rendered the existing revenue system

ineffective. 3 In the autumn of 1923 the collapse of German passive re-

sistance to the Franco-Belgian occupation of the Ruhr after the Reich s

default on reparations enabled the country's industrial leadership to un-

dercut one of labor's principal revolutionary gains. Exploiting the need

for increased production in order to meet the victors' demands for rep-

arations, the industrialists brought the Berlin authorities to relax the

prohibition against a workday of more than eight hours. 4 Big business

did not exact all it had hoped to from the reparations issue, having failed

to secure the return of the state railways to private ownership, for exam-

ple. But Germany's capitalists, even as they denounced as exorbitant and

unworkable the "tribute" extracted from their country by its former ene-

mies, exploited the problems the reparations issue created within Ger-

many to enhance their own position in the new postwar order.
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The chronic inflation of the Republic's first half-decade also bffered

advantages to much of the business community, especially large-scale

industry. 5 The depreciation of the currenc y not only drastic ally cut the

real value of the taxes paid by firms but also gave them an opportunity to

reduce the effective costs of their payrolls, which underwent upward

adjustment at less frequent intervals, and thus more slowly, than did

prices. In addition, the runaway inflation sharply diminished the indebt-

edness of those business enterprises whose managements chose to pay

off old debts in greatly devalued paper currency. German industry in

particular increased its assets dramatically at the expense of its creditors,

including the banks that had traditionally controlled great quantities

of investment capital. Extensive new investments took place at what

amounted to public expense, as the national bank, the Reichsbank, per-

mitted firms to borrow, at interest rates far below the currency's rate of

depreciation, the money it frantically printed to keep pace with a spiral-

ing demand for credit. Alert industrialists promptly plowed those loans

into capital goods that retained value, then repaid the loans with de-

preciated paper marks, which the Reichsbank accepted at face value.

The decline of the mark's value in relation to foreign currencies spurred

this industrial expansion by increasing demand abroad for German ex-

ports, which sold at prices well below those of competitors. While big

business did not, as some critics charged, control or determine the

course of the great inflation, many of the country's big enterprises took

abundant advantage of the hapless government policies that allowed the

currency to lose value. Part of the business community helped to fuel the

inflation, profited from it, evaded a meaningful share of taxation, and

emerged with holdings enlarged at the expense of social groups less able

to take advantage of the opportunities offered by rapid currency depre-

ciation.

Following stabilization of the currency in late 1923, the non-socialist

cabinets that reordered the economy adopted policies highly favorable

to the business community.6 Most vestiges of wartime Zwangswirtschaft

disappeared. The government permitted employers to require longer

hours of work in ever more industries. New tax laws gave favorable

treatment to corporations and limited income taxes on the wealthy while

increasing the excise levies that weighed most heavily upon the mass of

consumers. Past business tax debts were scaled down or written off. The
industries of the Ruhr received generous compensation from the state

treasury in new, hard marks for the reparations deliveries in kind they

had made after the collapse of passive resistance. The government effec-

tively obstructed efforts on the part of aggrieved creditors to require

prompt and equitable restitution from debtors, including the many in-

dustrial firms that had profited when inflation wiped out financial obli-

gations set in fixed amounts of depreciating paper marks. 7
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Republican foreign policy proved, during the years of stabilization, to

offer advantages for the business community. The Dawes Plan, whi( h in

1924 provided for a regularization of reparations payments along lines

laid down by an international committee of experts, produced a large

infusion of foreign credit, especially from the United States. Thai devel-

opment helped shield Germany's capitalists from the full Unpad oi the

deflationary monetary policies of the p<5st-inflation period. With t he-

help of credit from abroad much of industry embarked on what bc< ame
known as the rationalization movement." Production in many brani hea

became concentrated in large units utilizing assembly lines and the man
agement techniques pioneered by the Americ an Frederick W. Taylor;

sophisticated labor-saving machines automated and «u ( eiei and produ< -

tion; and the need for labor diminished. Trade policy benefited the busi-

ness community, too. When, by the terms of the Versailles [Yeaty,

Germany regained control over its tariffs in 1925, a rightward-oriented

cabinet presided over adoption of a schedule oi impoi I duties thai went

far toward providing the protection demanded by an alliance of indus-

trial and agrarian interests. 9 During the rest of the decade the govern-

ment sought to placate protectionist interests even as it negotiated

agreements with other European countries designed to reduce barriers

to trade so as to increase German exports. By taking advantage of the

business community's continuing need for loans and investments from

western European countries and the United States, the Foreign Ministi \

under Stresemann managed to dampen opposition from that quaitei to

the policy of meeting reparations obligations and ( onciliating ( lei main s

former enemies in the West, especially Britain and Fl ani e As tin an hi

tect of German foreign policy throughout the period oi stabilization,

Stresemann sought to exploit Germany's robust economy to offset the

military and political advantages of the victorious powers. As a result,

the Foreign Ministry worked hand in hand with big business interest!

particularly those in the key iron and steel industries— in an effort to

coordinate public and private economic policv in suc h fashion as to yield

the greatest foreign policy gains in the direction of a revision oi tin

Versailles settlement. When the interests of business groups came into

conflict with government policy, the latter prevailed, sometimes to the

considerable chagrin of the businessmen involved. But at a time when

Germany possessed no military force with which to back its aims in the

international sphere, Stresemann and the other officials of the Foreign

Ministry looked upon big business as a vital asset. The leaders of the

business community could, on the whole, expect solicitous responses to

their wishes from the side of the Wilhelmstrasse. 10

Throughout most of the republican period, Germain's capitalists

could also count upon support from the Economics Ministry. 11 After

1922 it remained, with only one brief interruption, in the hands of a

succession of non-socialist ministers well disposed to the interests of the
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business community. Spokesmen of big business could count on a sym-

pathetic hearing from its officials, who enforced most regulatory laws

and drafted much national economic legislation. 1 he requests of busi-

ness interests did not always meet with approval, as those officials upheld

the traditions of the proud, professional German civil service and

showed themselves quite capable of rejecting entreaties from even the

most imposing of petitioners. Still, a number of biases predisposed the

men who ran the Economics Ministry to look favorably on big business.

A product of the war, that ministry continued to bear the marks of its

formative years, during which the imperial government chose, in the

name of efficiency, to deal predominantly with large firms and the asso-

ciational organizations they dominated. Its officials tended as well to pre-

fer the seeming rationality of business "self-regulation" to the less

orderly workings of a free-wheeling competitive marketplace. In consid-

erable measure because of this orientation of its personnel and its

domination by pro-big business ministers, the ministry undercut the Re-

public's one major piece of cartel-regulating legislation, enacted in 1923
while the Social Democrats participated in the cabinet. Under the benign

scrutiny of the Economics Ministry, which had responsibility for enforc-

ing the 1923 law, cartels continued to flourish in much of industry, limit-

ing production and setting prices. 12 With the blessing of the ministry,

huge trusts dominating key industries horizontally sprouted alongside

the more loosely organized cartels, the most conspicuous being the IG
Farben chemical combine formed in 1925 and the United Steel Works
brought into being a year later by an amalgamation of some of the

largest iron and steel firms in the country. Encouraged by both the For-

eign and Economics ministries, German steel producers also played a

prominent part in forming, in 1926, the international steel cartel, which

regulated production and prices throughout western Europe. The ac-

quiescence of the republican government to these combinations in

restraint of trade permitted some of Germany's most prominent capital-

ists, despite their affirmations of the virtues of capitalism, to indulge—as

during the Empire—a persistent aversion to competition as well as a

penchant for controlling production and setting prices in an effort to

ensure for themselves risk-free, guaranteed-profit markets. 13

The leaders of big business could legitimately claim a share of credit

for the striking improvement in their position during the 1920s. In

terms of organization, Germany's industrialists enjoyed far greater cohe-

sion than they had during the Empire. Wartime economic mobilization

and curtailment of foreign trade mitigated differences of interest that

had formerly produced repeated open clashes between domestically ori-

ented basic industries and export-oriented manufacturers. Previously

organized nationally into rival associations, these two groups cooperated

closely during the war and the revolutionary period. In 1919 they

joined, along with the young chemical industries, in a single industrial
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association, the Reichsverband der Deutschen Industrie. 1

1

Concerned
primarily with national economic policies, the Reichsverband assumed a

place alongside the nationwide league of industrial employer organiza-
tions, the Vereinigung der Deutschen Arbeitgeberverbande, created
shortly before the war, and the venerable national organization ol local

chambers of industry and commerce, the Deutscher Industrie- und
Handelstag. 15 Of these Spitzenverbdnde, *>r pedk-associations, the most
politically active, the Reichsverband, was dominated by big business in-

terests. Well financed, elaborately organized, and led b) prominent in-

dustrialists, it took up the task of heading the lobby for die Wirtsehaft. Its

officers enjoyed access to the highest of Ik ials of the Republic , in< luding
chancellors and presidents, and could present their arguments direcd)

to them. Its professional staff bombarded cabinet members, ministerial

officials, and parliamentarians with barrages ol statistics and position

papers designed to back up those arguments. The able and well-

connected officials of the Reichsverband helped to mold the industrial

spokesmen in the Reichstag, who sat s< altered among the bourgeois pai -

ties, into a small but cohesive blo< thai sometimes proved vet) effective

at trading votes with other interest groups to build oi bkM k majoi itiea on
issues of importance to industry

.

16 The Rei< hsverband itself sei ved .is a

national forum where disparate industrial interest groups could seek to

reconcile differences.

A general diminution of strife within the industrial camp facilitated

these efforts at reconciliation on the part oi the Rck hsvei band. In pai t.

that development reflected a heightened solidarity among men who
shared a sense of being on the defensive in .i hazardous new political

environment. To some extent it reflected as well the spread ol large-

scale, mixed enterprises with involvements sufBciend) complex .is to

blur some of the lines that had sometimes dh ided Industry into warring

camps during the Empire, particularly on trade policy. Bui a majoi fac-

tor in the lessening of conflict within the industrial (amp la) in the suc-

cess of interindustrial diplomacy at arranging compromise settlements

among branches of production with divergent interests. I he most im-

portant of these settlements came about in the middle ol the decade,

when the major iron and steel producers real bed the hist ol a sei ies < >t

secret accords, known as the AVI Agreements, with the principal users

of iron and steel in manufacturing. 17 Those accords removed the objec-

tions of the chief domestic processors of those vital commodities to the

higher prices that would result from protectionist tariffs, since the pro-

ducers guaranteed them sizeable rebates on those portions ol their iron

and steel purchases they put into exported produc ts. This enabled the

manufacturers to compete in the world market bv charging lower pi k es

for the goods they sold abroad than for those they sold in the protec ted

German market. As a result, they abandoned their traditional opposition

to protective tariffs, at least until the depression upset these arrange-
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ments. In such ways, German industry dosed ranks in response to the

loss of the sheltered and privileged position it had enjoyed during the

Empire.

The remarkable improvement in the fortunes of the business commu-
nity during the 1920s owed more than a little to the disarray in the ranks

of its chief adversaries, the country's socialists. War and revolution had

left them irreconcilably divided politically by schisms that eventually

hardened into fratricidal strife between the Social Democratic and Com-
munist parties. During Weimar, big business no longer had to face a

formidably united, steadily growing socialist movement of the kind that

had seemed to menace the capitalist order before the war. In the larger

of the socialist parties, the SPD, moderate revisionist, reformist elements

held sway after the secession of its radical Marxist wing and the failure of

attempts at socialization. They looked toward a gradual transformation

of the capitalist system rather than its overthrow. A residual Marxist

determinism led much of the intellectual leadership of the SPD and the

closely affiliated socialist trade union movement to view positively the

overall course of capitalist development in Germany. With optimistic fa-

talism men like Rudolf Hilferding, the ranking theoretician of the Wei-

mar SPD, concluded that the "organized capitalism" they saw taking

shape would lead inexorably toward an even more organized socialism if

the capitalists were permitted to continue reshaping the economic or-

der. 18 Even cartels and other price-fixing, production-regulating combi-

nations seemed to represent positive portents of a rapidly decaying

capitalist individualism and evidence of an emergent collectivistic

trend. 19 Viewing themselves more as eventual heirs of the capitalist sys-

tem than as it conquerors, the Social Democrats, under the leadership of

men of Hilferding's outlook, offered little resistance, even while their

party sat in the government of the Republic, to the domination of overall

national economic policy

—

Wirtschaftspolitik—by non-socialist political

forces well disposed toward the business community.

4. Liabilities

Despite their overall good fortune the capitalists of Germany found that

the republican order not only left them with notable assets but also im-

posed certain distressful liabilities on them. The most onerous of these,

from their point of view, came to be known collectively as Sozialpolitik. 1

In the context of the Weimar Republic that term stood for an array of

welfare-state measures designed to improve the lot of wage earners.

Building on the foundations laid by Bismarck, the republican regime

expanded Germany's already elaborate system of social insurance, cap-

ping it in 1927 with a comprehensive national unemployment insurance

program. Further measures regulated the hours and conditions of work,

governed labor-management relations, and protected the interests of
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wage earners in still other ways. This expansion of Sonalpolitik enjoyed
broad political support not only from the left but also f rom the middle
and even the right of the political spectrum. As Count Kuno von West-
arp, leader of the rightist DNVP, explained in 1927 to a disgruntled
capitalist who had complained about his party's backing for an addi-

tional piece of legislation for Sozialpolitik, the matter boiled down to ele-

mentary political arithmetic: Three-quarters of
T
the voters were wage

earners. 2

One aspect of Weimar Sozialpolitik came to attract the panic ular ire oi

the business community: the state system for binding arbitration of la-

bor-management disputes.3 Beginning in 1923, unresolved contract ne-

gotiations went before joint labor-management boards, cadi presided

over by a government official who cast the deciding vote in the event oi a

deadlock. On the request of either of the two sides, tin government
arbitrator's verdict became legally binding lot both. Even in the absence
of such a request, he could impose a settlement ( loupled W ith the S) Stem

of industrywide contracts instituted dining the earl) seat s of the Repub-
lic at labor's insistence, the new system vested government arbitrators

with enormous authority in the field oflabor-management relations. Ini-

tially, management acquiesced in the new system, whu h provided a < on-

venient means of compelling employees to work longei than eight

hours, in line with the government's ( oik essions to management follow

ing the collapse of passive resistance to the Ruhr occupation in 1923.

After the stabilization of the mark, however, labor-management de-

putes centered increasingly on wages, as the trade unions sought, with

growing success, to improve the remuneration of labor in ,1 tune of 1 e\ i\ -

ing prosperity. As judgment after judgment resulted in wage increases,

the business community came to view the l abor Mmisu \ . w hu h admin-

istered the arbitration system, as hostile and biased. A mounting ( hoi us

of protest charged that Germany's capitalists we re be ing forced to |>a\

excessive wages that had little or nothing to do with the market tones

that should determine the value of labor in a sound ec ononis and si ill

did so in countries with whose industries German prodiM era had to com-

pete.4 ZwangswirtschafL the coercive and— in the eyes of the business

community—stultifying system of economic regulations imposed b\ the

state during and immediately after the war, seemed to ha\ e sun i\ ed at a

crucial nexus in the productive process: the relationship between em-

ployer and employee.

Despite the objections of the business community, the Republic's So-

zialpolitik continued to expand throughout the 1920s, so that b\ the end

of the decade Germany had outstripped all comparable European coun-

tries in terms of the proportion of productivity alloc ated by the national

government to social and welfare purposes. 3 At other levels of govern-

ment a similar pattern prevailed as federal states and municipalities

spent heavily on new public facilities and expanded their entrepreneur-
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ial activities in such fields as utilities to an extent thai seemed a kind of

"cold socialization" to much of the business community/' Defenders of

Sozialpolitik contended that the country could well afford the taxes re-

quired to support this long overdue redistribution of its wealth among
those whose toil ultimately created it. Real wages in Germany, they

pointed out, lagged behind those in such competing industrialized coun-

tries as Britain, Sweden, and the United States. Trade union leaders

argued that, by increasing mass purchasing power, Sozialpolitik would set

off renewed industrial expansion in response to rising domestic de-

mand. 7 But in the virtually unanimous opinion of the country's cap-

italists, the burgeoning Sozialpolitik of the Republic amounted to a

burdensome, even crippling, intrusion of state power into economic af-

fairs that contravened all sound principles and imperiled the country's

recovery. 8 They attributed the country's continuing economic problems

to ever accelerating increases in taxation and other levies for social and
welfare purposes, which they contrasted with the much lower prewar

levels. Citing the shortage of capital that kept German interest rates sig-

nificantly higher than those in any other major country, they charged

that heavy levies for Sozialpolitik impeded the capital formation needed

to fuel the sort of large-scale investment that had made possible the

sustained economic growth of the prewar era. Because of wartime cap-

ital losses and the burden of reparations, they argued, Germany simply

could not afford a great increase in public expenditures for non-

productive purposes. Instead, as much capital as possible must be left in

the private sector in order to spur investment. Wages pushed to artificial

heights by the state arbitration system had, they contended, hampered
investment by withholding capital from those in a position to put it to

productive uses. They blamed the persistent unemployment of even the

Republic's most prosperous years on the arbitration system, arguing that

when some workers received wages higher than productivity warranted,

others must lose their jobs since the money available for payrolls no
longer sufficed for all. Pointing to Germany's prevailingly negative bal-

ance of trade, they warned that inflated wages handicapped efforts to

export German goods by forcing up their prices while at the same time

stimulating non-essential imports by increasing mass purchasing power
at home. The economy had become neither capitalist nor socialist, big

business critics charged, but instead a bastard construct they and the

business press referred to variously as state socialism, pensioners' state,

or trade union state.9

This indictment of Weimar Sozialpolitik could be, and was, challenged

on many counts. 10 As so often in the case with disputes about economic

matters, the data employed did not always meet the highest standards of

accuracy or objectivity. For example, the business critics of the state ar-

bitration system habitually exaggerated the magnitude of pay increases

by comparing republican wage rates with those of the Empire on a nomi-
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nal basis rather than in terms of purchasing power. The) also omitted
mention of the trend toward the welfare state even undei the imperial
government. Nor did they allow for the possibility that the labor-

displacing effects of the postwar industrial rationalization movement
might have contributed significantly to the disconcerting unemployment
that marked even the relatively prosperous years of the late 1920s. I he
business indictment of the interventionist welfare state was not free <>l

inconsistencies, either. Some of the same prominent capitalists who
joined in the chorus of complaints about government assistant e to woi k-

ers showed no hesitancy about requesting state aid when their own en-

terprises encountered difficulties. 11

Despite all this, the business critics of Weimar Soziaipolitik cannot be

dismissed altogether as hypocritical and biased. The <<>sts of welfare

state measures did in fact increase rapidly, a development that unavoid-

ably led to a higher level of taxation and to signifu and) ina cased lotial

levies on employers. During the second hall of the- decade, wages shot

up dramatically as a result of state arbitration rulings in favoi of laboi

The criticism of republican Sozialpolitih from the side of the business

community unquestionably raised legitimate questions about the efF« tfl

on prices and capital formation ol a rapid expansion oi the welfare itate

and of state intervention in labor-management relations. Most ol the

professional economists of the day sided with the critics oi Soziaipolitik
'

A half-century later the research of a respei ted ei onomk histoi ian has

led him, too, to conclude that republican Soziaipolitik went too far, too

fast, outstripping productivity and acting as a brake on growth. 1
I hese

complex questions seem bound to remain the subjei t of controvei S) foi

some time to come. But regardless oi who was. or is. right, the important

point here is that it became an artic le oi faith among ( lei man men ol bi^

business that state intervention in socio-economic matters had during

the republican era exceeded all sound limits. Soziaipolitik, the) In ml) be-

lieved, lay at the root of many, if not most, ol the nation's economi
difficulties.

This negative assessment of republican Soziaipolitik prevailed among
the executives of the great firms located in Weimar German) 'a industi iaJ

heartland, the Ruhr. Those firms had developed during the nineteenth

century mainly through their production of heaw industrial products,

especially coal, iron, and steel. By the 1920s, however, diversification

and vertical expansion had involved many of the Ruhr firms so deepl\ in

the manufacture of finished products as to make anachronistic the desig-

nation "heavy industry" generally applied to those firms at the time and

ever since. To be sure, the Ruhr firms still owed their prominence in

considerable measure to their output of coal, iron, and steel, but the

heightened demand for these basic industrial commodities as a conse-

quence of war and reparations served to conceal the slackening need for

them in the maturing domestic economy of Germain The Treat) ol
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Versailles had further heightened the prominence of the Ruhr by sever-

ing from the Reieh some of its other major industrial regions. During

the Republic, industrial production centered to an unprecedented ex-

Kent in the Ruhr, with the result that the executives of its great firms

loomed larger than ever before within the business community. These
executives rarely possessed a socially progressive outlook. Their enter-

prises still required large labor forces, despite increasing rationalization

and mechanization, so that wages and the terms of work bulked large in

their operations. These issues had given rise to a long history of labor-

management strife that stretched back into the imperial period and had

shaped the outlook of the Ruhr executives of the Weimar period. Their

adversarial attitude toward labor became further heightened during the

early years of the Republic, when the region became the focal point of

violent civil conflict. In response to the Kapp Putsch of 1920, armed
leftist bands had seized control of extensive portions of the Ruhr until

Freikorps units suppressed them in bloody and protracted street fighting.

Surrounded by an often sullen, sometimes openly hostile army of

manual laborers, the Ruhr magnates looked back nostalgically to the

days of the Empire, when they had ruled their industrial domains ac-

cording to the Herr-im-Hquse principle. They also looked back longingly

to the double-digit profits they had achieved before the war. By contrast,

they found the postwar profitability of their firms lagging behind those

of other industries, and they had no doubt what was to blame; they

blamed, of course, the actions of the republican governments. 14 The so-

called coal socialization law remained a particular source of resentment.

It left in private hands ownership of the mines that yielded that vital

extractive product of the Ruhr, but it restricted management's authority

by subjecting certain aspects of the coal industry's operations—most im-

portant, prices—to government regulation. Sozialpolitik, too, had re-

duced the decision-making freedom of the Ruhr industrialists. They
particularly deplored the legal restrictions placed on the length of the

workday, which made more costly their practice of operating blast fur-

naces and mines around the clock. They denounced as "political wages"

the labor contracts imposed by the state arbitration system. These wages,

they maintained, coupled with the added taxes and other levies for wel-

fare-state purposes, had driven up production costs and hence the prices

of their products. Potential purchasers, themselves handicapped by the

shortage of investment capital attributable in large measure to the ex-

cesses of republican Sozialpolitik, had to curtail their orders. Their trou-

bles, the men of the Ruhr complained, arose from misguided laws

enacted by politicians seeking the favor of the uninformed masses with-

out any regard for the dictates of economic rationality. Critics of Ruhr
industry, however, had another explanation for these troubles. They
charged that the management of the big firms there had miscalculated

the demand for iron and steel and overexpanded their plants during the
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postwar period. This had saddled their companies with burdensome ex-

cess capacity and debilitatingly high interest payments on large amounts
of borrowed—as opposed to invested—capital. The industrie s of the
Ruhr had not fallen victim to Weimar's Sozialpolitik, their critic s charged,
but had instead imposed their problems on themselves through faulty

investment and financial decisions. 15

The Ruhr industrialists remained imperviou^ to such countercriti-

cism, convinced as always that the sources of their problems lav with

others. Grouped together in a small, compact area and linked by per-

sonal and organizational ties, they formed a distinctive clan within the

business community, unified as much by common experiences, regional

solidarity, and shared prejudices as by specific economic interests.

Among other things, a strong aversion to organized labor and the SPD
bound them together. They also mistrusted virtualK everyone outside

their Revier, or "preserve," as they referred to the Ruhr. I his mistrusl

applied especially to the republican government in Be rlin, but also to

businessmen elsewhere and in other branches of production. I he ex-

ecutives of the Ruhr accepted high offices in the industrial Reichsver-

band, but by the middle of the decade their leaden had begun to find

that broad-based national organization too cautious, too conciliator)

toward labor, and too friendly toward export interests Foi theii tastes.

To give greater weight to their own hard-line \ iews, the) developed .1 ICt

of interlaced regional associations that enabled them to mount a lobb) of

their own even while maintaining the facade ol industrial solidarity l>\

remaining within the Reichsverband. The largest and most active of

these regional associations was the venerable Verein mi Wanning del

Gemeinsamen Wirtschaftlichen Interessen in Rheinland und Westfalen,

the so-called Langnamverein, or "long-name' assoc iatkm. I inked ( losc l\

to the regional branch of the iron and steel producers' trade <iss<h iabon,

the Langnamverein became the chief forum and lobbying insti umenf of

Ruhr industry, providing it with an institutionalized form of privileged

access to the politicians and cabinet members of the Republic During

the latter part of the 1920s its hard-line voice increasing U ( ame heard

alongside that of the Reichsverband as the men of the Ruhr sought to

marshal stronger resistance to those aspects of the republic an era, espe-

cially its Sozialpolitik, which they deplored. 16

In 1928 the Ruhr iron and steel industrialists resorted to direct ac tion

by defying an arbitration ruling. 17 W hen a government arbitrator,

acting at the request of labor, declared binding a finding, rejected b)

management, which raised wages in those industries, the Ruhr indus-

trialists refused to recognize that ruling on technical grounds and then

summarily shut down their plants, locking out nearlv a quarter-million

workers. That act of defiance demonstrated the vulnerabilitv of the re-

publican government, which proved unable to enforce compliance with

the arbitration ruling. But the iron and steel men saw their triumph
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become a Pyrrhic one when most of the rest of industry, including the

Reichsverband, refrained from endorsing their ac tion, whit h affected

the livelihood of close to a million men, women, and children. So strong

was the public reaction that two-thirds of even the normally pro-business

DVP deputies voted with a Reichstag majority in favor of providing gov-

ernment aid for the victims of the lockout. In the end, the embittered

iron and steel industrialists had to back down and accept a modified

arbitration ruling, having been deprived of a decisive victory over the

"trade union state" by what they saw as the subservience of politicians to

the masses and the pusillaniminity of most of their fellow businessmen.

In 1929 the Ruhr industrialists again broke step with the rest of indus-

try by opposing the Young Plan, the new reparations settlement that

would reduce Germany's annual payments but spread them over the

coming fifty-nine years. 18 Despite reservations about Germany's ability

to pay, the leaders of the Reichsverband tacitly assented to the plan. In

their eyes its drawbacks were outweighed by the lower taxes and the

continued flow of foreign credit they expected from it, as well as by the

promised withdrawal of the last occupation troops from the Rhineland

five years ahead of schedule. The Ruhr industrialists objected, however,

to permitting political considerations to override what they saw as an

unacceptable financial commitment on Germany's part and serious tech-

nical flaws in the mechanisms of the new plan. Balking at the govern-

ment's obvious effort to yoke industry to the plan, they brought the

Langnamverein to eschew any responsibility for its implementation.

Their opposition certainly helped to fuel the nationalistic reaction

against the new reparations settlement. But only a handful of Ruhr in-

dustrialists went so far as to endorse the unsuccessful effort, led by Al-

fred Hugenberg, to block the Young Plan by means of a plebiscite

backed by an array of rightist groups that included Adolf Hitler's small

party. When Albert Vogler of United Steel resigned from the German
delegation rather than approve the plan, Ludwig Kastl, executive direc-

tor of the industrial Reichsverband, took his place and affixed his sig-

nature to the final version. 19

Although the contentious attitudes of the Ruhr industrialists did not

typify the outlook of the business community as a whole, a new militancy

became evident at the end of the decade even within the leadership

ranks of the traditionally reserved Reichsverband.20 A major factor in

this was the rapidly growing deficit in the budget of the Reich govern-

ment as a result of the recession that became noticeable early in 1929.

The business community placed primary blame for the recession and the

deficit on republican Sozialpolitik. The decline in economic activity, and
hence in tax revenues, seemed to the men of big business the direct

result of a capital shortage produced by exorbitant welfare levies and
inflated "political wages." On the expenditure side of the deficit, busi-

ness spokesmen pointed to the mounting outlays for welfare-state pur-
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poses, particularly for the national unemployment insurance system
established in 1927. The regular income of that system, derived from
levies imposed on employers and employed workers, quw klv proved in-

adequate to cope with the sustained high unemployment oi tlx late

1920s, so that the system became dependent on large subsidies from the
national treasury. For a time the Young Plan seemed to oiler hope ol a

way out by lowering the government's annual reparations payments. A
widespread belief prevailed at first that the new plan would not onlv

allow the government to cover its deficit but also permit tax redui tioni

that would stimulate the economy by encouraging business investment.

But as the international negotiations necessar) to implement the plan

dragged on beyond the end of 1929, the ever growing deficit rendered
such hopes illusory. The leaders of the Reichsverband responded to this

turn of events in December with a barrage ol angr) ipeei lies and a man-
ifesto bearing the alarming title "Rise or Ruin?"

'

1 No longei I ould one
expect the Young Plan to solve the Reich's f 1 sc al problems, the) wai ned./

Instead, Germany could hope to meet even its new, 1 edui ed reparai ions

obligations only if it effected sweeping 1 tianges in us domestic polk ies to

free as much capital as possible for investment in the private lei toi , I

that end the Reichsverband set forth a long list ol demands. Expen-
ditures for welfare-state pin poses must he ( ut; the bureau* 1 a< \ must be

pared down; state interference in labor-management disputes must be

limited to cases that affected the most bask needs <>! the population;

direct taxes, such as the graduated income tax and ( 01 pot ate taxes, must

be reduced; indirect taxes on mass consumption items must he in-

creased; a general overhaul of public Imaiu e at all levels must he undei -

taken to achieve the greatest possible economy in government I he time

had come, the Reichsverband proclaimed, lor an end foi compromises
with socialism. In effect, its leaders had proclaimed something less ab-

stract: an end to their acquiescence in the tacit socio-economic compro-

mise that had come to lubricate the parliamentary swem ol Weimai
democracy through appeasement of labor by means ol SozuUpoUtih and

management by means of Wirtschaftspoiitik

This growing dissatisfaction with government policies gave rise at the

end of the decade to renewed criticism of the politic al institutions ol the

Republic. Well into the 1920s some prominent businessmen continued

to express a longing to return to the "non-partisan" state ol the imperial

period. 22 But so long as the Republic seemed to accept capitalism, most

reconciled themselves to living with parliamentary democracy.29 The

nearly half a decade of non-socialist rule that began with the SPD's de-

parture from the cabinet in late 1923 made that accommodation easier.

It became more difficult when, following impressive SPD gains in the

spring Reichstag election of 1928, a Social Democrat. Hermann Muller,

assumed the chancellorship of a great coalition cabinet t licit encom-

passed Stresemann's pro-business DVP on the right. Despite abundant
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evidence that the SPD had become a cautiously reformist representative

for organized labor's interests, German capitalists seized on the rem-

nants of Marxist rhetoric in its programs and pronouncements as proof

that the "Reds" had not abandoned their aim of overthrowing capital-

ism. Particularly ominous seemed the espousal in 1928 by the socialist

trade unions of a long-term program aimed at achieving "economic de-

mocracy." One tenet of that program called for an ever-increasing voice

for workers in decision making at the company level. 24 Since that could

come about only at the expense of the authority of management, "eco-

nomic democracy" appeared to Germany's business leaders nothing

other than socialization in new garb. 25 The strong presence of the SPD
in the new government also posed a formidable obstacle to the cur-

tailment, or even containment, of republican Sozialpolitik. Roughly co-

incidentally with the formation of the new cabinet, attacks on the

parliamentary system began to appear with increasing frequency in the

business press and in the statements of business spokesmen.26 Yet, while

the opinion was often ventured that too much authority lay in the hands

of the popularly elected parliament and the parties that dominated it, no
consensus prevailed about how to remedy that situation. One formula

discussed in the business press called for the establishment, alongside

the Reichstag, of a corporatist chamber with veto power over socio-

economic legislation. Composed of representatives of labor, manage-

ment, and consumer interests from all sectors of the economy, such a

chamber would, its proponents argued, act as a check on the wage-earn-

ing masses and foster greater realism about economic constraints. But

corporatism struck many leaders of big business as a stultifyingly rigid

system that might well benefit the more numerous small producers at

the expense of the larger ones. Corporatist schemes thus found little in

the way of a following in the business community. Except for the steel

industrialist Fritz Thyssen, whose views were shaped by Catholic social

thought, the proponents of corporatism were professors, journalists,

and associational officials. 27 In any event, creation of a corporatist cham-

ber would, like other schemes proposed as checks on the Reichstag

—

such as enlargement of the authority of the president or the finance

minister—have necessitated the two-thirds majority in the national par-

liament required for constitutional alterations.28 Given the composition

of the Reichstag elected in 1928, which saw a resurgence of the SPD,

such a majority lay far beyond the realm of feasibility.

It would be misleading to leave the impression that a tide of concerted

opposition to the Republic swept through the business community at the

end of the 1920s. The available evidence does not permit any such con-

clusion. One finds instead a complex pattern of attitudes, ranging from
negative to positive. In September 1929 the influential liberal daily,

Frankfurter Zeitung, detected a division in political outlook among the

country's industrialists.29 On the one hand, particularly in the Ruhr,

I
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mounting dissatisfaction with republican institutions seemed unmistak-

able. On the other hand, the Frankfurt paper found that elsewhere a

widespread readiness for positive cooperation within the framework of

the new state prevailed in the industrial circles. The paper saw as a chal-

lenge to disgruntled circles in the Ruhr the September meeting of the

industrial Reichsverband in Diisseldorf, the seat of the Ruhr's principal

association, the Langnamverein, rather than, as fiad been customary, in

Berlin. At that meeting, which has attracted far less attention f rom histo-

rians than the one that produced the "Rise or Ruin?" manifesto three

months later, the chairman of Germany's largest association of indus-

trialists, Carl Duisberg of IG Farben, took an outspoken position with

regard to the Republic. "The Reichsverband of German industry," he

proclaimed at the plenum session in Diisseldorf , "cannol adopt a stand

of opposition to, or aloofness from, the new state as it is today but mitM

instead take its stand in that state and with that state " The vei \ la( t thai

Duisberg felt compelled to make such a statement reveals, of coui Be, that

allegiance to the Republic was far from self-evident in industrial I in les.

But after quoting Duisberg's words, the Frankfurtti Zeihmg drew, on the

eve of the Great Depression, an optimistic conclusion about where the

industrialists of Germany stood politically af ter a da ade of demoi racy:

"By far the larger part of industry has long since aligned itself with this

positive outlook."



II

The Early Party, Businessmen,

and Nazi Economics

1 . Patrons of the Fledgling Movement

Early in January 1919, two weeks before the election of a National As-

sembly to draft the newly proclaimed Republic's constitution, the or-

ganization destined to replace the republican order was born in a back

room of a Munich tavern. Initially named the German Workers's Party,

Nazism began its tumultuous course as the creation of a collection

of social misfits: skilled workers who could not accept the international-

ism or the proletarian self-image of the socialist movement, marginal

petty tradesmen, unsuccessful professional men, and embittered ex-

servicemen without fixed occupations. Throughout its first year the tiny

fledgling party remained only one of a score of similar volkisch, or racist,

splinter groups that rejected both the new Republic and the old imperial

system. It would very likely have fallen victim to the factionalism and
organizational weakness that destroyed the rest of those organizations

had not the Munich branch of German army intelligence ordered one of

its agents, ex-corporal Adolf Hitler, to gather information on the party

at a public meeting it held in September 1919. Impressed by what he

heard, Hitler joined. By making use of his remarkable demagogic tal-

ents, he soon became the driving force in the young organization. In

February 1920 he announced to a rally in a Munich beer hall the party's

assumption of the name National Socialist German Workers' Party (Na-

tionalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei, or NSDAP). On that same
occasion he proclaimed the twenty-five-point program that was to re-

main the party's official doctrine until its apocalyptic demise a quarter of

a century later. 1

The program adopted in February 1920 revealed much about the new
movement. 2 Its opening sections left no doubt about the party's vehe-
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ment rejection of the Versailles Treaty and commitment to uniting .ill

Germans in Europe in a great Reich that would reign over a colonial

empire. Next came a set of anti-Semitic planks that called for withdrawal
of citizenship rights from the Jews of Germany, an end to Jewish immi-
gration, and the expulsion of Jews if difficulties arose in feeding and
providing work for the population. Then followed a set of demands t hat

had a socialistic ring, including abolition ef "ineomes Unearned By woi k

as well as the "thralldom of interest payments" for Borrowed money,
confiscation of all war profits, state takeover of "all (hitherto) alfead)

incorporated (trusts) firms," and "profit-sharing in the great industries."

Further planks in the program called for an expansion ol \%< If an --state

measures to aid the disadvantaged, as well as corporatisl vocational

chambers to execute the law. The program stopped considerably ihori

of espousing a socialist solution to Germany's e< onomii and so< ial prob-

lems, however. Particularly informative m this respect was a commit-
ment to maintenance of a "healthy middle (lass As steps toward thai

goal, the Nazis proposed to "communalize" department itores and rent

them to small traders at low rates and also to direct state purchasing

to small merchants. As this revealed, Nazism's anti-capitalism focused

from the very outset on large s( ale enterpi ises and spared smaller, old-

fashioned businesses.

Despite the hostility of the
1 920 progl am toward big business, rumors

circulated during the early years of the decade, as the Nazis expanded
their activities to other parts of southern Germany, to the effect that the

NSDAP depended on financial aid from the t ounti \'s great I apitalistS. 1

The plausibility of those rumors derived in part from the Nazis' unre-

mitting bellicosity toward "Marxists." a term the) used interchangeabl)

with Bolsheviks and applied indiscriminatel) t<» moderate, reformist

Social Democrats and to revolutionai \ Communists. Opposition to

Marxism early on assumed a central place in Nazi propaganda. I'.n t \

spokesmen placed the blame for the Empire's defeat in the wai and t fit-

outbreak of the revolution on Marxist agitators and conspirators. I he)

branded Marxists as traitors bent on subjugating tfie hard-working, hon-

est but unsuspecting German nation—as they had already done in the

case of the Russians—to an international conspinu\ controlled b) Jews

who wrought their will as adeptly through socialist agitation as through

stock-market manipulation. Because of the emphasis the Nazis placed on

their anti-Marxism, the suspicion arose in some quarters th.it the glow-

ing size of the NSDAP could be attributed to subsidies from those who

had the most to lose in the event of a Marxist revolution, German) 's hig

businessmen.

Hitler himself lent added plausibility to those suspicions b) consorting

with capitalists as early as 1922. These initial contacts were an apparend)

unforeseen by-product of efforts on his part to establish a bran< h of his

Bavarian movement in Berlin. Among his ardent early followers in the
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capital was Emil Gansser, an eccentric chemist and would-be inventor

who had worked at the Siemens electrical equipment firm until 1919.

Gansser played an active role in the National Club of 1919, whose mem-
bership consisted mainly of army officers and senior civil servants but

also included some businessmen. He arranged for Hitler to address the

club on May 29, 1922, personally issuing the invitations. 4 According to

the later recollections of some of those present, Hitler skillfully tailored

his version of Nazism's goals for his conservative audience. He omitted

any mention of his party's hostility toward big business or its program-

matic commitment to socialistic measures. Instead, he emphasized the

need to rescue Germany from the clutches of Russian Bolshevism and

French vindictiveness. His party, he promised, would play a key role in

the struggle for national emancipation. He portrayed the anti-Marxism

of the traditional parties as ineffective, since those parties could not

strike at the beachhead international Marxism had already established in

Germany by virtue of its support among the country's workers. Only the

NSDAP, he informed his listeners, offered the sort of economic, politi-

cal, and social renewal necessary to turn the workers against their Marx-

ist seducers. Only his party enjoyed complete freedom from the three

other international forces that threatened Germany: Jews, Freemasons,

and political Catholicism. Nazism stood ready to oppose terror with ter-

ror, to halt the inflation and moral decay that sapped Germany's

strength, and to reverse the disastrous policy of attempting to fulfill the

terms of the shameful Versailles Treaty, dictated to Germany by its vic-

torious foreign foes.

Hitler's appearance before the National Club must have seemed a

great success. His listeners rewarded him generously with applause, and
he received an invitation to return, which he did, delivering a second

talk the following month. 5 His Berlin speeches also brought him into

touch with the industrialists of Bavaria, with whom he had previously

had no contact. Among those who had heard him speak before the Na-

tional Club was Hermann Aust, an elderly executive of a malt-coffee

firm from Munich, who happened to be in the capital on a visit. Im-

pressed by what Hitler had said, Aust arranged for him to meet infor-

mally with some members of the League of Bavarian Industrialists at the

organization's Munich headquarters. That encounter led to a somewhat
expanded meeting in the rooms of an exclusive Munich men's club, the

Herrenklub, and then to a talk by Hitler before a larger audience of

businessmen in the hall of the Merchants' Guild.6 No record exists of

what Hitler told his listeners in Munich on these occasions, but in all

likelihood they heard much the same interpretation of Nazism's goals as

had his Berlin audiences. When reports of these appearances by Hitler

reached the press, the suspicions of journalists and other concerned

observers that the self-appointed Marxist-slayer of Bavaria enjoyed the
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financial backing of at least part of German big business seemed (on-
firmed. 7

These suspicions did not wholly lack foundation, at least for a time.

Hitler apparently made a very favorable impression upon some oi those
businessmen who in 1922 heard him deliver the version of Nazism he
had tailored for conservative audiences. According to later testimony by

Aust, some of those who had attended the talk at the Munich Men bants'

Guild afterwards pressed money on him with the request that he pass it

along to the Nazi leader. To be sure, Aust insisted that only modesl sums
had been involved. 8 Nor would anyone expect the industrialists oi Ba-

varia to be the source of large amounts of politic al money sinc e thai pal 1

of Germany had remained relatively underdeveloped. And Hitler him-

self later complained that a tight-fisted petite bourgeoisie predominated
in Munich.9

Berlin was a different story. The capital had taken the lead in numei
ous branches of manufacturing during the nineteenth centUT) and still

commanded this position in several of these m the earl) twentieth cen-

tury. Hitler's efforts there in 1922 won him for a time the bai king of one

of Germany's more prominent industrialists, Ernst von Borsig. Al-

though the Borsig family's venerable Berlin firm, which manufactured
locomotives, boilers, and other heavy industrial equipment, had long

since ceased to count among the largest m Germany, Ernsl von Borsig

continued to play a leading role in the nation's business community. A
charter member of the governing presidium oi the Reichsverband, he-

would in 1923 be elected chairman of the Vereinigung dei Deutschen

Arbeitgeberverbande, which defended the inte rests oi industrial em-
ployers at the national level in labor-management matters. He had also

served since 1919 as chairman of the north ( toman brain h oi the pi 111-

cipal organization of the steel industry, the Verein DeutM her Eisen- und
Stahlindustrieller. In addition, Borsig had played a majoi part in the

labor-management Zentralarbeitsgemeinsc haf t set up under the terms

of the Stinnes-Legien Agreement of November 1918, serving as the lust

management co-chairman. In that capacity, Borsig appeared to identif)

himself with a moderate and conciliatory approach toward trade unions

and workers in general. But his true political sentiments, whu h he con-

cealed both because of his role in the ZAG and out oi concern for his

firm's heavy dependence on contracts from the republic an government,

lay with the far right. Like many big businessmen, he contributed monej
to both the DVP and the DNVP, but he also covertly channeled funds to

such extreme rightist organizations as Eduard Stadtler s Anti-Bolshevik

League, the Pan-German League, the Stahlhelm veterans' legion, vari-

ous Freikorps units, and the "Black Reichswehr" (troop units covertl)

maintained by the army in excess of the limitations imposed by the Ver-

sailles Treaty). 10
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Borsig encountered Hitler when his private secretary, who had ;ii His

request attended Hitler's first talk at the National Club, persuaded him

to attend the second. 11 What he heard left him greatly impressed, he

later explained. He believed he had found in Hitler "a man who could,

through his movement, make a contribution toward bridging the cleft

between the social classes by reviving the national sentiment of the work-

ing class." 12 Through his secretary, Borsig arranged a private meeting

with the Nazi leader in the course of which he asked how he might assist

Hitler's efforts to extend his movement to Berlin. Not surprisingly, the

answer involved money. In addition to contributing on his own, Borsig

set out to raise funds among other Berlin industrialists to help Hitler

establish a branch headquarters of the NSDAP in the capital. In this

undertaking he had the assistance of Karl Burhenne, who administered

workers' benefits for the Siemens electrical equipment firm, which had

until the revolution championed the "yellow," or company, trade union

movement. 13 An acquaintance of Emil Gansser, Burhenne also received

a personal visit from Hitler. He, too, came away from that talk believing

that National Socialism held out the promise of luring workers away

from the Marxist parties. As a result, he joined Borsig in attempting to

raise funds to help Hitler open a Berlin branch of the NSDAP. Neither

joined the party, however.

During the Third Reich, when it would have been in their interest to

claim the contrary, both Borsig's secretary and Burhenne conceded that

these efforts to raise money for the Nazi cause during 1922 had pro-

duced disappointing results. This seems confirmed by the failure of

Hitler's attempt to establish a branch office of the NSDAP in Berlin at

that time. Burhenne explained his and Borsig's lack of success in terms

of the hyper-inflation of that time and the distracting effects of the

French occupation of the Ruhr, which, however, did not begin until Jan-

uary 1923. 14 According to Borsig's secretary, the industrialist managed
to convince only a handful of the die-hard nationalists among his most

intimate business associates to contribute funds to the NSDAP. The sec-

retary attributed the undertaking's failure to the dominance in Berlin

business circles of "non-Aryan" elements. 15 While Jews may have held

more prominent business posts in Berlin than elsewhere, only a gross

distortion could portray their influence as so pervasive as to preclude

political activities displeasing to them on the part of non-Jewish busi-

nessmen in the capital. Why most Berlin businessmen refused to support

the NSDAP in 1922 remains uncertain, but very possibly they may have

gained an adverse impression of Hitler's movement even at that early

date. Even Borsig may have soon revised his initially favorable opinion

of the NSDAP since his efforts on behalf of that party seem to have been

of only brief duration. 16 By the time Hitler returned to Berlin in the

spring of 1923, Nazism's stock in the capital had fallen sharply. He was
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reduced to riding back and forth across Berlin in the back of a paneled
delivery truck piloted by the eccentric Gansser, who drove Kirn from oik

prospective donor to another. A companion who waited in the truck

during the stops came away with the impression that these exertions

produced meager results. 17 Not until 1925 did a branch of the NSPAP
come into being in Berlin, and when it did, it sprang f rom humble ori-

gins, without aid from the capitalists of the tapitaf city. 1 K

Attitudes in business circles elsewhere toward the NSDAP may help to

explain the resistance encountered by Borsig and Burhenne in Berlin.

As early as 1921 Paul Reusch, a leading Ruhr industrialist, had formed a

decidedly negative assessment of the new party. The Nazis began solicit-

ing funds from Reusch that spring, knowing that his firm controlled one
of the major manufacturing enterprises in Bavaria, the Maschinenfabi ik

Augsburg-Niirnberg. Reusch responded by indicating an unwillingness

to become involved in Bavarian politics. 19 But when the manager ol his

firm's Bavarian subsidiary sent him a pamphlet that included excerpts

from the NSDAP's program, he angrily informed the Nazi spokesman
who had asked him for funds that he could not comprehend how .tin-

one could support a movement which, "along with <i great deal ol othei

nonsense in its program demands the nationalization of all in< 01 poi ated

business enterprises." He had notified his Bavarian manager, Reusch

tersely informed his Nazi correspondent, "thai we have no reason to

support our own gravediggers." 20 A similar outspoken!) negative Ver-

dict was rendered on Nazism in an editorial published in the organ oi

the association of Wiirttemberg industrialists in late 192s. No educated

and politically aware person could accord sympathy, the editorial stated,

to a movement that displayed such poverty of political ideas, sw h eco-

nomic quackery, and such crude behavior. Industry, in partkulai . could

not countenance an appeal to resolve political differences b\ a resort to

force, since that would only add to industry's already enormous diffi-

culties.21

In spite of such negative responses, Hitler and other Nazi spokesmen

continued to seek financial aid from businessmen down to the abortive

beer hall putsch of 1923. 22 But even those businessmen in the industrial

North who were ideologically attuned to National Socialism did not al-

ways take the small, struggling southern German movement seriously.

Such was the case with Ludwig Roselius, heir to a firm in Bremen that

had become wealthy by processing and marketing a highly successful

brand of low-caffein coffee, Kaffee Hag. Roselius enjoyed close ties to

volkisch circles and took an active part in promoting "genuine German"
art and architecture. 23 In 1933, by which time he had become an enthu-

siastic adherent of Nazism, he recounted in a memoir volume a visit he

had received from Hitler eleven years earlier. Hitler had left no doubt

about the purpose of his visit: "I am building a party, " Roselius reported

his announcing. "Do you want to help me?" To Roselius's chagrin in
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1933, he admitted having replied negatively. He had explained to his

visitor, he wrote, that he could accomplish more on his own than in a

party. But Roselius's account suggests strongly that in 1922 he had taken

Hitler for a mere dreamer. 24 How many other men of commerce and

industry reacted similarly remains unknown, but, aside from Borsig,

there is no solid evidence of any notable businessman having aided the

NSDAP prior to 1923. This was certainly not from want of effort on the

part of Hitler and other Nazis, who showed little compunction about

soliciting funds from the very capitalists they castigated in their speeches

and threatened with their radical program of 1920. In what was to be-

come a familiar pattern, when confronted with allegations of receiving

financial aid from business sources, Hitler heatedly denied everything,

branding such reports as "filthy lies." 25 Obviously, he recognized early

that the establishment of a link between his movement and big business

would cost him valuable support among his anti-capitalist followers.

A fresh wave of rumors about alleged big business subsidies for the

NSDAP swept through the leftist press during the summer and autumn
of 1923. At that time the Weimar Republic underwent one of its most

severe crises, as runaway inflation, foreign occupation of Germany's in-

dustrial heartland in the Ruhr, separatist movements in the Rhineland,

and defiance of federal authority by the Bavarian government threat-

ened to set an early end to the Republic. Extremism, and along with it

the Nazi party, flourished. In some quarters, the suspicion again grew

that the Nazis must owe their obviously expanding resources in consid-

erable measure to the country's capitalists. Not surprisingly under the

circumstances, fingers began to point accusingly at the greatest German
capitalist of all, Hugo Stinnes.26 Having begun his business career by

expanding the family shipping firm in the Ruhr, Stinnes had moved into

coal and steel before the war and had then exploited the great inflation

to acquire a huge conglomerate of widely disparate enterprises. By 1923
he commanded vast amounts of capital. Yet despite Stinnes's inclination

toward an authoritarian solution to the political crisis of 1923, no evi-

dence has ever been produced to implicate him or his subordinates

in aiding the NSDAP or Hitler.27 Indeed, Hitler's denunciations of

Stinnes, in speeches and in print, for having spread the preposterous

notion that Germany's problems could best be solved by economic rather

than political measures, render the rumors of support by Stinnes for the

NSDAP implausible. 28

Although leftist allegations about aid from Stinnes have proved

groundless, the Nazis probably benefited in 1923 from the largesse of

another Ruhr industralist, Fritz Thyssen. The restless and frustrated

fifty-year-old heir of an octogenarian titan of the steel industry who re-

fused to relinquish control of the family firm to his son, the younger
Thyssen channeled his energies increasingly into politics in the early

1920s.29 He had become an implacable foe of the Republic at the very
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outset as a consequence of being seized, along with his father and oilie r

Ruhr industrialists, in December 1918 by worker vigilantes and trans-

ported under guard to Berlin, where he and the others were imprisoned
briefly under harsh conditions until charges that they had collaborated

with the French were dropped. Staunch Catholics and hitherto loyal

supporters of the Center Party, the Thyssens moved to the right, shill-

ing their allegiances to the DNVP. When tfce French occupied the Ruhr
in early 1923, Fritz Thyssen defied the occupation authorities, who re-

sponded by arresting him, convicting him before a court-martial, and
fining him heavily. Returning home as something of a popular hero, Ik

lent support to a terrorist paramilitary organization in the Ruin until the

German army quashed it. Then, in October 1923, he traveled to Munic h

to aid the rebellion against the Republic taking shape there. At thai time,

according to an often cited passage in Thyssen s memoirs, lie donated
the appreciable sum of 100,000 gold marks to the NSDAP. That passage

is of dubious authenticity, however, since Thyssen's memoirs were

ghostwritten. 30 In the light of all the available evident e, 11 seems unlikely

that Thyssen gave any such sum to the Na/is. Another passage in tin

same paragraph of his purported memoirs explicitly states that I hyssen

made his contribution not to Hitler but to General Erich Ludendorff,

then by far the most prominent figure in rightist anti-republii an < in lea

in Munich, "to use it as best he could." In the interviews with his ghost-

writer prior to preparation of the memoirs as well as m responses to

interrogations after World War II, Thyssen consistendy held to t li.it vei

sion, maintaining that he had given his money to Ludendorfl rathei

than to the still comparatively obscure Hitler.51 The general in all like-

lihood allocated some of Thyssen's contribution to the Nazis, but he

stood at the head of a sizeable coalition of rightist groups and could

hardly have afforded to favor one to the exclusion ol the othei s.

If, as clearly seems the case, the money that reached the NSDAP dur-

ing its early years from prominent capitalists such as Fritz Thyssen and

Ernst von Borsig did not suffice to meet the material needs ot a growing

party that by the fall 1923 could lay claim to more than 55,000 members,

where did Hitler and his followers get their money? No precise answei

to that question will ever be possible since whatever records the pait\

kept were destroyed at its dissolution following the attempted Munich

putsch. 32 But a variety of evidence provides a reasonable basis for recon-

structing the sources of the party's funds. Virtually all those who have

looked into the matter agree, for example, that in its early vears the

NSDAP received aid, in the form of both money and equipment, from

the Bavarian component of the Republic's army. 33 Other funds proba-

bly came from the Pan-German League, which, although in its declining

phase, still commanded a sizeable following, although not in big business

circles. 34 Some of Hitler's well-to-do early followers also provided fund-

ing for the young party. Among them one finds a motlev assortment of
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persons thai included obscure noblemen, While Russian emigres, Swiss

sympathizers, and a wealthy widow from Finland. 53

In the very early stages of the party's development, when modest sums

of money could mean the difference between survival and extinc tion,

the party repeatedly received aid from some of Hitler's close associates.

One of these, the elderly racist poet and publicist Dietrich Eckart, a lumi-

nary in reactionary Munich literary and artistic circles, provided both

funds of his own and contacts with other benefactors. 36 During the

period of hyperinflation, money also came from Ernst Franz Sedgewick

("Putzi") Hanfstaengl, the quasi-bohemian offspring of a German-
American family of art dealers, who had studied at Harvard and oper-

ated the family gallery in New York throughout the war, thanks to

highly placed Harvard acquaintances. In 1921 Hanfstaengl returned to

Munich, where he fell under Hitler's sway and made available to the

Nazis some of his dollar resources, the purchasing power of which was

enormously increased by the precipitous decline in the value of the

mark. According to Hanfstaengl's memoirs, his contributions to the

party were not always wholly voluntary.37 On one occasion, he re-

counted, he came to the rescue of the Volkischer Beobachter at the height

of the great inflation by extending to the party newspaper a loan in

American dollars which he never succeeded in getting repaid. 38 A fur-

ther source of coveted foreign currency during the inflation was another

of Hitler's early associates, Kurt Ludecke, a footloose young man who
had accumulated some foreign assets by buying and selling various com-

modities during travels throughout Europe and North America.39

Because of the extraordinarily favorable exchange rates during the in-

flationary period. Ludecke could convert those relatively modest assets

into large amounts of German currency. This enabled him, among other

things, personally to recruit, outfit, and feed a Nazi storm trooper

unit.40 In addition, Ludecke traveled to Italy in the summer of 1923 and
to the United States the following winter in vain efforts to obtain finan-

cial aid for the NSDAP from Mussolini and Henry Ford.41

A number of businessmen also figured among the early and loyal pa-

trons of the party, but those known to have aided the NSDAP signifi-

cantly did not stand, by any stretch of the imagination, in the forefront

of Germany's highly industrialized and cartelized capitalism. They came
instead from much humbler backgrounds. Scrutiny of their livelihoods

reveals a collection of obscure Munich tradesmen, artisans, and retail

merchants; a wealthy farmer who had married into a brewer's family in a

northern Bavarian village; the proprietor of a family firm that processed

and purveyed cooking oils and spices in Augsburg and the surrounding

region; the operator of an underwear manufactory in a provincial

Swabian town; and one of the owners of a family firm that processed

inexpensive brands of ersatz coffee in Ludwigsburg, not far from Stutt-

gart.42 Not all of these minor business patrons simply gave money to the
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NSDAP. Some extended credit when the party's own resources ran out,

which could prove vitally important, as in the case of the printers who
produced Nazi newspapers, propaganda tracts, and posters. 43 Others
donated from their merchandise, including furniture for party offices

and other badly needed supplies. Still others loaned the NSDAP auto-

mobiles and trucks to transport its uniformed legions to rallies. M Some
of the aid from these small businessmen amounted to something short of

pure donations. The heir to the Ludwigsburg coffee processing works,

for example, provided Hitler with 60,000 badly needed Swiss francs in

1923—when hyperinflation had rendered the mark all but worthless

but only against the security ofjewelry and art works given to the Nazi

leader by female admirers.45

These female admirers have occasioned considerable confusion about

the sort of people who aided the NSDAP financially during its early

years. In many accounts, Edwin Bechstein and Hugo Bru< kmann re-

ceive prominent mention as businessmen who stepped Forward to subsi-

dize the Nazis at that time. In actuality, both men came into Hitlei 's <>i bit

only by virtue of their wives' social lives. The two women, Helene Bee h-

stein and Elsa Bruckmann, were in the early 1 920s well into middle age.

Comfortably fixed materially and hungry for entice to the world ol aits

and letters, they presided when in Munich over competing salons fre-

quented by intellectuals and aesthetes drawn f rom the Bavarian < apital's

reactionary high society. Jealous of each other on man) counts, the)

shared a devotion to the operas of Richard Wagner thai entitles them to

the status of archetypical wealthy Wagnerians. When the) discovered,

through mutual acquaintances, an intense young Austrian who could

expound as eloquently about the master of Bayreuth as about the Vei

sailles Treaty, the Bolshevik Revolution, and countless other political

topics, both women became fascinated by him.46 Hitler began receiving

invitations to their salons, where they took pleasure in displaying him as

an exotic conquest from the menacing lower orders of society. From all

accounts, the habitues of their circles found it titillating to attend a gath-

ering where a fellow guest among other things, would upon arriving

hang on the coatrack, alongside his coat and hat, a whip and holster belt

complete with pistol.47 The jealous competition of the two women lor

Hitler's attentions sometimes assumed comic dimensions, as when Frau

Bruckmann indignantly denounced reports that Frau Bechstein had

given Hitler the whip he carried, claiming that she herself had presented

it to him, quite unaware that Hitler had received whips from both his

patronesses, allowing each to believe that he possessed only hers w

Because their wives made Hitler a frequent guest, Edwin Bechstein

and Hugo Bruckmann came into contact with Hitler and soon became

sympathizers with his cause. Both undoubtedly extended him material

assistance, but neither was in a position to dispense large sums of mone\

for political purposes. Both were men of personal wealth, in large mea-
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sure Inherited, who lived in the style of the* nineteenth-century haute

bourgeoisie. Bui their financial resources shrank to insignificance when

compared to those generated by the giant enterprises of modern Ger-

man industry, commerce, and finance. Bechstein, along with several

brothers, had inherited a well-established Berlin piano factory that

placed the family name on quality instruments exported around the

world. But despite its renown, the Bechstein firm remained a very small

operation by the standards of twentieth-century German industry, de-

pendent as it was on skilled handicraft labor. Not until 1923 did the

owners convert it from a purely family enterprise into a joint stock com-

pany, and three years after that its capitalization stood at only three mil-

lion marks.49 Bechstein's circumstances thus set limits to his political

largesse. In 1924 Frau Bechstein testified that her husband had repeat-

edly helped Hitler deal with the financial difficulties of the Volkischer

Beobachter. 50 But according to Hanfstaengl's memoirs, he and Hitler dis-

covered that Bechstein did not disburse money with abandon when
Hitler dwelt at length on the financial plight of his movement during an

evening they spent at the Bechsteins'. 51 This obvious appeal for funds

drew a blunt reply from his host: The Bechstein firm had its own prob-

lems, and no money was available at that time, although circumstances

might perhaps become different later on. Hanfstaengl reports that he

himself then ventured the observation that the party could survive for

several months on the money that could be obtained at a pawnshop
merely for the jewelry Frau Bechstein wore that evening. That sugges-

tion may have led Frau Bechstein to bestow on Hitler the valuable art

objects she told of giving him when she was interrogated in the wake of

his failed putsch of 1923. 52 She visited him during his imprisonment,

and the Bechsteins remained loyal to him after his release in 1924. At

that time Edwin Bechstein helped to re-launch Hitler's political career by

countersigning a bank loan of 45,000 marks to him, most of which

Bechstein eventually had to make good on since Hitler repaid only a part

of that sum. 53

Like Edwin Bechstein, Hugo Bruckmann commanded only limited fi-

nancial resources. One of several heirs to a Munich publishing house, he

had in 1917 struck out on his own, establishing an independent publish-

ing venture that he operated until 1930, when the depression apparently

forced him to liquidate it and rejoin the family firm. 54 The Bruckmann
family publishing house registered a capitalization of only 2.8 million

marks in the prosperous year of 1926, and Hugo Bruckmann's indepen-

dent venture was, from all indications, considerably smaller than that. 55

How much direct material aid Bruckmann extended to Hitler remains

uncertain, but one acquaintance later reported that in the late 1920s

Bruckmann helped Hitler acquire a lease on a luxurious apartment in a

fashionable district of Munich, which lent the Nazi leader an aura of

respectability, by guaranteeing the landlord that he would make good on
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any default by Hitler on rental payments. 56 If that story is true, Bruc k

mann's material involvement was minimal, but Hitler benefited sigm-

ficantly from it. As with Bechstein, Bruckmann's aid went to Hit lei

personally rather than to the NSDAP; both sought to further a protege

of their wives as much as a political cause.

Despite their limited material resources, th^ Bechsteins and the

Bruckmanns could bestow on Hitler gifts
f
less tangible than money but

nevertheless of indispensable value for an aspiring politician oi obft m e

and socially limited background. As a guest in their salons and at their

dinner tables, he mastered the basic canons of polite appearance and
demeanor sufficiently to enable him later to move with confident e in tin

uppermost reaches of society and politics. 57 At the urging of Frail Bet h-

stein and Frau Bruckmann he abandoned the tattered suit of clothes

made from an old army uniform that he habitually wore during the

early phase of his political career. They introduc ed him to fashionably

tailored blue pinstripe suits, tuxedos, and patent le.it her shoes. At their

tables he learned how to deal with exotic dishes sue h as ai tic hokes, whk h

until then had mystified him. In addition to initiating him to the se .11

cana of the upper classes, the Bechsteins and BmckmaniU opened a

whole new stratum of society to their plebeian protege, who had pre-

viously moved almost exclusively in the c irc le s that frequented Munu 1>

J

coffeehouses and beer halls. At their salons he met professors, writers,

established artists, and noblemen. 58 At 1 ran Bruckmann's he enlisted

for his cause the future Nazi youth leader Baldur von Se huac h, who in

turn won over to Nazism another young aristocrat, Prince Friedrich

Christian of Schaumburg-Lippe. The presence of such men in the pans

unquestionably lent respectability to the NSDAP in the eyes oJ some e on

servative Germans. The Bechsteins first introduced Hitler to the Wag-

ner family in Bayreuth, thereby giving him entree to the network ol

contacts among the Wagnerians of Germain, which likewise enhanced

his stature as a plausible political leader. 59 Within a year his introdtu tion

to the Wagner family brought him a valuable endorsement from the

bard of Valhalla's son-in-law, Houston Stewart Chamberlain, the aging

prophet of Germanic racist doctrine.60 At Frau Bruckmann's home

Hitler was to gain his first opportunity to speak at length with a majoi

industrialist from the Ruhr.61 At a crucial juncture in Januarj 1933 the

Bechsteins' social connections would enable him to meet sec ret 1\ at then

Berlin residence with a key figure in the military establishment in his

successful effort to gain its acquiescence to his appointment as chan-

cellor.62

Hugo Bruckmann also helped Hitler and his movement to gain re-

spectability by playing a leading role in a Nazi front organization de-

signed to make inroads into conservative artistic and intellectual circles,

the Kampfbund fur Deutsche Kultur, founded in 1927 purportedlv to

combat alien influences on Germany's cultural life. Eschewing anv for-
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mal ties with the NSDAP, which it could do by vir tue of Bruckmann's not

belonging to the party, the Kampfbund recruited members f rom the

cultural elite and repeatedly espoused Nazi positions in the heated artis-

tic and literary controversies that raged during the late Weimar per iod.

By the end of the decade the Kampfbund was holding public meetings

in the main auditorium of the University of Munich at which such well-

known academicians as Professor Othmar Spann of Vienna, a propo-

nent of corporatism as an alternative to capitalist democracy, spoke to

large audiences.63 Although Bruckmann served as an officer of the

Kampfbund, he made clear his inability to remedy its chronic financial

difficulties.64 Still, his conspicuous role in the organization doubtless lent

it respectability and led others to join and thus come under the sway of

Nazism.

Far more important than whatever direct or indirect material assis-

tance Hitler received from his wealthy Wagnerian patrons, or from well-

to-do persons to whom they introduced him, was the respectability their

social sponsorship bestowed on him. They made him gesellschaftsfahig,

acceptable to polite society. This played ah invaluable role in transform-

ing him from an outlandish, awkward, and gauche figure from the lower

strata of society into a man eligible for admission to the upper reaches of

politics and, ultimately, for high state office. The fascination Adolf

Hitler exerted on his two ardent female admirers, Helene Bechstein and

Elsa Bruckmann, brought him an advancement in his quest for power of

a sort difficult, if not impossible, to achieve with mere money.

Overall, large monetary contributions from patrons seem to have

played a minimal role in the growth of Nazism during its early years.

Contrary to the assumptions of many journalists, the NSDAP did not

depend as heavily on large-scale subsidies as did the traditional non-

socialist parties of the Republic. Early on, the Nazis adopted the Social

Democrats' practice of enforcing the regular collection of dues from
their members. Even though that system was at first less efficiently man-
aged than in later years, it yielded a steady source of income that was

divided between local units and the party's headquarters, at least until

inflation made the value of even huge amounts of currency problemati-

cal.65 During the hyper-inflation of the spring of 1923, the party re-

ported that a fund-raising campaign to mark Hitler's birthday had
yielded eleven million marks.66 The party raised still more money by

frequently having its adherents subscribe to interest-free loans, which in

time of inflation amounted to gifts to the party.67 Many members also

aided their party by donating long hours of volunteer labor, providing

services and equipment for which the traditional parties had to pay cash

or go into debt.68 Very early in their party's development, the Nazis

began using mass rallies as a means of raising funds, charging for admis-

sion and then passing cups and hats after their orators, especially Hitler,

had whipped up the passions of their listeners. The readiness of people
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of modest means to donate what were for them sizeable sums ol money
bordered, in the opinion of one observing police agent, "on the unbe-
lievable." 69 Another reported seeing money collected "by the bushel"
after a Nazi rally. 70 Clearly, Hitler and his associates brought a message
for which many humble people we're willing to pay, even at considerable
material sacrifice for themselves. Far from depending on subventions
from Germany's capitalists, Nazism was in its Jarly years a genuinely
populistic movement that took root and grew into a f ull-fledged politic al

movement because of the fanatical devotion of its rank-and-file fol-

lowers.

2. The Cacophony ofNazi Economic Policies

By 1924 the NSDAP had grown into a full-blown political part) ol na-

tional significance. In the May Reichstag elections of tint year, 1 slate

composed of its candidates and those ol a northern German vdUnsch or-

ganization tallied nearly two million votes and captured thirty-two seats.

More than half of those votes melted away in a sec ond national ele< lion

held that December, so that the Naxi-vdlkisch blot retained onl) fourteen

seats in the chamber. In 1928 the Nazis, who had in the Interval bested

or absorbed their volkisch rivals, won only twelve Reichstag sens in an

election held at the height of the Republic's brief period of stability and

prosperity. But even during Nazism s lean yeai s, Its pi eseni e in the na-

tional legislature made its economic policies a mattei <>i interest foi those

concerned with such questions. Anyone who attempted to esi.tUisii

where the NSDAP stood on the vital issues ol ( lei man) 's ei onomk life

faced a daunting task, however. Despite the NSDAFs authoritarian

structure, it spoke on economic affairs with a multitude of vokes. And
far from attaining anything approaching unison, those voices pro-

claimed a dissonant array of positions on even some of the most bask

issues of economic policy.

Early on, prominent figures in the parts sought to cast light on its

principles and aims by publishing their interpretations ol the twenty-

five-point program of 1920 and by elaborating further on the party's

position on important issues, including economic policy. The first ol

these commentaries, a forty-five-page pamphlet that appeared in late

1922 or early 1923, came from the pen of Alfred Rosenberg, would-be

ideologue of National Socialism and editor of the party new spaper, V6l-

kischer Beobachter. Promising in its title to reveal the "nature, funda-

mental principles, and goals" of the NSDAP, Rosenberg s pamphlet

conveyed the impression of being party endorsed. The author adorned

it with a dedication to Hitler and explained in his foreword that he had

written the pamphlet to counter false reports about National Socialism

until a forthcoming publication by the partv leader appeared. 1
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Readers of Rosenberg's commentary may well have concluded that

one such false report involved a firm commitment on the part of the

NSDAP to the word "socialist" in its name. Rosenberg avoided using that

word except in the neutralizing compound Nationalsozialismus. He
stripped the second part of that compound of any economic specificity,

defining it by means of a ponderous circumlocution as "the recognition

that merely extending social charity to those who help create and build a

state does not suffice, but rather that the state has the duty to exercise a

supervisory function over all those things that each of its members
needs." 2 Rosenberg then proceeded to circumscribe that supervisory

function by sharply qualifying the most anti-capitalist tenet of the

NSDAP's 1920 program, Point l^which called, in garbled language, for

a state takeover of "all (hitherto) already incorporated (trusts) firms."

That plank should not be construed, Rosenberg explained, to mean a

commitment to "full socialization," a pernicious doctrine that spelled

death to all "creative entrepreneurship." Point 13 merely indicated Na-

tional Socialism's determination to "fight" and "break" those forces that

obstructed free and creative enterprise by establishing monopolies.

Foremost among those forces bulked the "world trusts" controlled by a

powerful network of international bankers and stockbrokers, ultimately

masterminded by a worldwide conspiracy ofJews. 3 Nazi trust-busting, as

expounded by Rosenberg, tended to become virtually synonymous with

anti-Semitism. For him, economic problems reduced easily to questions

of "race."

Hard-working, honest German industrialists had little to fear from
Rosenberg's brand of National Socialism. The Nazis in no sense opposed

"inventive, productive entrepreneurship" or Germany's "national indus-

try," he reassured his readers.4 Not even the growth of large firms dis-

turbed Rosenberg. National Socialism, he explained, refused to regard

enterprises as evil simply because of their size since in many instances

large firms could provide the people with needed goods at the lowest

cost. What mattered was not the size of a firm but rather whether it was

being employed in the interests of the nation. If German businessmen

met that criterion, Rosenberg had no objections to their making millions

in profits; only if they did not measure up to that rather vague standard

would they have to contend with the wrath of a Nazi state. 5

While much of Rosenberg's commentary might allay the concerns of

the business community about Nazi economic policy, other passages in

that publication could only heighten those concerns. Throughout his

pamphlet Rosenberg displayed an implacable hostility toward bankers

and stockbrokers, to whom he attributed virtually all economic ills.

Whereas he softened the 1920 program so far as it concerned other

kinds of businessmen, he went far beyond that program with regard to

those two groups. A Nazi government, he announced, would immedi-
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ately transfer to state ownership Germany's banks and stock exchanges.6

Rosenberg did not altogether spare the rest of big business, however.
His pamphlet included an endorsement of the 1920 program's commit-
ment to profit sharing in large enterprises. 7 Even more ominously, ex-

cept for his rejection of "full socialization," Rosenberg nowhere set limits

to the authority of a Nazi state to intervene in the private sector to en-

sure that German businesses and businessmen seVved what the NSDAP
regarded as the national interest.

Within a year of the publication of Rosenberg's pamphlet, a second
commentary on the programmatic aims of Nazism appeared in the foi m
of a two-hundred-page book by Gottfried Feder." A Bavarian construc-

tion engineer, Feder had, after a moderately successful professional

career, found his way to the Deutsche Arbeiterpartei before Hitler.

Through earlier published tracts, he had gained a deserved reputation

as a radical fanatic on monetary and credit questions. ( )ne of his slogans,

"Breaking the Thralldom of Interest Payments/' oa upied a prominent

place in the NSDAP's program of 1920. His commentary, which ap-

peared at the time of the abortive beer hall putsch of November 19*3,

gave the appearance of being even more official than Rosenberg's. It was

the first book issued by the party's own publishing house, the Ehei Vcr-

lag, and it opened with a statement by Hitler in whk h he des< 1 ibed it as

the "catechism" of the NSDAP's programmatic declarations. In a con-

ventional party, Feder's book would have signaled a fundamental poli<
)

departure, for it omitted the twenty-five-point program of 1920, whu h

Feder dismissed as "the old program.'"' In its place, Fedei set forth a

thirty-nine-point program of his own devising which eliminated some

tenets of the original program, altered others, and added totalK new
planks. 10 The NSDAP was not a conventional party, however. Despite

the official trappings of his 1923 book, the twenty-five points of 1920

continued as the official program of the party. Indeed, when Feder him-

self published, in 1927, a second, different gloss on the party's amis, he

included both the original twenty-five points and his own thirty-nine

points of 1923, without any explanation of the relationship between

those two frequently divergent programs. 11

Although Feder's 1923 commentary contained radical commitments,

such as his pledge that a Nazi government would at once take over the

Reichsbank and other banks of issue, he shared Rosenberg's aversion to

the word "socialism." He tempered his anti-capitalist strictures bv invok-

ing a distinction long popular in radical rightist circles. The same < apital.

Feder explained, became something very different when it was em-

ployed productively on the one hand or exploitativelv on the other. If

they remained true to their heritage, Germans used capital produc ti\ el\

to meet the needs of their fellow countrvmen, not to register profits

Jews, by contrast, always used capital exploitativelv, as a means to accu-

mulate further wealth and transform it into power. 12 Like Rosenberg,
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Feder attributed most of Germany's economic ills to foreign forces he

variously labeled as "loan capitalism," "stock-market capitalism," or

"world usury capitalism," behind all of which he saw Jews. His commen-
tary accorded the highest priority to protecting and preserving the Mit-

telstand of "self-employed persons, especially in medium and small

enterprises." 13 To the wage earners of Germany he promised no funda-

mental reform of the capitalist system. Instead, he held out the prospect

of a gradual amelioration of the workers' material lot through expanded
welfare-state measures and enhanced opportunities for achieving eco-

nomic independence by means of the easy, interest-free credit he pro-

posed as part of his plan for monetary reform. By according the state

absolute control over monetary policy, Feder called for an enormous
expansion of its power. Like Rosenberg, he set virtually no limits to the

state's authority to intervene in the private sector of the economy, aside

from eschewing a thoroughgoing program of nationalization.

Whereas Feder summed up his attitude toward economic matters in

1923 in the scarcely radical phrase "to each his own," he eventually

proved considerably less accommodating toward big business than Ro-

senberg. 14 In contrast to Rosenberg's ready acceptance of large firms as

long as their management remained German, one of the thirty-nine

points of Feder's 1923 program pledged the NSDAP to combat "giant

enterprises." 15 At the time, he undercut that pledge with major qualifi-

cations: It did not, for instance, apply to branches of production, such as

heavy industry, where the dictates of efficiency required large-scale or-

ganization. 16 Nor did it apply to large enterprises that had remained in

the hands of "creators" who operated them in the public interest. Such

was the case, Feder specified, with three major iron and steel firms,

Krupp, Mannesmann, and Thyssen. 17 A close reading of Feder's 1923
commentary revealed that a large firm would incur the wrath of the

Nazis only if it became a "syndicate," which Feder defined in characteris-

tically apodictic fashion as an enterprise that ignored the general welfare

by engaging in such practices as price fixing. 18 But even with regard to

transgressions of that sort, Feder's 1923 commentary left considerable

doubt about the NSDAP's will to adopt any radical countermeasures

since one of his thirty-nine points added an important commitment
missing from the party's original program: "National Socialism accords

fundamental recognition to private property and places it under protec-

tion of the state." 19 His 1927 commentary displayed, however, a more
anti-capitalist outlook. There he stated that large, bureaucratized, and
anonymous firms that sought to stifle competition and pursued profit

for profit's sake made themselves "ripe for socialization." 20 A Nazi state,

he promised, would use its authority to lower prices held artificially high

by such firms. 21 At the end of his 1927 commentary he set forth, in bold

type, a statement hardly reassuring to the business community: "Na-

tional Socialism is a world-view that stands in sharpest opposition to the

/
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present-day world of capitalism and its satellites." 22 By ig$q tin version
of his thirty-nine-point program that appeared in reprintings ol his

1927 commentary had been altered to call for—as did point 13 of the
NSDAP's official program—a state takeover of incorporated enter-

prises.23 Such words did not escape notice. In 1930, the conservative

financial newspaper Berliner Borsen-Zeitung identified him with whai its

editors viewed as "Marxist tendencies" in fhe NSbAP.24

To link Nazis with Marxism involved a fundamental misapprehen-
sion, of course, but by the latter half of the 1920s changes within the

NSDAP led many observers to take more seriously the words so( lalist"

and "workers" in the party's name. Those changes resulted in large mea-
sure from Nazism's penetration, beginning in 1924, of parts oi ( »ermam
far more urban and industrialized than Bavaria and the othei lOUthei n

German regions where the party had originally taken root I his geo-

graphical extension of the party produced the so-( ailed Nazi left wing.25

Its proponents came for the most part from the ranks of those Nazi

organizers who labored to win a following in the Rhineland, the Ruhr,

Westphalia, Saxony, and Berlin. They judged it essential to compete
there with the established working-class patties for the allegiance and

votes of the millions of industrial wage earners who made up the lai gesi

component of the population in those parts ol Germany. Whereas the

NSDAP had previously placed primary emphasis on national issues

such as Versailles and the purported subservience ol the republican re-

gime to treasonous, internationalist influences, these left-wing Nazis

stressed "social" issues, asserting the NSDAP's claim to the sums ol a

workers' party and emphasizing the socialistic components of its pro-

gram. Some left-wingers referred to themselves as nationaU Soaalisten, a

formulation that elevated the second word to the status ot the substan-

tive and reduced the first to a mere adjective.26 Although cynical op-

portunism may have motivated some left-wing Nazis, others lincerel)

wanted far-reaching changes in the economic system. Their ardoi

sprang, however, not from a vision of an emancipated proletariat con-

quering the new industrial order and displacing the bourgeoisie hut

rather from petit bourgeois resentment toward the rich and power! ul. as

well as from a nostalgic and often romantic vision of the pre-industi ial

past. They challenged only the large-scale, impersonal, international,

and industrial capitalism of the twentieth century, not private enterprise

as such. Their projects for the "socialization" of even large enterprises

stopped far short of outright state takeovers. They proposed instead

elaborate formulas to disperse varying degrees of ow nership among em-

ployees on the one hand and federal, state, and municipal governments

on the other, with large portions of investment capital to remain in pri-

vate hands. 27 They wanted a kind of compromise with socialism that

would result in a wider dispersal of the ownership of capital rather than

thoroughgoing state control of the economy. They sought a greater de-
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gree of economic and soc ial equality, but they wanted to achieve thai

goal through a process of upward leveling, that is, the absorption ol

members of the working class into the middle ( lass, not through a de-

cisive triumph of the proletariat over the bourgeoisie.

Since these limitations on the radicalism of the Nazi lef t wing seldom

gained public expression, observers outside the NSDAP usually heard

from that quarter only a barrage of anti-capitalistic rhetoric that

sounded disturbingly similar to that employed by the Social Democrats

and Communists. In 1927, for example, the most prominent spokesman
for the left wing, Gregor Strasser, published in a party periodical a state-

ment that seemed to leave no doubt about where the Nazis stood on
economic questions: "We socialists are enemies, deadly enemies of the

present capitalist system with its exploitation of the economically weak,

with its injustice to wage earning . . . and we are resolved under all

circumstances to destroy this system." 28 Two years later Strasser pro-

claimed that the Nazis must always "represent the most radical demands
of the workers." 29 Also in 1929 a Nazi periodical published by Strasser

and his circle resorted to even more radical language in proclaiming that

"the path to German freedom leads through the conquest of the bour-

geoisie by the German proletariat." 30 In each issue, that periodical

printed a column headed "Capital against Labor." 31 Joseph Goebbels, a

Nazi agitator in the industrial Rhineland and then gauleiter of Berlin

beginning in 1926, employed similarly radical anti-capitalist rhetoric.

"We are socialists . . . ," he wrote in 1925, adding, "the day is not far off

when we shall disclose all. . . . Then they will be appalled by the radi-

calism of our demands." 32 Three years later, in Der Angriff, the weekly

Nazi newspaper he launched as gauleiter of Berlin, Goebbels gave ex-

pression to the theory of human alienation through capitalism in words

that might well have attracted the envy of a Marxist agitator: "The
worker in the capitalist state is—that is his greatest misfortune—no
longer a lively human being, no longer a creator, no longer a shaper of

things. He has become a machine. A number, a gear in a factory devoid

of understanding or comprehension." 33

Such pronouncements in sectarian Nazi publications might pass un-

noticed by the leaders of big business and their agents, but the behavior

of the NSDAP's delegation in the Reichstag less easily escaped their at-

tention. Developments in the national legislature received routine cover-

age in major newspapers, and the parliamentary spokesmen of big

business kept their patrons informed about the activities of the Nazi dep-

uties.34 These activities perplexed most contemporary observers. On is-

sues of foreign policy, defense, and law enforcement, the Nazis seemed
part of the extreme right, but on socio-economic issues the NSDAP fre-

quently adopted positions virtually indistinguishable from those of the

extreme left. The Nazis's location in the chamber seemed to underline

this indeterminateness. From 1924 to 1928 the deputies of the NSDAP
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sat toward the back, between the DVP and the DNVP, and from 1928
until 1930 they perched ambiguously at the rear of the chamber, amidst

a cluster of small parties. They did not adopt their final position to the

right of all the other parties until after the election of 1930, by which

time the Reichstag had lost control of vital national legislation and
ceased even to meet regularly. In the years when the parliament repre-

sented the focus of power in the Republic, Nazism thus seemed an enig-

matic phenomenon that defied placement on the customary political

spectrum.

The socio-economic radicialism of Nazi parliamentarians found ex-

pression in a variety of ways. Their own relatively few legislative mitia-

tives in that sphere displayed a provocative extremism. These initiatives

included the repeated introduction of bills embodying some oj Gottfi ied

Feder's pet schemes, such as state-enforced reduction oi interest rates,

interest-free state credit, and the nationalization of all banks.35 1 be Nazi

deputies also laid before the chamber several times bills (ailing foi tin

confiscation of "the fortunes of the princes of bank and stq< k mat ket' as

well as of all profits derived from the war, the inflation, and— latex— the

depression.36 None of these bills stood any chance ol se< 111 ing a majoi it\

and so could be dismissed as demogogic publicit) stunts, even if then

thrust could scarcely fail to occasion concern in propertied cin let. Less

easily dismissed was the Nazis' inclination to vote with the traditional

parties of the left on legislative issues that would determine the COU1 K < >!

national economic policy. On one perennial issue, taxation, the Nazis

repeatedly voted against increases in indirect taxes, Dejecting such in-

creases, like the parties of the left, on the grounds that sue h levies un-

fairly added to the burden on the mass of wage earners and weighed less

heavily on the rich. 37 Similarly, the Nazi deputies generalK supported

proposals by the parties of the left for increases in the levels of expen-

ditures for state welfare and social programs. They also joined with the

left in rejecting demands by the parties of the right that a means test be

required of applicants for state welfare aid.
:SH In 1925, when the Ren h-

stag dealt with the question of tariffs for the first time in the Republic

the Nazis voted with the Democrats, Social Democrats, and Communists

to reject the protective schedule of duties carried by the majorit\ w hit h

favored producer interests over those of consumers.39

In addition to this general tendency to side with the left on socio-

economic issues, the Nazi parliamentarians on a number of occasions

were the only party to endorse extreme anti-capitalist proposals made by

the Communists. They did this even though the NSDAP otheruisc

branded the Communists as traitors to the cause of Germain s workers

and tools of a Jewish conspiracy that extended from the stock exchanges

to the Kremlin. On one such occasion in 1927, the Nazi delegation an-

nounced its support of a Communist bill that would, if adopted, have

struck a heavy blow at the major iron and steel firms of the Ruhr b)
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requiring them to refund hundreds of millions of marks (hey had re-

ceived from the government as compensation for deliver ies of coal and

other reparations in kind they had made after passive resistance to the

Franco-Belgian occupation had collapsed in 1923.40 Later in 1927 the

Nazis again joined with the Communists, voting against the national un-

employment insurance law adopted by virtually all the other parties. On
slightly different grounds, the Nazi deputies concurred with the Com-
munists' contention that the new law's provisions slighted the workers.41

The Nazis alone supported repeated Communist proposals to raise

sharply the level of tax-exempt wages for low-income groups, reduce the

tax rates for those groups, and impose heavier taxation on the wealthy.42

At the time of the lockout in the iron and steel industry in the Ruhr in

1928, only the NSDAP delegation voted for a Communist bill to com-

pensate the idled workers at a rate much higher than that endorsed by

the majority parties and to make the industrial firms involved bear the

full cost of that compensation.43 On an issue of the utmost sensitivity

for German industry—the length of the workday—the Nazis in the

Reichstag repeatedly sided with the Communists and Social Democrats

in calling for restoration of the eight-hour day and opposing such com-

promises as that effected in 1927, which permitted employers to require

work in excess of eight hours.44

On these occasions, as well as others, the rhetoric of the Nazi deputies

rivaled that of the Communists for vehement anti-capitalism. In explain-

ing the Nazis' vote against the 1925 tariff, their spokesman branded it as

the product of pressures exerted by "great syndicates" and "powerful

lobbies" and predicted it would lead to the "plundering" of consumers.45

During the debate on the Ruhr lockout, the spokesman for the Nazi

delegation protested against the flow of "gigantic profits" into the pock-

ets of "coupon clippers" and "those who do nothing but sit on supervi-

sory boards." German industry had allied itself with finance capital, he

complained, thereby adopting a position "hostile to that of the Volk in an

absolute sense." He added a warning that must have sounded ominous

to economically privileged groups: "This lofty chamber will again be-

come representative of the Volk only when battalions of workers march
in here and set things straight." 46 Early in 1929 another Nazi deputy

used the floor of the Reichstag to attack the SPD in words virtually indis-

tinguishable from those employed by the Communists against the Social

Democrats. The SPD, he announced, had become a timorous party of

self-serving trade union officials. It had betrayed the workers by not

effecting far-reaching changes in 1918-19 and was now again selling

them out by collaborating in the great coalition with the "party of heavy

industry" (DVP) and the "party of bank and stock-market capital"

(DDP). In contrast to the dishonest and morally bankrupt SPD, which

had abandoned the principles of such socialist leaders as Ignaz Auer and
August Bebel, the NSDAP stood unflinchingly for the interests of the
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workers of Germany, the Nazi spokesman proclaimed from the flooi oi

the national legislature.47 Such an attack on the SIM) could s ( arccly have

heartened Germany's capitalists, despite their own hostility toward t he-

Social Democrats.

Although a radical tone prevailed in the NSDAP's Reichstag delega-

tion on economic issues, the Nazi left wing did not gain official endoi le-

ment for its brand of National Socialism. Its thief spokesman, Gregoi
Strasser, made such an attempt in early 1926, when he ( in ulated among
Nazi organizers in northwest Germany the draf t oi a new part) program
which included in its economic section the lef t wind's proposal foi dis-

persing the ownership of large firms. Nothing came of St 1 asset's draft,

however, since Hitler made clear to a meeting of party ofli< ials at Ham
berg in February 1926 his unwillingness to considei an) revision oi the

party program.48 Four months later Hitlci sought to stifle an\ fmthei

discussion of the NSDAP's program l>\ having the rubber-stamp Gen-
eral Membership Assembly of the part) reaffil m the "unalterabli " st.uus

of the twenty-five points of 1920. 19

Hitler did not throttle the left-wing elements altogether. Even aftei

the party began, toward the end of the decade, to broaden its appeals to

encompass economically conservative farmers and middle-class voters,

the left wing continued to compete \ igorousl) with the leftist parties !<>i

worker support. Hitler even acquiesced when left-wing organizers cir-

cumvented his ban on Na/i trade unions b) founding pai t\ fai toi \ < ells.

These cells conducted Nazi agitation and 1 an 1 andidates in the rle< tioni

for the factory councils established b) the Weimai consdtutioil M 1

means of providing representative forums foi the expression ol woi It-

ers' viewpoints and grievances. Since Social Democrats and Communist
workers had usually dominated those councils, the left-wing Nazis' new

factory cells provided them with a means oi challenging the pie-

eminence of the traditional workers' parties at the workplace. B) the fall

of 1929 the factory-cell movement had grown into a full-fledged organ

of the party, the National Socialist Factor) Ceil Organization (NSBO),

and had won Hitler's recognition. 50 Hitler also raised no objections to

the anti-capitalist rhetoric that pervaded a number of widel\ ( in ulated

quasi-official periodicals published by the two Strasser brothers. Otto

Strasser's quarrel with Hitler and his exit from the part) in Jul) 1930,

after charging that Hitler had betrayed the socialists in the NSDAP, bad

little or no effect on the Nazi left wing. Only a handful ol insignifkanl

figures followed the younger Strasser out of the part\ and joined him in

a vain effort to establish an organization to rival the NSDAP.51 After

Otto's departure his brother Gregor, who had denounced his accusa-

tions against Hitler and broken with him, continued to uphold the anti-

capitalist line of the left wing. So did Goebbels, the leaders of the NSB< ).

much of the Reichstag delegation, and numerous le sse r part) ipokes-
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men. Right down to Hitler's installation in the chancellorship, m fact,

left-wing elements persisted in their radical agitation.

Because of the many divergent interpretations of the NSDAP s posi-

tion on economic matters, Hitler came under mounting pressure from

within the party in the late 1920s to clarify Nazi policy on that score.

After staving off numerous such requests, he finally agreed on the eve of

the party congress of 1929 to authorize the preparation of a "catechism"

which would set forth Nazi economic doctrine and distinguish it from

both liberal capitalism and Marxism. As the author, he designated Hans
Buchner, economic editor of the Volkischer Beobachter. 52 Buchner pro-

duced a pamphlet on Nazi economic theory which appeared in 1930
under the imprint of the party publishing house in the "National So-

cialist Library" series, for which Feder served as general editor. 53 In

contrast to the aversion of Rosenberg and Feder for even the word "so-

cialism," Buchner proclaimed "state socialism" as the goal of Nazi eco-

nomic policy.54 Yet a reading of his pretentiously phrased and often

abstruse pamphlet reveals no traces of what is usually thought of as so-

cialism. Instead, he committed National Socialism to a thoroughgoing

corporatist economic order, holding up Mussolini's Italy as a model. 55

The twenty-five points of 1920 and Feder's thirty-nine points of 1923
both had included provisions for corporatist, or occupational, chambers,

but neither accorded those chambers as central a role as did Buchner. A
Nazi state, he announced, would organize all productive units into

estates (Stande) corresponding to the branches of the economy. In pyra-

midal fashion, local estates would send representatives to regional cham-

bers and these would do likewise to national bodies. At each level,

spokesmen of both labor and management would comprise these cham-

bers. Working together, they would resolve their problems and achieve a

self-administered economy. Buchner's version of corporatism held out

no immediate threat to the existing distribution of wealth. National So-

cialism, he proclaimed, accorded "fundamental recognition" to private

property.56 Insofar as his brand of corporatism would produce changes

in the economy, these would come about only gradually and with the

consent of the representatives of management. Any businessmen who
took the trouble to look at Buchner's scheme would have been pleased to

find that he not only rejected class conflict but also ruled out the use of

the strike in labor-management disputes. But although his corporatist

scheme held out the promise of a self-administered economy, it pro-

vided no formulas for overcoming the differences between labor and

management. In the final analysis Buchner, like Rosenberg and Feder,

accorded potentially unlimited authority over all aspects of the private

sector of the economy to the Nazi state of the future.

Although Buchner's pamphlet went through five printings before the

Nazis came to power and was echoed in his columns for the party's na-
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tional newspaper, it did not resolve the confusion about National So-

cialist economic policy. About the time it first appeared in print, a

member of the party's Reichstag delegation took the floor to respond to

charges from the left that the Nazis were the German counterpart* oi

Mussolini's movement and no rriore friendly toward labor than thr re-

pressive Italian regime. "We are not fascists," he angrily announced
"We are socialists.

" 57 Moreover, despite HitleVs describing Buchner's
pamphlet in advance as a "catechism," the party leader continued to in-

sist on the "unalterable" nature of the twenty-five-point program oi

1920, from which Buchner's views departed in numerous respects.

Alongside Buchner's publication, the earlier commentaries on the

party's policies by Rosenberg and Feder circulated in new editions. In

some instances, these new editions incorporated small but not always

insignificant changes into their economic sections.58 In the earl) K) V'v

both Rosenberg and Feder Further muddied the alread) murk) pro-

grammatic waters of Nazism by publishing new commentaries thai de-

parted in certain respects from their own eai liei writings.59 In addition,

still other Nazis issued idiosyncratic commentaries on the party's eco-

nomic program.00 Throughout the whole "Kamffzeit," the views oi left-

wing Nazis on economic matters continued to find expression in the

quasi-official publications controlled f>v ( vregOl Stl .issei and in mi< Ii lo< .il

organs as Goebbels's Berlin newspaper, 1><> Angriff. On the increasingl)

rare occasions when the Rei< hstag met aitei
1 930, the statements <>l Nazi

deputies contributed little toward a clarification oi the NSDAPs por-

tion. Anyone seeking to establish the economic policies oi National So

cialism on the basis of the public programmatM statements oi Nazi

spokesmen themselves faced a dizzying prolusion oi 1 iosm lh rents, tight

down to Hitler's installation as chancellor in Januar) 1933.

How such diverse and sometimes incompatible- positions could exisl

side by side in the highest echelons oi .1 single political part) has per-

plexed many observers, then and since. The explanation is. however,

simple: The NSDAP was no ordinal \ politic al party. It was, oi course,

not a democratic organization, so that its programs and policies .nose

neither from majority decisions nor from a consensus among its mem-
bers or even among its leaders. And except tor its racism, the NSDAP
was not fundamentally a doctrinal partv; that is. its other polic ies, UM hid-

ing those dealing with economic issues, did not dense From a single,

coherent body of theory. Instead, the Nazi Partv was at bottom a c haris-

matic movement whose cohesion resulted from the loyalty <>f its mem-
bers, whatever their views on particular issues, to one man: Adolf Hitler.

He welded into a viable political organization the disparate northern and

southern components of Nazism he found tenuoush linked on his re-

lease from prison at the end of 1924. He held the part) together and

determined its course thereafter, often in times of adversat) and demor-

alization. Any attempt to understand Nazi economic policies, or the ah-
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sence thereof, must therefore turn on an analysis of Miller s own attitude

toward such matters.

3. Hitler s Economics

With Hitler, it is misleading to speak of economic thought in the usual

sense. Although his acquisition of dictatorial authority over one of the

most advanced industrial nations of the world eventually forced him to

grapple with concrete economic problems for more than a decade, often

with remarkable success, he never attained even a basic grasp of the

formal discipline of economics. From the testimony of those who served

him, as well as from his own writings and recorded utterances, it is obvi-

ous that he knew virtually nothing about micro-economics and had no
more grasp of macro-economics than could be gained by reading news-

papers. Once in power he repeatedly showed himself incapable of ac-

cepting even the simplest fact of economics, the scarcity of goods. 1

A major reason for Hitler's ignorance of economics undoubtedly lay

in the nature of his education. Not having completed secondary school,

he became of necessity an autodidact whose acquaintance with most

fields of knowledge derived principally from an unsystematic reading of

popularized, pseudo-scholarly publications. He managed on his own to

accumulate a considerable, if highly opinionated and distorted, smatter-

ing of anthropology, history, and social and political theory. Quite obvi-

ously, however, his reading circumvented the more technical and, for

the layman, less readily accessible field of economics. Another factor in

Hitler's ignorance of formal economics may be that its rationality and
utilitarianism, its acceptance of constraints and limitations, made it un-

congenial to his overweening cast of mind. Once he entered political life,

however, Hitler could no longer simply ignore economic matters alto-

gether. What emerged, in his speeches and writings, may best be de-

scribed as a loose cluster of sometimes contradictory socio-economic

attitudes.

In an early speech Hitler gave succinct expression to the role he was to

assign to economics in human affairs throughout his political career:

"The economy is something of secondary importance." 2 In Mein Kampf
he denounced what he regarded as a dangerously widespread and po-

tentially ruinous misperception of the relationship between economics

and politics:

. . . The state has, however, nothing whatsoever to do with a particular

economic outlook or line of development.

It is not a combination of contractual parties to economic transactions

in a specifically delimited living space for the purpose of accomplishing

economic tasks, but rather a community of physically and spiritually

alike creatures for the purpose of facilitating the perpetuation of their

species as well as the attainment of the goal of their existence, as pre-
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scribed by providence. This and nothing else is the purpose and mean-
ing of a state. The economy is in that context merely one among man)
resources that are requisite for the achievement of that goal. It is, how
ever, never the source or the purpose of a state, unless the latti r restfl

upon a foundation that is false, because from the very outset it is in

defiance of nature. 3

To some extent this disdain doubtless reflected the would-be artist's

aversion for material pursuits as well as the autodidaets uneasiness
about—and hence hostility toward—something significant beyond the

compass of his mind. But Hitler's view of humanity and society played a

part, too. As has long been recognized, his thought contained nothing

original; it consisted instead of an amalgam of nineteenth-century

pseudo-scientific theories that together formed one of fin most perni-

cious social and political creeds of all time. A basic element oi thai < reed

was racism, which—in the form of virulent anti-Semitism—- Hitlei was to

pursue to the point of the most appalling campaign ol premeditated
genocide in history. But more central to his view oi economic al fan 1 was
another key element of his creed: Soc ial Darwinism. B) the time be en-

tered politics he had accepted uncritically the colta tivistk Austi ian vai i

ant of that doctrine. Instead oi seeing life primarily in terms of a

competition for advantage and advancement among individuals, as did

most English and American Social Darwinists, Hitler believed thai foi

humans the crucial Darwinian struggle took place among nations. I hat

conflict entailed for him more than merely advantage and advaiu c incut

;

it ultimately condemned some nations to extilM tion and destined othe 1

1

for glory and greatness. Hitler viewed this "struggle foi existence

(Lebenskampf) among peoples in an optimistic light It alone ensured thai

among mankind, as among other forms of life, the fittest would iui I i\e

while the weak and defective perished. It alone made possible ( ontinued

evolutionary progress by according to the strongest and able st nations

control over mankind's destiny.

The outcome of the struggle among nations must, Hitle r believed,

always ultimately be determined by war, or as he frequentk put it, b) the

"sword" or the "risking of blood" (BkUeinsaiz). To the state, the wieldei

of weapons, he therefore accorded an absolute primao ovei the econ-

omy. The economy must always remain, he insisted, the "maidservant

of the state, never its mistress, since no nation could ever survive

through reliance solely on economic endeavor nor could war ever be

replaced by peaceful economic domination. A preoccupation with

peaceful economic pursuits seemed to Hitler thus not merelv misguided;

it was harmful, potentially even suicidal. "World historv teac hes us. " he

said in a speech in 1922, "that no people has become great through its

economy but that a people can very well perish thereby." 4 He saw as the

qualities necessary to construct and maintain a state "always the heroic

virtues and never the egoism of the tradesman, since the preservation ot
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the existence of a species requires the individual's readiness lor sell-

Sacrifice." As proof that such "heroic virtues" had nothing to do with

economic matters, Hitler offered a stark maxim: "People will not die for

business but only for ideals." 5 A peaceful policy based orr economic con-

siderations could, to his mind, only lead to a "dissolute pacifism" that

would leave those afflicted by it defenseless against anyone stronger and
prepared to make use of "the more authentic forces of political power." 6

The cast of mind which led to success in economic pursuits was, in

Hitler's judgment, fundamentally incompatible with the attributes nec-

essary for political achievements. Only in the rarest of instances, he

wrote in Mein Kampf, did a state's periods of political strength coincide

with economic prosperity. Prussia's history demonstrated conclusively

that "the creation of a state is made possible not by material attributes

but solely by ideal virtues." 7 A strong state could provide the basis for

economic development, but the reverse never held true. Indeed, Hitler

insisted that in German history triumphs of political power had repeat-

edly been undone by materialistic preoccupations fostered by the pros-

perity generated by those very triumphs. This had happened under

Bismarck's successors, whose reliance on peaceful economic develop-

ment had resulted in what Hitler scornfully referred to as the nation's

"subjugation to economics." 8 He attributed the loss of the war ultimately

to the displacement of ideals by materialistic—that is, economic

—

concerns.9

Hitler's proclivity for simplification enabled him to relegate huge
areas of economic activity to the periphery of reality. Just as he reduced

international affairs to a Darwinian struggle to the death among nations,

so he reduced that struggle essentially to the level of biology. He saw

mankind motivated, like all other species, at bottom by two elemental

drives: the need for nourishment and the desire for procreation. When
sound and vital, a people would invariably increase in number. But in-

stead of drawing the usual pessimistic Malthusian conclusion from this

assumption, Hitler regarded population increase in a wholly optimistic

light; indeed, it represented for him the most reliable index of a nation's

health. He recognized that unchecked indulgence of the desire for pro-

creation would lead to a shortage of food; he accepted that unquestion-

ingly as an inexorable law of nature. In his eyes, however, the resultant

deprivation had positive value. For hunger drove hardy, vital nations to

engage in what he described as "natural imperialism," that is, to stamp

out weaker, thus inferior, peoples and thereby carry forward the process

of human evolution. This quest for more food could only be realized

through the acquisition of additional arable land by conquest, or, as

Hitler sometimes euphemistically phrased the same formula, through

the "adjustment from time to time of the amount of land to the in-

creased population." 10 In his contradiction-ridden thought, this "strug-

gle for existence" had, despite its material basis, nothing to do with the
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"materialism" he roundly and regularly denounced. Indeed, Ik wai ned
against allowing excessive idealism to distract a people from the elemen-
tal task of conquering more land. 11

Hitler's foreign-policy aims bore the imprint of these Social Darwinist
assumptions. Early in his political career, he began to view Germany's
population growth, which he assumed had long since outstripped the

country's food-producing capacity, as the* central factor in its relations

with the rest of the world. In 1920 he adopted the position to which he
would hold until the end of his life. The only remedy for this purported
imbalance lay, he proclaimed, in obtaining additional "land and soil

For a time Hitler thought in terms of overseas colonies suitable foi large

numbers of German settlers. But by 1924, at the latest, he had opted foi

the conquest of "living space" (Lebensraum) to the east, mainly in Russia,

where millions of Germans would be resettled on the land. 12

The cold-bloodedness with which Hitler proclaimed Ins aggressive in-

tentions toward Russia and the "border states of eastern Europe in Mem
Kampf and then later sought to ac hieve his goals through wai has dis-

tracted attention from a revealing aspect of his foreign policy, namely,
its agrarian basis. In his writings on the subject, he justified the c onqiu si

of Lebensraum exclusively in terms of the need lor soil to guai antee ( lei -

many's agricultural self-sufficiency. Only a nation that possessed within

its own borders land enough to produce all the food it consumed ( OllM

survive in the Darwinian jungle, a world "where one creature livei off

another" and where "there can be no other wa\ to deal with an enem\
than to kill him." 13 The only indications that Hitler took an) note, piioi

to acquiring power, of other economic resourc es to the cast, sue h as fuels

and industrial raw materials, appear in reports by contemporaries ol

conversations with him. And strikingly, even in conversation, where
broader considerations were bound to be touched on. Hitler consistently

accorded a subordinate role to the non-agrarian potentialities of his

dream of Lebensraum in the east. 14 His conception of economic autai k\

remained narrowly and archaically agrarian, assigning at most a sec ond-

ary status to the vast and immensely valuable industrial resources which

the realization of his grandiose scheme for conquest would have plac ed

at Germany's disposal. During the years when he strove to gain control

over one of the world's most advanced industrial nations, Adolf Hit lei

accorded primacy, in his plans for the future, to the agrarian aspects of

economic life.

Hitler's agrarian bias echoed the views of those critics of German in-

dustrialism who, in the great controversy at the end of the nineteenth

century, opposed increased reliance on commerce and manufacturing

through freer trade and argued that the country must retain a balance

between its industrial and agricultural sectors. 15 He deplored the let-

backs suffered by that school of thought. He traced to the inroads made
by the advocates of industrialism and free trade much that had gone
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wrong since then, including Germany's estrangement f rom England in

the years before 1914. Throughout the 1920s he repeated in his wr itings

and speeches the viewpoints of the turn-of-the-century critics of indus-

trialism. When speaking of Germany's industrialization he usually em-

ployed such adjectives as "harmful," "excessive," or "unbridled," and he

referred frequently to the country's "over-industrialization." 16 Like so

many other critics of industrialism, he also harbored a profound distaste

for the huge urban concentrations of population to which that process

had given rise. He looked on the great industrial cities of Germany with

loathing as "abscesses on the body of the Volk, in which all evil vices, bad

habits and sicknesses seem to converge." 17

Hitler's negative outlook toward industry and cities carried over into

his attitude toward the practitioners of big business. In referring to Ger-

many's capitalists in Mein Kampf, he repeatedly made use of pejorative

cliches, referring to "dividend-hungry businessmen," their "greed and

ruthlessness," and their "short-sighted narrow-mindedness." 18 Early in

his political career he had made two big businessmen into targets of his

ire: Ruhr magnate Hugo Stinnes and Wilhelm Cuno, the managing di-

rector of the Hamburg-America shipping line who had served as Reich

chancellor in 1922-23 at the time of the Ruhr occupation, the unsuc-

cessful passive resistance to it, and the final, runaway phase of hyper-

inflation. As already noted, Hitler repeatedly pilloried Stinnes publicly

for spreading the "nonsensical notion" that "the economy as such could

by itself raise Germany up again." 19 Cuno, to whom he referred as "a

merchant dabbling in politics," became the butt of his ridicule. The ship-

ping executive, he maintained, had committed the folly of approaching

problems of state as though these were business transactions, which had
inevitably resulted in disastrous failure. 20 Such rhetoric might be dis-

missed as a demagogue's exploitation of widespread hostility toward the

conspicuous rich had not Hitler displayed much the same scorn and mis-

trust for the practitioners of big business even in private conversations

where tactical considerations of that sort played no role. According to

one participant, for example, he told a small group of Nazi leaders in

1932, "I won't let those captains of industry put anything over on me.

Captains! I'd like to know the bridge on which they've ever manned the

helm. They're shallow people who can't see beyond their petty af-

fairs." 21 The passage of nine years, during eight of which he had ruled

as dictator, did nothing to improve his opinions. Speaking in private to

his entourage in October 1941, he referred to big businessmen (die

Wirtschaft) as "rogues" and "cold-blooded money-grubbers" who cease-

lessly bemoaned their plight. He had never met an industrialist who, on
catching sight of him, had not put on a woebegone expression in hopes

of obtaining something.22

Hitler did not draw from his aversion to industrialism and his scorn

for its practitioners the sort of radical conclusion that some left-wing
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Nazis did. Again, Social Darwinism determined his outlook. Hut he went
beyond the collectivislic variant of that doctrine prevalent in central Eu-
rope. While convinced that the primary struggle for survival oa Uired
among nations, he accorded a place to struggle among Individuals as

well. In his world of pervasive strife, individuals battled with eat h othei
for advantage within nations just as nations battled with one anothei in

the international arena. 23 This involved'him in at least two contradic-

tions. First of all, this insistence on conflict within the nation could not

logically be brought into accord with his promise to forge the German
nation into a unified, even monolithic, folk-community. Secondly, de-

spite his strictures regarding the harmful ef fee ts of a preot ( Lipation with

materialistic concerns, he assumed that struggle among individuals

within a nation took a mainly economic form. Thai assumption pro* ided

the basis for another, namely, tint economic competition- or, as he

sometimes characterized it, the "play of free ion es" was essential f<»i .1

nation's health. 24 Only through competition could the "aristocrat* prin-

ciple of nature" assert itself in the life- of a nation, thus ensui ing that 1 1 it-

fittest persons, the "superior individuals" {Persdnlichkeittn), as he- put it.

would prevail. 25 For Hitler, the cardinal en 01 ol Marxism la) in denying
this elemental law of nature and stifling economic competition to pro-

mote the welfare of the masses; the result ol such .1 misguided polk)

would be to doom to inferior leadership—and thus .1 subordinate ita-

tus—those nations that fell victim to it. Similarly, If it lei c ondemned the

assault of Marxism on private property. He regarded the intense com-
mitment that arose from the individual's risking the loss of his own per-

sonal resources in order to achieve gain as the only possible- basis foi the

kind of economic competition he held essential to a nation's health and

to progress.26

At that time and since, observers have repeatedl) alleged that Hit lei

abandoned the socialistic tenets of the NSDAP during his pursuit of

power in order to placate big-business patrons. Vet an examination of

his writings and utterances reveals that Hitler had nothing n> abandon;

he had never been a socialist, in the sense of favoring state ownei ship ol

the means of production. 27 His commitment to economic competition

and private property derived not from expediencv but rather from his

fanatically held Social Darwinist beliefs about the nature of mankind and

human society. So did his refusal to accept the legitima< y of < lass st 1 ag-

gie, which had no place in his essentiallv biological view of the world in

which the fundamental divisions in humanity ran along lines of race,

never of class. Hitler was an anti-socialist out of conviction, not out of op-

portunism.

His words and behavior betrayed his attitude in a number of wa\ s. He
early on became obviously uncomfortable with the NSDAP s offic ial

twenty-five-point program of 1920. Although he had a part in preparing

that program, he apparently did not write a great deal of the basic draft;
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nor did he at that time command sufficient influence to dictate its con-

tent.28 Subsequently, even while proclaiming the correctness of the pr o-

gram as a whole, he consistently refrained from citing its terms in

detailed fashion. He conspicuously omitted its text from Mein Kampj,

where he alluded to it disparagingly as "the so-called program of the

movement." 29 Since the political and racist tenets of the twenty-five

points coincided closely with Hitler's repeatedly expressed views, his un-

willingness to spell out the terms of the NSDAP's official program in

public resulted in all probability from objections to its radical, if some-

times vague, economic promises. Hitler also felt ill at ease with the prom-
inent place in his party's name occupied by the word "socialist," a legacy

from the NSDAP's early days, like the 1920 program. "Socialism! That is

an unfortunate word altogether," he reportedly exclaimed in a discus-

sion with a group of Nazi leaders in early 1929.
30 On another occasion

he lost his temper in a revealing fashion, according to one of those pres-

ent: "Socialism! What does socialism really mean? If people have some-

thing to eat and their pleasures, then they have their socialism." 31

Despite this cynical outlook, Hitler was too shrewd a demagogue not to

recognize the advantages that could be derived from allowing those per-

sons who wished to see him and his movement as socialistic, or at least

anti-capitalistic, to continue doing so. His public utterances were there-

fore sprinkled with affirmations of the NSDAP's "socialism." He could

not, however, go much beyond rhetorical invocations of that term with-

out coming into conflict with his own personal commitment to competi-

tion and private property. Accordingly, he usually portrayed socialism as

an ethical creed that entailed no specific economic system. In a speech of

1922 he even ascribed to socialism an exclusivist racial basis, describing it

as a "noble conception that sprang only from the Aryan heart and came
to spiritual fruition only in Aryan brains." 32 Much of the popular appeal

of the NSDAP derived, as has long been recognized, from the Nazis'

contention that they had succeeded in reconciling two great ideas, long

considered antithetical, which had deeply divided Germany: nationalism

and socialism. In his writings and utterances, Hitler almost invariably

linked these two ideas and accompanied them with the claim that he had
found a way to synthesize the two. Examination reveals, however, that

instead of synthesizing the two he actually subsumed socialism under

nationalism. In the speech of 1922 quoted above, he proclaimed:

Every truly national principle is in the final analysis social, that is: who-
ever is prepared to devote himself so completely to his Volk that he

recognizes no higher idea than the welfare of his Volk, whoever under-

stands our great anthem "Deutschland, Deutschland uber Alles" to

mean that nothing in this world is more important to him than this

Germany, Volk and land, land and Volk, he is a socialist. 33

A year later, he pointed to what he regarded as two model "socialist"

institutions worthy of emulation by National Socialists, the German army
and civil service.34
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While Hitler was no socialist, neither was he a proponent of liberal

capitalism. He viewed private property and economic competition as the

prerequisites for a healthy society, but the principle of laissez-faire had
no place in his thought. As he envisioned and later put into pra< ticc in

the Third Reich, private ownership of the means of production must
always remain contingent on conformity with the purposes oi the state.

To ensure that this was the case, the one-party state must enjoy unlimi-

ted authority to intervene in the economy—as in all other spheres of life.

Political control, in short, would know no limits in a Nazi si tu And that

control would be so pervasively applied that t he aspirations ol the so-

cialists would pale by comparison. Early in the Third Reich Hitlei ex-

plained his outlook to a confidant:

The party is all-embracing. It regulates life in its whole breadth and
depth. . . . There is no license an) more, no private sphere where di<

individual belongs to himself. Ih.it is mm ialism, tio( iw li trh ial tnattei I

as the possibility of privatel) owning the means of production, Such
things mean nothing if I subject people to a kind of disc ipline the) I an'l

escape. Let them own as much land 01 as man) factories as the) want
The decisive consideration is thai the stair, woi king through the part)

.

disposes over them whether they arc piojK 1 1\ ou iiri s 01 laborers. I n

derstand this: all thai means nothing an) more. Oui socialism goes

deeper. It doesn't alter superficial (onus but instead orders tlx- rela

tionship of the individual to the state, to the- folk-community. \\ hai

need have we to socialize banks and factories? We socialize human
beings. 35

Hitler wanted not to socialize German big business but rathei to con-

script it.
36 He wanted, that is, to press it into service in Ins grandiose

scheme to conquer the Lebensraum that would provide the foundation

for a new, vastly expanded, and reinvigorated Rek h

Despite the remarks quoted here, Hitler nevei reconciled himself to

leaving unaltered the "superficial forms" that prevailed in Germany's

economic life during his rise to power. His unease with the inherited

order of things arose from a contradiction between his oommitmenl to a

Social Darwinist formula in the economic sphere and his views on ( on-

temporary German society. On the one hand, he upheld private prop-

erty and economic competition as essential to a salubrious environment

of struggle within the nation. On the other hand, he harbored a deep

contempt for the propertied elite of his own time, which had arisen

largely—if not solely—by exploiting that "plav of free forces" in the e< i >

nomic marketplace which Hitler extolled as the key to social well-being.

The pages of Mein Kampf abound with sneering, deprecatoi \ remarks

about Germany's Burgertum, or bourgeoisie. Hitler portrayed the Burger-

tum of his day as a self-indulgent, indolent, cowardly, base, and degener-

ate social group, "worthless for any lofty task of humanity."37 His

attitude betrayed resentments accumulated during his years of depriva-
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tion and social marginality in Vienna and Munich prior to the war and

possibly also psychic scars that reached even further back in his life. But

whatever the reasons, Hitler made it clear in Mein Kampf that National

Socialism would not preserve the advantages of the privileged; instead,

Nazism would clear the way for the rise of a new master elite of character

and talent.38 Here, however, Hitler faced a dilemma. For how could one

displace the propertied elite without replacing, or at least drastically

modifying, the existing economic system, whose central features Hitler

regarded as essential to the rise of the fittest participants in the economic

life of the nation?

Throughout his political career, Hitler wrestled with this dilemma
without ever finding a way to resolve it. In Mein Kampf, to be sure, he

claimed to have discovered very early a formula that explained how the

wrong people had gotten to the top in Germany. In one of his rare

acknowledgments of intellectual indebtedness, Hitler wrote that he

owed this discovery to Gottfried Feder, who had cast new light on the

subject in a talk to one of the first Nazi meetings Hitler had attended in

1919. Feder had attributed Germany's economic ills to laxness and lack

of vigilance on the part of previous German governments toward alien

elements. As a consequence, "international finance and stock-market

capital" had encroached on the country's basically sound "national busi-

ness community" (nationale Wirtschaft). Whereas the latter invested cap-

ital for productive, socially beneficial ends, the former manipulated

capital for non-productive, speculative purposes in order to accumulate

enormous profits without honest work, all at the expense of honest,

hard-working Germans.39 In line with Feder's distinction, Hitler di-

rected his public criticisms of Germany's economic system primarily at

"international finance and stock-market capital," which he, like Feder,

identified as a basically Jewish phenomenon. Frequently, he used an-

other of Feder's formulas, distinguishing between productive German
"industrial capital" and exploitative international or Jewish "loan

capital." 40

But even in Mein Kampf Hitler betrayed an awareness that excluding

"alien" influences from German life would not suffice to do away with

the social inequities that irked him. He deplored the concentration of

capital in huge joint-stock companies, decrying their ruinous effects on
the old individualistic Mittelstand of shopkeepers and small, independent

manufacturers. He lamented the impersonality of large-scale enterprises

and the ease with which the idle rich increased their fortunes without

personal exertion. He expressed dismay at the growing anonymity of

economic activity and the virtual disappearance of opportunities for ad-

vancement by venturesome and diligent individuals in an economy dom-
inated by large corporations. He complained that property had become
too unequally distributed and spoke of the desirability of spreading own-
ership more widely. So, too, he further declared, must income differen-
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tials between white-collar and blue-collar workers not be allowed to grow
too great.41

While Hitler was far from being a defender of the existing social

order, neither was he an altruistic social reformer. In Mein Kampf he
assigned a purely instrumental function to the socio-economic changes
he broached there. He specified that the "nationalization of the
masses"—their conversion to nationalistic values-J-represented an indis-

pensable prerequisite for Germany's re-attainment of its "external i ree-

dom." And he made clear that the "national education of the great

masses" could come about only "via a process of social uplif t" of a mate-
rial sort that would create the preconditions necessary to permit evei \

one to "share in the cultural riches of the nation." That, he warned,
would require "economic concessions" from employers, but the rewards
would prove so great that they would far overshadow this price. The
attainment of ethnic and cultural (volkisch) solidarity within German)
would open the way both to a restoration of national power in the world

and to a lasting economic revival. But, most important foi him, that soli-

darity would prepare Germany to do battle with adversaries in the intei

national sphere, another example of to what extent Social Dar winism

shaped Hitler's social attitudes. 42

In his thinking about how to address these problems, Hitler proved
receptive (like so many others who found early twentieth-* entm \ indus-

trial capitalism repellent but could not accept socialism as an alternative)

to the notion of a "third way," a wholly new economic system neithei

capitalist nor socialist. In Mem Kampf and in some oi his speeches he

seemed to commit the NSDAP to a corporatist economy that would seek

to eliminate class conflict and social injustice by uniting employers and

employees in common organizations encompassing each branch oi the

economy.43 For a time, the example of Fascist Italy encouraged Hitlei in

that direction, and he repeatedly spoke admiringly of Mussolini \ eco-

nomic policies.44 But when the elaborate corporatist structures oi the

Italian regime proved a mere facade that provided no corrective foi

social problems and no remedy for the Great Depression, Hitler turned

elsewhere. According to Joseph Goebbels's diary, Hitler spoke in private

as early as 1926 of establishing a mix of individualism and collectivism

that would involve nationalizing mineral and other resources under t he-

soil as well as trusts, transport, and finishing industries while leaving all

other production in private hands. 45 At the beginning of 193 1 he estab-

lished an Economic Policy Section in the Munich Reichsleitung of the

party to prepare plans for a coming Nazi regime. 46 During the months

when he launched the final drive for political power that would take him

to the Reich Chancellery in January 1933, he attached sufficient impor-

tance to the efforts of that new organization to participate in a series of

lengthy seminars organized by its head, Otto Wagener. During those

sessions Wagener and other self-proclaimed Nazi economic experts pre-
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sented their schemes for a new economic order thai would effec! a syn-

thesis of liberal capitalism and state socialism. Some of their proposals

entailed far-reaching changes in the existing patterns of owner ship and

management; but so long as these schemes preserved the principles of

private property and economic competition, Hitler raised no fundamen-

tal objections. According to Wagener's memoirs, Hitler responded en-

thusiastically to an elaborate proposal of his that would have shifted

much of the capital of industry from the current shareholders to the

employees of each business firm by means of a gradual transfer process

designed to reward diligent and thrifty persons and penalize those who
sought to live on unearned income derived from investments. Nothing

came of the projects generated by the Economic Policy Section, however.

By the fall of 1932 Hitler had become dissatisfied with Wagener, who
relinquished his post in the Reichsleitung, clearing the way for the neu-

tralization of his organization.47

As he approached power, Hitler increasingly spoke of economics as a

question simply of willpower and force. During the last phase of his

quest for the chancellorship, he explained to a confidant:

Inflation is lack of discipline. . . . I'll see to it that prices remain stable.

That's what I have my storm troopers for. Woe to those who raise their

prices. We don't need legislation to deal with them. We'll do that with

the party alone. You'll see: once our storm troopers visit a shop to set

things right—nothing similar will happen a second time.

Hitler then added "I have the gift of simplification, and that makes
things happen. Difficulties are merely imaginary!" Referring specifically

to economics, Hitler explained, "All that's no secret science, as the pro-

fessors think, but rather a matter of common sense and willpower." 48

Managing a complex economy did, of course, prove more complicated

than this. Hitler had to rely heavily on technocrats such as Hjalmar

Schacht, the former head of the Reichsbank during the Republic, and
Albert Speer, the architect who became a remarkably effective minister

of armaments during World War II. But he used them, as he used the

German economy, for his purposes rather than adjusting his purposes to

economic constraints. This would prove a major factor in his ultimate

failure. It demonstrated, however, that Hitler had meant what he said

when he proclaimed that economics must play the role of maidservant to

politics.

During Hitler's rise to power few, if any, of his thoughts about for-

mulas for reshaping the economy reached the public or even went be-

yond a small circle of confidants. Apparently he sensed early on that

fundamental economic questions posed an explosive, potentially divisive

threat to a party with as heterogeneous a following as the NSDAP's. He
therefore sought, with remarkable success, to avert discussion of such

questions, either in public or in the larger forums of the party. The
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twenty-five-point program of 1920, with its specific— if, in some cases,

muddled—commitments on certain sensitive economic issues, posed a

particular problem for him. From all indications, he soon became disillu-

sioned with the economic planks of his party's program but had no ( leal

notion of what to put in their place. He first responded to this problem
simply by distancing himself from the 1920 program, as in his disparag-

ing remarks about it in Mein Kampf. Eventually he arrived at an inge-

nious solution for dealing with this potentially divisive and constraining

set of promises: By having the "unalterable" nature of the program re-

affirmed in 1926, he in effect ruled out any open discussion, even inside

the party, of its worrisome economic tenets. Whenever proposals of thai

sort arose, he could then invoke the program's unalterable status to sup

press all proposed revisions and thus any consideration of bask eco-

nomic issues.

Hitler adopted similarly evasive tactics whenever the NSDAP con-

fronted a major issue that threatened to raise fundamental questions

about its economic policies and thus divide its ranks and alienate poten-

tial followers. The plebiscite calling for expropriation of the German
princes, which the Communists and Social Democrats sponsored in

1926, posed a particular challenge since the Nazi left-wingers wanted to

support it while others in the party held, along with the middle-class

parties, that it posed a threat to the very institution of private propel t\

Endorsement of the plebiscite would have aligned the NSDAP with the

left on an issue that commanded nationwide attention and aroused ex-

tremely strong feelings. Adeptly. Hitler avoided a split among Ins fol-

lowers by muddying the issue. The NSDAP held no brief for the pi im es,

he explained, since most of them were hostile to it. but as Germans the)

deserved to have their property protected from the [ewish system of

exploitation that dominated the Republic.49 Hitler also resisted agitation

for the formation of Nazi trade unions, a move that would have e ntailed

a commitment to one side in the conflict between labor and management
that divided so much of the country. But in rejecting Nazi unions he

avoided the basic issues involved and instead invoked a variet) ol pnM

tical obstacles to put off those who wanted the part) to compete for rep-

resentation of the workers in the collective-bargaining arena. The part)

would take up the matter at a later, more favorable time, he repeatedl)

assured those who wanted Nazi unions; but he never permitted the issue

to come before a party congress, despite sustained pressure from left-

wing Nazis.50 During the seminars arranged by Otto Wagener of the

Economic Policy Section, Hitler repeatedly admonished the participants

to complete secrecy, according to Wagener's later account of those meet-

ings. News of the sort of reforms they were considering, Hitler warned,

would deliver dangerous weapons into the hands of those who sought to

discredit the NSDAP before the public. Thev must therefore "conceal

the glowing torch behind locked doors. " 1
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In view of his obvious sensitivity to the potential danger of economi<

issues for the NSDAP, it seems astonishing at first sight that Hitler dis-

played virtually complete indifference to the cacophonous ( hor ns of

viewpoints on those issues publicly expressed by others in the party. Al-

though he enjoyed sovereign control of the party from the summer of

1921 on, he made no effort to restrain the NSDAP's Reichstag deputies

from employing radical rhetoric on economic issues or to curb the often

strident anti-capitalism of the left-wing Nazi press. Nor did he display

any displeasure at the frequently idiosyncratic and sometimes conflicting

versions of Nazi economic policy set forth in the publications of Rosen-

berg, Feder, and Buchner, despite their wide circulation and seemingly

official nature. 52 Hitler took, in fact, no public notice of what other Nazis

said or wrote about economic issues or how the party's parliamentary

representatives voted, so long as neither the 1920 program nor his own
personal authority were challenged. Whether this resulted from the au-

dacious cunning that characterizes so much of Hitler's political career or

from his general reluctance to commit himself publicly on economic

questions remains uncertain. But whatever the explanation, Hitler's pos-

ture proved a shrewd solution. By permitting other Nazis to adopt a

variety of positions on economic matters and by keeping the party's offi-

cial position and his own utterances ambiguous, he allowed persons

drawn to the NSDAP to seize on those Nazi viewpoints that pleased them
and discount any of a contradictory sort. The party thus enjoyed the

advantages of seeming, if not all things to all men, at least many things to

many interest groups. In private, or in closed gatherings before par-

ticular kinds of audiences, Hitler himself enjoyed the advantage of being

able to dissociate himself from statements by other Nazis or even to dis-

miss as unauthorized departures from party policy any that particularly

disturbed his listeners of the moment. As a perceptive observer noted in

the left-liberal Frankfurter Zeitung, "The strength of the National Social-

ists lies to a considerable extent in not saying exactly what they want." 53

4. An Abortive Courtship ofRuhr Industry—
Nazism in Disrepute

On June 20, 1926, the Rheinisch-Westfalische Zeitung, a conservative news-

paper published in Essen, reported that two days earlier Adolf Hitler

had spoken in that city for an hour and a half before a closed gathering

of "invited business leaders of the district" at the behest of a "circle of

west German businessmen." That report proved notable on several

counts. First of all, it marked the success of a ruse, for the initiative

behind Hitler's appearance in Essen actually lay with the Nazis. The local

party organization had rented the hall, issued invitations that served as

tickets of admission, and obtained advance police permission for a closed

meeting of ticketholders, thereby evading the Prussian state's ban on
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public speeches by Hitler. 1 But, most important, the newspaper article

recorded the beginning of an eighteen-month courtship by Hitlci ol

business circles in the Rhenish-Westphalian region known to outsidei s as

the Ruhr and to insiders as das Revier. During that period Hitlei ad-

dressed under similar circumstances three more audiences in Essen and
another in the Rhenish resort town of Konigswinter.'-' These appear-
ances and the response of the west German industrial elite to them ie-

veal much about the state of relations between that elite and the NSDAP.
Hitler's first courtship of the Ruhr, and its aftermath, also established

certain patterns in his approach to the business community—and in the

attitudes of big business toward National Socialism— that would persist

into later years.

Although sometimes sketchy, the press reports on Hider's foui Essen

speeches included sufficient information to reveal not only what he
sought to convey to his listeners but also what he ( hose to COIU eal from
them. 3 Most notably, he obviously did not want to share with his audi-

ences his drastic plans for transforming Germany. Having apparendy
learned that big businessmen regarded anti-Semitism as a distasteful,

plebeian phenomenon, he omitted from his Essen talks the tirades

against Jews he usually wove into virtually all his political and economk
arguments. No one attending Hitler's Essen speeches could have known
from what he said that they were listening to a murderous!) fanatical

anti-Semite bent on extirpating all Jews from German society. I he Nazi

leader also hedged on another of his central goals, the acquisition oi

Lebensraum by means of a war of conquest against Russia. Although he-

had already set forth in the first volume of Mem Kampf, published in

mid-1925, his belief that only such a foreign polk) could enable Ger-

many to survive, he did not confide to his Essen listeners the full extent

of his bellicose and expansionist aims. In several ol his sped hes there,

he referred to Germany's need for more arable land in order to ensure

an adequate food supply for its population; but he made u<> mention of

conquering soil from Russia. Indeed, in his final appearance, in late

1927, he explicitly ruled out a resort to conquest. To his audiences he

must have seemed merely another territorial revisionist bent on regain-

ing for Germany by unspecified means lands lost at Versailles. Nor did

he denigrate, as he had in Mem Kampf, an economic policy of promoting

exports. Presumably well aware of industry's heaw reliance on sales

abroad, he gave his listeners no reason to assume that he had any objec-

tion to the promotion of foreign trade.

In the first of his Essen speeches, entitled "German Fxonomic and

Social Policy," Hitler withheld even more from his listeners. He made no

mention of the radical economic planks in the NSDAP's official pro-

gram, or of the monetary and credit schemes Gottfried Feder had

proposed in official party publications, or of the Nazi left wing's anti-

capitalist agitation for working-class support. Nor did he betrav his own
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objections to Germany's "over -induslr ializal ion," his scorn lor tire coun-

try's Biirgertum, or his misgivings about an economic system that bad

allowed such an element of society to prosper at the expense of others

and had produced what he regarded as an unhealthy distribution of

property and opportunity. Nor did Hitler reveal his conviction that the

state should enjoy a primacy over the economy so absolute that it must

command unlimited authority for intervention in the private sector. In-

stead, he merely assured his listeners—truthfully—of his convictions

about the superiority of private property and private enterprise. By way
of underlining that conviction, he left no doubt about his opposition to

the pending Social Democratic-Communist referendum proposing ex-

propriation of the German princes, which the business community
viewed with alarm as a threat to the sanctity of property rights. Anyone
who knew nothing about Hitler except what he said in Essen on the

evening of June 18, 1926, could only have concluded that he had no

quarrels with the existing social and economic order.

As in Hitler's first Essen appearance, the content of his other three

speeches before closed audiences there reflected their titles. On Decem-
ber 3, 1926, he spoke about "New Paths to Power"; on April 27, 1927,

about "Leader and Mass"; and on December 5, 1927, about "Germany's

Foreign Policy: Our Final Downfall or Our Future." But Hitler seldom,

if ever, adhered to a single topic in any of his thousands of speeches,

which customarily abounded with lengthy digressions. Such was the case

with his Essen talks, which varied in duration between an hour and a half

and two and three-quarter hours. Nevertheless, a common set of re-

frains that constituted the message Hitler wanted to convey to his lis-

teners ran through all four speeches. He had conveyed much of that

same message to the Berlin National Club in 1922 and had presented a

fully elaborated version to the equally conservative and establishmen-

tarian National Club of Hamburg in February 1926.4 Half a decade

after his Essen appearances, in his much-publicized speech to the Diis-

seldorf Industry Club, he delivered essentially the same message. The
central points Hitler made on those occasions, and probably in other,

unrecorded utterances to similar types of listeners, coincided to a consid-

erable extent with the deeply held views he expressed in Mein Kampfand
elsewhere. His listeners in Essen heard what amounted to a carefully

edited version of his view of the world and received a very limited

glimpse of his plans for their country's future. They heard nothing

about the specific issues of economic policy that preoccupied most of the

business community. Instead, Hitler held out to them the prospect of

sweeping away the nation's economic problems by means of a bold politi-

cal stroke.

The underlying message that Hitler wove into his Essen speeches of

1926 and 1927 consisted of an arraignment of Germany's recent past, an

idiosyncratic and reductionist diagnosis of the causes of what he por-
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trayed as a precipitous and continuing national decline, and— finally

—

an arrestingly simple piescription for reversing that decline. He traced

the root cause for the country's decline to an assumption he claimed had
prevailed since the late imperial period, namely, that a strong economy
would suffice to maintain and protect Germany's place in the world

Germany's leaders, he charged, had ignored the central fad oi world

politics: that only political power—manifested ultimately in weapons

—

could ensure a nation's security and material prosperity. Invoking the

doctrine of the absolute primacy of politics so central to his own thought,

Hitler explained that although the economy served as an indispensable

handmaiden of the state by providing sustenance for the population and

weaponry for the military, it could never take precedence over the state.

A strong state could make possible prosperity, hut material prodiu tivit)

would never alone suffice to make a nation strong. ( .ermanv's fate in the

war and at the Versailles Gonference had demonstrated the foil) of as

suming the contrary. So, too, had postwar efforts to remed) the coun-

try's ills by economic means. Until the Germans recognized thai onl) a

revival of their country's political power could reverse its slide into impo-

tence and humiliation, no improvement could occur. In his first Essen

speech Hitler could point to skyrocketing unemployment resulting from

the severe recession of 1925—26 as proof of the futility oi republican

efforts at recovery. In his later talks there he dismissed receding jobless-

ness and other signs of returning prosperitj as superficial fluctuations

that only temporarily masked the country's fundamental debility. Ger-

many remained, he insisted, a shackled colon) of its victorious formei

foes, who controlled and exploited its econom) foi then own en-

richment.

Having set forth this lugubrious diagnosis. Hitler went on to present a

simple cure. He ridiculed as hopelessly irrelevant the efforts oi republi-

can statesmen to arrive at remedies by means of new economk polk u s at

home and treaties abroad with the implacabh hostile and rapacious

Entente powers. So long as the German people remained dh ided politi-

cally, he believed, no policies and no treaties could remeds then funda-

mental weakness. Only when a united national will again pervaded the

nation could it burst its chains and return to power and respectability.

But two obstacles stood in the way of such a restoration of national will:

Marxism and democracy. Marxism had driven a wedge into the popu-

lace, dividing it into two roughly equal parts that stood opposed to eat h

other, one still loyal to sound national values and the other infec ted with

a subversive internationalist creed that turned its adherents against then

own nation. Democracy, a malignant fruit of the collapse of 1918, had

spread the divisiveness fostered by Marxism into the very core of the

state, rendering the governments of the Republic ineffectual. Marxism,

in turn, exploited the new political order to extend democratization into

economics, destroying all legitimate authority in that sphere of national
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life, too. Working in tandem, Marxism and democracy had in less than a

decade reduced Germany to virtual impotence at home as well as in the

international sphere. Only by extirpating both could the nation rise

again.

His party alone possessed the means to carry through this extirpation,

Hitler repeatedly assured his Essen listeners. The bourgeois parties

could never win back millions of workers so infected with Marxist doc-

trine that they could no longer even comprehend bourgeois ways of

thinking. Only a totally new idea could free Marxism's adherents, and

his movement, Hitler announced, possessed just such an idea since it had

successfully wedded nationalism and socialism. He and his comrades

had discovered that, when properly understood, socialism and national-

ism formed two complementary components of an integral whole. Na-

tionalism obligated the individual to serve the nation as a whole, while

socialism obligated the whole nation to serve its constituent individuals.

Armed with that potent new idea, he and his party had set out on a

mission to break the hold of Marxism on half the population and

thereby restore the united will necessary for a national resurgence. As in

Mein Kampf, Hitler served notice that winning back the workers would

also require concessions of a material sort from employers. But, he con-

tended, those concessions shrank in significance when compared to the

incalculable benefits of bringing the workers back to the national camp.

As proof that workers could be wooed away from Marxism, Hitler

pointed to the example of Fascist Italy. Mussolini's regime had achieved

the "miracle," he claimed, of transforming a demoralized people into a

proud, united nation once again. Like Fascism, National Socialism would

banish internationalism in favor of nationalism, majority rule in favor of

government by strong-willed men, and pacifism in favor of resistance to

foreign oppression. In concert with its natural allies, Italy and England,

a Germany united and revivified by National Socialism would then break

the stranglehold on its national life enjoyed since 1918 by its archenemy,

France. Thus would the Reich rise again to its rightful place in the

world.

From all accounts, Hitler's Essen audiences proved highly receptive to

his speeches, which he sprinkled with ingratiating remarks about the

superior qualities of Germans in that part of the country. He would
hardly have returned three times to address such groups had his re-

marks not been well received. The reports ofjournalists writing for con-

servative newspapers in the Ruhr unanimously agreed on the favorable

response of his listeners. Those journalists noted that his words had won
him warm applause and even shouts of agreement. His audiences also

grew steadily in size, filling larger and better-known halls. The first num-
bered only some forty persons, but estimates on the subsequent gather-

ings ran into the hundreds, ranging up to a high of from 600 to 800 at

the last Essen speech.5
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Those Nazis who organized the Essen gatherings sought to convey the

impression that Hitler's audiences included the managerial elite oi the

Ruhr, and the reporters from the conservative press parroted thai ver-

sion. But, in fact, the Nazis failed to attract the leading industrialists ol

the Ruhr to Hitler's speeches of 1926 and 1927. In none of the surviv-

ing, often voluminous, private papers left behind by some oi the Ruhr's

most prominent executives of that time doe's one find any indication thai

they, others of their circle, or even any of their subordinates, attended.

The only mention of Hitler's Essen appearances in the surviving corre-

spondence of the leading Ruhr industrialists occurred when one of the

newspaper accounts of the final speech there came to the attention of

Paul Reusch, the Ruhr magnate most active in politics. 1 le had it ( lipped

and enclosed with a message to another politically engaged industrialist,

Albert Vogler, managing director of the giant United Steel Woi ks. Alui

noting that Vogler had perhaps also read of Hitler's a< tivities and men-
tioning a desire to discuss Nazism with Vogler when an opportunity

arose, Reusch gave vent to his own reaction to Hitler's courtship ol the

Ruhr: "Hitler will bring us little joy in the Revin."*'

If not the managerial elite of the Ruhr, who did comprise the iiu reas-

ingly sizeable audiences that greeted Hitler\ Essen speei ties s<> enthusi-

astically? Unless lists of those the Nazis invited turn up belatedh . no one

will ever know with any certainty; but in all likelihood the businessmen

in attendance came predominantly from the numerous small and me-

dium-sized industrial enterprises of the Ruhr [Tie ODM lire man named
Arnold who organized Hitler's first Essen appearand e provides <» 1 ase in

point. An active party member, he held a managerial position at the

Henrichshutte, a medium-sized iron-smelting company in Hattingen, a

town near Essen. When United Steel swallowed up the company in 1 930
and sharply reduced its personnel, Arnold lost his job, whereupon he

became an embittered Nazi critic of large-scale enterprise 7 The Ruhr

abounded in businessmen like Arnold. Although most escaped his fate,

they too were excluded from the inner circles of the powerful organiza-

tions of large-scale industry, and their firms also had to depend on the

giant cartels and trusts for the iron and steel they processed and the coal

on which they relied for energy. Such men frequently found themselves

at odds with big business. Moving in milieus less exalted than those of

the barons of industry and finance, they presumably also felt less uncom-

fortable about exposing themselves to the plebeian ambience that char-

acterized the NSDAP in the Ruhr in the 1920s. Furthermore, to the

Nazis they seemed imposing figures from the world of business
v

Hitler's Essen audiences by no means consisted entirely of busitu xsr

men. Some of the press reports and two letters written by Hitler s private

secretary, Rudolf Hess, to another Nazi reveal the presence of some very

different sorts of people as well. One press account referred to "intellec-

tual circles," and Hess to "scientists," for examples. 9 Since the Ruhr had
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neither a university nor any major research institutes, this mean! in all

likelihood that technical personnel from some industrial firms and

teachers from local secondary schools had attended. The conservative

Rheinisch-Westfdlische Zeitung also noted after Hitler's appearance in

April 1927 the presence of numerous politically active persons of the

immediate region, including a large contingent from the Stahlhelm vet-

erans' organization. 10 The NSDAP's own organ, the Volkischer Beobachter,

reported following his last Essen speech that at Hitler's own express

wish, "party members from all walks of life" had been in attendance. 11

That report may have amounted in part to a tactical gesture designed to

shield the party leader from charges of consorting with capitalists be-

hind closed doors. But in view of the active role played by the local Nazis

in arranging the Essen gatherings, it seems probable that they accounted

for a considerable part of the hundreds who attended Hitler's last two

Essen speeches.

Still another group swelled those audiences as well. As Hess confided

in his correspondence, the Nazis went to great lengths to entice "the

ladies" to attend. Perhaps reflecting Hitler's experiences with wealthy

Wagnerian women in Munich, Hess explained that "once they have been

won over, they are often more important than the men and exert an

influence upon their husbands that is not to be underestimated." 12 Ef-

forts in that direction apparently met with success, since one of the re-

porters covering Hitler's fourth Essen appearance noted a remarkably

large number of women in attendance. 13

Although Hitler's Essen appearances failed to attract the then current

leaders of Ruhr industry, they did pave the way for one notable conver-

sion to Nazism. In April 1927 Hitler's audience included "the Bismarck

of coal," Emil Kirdorf, a living monument at eighty years of age to the

exuberant early decades of the Ruhr's emergence as Germany's indus-

trial powerhouse. 14 One of the founders during the 1870s of a major

coal-mining firm, the Gelsenkirchener Bergwerks AG, Kirdorf served as

its managing director throughout the Empire, expanding its holdings

into iron and steel. He also played a leading part in forming the bi-

tuminous-coal cartel, the Rheinisch-Westfalisches Kohlensyndikat, dur-

ing the 1890s. An implacable foe of trade unionism and state social

welfare measures, he came to personify the reactionary Herr-im-Hause

industrial executive during the latter stages of the Empire. His unyield-

ing adherence to his principles eventually led him to break with Chris-

tianity in favor of a Teutonic cult because of the churches' attitudes

toward labor. He also spurned a decoration from Wilhelm II, whom he

never forgave for permitting Bismarck's anti-socialist laws to lapse.

Fiercely nationalistic, Kirdorf belonged to virtually all the so-called patri-

otic leagues that agitated during the Empire for a stronger military and a

more aggressive foreign policy around the globe. He also dabbled in

imperial politics, according behind-the-scenes financial support, along
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with other Ruhr industrialists, to right-wing politic al figures as well as to

newspapers that followed a conservative, nationalistic editorial policy.

During the war Kirdorf figured prominently in the annexationist camp
that pressed for the imposition of draconian territorial claims on Ger-
many's foes after the anticipated victory. The Reich's def eat and the rev-

olution of 1918-19 came as crushing blows forJiim. He regarded the

revolution as an act of treason and the
f
Republic as its misbegotten

and illegitimate offspring. In the early years of the Republic, he gravi-

tated to the party of the far right, the DNVP, but by the latter half oi the

1920s he had become disillusioned by that party's participation in the

republican government, its acquiescence to Foreign Minister Gusta\
Stresemann's conciliatory policies toward Germany's former enemies,

and its support for expansion of the republican welfare stale W hen he

heard Hitler for the first time in Essen Kirdori was in an embittei ed and
restless state of mind politically. What he heard so favorabi) impressed
him that he rose from his seat at the end oi the speech and su pped
forward to shake the speaker's hand.

This exposure did not suffice to nuke a \a/i out of Emil Kirdorf
Hitler seems not to have immediately recognized the aged indusa ialist,

and too great a social gulf separated the local NSDAP from i man oi

Kirdorfs stature to permit a follow-up at thai level. Onl) through the

efforts of a socially acceptable intermedial^ did Kirdoi I e\entnall\ ( ome
together with Hitler. That role of go-between was played b) Elsa Bnu k-

mann, Hitler's longtime admirer and patroness in Mimic h mm iet\ 1 11 < les.

Having learned that Kirdorf was vacationing in Austria in tin lummei
of 1927, she wrote him that she had taken it upon herself to bring Hitlei

into contact with prominent industrialists. A mutual acquaintance,

Prince Karl zu Loewenstein, had especially recommended him to her,

Frau Bruckmann informed Kirdorf. In view of the fad the prince bad

presided over the meetings of the Berlin Nationalklub at which Hitlei

had spoken in 1922, and in view of Frau Bruckmann's indulgent e oi hei

protege, it seems not inconceivable that promptings from the Nazi

leader gave rise to her invocation of a mutual acquaintanceship with the

prince to entice Kirdorf to meet with Hitler in Munich on his ua\ bat k

from Austria. But regardless of who set the train of events in motion

Kirdorf accepted Frau Bruckmann's invitation. On July 4th he met for

four and a half hours with Hitler at the Bruckmann residence. Once
again, Kirdorf succumbed to Hitler's rhetoric. The aged industrialist

had long been convinced that the key to a restoration of national health

lay in inoculating the workers of Germany against Marxism and incuk at-

ing them with national values. The version of Nazism's mission that

Hitler employed in his courtship of the Ruhr thus found willing ears.

Only two aspects of Nazism disturbed Kirdorf: its complacencv toward

what he perceived as the menace of Catholicism and its anti-Semitism

Hitler allayed his concern on the first count by observing that thev could
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not do battle simultaneously against both Marxism and Catholicism.

Anti-Semitism posed a more difficult problem since it so conspicuously

pervaded Nazism's public pronouncements, as Kirdorf well knew, and

since he himself did not subscribe to its tenets and counted Jews of con-

servative, patriotic outlook among his close friends and associates. Kir-

dorf managed, however, to surmount his reservations about that side of

Nazism, too. As he explained to a longtime Jewish friend, he had be-

come convinced that Nazi anti-Semitism amounted to a mere tactical

weapon for winning over the broad masses. Once that task had been

accomplished, the unsavory attacks of the National Socialists on Jews
would cease, he confidently predicted.

His reservations overcome, Kirdorfjoined the NSDAP. Although no

evidence has ever come to light to prove that he marked his entry into

the party with a financial contribution, in all likelihood he did. Improba-

ble, however, is a tale told by Albert Speer, Hitler's armaments minister

and confidant during World War II. According to Speer, Hitler con-

fided to him many years afterwards that the NSDAP had been close to

bankruptcy when Frau Bruckmann brought him together with Kirdorf,

who promptly paid off virtually all the party's outstanding debts. 15 That

story seems implausible on several counts. First, there are no indications

that the NSDAP experienced any greater financial problems in the sum-

mer of 1927 than it did throughout the latter half of the decade. 16 Sec-

ond, Kirdorf was an unlikely source of large amounts of money in 1927.

His business fortunes had declined precipitously in the wake of the

peace treaty, which had stripped his firm of its extensive iron ore hold-

ings as a result of the cession of Lorraine to France. Unable to cope

effectively with the postwar inflation, Kirdorf had to assent to the

merger of his firm with Hugo Stinnes's industrial empire and then, after

Stinnes's death in 1924, to its absorption into the United Steel Works.

With each of these rearrangements, the elderly industrialist's role be-

came more peripheral, and he gradually withdrew into retirement. By
1926—27 he remained an honorary officer of organizations such as the

coal cartel, but he no longer commanded large amounts of corporate

money nor had a decisive say in the deployment of associational funds.

Any contribution Kirdorf made on becoming a Nazi would therefore in

all probability have had to come out of his own pocket. Since he deser-

vedly had a reputation as a frugal, self-made man who dug into his own
pocket neither often nor generously, a contribution on his part does not

seem likely to have been enormous. 17

More important than whatever funds Kirdorf may have donated on
becoming a member of the NSDAP in the summer of 1927 were his

efforts to proselytize in Ruhr industrial circles on behalf of the party. At

his urging, Hitler wrote out a summary version of what he had said

during their four-and-a-half-hour meeting at Frau Bruckmann's. Kir-

dorf then had that document handsomely printed as a twenty-two-page
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pamphlet by Hugo Bruckmann's Munich publishing house undei the
title Der Weg zum Wiederaufstieg, or The Road to Resurgence, with Hitler
designated as author. 18 Although it bore all the appearances oi a pub-
lished work, the pamphlet received only limited, private circulation, and
a notation on its cover left no doubt about its provenan< e: Ti esented b)

Emil Kirdorf." If any question existed about the purpose ol the pam-
phlet, a sentence in the letter which Hitler nad sent to Kirdorl along with

the text and which appeared as its preamble left little room lor spa illa-

tion: "I shall do my best in the darkness of these days to ( lear the wa\ foi

this will [to pursue internal and external resurgent e] and shall he tiapp)

if you, esteemed Privy Councillor, wish to help spread these ideas in

your circles." Emil Kirdorf , the "Bismarck ol coal/' had volunteered to

serve as a Nazi recruiter.

In The Road to Resurgence Hitler once more tailored his words, as he
had in his Essen speeches, to fit an audience of businessmen. He down
played his anti-Semitism, condemning only oik c the "unci national [ew"

in a context that made it possible lor his readei I to think Ins remai k did

not apply to patriotic Jewish ( Germans. ( one ealing his ( ommitmenl to a

foreign policy aimed primarily at the conquesl of Lebensraum, he led Ins

readers to assume that he believed a traditional, export-oriented eco-

nomic policy should accompany a pursuit of additional arable land

through restoration of territory lost at Versailles. Making no mention oi

the radical economic planks of the NSDAFs twenty-five-points program
of 1920, he alluded once in cryptk fashion merel) to the

M
so-to-speak

scaffold-like program" of the party. As in his Essen speei hes. ne gave no
hint of his own dissatisfac tion with man) aspe< is oi the km ial and « o-

nomic orders to which capitalism had given 1 ise in Germany. Instead, he

presented himself as a defender of private enterprise and individual

initiative, which he portrayed as imperatives dictated b) a Danvinian

world. His diagnosis of Germany's ills echoed what had bee n said in

his speeches. Marxism and democracy, internationalism and pacifism

threatened to sap the people's will and make impossible a restoration oi

the nation's inner strength and resolve, which alone could preserve it

from predatory foreign enemies. Again Hitler contended that the- rem-

edy for economic ills lay in the political sphere rather than the othei wa\

around. In the international marketplace, he warned, "the decisive fac-

tor . . . has never yet rested in the relative skill and know-how of the

various competitors, but rather in the might of the sword the) could

wield to tip the scales for their business and hence their lives \s m his

Essen speeches, he contended that only his movement could restore po-

tency to Germany's sword. Only the NSDAP, thanks to its successf ul s\ n-

thesis of nationalism and socialism, could draw the workers back into t he-

national fold. Again he specified that concessions, amounting onl) to

"the fulfillment of rightful social demands, would be required for that

task. But such concessions must, he wrote, be viewed against the "im-
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mense gain to be derived from an intimate, all-embracing national com-

munity and the power it engenders."

As Hitler apparently recognized, the improving business conditions of

1927 detracted from the plausibility of his contention that the economic

climate had steadily deteriorated ever since establishment of the Repub-

lic. He therefore devoted considerable space in his pamphlet to a dis-

cussion of unemployment, the balance of trade, foreign loans, and

bankruptcies. He clearly wanted not only to cast doubt on the soundness

of the current boom but also to demonstrate his command of economics

to his readers; for their edification he even included what he must have

regarded as a recondite footnote. But any business executive who read

The Road to Resurgence would have had little difficulty in recognizing that

the author's acquaintance with economics did not exceed what he could

have garnered from a perusal of the daily press. Indeed, Hitler provided

more than one example of his muddled notions about elementary eco-

nomic matters. 19

The question remains as to who read The Road to Resurgence. No rec-

ord has survived of how many copies Kirdorf had printed or to whom he

sent them. At the time and for more than forty years thereafter, it re-

mained a secret document. In subsequent years only Kirdorf himself

ever referred in public to its existence. Except for the survival of one sole

copy, the pamphlet could have disappeared with barely a trace. The fact

that the surviving copy belongs to the library of a major Ruhr industrial

firm indicates, however, that Kirdorf distributed it to prominent indus-

trialists in the Revier. 20 But if the pamphlet received distribution under

such venerable auspices, why did it gain so little attention? The most

probable answer is that those who got copies were busy men who could

not know at the time that the author would soon become an important

—

eventually the most important—politician in the country. If any of the

leading executives of the Ruhr bothered to grapple with Hitler's prose

long enough to read what he had written, it must have seemed quite

remote from their preoccupations in 1927. They would have found no
mention of trade unions, nor of binding state arbitration of labor-

management disputes. They would have found no stand by Hitler on the

question of legislative regulation of the length of the industrial workday,

or on any other concrete manifestations of government intervention in

economic affairs. Instead, they would have found what must have

seemed a farfetched panacea for all of Germany's ills, offered by the

leader of an insignificant political party who had recently served time in

prison after leading a near-farcical attempt to overthrow the national

government in the distant capital of Bavaria, where his movement still

found its principal following. Under the circumstances, many, if not

most, of those who received copies of Hitler's The Road to Resurgence may
well have decided that it did not merit even a quarter-hour of their time.
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The near-total disappearance of copies of the pamphlet suggests
strongly that most of the recipients consigned it to their wastebaskets.

These same handicaps may have thwarted Kirdorfs further el foi ls to

win support for Hitler and his movement. In his privately printed mem-
oirs, written years later, Kirdorf recalled that in addition to distributing

The Road to Resurgence, he succeeded in bringing Hitler together at his

home in October 1927 with fourteen of his' close f riends f rom industry,

whose names he did not disclose. 21 Like the Essen speeches, that meet-
ing went unrecorded in the surviving correspondence of prominent
Ruhr executives. This suggests that the leaders of the Ruhr did not at-

tend the meeting at Kirdorfs home, in all likelihood for the same rea-

sons Hitler's pamphlet attracted so little attention. Kirdorf himsell

conceded in his memoirs that some of those he invited to meet the Nazi

leader declined to come. Just who did attend remains unknown, but

given the likely age of the close friends of a man of eighty, it seems
probable that a good many of those who met Hidei at Kirdorfs home in

1927 had, like Kirdorf, already withdrawn into retirement. Those who
did meet Hitler, and listened to him explain his ideas and aims foi three

hours at Kirdorfs in October 1927, apparently did not all succumb as

easily as had their host. In his memoirs Kirdorf spe< ified thai the) had

raised objections to the NSDAP's anti-Semitism and to its six ialistM Ol 1

entation. So far as is known, the gathering resulted m no I urthei conver-

sions to Nazism.

As Kirdorfs memoirs reveal, Nazi socialistic rhetoric remained a bar-

rier between the NSDAP and the business community, de spite Hitler's

efforts to counter it with reassuring words of his own. 1 he- da\ after the

October 1927 gathering at Kirdorfs home, Paul Reuse h wrote to Albeit

Vogler, enclosing a copy of Gottfried Feders newly published second

commentary on the program of the NSDAP. Although Feder scarcer)

stood on the far left of the party, his views placed him well outside

Reusch's range of acceptability. In alerting Vogler to Feder*fl new pub-

lication, Reusch confined himself to the laconic observation. "Comment
superfluous!" 22 Reusch later had additional copies of Fedei s commen-
tary distributed to other industrial leaders, instructing his secretan to

underline what he described as "the most remarkable passages

Thanks in part to the wide distribution achieved by Feder s publication,

knowledge of the socialistic planks of the Nazi program spread through-

out the business community. Two years after its publication, a Nazi orga-

nizer in Hamburg reported finding that prominent business leaders

there recoiled from National Socialism, finding it more "social" than na-

tional" and fearing that it might endanger private property if it ever got

power. One retired Hamburg banker, a longtime friend of Fmil Kir-

dorf, delivered a particularly stinging rebuke. An "abyss" separated him.

he informed the Nazi organizer, from a party whose press and parlia-

mentarians called for the expropriation of Germany's banks. 24 Rudolf
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Hess encountered similar hostility when he attempted to solicit contribu-

tions for the NSDAP in Hamburg business circles at the end of the de-

cade. The party's stock stood so low in the Hanseatic tr ading city that the

local Nazis could find only five or six businessmen willing even to listen

to what Hitler's secretary had to say. When they arrived at the appointed

hour, Hess handed them a series of pictures depicting scenes of mass

revolutionary tumult in which red flags occupied prominent places. He
then showed them pictures of uniformed formations of SA and SS men,

marching in tightly disciplined formations. When his tiny audience grew

visibly impatient at passing these pictures about, Hess announced that

they were seeing, on the one hand, a "force of destruction" that threat-

ened their factories and warehouses and, on the other, a "force of order"

filled with fanatical determination to extirpate the "spirit of insurrec-

tion." When Hess failed to respond in an informative manner to con-

crete queries about the policies of the NSDAP, his increasingly skeptical

listeners sought to provoke him—unsuccessfully, according to a wit-

ness's later account—with such sarcastic questions as, "Surely, you don't

mean to tell us, Herr Hess, that your NSDAP wishes to serve as a kind of

security-guard service for large-scale property?" That hardly seemed

plausible, they taunted Hess, in view of abundant indications to the ef-

fect that rank-and-file Nazis regarded themselves as "thoroughly revolu-

tionary and anti-capitalist." After less than forty minutes the meeting

ended, with Hess leaving empty-handed. 25

The socialistic agitation of the Nazi left wing soon proved too much
even for Emil Kirdorf.26 In August 1928, little more than a year after he

joined the NSDAP, Kirdorf angrily submitted his resignation to the

party's Munich headquarters. During the year he belonged to the party

Kirdorf managed to put up with the anti-capitalism that pervaded the

pronouncements of the Nazi left wing. But in the summer of 1928 an

article in a Nazi publication in the Ruhr struck a sensitive nerve by at-

tacking the bituminous-coal cartel which he had taken a leading part in

founding and which he still regarded as one of his cardinal achieve-

ments. In his letter of resignation Kirdorf charged that the article "takes

up the same methods of combat employed by the homelandless trade

unions in their incitement of workers against entrepreneurs." He there-

fore felt compelled to break with Nazism, Kirdorf announced, in spite of

his sympathy and friendship for Adolf Hitler. After leaving the NSDAP
he quietly rejoined the DNVP. The election of his old friend Alfred

Hugenberg as its chairman in October 1928 strengthened Kirdorfs re-

commitment to his old party. Hitler repeatedly sought to lure him back

into the Nazi fold, sending him effusive New Year's greetings at the

beginning of 1929 and bringing him to the party congress as an honored
guest in August of that year. But although he continued to express his

admiration for Hitler, Kirdorf left no doubt that he found parts of the

Nazis' program an insurmountable barrier. Not until years later, under
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the vastly different conditions following the Nazis' acquisition oi powci

,

did he reconsider and, thanks to the personal intercession of Hitler,

re-enter the NSDAP as the proud bearer of his old, prestigiously low

membership number. Hitler ordered that his membership records be

rewritten to conceal his apostasy, and until his death in 1938 at the age oi

ninety-one, the regime celebrated him as an aUer
yKdmpfer, one oi those

early followers of the Fuhrer who had never broken faith in the diflu u It

years before the party's successes.

Kirdorfs brief involvement aside, Nazism's stock remained at low ebb
in the business community throughout the late 1980s. Despite the reas-

surances Hitler sought to broadcast, businessmen found nothing at t ra<

tive in a splinter party awash with anti-capitalist slogans and socialist k

programmatic commitments, tainted with illegality, and given to unsa-

vory street rowdiness. The experience of those Bavarian businessmen
who had been hauled before an investigating committee after tlu aboi

tive beer hall putsch because of rumors linking them to the NSDAP must

have served as a further deterrent to involvement with Nazism. As Kir-

dorfs memoirs reveal, many in the business community also found Nazi

anti-Semitism repellent. This distaste for something associated m the

minds of most business leaders with the lower orders of iodet) could

lead to unpleasant consequences for Nazis dependent on big business

for a livelihood. Robert Ley, gauleiter in the Rhineland and later bead of

the Labor Front in the Third Reich, discovered this in 1987. A ( hemisi

employed at a laboratory of the giant l(i Farben combine, Ley offended

his employers when he launched anti-Semitic attacks in the local Nazi

press against a prominent Hamburg banker, Max Warburg, who sat on

Farben's supervisory board. When Farben gave Ley a (hone between

ceasing to speak out politically and getting fired, he refused to back

down and so lost his job. 27 Still another indication of the low repute <>f

Nazism in big business circles during the latter half of the decade is pro-

vided by an item in a 1927 issue of the house organ of Stuttgart's largest

industrial firm, the Bosch spark plug company. That item consisted of

the text of a letter of solicitation addressed by the Wurttemberg state

headquarters of the NSDAP to "non-Jewish circles in industry and com-

merce," including the Bosch firm. Despite assurances in the letter of the

NSDAP's commitment to protect "rightfully acquired property'' and

combat leftist terrorism, Robert Bosch, the patriarch of the firm, or-

dered it published under a headline that succinctly conveyed his opinion

of Nazism: "A Letter That Was Not Answered." 28 A year later, the

Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung of Berlin, a newspaper owned bv a consor-

tium of big business interests, dismissed the NSDAP as an insignificant

Bavarian movement with an "Italian salad" of a program. Hitler had, the

paper observed, discredited himself through his actions of 1923 and the

barbarous excesses of his followers. 29
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Considerable evidence indicates thai Germany's businessmen believed

during the latter half of the 1920s that even the appearance of a link to

Nazism could hurt their firms. In 1926 the Bechstein piano firm, which

depended on a sophisticated, cosmopolitan clientele, summarily ex-

pelled Edwin Bechstein when reports of his fraternization with Hitler

surfaced in the press. The firm publicly announced that he had resigned

from its supervisory board, sold his holdings in the firm, and severed all

connections with it. Without specifically mentioning his offense, the

Bechstein firm issued assurances that it maintained "complete neutrality

with regard to politics." 30 Similarly, when the press carried rumors dur-

ing 1927 to the effect that Ernst von Borsig was subsidizing Hitler, that

industrialist, whose firm relied heavily on contracts from the republican

government, felt compelled to distance himself from Nazism. In a press

release, Borsig admitted encountering Hitler twice in Berlin prior to the

attempted putsch but denied any contact since then. At the time Hitler

had favorably impressed him, Borsig stated, but he explained that Na-

tional Socialism had then not yet taken on the political character it later

assumed. Without specifying whether he was referring to the past as well

as the present, Borsig denied the allegations about his giving money to

Huler. 31 The experiences of some lesser figures from the ranks of busi-

ness suggest that Borsig had good grounds for feeling uneasy about the

reports linking him with Nazism. A minor executive in the Ruhr who
became an active Nazi in 1926 soon found his political affiliation such a

business liability that he officially resigned from the party less than half a

year later, after assuring the local gauleiter that he would continue to

work for the NSDAP covertly. 32 Hitler himself had become aware by the

end of the decade of the handicap that membership in his party could

present for businessmen. When Emil Kirdorfs stepson, who operated a

family-owned tile factory in Bonn, expressed to him a desire to join the

NSDAP in 1929, Hitler advised him that he could serve the party's inter-

ests more effectively, and without peril to his business, if he refrained

from officially joining. 33

Despite repeated press rumors about capitalists purportedly provid-

ing the Nazis with enormous sums of money, Hitler's first courtship of

the Ruhr industrial circles as well as subsequent Nazi efforts to win over

members of the business community failed to bridge the wide gap that

separated the NSDAP from big business in the second half of the 1920s.

Hitler seems to have recognized that his efforts were in vain, and aban-

doned his cultivation of industrialists, at least for the time being. The
press accounts of his appearances behind closed doors before audiences

of businessmen had occasioned some consternation among rank-and-file

Nazis, giving rise to denials by the Volkischer Beobachter that he said any-

thing different to the industrialists of the Ruhr than he did to the rallies

of party members he also addressed on his visits there. 34 He himself
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again felt compelled to rebut allegations by political foes that Ik ac-

cepted subsidies from capitalists. 35 Under these circumstances, the aban-

donment of his cultivation of the Ruhr industrialists probably came eas\

to Hitler. He had no qualms, however, about addressing similar but less

conspicuous audiences elsewhere. In March 1928 he spoke in Heidel-

berg before another specially invited audience consisting largely of busi-

nessmen.36 He also continued to adopt positions conducive to an

eventual rapprochement with the business community. Prior to t ht na-

tional election of 1928, for example, he in effect amended the NSDAP

\

twenty-five-point program of 1920. Responding to the exploitation by

other parties of the NSDAP's programmatic pledge to enact a law em-
powering the government to effect agrarian reform by confis< ating land

without compensation, Hitler appended a footnote to th.it item in the

program which qualified it drastically and, in addition, of Ik tally ( ominit-

ted his party for the first time to the principle of private property.57

During the campaign for the 1928 elections the party avoided e< onomk
issues and emphasized national ones, directing its fire at ( lei man) 's foi

eign adversaries and those at home whom the Nazis found guilt) oi in-

sufficiently defending the national interest.** In the summer of L929

Hitler publicly disavowed those left-wing Nazis who wanted to seek ( oali

tions with the SPD and KPD in state governments, therein 1 evealing that

he favored collaboration with the parties of the right. v> As if to under-

line his position on that score, that same summer he had the NSDAP join

with the DNVP, rightist splinter parties, and the Stahlhelm \ etei ins 01

ganization in support of the referendum against the Young Plan, whi< h

revised arrangements for Germany's reparations payments. But despite

these signs of movement toward the right, suspicion and mistrust ton aid

National Socialism prevailed in big business circles, which could not put

out of mind the radical rhetoric of numerous Nazi spokesmen I he pre-

dominant attitude in those circles found expression in a set of guidelines

on editorial policy that Paul Reusch put into effect in late 1929 for the

newspapers controlled by his firm. In those guidelines the NSDAP ap-

peared, together with the Communists, the Social Democrats, and tin

trade unions, as one of the bearers of Marxism, its pernicious "idea of

class conflict" and its "utopian goals in the sphere of economic polk
J

l "

As one of Hitler's associates later observed, his first sustained effort to

cultivate the managerial elite of Germany's industrial heartland met with

disappointingly little success. 41 He had displayed great adroitness at tai-

loring a version of National Socialism cut closely to the preferences of

big business. By concealing many of his party's programmatic commit-

ments on economic matters, as well as his own aspirations for alterations

in the existing order, he had presented National Socialism as a move-

ment without any fundamental objections to capitalism. His party's aim,

as he portrayed it to businessmen, was to purge Germany of Marxism

and restore it to power and greatness in the world. Vet despite all his
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efforts, these blandishments had failed to allay the mistrust of Nazism in

the upper echelons of the Ruhr. This response demonstrated that

Hitler's strategy of cultivating ambiguity with regard to his party's posi-

tion on economic matters had its limitations. Whereas the Nazis could

get away with making conflicting promises to such groups as farmers,

shopkeepers, and urban wage earners, it proved less easy to gull the

great capitalists of the country. They commanded too many means of

gathering information to hear only what Hitler chose to tell them, and

what they had heard from other elements of the NSDAP repelled them.

Regardless of what the leader of the party might say, they knew that

other Nazis spoke a very different language, one they found incompati-

ble with their economic views. So long as Hitler refused to rein in his

party's radicals, a formidable obstacle separated him from the business

leaders he had hoped to reach in 1926 and 1927. His courtship of the

Ruhr did not, however, remain wholly without positive results from his

point of view. He had begun to construct for himself the reputation of a

moderate Nazi on economic issues which he would later seek to cultivate.

Also, his insistence, at a time when the Weimar Republic seemed to suc-

ceed in restoring a modicum of stability and prosperity, on the faulty

bases of that recovery may well have led some of those business execu-

tives who learned of the message he brought to the Ruhr to take him
somewhat more seriously once the Great Depression swept away the ac-

complishments of the republican regime in the economic sphere.



Ill
Parliamentary Democracy Ends
and Nazism Breaks Through

1. The Great Coalition Gives Way
to Presidential Rule

The year 1930 brought major transformations in Germany's political

life. The Republic's decade of democrac) ended .is parliamentar) goi

ernment ceased to function. Never again would a cabinet rest on an af-

firmative democratic majority in the Reichstag. Instead, the national

government began to rely on the sweeping emergent \ powei 1 < orded
the president by the Weimar constitution. The erosion oi republican

institutions that would end in the bloodless transfei ol powei to a tyrant

had begun. A national election that gravely weakened the moderate }>ai -

ties and propelled the Nazis into national prominence lent added impe-

tus to this process of erosion. These developments began with the

collapse in March 1930 of the great coalition cabinet that had held office

under Social Democratic Chancellor Hermann M nller since 1928. The
issues that split the coalition were of vital concern to big business, and its

role in the cabinet's breakup has long given rise to controvers) So have

the ensuing events, which gave birth to a "presidential system oi rule

The dissension that tore apart the great coalition arose over questions

which seemed novel at the time but which have since become familiar

dilemmas of twentieth-century capitalistic welfare states. At stake was

whether, in a time of economic contraction, social programs should be

maintained, regardless of the cost, in order to help those most affec ted

by the hard times or whether those programs should be curtailed in

order to permit the private capital accumulation needed to spur invest-

ment and renewed growth. When the German economy went into de-

cline at the end of the 1920s, even before the onset of the worldwide

depression, the Social Democrats and their trade union allies vigorously

opposed all efforts to scale down the achievements of republican Sozkd-

100
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politik. With especial vehemence they defended the 19^7 unemployment
insurance program, on which debate came increasingly to focus in late

1929 when the swelling ranks of the jobless exhausted the program's

regular sources of income, turning it into a drain on the national budget

and a major factor in the rapidly burgeoning deficit in the Reich budget.

For the SPD, the social legislation of the Republic represented the prin-

cipal tangible gain from the revolution for Germany's wage earners. The
Social Democrats therefore balked at demands raised by their coalition

partners for curtailment of Sozialpolitik in favor of a more stimulative

Wirtschaftspolitik. Led by the DVP, the "wing party" on the right, non-

socialists in the coalition insisted on a reduction of taxes and government

spending in order to remedy the capital shortage to which the business

community and most economists attributed the downturn in the Ger-

man economy. A shared commitment to the Young Plan for a downward
revision of reparations payments held the coalition together until March

1930. At that point, final passage of the laws necessary to implement the

new reparations plan removed the foreign-policy constraints that had

produced a sequence of stopgap solutions to the increasingly grave fiscal

problems of the government. While agreement prevailed in the coalition

that the deficit of the unemployment insurance fund must be brought

under control, deep differences emerged over how to achieve that goal.

The Social Democrats insisted on maintaining unemployment benefits at

the levels set in 1927. They proposed to meet the costs by increasing the

levies on employers and employed workers that provided the regular

income of the fund, by extending government subsidies to it, and by

imposing new taxes to cover the national deficit. The bourgeois parties

resisted these proposals as simply more of the fiscal irresponsibility and
excessive welfare taxation to which they in large measure attributed the

slump in economic activity. From the side of the bourgeois parties came
proposals for reductions in the level and number of unemployment ben-

efits, a tightening of the program to eliminate waste and abuse, and a

general lowering of taxes on capital. During March 1930 repeated at-

tempts were made to resolve these differences through compromise. But

late in the month, with the two sides separated by only relatively minor

differences, negotiations broke down and the coalition came to an end. 1

Some historians have placed heavy, even decisive, responsibility on
Germany's industrial leadership for the collapse of the great coalition,

but such indictments appear exaggerated in the light of the evidence.

Certain Ruhr industrialists clearly had become convinced that the time

had come for a break with the SPD.2 But the political spokesmen of

industry, not all of whom shared that conviction, lacked the parliamen-

tary strength to block legislation, much less threaten a cabinet's survival,

on their own. Even within the DVP, which was known as the party of big

business, they remained in the minority. 3 To the extent that they man-
aged to influence the course of events in March 1930, they could do so
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only because they had allies. These they found among middle-class in-

terest groups that had become aroused when the Muller cabinet realized

in the face of a runaway deficit that more than mere adjustments in the

unemployment insurance program would be needed to restore fiscal

equilibrium. Whereas the public had been led to expect that the Voting
Plan would make possible a reduction in taxes, the cabinet now hastil)

proposed in early 1930 a variety of special taxes whic h threatened the

material interests of numerous groups. Projected changes in the income
tax law struck the usual sensitive nerves; a plan lot a special tax on
persons with fixed incomes stirred resentment among civil sei \ ants; pro-

jected increases in the excise tax on beer encountered stubborn opposi-

tion from the Bavarian People's Party. During the great coalition's final

month these bread-and-butter issues became inextrk abl\ entangled with

that of Sozialpolitik since each proposed formula consisted oi a complex
bundle of taxes and reform measures for the unemplo) ment insurant e

program. This situation enabled the right-wingers in the DVP, mc hiding

opposition spokesmen for Ruhr industry, to mobilize their own part) as

well as elements of the other non-socialist coalition parties and block

approval of a succession of such proposals 1

But while industrial interests contributed impoi taniK to the cm alation

of differences over fiscal policies into a ( abinel < risis, the) did not bring

down the Muller government. For as the crisis approached its climax,

most of the parliamentarians who had joined with the DVPs 1 ighl wing

dropped their opposition to a resolution of the disputed issues In the

great coalition. In late March a compromise formula put forward b)

Centrist leader Heinrich Briining appeased sufficient interest groups to

win the approval of a sizeable majoritv of the DVP deputies, leaving thai

party's right wing an isolated minority. With the exception of the Ba-

varian People's Party, whose votes were not crucial, the other bourgeois

parties also approved the Briining compromise. It failed, howevei . w ben

the SPD rejected it, thereby bringing down the cabinet It has been u-

gued that the Briining plan leaned so far in the direction oi the bour-

geois parties as to make it impossible for the Social Democrats to accept

it. At the time, however, much of the leadership of the SPD, inc luding

most of its cabinet ministers, did not believe this. The) vigorous!) advo-

cated adoption of the compromise. It has also been contended that the

DVP's support for the compromise amounted to a mere tactical move,

designed to shift the onus for the cabinet's fall to the SPD. That view

presupposes foreknowledge on the part of the DVP that the Social Dem-

ocrats would reject the compromise. Yet the support of the SPD lead-

ership for the plan made its prospects seem good at the time, and DVP
Finance Minister Moldenhauer, who favored the compromise, detected

no deviousness in the behavior of his own partv. 5 The DVP's right wing,

which presumably would have supported a tactically motivated approval

of the Briining compromise, simply lost out when the DVP deputies bad
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to face the question of whether to accept the compromise or break up
the coalition. Confronted with the same choices, a majority of the SIM)

deputies bowed to strong pressure from the socialist trade unions and

voted to reject the Briining compromise. By their act they toppled the

last Weimar cabinet headed by a chancellor from the ranks of the SFD
and plunged Germany into an uncertain future. From all indications,

many in their ranks gave in to a growing urge to flee from governmental

responsibility at a time when remaining in power would have entailed

assuming responsibility for decisions unpopular among the party's fol-

lowers. Although some historians have exhibited great reluctance to

place the blame for bringing down the Muller cabinet on the SPD, those

Social Democratic leaders who opposed their delegation's rejection of

the final compromise did not hesitate to do so. The SPD deputies' action,

wrote Rudolf Hilferding, amounted to "committing suicide for fear of

death." 6

While at least part of the business community bore a sizeable share of

responsibility for the crisis that ended in the breakup of the great coali-

tion, no evidence supports the contention that big business launched in

the spring of 1930 an offensive aimed at destroying the democratic in-

stitutions of the Republic. 7 That charge rests on hindsight. At the time

few contemporaries, including the leaders of the business community,

saw a major constitutional turning point at hand. One cabinet had fallen;

another would replace it, as always. Somehow, the problem of parlia-

mentary backing would be worked out, even in the absence of a majority

coalition, since minority cabinets had shown themselves quite viable in

earlier years. A general expectation prevailed that the next cabinet

would be located somewhat to the right of the old one, and would be

headed by someone situated on the political spectrum somewhere be-

tween former chancellor Muller and DNVP leader Alfred Hugenberg. 8

No consensus existed in the business community about who would make
the best chancellor. Until only a short time before the fall of the great

coalition, considerable sentiment had existed for returning to the chan-

cellorship Hans Luther, who had filled that post in a non-party capacity

from 1925 to 1927.9 But Luther's acceptance in mid-March of the presi-

dency of the Reichsbank, following Hjalmar Schacht's resignation in

protest against the Young Plan's implementation, made his retention of

that economically important new post seem essential, both to him and to

his big business supporters, at least for the time being. 10 The business

community thus faced the aftermath of the great coalition's collapse with

no candidate for the chancellorship, no agreement about the most desir-

able makeup of the next cabinet, and—as it turned out—no access to the

locus of decision making, the presidency. It was, in short, exceedingly ill

equipped to launch a political offensive of any kind.

The assault on the democratic institutions of the Republic that began
in the spring of 1930 came not from big business but rather from an-
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other, but much more politically potent, remnant of the imperial era:

the military. 11 As Germany's capitalists looked on passively, and urn on
suited, the generals stepped in and set in motion a reshaping of the
political institutions of the country. Taking advantage of their privileged

access to Hindenburg, Defense Minister Wilhelm Groener and his aide,

General Kurt von Schleicher, helped to turn the president against the

great coalition. As the crisis of the Muller
f
cabinet deepened, its minis-

ters, including those from the SPD, gave serious consideration to settling

the troublesome fiscal issues facing them by making use of the emer-
gency powers accorded the president by Article 48 of the constitution,

an idea also then current in rightist political circles, which had, howevei

,

a government of different composition in mind. 12 Initially, tin presi-

dent indicated a willingness to place his emergency powers at the dis-

posal of the cabinet. 13 But at the height of the political 1 risis <>l Man h

1930 Hindenburg, at least in part under the influence oi his military

confidants, struck the Muller cabinet a heavy Mow by letting it be known
that he would not use Article 48 on its behal f.

11 Well in advance o( the

cabinet's fall, the military leadership had chosen Mullei 'a iui ( essoi I It-

was, of course, Heinrich Briining, leader of the Catholk Centei Party's

Reichstag delegation, former Christian trade union official, and— not

least important—erstwhile commander of a machine gun unit m the

war. In the final months of the great coalition, ( rroenei and S< hlek hei

saw to it that a special relationship developed between Hindenburg and
Briining. In the Centrist leader, they believed— righdy, as it turned

out—they had found a politician willing to reduce the dependence <>l

the executive on the democratically elected parliament. At the vcr) out-

set of his chancellorship Briining unmistakabl) Indicated the direction

he planned to take. Pledging to keep his cabinet above the parties, be

announced his readiness to resort, if necessat \ .to all available constitu-

tional means," which observers correctly interpreted t<> mean th.it the

new chancellor had assurances from the president aboul a< 1 ess to Article

48.15

Although the business community had no voice in the installation of

Briining in the chancellorship, it soon warmed to the new cabinet De-

spite the chancellor's trade union career, he came from a solidls middle-

class background, and his proposals for dealing with the economic c i istt

closely paralleled those of the business community Immediate 1\ upon

assuming office, Briining announced his commitment to fiscal austerity.

He promised to curtail government expenditures and grant tax relief m
order to bring about economic recovery. His cabinet also held out the

prospect of a general reform of financial policies at all levels of govern-

ment so as to eliminate waste and reduce the tax burden—a step for

which big business had long clamored. Moreover, Briining s cabinet

quickly demonstrated that it dealt in more than promises. Less than two

weeks after taking office it secured adoption, by a right-center Reu bstag
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majority, of a series of measures designed to reduce the budget deficit by

just the formula demanded by the industrial Reichsverband and oilier

big business associations: increases in the excise taxes that weighed heav-

ily on low-income groups, and reductions in the direct taxes that hit

businesses and the holders of capital. 16 These measures so encouraged

the business community that it uncomplainingly accepted an increase in

the levy for unemployment insurance, despite having resisted that step

to the point of provoking the fatal crisis of the great coalition. In June
came another heartening development from the standpoint of big busi-

ness. To the consternation of the trade unions, Briining's labor minister

bestowed binding authority, at management's request, on an arbitration

board's recommendation for a reduction of wages in the iron and steel

industries of the Ruhr. 17 After years of settlements favoring labor, the

Republic's system of binding arbitration yielded a cut, rather than an

increase, in a wage dispute. Even while upholding its objections to bind-

ing arbitration in principle, the business community welcomed the min-

ister's action. 18 The new chancellor also agreed with the contention of

Germany's capitalists that wage cuts must precede the price reductions

needed to set off an upward economic swing.

The most momentous political innovation of the Briining cabinet

came with its routine reliance on presidential emergency powers to enact

fiscal legislation. The business community displayed no principled objec-

tions to employment of Article 48, which had frequently been used

—

only temporarily, to be sure—by earlier republican cabinets. But when
the issue arose in the spring of 1930, influential figures in big business

circles viewed apprehensively, for practical reasons, the prospect of such

a circumvention of the parliament by the executive. Their concern arose

from the fear that even the appearance of a constitutional conflict might

undermine confidence in Germany abroad and trigger a withdrawal of

the foreign capital on which the economy so heavily depended. In early

March the industrial Reichsverband had encouraged the Miiller cabinet

to resolve its fiscal problems by means of a parliamentary enabling act, a

method of bestowing exceptional authority on the cabinet without rais-

ing constitutional issues. That proposal proved, however, impracticable

because the deepening divisions among the parties of the great coalition

ruled out authorization of such a measure by the Reichstag. 19 When
Briining began his chancellorship with a threat to invoke Article 48, the

executive director of the principal association of bankers at once warned
that any measures of an anti-parliamentary nature must be avoided be-

cause of the possible reaction of American creditors.20 Later, during the

summer, when Briining made good on his threat by enacting the first

fiscal measures by means of Article 48, even Paul Reusch, the politically

active Ruhr industrialist not known as a defender of parliamentary de-

mocracy, feared that conflict between the executive and the legislature

could shake Germany's credit rating in the world.21
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If big business could have shaped political developments during the

spring and summer of 1930, Bruning would have had no chance to ( all

on the president for use of Article 48. That is, had those business

spokesmen who sought to influence the course of events succeeded,

Bruning and his cabinet would have enjoyed the backing of a parliamen-

tary majority, thereby obviating the need for exceptional powers. Anx-
ious to avoid a period of governmental instability and convinced of the

need to cooperate with the SPD, moderate elements in the business com-
munity worked in the spring of 1930 toward a restoration of labor-

management collaboration along the lines of the ZA(i established by the

Stinnes-Legien Agreement, which had lapsed at the time of the infla-

tion. 22 Under the leadership of Hans von Raumer, executive dire* toi of

the association of electro-technical industries and one ofthe an bite* ts of

the ZAG, spokesmen of the industrial Reichsverband and the national

association of employers began negotiating with offu ials of the so< ialisl

trade unions in May. The two sides aimed at a compromise formula

based on mutual material sacrifices that would enable the Bruning ( .ibi

net to balance the budget and spur recovery by lowering both pi i< es and

wages. If they could reach agreement, they expected th.it the two 1 bid

political exponents of industry and management, the DV P and the SP1 ).

would fall in behind the new Bruning eabmet and give n a reliable par-

liamentary majority by reestablishing the great coalition on at least a dc

facto basis. For much of industry, the increasing^) extreme demands oJ

agricultural interests for higher import duties on foodstuffs, which

would provoke retaliation abroad against German manufacturing ex-

ports, made attractive the prospect of renewed cooperation with orga-

nized labor, which was committed to low food costs and promotion oi

exports. Despite resistance by some hard-line industrialists against con-

cessions to the unions, the industrial spokesmen came ( lost to bammei -

ing out an agreement with the trade unionists. 1 he negotiations finally

collapsed at the end of June when the labor spokesmen withdrew, hav-

ing concluded that their position had become too unfavorable as a con-

sequence of the arbitration ruling in the iron and steel industry l>\

Briining's labor minister and other developments. The Reichsverband

insisted, nevertheless, that prospects were good for a revival ol labor-

management collaboration and held the door open for renewed negoti-

ations.

While some big business spokesmen sought a parliamentary basis Foi

the Bruning cabinet on the left, others looked rightward to the DNVR
If the votes of that conservative party's Reichstag deputies could be

brought behind the new cabinet and combined with those of the middle

and right-of-center parties that had already rallied to the chancellor, a

narrow majority would become feasible. Even though Bruning had

pledged to keep his cabinet free of formal ties to any party, he had indi-

cated from the outset that he would welcome support from the DNVP.
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With that in mind, industrial spokesmen in the DNVP joined with its

agrarian wing, which also looked with hope to the new government, in

pressing the party to fall into line behind Briining. Their efforts found-

ered, however, on the obdurate resistance of the party's national chair-

man, Alfred Hugenberg. 23 Although he permitted the DNVP Reichstag

delegation to join in providing Briining with a majority in the first vote

of confidence on his cabinet, Hugenberg had no intention of allowing

his party to contribute to an even partial resuscitation of the parliamen-

tary system . Motivated by a reactionary outlook colored by his close as-

sociation with the Pan-German League, he sought nothing short of

destruction of the whole republican political system and the eventual

ascendancy of a bloc that would encompass all rightist groups under his

leadership. When Briining made clear his unwillingness to renounce

Germany's reparations obligations under the Young Plan and proposed

his package of new taxes designed to close the budget deficit in April,

Hugenberg denounced the new cabinet as another faint-hearted, tem-

porizing, make-shift administration and ordered his party into the op-

position. However, joining with deputies who spoke for other interest

groups that also placed their hopes in Briining, the spokesmen of big

business in the DNVP Reichstag delegation defied the party leader

throughout the spring and early summer by repeatedly voting for gov-

ernment-sponsored measures.

In the ensuing test of strength Hugenberg prevailed, but at the cost of

weakening his party's ties to the business community. Bringing to bear

his press empire and his control over the party's organizational appara-

tus, he held the majority of the DNVP deputies in opposition to Briin-

ing, thus blocking enactment of the chancellor's fiscal program when it

came before the Reichstag in July. But he again failed to keep most of

the industrial spokesmen in the DNVP delegation from breaking ranks

and siding with the cabinet. It was in response to this defeat that Briin-

ing first invoked Article 48 to enact his cabinet's fiscal measures. The
cabinet's measures were at once revoked when a Reichstag majority,

which included the crucial votes of the bulk of the DNVP delegation,

overrode this use of presidential emergency powers by a narrow margin.

Once more most of the industrial spokesmen in the DNVP defied Hu-
genberg and took the cabinet's side. That brought their relations with

the party leader to the breaking point, and during July they joined with

other opponents of Hugenberg's policies in seceding from his party. 24

Never again would the DNVP be as closely linked to the business com-
munity as during the first decade of the Republic. It had become an

ideological party, dominated by an obsessive leader ruthlessly bent on
capturing control of the state by means of a block of nationalistic, rightist

forces. For Hugenberg, the pursuit of immediate economic goals by

Germany's business leaders seemed parochial and petty in comparison
to his own far-reaching aims. He would in the future side with them at
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times, and he retained a hard core of followers, especially in the Ruhr,
but he defiantly resisted efforts on their part to harness him and his

party for their purposes.

Bruning's defeat in the Reichstag precipitated his first ste ps to curtail

the authority of the parliament. The chancellor responded to his setbac k

by obtaining a presidential order dissolving the Reichstag and schedul -

ing_ajiational election for the end of September/ He then invoked Arti-

cle 48 again to enact an even more sweeping set of fiscal measures than

those revoked by the chamber. Bruning thereby launched Germany on
the course of rule by presidential emergency powers that would eventu-

ally eviscerate the Republic's parliamentary system. But despite wide-

spread reservations about the parliamentary system in big business

circles, the actual developments that resulted in Bruning's move in that

direction in July 1930 had come about in spite of, rather than bet ause oi -

activity on the part of political spokesmen for the business community.
Those spokesmen had, to the end, sought to provide the ( ham ellor with

parliamentary majorities. Content with the substaiM e of his polu ies, t he\

saw no need for a radical shift in the method of governing that might

precipitate a constitutional crisis and alarm the foreign creditors 00
whose capital the German economy so heavily depended. The de_< ision

to embark on that fateful cou rse lay with Bruning and with President

Hindenburg and his small coterie of advisers, which included no spoke s

men for big business. 25

Once it became clear that Bruning's conf rontation with the Rek hstag

had not, as feared, set off a withdrawal of foreign credit, the business

community readily accepted his latitudinal ian use ol Ait k le 48. [n fa 1.

some of its spokesmen encouraged his cabinet to make immediate and

sweeping use of presidential emergency authority while the Reichstag

was out of session during the election campaign, in order to set the ( oun-

try on what they saw as a new and sounder economic 1 ourse.26 But e\ en

those who urged that course initially saw Bruning's use of Auk le j> as

merely the same kind of temporary expedien t resorted to In previous

republican governments. They, like most other observers, expected the

parliament to reassert its authority after the election. The) merel)

hoped the chancellor would, in the interval before the Reichstag recon-

vened, exploit to the fullest the opportunity presented bv its dissolution

in order to present the new chamber with a series of fans accomplis.

Bruning needed no encouragement from big business on that score.

Well before its spokesmen made their views known, he and his aides

had already begun drafting the next set of sweeping "emergency'
1

measures. 27

As the campaign for the September Reichstag elections got under wa\

political activists in the camp of big business sought to buttress the Brun-

ing cabinet's parliamentary position. Much of their support went to a

new organization, the pro-Bruning Conservative People s Party ( Konser-
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vative Volkspartei, or KVP) .

28 Formed in July by defectors f rom the

DNVP, including virtually all the significant industrial spokesmen in that

party's old Reichstag delegation, the KVP labored under great handi-

caps. It suffered from acute organizational weakness since Hugenberg
had retained control over the apparatus of the DNVP, from its local

units to its national headquarters as well as the party press. The KVP
failed as well to gain the allegiance of the DNVP agrarians who had also

broken with Hugenberg over his opposition to Briining. Bent on sharp

increases in agricultural tariffs, the agrarians shied away from an alli-

ance with a party oriented toward industry, which opposed higher food-

stuff duties for fear they would result in retaliation abroad against

German manufacturing exports. Rejecting an offer of Ruhr industrial

subsidization if they would join the KVP, the former DNVP agrarians

entered the Christian National Farmers' and Rural People's Party, a

splinter group that had in 1928 gained a small representation in the

Reichstag. Some industrialists harbored misgivings about the KVP be-

cause of the presence among its leadership of former DNVP members
active in the country's largest union of white-collar employees, which

collaborated with blue-collar unions on many issues.29 But the new party

nevertheless became the beneficiary of extensive aid from big business

interests . Recognizing that money alone would not suffice, big business

even assigned some of its own personnel to the KVP in hopes of offset-

ting the thinness of its ranks and its organizational frailty. Both IG
Farben and the Ruhr iron and steel industry dipped into their junior

managerial ranks and associational staffs to provide the new party with

campaign aides and even candidates.30 The KVP carried with it into the

1930 election campaign the hopes of much of the business community,

as well as some handsome financial contributions. 31

The established parties that normally enjoyed the backing of big busi-

ness also received subsidies for the election campaign. But in contrast to

previous practice, the large, collective political subsidies of big business

did not flow in routine fashion. 32 Instead, the politically active leaders of

big business attempted to use their money to reverse what they regarded

as an alarming fragmentation of the right-of-center sector of the politi-

cal spectrum. By 1930 the fission and proliferation of parties that was to

plague the Republic's politics during its final years had perceptibly accel-

erated , spurred on by the defections from the DNVP . In hopes of avert-

ing internecine strife that might lead to disillusionment and abstention

by middle-class voters or wasted votes in the case of ballots cast for hope-

lessly small splinter parties, the principal big business groups active in

politics lent encouragement to the efforts of some politicians of the mid-

dle and moderate right to effect a consolidation of parties. At the outset

of the campaign, spokesmen of the Ruhrlade, which disbursed the politi-

cal funds of Ruhr coal and steel, and the large Berlin banks jointly

informed the leaders of the bourgeois parties other than the Catholic
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Center and the DNVP that they would not make their usual financial

contributions until those parties surmounted their differences and
worked together. Optimally, big business would have preferred to see
the parties in question merge into one large bourgeois unity party.

When it became evident that such a sweeping solution would not be pos-
sible, the political agents of big business insisted that the six component
parties of the badly splintered non-CathoHc mid&le portion of the politi-

cal spectrum agree at least to a common campaign appc.il and a joint list

of candidates at the national level. Under the Republic's complex pro-

portional electoral system such a joint list would have maximized the

representation of those groups in the next Rei< hstag.

In an effort to force the politicians into line, the polin< al agents of

business mounted a vigorous and sustained lobbying campaign, alter-

nating threats with enticements.™ Warning that no financial contribu-

tions would be available unless significant progress toward cooperation
among the parties was achieved, they held out the prosper I ol handsome
subsidies even after the election. But then efforts proved li uitless. I he
rivalries among the parties, their policy different es, and the rchu taiM c

of most of the party leaders to surrender then prerogatives erected in

superable obstacles. Not even a unity list at the national level could be

achieved. Conceding their impotence, the men ol the Ruhi lade gave in.

Rather than risk seeing the parties of the middle lost votes, the) ba< ked
down and handed over the usual contributions. Anxious to strengthen

all bourgeois forces, the Ruhrlade even surmounted the hostilit) oi some
of its members toward Hugenberg and authorized subsidies foi the

DNVP. However, they sought— in vain— to exert ise a model ating influ-

ence on Hugenberg by insisting that he maintain no relations with the

Nazis and end the attacks of his press organs on the new ( lonsei vative

People's Party and the other defectors from the DNVP, so as to keep

open the possibility of collaboration in the new Rek hstag. 1

As their actions in the campaign of 1930 showed, the political!) en-

gaged big businessmen of Germany approached the election still willing

to work within the parliamentary framework of republican politic s Most

preferred, to be sure, a turn to the right, but thev rejec ted the sort ol

intransigence practiced by Hugenberg. Some of those who supported

the move for a consolidation of the middle and right-of-c enter parties

did so because they saw that as the best way to create a bourgeois coun-

terpoise that they hoped would be strong enough to exclude the SPD
from influence on the government. But the direction of their efforts

clearly indicated their assumption that the Reichstag would continue to

be the decisive locus of power. Its composition still seemed of enormous

importance to them, despite Briining's recourse to Artic le 48. Moreover,

had their efforts been successful, the position of the parliament would

have been buttressed significantly, even if that was not the primary in-

tent of all of the businessmen involved. That part of the moderate sec tor
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of the political spectrum they sought to strengthen formed one of the

traditional components of Reichstag majorities. If it had gained in the

election, as the activists in the capitalist camp had hoped, it could have

provided a parliamentary base for the Briining cabinet. That would

have obviated the need for what was to become Briining's permanent
reliance on Article 48 and reduced his dependence on President Hin-

denburg and the cabal of reactionaries who surrounded the aged field

marshall. A revitalization of that part of the political spectrum in 1930
might, in fact, have arrested Germany's fateful drift toward authoritar-

ianism. But the futility of the efforts of the spokesmen of big business to

halt the splintering of the party system and build up a strong right-of-

center bloc only demonstrated again the extremely limited political

efficacy of money in the complex politics of the Weimar Republic.

The outcome of the balloting on September 14, 1930 , reinforced the

feelings of impotence experienced by politically active big businessmen

during the campaign. The new Conservative People's Party, on which

they had lavished so much attention, money, and personnel, proved a

fiasco. It tallied less than 1 percent of the vote and emerged with only

four seats in the new Reichstag. Hugenberg's once-powerful but now
truncated DNVP lost nearly half of its seats, salvaging only 41, none of

which was occupied by a big business spokesman. The business commu-
nity still enjoyed representation in the liberal parties, the DVP and the

State Party (formerly the DDP), but these suffered heavy losses at the

polls. Just as those who pressed for consolidation had feared, splinter

and minor special-interest parties had drained away large blocs of votes,

leaving the DVP with only 30 seats, and the State Party with a mere 20.

The only victors were the extremists. On the left the Communists in-

creased their Reichstag representation from 54 to 77 seats, in part at the

expense of the SPD, which declined from 154 to 143. The real triumph
,

however, belonged to the Nazis . They scored the most spectacular gains

ever made in a single election by any German party since the first na-

tional elections of 1871, emerging with 107 seats, 95 more than they had

held in the old chamber, and the votes of nearly six and a half million

Germans. The obscure, inscrutable fanatics of the 1920s had suddenly

become a major force in national politics.

2. The Wherewithal of the Nazi Breakthrough

Although the magnitude of the NSDAP's breakthrough surprised every-

one, including the Nazis themselves, the party's massive, elaborate, and
sustained election campaign had alerted political observers that some-

thing unusual was under way. Many of those who sought an explanation

jumped to the conclusion that only big business could foot the bill for the

expenses of such a campaign. Well before the balloting, a consensus to

that effect emerged along a spectrum that extended from leftist jour-
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nalists to liberal editors, the conservative minister president of Bavaria,

and the American charge d'affaires in Berlin. 1 For many observers the

Nazi triumph in September 1930 amounted to an expression of the po-

litical power of Germany's capitalists. A columnist for the fashionable

leftist weekly Die Weltbiihne summarized a widely held view when he
wrote just after the election, "National Soc ialism is in the pay of Indus-

trialists who seek to split the proletariat info warding factions according
to the principle of 'divide and rule.'" 2 The Communist Party organ Die

Rote Fahne branded the Nazis as "the hired agents of finance capitalism

. . . the last card of the German bourgeoisie." :t

The few scraps of information offered by way of substantiating these

allegations prove less than convincing on close examination. Not sui-

prisingly, in view of the publicity generated by his presence at t he Nazi

party congress in August 1929, Emil Kirdorf figured prominently in ic-

ports of capitalist aid to the NSDAP. In a public statement issued in late

August, however, Kirdorf vigorously denied supporting the Nazis m any

way during the 1930 campaign. 4 He had joined the NSDAP in 1927
because of differences with the leadership ol the DNVP at the time,

Kirdorf announced, but had resigned a year latei . despite his f 1 iendship

and esteem for Hitler, because of the stance adopted by the lattei \ 1 ep-

resentatives in the Revier. He supported only Hugenberg's DNVP in the

1930 campaign, Kirdorf concluded. No evidenc e contradicted his state -

ment. Hugenberg himself was the other individual most often accused

of channeling big business money to Hitler, hut lie did not deign to re-

spond to such charges, which were in any event SCarcel) plausible. I he

parliamentary spokesmen of big business in his DNVP had seceded it

the outset of the election campaign in protest against his opposition to

the Briining cabinet, so that he commanded far less financial support

from that quarter than previously. Faced with the task ol paying for the

campaign of his own diminished party, Hugenberg would have contra-

vened his own most elementary political interests if he had shared u hat-

ever big business money came his way with a rival suc h as Hitler, whose

party was clearly intent on enticing voters away from the DNVP. For

Hitler, subsidization by Hugenberg would have entailed potentially

grave political risks since acceptance of funds from such a source would

have made the Nazi leader dangerously vulnerable to blackmail or expo-

sure before his followers as a hireling of moneyed interests. Hugenberg

may have helped the Nazis enhance their respectabilitv when he ac-

cepted them as participants in the campaign against the Young Plan in

1929, but the NSDAP tapped no major source of subsidies bv joining in

that campaign, whose fund-raising efforts proved disappointing, in part

because of the opposition of most of the business community. 5 Nor are

there any grounds for the oft-repeated allegation that Hugenberg

served as a conduit for big business subsidization of the NSDAP there-

after. Indeed, no evidence has ever been found to support any ol the
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allegations about subsidization of the Nazis by the business community
that appeared widely in the German press during and af ter the election

campaign of 1930. These charges, which marked the inception of what

soon became a widespread version of the relationship between Nazism

and big business, seem in retrospect noteworthy only insofar as they re-

veal a widespread predisposition to assume that Germany's capitalists

must somehow be in a league with the NSDAP.
Actually, the politically active figures in the camp of big business held

National Socialism in low repute at the time of the 1930 election cam-

paign, and for good reasons. Right down to the dissolution of the Reich-

stag in July, Nazi parliamentarians had continued to align themselves

with the left on socio-economic issues. After joining the Social Demo-
crats and Communists in excoriating the iron and steel industry during

the lengthy lockout in the Ruhr during late 1928, the Nazi Reichstag

deputies again sided with them in defending workers' unemployment
insurance benefits during the prolonged controversy over that issue in

the winter of 1929-30.6 Under Briining the Nazi deputies voted with

the Social Democrats, the Communists, and the Hugenberg wing of the

DNVP against government fiscal proposals favored by the business com-

munity. During the election campaign the catch phrase used by Otto

Strasser in announcing his break with Hitler in early July
—"The Social-

ists leave the NSDAP"—seemed not in the least borne out by the pro-

nouncements of the party's spokesmen. 7 By making extensive use of a

slogan calling for creation of a "workers' and soldiers' state," they em-
ployed words likely to evoke in business circles disturbing memories of

the revolution of 1918— 19 or conjure up frightening images of Bolshe-

vik Russia. 8 In the official party newspaper Gottfried Feder laid out his

radical monetary and credit theories while strenuously flaying the cap-

italist system. Great concentrations of economic and financial power, he

proclaimed, posed an even greater threat to honestly acquired private

property than did the "Marxist rabble." 9 Joseph Goebbels, writing in a

special election edition of his Berlin newspaper, denied charges that the

NSDAP favored the abolition of private property, but he did so in a

fashion hardly likely to still concern about Nazi radicalism in big business

circles. The NSDAP planned, Goebbels explained, to expropriate only

banks and the giant trusts and concerns, which had long since ceased to

be private enterprises. 10 All across the country attacks on capitalists, cap-

italism, and high finance abounded in the party's election propaganda. 11

To be sure, Nazi agitators also kept up their verbal assaults on "Marxists"

and "Marxism," and the NSDAP continued its attempts to woo workers

away from the traditional leftist parties. The Nazis' efforts to gain wage
earners' votes provided scant comfort for big business, however, since

their attack on the SPD included accusations to the effect that the Social

Democrats had not done enough to further the material interests of the

workers while in power. 12 By way of indicating what the NSDAP would
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do with power, the party press proposed an array of new welfare mea-
sures, including generous aid for the growing army of unemployed. 13

Since such measures would unavoidably have necessitated tax increases,

their endorsement by propagandists of the NSDAP could only reinforce

the overwhelmingly negative assessment of Nazism in the business com-
munity.

This negative assessment found expression ih an analysis of "The Na-
tional Socialist Economic Program" that appeared on the eve of the ekH -

tion campaign in the organ of the industrial employers' association. 14

The author took note of the Nazis' relegation of economics to a second-

ary place behind politics, but he warned that statements by prominent
party leaders revealed they actually sought nothing less than a funda-

mental transformation of the existing economic order. Citing Feder'a

proposals for monetary and credit policies, he concluded thai Nazism in

power would lead to inflation and stifle incentives to invest. Citing a de-

mand by Gregor Strasser for worker participation in management dec 1-

sions, he concluded that the NSDAP favored the kind of economk
democracy advocated by socialist trade unionists. I Ie found National So-

cialism laden with "utopian demands" and pervaded with an "aggressive

hostility toward the business community. " To drive home the latter point

he quoted Goebbels, who had recently described businessmen as I k ke\s

of an economic system that "seems to us immoral and intolerable, so that

we hate it out of the depths of our hearts, struggle against it. and one da)

shall radically eliminate it." Dismissing the Nazis' pi aise ol individualism

as mere political rhetoric, the author coin hided that the goal <>f the

NSDAP was state socialism. Whatever its spokesmen might claim, he

wrote, Nazism belonged to the conspiratorial, demagogk ,
and terrorist*

strand of contemporary socialism.

During the election campaign the industrial Reu hsverband also ad-

dressed itself, if in veiled terms, to the problems posed b) National So-

cialism. Stung by Communist charges that it had collected politic al 1 unds

from member firms and channeled these to the Nazis through Hugen-

berg, the organization issued a public denial early in August. 1
' When

that failed to still rumors of industrial aid for the NSDAP, the Reu hs\ ri -

band issued a second statement in which it took the unusual step of rec-

ommending a line of political action to its members. 16 Germany needed,

this statement proclaimed, a government with a broad basis of support

that would be willing to effect reforms and able to get things done. To
achieve that, Germany's industrialists should vote and "take an active

part in the preparation for the election." They should support, however,

only those parties that upheld the constitution, unambiguouslv endorsed

private enterprise and private property, and rejected all
M
coUectivistk

experiments." It was not difficult to identify the implied target of these

admonitions. Little danger existed that members of the Reichsverband

would consider aiding the Communists or Social Democrats, and of the
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remaining parlies only the NSDAP's position on economic issues could

be characterized as ambiguous or experimental.

The prominent industrialists who belonged to the secretive and elitist

Ruhrlade shared this mistrust of National Socialism at the time of the

1930 campaign. Their political agent in Berlin expressed the prevailing

attitude in their circle when in late August he pointed to the danger that

the parties of the middle would, unless they joined together, suf fer deci-

mation at the polls, possibly clearing the way for an absolute majority

consisting of Communists, Social Democrats, and Nazis that would pre-

clude a bourgeois government. 17 A month earlier that agent recorded a

decision by the men of the Ruhrlade to extend financial aid to the

DNVP, but only on condition that Hugenberg maintain no ties to the

NSDAP. 18 This mistrust of Nazism received further expression when an

engineer who belonged to the NSDAP attempted during the campaign

to smuggle Nazi leaflets into copies of a company newsletter he was

charged with printing and distributing to the employees at a plant

owned by the conglomerate headed by the founder of the Ruhrlade,

Paul Reusch. Despite his pleas that those leaflets represented weapons in

the struggle to win the workers away from the "reds," management offi-

cials ordered the engineer to desist from violating the company's policy

of political neutrality with regard to its work force. His stupid em-
ployers, the indignant Nazi wrote to the party propaganda office in

Munich, regarded National Socialists as nothing more than "rowdies and
fanatics." 19

If the mistrust of big business ruled out subsidies from that quarter

for the Nazis in 1930, there remains the question of how they financed

their impressive campaign of 1930 as well as their expanding organiza-

tion. An abundance of evidence indicates that the Prussian political po-

lice came close to the mark when they agreed with the party's own
answer to that question: The Nazis raised most of the money them-

selves.20 The police also noticed that the NSDAP required less money
than did the bourgeois parties with which it competed for votes. Like the

Social Democrats and Communists, the National Socialists had built a

"party of mobilization" that demanded not only financial sacrifices but

also personal engagement from its members; and the fanatic dedication

of many of the party's followers produced a willing response to those

demands.21 This enabled the Nazis to reduce their costs by relying heav-

ily on volunteer labor and contributions in kind. Whereas the bourgeois

parties had to pay to have posters pasted up and campaign literature

distributed, Nazi storm troopers and other party activists performed
these tasks without charge. Drawing on this same volunteer manpower,
the Nazis magnified their political impact by mounting the uniformed
parades through the streets of Germany that became their hallmark.

Party activists made up the cheering claques at Nazi rallies as well as the

heckling sections and "adjournment squads" (Sprengtruppen) that dis-
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rupted or broke up meetings of other parties. Members with artistic tal-

ents contributed theii services by designing posters or providing musu
at rallies. Those who owned automobiles or trucks placed these at the

disposal of the party in the evening or on weekends, when campaigning
became especially intense. Some of those who were punters provided
leaflets free of cost. Because of the extraordinary level of commitment
among the party's members, noted by all contemporary observers, these

volunteer efforts represented a major asset to the NSDAP, magnifying
the effectiveness of the funds at its disposal. 22

Numerous contemporaries regarded the NSDATs impressive!) large

storm-trooper auxiliary, the SA, as proof of the Nazis' dependence on
outside subsidies. How else, they asked, could so manv men he fitted out

in uniforms and, in some cases, provided with food and shelter? 28 The
answer, now confirmed by an abundance of do< umentation, is that, just

as the Nazis claimed, they financed the SA almost e\< lusivel) with thru

own resources and by their own efforts.24 The regulai in* ome of tlx SA
derived from a share of the NSDAP dues paid by its own membei 1 (all of

the dues in the case of those who did not join the party) pins the yield of

a surcharge levied on the dues of all party members except SA nu n. In

addition, local and regional party organizations paid subsidies to S \

units in their purview. SA units supplemented these sources oi income
by conducting solicitation campaigns among pans members, a practice

that occasioned friction with the political leadership, which complained
that unauthorized fund raising by the SA inter f ei ed w ith the pai ty'a Oft n

efforts of that sort. The SA leadership expe< ted individual stoi m troop
ers to fit themselves out with uniforms, hoots, and other equipment at

their own expense, but patrons from among bettei -of f \a/is itepped in

to cover the costs of such items for those who could not afford them.

Indigent storm troopers also benefited from charitable efforts on then

behalf financed and staffed by volunteers f rom part) organizations, es-

pecially those for women. The SA soup kite hens and hostels that spread

throughout much of Germany as the depression worsened did not de -

pend, as often assumed, on large financial subsidies but were instead

made possible by countless small donations, man\ in kind, on the part of

devoted party members.

The SA augmented its financial resources through a variet) of inven-

tive entrepreneurial ventures. As early as 1927 the leaders of the storm

troopers recognized that alert manufacturers and merchants had begun

to derive profit from the needs of their men for brown shirts, caps,

swastika armbands, and other accoutrements indispensable to the well-

equipped storm trooper, such as brass knuckles, daggers, and first-aid

kits. In an effort to capture those profits for their own organization, the

SA leaders established a service that sold officially certified parapher-

nalia, using the proceeds to finance the SA. By 1930 this undertaking

had grown into a nationwide quartermaster agency (Rekhszeugmeis-
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terei) that offered mail-order delivery and managed more than a dozen

retail outlets throughout the country. 25 The SA f ur (her added to its rev-

enues by entering into commodity franchise agreements whereby it lent

its endorsement to mass-consumption products in return for a share of

the profits derived from their sales. Beginning in 1929 the Nazis thus

promoted razor blades under the suggestively dynamic brand name of

"Sturmer" and, later on, a margarine under the incongruous label of

"Kampf." 26 Ironically for a party headed by a notorious non-smoker,

cigarettes proved the most lucrative market for such Nazi-endorsed

products. Under an agreement with a Dresden cigarette manufacturer,

the SA had during 1929 extended official recognition to a cigarette la-

beled "Sturm." 27 In February 1930 the commandant of the SA ordered

its members to smoke nothing else and to "show a little energy" in order

to dissuade the owners of taverns frequented by party members from
stocking competing brands. 28 Those who bought packages of "Sturm"

obtained coupons they could apply toward the purchase of SA equip-

ment from the quartermaster agency. By way of providing additional

incentive for purchases, each local SA unit received a rebate based on
the number of sales in its area.29 Before long tobacco shops, taverns, and

kiosks where cigarettes were sold became battlegrounds, as SA men
physically impressed on consumers the superiority of "Sturm" over com-

peting brands such as the Stahlhelm's "Ostfront" or products named
"Kameradschaft," "Staffel," and "Kommando," which rival Nazi organi-

zations sponsored in return for a similar share of the profits.30 In the

superheated atmosphere of the late Weimar Republic, even the choice of

a package of cigarettes became a partisan political act full of potential

perils. For the NSDAP, however, the tobacco trade proved a valuable

source of income.

Even Nazi propaganda served as a source of income. Local organiza-

tions purchased officially approved pamphlets and leaflets from the na-

tional headquarters and then sold them at marked-up prices to members
and others. Hitler's Mein Kampf, sales of which increased rapidly when it

was re-issued in an inexpensive one-volume edition in May 1930, bol-

stered not only his personal income but also that of the Eher Verlag, the

party publishing house. 31 It printed and distributed most Nazi propa-

ganda publications, including the National Socialist Library, a series of

pamphlets edited by Gottfried Feder, which numbered nineteen by the

time of the 1930 campaign. The Eher Verlag also published the official

newspaper, Volkischer Beobachter, which had from all indications attained

a firm financial footing well before the 1930 campaign. The finances of

other Nazi newspapers, which were left to the party's regional and local

organizations or to individual party leaders, varied widely. Some papers

had chronic money problems while others, such as Goebbels's Berlin

organ, Der Angriff, yielded profits for the local organization. 32 Of
greater importance than such cash yield, however, was the Nazi news-
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papers' indirect augmentation of party resources. By providing pla< es

on their payrolls for propagandists who doubled as speakers and imi-

tators during election campaigns, the papers swelled the ranks of the
party's full-time, salaried activists..Among the parties of the Weimar Re-

public, only the Social Democrats and the Communists made similai

broad-gauged use of the press.
y

The Nazi press served another vital function by promoting what the

Prussian political police rightly saw as a major source of the party's in-

come: its public rallies. By 1930 the Nazis had come close to perfecting

the fine art of separating people from their money while subjecting them
to torrents of propagandistic rhetoric. By that time the typk al Nazi rally

combined elements of a religious revival meeting, a ( ai nival, and .1 mili-

tary review. Especially in small backwater cities and towns, this formula
added entertainment value to the political appeals of Nazism. Rallies in

such a setting were normally preceded by a parade of brown-shil ted S \

troopers through the streets to the hall or tent in which the meeting was
to be held, where a band concert entertained the audieiK e .is it awaited

the arrival of the speakers. 33 As an added enticement the Nazis fre-

quently included in their rallies various forms of entertainment, sue h is

plays, movies, and songs. 34 Whereas the traditional non-socialist parties

usually opened their public meetings to all comers free of < harge, and
the Social Democrats levied at most a small entrance fee to covei then

expenses, the Nazis charged substantial amounts foi admission to then

rallies. At rallies where party notables spoke, the standard admission

charge in 1930, with reductions for storm troopers and the jobless, ( ame
to 1 mark. 35 At a time when a typical postal employee earned less than

90 pfennigs an hour, when a senior insurance clerk could support a

family in Berlin on less than 250 marks a month, and when a sei \ k eable

men's suit of clothes cost 25 marks, and a pair of soc ks 95 pfennigs, thai

amounted to a sizeable expenditure for persons of modest means. \(

cording to the calculations of two journalists, three rallies in the Berlin

Sportpalast at which Hitler and other prominent Nazis spoke during the

1930 campaign attracted a total of 38,000 persons who paid as muc h is 1

marks each for admission. The journalists reckoned t hat the Nazis

cleared at least 30,000 marks from those three events alone. 37 The polit-

ical police estimated that a single rally at which Hitler spoke in Essen

during the 1930 campaign drew about 10,000 persons and yielded a

profit of 12,000 marks. The traditional parties in the same region, the

police observed, needed only 20,000 to 30,000 marks to mount an entire

election campaign. 38 All estimates of the NSDAP's income from its

rallies unavoidably fell short since outside observers could have no

knowledge of the money collected during and after the rallies by uni-

formed SA men who passed the hat among those present for war chest

contributions" (Kampfschatzspenderi). 39
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Virtually all contemporary observers expressed amazement at the

large number of rallies held by the Nazis. Beginning in the late 1920s,

they had departed from normal political practice by scheduling frequent

rallies even when no election was pending; in effect, the Nazis launched

a permanent campaign. Even before the dissolution of the Reichstag in

1930, the Prussian political police estimated that the NSDAP had held an

average of 100 rallies a day throughout Germany. During the campaign

the Nazis boasted they would mount no fewer than 34,000 such meet-

ings within six weeks, a figure the political police did not find implausi-

ble.40 At the time, outsiders did not know of the calculated system of

incentives that spurred on this unprecedented barrage of rallies. The
speaking honoraria that Nazi leaders—except for Hitler, who refrained

from charging for his appearances—received for performing at such

gatherings represented an important supplement to the income of most.

By keeping the ceiling of the honoraria low during election campaigns,

the party forced its luminaries to speak frequently to realize significant

gains, giving them a material interest in holding more rallies.41 More-

over, the Nazis assembled what amounted to an auxiliary army of semi-

professional agitators by recruiting unemployed and underemployed

young men of ambition and talent as itinerant speakers for small rallies

in out-of-the-way places. In 1929 the party established a correspondence

school to provide ideological indoctrination and coaching in political

rhetoric for aspiring Nazi orators.42 Once they had obtained certifica-

tion from regional party officials, graduates of that school moved from
town to town, receiving free meals and lodging from party members and
collecting a minimal speaker's fee, sometimes as little as seven marks, for

each rally they could prevail on local party units to allow them to hold.43

The local units of the party also had a strong incentive for scheduling as

many rallies as possible since the bulk of the yield went into their treas-

uries. Given a mounting receptivity among the public, these incentives

became something of a self-perpetuating and accelerating force, multi-

plying the number of rallies and the funds they yielded. The Prussian

police reckoned if the Nazis merely held to their pre-campaign pace of

100 rallies a day, an average attendance of 500 persons at each rally

would, even if one assumed a profit after expenses of only ten pfennig

per head, produce an annual income of 1.75 million marks.44

Rallies brought in money, but the staple of the Nazi Party's income

derived from the dues and other contributions of members.45 When the

party was reconstituted following Hitler's release from prison in late

1924, a colorless but shrewd bureaucrat, Franz Xaver Schwarz, took over

as treasurer and placed its internal finances on such a solid basis that

Hitler no longer needed to seek subsidies from persons of wealth.

Schwarz copied the Social Democrats' practice of issuing each member a

party booklet resembling a passport. These contained a blank for each
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month onto which of ficial stamps were pasted when the member paid his

dues. Only when a stamp covered the blank for cadi elapsed month did

a member enjoy good standing. A person officially became a member
only after his or her application had been forwarded by the lot «il unit to

the regional (Gau) organization and from there to tin treasurer's office

in Munich for registry in a master membership file. I Ins kepi the trea-

surer informed about the number of dues-paying members in eai h mm
of the party. That knowledge amounted to power, <ts it enabled tlx n.i-

tional headquarters to hold the regional organizations responsible foi

the portion of membership dues owed to it, whu h amounted to 40 per-

cent in the summer of 1930. Another 35 percent went to tin regional

headquarters, with the local units retaining 85 pen ent. I ensure regu-

lar collection of dues and a smooth upward flow of funds from the l<>< al

units to the regional organizations, and from there to the national head-

quarters, the party treasurer had at his command some \er\ effective

sanctions. He could withhold membership booklets and dues stamps,

obtainable only from the treasurer's olfu e m Muiik h. from a delinquent

unit, effectively crippling its efforts to recruil and retain members. Oi

he could deny such units the services ol the pal t\ 'l most pi estiglOUS <>i

ators, a major handicap to local fund-raising efforts.4* Local units thus

felt strong pressure from above to collect dues promptl) and forward

the requisite shares to the higher organs oi the party. The) in turn

subjected delinquent members to sanctions ranging from persuasion

through ostracism by exc lusion f rom meetings and even public rallies to

outright expulsion. 47

These arrangements allowed the NSDAP to become the onh part)

(with the possible exception of the secretive ( Communists) to join the SPD
in establishing an effective and reliable system for collecting dues from

members.48 However, whereas Social Democrats paid a flat rate—usu-

ally twenty pfennigs a week for men, ten for women— the Na/is fre-

quently extracted more than the required amount f rom their members.

The minimum rate for ordinary members was, by the summer of 1930,

one mark a month, with certain categories of part) acth ists. sue h as SA
and SS men, having to pay only eighty pfennigs. But when regional or-

ganizations found during the late 1920s that they could demand more

than the minimum, the national headquarters condoned that practice

once an agreement had been reached assuring it a share of the addi-

tional income. At the beginning of September 1930, in the midst of the

election campaign, Hitler effected changes in the dues svstem designed

to extract still more money from members. The SA surchange was dou-

bled, from ten to twenty pfennigs a month. In addition, the party insti-

tuted a graduated scale of dues by issuing stamps of six different colors,

in denominations up to five marks, with which well-off members could

adorn their membership booklets each month. A seventh stamp, bearing

no denomination, became available for those able and ready to pav dues
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in excess of five marks a month, the amount being entered in ink by the

local party treasurer.

The party supplemented income from dues in a number of inventive

ways. When an insurance plan designed to cover the medical costs of SA
men injured in the line of duty proved attractive to other members as

well, Hitler decreed participation in the plan obligatory for all members
in early 1930.49 By the time of the election, the fund built up by the

premiums—thirty pfennigs a month per member—provided the SA
with a handsome surplus beyond what it needed to care for its disabled

members.50 Additional funds were raised by levies on the membership
from time to time for a "war chest" (Kampfschatz) to finance an election

campaign, bolster the SA, or otherwise further the Nazi cause mate-

rially.
51 With permission of the party treasurer, local units could add to

their income by imposing special levies on members. Nazis willing to

pledge themselves to making extraordinary financial sacrifices could join

"circles" (Opferringe) established to encourage and recognize such com-
mitment.52 Nor did the Nazis refuse to accept money from non-

members. They recognized by the late 1920s that many persons sympa-

thized with the party but could not bring themselves to join it, either

because they felt unready for such political commitment or because they

feared that open affiliation with the NSDAP would prove damaging,

costing them their jobs, clients, or customers. To accommodate such

sympathizers, the Nazis made it easy for them to contribute money un-

obtrusively. Less apprehensive non-members could pay contributions

into postal accounts established by the Nazis, knowing that the party

would receive a record of their benefactions.53

Although the NSDAP seems to have experienced recurrent financial

difficulties throughout the 1920s despite these stratagems for raising

money at the grass roots, there are abundant indications that its financial

fortunes improved sharply in 1930. This improvement correlates closely

with a rapid growth in membership, which more than doubled during

that year.54 By swelling the ranks of those who paid dues and contrib-

uted to levies, this influx of new members presumably made it easier for

local and regional organizations to meet their financial obligations with-

out dipping into the substantial share of locally raised funds owed to the

national headquarters, as had so often happened earlier. In May Party

Treasurer Franz Xaver Schwarz proclaimed that almost all the regional

organizations had submitted to the national headquarters its share of

membership dues, marking a noteworthy improvement over past per-

formances. 55 The party's increased prosperity found expression in the

rapid expansion of the paid staff of the national headquarters during

1930.56 Partly in response to that expansion, the party entered into a

major financial commitment late in the spring when it contracted to pur-

chase a large, ornate villa in a fashionable section of Munich—the future

Brown House—to accommodate the staff of the national headquarters,
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which had hitherto operated out of rented rooms in an unprepossessing
building on a nondescript street. 57 In order to raise money toward the
purchase price and extensive remodeling, the party asked the members
to contribute at least two marks each, rewarding those who complied
with a special certificate. 58 Clearly, National Socialism had (cased to

be a hand-to-mouth undertaking well in advance oi the 1930 election

campaign.

If documentary proof is required that this rising tide oi Nazi mone)
sprang from internal sources, the surviving records oi the party's finan-

ces provide it. These records do not amount, howevei . to a 1 ompfetC OI

comprehensive record. The relevant files of the treasurer's office in

Munich appear to have been almost complete!) destroyed al the end oi

World War II, leaving no clues about either the magnitude 01 the

sources of the national headquarters
1

income during the c.nl\ 1930s.

With one exception, the financial records oi the regional organizations

seem also to have been destroyed. That exception is the Rhenish Gau,
from whose Cologne office a Prussian police- ageni regular!) purloined
copies of reports on financial matters.59 These eventuall) found the n

way into the safekeeping of government archivists and so iui I i\ed both

the Third Reich and the war. Prepared periodic alls h\ the- Gau trea-

surer, the reports recorded the amounts oi mone) received b) the re-

gional headquarters from its subordinate units and the- sums foi warded
by the Cologne office to Munich between August 1930 and February

1932. They reveal a partv organization phenomenally sue c essl ul al rais-

ing money. In one month, August 1930, at the height oi the election

campaign, the local units of the region delivered to the Gau treasure!

money collected in the form of dues, registration fees, and othei levies

on the membership amounting to approximately eighteen marks foi

each member. Since the local organizations were allowed to retain a

quarter of the dues and part of other collections as well, the total \ield

per member was actually still higher. The sum passed to the Gau th.it

was attributed to "donations"—and possibh came in pan from non-

members—represented less than 14 percent of the total. Of the mone\

received by the Gau treasurer, over 30 percent went to the national

headquarters in Munich. During the more normal quarter year of Sep-

tember through November, only the first two weeks of whic h fell within

the election campaign, the local units continued to send mone) to the

Gau at a rate of between six and seven marks per member each month,

over half of which the Cologne office forwarded to Munich.

If all the roughly 200,000 members of the NSDAP at the time of the

1930 election contributed as freely as did those of the Rhenish Can in

August, the party would have raised from its own ranks in just one

month more than the just under three million marks the Soc ial Demo-

crats reported spending on their entire national election campaign.60 It

is, however, problematic to expect accurate results from extrapolations
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based on the finances of only one of more than thirty regional organiza-

tions. The Rhenish Gau may conceivably have been atypical, although

government tax statistics reveal no significant deviation of that region

from the national economic norm.61 Nevertheless, that Gau remains the

sole component of the party for which reliable financial data on the early

1930s has survived, so that the implications of its success in soliciting

money from party members cannot be ignored. It will perhaps put

the matter in perspective to assume for a moment that Nazi officials

throughout the country were only three-quarters as successful, on a per

capita basis, in attracting their followers' money as were those of the

Rhenish Gau during September, October, and November of 1930. If

that had been the case, the NSDAP extracted funds from its own ranks

at a rate that would have produced an annual national yield of about

twelve million marks, roughly the same as that achieved in 1930 by the

SPD, whose members outnumbered those of the NSDAP by about four

to one at that time. 62 Even if Nazi organizations elsewhere met with only

half the success of those in the Rhenish Gau, the party commanded im-

pressive regular sources of income. These calculations, it should be

noted, understate the party's full income since the documents of the

Rhenish Gau do not record the appreciable revenues which local units

derived from rallies.

Those contemporary observers who immediately concluded from the

Nazis' massive election campaign of 1930 that they must be heavily subsi-

dized made the mistake of viewing the NSDAP as just another upstart

party depending on financial handouts. It was instead a remarkable po-

litical innovation, an organization that combined charismatic leadership

with meticulous bureaucratic administration, a party of mobilization that

applied socialist organization and financial techniques to a considerably

more affluent following than that of the SPD. The NSDAP had in these

respects little in common with the non-socialist parties of the Republic.

Those parties had proved incapable either of enrolling more than a

small fraction of their voters as members or of collecting dues regularly

from those who considered themselves members. Consequently they de-

rived only very limited regular income from their memberships, so that

they depended heavily on subsidies from organized interest groups out-

side their organizations, especially during election campaigns. Even with

those subsidies, the budgets of those parties remained modest. One of

the largest, the DNVP, budgeted its national headquarters at only about

half a million marks in 1931.63 When the Nazi Party burst onto the Ger-

man political stage as a major national force, it had become, by contrast,

an unprecedented money-generating contrivance. Whereas the tradi-

tional non-socialist parties drained their coffers to cover campaign ex-

penses, the NSDAP prospered financially from the 1930 election, which

it adeptly exploited for fund-raising purposes. Its leaders could truth-

fully boast in 1930 that the appreciable wherewithal that underlay the
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party's triumph at the polls had come in the form oi contributions from
the pockets of members and sympathizers, not as subsidies from big

business.64

3. A "Long Guessing Game 1
' Begins

The outcome of the Reichstag election of i 930 immediately had a dam-
aging impact on the already ailing German economy. Prk es on tin sto< k

exchange plunged by an average of 10 percent; Gei man loan issues de-

clined in value sharply on international money markets; a flight oi for-

eign capital that took over 700 million marks out oi the countr) within

six weeks shook the great banks of Berlin and placed a heav) drain on
the foreign exchange holdings of the Rekhsbank, fon ing it to raise us

discount rate sharply. 1 Investors at home and abroad had taken alarm .»t

the Nazis' spectacular gains. Nor did I lit lei help matters, ren days aftei

the election he added to the panic in fmain ial 1 in lea abroad when, at the

trial of three young Lieutenants accused oi organizing Nazi cells within

the army, he conjured up images oi blood) civil strife b) pledging that

heads would roll in revenge for November 1918 oim c the NSDAP ( ame
to power. 2 In the columns oi tht* business and financial press gloom
prevailed. Pointing to the losses oi the middle parties t<> the Nazis, one
prominent economic journalist concluded that the election had dashed

the hopes, harbored in some quarters, thai the NSDAP would weaken
the leftist parties and the trade unions. Instead, the \.i/is had acceler-

ated the spread of anti-capitalism in German) . drawing middlen lass ele-

ments, young people, and members of the intelligentsia awa) from

parties with a bourgeois orientation. Nazism now threatened Germany,
the journalist concluded, with a new kind of s<k ialism, petit boui neois m
outlook, hostile toward both organized labor and anon\ mous ( oik enti a-

tions of capitalist power. 3 Another economic journalist subjected tht

NSDAP's economic policies to devastating critical scrutiny, reminding

his readers of the Nazis' opportunistic shifts on issues pertaining to the

economy and warning about the inflationist effects oi the monetary

schemes proposed by Gottfried Feder. 4 An editorial in a business weekly

published in the Ruhr characterized the election results as a victor) oi

anti-capitalists and pointed out that for the first time more than half the

German electorate had cast ballots for parties opposed to the private

enterprise system: the SPD, the KPD—and the NSDAP The pearl) re-

port of the Hansa-Bund, a pro-free-trade, anti-cartel organization with a

sizeable following in banking, commercial, and manufacturing circles,

bemoaned the gains of the NSDAP, which it branded as a "vigorous

enemy of the individualist and capitalist order for w hich we stand."6 ( )n

the day after the election Erich von Gilsa, a DVP deputv with c lose ties to

industry who had lost his seat in the election, warned the Ruhr indus-

trialist Paul Reusch against Nazism, which he accused of nothing less
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than "pure Marxism." The election might well mark, he lamented, "the

irreversible beginning of the socialist Republic of Germany." 7

Big business responded initially to the election results and the shock

these produced in financial circles by rallying behind the Briining cabi-

net. Just how to bolster the cabinet politically in view of the composition

of the new Reichstag quickly became a source of disagreement, however.

Although Briining had indicated from the outset of his chancellorship a

determination to remain free of ties to the political parties, his cabinet,

like previous non-party governments, had to muster at least ad hoc par-

liamentary majorities, either to enact its legislative proposals or to pre-

vent the Reichstag from overriding its use of Article 48. There remained
the problem of where those majorities should be sought, which in the

new Reichstag reduced to the question of left or right. The leadership of

the industrial Reichsverband, backed by a broad spectrum of support,

especially in manufacturing circles, urged the chancellor to broaden his

cabinet's support to the left by including the Social Democrats in a firm

parliamentary bloc supporting the government. 8 Such a move, which

would calm the international financial community by stilling speculation

about the dangers of civil strife in Germany, also enjoyed support in

banking circles.9 Before the board of directors of the Reichsverband, its

managing director, Ludwig Kastl, observed prophetically on September

19 that democracy had one last chance. The industrial organization's

highest body, its presidium, had decided, Kastl announced, that it would

be folly not to seek to resolve the crisis within the constitution rather

than blunder toward a possible catastrophe. The presidium had there-

fore resolved to take advantage of democracy's last chance by pressing

for a renewal of the great coalition. 10 The managing director of the

national organization of iron and steel producers, Jakob Wilhelm

Reichert, usually found on the right politically, also saw a great coalition

as the only possible solution, at least until the Nazis revised their "half

socialist and half fog-shrouded party program." 11

Although Briining quickly let the officials of the Reichsverband know
that he contemplated no formal revival of the great coalition, his cabinet

encouraged them in their efforts to bring the SPD behind the govern-

ment. Responding to an initiative by his labor minister, spokesmen of

the chief national industrial associations renewed their attempt of the

spring to reach a compromise agreement on economic and social policy

with the socialist trade unions that would resolve many of the sensitive

issues that separated the labor movement and the SPD from the bour-

geois center of the political spectrum. After a promising beginning, how-

ever, those negotiations again foundered on opposition within the union

movement. 12 In the absence of such an agreement, the SPD proved un-

willing to throw its votes in the Reichstag behind the Briining cabinet's

austerity policies, which imposed increasing sacrifices on German wage
earners. The Social Democrats nevertheless decided to avert an open
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clash between the cabinet and the parliament. Rather than fat e anothei
election and additional lost votes, the SPD extended to the cabinet us

toleration, withholding its support from no-confidence motions and re-

fusing to support resolutions to invalidate the measures Bruning and his

ministers put into effect with the presidential powers of Article 48. The
SPD thus became a component of the semi^parliatnentai \ system of 1 ule

on which the Bruning cabinet came to rely.

Some industrialists dissented from the decision of the Rei< hsverband
to attempt to broaden the Bruning cabinet's base to the left Partk 111 ar l\

among the Ruhr industrialists there was strong opposition to an\ revival

of cooperation with the SPD. From their point of view the son of com-
promises necessitated by such cooperation had ( aused the sevei n\ of the

economic crisis and would make impossible the decisive measures neces-

sary to restore fiscal stability and bring about a re< overy ol the economy.
Instead of a return to compromises with the left, they believed the coun-

try needed a government dominated by bourgeois forces thai would
reassure foreign creditors and staunch the flow of capital out of Ger-

many. 13 On the eve of the opening session <>1 the new Reichstag in

mid-October, the men of the Ruin lade resolved to seek a mergei of the

splintered right-of-center parties. Once that had been accomplished,

they anticipated negotiations with the Catholic parties, the Centei and

the Bavarian People's parties, in order to prepare the wa\ foi possible

contact with the NSDAP. As their eventual goal the) envisioned a 1 ight-

ist bloc of about 300 deputies, aligned behind the Bruning cabinet. 14

Bruning himself aimed at the same arrangement Like an) numbei <>i

moderate conservative politicians, the chancelloi believed that bringing

the Nazis into the cabinet would sober them b) fon 11154 them to .ismiihc

responsibility for unpopular measures in dilhi 11 It tunes and also make 11

impossible for them to go on garnering votes b) virtue <>1 being free to

criticize everything from a posture of irresponsible opposition 1

5

These hopes of a rightist bloc quickl) faded. As the opening ol the

new Reichstag in mid-October approached, Hugenberg made dear his

continuing unwillingness to merge the DNYP with other partu s or to

throw the votes of its deputies behind the Bruning cabinet Despite

personal pleas for support of the cabinet by some of Germany's most

prominent capitalists during the autumn, he held to his course of un-

compromising opposition. 16 The Nazis likewise showed no signs ol alter-

ing their oppositional stance. At the first session of the new Reichstag

they joined with the DNVP, the Communists, and some splinter parties

in sponsoring a no-confidence motion which a majorit\ . bolstered b) the

votes of the SPD, succeeded in tabling. 17 Showing no signs that their

election gains had produced the moderating effects expected by man)

conservatives, the Nazis seemed intent on demonstrating that the)

would not abandon the radical stands on socio-economic issues th.it had

become their parliamentary hallmark. On the eve of the new legislative
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session, Goebbels published still another interpretation of the NSDAP's
economic program in the party's Berlin organ, Der Angri/f. Reaffirming

the binding nature of the twenty-five-point program of 1920, he empha-
sized its commitment to "the socialization of large incorporated enter-

prises, concerns, and trusts" as well as to profit sharing for workers.

Furthermore, every aspect of economic life would be reassessed by a

Nazi government, Goebbels announced. 18

When the new Reichstag convened, the NSDAP's greatly enlarged

Reichstag delegation acted quickly to show where it stood on economic

issues. At the earliest possible moment it introduced a flood of dema-
gogic bills of the sort its predecessors had specialized in during the

1920s. If enacted, their proposals would have radically altered the coun-

try's Wirtschaftspolitik. The Nazis proposed to nationalize all large banks;

to ban trading in stocks and bonds; to outlaw impersonal transfers of

stock by requiring registration of ownership with a state agency; to limit

interest rates to 5 percent, with 1 percent of interest payments counting

toward amortization; and to confiscate the property of "princes of bank-

ing and the stock exchange" as well as all profits derived from the war,

the revolution, or the inflation. 19 So as to leave no doubt about the

party's position, the Volkischer Beobachter trumpeted these proposals on
its front page.20 They had an immediately chilling effect on the business

community, and especially on those of its members who had hoped that

it would be possible to work with the Nazis. In the face of the NSDAP's
barrage of radical Reichstag bills, businessmen who had harbored such

hopes suddenly began to suffer from cold feet.21 So did two business-

oriented conservative newspapers that had after the election looked with

favor on the idea of according the Nazis a share of governmental re-

sponsibility. The Nazis had now made unmistakably clear, the Deutsche

Bergwerks-Zeitung of Diisseldorf warned, that they represented a threat

to private property and differed little from the Communists. 22 The
Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung of Berlin, owned by a consortium of Ruhr
industrialists, bankers, and shipping firms, observed that even as the So-

cial Democrats distanced themselves from Marxism, the Nazis seemed

intent on assuming that heritage.23

The business community also found extremely disturbing the

NSDAP's support for a major strike during the fall of 1930. 24 Two days

after the new Reichstag convened, more than 126,000 metalworkers in

Berlin laid down their tools in protest against an arbitration board's rul-

ing that they had to accept substantial pay cuts. The Social Democrats

and Communists at once embraced the worker's cause. So did the Nazis.

The local leader, Goebbels, ordered Nazi workers to stand picket and

warned his followers that participation in strikebreaking activities would

result in expulsion from the party. When the Communists introduced a

resolution in the Reichstag demanding revocation of the arbitration rul-

ing, the Nazis voted with the KPD and SPD to secure its passage. 25 Nazi
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councilmen in at least one other city joined with leftist* there m appro
priating funds to aid the Berlin strikers.26 Throughout the sti ik< the

Nazi press urged the strikers to persist in their cause, which it sought to

portray as a revolt against the reparations burden placed on ( lei man) by

the Young Plan. But big business could not derive much solace from the

NSDAP's tactics in that regard since therNa/.i f>ress castigated industry

for acceding repeatedly to reparations, to which the Nazis attributed (ht-

hardships of the workers. 27 Nor could capitalists find anything reassui

ing in reports to the effect that Goebbels had announced thai stnkes

such as that of the Berlin metalworkers would not only Ik- permitted
during the coming "Third Reich" but that the state would then favoi the

workers, not—as in the present dispute—the employe! s

To be sure, Hitler, after approving Nazi participation, ended In

equivocating about the metalworker strike Altei the wrorkers had
agreed to return to work if the dispute went to arbitration again, he

wrote about the issues raised by the strike in an artu le foi the VdUduhm
Beobachter. 29 Avoiding any specific mention oi the Bel tin dispute, he ad-

dressed himself to a wave of strikes then taking pl.t( e. assigning to them
two causes. On the one hand, many workers suffered from atrocious

conditions, for which he blamed the mistakes oi tin- bourgeois parties.

On the other hand, the "November criminals'
1

were inciting mi ikes in

order to distract attention from the fai t that e< ononiu hardship resulted

from their policy of paying reparations. National Socialism recognized

the right of workers to make justified wage demands, I litlei stated. Bui

he set strict limits to what qualified .is justified: Demands foi beltei

wages must endanger neither the social health of the nation noi its inde-

pendent national economy (here he used the ambiguous term dii Wwi
schaft, which could also mean the business community). Undei existing

conditions, he observed, it seemed at first sight th.u reason counseled

against a resort to strikes for better wages since the whole economy stood

on the verge of collapse. On the other hand, that objection lost miu h of

its validity if one recognized that die Wtrtschafi managed to pa) to for-

eigners more than two billion marks a year in reparations. As long as the

business community continued to cover financially the crimes of republi-

can foreign policy there could be no justification for wage redut dons <>i

the maintenance of inadequate wages, Hitler wrote. Nevertheless, he

warned that under existing conditions any strike could only come to a

bad end. The "November provocateurs" saw this and urged the workers

to strike in order to distract them from the true source of their plight.

These provocateurs wanted to create chaos so that the workers would

see in Bolshevism their only hope. National Socialism's task lav. he con-

cluded, in protecting the German workers against both the madness of

the business community in paying reparations and against the intrigues

of the "November provocateurs." This included. Hitler added, pointing

out to workers what was impossible and would onlv result in their own
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ruin rather than their salvation. While according at least a lukewarm
retroactive legitimation to the Berlin strike, he seemed to end by warn-

ing other workers against striking, thus dissociating the NSDAP from
the latest work stoppages.

In his ambiguous article Hitler again gave evidence of his unwilling-

ness to allow his party to become committed to either management or

labor. He also adopted a position calculated to allow him to appear as a

moderate on socio-economic issues within the NSDAP. These maneu-
vers did not escape the critical scrutiny of the prestigious Frankfurter

Zeitung, which commanded a wide readership in business circles. In a

careful exegesis one of its reporters pointed out the calculated duplicity

of Hitler's words. He also subjected Hitler's command of economics to

ridicule. In an aside in his article the Nazi leader had contended that

paying two billion marks in reparations a year actually amounted to sub-

tracting the equivalent of ten to twelve billion marks from the German
economy, since two billion marks in circulation would in the course of

the year generate many times that amount in wages and salaries. Here
Hitler invoked what has since become known as the multiplier effect but

was then a new and controversial concept largely limited to professional

economic circles. That earned him a scornful rebuke from the reporter

of the Frankfurter Zeitung with which virtually all the businessmen of the

day would have agreed: "We refrain here from all criticism since we
need to demonstrate to no one the simple fact that one coin can never

simultaneously rest in several purses." 30

In addition to his equivocating stand on the issue of strikes, Hitler

conveyed his own version of Nazism's aims directly to prominent mem-
bers of the business community during the fall of 1930. At the end of

September he met in Hamburg with former chancellor Wilhelm Cuno,

then head of the Hamburg-America shipping line. Earlier in the year a

group of admirers that included Paul Reusch had raised Cuno's hopes

for a political comeback. They thought it not unlikely that Hindenburg
might not finish out his seven-year term as president, and they wanted in

any case to prepare for the regularly scheduled presidential election of

1932 by drumming up support for Cuno. 31 In hopes of bringing the

NSDAP behind a Cuno presidential candidacy, former Admiral Magnus
von Levetzow, one of the chief instigators of that project, arranged for

the former chancellor to meet with Hitler in Cuno's Berlin hotel on Sep-

tember 29.
32 As usual, Hitler dominated the conversation. He set forth

his foreign-policy goals in terms of a unilateral German cessation of rep-

arations payments and the reacquisition of the Polish corridor by means
of an Anglo-German-Italian alliance against Bolshevism and France. He
also left no doubt about his resolve to destroy the "corrupt" democratic,

parliamentary system and punish the "November criminals" with death

if they were found guilty of treason. With regard to the economy, Hitler

expressed to Cuno much more modest goals. His movement intended to
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break, he explained, with the existing economic system, which fostered
egotism and greed rather than the general welfare. National Socialism
would encourage individual initiative, entrepreneurial zeal, and bve oi

work. It would promote private capital but intervene uncompromisingly
against wealth gained at the expense of the general public by fraudulent
means. Obviously aware of the distaste Nazj anti-Semitism aroused in big

business circles, Hitler took pains to relieve Cuno's mind about that side

of National Socialism. His party would proceed against the "Jewish pre-

dominance in the state," not against Jewish pe rsons as iuch. Iheie
would be no violent persecution ofJews in a Nazi-ruled ( lei many . Hitlei

assured Cuno. According to Levetzow, who was present during the lattei

part of Cuno's interview with Hitler, the former chancelloi came awa)
very favorably impressed with the Nazi leader. One factoi m the cor-

diality of the meeting, Levetzow confided to a friend, had been Hitler's

apologetic dissociation of himself from his scornful comments about
Cuno in Mein Kampf, which a Nazi public ation had repi inted onl\ a ihoi I

time before.

In hopes of harnessing the NSDAP to his own political ambitions,

Cuno arranged for Hitler to address the conservative Hamburg \.i

tional Club. Formed after the revolution oi 1918 f>\ well-do-do conser-

vatives, the club comprised roughly 500 aristocrats, formei military

officers, rightist politicians, retired senior civil sc irvants and diplomats,

judges, lawyers, shippers, merchants, and other businessmen. Hidei had

spoken there once before, in Januarv iga6.M At that time, when he had
still been relatively unknown, a general curiosit) had prevailed among
the club's members. By the time Cuno arranged foi him to addresi the

club again, he and his movement had become mill h bettei known As i

result, significant protest arose among the membership aftei tlu dub's

executive board announced that Hitler would speak on Decembei 1.

1930. 34 Nevertheless, Hitler's speech went off as scheduled, lasting moi e

than two hours. 35 As so often before such audiences, Hitler sought to

educate his listeners about the causes of human events. In part ic ular, he

sought to disabuse them of the notion that economic problems could be

solved by economic solutions. Politics, not economics, he gave them to

understand, determined which nations prospered and which perished;

and in the end politics came down to the resort to force. In a world

where other nations were busily making themselves self-sufficient, he

warned, a reliance on trade would be fatal. Germany needed more land

to support its population. Other, less worthy peoples had more land

than they needed. In such a case, he informed his audience, the right of

the stronger applied. But Germany would be in no position to invoke

that right so long as it remained crippled by the class conflict that divided

its people against each other. His movement's paramount goal was

therefore to heal that internal division in the Yolk by instilling the na-

tion's workers once again with nationalist ideals. Only National Socialism
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could accomplish that task, he announced, since it alone possessed the

kind of idealism so totally lacking in the older parties. Socialism meant to

him merely subordinating the interests of everyone to the general inter-

est of the whole German Volk, not a radical change in the economic

system. It meant preserving the healthy German worker, but also a na-

tional, independent Wirtschaft. Here Hitler again adeptly exploited the

double meaning of die Wirtschaft to awaken among his listeners the im-

pression that he intended to guarantee the independence of the business

community vis-a-vis the state. By way of reinforcing that impression, he

approvingly alluded to the example of Fascist Italy. He also drew ap-

plause from those members of the club present by intimating that the

NSDAP intended to cut the number of bureaucrats on the government
payroll and reduce taxes. Otherwise, Hitler avoided any mention what-

soever of where he or his party stood with regard to the pressing eco-

nomic problems of Germany. He also omitted the anti-Semitic themes

that usually abounded in his speeches. At the close of his harangue he

drew fervent applause from his listeners, according to an eyewitness.36

After his speech Hitler withdrew to a smaller room in the Atlantik Hotel,

where about fifty of his audience heard him elaborate still further. A
DNVP politician noted with relief that in these later remarks the Nazi

leader made no mention of a resort to force and explicitly committed

himself to pursue his aims through legal methods. 37

Later in the fall, probably toward the end of November, Hitler pre-

sented his views to a sizeable group of Ruhr industrialists at the home of

Emil Kirdorf, near Mulheim. 38 It is unclear from which side the initia-

tive for this gathering came, but it seems not unlikely that Kirdorf took

that step. Despite his objections to the anti-capitalist elements in the

NSDAP, the apostate Kirdorf made no secret of his continuing admira-

tion for Hitler as an individual, although he had himself returned his

political allegiance to Hugenberg's DNVP. By bringing the Nazi leader

together with a group of industrialists, he may have hoped to influence

Hitler's attitude toward economic questions by exposing him to men of

"sound" views. Or he may have hoped that some of those men would,

after meeting Hitler, enter the NSDAP and attempt to give it an eco-

nomic orientation favorable to private enterprise. There is evidence that

he encouraged at least one young coal executive tojoin the party. 39 As to

who attended the gathering at Kirdorfs home in the fall of 1930 or what

Hitler said on that occasion, little is known. The only descriptions of

what Hitler told those in attendance come from Ernst Poensgen, one of

the senior executives of the United Steel Works and a nationally re-

spected, generally sober-minded man who remained aloof from Nazism

before and throughout the Third Reich.40 He recalled that Hitler had
made a lengthy presentation of his political views, so that it seems likely

that those present heard the same sort of reassurances Hitler had given

Cuno. Poensgen also recalled that Hitler had attacked the Bruning gov-
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ernment and urged his listeners to repudiate the chancellor. According
to Poensgen, that had provoked him to reply that the industrialists stood

behind the Bruning cabinet since it pursued the same goals as they did,

even if not with the speed they thought necessary. Af ter World War 11

Poensgen, then in exile in Switzerland, claimed to have expressed his

reaction at the time in the words, "The man left me completely cold." He
also doubted whether Hitler's appearance at Kirdorfs home had won
him a single new adherent.

Hermann Goring went even further than Hitler in attempting to allay

fears of Nazi socio-economic radicalism. In late September he led for-

mer Admiral Levetzow, one of the reactionary promoters ol ( luno's pro-

spective presidential candidacy for 1932, to believe that the National

Socialists would be willing, in the meantime, to reinstall Cuno in the

chancellorship if the NSDAP gained entry to the national government 1

1

A month later, at the end of October, Goring sought to reassure Levet-

zow and Georg von Holten, another of Cuno'fl supporters, about the

NSDAP's economic policies. They, like main on the right, viewed with

alarm the barrage of demagogic bills which the Nazi delegation had laid

before the Reichstag that month. They found panic ularb disturbing the

bill that called for expropriation of the "princ es ol banking and the stO< k

exchange." They also regarded as ominous the NSDAP's luppoi I lot the

metalworkers' strike. When pressed on these matters by Cuno's promot-

ers, Goring supplied an unlikely explanation for the offending Reich-

stag bill. It had been a mistake, he explained. The Nazis had intended

merely to introduce a bill reducing the per diem ol Reu hstag deputies.

Since the NSDAP had proposed that economy measure earlier, in the

1920s, the Nazi deputies requested that the old hill he pi.teed on the

agenda again. But in their haste to save mone\ for German taxpayers

they had neglected to notice that the earlier bill contained othei c Kauses,

including the one calling for expropriation. Those other c hi uses. Gdring

further explained, had been drawn up by the totally different, much
smaller NSDAP delegation in the previous Reichstag. Those clauses in

no way reflected the views of the new Nazi delegation elec ted in Sep-

tember. He left no doubt about his own distaste for them. However, he

confidentially informed Levetzow that the party leadership had decreed

that in future no bills were to be introduced without its approval. Identi-

fying himself as part of that leadership, Goring assured Cuno's f riends

that there would in the future be no more Nazi parliamentary blunders

such as those of October. As for the metalworkers' strike. Goring gave

Cuno's promoters an equally farfetched explanation. The NSDAP, he

flatly stated, fundamentally opposed strikes of any kind, whether of an

economic or political nature. His party could not stand by, on the other

hand, and see certain occupational groups victimized by the sacrifices

imposed by the Bruning government's policy of continuing to extract

"tribute" from the German people in order to pay reparations The
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Nazis would demand material sacrifices when they got power, Goring

added, but of all, not just some, Germans. They would demand those

sacrifices, just as had Prussia during the Napoleonic era, in order to

smite foreign foes, not to aid them, as was the case with the hardships

imposed by Bruning. In supporting the metalworkers' strike, Goring

summed up, the NSDAP had only been opposing the fulfillment policy

of Bruning. He expressed disapproval, however, of the Berlin party's

initiative in supporting the strikes. Such matters should be decided by

the national party, he insisted, intimating that the NSDAP's stand would

have been different if the leadership, including himself, had been con-

sulted. Goring's virtuoso performance worked brilliantly. Admiral

Levetzow found his words "very reassuring," even "wise." In all like-

lihood Goring presented the same or similar mendacious explanations

for radical stands by the NSDAP when he delivered the scheduled

speeches on the NSDAP's economic program in Berlin, Munich, Dort-

mund, and Krefeld which he had mentioned to Levetzow and Holten in

late October.

However reassuring the words of Goring and Hitler may have seemed

during the autumn of 1930, the Nazis' performance during and after

the brief session of the Reichstag in December could only have made
those reassurances seem of dubious value. Joining with the Communists

and Hugenberg's DNVP, the Nazi deputies sponsored at the outset an

unsuccessful motion to rescind the legislative decrees on fiscal matters

issued by the Bruning cabinet under Article 48. Then, as their spokes-

man in the debate on the budget for 1931, which the Bruning cabinet

had implemented by decree, they chose Gottfried Feder. Because of his

identification with the NSDAP's twenty-five-point program, his crusade

against the "thralldom of interest payments," and his proposal for print-

ing fiat currency, Feder had long since won a reputation in big business

circles as an anti-capitalist eccentric with strong inflationary inclinations.

Since 1929 hopeful rumors had circulated in those circles to the effect

that his influence had gone into eclipse.42 But during the election cam-

paign he had come to the fore again. In an article published in the Vol-

kischer Beobachter in late August he attacked "the existing capitalist form
of economy." 43 The choice of Feder as the Nazi spokesman on the key

issue of the budget could only seem an ominous sign to the business

community. Even though he went out of his way during his Reichstag

speech to disclaim "socialistic tendencies" on the part of the NSDAP and
affirm its respect for private property, he undid much of the mollifying

effect those words might have had on the business community by re-

iterating the NSDAP's commitment to tax away bank and stock-market

profits as well as all profits from the war.44 After the legislative session

he soon resumed advocating publicly his pet scheme for the nationaliza-

tion of all banks and investment houses.45
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During the December session the rest of the Nazi Reichstag deputiei
served notice that they, too, had not altered their ways. As the session

drew to a close, they alone joined the KPD in voting foi unsuccessful

Communist bills that would have rescinded the Bruning cabinet s cuts in

unemployment and health insurance coverage and extended state-

subsidized health insurance to the unemployed. 4<)
If enacted, those mea-

sures would have necessitated large increases in taxes, something to

which the business community remained adamantly opposed. On tin-

last day of the session the Nazis voted for a Communist proposal to pro

vide aid for the needy during the coming winter at government ex-

pense.47 After the chamber adjourned the NSDAP announced with

great fanfare in the Volkischer Beobachter its sponsorship of a bill calling

for heavy taxes on stock dividends and on fees for service on boards <>l

corporations, proposing that the yield be used to subside men and

other necessities for Germany's jobless workers.48 In an article in the

same issue of the party organ, its economic editor, Hans Bu< hnei , elabo-

rated on the Nazi concept of private property in a Fashion si an el) i om-
forting to the country's capitalists. Denying charges in the bourgeois

press that the NSDAP was hostile toward the private ownership ol prop-

erty, he proclaimed the party's support of that principle. He qualified

this significantly, however, by adding that National Sot Ialism would not

countenance the kind of selfish, exploitative use ol pi ivatc propel t\ thai

lay at the basis of the capitalist economic system. A Nazi government

would, Buchner explained, attach duties to the prh ilege <>1 private own-

ership of property in the interest of the general welfare. Vom hieve this

goal it would place limits on both the amount ol propel t\ thai could be

so held and on the uses to which that property could be put In thai

undertaking, Buchner warned, National Socialism would not be de-

terred by those who found their material circumstances altered to then

disadvantage.49

As a consequence of these and other developments, great uik ei taint)

and ambivalence marked assessments of Nazism in the business commu-
nity at the turn of 1930-31. The Deutsche AUgemrine Zetiung oi Berlin,

which was controlled financially by a consortium of big business inter-

ests, addressed the riddle posed by Nazism in an editorial in mid-

December. The new party's ideology consisted, the editorial explained,

of a melange of anti-pacifist nationalism, "wild" anti-Semitism, and a

"problematic socialism." Because of the latter, the Nazis had to make

concessions to "vulgar anti-capitalist propaganda," as revealed by the re-

cent speech on a mining disaster by their Reichstag spokesman, which

"could have just as well been made by a Communist." The editorial

branded Gottfried Feder's economic program as "unclear and Utopian,

but reported that the leadership of the party was attempting to clarifj its

economic goals and had indicated a readiness to accept the help of eco-

nomically knowledgeable persons. The editorial characterized Hitler,
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however, as "more orator than statesman." It predicted thai the struggle

between the anti-capitalistic and the nationalistic elements in the party

would become increasingly fierce. Even while expressing the hope thai

National Socialism might be "canalized" and led into the "right river-

bed," the editorialist concluded that the outcome of the struggle within

the party remained "completely uncertain." 50

Among prominent men of big business similar doubts and ambiva-

lence about National Socialism prevailed at the turn of the year. The
Ruhr industrialist Paul Reusch saw the NSDAP as a "not undesirable

phenomenon" so far as foreign policy was concerned, presumably be-

cause he believed its growth would serve as a warning to the victorious

powers of the radicalizing effects on Germany of their continued insis-

tence on reparations, and would also exert pressure on the Berlin gov-

ernment to seek an end to those payments. But in domestic politics

Reusch regarded the activities of the Nazis as "extremely disturbing"

because of their positions on economic matters. 51 Walter Rademacher, a

leading figure in the Saxon coal industry, who had served as a DNVP
Reichstag deputy until he broke with Hugenberg before the 1930 elec-

tion, found the contradictions in Nazism's positions on basic economic

issues alarming. Whereas all Nazi theorists accorded recognition to pri-

vate property, individual initiative, and private profit, he noted that they

qualified that recognition with the proviso that the pursuits of private

businessmen were acceptable only so long as they served the general

welfare. And the authority to determine what served that general inter-

est, Rademacher observed, seemed to rest wholly with the state in Nazi

blueprints for their Third Reich. If the state could contravene the rights

of businessmen at any time simply by declaring that they had used their

property improperly, Rademacher concluded, nothing would remain of

private enterprise or the businessman's control over his property. 52

Hans von Raumer, the shrewd business manager of the organization of

electro-technical manufacturers, voiced similar concerns. The growth of

the NSDAP represented in his judgment a shift to the right politically,

but to the left economically. But how far to the left on economics the

Nazis might go remained unclear to Raumer because of the vagueness

and contradictory aspects of the party's pronouncements and actions.53

As the year 1931 opened, industrialists and bankers among the

membership of the conservative National Club of Diisseldorf sought

enlightenment on Nazi economic policies from the chairman of the

party's Reichstag delegation, Wilhelm Frick, by inviting him as a guest

speaker.54 A lawyer and former civil servant, Frick became the first Nazi

to hold a ministerial post at the time of the party's entry into the Thurin-

gian cabinet in January 1930, and he was widely regarded as the most

respectable and responsible figure in the party's leadership cadre. Frick's

talk seems to have gone unrecorded, but ajournalist in the employ of the

iron and steel industry who had attended with high hopes came away
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extremely disappinted. Frick had completely missed his chance, the

journalist wrote to colleague who was, like himself
, favorably inclined

toward Nazism. 55 A clue to his disappointment might be found in Fl u k'l

response, after another talk elsewhere in the Rhineland a week latei , to a

request from a businessman to explain the economic polk v oi National

Socialism. He was happy, Frick replied, to report that the NSDAP had

no economic program. The Nazis rejectecf the crassly materialistk out-

look that prompted such a question. Their concern lay with making < lei

man policy, not economic policy. Such mundane matters could be

handled on a case-by-case basis once they had attained power, he is

sured his questioner. Frick's remarkable statement earned him the fol-

lowing headline in a newspaper widely read in business circlet, the

Frankfurter Zeitung: "Happy to have no economic program, sa\s State

Minister Frick."56

While some big businessmen sought to learn from leaden like Hidei

and Frick where the NSDAP stood on economk issues, others attempted

to find out what Nazis said among themselves aboul iu< h matters. I he

Ruhr industrialist Paul Reusch adopted th.it approach and did not like

what he discovered. Early in 1931 Reusch obtained a cop) ol a Nazi

directive setting forth guidelines for factor) workers who had taken up

the party's cause and become its functionaries at then places ol work.

Those guidelines emphasized that Nazi workers should remain within

the existing trade unions, join in strikes foi bettei wages and working

conditions, and give their full support to all stnkes Although the

NSDAP made use of the factorv council system sel up l>\ the- Weimai

Constitution, that system fell far short oi the pal t\ s goals, the direi tive

explained. Those goals would be realized onl\ when t he National So

cialist state accorded the workers a share of property, participation in

management, and profit sharing.

As socialists [the directive proclaimed] we have the <lm\ to exploit the

existing arrangements for everything thai can possibl) Ik- gained from

them. The National Socialist functional") baa the obligation to lervc not

merely in a passive, consultative role; thai is. he should noi merel) give

advice if someone comes to him, but should instead seize tin initiative as

an activist in these matters.

Reusch found this directive so informative that he sent copies to other

prominent industrialists after having marked the passages he found

most noteworthy. In his covering letter Reusch mereh stated. Am com-

ment on these guidelines is superfluous. 1

At about the same time that Reusch took alarm at what he discovered

being said within the NSDAP, a well-placed covert Nazi sought to reas-

sure Germany's capitalists about the partv bv identifying it with Italian

Fascism. He was Hans Reupke, a lawyer on the staff of the division of the

industrial Reichsverband that dealt with legal problems arising f rom tor-
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eign trade. Reupke, whose membership in the NSDAP since the summer
of 1930 was not generally known, became an enthusiast f or Fascist!? dur-

ing a trip to Italy to do research on that country's commercial law. 58 In

1930 he published a book on the economic policies of Mussolini's re-

gime.59 As discussions of Fascist Italy in the German business press of

the early 1930s reveal, opinions differed sharply on its economic institu-

tions and policies. Some viewed Fascist corporatism as a collectivistic and
interventionist system that imperiled individual economic initiative and
private enterprise, while others looked favorably on the Fascist re-

gime.60 In his book on the subject, Reupke gave the economic system of

Fascism very high marks. Private enterprise and the individual entre-

preneur enjoyed full protection from the regime in Italy, he asserted.

Fascist corporatism represented nothing more than a non-doctrinaire

experiment with new ways of structuring a capitalist economy. Reupke
also proclaimed that Mussolini's government had succeeded in keeping

Sozialpolitik within the limits imposed by productivity as well as in hold-

ing down state expenditures to a level that encouraged private invest-

ment. His book won him a private commendation from Hitler and a

favorable review in the newsletter of the industrial Reichsverband,

which announced that members could purchase copies at reduced

prices.61 One of those who read the book was Albert Vogler of United

Steel, who responded with enthusiasm and recommended that the pre-

sidium of the Reichsverband call on Reupke to present his principal con-

clusions at one of its sessions.62

In February 1931 Reupke followed his publication on Fascism with a

short volume on the economic orientation of National Socialism in which

he again made no disclosure of his membership in the NSDAP. 63 He
warned against what he characterized as the widespread error of mistak-

ing the economic provisions of the twenty-five-point program of 1920 or

the demagogic Reichstag bills sponsored by Nazis as evidence of hostility

on the part of the NSDAP toward capitalism. Focusing on such ephem-
eral details distracted attention from essential matters, he cautioned.

Too often overlooked were the NSDAP's respect for private property, its

commitment to individual initiative and the leadership principle, and its

rejection of collectivism and a state-directed and planned economy.

What others took for anti-capitalism in Nazism Reupke dismissed as

mere anti-materialism of a healthy sort. He assured his readers that once

in power National Socialism would, as a dynamic movement, feel no
more bound by doctrines or programmatic pledges than had Mussolini

and his followers. The Nazis could also be counted on to follow the ex-

ample of the Fascists by breaking the Marxists' hold on the minds of the

workers and thereby restoring national unity. National Socialism would

give the economy a different shape, Reupke predicted, one that would

accord greater attention to the general welfare. But he added that it

would put an end to the handout social welfare policies of the Republic,
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including its wasteful, demoralizing unemployment insurance program.
In the new Nazi economy there would be no need for such humiliating
doles since there would be employment for all, as he alleged was the < ase

in Fascist Italy. Germany's businessmen would, he predicted, have no
more difficulty in a Nazi-ruled Germany than their counterparts had in

Mussolini's Italy.

Reupke's book got a mixed reception in fhe business press. In ( ontrail

to its favorable review of his study of Italian Fascism, the newslettei of

his employer, the Reichsverband, made no mention of the new book. A
newsletter for executives accused him of attempting to dismiss as baga-

telles the anti-capitalist tendencies of the Nazis, who had yet to learn th.it

capitalism and socialism could not be reconciled. 64 A business weekly in

the Ruhr saw in Reupke's book an attempt to strengthen rin lea in tin

NSDAP favorable to capitalism and to commend to them the course

taken by Italian Fascism. But it observed that, although Reupke had pel -

suasively argued that Nazism need not be anti-capitalist, young fin-

brands in the party rivaled the Marxists in their hostility to capitalism.

With regard to the economy, the weekly concluded that the situ.ttion

within the NSDAP remained— in contrast to Reupke's ros) pk ture still

very much in flux.65 Some Ruhr industrialists were nevertheless suffi-

ciently interested in Reupke to have him speak at a gathering of iron and
steel executives.66

Unfortunately for those who saw in Reupke's publication i hopeful

sign of change within the NSDAP, the hook met with <t sharp!) divided

response among Nazis. The national edition of tfie VdUdschei Beobachtet

initially accorded it a brief, favorable review' A feu days later,

however, the Berlin edition of the same paper carried .i long artii le de-

nouncing it as "the totally miscarried private \ enture oi an unauthoi ized

individual" who "unpardonably commingled National Socialist ideas

with those of Fascism." Furthermore, the article stated, this work <>f a

"rightist-deviant" writer had immediately been placed on the part) in-

dex wherever it had reached the rank and file.
68 Reupke's version <>f

Nazism's relationship to Italian Fascism received another public rebuke

at the hands of the gauleiter of East Prussia, Erich Koch. In an issue <>f

the radical organ of the NSDAP's factory cell organization, Arhntrrtum.

Koch roundly denounced the "muddled scribblings of a certain Dr. Re-

upke." "We are no Fascists!" Koch wrote. "We are Socialists!*
1

Lest an)

doubt arise about what that meant, he went on to explain the implic a-

tions of that distinction for economic policv: While Fasc ism in Italy en-

dorses and upholds the capitalistic economic system both theoretic alh

and politically, we National Socialists are conscious socialists tor whom
the downfall of capitalism is both a demand of our program and a nc < es-

sity of our policies." 69 Soon after copies of the issue of Arbeitertum con-

taining Koch's article began to appear in factories, his words came to the

attention of the executive director of the organization of Ruhr coal oper-
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ators, the Bergbauverein, one of whose responsibilities was to inform his

employers about such political developments. 70

During the spring of 1931 some leaders of the business community
caught sight of other Nazi pronouncements on economic matters that

revealed outlooks very different from those of Reupke. Such was the

case with an unpublished draft for a pamphlet that Otto Wagener, the

recently appointed head of the Economic Policy Section of the NSDAP's
Reichsleitung, had written at the time of the 1930 election under the title

"Economic Tasks of National Socialism." 71 The following spring it had
come to the attention of the circle around Paul Reusch, the most politi-

cally active and influential of the Ruhr industrialists. 72 The reaction of

Reusch and the other industrialists with whom he shared Wagener's

draft pamphlet has gone unrecorded, but it could scarcely have been

positive. To be sure, Wagener did not challenge the principle of private

property and even proposed that the entrepreneur's position be en-

hanced by placing him at the head of a Werksgemeinschaft, or factory com-
munity, in which trade unions would lose their role as labor's bargaining

agents and be reduced to guild-like self-help associations. The main
thrust of Wagener's proposals was, however, less reassuring from the

point of view of men like Reusch, for Wagener accorded to the Nazi state

of the future a role in the economy far more pervasive and commanding
than hitherto experienced, even during the high-water period of

Zwangswirtschaft, or coercive economic policies, during and after the war.

The Nazi state would take over all banking and trading in stocks; it

would have the authority to assume control of unproductive enterprises

and expropriate their owners "with suitable restitution"; it would super-

vise trusts closely or, if need be, nationalize them. The Nazi state would
regulate not only wages but also profits. In that regard Wagener spec-

ified a ceiling of 8 percent for corporate dividends; any profits beyond

that would belong to the state. Toward big business Wagener displayed a

pronounced animus. The Nazi state, he announced, would put an end to

the anonymous trading in stocks that bred speculation and profiteering.

Under a Nazi government, shares in corporate enterprises would have

to be registered in the owners' names with a special state agency that

would supervise their transfer from one owner to another. The stock

market would vanish, along with its spurious quotations and fluctua-

tions. The Nazi state would also curb the lucrative honoraria with which

big businessmen rewarded each other for service on supervisory boards

and management boards; like wages and profits, such honoraria would

come under state regulation.

Wagener's draft pamphlet also displayed a paternalistic concern for

the interests of workers and a tendency to side with labor and against

management in matters currently under dispute. Industrial executives

must have found particularly disturbing Wagener's rejection of the con-

tention that the ten-hour workday permitted greater productivity than
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did the eight-hour day. Nor could industrialists have viewed with equa-

nimity Wagener's dismissal of wage cuts as a means of dealing with the

depression or his express denunciation of current ef forts by "heavy in-

dustry" to reduce the pay of its workers. Equally unacceptable to men
like Reusch were Wagener's plans for combating the depression by

means of a special state credit institute that would issue loans to small

entrepreneurs at artificially low interest. His vagueness about the finaiu -

ing of such state loans, coupled with his invocation of Feder's slogan For

"breaking the thralldom of interest payments," could only have awak-

ened the fears of currency manipulation and a renewed inflation that

still haunted the German business community. Wagener's call for high

protectionist tariffs, especially on agricultural products, and an overall

national policy of economic autarky must have roused concern about

retaliation abroad against the German industrial exports on which even

iron and steel producers depended precariously for markets in 1931.

The corporatist organization which Wagener proposed to impose on the

economy carried with it the danger, from the standpoint of big business,

that such a system of "self-administration'
1 would pla< c lai ge entei pi ises

at the mercy of the far more numerous small ones. Wagener's crude

Nazi anti-Semitism, which branded the profit principle as .1 [ewish

abomination and found an Internationa] Jewish conspiracy behind both

the stock market and the Marxist political pai ties. < OU Id on I \ have occa-

sioned distaste in Reusch and the other members oi the Ruhrlade. in-

cluding the "non-Aryan" Paul Silverberg, with whom Reuse h shared t In-

draft pamphlet. 7: *

In an effort to get more information about Wagenei 'a draft pamphlet,

Reusch passed it along to his political adviser and agent in Bei lin, Mai tin

Blank. 74 Blank, in turn, made inquiries about the doc umenl with a man
who was assuming a growing importance in the relations between big

business and the Nazis, August Heinru hsbauer. A free-lance write! on

economic affairs based in Essen, Heinric hsbauer produced a weekb

newsletter subsidized by Ruhr industrialists 7 1 Following the NSDAFs
successes in the election of 1930 Heinru hsbauer developed contacts

within the party and began to serve as a conduit of information about

the NSDAP, particularly for the politically active industrialists of the

Ruhrlade and the organization of Ruhr coal operators, the Bergbau-

verein. 76 In response to Blank's inquiry about Wagener's draft. Hein-

richsbauer dismissed it as a "purely private work without am official

party status whatsoever. 77 In reporting this to Reuse h. Blank enc losed a

critique of Wagener's views by an academic economist that has sinc e be-

come separated from his letter in Reusch s papers. Blank further in-

formed Reusch that since Wagener had written his draft another

attempt had been made to issue a "National Socialist economic man-

ifesto," a copy of which he also appended to his letter. The provenance

and content of that document remain unknown since the cop) Blank
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enclosed has also become separated f rom the letter. Ii may or may not

have been a draft document circulated within the party in March 1931

by Konstantin Hierl, who, as head of Division II of the Reichsorganisa-

tionsleitung, the NSDAP's national executive body, was Wagener's imme-
diate superior. 78

He had learned from Heinrichsbauer, Blank reported to Reusch, that

this "manifesto" had been withdrawn from circulation because of the

criticism it had encountered, especially that of Heinrichsbauer himself,

who had written letters about it to Wagener and Gregor Strasser after

consulting with a number of friends, including Blank. 79 That Heinrichs-

bauer would claim credit for quashing a Nazi economic manifesto hostile

to big business does not surprise in view of his dependence for a live-

lihood on the leading circles of Ruhr industry. It is unlikely, however,

that any intercession on his part was necessary to prevent publication of

such a manifesto.80 As is demonstrated by the preparation of at least one

lengthy counter-draft directed against Wagener's views from the left

wing of the NSDAP, any such effort at a clarification of party's nebulous

economic position would immediately have set off an acrimonious de-

bate within its ranks, endangering the internal cohesion of National So-

cialism and costing it the support of many members and even more
voters. 81 No one knew this better than Adolf Hitler. Because of his

steadfast opposition to any commitment of the party to a specific set of

economic measures, any precise attribution of specific economic policies

to the NSDAP had no chance of publication as an official Nazi docu-

ment. When Wagener again attempted in 1932 to spell out the NSDAP's J

position on economic questions, he got his thoughts into print and be-

tween covers only to see his pamphlet suppressed, with Hitler's acquies-

cence, by his foes within the party hierarchy.82 For men like Reusch and
the other members of the Ruhrlade who read Wagener's draft pamphlet

in 193 1 , what must have seemed most important was not that it had gone

unpublished. What must have interested—and concerned—them above

all would surely have been the state-interventionist and anti-big business

attitudes revealed in the draft written by the man Hitler had appointed

head of his party's Economic Policy Section at the beginning of 1931.

Throughout the spring and into the summer of 1931 the men of big

business continued to search for signs of what they took for National

Socialism's position with regard to the economy. Some took heart during

the early spring when Hitler suppressed a rebellion by dissident storm-

trooper elements in Berlin. 83 The leader of that rebellion, Walter Sten-

nes, had the reputation of a radical on economic issues, so Hitler's expul-

sion of him from the party seemed a hopeful sign from a business

standpoint, as did the suppression of undisciplined, violence-prone ele-

ments.84 At least one prominent figure from big business, Hermann
Bucher of the AEG electrical equipment firm, had, however, channeled

funds to Stennes, possibly because the latter's archenemy, Berlin gau
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leiter Joseph Goebbels, seemed a more dangerous Nazi radical.86 Foi

some observers Hitler's reaffirmation, at the time of the Stennes re-

bellion, of his oft-repeated pledge to seek power only through legal

means seemed to reinforce the view that he represented a fon e for mod-
eration within the NSDAP.86 There remained, however, the NSDAP s

troubling ambiguity or silence on most of the issues of pressing impor-
tance to big business, such as binding state arbitration, industry-wide
labor contracts, unemployment insurance, prohibitive tai if Is on agrk ul-

tural imports, and the basic question of the relationship of the private

sector and the state—in short, virtually the whole range oi issues per-

taining to both Wirtschaftspolitik and Sozialpolitik. To the extent that am
consensus existed about National Socialism in busine ss circles In mid-

1931, the movement appeared torn between a potentially reasonable, set

wavering, leadership headed by Hitler and so< ialistu . even t ommunistk ,

elements. 87 The trouble was, as a writer for the bi-weekly business news-

letter, Deutsche Fuhrerbriefe, observed in mid-June, thai Hitlei had not

extended his "legality principle" from the politic al sphere to that of 1 < <>

nomics. 88 Germany's capitalists were forced, as a consequence, to con-

tinue what Jakob Wilhelm Reichert, manager of the national .iss<h iation

of iron and steel industrialists, would in 1 933 look bat konw it h bemuse-
ment as a "long guessing game." 89

4. Capitalist Fellow Travelers

and Subsidized Nazis

While most big businessmen pondered National Socialism with puzzle-

ment and skepticism in the wake of its spectaculai election luccesa oi

September 1930, contacts began to develop between the NSDAP and tin-

capitalist camp. These came about informally, usuall) arising from mm ial

relationships, as individuals came into contact with each othei through

mutual acquaintances. Only a few outright conversions oi important

businessmen to the cause of National Socialism resulted prior to the

Third Reich. As early as the winter of 1930-3 1 . however, the Nazis be-

gan to benefit from the influence and, in some cases, the financial re-

sources of well-connected fellow travelers and other benefactors from

big business circles. For a variety of motives, these members oi the I ap-

italist camp chose to view Nazism in an optimistic light.

The earliest recorded big business initiative toward establishing sue h

contact with the Nazis after their election triumph came from Kmil

Georg von Stauss, a director of the Deutsche Bank und Disconto-

Gesellschaft, one of the largest of German banks. Regarded b\ some as a

ruthless parvenu whose allegedly dubious Wurttemberg patent of no-

bility occasioned ridicule in some Prussian circles. Stauss had established

himself in Berlin during the late Empire bv exploiting tin km ial oppor-

tunities opened to him by his marriage to the daughter of Admiral
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Georg von Muller, for many years chief of the last Kaiser's Naval Cab-

inet. 1 During the Republic Stauss joined Stresemann's DVP and contrib-

uted generously to it financially. 2 In 1930 he entered the Reichstag as

one of the DVP's diminished delegation. He quickly began to ingratiate

himself with the much larger Nazi delegation. As the opening of the new
session approached he reportedly arranged a meeting with President

Hindenburg for Hitler and Goring at their request but so as to leave the

impression that the initiative had come from the president. 3 The day

before the new Reichstag convened, Stauss lunched with members of the

new Nazi delegation and helped to arrange for Nazi support of the un-

successful attempt by the new leader of the DVP, Ernst Scholz, to unseat

the longtime Social Democratic president of the Reichstag.4 The Nazi

delegation's proposal a few days later of bills calling for nationalization

of all large banks and confiscation of the property of "bank and stock-

market princes" apparently disconcerted Stauss at least temporarily and

made him the butt of ridicule in the liberal press. 5 But that and other

manifestations of Nazi economic radicalism did not deter him from his

efforts to maintain contact with the National Socialists. At the end of

October he assured an acquaintance that, despite obvious difficulties, it

would be possible to work with the NSDAP in the Reichstag.6

The Nazi with whom Stauss found he had most in common was Her-

mann Goring, deputy chairman of the greatly enlarged National Social-

ist Reichstag delegation. The son of a governor of the German colony of

Southwest Africa, Goring became an ace pilot in the war and served as

the last commandant of the famed Richthofen Fighter Squadron. For his

feats in air battles he received Germany's highest decoration for valor,

the Pour le Merite medal. Educated for an officer's career, he had devel-

oped aristocratic pretensions that were reinforced by his marriage after

the war to a woman from a Swedish noble family. Since he moved easily

in fashionable and affluent circles, Goring could, unlike most prominent

Nazis, deal with a man like Stauss on a footing of social equality. His

cynicism about the "socialism" of Nazism presumably added to their

compatibility. Goring was thus in an excellent position to serve as an

intermediary between the banker and Hitler. During the spring or sum-

mer of 1931 he arranged for the two to talk at length in the course of a

cruise along the rivers outside Berlin on Stauss's motorboat. Another of

the guests on that occasion, Otto Wagener, later recalled that Hitler's

presentation of his political views during the voyage so impressed Stauss

that he offered to break with the party he represented in the Reichstag

and join the NSDAP at once. But, according to that same account, Gor-

ing dissuaded Stauss from taking such a step by arguing that the banker

would be more valuable to the Nazis if he remained in the DVP and used

his influence there in the interests of the NSDAP. 7 While this story re-

mains uncorroborated, Stauss did continue as a DVP deputy and finan-

cial contributor right down to the Nazi takeover in 1933, even though
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Wagener later counted him among the advisers to his Economic Poli< v

Section of the NSDAP.8 Stauss's friendly relations with Nazis soon be-

came so widely known that Jewish customers of the bank he served as a

director reportedly protested or even withdrew as clients. 9 His reputa-

tion also suffered as a consequence of his part in the banking c r isis oi t he
summer of 1931. 10 In 1932, at the relatively young age of fifty-five, he
resigned his directorship and withdrew to the Jess active and conspic-

uous role of a member of the bank's supervisory board. 11 Although
Stauss never became a Nazi Party member, he later received a seat in the

hand-picked Reichstag of the Third Reich, becoming a guest of the Nazi

delegation and vice-president of the chamber
Not long after he himself had established contact with the Nazis,

Stauss put them in touch with a man who would eventually bet ome <>ne

of their most helpful fellow travelers: Hjalmar Schacht A Freemason
and one of the founders of the staunchly republican German Demo-
cratic Party, Schacht must have seemed an unlikel) candidate foi that

role. This was especially so in view of repeated Nazi denunciations of

him because of his role as president of the Rekhsbank from 1923 until

his resignation in March 1930. 12 Nazi agitators had also pUloi led him on

numerous occasions as a key figure in the intei national Masonic ( onspir-

acy purportedly bent on taking over Germany. 19 In 1920, Gottfried

Feder dealt with Schacht so abusively in a speech that he instituted

slander proceedings, dropping the action onl) when Fedei took refuge

behind his parliamentary immunity. 1

1

But following & ha< ht\ resigna-

tion from the Reichsbank in protest against certain modalities of the

implementation of the Young Plan, he moved rapidl) to the 1 ight From
his self-imposed exile at his country estate S< hai ht made 1 epeated foi a\ s

into the political arena, delivering speec hes in which he denounced t he-

efforts of the Briining cabinet to fulfill the terms 0} the Young Man,

which he himself had helped to negotiate. Following the Nazi election

gains in September 1930, Schacht began to view the NSDAP in a more
positive light. In December he publicly expressed admiration foi the

vitality of the NSDAP and proclaimed the impossibility of governing

very long in opposition to the will of the nearly six and a half million

Germans who had cast their ballots for the Nazis. 15 W hen his old hank

ing acquaintance Stauss invited him to dine with Hermann Goring in

mid-December, he readily accepted. Schacht seems to have got along

well with Goring, who arranged for him to have dinner on Januarj v
1931, at his home so that he could meet an even more prominent Nazi,

Adolf Hitler. 16

That meeting, too, proved successful. Schacht. as he later repeated!)

confirmed, came away with a favorable impression of Hitler's energy,

convinced he had found a man with whom one could cooperate 1

Hitler, for his part, seems to have marked Schacht as a prestigious ex-

pert who might prove valuable when he needed such men to run the
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government. Neither side publicized this meeting of minds, and Nazi

propagandists continued to attack Schacht well into 1931-. 18 Yet by mid-

year rumors began to circulate to the effect that he had joined the

NSDAP. As Schacht never became a party member, he could truthf ully

deny those reports. 19 His favorable attitude toward Hitler became
known in business circles, however, long before he began actively to pro-

mote the Nazi leader's cause in 1932. This certainly represented an asset

for Hitler, for although Schacht had at the time no active role as a busi-

nessman, most of the leaders of German big business held him in high

regard.

Still another significant figure from the capitalist camp, Fritz Thyssen,

dined at Goring's along with Schacht and Hitler on January 5, 1931. By
the time his octogenarian father died in 1926, most of the Thyssen fam-

ily's holdings had been absorbed by the United Steel Works. As chair-

man of that enterprise's supervisory board, Thyssen held a largely

honorific post that left him free to play a prominent part in the interna-

tional steel cartel and to dabble in politics. His political course took him
rightward within the DNVP. Whereas most of the big businessmen in

the DNVP became dissatisfied with Hugenberg's hard-line and obstinate

negativism, Thyssen remained loyal to the party chairman. In 1929 he

actively supported Hugenberg's sponsorship of the referendum against

the Young Plan, from which most of big business held aloof. 20 At a pub-

lic meeting of the national committee for the referendum, Thyssen

again encountered Hitler, whom he had met briefly in Munich in the fall

of 1923.
21 No sustained contact resulted, but the Nazis' gains in the elec-

tion of September 1930 aroused in Thyssen hopes for a rightist resur-

gence. An enthusiast for corporatist ideas, he found especially appealing

the commitment in the NSDAP's program to the creation of corporatist

chambers as part of a restructuring of the state. 22 When Briining at-

tended a meeting of the industrial Reichsverband in November 1930,

Thyssen expressed the hope that the chancellor would manage to bring

the Nazis behind his government. 23 He similarly urged Hugenberg and

other DNVP leaders to seek ties with the NSDAP.24 Thyssen's own rela-

tions with the Nazis became closer soon thereafter when an acquain-

tance, Wilhelm Tengelmann, a junior coal executive who had joined the

NSDAP at the urging of Kirdorf in October 1930, introduced him to

Goring.25 Thyssen at once developed a liking for the former flying ace,

whom he found both impressive and reasonable. Goring, in turn, saw to

it that Thyssen soon sat listening to Hitler across his dinner table.26 Thy-

ssen, like Schacht, seems to have responded favorably to this personal

cultivation. Although he remained a member of the DNVP for another

year and officiallyjoined the NSDAP only after the "seizure of power" in

1933, Thyssen made no secret of his sympathy for Hitler and his move-

ment even before he openly committed himself to the Nazi cause in

1932.27
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Others from the capitalist camp who became Nazi fellow traveler!

after the NSDAP's stunning electoral gains of 1930 enjoyed none oJ the
prominence of Stauss, Schacht, and Thyssen but proved in some cases

even more valuable to the Nazi cause. The journalist August Heinri< hs-

bauer provides a case in point. Because of his connec tions in Ruhr indus-
trial circles, it was an event of some significance when he met GregOl
Strasser through a mutual acquaintance in^the fajl of 1930.28 Heinrii lis

bauer, a militant foe of socialism and a hard-liner on labor-managemenl
relations, found he had much in common with Strasser, despite the lat-

ter's links to the Nazi left wing and his occasionally student anti-4 apitalisl

rhetoric. Friendly relations developed between the two, and Heinrk hs-

bauer began to report favorably on Strasser to Ins industrialist patrons.

Emphasizing Strasser's endorsement of private property and entrepre-

neurial initiative while downplaying his hostility toward big business,

Heinrichsbauer contrasted Strasser with ( toebbels and depicted him as a

man of moderate views on economic issues. 1"'

Through Heinrichsbauer, Strasser met still anothei journalist, Wat
ther Funk, who became an active Nazi after a briel period as .1 fellow

traveler. 30 As economic editor of a conservative Berlin financial news-

paper, the Berliner B&rsen-Zeitung, Funk had attracted considerable at-

tention in rightist circles by virtue ol hishostilit) toward the SPD and the

trade unions, his attacks on parliamentary democracy, and Ins militant

opposition to the Young Plan. n W hen Strassei found Funk well dis-

posed to National Socialism, he introduced the journalist to Hitlei

The Nazi leader quickly assuaged Funk's major misgiving about the

NSDAP by informing him that the programmatk writings oi Fedei .in<l

other Nazi economic theorists need not be regarded as binding <»n the

party in the future. 33 According to Funk's postwai testimony, aftei his

contacts with the Nazis became known, businessmen ol bis a< quaintam e,

particularly among the coal and steel industrialists ol the Ruhr, ap-

proached him and urged him to join the NSDAP.54
1 he) were worried

about that party's attitude toward economic affairs, he e xplained, and

wished to see someone in the party's leadership whose judgment on iu< h

matters they trusted. Whatever the circumstan< es, Funk resigned his ed-

itorial job at the end of 1930 and went to work for the new Kconoinu

Policy Section of the NSDAP. In June 1931 he officiall) became a mem-
ber of the party. 35 Once or twice a year, Funk stated at Nuremberg, he

met with the industrialists who had urged him to join the NSDAP and

shared with them his impressions of the economic orie ntation of the

party. 36

Still another Nazi fellow traveler came from the ranks of journalism,

Theodor Reismann-Grone, editor of the conservative Essen daily. Rhem-

isch-Westfalische Zeitung* 7 One of the founders in the 1890s of the right-

wing, nationalistic Pan-German League and long a supporter of anti-

republican tendencies, Reismann-Grone had given favorable coverage
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in his paper to the Nazis' 1930 election campaign. 38 Later , in 1933, he

would become the first Nazi mayor of Essen.39 When the Nazis decided

they needed a newspaper in Essen, they sought his advice through Otto

Wagener, the former manager of a small manufacturing firm who had

become chief of staff of the SA in the fall of 1929 and was preparing a

year later to set up the party's Economic Policy Section. Although Wage-
ner harbored what he took for socialist aspirations, his upper-middle-

class background as a former army officer and businessman made it easy

for him to establish rapport with men like Reismann-Grone. According

to Wagener's later account, Reismann-Grone extended his help despite

recognizing the potential competition for his own enterprise that a Nazi

paper would represent. Through his intermediacy, a printing shop was

found and arrangements made to publish what became the National-

Zeitung of Essen.40 Moreover, Reismann-Grone's son-in-law, Otto

Dietrich, later Hitler's press spokesman, gave up his job as the Munich
correspondent of a major Leipzig paper to become one of the editors of

the new paper. 41 When Wagener encountered financial problems in

launching the National-Zeitung, he turned to Hans von Loewenstein, ex-

ecutive director of the Bergbauverein, the association of Ruhr coal oper-

ators.42 Wagener does not explain in his memoirs how he gained entree

to Loewenstein, but it seems likely that Reismann-Grone again played a

role. Reismann-Grone had served earlier as general secretary of the

Bergbauverein and still enjoyed good relations with that organization,

which had rescued his paper from financial difficulties in 1929 by pur-

chasing a sizeable block of its stock.43 According to Wagener, Loewen-

stein gave no aid but referred him in turn to Ludwig Grauert, managing
director of the employers' association of the iron and steel industry

in the Ruhr, generally known as Arbeitnordwest, located in Diisseldorf.

As both Wagener and Grauert recalled independently after the war,

Grauert arranged for a loan from the association to the National-Zeitung,

which Wagener recalled as 50,000 marks, Grauert as 100,000. Grauert

testified that he obtained approval for the loan from the association's

chairman, Ernst Poensgen of United Steel, by arguing that it repre-

sented an opportunity to dampen the anti-capitalist agitation of the

NSDAP by putting one of the party's newspapers into debt to an impor-

tant business organization.44 With the help of the loan, which Grauert

later remembered the Nazis never repaid, the National-Zeitung com-

menced publication in mid-December 1930, soon gaining a reputation as

a comparatively genteel Nazi organ.45

Ludwig Grauert himself soon became a Nazi fellow traveler. The
demise of the short-lived Conservative People's Party, for which he had

stood unsuccessfully as a Reichstag candidate in 1930, had left him polit-

ically homeless. Moreover, like Fritz Thyssen, he found corporatism at-

tractive and read his hopes in that direction into National Socialism.46

So, after the election Grauert accepted an invitation from his acquain-
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tance Heinrichsbauer to meet Gregor Strasser.47 Further indication ol

interest on his part came in January 1931, when the Dusseldoi I National

Club, whose executive board Grauert headed, invited Wilhelm Frick to

give what turned out to be his'disappointing speech 10 that organiza-

tion.48 As Grauert explained under interrogatioj] aftei the war, Ik soon

became acquainted with both Hermann Goring and GregOl St 1 .»ssci as

well. He did not become a Nazi, however, until 1933, when he was ap-

pointed state secretary in the Prussian interior ministry by ( J61 m^. w
Grauert was by no means the only f ellow traveler to channel funds to

the Nazis in the aftermath of the 1930 election. Some mone) came via

Stauss. Although the banker continued to support the DVP financially,

Otto Wagener reports in his memoirs that Stauss told him in 193] he

had placed a sizeable sum of money at the disposal <>f ( I61 and stood

ready to supply more as the need arose.50 Also, «u the laui* hing ol the

Essen National-Zeitung, its credit rating received a boost, according to

Wagener, when Stauss's bank held out J hi* prospect that the fledgling

paper could count on a loan if it needed additional funds 1 Wagenei
further recalled that when the National Zetiung latei fat ed Iiii.hk ial 1 uin

because of a ban imposed on it foi sevei aJ weeks b) the I't ussian authoi -

ities, Stauss responded to his appeal for help In providing the funds

necessary to ensure the paper s survival.58

Fritz Thyssen also became a source of subsidies.59 In post - w .u testi-

mony corroborated by some of his former office employees, I hyssen

explained he had concentrated his generosity on Hermann Goring,

whom he regarded as a bulwark against the economic radicalism ol tin-

Nazi left wing. In hopes of bolstering Gdring's position in the party,

Thyssen turned over to him sums of mone) latei estimated at about

150,000 marks by the de-naziheation court that tried the industrialist in

1946. According to an account confirmed b) a number of independent

sources, Rudolf Hess approached Thyssen on the advice of Kirdorf,

probably in early 1931, with a request for aid in raising mone\ to help

cover the costs of the elaborate reconstruction and de< oration of the new

party headquarters in Munich, the Brown House. Thyssen responded

by countersigning a loan from a Dutch bank to the NSDAP m an amount

he later variously estimated at sums ranging from 200,000 to 400,000

marks. Thyssen claimed he entered into this arrangement under the

assumption that the Nazis regarded the loan as a normal commercial

obligation, but according to his postwar testimony, corroborated h\ th.it

of Party Treasurer Schwarz, the party repaid only about half of the debt,

so that Thyssen had to make good on the rest.

Although Goring boasted that he had laid sole claim to Ruhr indus-

trial money, funds from sources there reached other Nazis, too * Some

flowed through the hands of the journalist Heinrichsbauer. In postwai

accounts he consistently told of passing along monev to Gregor Miassei

and Walther Funk for a group of Ruhr industrialists, beginning in the
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spring or summer of 1931. 55 Heinrichsbauer apparently also conveyed

money to a close associate of Strasser's, former army lieutenant Paul

Schulz, recently paroled from the prison sentence resulting from his

part in a rightist political murder.56 Strasser, Heinrichsbauer recalled,

received about 10,000 marks a month, Funk between 2,000 and 3,000.

In most of his statements Heinrichsbauer gave the Ruhr coal industry as

the source of these funds. When pressed many years later to identify the

individual involved, he named two coal executives of the United Steel

Works, Ernst Brandi (who also served as chairman of the coal operators'

association, the Bergbauverein) and Herbert Kauert, as well as Ernst

Tengelmann, chairman of the board of directors of a major indepen-

dent coal-mining firm, the Essener Steinkohlenbergwerke AG, until its

absorption into the Gelsenkirchener Bergwerks AG, a subsidiary of

United Steel, in 1930. But Heinrichsbauer's backers seem not to have

been limited to the coal industry. He also named two prominent Ruhr
executives whose primary activities lay in iron and steel production, Fritz

Springorum, of the Hoesch firm, and Albert Vogler, general director of

United Steel.57 The involvement of the iron and steel men seems borne

out by documents originating with the Ruhrlade which record payments

of 2,500 marks to Funk during the summer of 1931 and 15,800 marks to

Strasser between mid-October 1931 and mid-January 193 2.
58 The dis-

parate business affiliations of the men named by Heinrichsbauer suggest

that the funds he relayed to Funk, Strasser, and Schulz came from a

loose, informal collection of individuals rather than from an organiza-

tional source. At least in the cases of Strasser and Schulz, that money also

seems not to have been paid out in regularly scheduled, flat sums but

rather to have taken the form of subsidies earmarked for particular pur-

poses such as travel expenses.59

As a familiar figure in big business circles because of his journalistic

career, Funk was in a position to raise funds on his own. An episode

recorded in the memoirs of Otto Wagener attests to Funk's excellent

connections with prominent businessmen.60 Wagener relates that Hitler

became concerned in February 1 93 1 that the reactionary clique around

President Hindenburg might attempt a coup d'etat by using the army,

thereby setting off a civil war with the Social Democrats and Commu-
nists. Such a turn of events, Hitler feared, might tear the NSDAP apart

by setting its left and right wings against each other. To deter the "reac-

tionaries," Hitler proposed to gain access to weapons for the Nazi SA,

the only force in Germany large enough to challenge the army. Wagener
reports that when he suggested they seek financial support for this un-

dertaking from the business community by exploiting Funk's contacts,

Hitler at once consented. Wagener recounts that he then reached Funk
in Berlin by telephone from Munich and, as agreed with Hitler, in-

formed him only that the party leader wanted to obtain pledges of finan-

cial aid for the purpose of arming the SA in case of a civil war launched
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by the left. Funk consented to help by arranging meetings between
Hitler and businessmen of his acquaintance in Berlin. He Insisted, how-
ever, that if Hitler were to have any hope of success, he must stay ;it the

large and fashionable Kaiserhof Hotel ac ross the street from the Reich

Chancellery in Berlin, instead of at the modest hotel near the railway

terminus from southern Germany he had previously frequented. Unlet

agreed and, according to Wagener, on arriving in Berlin on Februai
j \.

1931, found that Funk had engaged for him and his entourage a luxni 1

ous suite of rooms at the Kaiserhof, whic h would serve as his headquar-
ters while in Berlin until his appointment as ( ham elloi

The afternoon of their arrival at the Kaiserhof, Wagener'l account

continues, Funk brought two prominent e\e( utivesoi oneoi Germany's
largest insurance firms, the Allian/ und Stuttgartei Verein Ver-

sicherungs-AG, to meet Hitler. These were Km t Schmitt, the firm's di-

rector and later minister of economics in the Phird Reich, and August
von Finck, a partner in the Munich banking house of Men k, lux k & ( <>

and chairman of the insurance firm's supervisor) board. Aftei Hidei

had subjected these two to a lei ture in which he conjured up the spectei

of unemployed masses rising in a leftist revolt, Funk retired with the

guests into the next room. When funk 1 etui ned alone five minim s later,

Wagener reports, he announced thai the two callers had pledged five

million marks to the SA in the event ol a ( i \ il war, Wagenei notes thai

Hitler's astonishment at the magnitude of this sum left him brief!)

speechless—a truly extraordinary condition foi the Nazi leader. Bui

Funk had only begun. During the following days Funk paraded a succes-

sion of prominent Berlin businessmen through Hitler's hotel suite,

where they received the same treatment. ( )f those who came Wagenei

names only three, all executives in the potash industry based In Berlin,

August Diehn, Gunther Quandt, and August Rostei \±. When the proi es-

sion ended, the total amount pledged came, according to Wagener. to

twenty-five million marks. 61 The accuracy of that figure, recalled fifteen

years later by Wagener, is of no material importance since the civil war

on which delivery of the funds was contingent never occurred, so that

the businessmen involved were not called on to make good on their

pledges. Still, this episode at the Kaiserhof Hotel in February 1931 illus-

trates the extent of Funk's contacts in the busine ss world and Hitler's

effectiveness in dealing personally with businessmen. It also reveals a

readiness early in 1931 on the part of some prominent figures of Car-

man big business to view Nazi storm troopers as a potential shield in the

event of a leftist uprising.

After Funk became a full-fledged Nazi instead of merely a fellow trav-

eler, he began to deal in cash rather than in the sort of conditional com-

mitments he extracted from the men whom he exposed to Hitler's spell

at the Kaiserhof Hotel. To support his Berlin office he sold subscriptions

to the fortnightly Nazi economic newsletter whose editorship he took
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over in mid- 1931. In Nuremberg after the war he estimated that about

sixty industrialists had paid well for that publication, which he supple-

mented with a non-ideological bulletin of his own about political and
economic developments.62 As already mentioned, he began receiving

subsidies at about that time from Ruhr industrial circles. He subse-

quently asked other businessmen as well for subsidies, leading those he

approached to believe that he would use any money he obtained to press

his outlook on economic matters within the NSDAP through his publish-

ing and editorial activities. How much he obtained in this fashion re-

mains uncertain, but his success in at least several instances is

convincingly documented.63 Funk also disclosed at Nuremberg that in

1932 he had solicited contributions from business sources several times

at the request of Rudolf Hess, the deputy leader of the party. Funk's

estimates of the amount of money he raised on these occasions varied

wildly. On one occasion he maintained that he had obtained only mini-

mal results; on another he stated that his efforts yielded about 500,000

marks.64 His performance at the Kaiserhof Hotel, as recorded by Wage-
ner, certainly makes the latter figure appear more plausible. Yet it would

be erroneous to assume that Funk functioned mainly, or even exten-

sively, as a Nazi fund raiser. In most of his contacts with businessmen he

assumed the pose of an expert seeking to steer the party's economic

policies onto sound ground, not that of a party functionary whose role

lay in extracting money from the business community to further the

Nazi cause. Maintaining that distinction was essential since assumption

of the latter role would have detracted from his success in the former,

the credibility of which required that Funk preserve a degree of detach-

ment from the political leadership of the NSDAP. In order to succeed,

that is, he had to appear to most of the business community to be a kind

of capitalist agent within the NSDAP rather than just another Nazi party

functionary. This may explain why he held no official position in the

party until late 1932, when Hitler accorded him—as will be seen—very

ambiguous status at best. Judging from the surviving fragmentary rec-

ords, Funk seems to have limited his requests for larger donations to

Nazi fellow travelers or business officials he knew were friendly to the

party. When he approached other businessmen his practice was, by con-

trast, to ask only for limited subsidies which he justified in terms of his

efforts at economic enlightenment within the NSDAP, not in terms of

support for that party's drive for power.

Good grounds exist for believing that Funk used for his own personal

purposes a significant portion of the subsidies he obtained from big busi-

ness sources. Despite having exchanged a well-paid editorial position

with a major newspaper for a much less prestigious and remunerative

post in the NSDAP, he managed to avoid any decline in his style of

living. Indeed, Funk's financial circumstances may even have improved

after he began working for the Nazis. His nominal superior in the party,
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Otto Wagener, records in his memoirs an eventful tour of Munich's
nightlife with an increasingly inebriated Funk in 1931. According to

Wagener, Funk persuaded the orchestra at the fashionable restaurant in

which they dined to accompany him in a song he wished to ling In pre-

senting the bandmaster with a 100-mark note. The clientele's response
to that performance resulted in a request from the management to leave

the premises. In a nightclub Funk then insisted on visiting, Wagenei
reports that his companion ordered champagne and, aftei sampling it,

disappeared into the ladies' room. He emerged at once with the uni-

formed female attendant in tow and led her on a spin around the dam e

floor before ostentatiously thrusting a 100-mark note into hei hand
Funk was thereupon forcibly ejected from the nightclub, shouting to its

indignant habitues as he departed, "That's National So* ialism!" Wage-
ner recalled tracing Funk to still another nightclub with the help of the

doorman, who had hailed "the fine cavalier" a taxi and received a v
mark note for that effort. 65 Whether such use <>l the industrial mone)
entrusted to Funk aided the Nazi ( ause seems debatable.

Goring unquestionably made personal use oi the mone) placed at Ins

disposal by his patrons in the husiness community. Indeed, as j ut/

Thyssen later explained, he gave subsidies toG6ring express!) to enable

that swashbuckling foe of Nazi radicalism to live in a itylc thai would
reflect the importance Thyssen thought t he formei Hying ace merited in

the leadership ranks of the NSDAP.66 from all indications Gdring did

not disappoint Thyssen in this regard. During 1931 he took ovei the

adjacent apartments in the building where lie lived in Berlin, knocked

out the walls, and had constructed a suite of spai ions rooms, whk h he

furnished and appointed opulently. 1 here, attired in expensive 1 lothes

and presiding over a fine kin hen and a well-SUM ked wine ( ellai . Gdl 11114

and his aristocratic wife entertained on an exti avagant s ( ale. ( utting |nst

the kind of swath in Berlin sot iet) 1 hyssen seems to have had in mind.

This certainly magnified his already imposing figure in some influential

circles. Whether other businessmen who gave to ( 16i ing expei ted him to

use their money in this fashion is not known. But from all appearances

he had no qualms about applving for his personal purposes mone) that

came into his hands because of his politic al activities. Gdring also seems

to have used some of the money Thyssen and others ^ra\e him to en-

hance his stature and influence within the NSDAP in a VCT) direct fash-

ion. According to Otto Wagener. Coring told him at the time th.u he

shared with Hitler part of the subsidies he recened from I hyssen and

others.67

Hitler's finances have long remained a source of spe c illation. He han-

dled his money matters with great secret neness at the time, and <>nl\

fragmentary evidence about them has survived. It is clear that he kept

his financial affairs sharply separated from those of the NSDAP. He
drew no salary as party leader and accepted no money from the central
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party treasury. The party treasurer knew nothing of his finances, and

Hitler knew little or nothing about the details of the NSDAP's finances.68

That arrangement, about which Hitler boasted publicly, enabled him to

enhance the reputation for selfless asceticism which he so assidously

cultivated. But that arrangement also had a practical side since he was

quite obviously an unscrupulous tax evader who sought by all possible

means to minimize the amount of income he reported on his yearly re-

turns.69 As Party Treasurer Schwarz explained to Otto Wagener at the

time, Hitler feared that the republican tax officials would pry into the

account books of the party and so did not want his name to appear

there. 70 Hitler left the management of his own money to his private

secretary, Rudolf Hess. 71 When Hess approached Fritz Thyssen about

countersigning the note for a loan to cover refurbishment of the Brown
House and asked Walther Funk to seek business contributions in 1932,

he acted on behalf of Hitler. 72 There is no credible evidence of Hitler's

soliciting funds directly from business sources in the 1930s. That would

have detracted from his increasingly larger-than-life image by bringing

him down to one of the most mundane levels of human affairs in front

of influential persons of the sort he now preferred to overawe rather

than cajole. In contrast to the upstart politician of the early 1920s, who
had not scrupled to ask for money from wealthy persons, the would-be

Fiihrer of the 1930s left such matters to others.

If Hess did in fact approach Thyssen and Funk on Hitler's behalf, that

would suggest that his expenditures sometimes exceeded the money at

his disposal, but he seems as a rule not to have depended on big business

subsidies. Even before the NSDAP drew widespread attention to itself

through its election triumph of 1930, Hitler had prospered personally.

He moved to a large apartment in a fashionable section of Munich in

1929 and owned an expensive Mercedes-Benz automobile. 73 He also be-

gan accumulating an entourage of secretaries, adjutants, chauffeurs,

and bodyguards, for whom he provided on his many trips about Ger-

many. The discrepancy between his life-style and the income he re-

ported, which derived solely from royalties from Mein Kampf and other

publications, aroused the suspicions of the tax officials, but they never

subjected his income tax returns to a searching audit, preferring instead

to extract as much revenue from him as they could by disallowing many
of the deductions he claimed. 74 An audit would almost certainly have

turned up evidence of a great deal of unreported income. From the

early days of his political career, Hitler had grown accustomed to accept-

ing money from wealthy patrons such as the Bechsteins and Bruck-

manns. As he became a celebrity of sorts, representing an extreme point

of view that aroused passionate allegiance in certain sorts of people, he

no longer had to solicit aid personally, as he had in the first years of

National Socialism. He needed merely to let eager supporters know

where they should send donations. The presence on the letterhead of his
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stationery of the number of his personal postal checking account in

Munich suggests how he went about accomplishing this.75 After the

Nazis' startling gains at the polls in September 1930, Hitler's income
leapt upward, since Mein Kampf became a best-seller. Whereas in 1999
he reported receiving royalties of 15,448 marks, for 1930 he reported

45,472 marks from the same source. 76 As a measure of that sum's woi th,

Funk stated at Nuremberg that he had received a yearly salary oi 36,000
marks as an editor of a major financial daily in Berlin. 77

Hitler had still additional sources of income aside from donations

from his devoted followers and the royalties from Mein Kampf, Whereas
he refused to accept a salary or any other payment from tin NSDAP .is

such, he had no scruples about taking money from component units ol

Nazism. Thus he let himself be paid for the 1 requenf ai n< les lie < onti il>-

uted to the party organ, the Vdlkischei Beobachter.78 Its sales, like those ol

Mein Kampf, skyrocketed in 1930, so thai Hider's fees presumabl) roseal

that time as well. 79 Baldur von Schirai h re* .tiled in Ins memoirs Hitler's

having received 800 marks for a single artu le in the eai 1\
1 930s.w I litlei

took pride in pointing out publid) that he, unlike othei Nazis, a< 1 epted

no honoraria for the countless speeches he delivered <>n behalf oi the

party during its drive toward power. But, su 1 01 ding to & hii .i< h. these

speaking appearances nevertheless served as a souk e ol u>< ome fol him.

Although Hitler refused honoraria, Schirach recalled in his memoirs

that the party leader received expense mone) foi esu h oi his ipeei hes

for the party. Schirach also recalled that the amount paid b) the part)

organization that invited Hitler to speak did not represent reimburse-

ment for the actual expenses incurred b) the part) leadei and his often

sizeable entourage. Instead, the pa) ments varied su 1 ording to the profil

produced by the admission charges and the solicitations during the

rallies at which Hitler unleashed his oratorical talents. Hi^ traveling ad-

jutant and "Reisemarschall," Julius Schaub, bargained about these ar-

rangements with the local Nazi chieftains. Schirach wrote, while Hit lei

remained aloof from such mundane aspects ol his appearances on be-

half of the party. 81 Since these payments came in the guise oi reimburse-

ments for expenses, they represented a covert form ol internal part)

subsidization that provided Hitler with an additional source oi tax-

exempt income. In view of the large number oi speeches he delivered

between 1930 and 1933, he very likely pocketed significant amounts ol

money in that fashion.

As Nazism forced itself increasingly on the attention of the world,

Hitler found that he could exploit his newly won international nottM iet)

to augment his income still further. He discovered that foreign corre-

spondents in Berlin, under heavy pressure from then editors for first-

hand accounts of Germany's fierce new demagogue, would pa) for the

privilege of interviewing him and pay even more for artu lea written h\

him exclusively for their publications. Reminiscing in 1942, Hitler
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claimed that these interviews and articles had brought him $2,000 lo

$3,000 each, which at the exchange rate prevailing in the early 1930s

amounted to between 8,400 and 12,600 marks. His foreign press chief
,

Ernst Hanfstaengl, had done the bargaining on these occasions, he re-

ported. Once Hanfstaengl had come to him, he recounted, with an offer

from a British paper of 1,000 pounds, or about 21,000 marks, for an

article, only to be turned away because Hitler had not been interested in

the kind of article requested.82 Hitler quite possibly exaggerated the

amounts of money involved as he regaled his dinner guests of 1942 with

these tales of the Kampfzeit, but his story of payments from the foreign

press is corroborated by the memoirs of Otto Dietrich (later Reich press

chief), Schirach, Hanfstaengl, and a former British correspondent in

Berlin, Sefton Delmer. 83 Hanfstaengl claimed that Hitler shared with

him 30 percent of the money received for articles and interviews he ar-

ranged. 84 In seeking to cover Hitler some foreign newspapers inadver-

tently became part of the story of his rise by covertly augmenting his

material resources.

Hitler did not need enormous sums of money in the early 1930s. The
party took care of itself, thanks to the orderly upward flow of its regular

income, which growing membership rolls swelled. The staff of the

Reichsleitung at the Brown House received party salaries, so that they

did not require any assistance from Hitler. So, in all likelihood, did the

members of his personal entourage, such his secretary, Rudolf Hess,

"Reisemarschall" Schaub, and the "Chauffeureska," as Hanfstaengl

dubbed Hitler's drivers and bodyguards. Hitler thus had to cover out of

his own pocket only his rather austere personal needs, plus the rent and
maintenance of his Munich apartment, the upkeep of the vacation house

he had bought near Berchtesgaden in 1928, fuel and repairs for his

automobile, and the travel expenses he and his entourage incurred,

which were at least in part offset by the "expense money" he received in

connection with his party speeches. During his reminiscences at the din-

ner table in 1942 he told his captive audience that during the Kampfzeit a

week's stay for him and his entourage at the Kaiserhof Hotel, meals in-

cluded, had cost about 10,000 marks a week. 85 Here he exaggerated

grossly, very possibly because he knew little of such financial details, hav-

ing left them to Hess. Whatever the explanation for the discrepancy,

receipted bills for his stays at the Kaiserhof tell a quite different tale.

At the depth of the depression, prices even at that luxury hotel had

dropped sharply. As an itemized receipted bill for one of Hitler's stays

there in early 1932 shows, a room could be had for only 6 marks a

night.86 Another bill reveals that late in 1931 Hitler and an entourage

occupying seven rooms paid only 650.86 marks for a stay of three days,

meals and services included.87 Luxury came cheaply in the Germany of

1931 and 1932.
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Since Hitler lived a life of affluence and ease, moving about in lux-

urious chauffeur-driven cars and staying in the best hotels, the leftist

and liberal press not surprisingly abounded with allegations to the effe< I

that only capitalist money could make possible sik h a style of living. I In-

Nazi press indignantly denied such reports, as did other party leaders.

Hitler himself rarely responded to thes^ taunts in the hostile pu ss

When he did, it was with his customary brazenness. In response to a

report in the liberal Berliner Tageblatt in August 1931 to the el fed that he
would soon break with SA chief Ernst Rohm because of pressure from
his capitalist patrons, he denied, in the V&lkischei Beobachter, an) inten-

tion of dismissing Rohm and urgently requested information about
where he could locate some capitalist patrons. "I constantl) seek cap-

italist patrons," he concluded, "but have hitherto unfortunatel) discov-

ered that they are to be found exclusively in the (amp of the parties

aligned with the Berliner Tageblatt."98 Later, in the lattei part <>f 1932,
when the fortunes of National Socialism went into a pre* ipitOUS de< line.

Hitler apparently did seek financial aid f rom big business by having Hess
ask Funk to solicit contributions. But until that time the Nazi leadei had
no need to resort to the expedient he dismissed with sik h heavy-handed
irony in this mocking statement of the suinmei of L931.

In the cases of those big business patrons who extended subsidies to

Nazis in the wake of the party's electoral gains of 1930, a pattern

emerges. With few exceptions, then support did not reflect a conversion

to National Socialism. Most did not sevei then previous political ties but

continued, to contribute to. or be active in, othei parties, the) subsidized

Nazis at least in part in hopes of assuring themselves friends in powei if

the phenomenal growth ol the NSDAP should sweep it into govern"

ment. In this respect their support merel\ amounted to adding addi-

tional coverage to the political insurant e polk ies mam had 1 ai 1 ied tint e

the establishment of the Republic In the case oi the NSDAP, however,

big businessmen gave not to the part) as such but rathei t<> particulai

Nazis, ones they considered "reasonable*' or 'moderate' on economk
issues. In his memoirs Otto Wagener retailed having heard this m the

early 1930s from the Nazi gauleiter in the Ruhr, |osei 1 erboven. Busi-

nessmen were only concerned, Terboven explained, about ensuring that

the NSDAP did not impinge on their economic interests The) therefore

gave no money to the partv but instead subsidized individual Nazis, sue h

as Goring, Terboven told Wagener. 89 In increasing the material re-

sources of men like Goring, Funk, and Strasser, their capitalist pat ions

hoped to influence the economic policies of the part) b\ strengthening

the position within the party of Nazis they regarded as opposed to its

socially and economically radical elements Efforts to solicit funds from

the same sources for more general partv purposes in 1930 and 1931

met, so far as is known, with no success. According to Heinrichsbauer,

the group of Ruhr industrialists who subsidized Strasser and Funk
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through him responded negatively in the summer of 193] to a request

he relayed to them from Hitler for additional money to cover the costs of

outfitting the Brown House.90 They also turned down, Heinrichsbauer

recalled, a request for funds to underwrite establishment of a party in-

doctrination center.91 On the other hand, Heinrichsbauer reported that

they readily provided Strasser with a subsidy for a week-long series of

lectures for Nazi labor organizers by August Winnig, a renegade Social

Democrat turned rightistjournalist who advocated working-class nation-

alism and class reconciliation.92 Such a project held out the prospect

of steering National Socialism in a direction congenial to capitalism,

whereas redecorating the party's headquarters or setting up an indoc-

trination center did not. The same was the case with the loan for the

Essen National-Zeitung arranged by Grauert and the aid extended to that

"respectable" Nazi daily by Stauss. The capitalist patrons who channeled

funds to Nazis through such ambitious fellow travelers as Heinrichs-

bauer and Grauert sought, that is, not only to use their money to protect

themselves against an uncertain furture but also to manipulate and re-

shape the NSDAP.
The attention bestowed on individual Nazis by fellow travelers and

others from the capitalist camp in the wake of the NSDAP's election

gains of 1930 probably helped to make the party seem more respectable

in those circles and certainly prepared the way for later contacts. But the

money that passed hands boosted the material fortunes of National So-

cialism only very marginally, especially since most of it went not to the

party but to individual Nazis, some of whom used at least part of it for

personal rather than strictly political purposes. The sums involved

shrink in significance when compared to the party's enormous and rap-

idly growing regular income from the dues and special levies paid by

members, from its rallies, and from its other numerous methods of fund

raising. The main thrust of the party's phenomenally successful efforts

to recruit additional members and spread its message among potential

voters continued to be fueled financially by the money that surged up
through the Nazi organization from the grass roots of that mass move-

ment. The NSDAP had not approached fellow-traveling benefactors

from the capitalist camp with hat in hand; the latter had sought out

particular Nazis and pressed money on them after the NSDAP had

—

without the help of big business—already become a potent force in Ger-

man politics.



IV
Capitalists, Nazis,

and the Politics

ofDeepening Depression

1 . Disillusionment with Briining— The "Harzburg Front"—
Capitalists in Fear oj the Ruin

During 1931 Germany plunged ever dec per into an economic abvsa ( >f

all the European countries, it suffered most & utel) from the woi Idwide

depression. Deteriorating conditions sm passed the \soi si c\ pe< tatiofll ol

even the most pessimistic businessmen. Overall industrial production

plummeted to a level about a thud below thai oi 1928. (Jnemploymenl
had already passed the four million mark <ts the veai began and surged

well beyond five million before its end. ( )wi a quai tei <>f the laboi fon e

fell victim to joblessness. Tax revenues dei lmed prei ipitousl) along urith

economic activity; the national government s defki( greu apace. I he

outflow of foreign capital accelerated, .it tunes reaching hemorrhage
proportions. Exports dropped off drastic all) as a wave oi protectionism

shut German goods out of their accustomed markets abroad. In Sep-

tember the devaluation of the English pound dealt anothei Won to Ger-

man exports by lowering the prices oi competing goods from that

country. Orders dried up and inventorie s accumulated as much ol in-

dustry drifted listessly on a sea of red ink. ( .rowing annu s oi nillen, laid-

off workers loitered in the streets, where quasi-militarv political gangs

fought with one another and the police, heightening the growing KflSC

of disorder and dissolution.

These developments gave rise to a broad consensus among big busi-

nessmen about the causes of Germany's plight. 1 The depression had re-

sulted, they firmly believed, from a shortage of investment capital and

not, as trade unionists and Social Democrats insisted, from insufficient

consumer purchasing power. When industry, deprived of adequate sup-

plies of new capital, began to contract rather than expand, the unem-

ployment rolls swelled, consumer demand fell off, and the downward

158
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spiral began. The source of this capital shortage lay, in the judgment of

the leaders of big business, not in the sphere of economic s but rather in

that of politics. Reparations on the one hand and an exc ess of Sozialpolitik

on the other had, they believed, deprived the economy of an adequate

supply of capital. Reparations had transferred German capital abroad

and inhibited the formation of additional domestic investment capital by

contributing to the high interest rates needed to attract from abroad the

loans with which the Reich so largely met its obligations to the victorious

powers. Excessive Sozialpolitik had diverted large amounts of capital to

unproductve purposes and discouraged investment by imposing bur-

dens on business that raised production costs to a point where the profit

margin became too narrow to stimulate new entrepreneurial ventures.

The remedy for these problems seemed obvious to the business commu-
nity: a return to sound Wirtschaftspolitik. Its spokesmen insisted there

could be no real recovery unless the capitalist system was allowed to

function fully once again. In the summer of 1931 a group of prominent

industrialists summed up their position in a letter to Briining: "We must

remove the chains from business and free it to conduct its affairs accord-

ing to the eternally valid laws of economics, so that it can unleash its

might." 2

Widespread agreement also prevailed in the business community
about the specific measures required for recovery. 3 In numerous com-

munications its spokesmen instructed Briining and his ministers on that

score. Above all, the cabinet must do everything in its power to facilitate

and encourage new investment. It must speedily bring to an end, or at

least suspend, reparations payments. Accelerating withdrawals of for-

eign loans made such a step seem ever more urgent, for with Germany
no longer able to meet its reparations obligations, as it had during the

1920s, with borrowed capital, its own dwindling capital reserves became

gravely imperiled. The cabinet must, in addition, take measures to lower

the cost of production so as to make investment attractive by widening

the profit margin of business. To that end it must make good on its

promises of further tax cuts. It must deliver, too, on its pledges to re-

form state finances and reduce the size and cost of the bureaucracy. It

must also cut the levies imposed on business for welfare state programs.

To make that possible it must lower expenditures on those programs,

especially national unemployment insurance, by reducing the size and

number of benefits. The cabinet must allow wages to move downward
freely in line with the severely depressed economy so as to lower the cost

of production and restore the profit margin. To accomplish this the cabi-

net must loosen restrictions, imposed during the Republic, that made it

impossible to revise the terms of existing long-term wage contracts be-

fore their expiration, despite a drastic deterioration in business condi-

tions. The cabinet must furthermore put an end to governmental

interference in labor-management relations by limiting binding state ar-
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bitration to disputes directly threatening the national interest. By
1 93

1

the Bruning cabinet was making extensive use of the arbitration system

to impose one round of wage cuts after another. But labor-intensive in-

dustries complained that those cuts amounted to less than untrammeled
bargaining would have yielded in a period of massive unemployment.
Overall, the business community's prescription for countering the de-

pression called for a sweeping rollback
f
of a decade of republican

Sozialpolitik. Its spokesmen were convinced that the depression had vin-

dicated their dire predictions of the late 1920s, and they hoped to see the

country emerge from the crisis with an economy permanently liberated

from many of the governmental restraints placed on it in the wake of the

"collapse" of 1918. They therefore looked initially with optimism to the

Bruning cabinet. Its proudly professed independence f rom politM al par-

ties and its use of presidential emergency power s held OUl the prospect

of rational government free of the parliamentary pressures whi< h mu< h

of the business community believed had accorded an undue influent C to

what they saw as the opportunistic and shortsighted politic al spokesmen

of organized labor. Such a cabinet, big business hoped, would 1 estOI C the

rightful primacy of "the eternally valid laws of economics.'
1

During the first half of 193 1 disillusionment w ith the Bruning ( ahmet

nevertheless spread in the business community. The chancelioi sought,

with some success, to counter this by cultivating the leaders ol hi^ busi-

ness.4 He made himself personally accessible to then spokesmen with

unprecedented frequency and appeared repeatedly before then organi-

zations to explain his policies. On those occasions he left the impression

that he basically shared their views about what needed doing. Nor did

Bruning dissemble in that respect. Despite his career in tin Christian

trade union movement, he remained basically a laisse/f aire liberal in

economic matters. He believed that the government could l>est contrib-

ute to recovery by means of a deflationary policy that reduced taxes and

government spending to the lowest possible level so as to allow the busi-

ness cycle to move as swiftly as possible into the phase of renewed expan-

sion that had invariably followed all previous depressions. Like the

leaders of big business, Bruning deplored the growth of governmental

interventionism that had produced a form of economy he, too, ( hanM

terized as neither capitalist nor socialist. As did they, he wanted Ger-

many to emerge from the crisis with a stripped-down, austere econoim

that would give it the advantage in the world marketplace. 5 And he

wanted to put an end to reparations once and for all. With such views

Bruning could usually mollify the leaders of big business on the manv

occasions when he came face to face with them, but his failure to act

decisively in line with his reassurances gave rise to mounting disaffec-

tion. Despite his agreement about the urgent need to end reparations,

he resisted all pressure for a unilateral German suspension of payments.

Although he cut the pay of civil servants, he made no move toward the
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thoroughgoing overhaul of the bureaucracy or the reform of stale fi-

nances he had encouraged businessmen to expect. He also took no steps

to cut back significantly the programs that comprised the Sozialpolitik of

the Republic. Instead, his cabinet increased the levies for unemployment
insurance and imposed new "crisis taxes" to cover the deficits occasioned

by welfare state commitments. The cabinet preserved the state arbitra-

tion system of the Republic and even increased its authority to impose

wage settlements. Likewise, Briining ignored all appeals to permit a

downward revision of existing industrial wage contracts before their ex-

piration. On the other hand, his cabinet intervened through the use of

presidential emergency powers to force reductions in the prices fixed

by cartels. In the same fashion the cabinet gained authorization in

mid- 1931 to lower the industrial workweek from forty-eight to forty

hours, a step advocated by the trade unions as a way to reduce unem-
ployment by spreading available jobs among more workers. Although

the chancellor held back from using that authorization, his obtaining it

caused unease in some industrial circles. Despite Briining's talk of the

desirability of freeing business from government interference, it seemed
to some that his policies actually tended toward the worst kind of

Zwangswirtschaft—economics by coercion—and reflected an alarming

deference to organized labor.

Those of Briining's policies that created mounting unease in some
business circles did not, for the most part, result from free choice on his

part.6 His idea of how to achieve economic recovery departed from

those of the business community in only one major regard. Whereas big

business believed that wages must fall earlier and more rapidly than

prices in order to widen the profit margin and stimulate new investment,

the chancellor sought to drive down prices along with wages so as to

boost exports and entice hoarded domestic purchasing power into the

marketplace. Most of the other divergences of his policies from those

advocated by the business community proved necessary because of the

strategy he adopted in an effort to terminate reparations payments once

and for all. Convinced that any unilateral renunciation of those obliga-

tions by Germany would provoke a withdrawal of foreign capital so mas-

sive as to cripple the economy, Briining sought to end reparations in a

slower and more arduous fashion. He set out to demonstrate to the vic-

torious powers Germany's inability to make further payments despite a

policy of drastic fiscal austerity that cut domestic spending to an un-

precedented extent and shrank the German economy to a degree that

diminished its capacity to provide a market for the exports of those

powers. To carry through this strategy, Briining had to maintain the

confidence and goodwill of the Western democracies, including the

United States, in order to secure their consent to a termination of both

reparations and the inter-allied war debts that had become inextricably

entangled with them, as well as to prevent a calamitous wholesale with-
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drawal of the loans from those countries that propped up the pre* arioitt

German economy. This dependence on official and public opinion in

those countries made it essential to avoid any development thai would
call into question the political stability of the Reich. Because ol the obdu-
rate opposition of Hugenberg's DNVP, Bruning thus had no choice but

to rely on the toleration of the SPD in order to avert a dash with a hostile-

parliamentary majority that could easily escalate into a governmental, 01

even constitutional, crisis. As the price for that toleration, the ( bain elloi

had to make extensive concessions to the Social Democrats and then

trade union allies in the area of Sozialpolitik. Sustained pressure for SIM h

concessions also came from the Christian trade union wing of Bruning*8

own party, whose loyalty he could not afford to lose.

The chancellor sought to placate the increasingly discontented busi-

ness community by holding out the prospect of more palatable polk ies.

Without disclosing any details of his strategy Ik repeatedl) intimated to

spokesmen of big business during the fust hall ol 1931 thai be intended

to reconstruct his cabinet along lines more to theii Liking. Recurrent

rumors, originating with the chancellor lumseli 01 with his < lose asso< 1

ates in the capital, held out the prosper I ol 1 revamping ol the 1 abinet to

include one or more prominent businessmen.7 But, at the same time,

Bruning invariably resisted all importunities to hung his polk ies nn< om-
promisingly in line with the wishes of the- business community, always

citing immediate exigencies, suc h as the problem ol reparations, with

which he had first to deal before moving in thai direction.8 Un-

surprisingly, this awakened skeptic ism and mistrust in some busi-

nessmen, who began to fear that despite his com iliatoi ) words Hi muni;

might be nothing more than just another republic an politic al ti immei oi

the familiar stripe, willing to continue the ruinous prat tic e of mixing foi

the sake of political opportunism what the\ saw as two irreconcilable

systems, capitalism and socialism.

The spread of disillusionment with the Brtoing cabinet in mchistn.il

circles proceeded unevenly, giving rise to dissension in those 1 11 c lea dur-

ing the first half of 1931. The Ruhr industrialists, most ol whose firms

were suffering alarming setbacks because of their dependence on the

rapidly dwindling demand for producer goods, lost patience with the

cabinet earliest. Through the regional Langnamverein, whose lead-

ership they dominated, they issued ever more strident appeals for a de-

cisive shift of government policy in the direction long advocated b) big

business.9 To their disappointment, the national organization ot indus-

try, the Reichsverband, continued to follow a conciliatory line toward the

cabinet. In its councils spokesmen of manufacturing industries le ss

direly affected by the crisis remained willing to rely on Bruning. I hat

was particularly true of the chairman of the Reichsverband. Carl Du-

isberg, one of the chief executives of the IG Farben chemical corpora-

tion, which enjoyed a pioneer status in numerous fields of thai young
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industry that ensured it a sizeable share of one of the few still robust

world markets and enabled it to register profits throughout the depres-

sion. Duisberg considered Bruning the most able chancellor since

Bismarck and saw him as a bulwark against the insistent demands of

agrarian interests for tariffs on foodstuffs so prohibitively high as to

ensure ruinous retaliation abroad against German industrial exports. 10

The professional staff of the Reichsverband, headed by Ludwig Kastl, a

former civil servant who had come to enjoy Bruning's trust, shared Du-
isberg's confidence about the chancellor's abilities and good intentions

toward the business community. This outlook placed the leadership at

loggerheads with the increasingly impatient and skeptical industrialists

of the Ruhr and imposed severe strains on the capacity of the Reichsver-

band to preserve the national organizational unity of industry achieved

in 1919. Spokesmen of Ruhr industry denounced the leadership of the

Reichsverband in private as too soft on the left and the trade unions, too

governmental in its readiness to cooperate with whatever cabinet held

office, and too concerned with the interests of exporting industries as

opposed to those which produced mainly for the home market. Some of

the more militant Ruhr industrialists, such as Ernst Brandi of the

Bergbauverein, the chief organization of the coal industry, and Fritz

Thyssen of the United Steel Works, threatened a withdrawal from the

national organization. Others, like Paul Reusch, opposed such a breach

and urged instead that the industries of the Ruhr seek greater influence

within the Reichsverband. 11 Their counsel prevailed. During the spring

the inner circle of industrial executives who dominated the Reichsver-

band worked out a compromise solution. Seizing the opportunity for

change without the appearance of disruption provided by Duisberg's

long-announced intention to relinquish the chairmanship on his seven-

tieth birthday in September, the oligarchs of the Reichsverband desig-

nated as his successor Gustav Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach. 12 A
major Ruhr figure who had not sided with the militant critics of either

Bruning or the previous leadership of the Reichsverband, Krupp could

mollify all industrial interests. As a concession to moderates, Kastl and

the rest of the organization's permanent staff remained unaffected by

the change in chairmen.

During the late spring and summer of 1931 the bank crisis that rocked

the financial system of Germany forced Bruning's industrial critics to

put into abeyance their campaign of protest against his failure to meet

the demands of big business. 13 In the wake of the ill-fated project for an

Austro-German customs union, massive withdrawals of French capital

from the Creditanstalt of Vienna led to the collapse of that financial

institution. Its ties to major Berlin banks set off in turn a run on their

holdings that threatened their solvency and raised the prospect of a

collapse of the entire financial system of the Reich. Another massive

withdrawal of foreign capital ensued, and the stock market plunged
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alarmingly. This crisis had the immediate political effect oi making
Bruning appear indispensable from the standpoint of the business t Om-
munity. With the cabinet struggling to restore the country's badly

shaken confidence in the banking system, Germany's capitalists had no
interest in awakening the impression that the chancellor's position might
be insecure. Also, the respect that Bruning commanded in foreign cap-

itals made it seem essential to strengthen him in tjie delic ate negotiations

regarding the international ramifications of the financial < 1 isis. When
the DVP threatened in June to join the opposition to the Bruning cabi-

net, influential elements of the business community therefore inter-

vened to force that party back behind the chancellor. 14 Soon thereaftei

Briining's gradualist strategy for ending reparations achieved us first

major success, as President Herbert Hoove r of the United States und-

ated a one-year moratorium on both reparations and interallied wai

debt payments. The chancellor's fortunes received still anoihei boost

when his cabinet succeeded in halting the run on the hanks and in re-

storing stability to the country's financial system.

The forbearance occasioned in big business c irc les h\ these successes

on Briining's part did not last long. Once the- financial cusis h.tel sub-

sided, industrialists from the Ruhr again began voicing discontent with

the cabinet. The summer had brought no relief to then hard-pressed

firms. Gigantic heaps of coal had built up at the pitheads ol the Ri uier,

unsold and with no customers in sight. Accumulating backlogs <»i iron

ore, which the Ruhr steelmakers had obligated themselves t< 1 bu) .it |>i c

depression prices under a long-term contra* t with Swedish mining i om-

panies, awaited smelting at blast iui nac es that opei ated at <>nl\ a 1 1 a< tiofl

of their capacity. A total inventory estimated al \po million marks

weighed down the heavy industry oi the Ruhr, saddling il with dagger-

ing interest payments. 1

"
1 More and more workers had to he laid off cat h

month. Viewed from the Ruhr, the Bruning 1 abinet's iuo e ss m bringing

the run on the banks under control seemed ol onl) transitory signifi-

cance. Businessmen everywhere found alarming the degree oi govern-

mental intervention to which the cabinet had resorted during the

banking crisis when it imposed stringent controls on foreign exchange,

restricted the right to transfer capital abroad, and in effect nationalized

several large banks. 16 And, quite aside from these concerns, the indus-

trialists of the Ruhr chafed under the cabinet s failure to take decisive

action along the lines laid out by industry's numerous appeals over the

previous year and a half.

In addition to these objections to the cabinet s polic ies, some ot Gel

many's leading industrialists rankled at the unresponsiveness of Bruning

and his ministers to their increasingly desperate entreaties for aid. I he\

did not, as often assumed, place high hope on armament contracts. With

the disarmament restrictions of the V ersailles Treatv still in effect, an\

large-scale production of war materiel remained a remote- possibility
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which held out no prospect of the kind of immediate mar kets sought by

industry. Clandestine rearmament projects had during the 1920s

proved disappointingly unrewarding and too risky for large firms intent

on adhering to legality and concerned about the reaction of customers

abroad. 17 Rearmament lacked allure particularly for the Ruhr indus-

trialists since the Reichswehr had decided against assigning extensive

weapons production to firms in militarily exposed regions like their Re-

vier, preferring to rely on small companies in more secure interior areas

like Saxony and Thuringia. 18 Germany's industrialists presumably also

knew that for the country's military experts the first step toward rearma-

ment would consist of inducting and training more soldiers rather than

of investments in military hardware. 19 Since that would necessitate addi-

tional government expenditures of little or no benefit for the most

stricken of industries, such as iron and steel, rearmament promised no
relief from the immediate problems of die Wirtschaft. The industrialists

of the Ruhr had more mundane aspirations. They pled, with only very

limited success, for an extensive program to renew the tracks and rolling

stock of the national railway system that would quickly generate orders

for iron and steel.20 They sought in vain to have the cabinet intervene

with the Swedish government to abrogate their long-term contract for

iron ore deliveries.21 They also achieved disappointing results with their

requests for additional governmental guarantees for credits to the Soviet

Union that would make possible an expansion of the "Russian orders"

for goods made with German steel, which anti-Bolshevik industrialists

eagerly sought as other markets contracted. 22 Bruning, however,

proved reluctant to involve the Reich further in such commercial deal-

ings with the Soviet Union, fearing repercussions for German foreign

policy from the Western powers, whose support he needed in his effort

to put a final end to reparations. 23 The president of the Reichsbank,

Hans Luther, proved no more accommodating to the pleas from indus-

try for aid. Still haunted by his experiences during the great inflation, he

adhered to a tight-money policy that held interest rates high and ruled

out credits for new governmental expenditures of the kind sought by

industry. As a consequence, Luther lost favor among the Ruhr ex-

ecutives who had only a year earlier regarded him as their candidate if

Bruning should fall.
24 With Luther thus under a shadow, the business

community found itself without a candidate for political leadership as

Germany plunged deeper into its growing crisis.

As the financial crisis of the summer subsided, the unresponsiveness

of the cabinet to the appeals of big business for a decisive change of

course reduced Bruning's standing in those circles to a new low during

the early autumn of 1931. Max Schlenker, manager of the Langnam-
verein and the associations of iron and steel industrialists in the Ruhr,

returned from a trip to Berlin in September with the impression that the

attitude of the Reich Chancellory had become worse than ever from the
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standpoint of industry.25 At the Reichsverband Ludwig Kastl struggled

to rein in Ruhr industrialists like Paul Reusch, who pointed with mount-
ing alarm to the approaching collapse of numerous major enterprises

and demanded "the sharpest possible" opposition to the- cabinet. Reus* h

had concluded that, despite all of Bruning's reassurances of an ap-

proaching reorientation of his cabinet, none would come. The I hancel-

lor, Reusch wrote to Kastl, simply lacked trje courage to take the essential

step and break, once and for all, with the Social Democrats. The only

hope, Reusch held, lay in drawing a sharp line between right and left

and bringing the bourgeois parties to cooperate as closel) as possible

against the SPD and the trade unions. But he no longer believed Bi lin-

ing capable of bringing about such a realignment.20 At tin end of Sep-

tember, the Reichsverband adopted a harder line toward tlx cabinet.

Joining with nine other major business associations, it iponsoi ed a man-
ifesto that sharply criticized the cabinet's inactivity and reiterated

the long-standing demands of the busine ss community with renewed
urgency. 27 Early in October the Deutsche AUgemehu Zeitung <>f Berlin,

which was owned by a consortium of big business interests, expressed

the hope that Bruning would return to the sound principles he had

enunciated at the outset of his chancellorship. He could achieve that, the

paper asserted editorially, by revamping his ( abinet to UK hide men w ho

commanded general respect and by governing without regard foi the

parties, including the SPD, whose policy of toleration had entrapped the

chancellor and forced him to limit his government to halfway mea-

sures.28 According to widely circulating rumors, the DVP, undei pres-

sure from its business wing, stood resolved to throw its votes to the

opposition when the Reichstag convened in mid-October aftei a iix-

month self-imposed recess.29

Bruning's cabinet reshuffle in October 193] failed to pi.Kate his in-

creasingly numerous critics in the business community. Although moti-

vated primarily by a desire to get rid of some ministers who had become

discredited and to satisfy President Hindenburg*! desire Foi more non-

party ministers, Bruning also attempted to include some prominent in-

dustrialists in his realigned cabinet. 30 He broached thai possibility in

consultations with coal executive Paul Silverberg, to whom he offered

the Ministry of Transport, with Hermann Sc limit/, the Imam lal dure toi

of IG Farben, and with Albert Vogler, general direc tor of United Steel

They in turn sought a commitment from him for a fundamental shift in

governmental policies affecting the economy. When Bruning proved

evasive on that point, the industrialists declined to participate in tin 1 abi-

net.31 The chancellor did manage to secure Professor Hermann Wai in-

bold, who sat on the managing board (Vorstand) of IG Farben. as his new

economics minister. But Warmbold, an agronomist and expert on I hem

ical fertilizers who had served briefly during the earh 1920s as Prussian

agricultural minister, did not belong to the inner circles of either Farben
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or the business community. His appointment represented less a recon-

ciliation between the cabinet and big business than an effort to find a

minister who could mediate between industry and agriculture, two

groups that increasingly came into conflict over trade policy. 32 Warm-
bold's inclusion in the cabinet made little impression on Briining's busi-

ness critics. Egged on by industrial spokesmen in its ranks, the DVP
defected to the opposition when the chancellor presented his new cabi-

net to the reconvened Reichstag in mid-October. That narrowed the

cabinet's parliamentary support dangerously, making it more depen-

dent than ever on toleration by the SPD. Briining nevertheless retained

the backing of the decisive political figure, President Hindenburg. Al-

though Hindenburg had hoped, according to Briining, to see represen-

tation granted to die Wirtschaft in a reshuffled cabinet, the president

resisted a behind-the-scenes effort by former chancellor Wilhelm Cuno
aimed at bringing him to impose an out-and-out pro-big-business policy

line on Briining. 33 Accepting the new version of the cabinet, the presi-

dent again placed his emergency powers at Briining's disposal. Armed
with that authority, the chancellor secured the adjournment of the

Reichstag until late February only four days after the October session

opened.

On October 1 1 ,
just prior to the beginning of the Reichstag session, a

well-publicized meeting of rightist organizations took place in the town

of Bad Harzburg. In an oratorical marathon, Hugenberg, Hitler, and

other self-styled spokesmen of the "national opposition" vied with one

another in indicting the Briining cabinet and the Weimar coalition gov-

ernment of Prussia for all of Germany's misfortunes. Claiming to speak

for the majority of Germans, the orators of Bad Harzburg appealed to

the president to install them in power and schedule new elections so that

the political will of the populace could find expression. They pledged

themselves to renounce both Germany's reparations obligations and the

disarmament provisions of the Versailles Treaty as soon as they attained

power. All of this astonished no one, echoing as it did the line taken

when most of the same groups had banded together behind two unsuc-

cessful plebiscites, the one aimed at disavowing the Young Plan in 1929
and a second designed to force dissolution of the Prussian parliament

and new elections in that state earlier in 1931. The only real surprise at

the Bad Harzburg gathering came when Hjalmar Schacht, whose par-

ticipation had not been announced in advance, mounted the rostrum

and joined the other speakers in roundly attacking the economic policies

of the Briining cabinet. In the course of his remarks the former presi-

dent of the Reichsbank impugned the veracity of that institution under

his successor, Hans Luther, and expressed doubts about Germany's ca-

pacity to meet its foreign debt obligations. In closing with the observa-

tion that Germany's economic ills could ultimately be cured not by
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specific policies but only by means of firm national unity, Schachl
seemed to align himself with the "national opposition." 1

Because of Schacht's speech, which occasioned something of a sensa-

tion, as well as the alleged presence in Bad Harzburg of persons identi-

fied with industry, the leftist press at once portrayed big business as a

partner in the "Harzburg Front" proclaimed by the politic al leaden al

the meeting. 35 Although that interpretation hasTenjoyed wide ( urreiK v

ever since, it does not accord with the facts. Schacht's appearand C on the

podium and his inflammatory remarks represented an independenl
venture on his part; nothing indicates that he even gave his friends in

the business community advance notice of his plans. I lis words iui pi ised

some of the most prominent figures in big business as mu< h as the) did

anyone else. There is a simple explanation for this: By Octobei 1931 the

former Reichsbank president had become a politk al adventure! . thirst-

ing for a return to power. From that nine on he I annot Ik- i egarded .is a

spokesman or agent of big business. When it suited his political pur-

poses, Schacht readily made use of his connections to the business ( om-
munity; but he unhesitatingly ignored its interests when they stood in

the way of his ambitions. He thus had no qualms about ( .istin^ doubt it

Bad Harzburg on both the Reichsbank's trustworthiness and ( .ei many*!

capacity to meet its debts, despite the possibly damaging effects on big

business of such insinuations by an internationally known financial ex-

pert at a time when German bankers and industrialists lived in die. id ol

a further loss of confidence by foreign creditors. Onl) \s i 1 1 1 considerable

effort and some dissimulation did Schachl manage afterwards to inollif \

the alarm his Bad Harzburg speech had <>c < asioned among his industrial

admirers in the Ruhr.36

Contrary to virtually all historical accounts ol the Bad Harzburg meet-

ing, no significant number of industrialists or othei men ol bi^ business

attended. Those accounts all derive ultimately from a single, quite du-

bious source: a list of those in attendance which was published b)

Hugenberg's wire service, the Telegraphen-Union. and widt h punted

in newspapers throughout Germany. 37 As is not surprising under the

circumstances, the Telegraphen-Union list awakens the impression of a

broadly based gathering, attended by important men from numerous

walks of life. Some twenty-five (in some versions twenty-six) oi these, it

proclaimed, came from the ranks of die Wirtschaft, Curiously, those news-

papers that relied on the eyewitness accounts of their own reporter!

rather than the Telegraphen-Union list recorded no such concentration

of big businessmen. 38 Close scrutiny of that list reveals why: It consisted

mainly of padding. Only one of the many names belonged to a busi-

nessman of nationally recognized stature, Ernst Brandi, head of one of

United Steel Works' coal-mining divisions and chairman of the organiza-

tion of Ruhr coal operators, the Bergbauverein. Another, Ernst Midden-

dorf, held what migpht seem an exalted position as general director of
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Germany's major petroleum supplier, Deutsche Erddl-AG which, with

capital in excess of 100 million marks, ranked among the country's

largest firms. But Middendorf did not belong to the industrial elite and

played no part in the councils of the Reichsverband, presumably because

his firm was largely a commercial enterprise dealing heavily in imported

oil and gasoline. Some of the other names included by the Telegraphen-

Union were so obscure as to occasion misspellings in newspapers that

made use of the list;
39 some continue to defy identification today.40

Most of the rest came, at best, from the zweite Garnitur, the second-string,

of die Wirtschaft; that is, they either occupied secondary positions in large

firms or, more commonly, top positions in obscure small or medium-size

enterprises.41 Nearly a quarter of those listed were not businessmen at

all but rather Syndizi, staff officials of industrial associations or cartels.42

Such men served as convenient observers for their employers since their

presence at political gatherings in no way bound the organizations for

which they worked; they also had no authority to commit those organiza-

tions. Some of those present owed whatever national prominence they

enjoyed more to their political activities than to their economic impor-

tance.43 Still others took part in the gathering as members of the right-

wing veterans' organization, the Stahlhelm.44 The Stahlhelm enjoyed

considerable prestige in big business circles, which had subsidized its ef-

forts to unseat the SPD-led Weimar coalition in Prussia by means of a

referendum earlier in 1931.45 But big business in no sense controlled

the Stahlhelm, which helped to organize the Bad Harzburg meeting and
mobilized its followers so as to match the Nazis' expected show of

strength.46 Some prominent Ruhr industrialists who did not belong to

the Stahlhelm reportedly received invitations from that organization but

did not attend.47

By adding still more names to the list disseminated by the Tele-

graphen-Union and mistakenly identifying some of those on that list,

numerous historians who have written about the Bad Harzburg gather-

ing have fallen prey to Hugenberg's propaganda machine.48 The myth
of an impressive showing by big business in general and industry in

particular has become entrenched in virtually all historical works on
the period.49 Yet well-informed contemporaries recognized that die

Wirtschaft had been conspicuous at Bad Harzburg only by virtue of its

absence. A reporter for the Berliner Tageblatt pointedly commented on
this in his dispatch on the event.50 Paul Reusch, who did not attend,

learned about it from one of his political informants, Erich von Gilsa,

who was active on the right wing of the DVP and had attended in his

capacity as a Stahlhelm activist. Not a single one of "the real leaders of

industry" had been present, Gilsa reported to Reusch afterwards.51 Ob-

viously angered, Schacht chided Reusch a few days after the gathering,

"Too bad industry was absent at Harzburg." Industry would sacrifice its

integrity, Schacht warned, if it continued to collaborate with the existing
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"system" and failed to summon up the courage to stand for its convic-

tions.52 Many participants had noticed the absence of business leaden,
Gilsa reported to Reusch. Several, he related, had taunted him with

the charge that his industrialist friends had stayed away because they

were afraid of Briining and unwilling to risk the loss of government
contracts.53

The taunts hurled at Erich von Gilsa at Bad Harzburg 1 ontained more
than a mere grain of truth. The businessmen of Germany had reason to

avoid involvement in political actions that would offend those id powei
at a time when die Wirtschaft found itself becoming—actually 01 poten-

tially—dependent to a growing extent on the state. As a 1 onsequeiM C oi

an economic crisis that deepened relentlessly and without prospect of

recovery, they looked with mounting desperation to the State foi aid.

They accepted with eagerness the orders for new rails and rolling SUM k

for the state railways that the Briining cabinet finally approved during
the fall of 1931, and they hungered for more sik h 01del S. Hie) grasped

at the orders from the Soviet Union that depended on governmental
credit guarantees or acceptance of Soviet notes b) the Ken hshank. and
they hoped for additional orders f rom thai quartei , too. In the lummei
of 1931 the business community had looked on in hoiTOl as some of the

greatest banks of the country survived only through drastk govei omenl
intercession that amounted to nationalization of those financial institu-

tions. No one could be sure that his own firm might not need limilai

state aid to avoid the abyss of bankrupt! y. Undei luch circumstances it

seemed imprudent to challenge politic all\ the holders of powei in an

open and direct fashion. Criticism of particulai policies 01 behind-the-

scenes pressure on the DVP to bring th.it pait\ to threaten to withhold

its parliamentary support unless the cabinet adopted measures re-

quested by the business community lay within the realm oi the permissi-

ble. But participation in an open!) oppositional political demonstration

such as that at Bad Harzburg was another matter. Lett an) doubt arise

about that, the Briining cabinet took measures to di ive home that point

In advance of the gathering spokesmen of the ( abinet let it be know n in

industrial circles in no uncertain terms that am executive thinking ol

taking part should realize that such a step would not be without etfec I
on

the chancellor's future decisions 1

1

After the Bad Harzburg gathering

Gilsa, filled with enthusiasm for what he had witnessed and confide 111

that the "national opposition" would soon triumph, warned Re use h that

industry must not hang back until too late. Expressing a commitment to

the "Harzburg Front" only after it had attained power, he strong!) im-

plied, would prove a handicap in dealing with a new government oi that

complexion. 55 Reusch remained cautious, however. Briining might just

muster a majority when his new cabinet went before the Reichstag in

mid-October, he reminded the impatient Gilsa. 56 When the chancellor

succeeded in doing just that, Reusch and the other leaders of Ruhr in-
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dustry kept to themselves their mounting restiveness with his cabinet.

Far more pressing to them than political maneuvering were the con-

tracts for railway equipment and the credit backing for orders f rom the

Soviet Union, for which they desperately needed the existing govern-

ment's help. The resulting fear of losing favor with the ruler, Hjalmar

Schacht later explained to Adolf Hitler, had, in combination with the

NSDAP's unclear economic program, kept Germany's businessmen

from considering it as a viable political alternative. 57

2. Ruhr Coal: Canards and Calculations

In accounts of Hitler's rise to power one repeatedly encounters a story of

his successfully touring Germany in order to win over the key business

leaders of the country during the second half of 1931. 1 All such ac-

counts have a common source, a volume of memoirs by the press chief of

the NSDAP, Otto Dietrich, which the party publishing house issued in a

mass printing beginning in 1934. According to Dietrich's memoirs:

In the summer of 1931 the Fuhrer suddenly decided to cultivate sys-

tematically the authoritative leaders of die Wirtschaft who stood at the

center of resistance as well as the parties they supported so as to break

them, stone for stone, out of the structure of the regime. . . . During the

following months the Fuhrer crisscrossed the whole of Germany in his

Mercedes compressor. He turned up everywhere for confidential

conferences with leading figures. They were arranged everywhere,

whether in the capital of the Reich or in the provinces, in the Kaiserhof

Hotel or in an isolated woodland glade in God's free nature. Confi-

dentiality had to be preserved in order not to provide the press with

material for agitation. The desired effect did not go unattained.2

Through sheer repetition, but possibly because of its literary panache,

Dietrich's account has become generally accepted as a reliable source of

information. Yet as a master practitioner of the Nazi "big lie" propa-

ganda technique, the Otto Dietrich of 1934 scarcely seems a likely can-

didate for trustworthiness. His book proves, under examination, a

sycophantic codification of the myths the NSDAP generated about

Hitler's feats on his way to the Reich Chancellory. Dietrich's portrayal of

Hitler's pursuing and breaking down the resistance of Germany's busi-

ness leaders so closely conformed to the official party line, according to

which the Fuhrer obtained power by winning the confidence of Ger-

mans from all walks of life, as to merit the greatest skepticism. Moreover,

in his less quotable post-war memoirs, written without the aid of the Nazi

propaganda apparatus, a much subdued Dietrich made no mention of

any such successful pursuit of business leaders on Hitler's part. Instead,

he recalled: "The authoritative men of die Wirtschaft and the associa-

tional officials of industry displayed a cool political reserve and awaited
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developments. Hitler 'the drummer' had to rely in his propagandists
endeavors on the financial sacrifices of his party comrades, on mem-
bership dues and entrance fees for rallies." 3 Curiously, these wok Is of

Dietrich have gone unmentioned in the numerous studies that ,i< ( epl his

propagandistic tract of 1934 as the truth.

If the numerous meetings Dietrich alluded to in 1934 had in fad
taken place, it is difficult to explain why frhese left no traces in the rich

and extensive private papers of the leading industrial figures oi the

Ruhr. Those men were by 1931 quite curious about Hitler, vet then

correspondence, which reveals contacts of some of their number with

the Nazi leader during 1930 and 1932, records none For 1931. Letters

found in the files of three major Ruhr industrial figures do I eveal, to In-

sure, that in September 1931 Hitler had let it Ik- known a week in ad-

vance through intermediaries such as Punk and Heinrichsbauei that he

stood ready to discuss the political situation with twelve <>i fifteen

spokesmen of heavy industry at a Bierabend scheduled in hishonoi at the

Berlin apartment of Prince Viktor zu Wied, .1 retired diplomat whom
Goring had befriended through his Swedish wife's family. Ml three of

those whose replies are preserved— Paul Reusch, Gustat Krupp von

Bohlen und Halbach, and Hans von Loewenstein, exa utive dire t<»i oi

the Ruhr coal industry's principal association, the Bergbauverein

declined. 4 Their curiosity about Hitler obviousl) did not suffk C to mei it

disrupting their schedules and traveling to Berlin in ordei to sip U ei in

the presence of Germany's most notorious teetotaler. Othei indus-

trialists may conceivably have attended the gathering at Prince Wied's,

but if they did the absence ofany referera e to the occasion in subsequent

correspondence suggests they learned nothing the) considered <>f suffi-

cient importance to share with those who had declined to go, In an)

event, such a casual invitation through intermediaries hardl) constituted

hot pursuit of Germany's industrial elite on the- pari oi Adolf Hitlei

The background of another oft-repeated tale about purported iei fti

doings of big businessmen with Hitler that took shape m 1931 provides

some sobering insights into the origins of the sort of journalistic accounts

that form the basis for so many of the allegations of aid from thai

quarter to the NSDAP. It began with an ai tic le published in mid-Januarj

in a left-liberal, pacifist newspaper, the General-Anzeiger of Dortmund, a

major Ruhr coal center. 5 Hitler had visited Essen at least three times

in recent months, the article reported, to negotiate with Hans von

Loewenstein of the Bergbauverein. These negotiations had taken place

for the most part at opulent dinners to which Hitler sat down with the

"princes of coal." He had moved about Essen in a c ar loaned to him by

his hosts and spent his nights there at one of then residences In the

course of their consultations Hitler had assured the coal exe c utivesol his

willingness to be flexible about the length of the workday, despite the

NSDAP's public pledge to uphold republican laws establishing eight
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hours as the standard. In return the coal executives had made two sizea-

ble financial contributions, each in six figures, to the Nazi Party. They
had also underwritten a bank loan of 90,000 marks to the Nazi news-

paper in Essen, the National-Zeitung.

Repeated in numerous leftist newspapers, this story quickly began to

develop elaborations and embellishments. By the spring of 1931 reports

of additional half-million-mark contributions to the NSDAP by the

Bergbauverein—often supplying considerable detail about the pur-

ported secret sessions at which those grants were approved—became
commonplace in the Social Democratic press, despite flat denials by

the officials of that coal operators' organization.6 In October Rudolf

Breitscheid, a widely respected Social Democratic leader, confidently

proclaimed from the rostrum of the Reichstag that the coal industry had
imposed a levy of fifty pfennigs on each ton of coal the miners brought

out of the ground in order to raise funds for the coffers of Hugenberg's

DNVP and Hitler's NSDAP. 7 Spokesmen of the industry countered by

pointing out that a levy of such magnitude would yield around fifty mil-

lion marks a year, a sum those two parties might find difficult to use up;

the same spokesmen also cited an official government inquiry to the ef-

fect that the total overhead cost per ton of coal amounted to only forty-

two pfennigs.8 Subsequent repetitions of the story reduced the size of

the alleged political levy on coal to the more plausible figure of five pfen-

nigs a ton, apparently by the simple expedient of striking off a zero. By
November the Social Democratic press began to portray the Nazis as the

sole beneficiaries of coal funds, with the levy attributed not to the

Bergbauverein but to the bituminous-coal cartel, the Rheinisch-West-

falisches Kohlensyndikat.9 At some point the story acquired still another

twist when responsibility for the cartel's decision to support the NSDAP
was assigned to eighty-four-year-old ex-Nazi Emil Kirdorf, who by 1931

had been retired from an active role in the coal industry for five years. 10

Republican Prussia's political police, who served a Social Democratic

interior minister, took a lively interest as early as January 1931 in the

reported secret meetings in Essen between Hitler and the coal executives

of the Ruhr. The day before the General-Anzeiger story appeared the two

journalists responsible for it contacted a police agent in Essen and gave

him essentially the same account, but with additional details. 1

1

Thejour-

nalists specified that the two contributions to the NSDAP had amounted
to 700,000 and 400,000 marks. They claimed that Hitler had spent the

night at Loewenstein's house as early as August 15, 1930, after address-

ing a Nazi rally in Essen. Their information, they explained, came from

an Essen industrialist privy to the doings they reported on but whose

identity they could not yet disclose. A week after the General-Anzeiger

printed its story, the police found it potentially significant that the Nazi

National-Zeitung had denied only the charge that the coal operators had

underwritten a loan for it. The paper had passed over in silence, the
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police noted, the allegations about meetings between Hitlei and the op-
erators as well as about contributions from the latter to the NSDAP. 18

The official investigation continued for six months, until July 1931,
when the police abandoned in frustration their efforts to verify the Gen
eral-Anzeiger story. The journalists' source, the provinc ial governoi ex-

plained in his final report to the Prussian interior minister, had refused
to make an official statement, and the police had been unable to find an)
corroborating evidence. The governor added that the Essen police in-

sisted that the source did in fact have close relations with th< indus-

trialists in question and was holding to his story.
1 1

I he govt 1 noi might
also have noted, but did not, how curious it seemed that not one of the

other 650,000 inhabitants of Essen had noticed anv repeated comings
and goings by Germany's most controversial and least inconspicuous

politician.

If the Prussian police had known more about the politic al behavk>l of

the coal operators, they would have assessed the tale of the General

Anzeiger reporters with greater skepticism. The) would then have

recognized the unlikelihood, on at le ast three counts, of the ( hum that

contributions totaling 1. 1-million marks had flowed to the Nazis in late

1930 and early 1931 from that quarter. I nst, the coal executives had

since 1928 pooled their principal political funds with those of the iron

and steel producers, with the Ruhrlade disbursing both. \ unilateral

contribution of the dimensions alleged by the two Doi tmund joui nalisis

would have amounted to such an abrupt break with established practice

as to be unlikely. Second, the reported magnitude ol the contributions

would have amounted to an unprecedenth large granl to a single party;

the collective subsidies which the coal exec utives c ombined \n ith the- mm
and steel producers to bestow on all the- bourgeois parties the) sup-

ported in national election campaigns normalK totaled onh between 1.2

million and 1.5 million marks. Third, it seems questionable whethc i the

coal executives would have been willing to make contributions on sue h a

scale at a time of vanishing profits when the) had so recently de ple ted

their political funds for the national election campaign <>1 1930. I he

police would have had still additional grounds for skepticism about the

story told them by the journalists from Dortmund if the) had been bet-

ter informed about the past relations between the Ruhr industrialists

and the Nazis. They would then have known of the indifference, it not

coolness, toward the NSDAP that pervaded industrial c u e les prior to t he-

Reichstag election of September 1930. Knowing that, the) would have

found highly dubious the claim that a man such as Hans von I.oeu en-

stein had invited Adolf Hitler to be an overnight guest at his house fol-

lowing a rabble-rousing speech to a Nazi mass rallv in Essen in the earl)

stages of the campaign for that election. If they had possessed fuller

information, the police would also have been skeptical about the trust-

worthiness of the General-Anzeiger as a source of facts on relations be-
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tween industrialists and Nazis. Ever since April 1930 that Dortmund
paper had repeatedly described, without benefit of evidence, ill-

intentioned Ruhr industrialists lurking behind the NSDAP, bankrolling

that party. 14

Breitscheid's story of a levy on each ton of coal for the NSDAP and

DNVP bears up no better under close scrutiny. That tale's origins proba-

bly lay in a one-time levy of seven pfennigs per ton of coal mined in 1929
that the executive committee of the Bergbauverein had imposed on

member firms in February 1930. In their notification to the firms,

Loewenstein and the chairman of the Bergbauverein, Ernst Brandi, ex-

plained that the levy was required to meet a variety of needs during the

1930s. The yield would go toward scientific research, technical training

institutes, and scholarship aid for students of mining; toward the pro-

motion of sports; toward support of causes in the national interest, such

as strengthening the isolated province of East Prussia and promoting ties

with Germans abroad, as well as to cover a special assessment levied by

the industrial Reichsverband. 15

Such levies to cover the variegated activities of business associations

like the Bergbauverein had long been common practice, but the hefty

size of the impost of 1930, coming as it did at a time of onsetting depres-

sion and declining demand for coal, provoked protest from smaller

firms not represented in the association's executive committee. The gen-

eral director of one such company complained that if his firm met the

new levy in addition to the regular annual dues payments owed the

Bergbauverein and the Zechenverband, the latter's labor-relations affili-

ate, it would have to pay out a sum equal to half the amount of the firm's

managerial salaries. 16 In responses to the aggrieved executive, Brandi

and Loewenstein informed him that the decision to impose the levy had

been made on a representative basis by the fourteen large firms that

accounted for upwards of 82 percent of the yearly total of coal mined in

the Ruhr; considerations of confidentiality precluded submitting such

decisions to the full membership. They made clear that the small firm in

question would have to pay up, consoling the executive with the thought

that it was a one-time expenditure. 17 The indignation occasioned by

such treatment of small firms by an organization dominated by their

giant neighbors was presumably not invariably confined to such letters

of protest to the Bergbauverein. It seems not unlikely that some of those

executives who resented being shut out of a decision-making process

that inflicted financial hardship on their firms might have departed from

the rigid confidentiality in which the coal industry usually wrapped its

collective activities. One angry reference to the seven-pfennig levy in the

presence of an indiscreet or disaffected office employee could have suf-

ficed to open the leak to the trade unions or the Social Democratic press

that apparently provided the core of the tale Breitscheid took to the
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Reichstag in one version and which then underwent innumerable subse-

quent transformations.

Whatever the origins of the seven-pfennig coal levy of LQ30 and 1 1 u*

rumors about it, there remains the question as to whether the men of the

Bergbauverein might not indeed have used at least some of its yield to

aid the DNVP or the NSDAP. The money involved amounted to a I on
siderable sum, even if part of the approximately ^even million marks the

levy would have yielded if all member firms paid at the specified rate

went to the Reichsverband. A number of constraints, however, militated

against its use for political contributions. According to time-honored
practice, funds raised by such general levies of large industry-wide busi-

ness associations were not employed for partisan purposes siik e tl»< dis-

parate political preferences of the members ruled out the possibility of

any agreement on the proper allocation among pai tics and t andidates.

In providing their share of the money distributed to the parties bj the

Ruhrlade since 1928, the coal executives had drawn on a fund fed l>\

special informal levies explicitly designated as political. 18 An\ use foi

partisan purposes of offic ial Bergbauverein funds would have 1 isked bit-

ter dissension and seriousK weakened, if not destroyed, that association,

a development its officers and permanent stall would hardl) have 10

lightly chanced. A second deterrent .nose from the membership in the

Bergbauverein and Zechenverband of mines owned h\ the Prussian

state government. 19 The executives of those mines answei ed to the -

ernment of Prussia, which in 1931 was still ruled b) a Weimai coalition

government headed by one of Germany's most vigorous Social Demo-

cratic politicians, Otto Braun. To allot ate mone\ 1 aised in pai I from the

mines of republican Prussia to the political archenemies ol the Social

Democrats would have been akin to striking a match in a poorlj venti-

lated, coaldust-laden mine shaft. Even alter the Braun cabinet was de-

posed in July 1932, when the right-wing Papen government took ova
administration of the state, the c hief Prussian mining officials asked

Brandi for an explanation when reports ol lavish financial aid to the

Nazis from the Bergbauverein and the Zechenverband received promi-

nent display in the Dortmund Genend-Anznger in August 1932. In reply-

ing, Brandi flatly denied that any funds belonging to c ither of the coal

organizations had been used to support the NSDAP.20 Whatevei

Brandi's standards of veracity, suc h a categoricall) negative response

would have been folly if the facts did not bear it out. for the Prussian

cabinet could have demanded an audit of the associations' tmanc ial m -

counts. Contributions to the NSDAP from the bkuminous-coal cartel

were even less likely than from the Bergbauverein In igig the (artel

had undergone conversion to a semi-public body whose supervisor)

board included not only officials of the Prussian state government but

also representatives of the miners' unions J1
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As with Hitler's purported pilgrimages to the "princes of coal" in Es-

sen, one would expect to find traces of any large-scale subsidization of

the Nazis by the coal associations during 1931 in the voluminous surviv-

ing correspondence of the leading industrialists of the Ruhr. Yet none
has ever come to light. To be sure, Loewenstein did touch on the matter

once in a letter to Brandi in June of that year, when he alluded to a

newspaper clipping on the subject enclosed in a letter to him from
Hugenberg, Brandi's predecessor as chairman. Hugenberg's letter indi-

cates that the clipping—which was not preserved—contained one of the

frequent Social Democratic allegations of contributions to the NSDAP by

the Bergbauverein. He had no doubt, Hugenberg informed Loewen-
stein, that the charges were groundless; Loewenstein would not allow

any such thing.22 Nor does the letter with which Loewenstein forwarded

Hugenberg's letter and the newspaper clipping to Brandi exhibit the

tone one would expect in a communication of one conspirator with an-

other. 23 Instead, the executive director of the Bergbauverein seemed to

regard the press allegations, which by that time had been appearing for

months, as a troublesome but familiar annoyance. Moreover, he ex-

pressed alarm at Hugenberg's growing pessimism and proposed that he

and Brandi find ways to help the DNVP financially. Loewenstein warned
that if the DVP, to which Brandi belonged, foundered and went under

in the state parliamentary elections of the coming fall, as many were

predicting, industry would be able to rely only on Hugenberg's party.

These hardly seem the words a large-scale covert financial backer of

Nazism would address to a co-conspirator.

The implausibility of the canards of the day about massive coal sub-

sidies to the NSDAP does not mean that no Ruhr coal funds went to the

Nazis in 1931, for, as already noted, Walther Funk and Gregor Strasser

then began receiving regular subsidies from a group that included

prominent coal executives. In assuming a receptivity to Nazism on the

part of the coal industrialists, the inventors and embellishers of the tales

of huge donations to the NSDAP were probably moved in part by the

knowledge that the coal men of the Ruhr represented, as a group, the

most recalcitrant component of large-scale German industry, both so-

cially and politically. During the Empire, coal had been an embattled

industry. The coal operators had resisted unionization and collective

bargaining more stubbornly than their counterparts in the less labor-

intensive iron and steel industry, giving rise to some of the most violent

and protracted strikes of the late imperial era. 24 Moreover, as late as the

first decade of the twentieth century the coal industry had to fight off a

determined drive by officials of the royal Prussian bureaucracy to reim-

pose, at least partially, the system of state ownership and operation of

mining that had predominated until the mid-nineteenth century. 25

Then, in the wake of the revolution of 1918-19, coal—along with po-
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tash—became the target of the few so-called socialization laws adopted
by the new republican government. Under the terms of the coal law the

industry became subject to a host of special controls, including a veto by

the Reich minister of economics over any price increases.26Although
most of those controls proved neither as effective nor as onerous as ex-

pected, the repeated government vetoes on price increases embittered

the coal executives. Even before the depression^ stnu k their industry

with particularly devastating force, they had as a group developed

greater hostility to the republican order and its Sozialpolitik than had

their counterparts in other branches of industry.'- 7 That they should

look at least with interest on an avowedly anti-Marxist movement
pledged to destroy that system does not seem sm prising.

The men who directed the Bergbauverein and t he Zechenverband,

which shared the same headquarters and the same offii ers, f ull\ (jualif \

for the label "reactionary." Ernst Brandi, the chairman since 1927,

headed in his business capacity one of the lour regional mining units of

United Steel. 28 He bore the esteemed title of Bergassessoi a. I)., which

indicated that prior to his career in private business he had sm \ ived the

rigorous theoretical examinations and the demanding preu tk al appren-

ticeship required for employment in the tradition-laden sun mining

regulatory system of Prussia.29 ( Certainly in pan .is a 1 esull of being thus

steeped in the ethos of the old Prussian bureaucracy, Brandi had man-

aged to preserve throughout the republican years an undiluted patri-

archal attitude toward workers and an unrelenting hostility toward trade

unions. He firmly believed that management sought to furthei the eco-

nomic welfare of the whole nation, whereas organized laboi short-

sightedly and ruthlessly pursued its aims in total disi egard Foi the effei tS

on the rest of society. Brandi succinctl) e xpressed his scorn Foi every-

thing smacking of democracy in an angry lettei on discovering that a

special economic advisory counc il established h\ President Hindenburg

in October 1931 would include a spokesmen ol organized laboi as well .is

management:

Wc will only become ever more deeply mired in misfortune with these

democratic methods, i.e., methods according to whose principles every-

one gets a say and so-called parity prevails. Nothing will reallv improve

until a "real man" ["Kerf] finally comes along who relentlesslv carries

through what is recognized as right.

Brandi, who had been among the leaders in the drive to force Bruning

to bring his cabinet's policies into line with the policy demands of indus-

try, announced to his correspondent that he had abandoned all hope for

the chancellor.30 Longing for a revival of the Sammlungspolitik that had

sought to unite all anti-socialist forces during the Empire, 31 Brandi man-

ifested his opposition to Bruning, as already noted, bv attending the Bad

Harzburg meeting twelve days before writing this letter.
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The background of the executive director of the two Ruhr coal asso-

ciations, Hans von Loewenstein, resembled that of Brandi except for its

coloration by a venerable patent of nobility. A graduate of the Royal

Prussian Mining Academy at Clausthal-Zellerfeld and, like Brandi, a for-

mer Bergassessor, Loewenstein had served as a full-time functionary of

the coal organizations since 1906. 32 He harbored a heartfelt and scarcely

concealed scorn for the Republic; after the rightist putsch of March
1920 had failed to overthrow the new state, he publicly expressed admi-

ration for its leader, Wolfgang Kapp. 33 An advocate of an elitist form of

corporatism, Loewenstein also became an admirer of Mussolini during

the 1920s. 34 By 1931 he corresponded with Nazis like Hans Reupke and
Prince Friedrich Christian of Schaumburg-Lippe, who wanted to pat-

tern the economic policies of the NSDAP after those of Italian Fas-

cism. 35 He attended the Harzburg meeting in his capacity as an ardent

supporter of the Stahlhelm, and afterwards wrote an acquaintance that

he had felt exalted by the "national excitement" the gathering gener-

ated.36 He apparently met Hitler there and soon thereafter sent him a

book on the German resistance to the French occupation of the Ruhr.37

Although historians have habitually subsumed the coal operators un-

der the catch-all label "heavy industry," those men actually thought of

themselves as quite distinct from the iron and steel executives who domi-

nated the great "mixed" firms that had swallowed up much of the Ruhr's

mining operations by the 1920s. While their associations, the Berg-

bauverein and Zechenverband, were becoming increasingly anach-

ronistic by any realistic measure, the coal men clung jealously to their

separate identity. Ernst Brandi provides a case in point. Although an

executive of United Steel, he maintained his allegiance to coal, proudly

wielding the title Bergassessor a.D. and playing a leading role in the coal

associations. For him and others like him, attainment of the coveted title

of Bergassessor carried with it a lifetime membership in an exclusive

fraternity inaccessible to even the most powerful iron and steel ex-

ecutives. They displayed a clannishness not unlike that of the coal

miners, perhaps because of their participation in the extraordinary sub-

terranean society of mining during their apprenticeships in the Prussian

mine inspectorate. They therefore smarted at the subordination of min-

ing to iron and steel production and manufacturing in the great "mixed"

firms that had come to dominate the Ruhr. They resented what they

regarded as insufficient resistance on the part of executives of those

firms to encroachments on their industry by the Republic. They believed

that their industry, which was losing, according to a government inquiry

ofJune 1931, thirty-two pfennigs per ton of mined coal, bore an undue
share of the depression's ravages. 38 They chafed at the administration of

the political funds they raised by the Ruhrlade, in which they felt under-

represented.39 They regarded themselves as underrepresented as well

in the industrial Reichsverband and insufficiently served by its lead-
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ership. These resentments came to a head in the winter of 1930-31,
when the Bergbauverein, led by Brandi, touched off an acrimoni-
ous feud in the Ruhr by threatening to have its members leave the

Reichsverband. Only when Paul Reusch threatened in turn to have the
"mixed" firms of the Ruhr cancel the memberships of their coal subsidi-

aries in the Bergbauverein did the coal men back down w
In view of the resentful, embattled outlo/ok of ohe Ruhr coal operators

and the political and social attitudes of men like Brandi and Loewen-
stein, it does not surprise that some of the earliest industrial subsidies fol

Walther Funk and Gregor Strasser came from circles dose to the

Bergbauverein. Traces also remain of support by Brandi F01 .1 local Nazi

notable, Essen Gauleiter Josef Terboven. In the summer of 1934. when
the Bergbauverein became embroiled with Terboven, l>\ that tunc a

powerful personage in the Third Reich, Brandi appealed for help to

Herbert Kauert, chief of the sales division of United Steel's < oal opera
tions and a nephew of Emil Kirdorf Brandi asked kauert, who was Oil

friendly terms with Terboven, to remind the gaulciter of the suppoi I he

had received from Brandi, through the intermedial \ of kauri 1 , before

the Nazis came to power. 41 According to 1 leinrk hsbauei . thai suppoi t

took the form of regular subsidies to 1 erboven, beginning in the spring

of 1931, of the same sort that went to Walther Funk and ( rregOl Strassei

from Ruhr coal circles. Heinrichsbauer also specified that the mone)
used for these subsidies had not come from the regulai funds of the

Bergbauverein and surmised th.it it had been raised l>\ inc. ins of ,» spe-

cial levy outside the framework of thai association.42 If Brandi and the

other coal men had, as the leftist press charged, supplied tin NSDAP
with hundreds of thousands of marks. Brandi would I CI tain!) h.i\ c been

able to marshal a far stronger case regarding his past benefai 1 1< >ns u ben

he needed ammunition to protect himself in 1934. Bui n<>t even the

allegation of the Dortmund Gentral-Anzeigei about a loan of 90,000

marks for the Essen National-Zeitung holds up in the light of the available

evidence. In seeking funds for the new Nazi paper, Otto Wagener mel

with no success when he broached that subject with Loewenstein. I he

latter did, however, refer Wagener to Nazi fellow traveler Ludwig

Grauert, of Arbeitnordwest, the Ruhr iron and steel industry's em-

ployers' association, who—as already mentioned—arranged for a

loan.43 Later the Bergbauverein, along with the organizations of the-

iron and steel men, included the National-Zeitungamong the newspapers

in which it bought space for announcements, but that hardh amounted
to large-scale subsidization.44

Judging from their attitudes and actions prior to the Nazi takeovei in

1933, such coal men as Brandi and Loewenstein adopted, despite then

own strong reactionary bent, a cautious approach toward tin NSD \l\ m
all probability because Nazi socio-economic radic alism made them war)

They retained their ties to the traditional right and placed their hopes
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for political leadership in it.
45 Contrary to the allegations of the lef tist

press, they made no six- or seven-figure contributions to the NSDAP in

order to propel it into power. Instead, they, like others in the business

community, distributed relatively modest subsidies to particular Nazis.

Presumably they, too, wanted to assure themselves of friends in power
should Germany's most dynamic new political movement capture con-

trol of the state. They seem also to have hoped, as did others, that by

aiding Nazis like Funk and Strasser they might counter the disturbing

radical elements within the NSDAP by strengthening the position of

party spokesmen widely viewed in the business community as moderate

and reasonable so far as economic questions were concerned. The lead-

ers of Ruhr coal appear, in short, to have acted on the basis of calculation

rather than commitment in dealing with Nazism before 1933.

3. The Proliferating Forks ofNazism's Tongue

In the course of 1931 those in the business community who sought to

discern the NSDAP's position on social and economic issues of vital con-

cern to them found that task becoming no easier. Instead, the enigma of

Nazi economic policy seemed to deepen as still more voices joined the

dissonant chorus of those claiming to speak for the movement, which

continued to grow and spread rapidly all across Germany.
Those in the business community who in 1931 approved subsidies for

individual Nazis or particular party organizations they hoped might

serve their interests did so despite a mounting wave of radical agitation

directed at workers from the side of the NSDAP. Much of that agitation

emanated from the NSBO, the factory cell organization, which gained

the status of a nationwide organ of the party at the beginning of 1929.

Its mission lay in cultivating worker support by organizing Nazi cells in

factories and gaining representation for these on the factory councils

elected by workers under a provision of the Weimar constitution. 1 In

March the NSBO began publishing a fortnightly organ, Arbeitertum, an

elaborate yet inexpensive magazine addressed to industrial workers and

recommended to all Nazis by the Volkischer Beobachter. 2 It poured forth a

steady stream of Nazi anti-capitalist slogans, calling for an end to the

"liberal-capitalist economic system," for "state socialist nationalization of

basic industries," and for removal and prosecution of the "hyenas of the

economy." Arbeitertum also denounced as "parasites of the working class"

the "yellow," or company, unions that many employers still hoped to see

restored to a leading role. Loyal Nazi workers, Arbeitertum proclaimed,

gave up their jobs rather than joining a company union. Through the

pages of Arbeitertum the NSBO made known its endorsement of the

worker's right to strike and proclaimed that any Nazis caught strike-

breaking would be expelled from the party. During 1931 the NSBO ac-

tively participated in four highly publicized strikes, raising funds from
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its membership throughout the country to help support the idled work-
ers. In some places NSBO officials even called and led strikes. In Sep-
tember Goebbels, as gauleiter of Berlin, launched with much Fanfare
and publicity a campaign to win over the industrial workers of the I apital

to the NSBO and the party, using the slogan "Into the Factories'
1

(HUh
Aktion). In the Gau daily, Der Angnff, hv instructed Nazi agitators to

place primary emphasis on "our revolutionary socialist purposes.*
1

Throughout Germany the functionaries of the NSBO and then workei
followers distributed a flood of inflammatory pamphlets and handbills ai

factories and mines.

One NSBO "combat sheet" published in the Ruhr dirw ted tome oi its

most radical fulminations specifically at the coal executives of thai re-

gion. In an issue of November 1931 it responded vociferously to an an-

nouncement by the Zechenverband to the effet t th.tt it did not intend to

renew the existing contract with the coal miners
1 union when that agree-

ment expired at the end of the year. ' As the industr) made no sec 1 < t of

its intention to press for another large wage cut, the Nazi publication

announced that this stand bared "the grizzly mug of capital.*
1

I he plans

of the Ruhr coal industrialists meant th.n "an entire industrial province

is to be condemned to hunger unless heavy indusu \ \ demands foi wage
cuts are given in to. . . Those plans meant, furthei moi e, thai the ( .ci

man people would have to suffer from the (old during the coming
winter. In order for coal from the Ruhr to Linden ut English I Competition

on the international market once again, the German coal Industrialists

had decided to reduce still further the "hunger wage" the) paid the n

miners. That, the Nazi publication proclaimed, revealed the "essence oi

the capitalism that is praised to the skies in those quarters that profit

from it." The coal operators could have derived scant consolation from

the Nazi publication's indictment of the socialist and Christian trade

unions for inadequate defense of the coal miners interest* against the u

exploitative employers. Nor could they have found ver) reassuring the

proclamation at the end of the publication: "German workerdom fiir-

beitertum) under the leadership of the worker Adolf Hitler will one da)

imbue the economy with a very different ethos. The econoim does not

exist for profits but rather for the sustinence of the German people

Common interest before self-interest!" From the point of view of the

business community, such diatribes differed little from those of the ex-

treme political left.

While such anti-capitalist Nazi tracts circulated at the local level, up-

per-echelon party spokesmen provided a quite different version of Na-

tional Socialism for business audiences. 4 In mid-October Walther Funk

addressed the exclusive Berlin Herrenklub, which counted numerous

important personages from the business community among its mem-
bers. 5 A few weeks later in Essen more than 300 persons from the tec fi-

nical and managerial ranks of the coal industrv responded to invitations
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1 from the local Nazi organization and paid two mar ks cadi to hear a

speech by Gottfried Feder timed to coincide with a major conference on

coal-mining technology sponsored by the Bergbauverein. During the

second week of November the party staged a special "conference" on
economic policy in Diisseldorf. 7 It consisted of two speeches appended

to a meeting of the local Gau organization of the NSDAP. On that occa-

sion, according to the Prussian police, 200 persons, many from the busi-

ness community, heard Feder speak, while 800 attended a simultaneous

talk by Otto Wagener, head of the party's Economic Policy Section.

Gregor Strasser, who had been scheduled to deliver a talk at the Diis-

seldorf conference but dropped out at the last minute, spoke in early

December to about thirty coal executives after dining with them in a

private room at an Essen hotel.8

Examination of the probable motives behind this barrage of speaking

appearances by some of the prominent figures of the NSDAP provides

some interesting insights into Nazi attitudes toward big business and

strategies for dealing with it. From all indications, the purpose of the

appearances by Funk, Feder, Strasser, and Wagener was not fund-

raising; aside from the usual admission fee charged by the local Nazis

who engaged the halls used for the party-sponsored occasions in Diis-

seldorf and Essen, no collections were made on the spot, and there is no

trace of any follow-up solicitations. Nor do the speeches seem to have

been aimed at recruitment of members, as there are no indications of

any systematic efforts in that direction. If the talks had no ulterior aims

of these sorts, their purpose would seem to lie in their content. And,

judging from the sketchy surviving reports, the speeches were clearly

designed to counter the fears in big business circles about socialistic eco-

nomic intentions on the part of National Socialism. That raises an inter-

esting question: Why should allaying the fears of a small social group for

which no prominent Nazi had high regard—with the possible exception

of Walther Funk (whose importance in the party as of 1931 is debat-

able)—merit such efforts on the part of speakers under heavy demand
in more obviously active sectors of the political battlefront? Clearly, the

Nazis believed something more important than money or new members
could be gained by cultivating big businessmen.

An observation of Hitler's from the early 1930s, which Otto Wagener
recalled in his memoirs, offers a revealing clue to the party leader's

thinking on this subject. Wagener, who fancied himself a social radical,

reported provoking the observation by urging Hitler to speak out openly

in favor of what Wagener saw as the NSDAP's commitment to bring

about far-reaching economic changes by effecting a synthesis of private

enterprise and socialism. Hitler explained that his reticence arose out of

concern about the adverse political effects of the business community's

reaction to public advocacy of such changes. Wagener recalled having

countered that the party should not hold back out of consideration for
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big businessmen, who were natural enemies of National Socialism, inca-

pable of comprehending its goals. In response, according to Wagener,
Hitler warned him that he underestimated the political power of the

men of big business; he had the feeling, Hitler said, thai the NSDAP
would not be able to attain power if they opposed it. Wagener's plans

must remain secret, Hitler continued, until the Nazis had achieved
power and brought at least two-thirds erf the Tpeople solidly behind
them.9 These revealing remarks, which are consistent with Hitler s own
behavior toward big businessmen, strongly suggest that he held to t he-

assumption, usually associated with the left, that control over the means
of production gave rise to great politic al potency. Hitler's reasoning, as

recorded by Wagener, further suggests that he believed big business had

merely to be neutralized, not won over, to enable Nazism to triumph. 1 le

thus felt no need to try to turn Germany's capitalists into party members.
As for money, the NSDAP's own financial ( apabilities made it uitne* es-

sary to rely on them as donors. A shrewd political tactician like Hitler

would certainly also have recognized that if the Nazis could neutralize

the objections of big business to their party, the) could weaken then

political opponents and rivals by lessening business suppoil f<>i them

Similarly, if big businessmen were subjected to enough ol Nazism's pro-

pagandists assaults on the Weimar "system," then remaining < onhdeix <•

in the existing order might diminish to an extent that would make them

receptive to the idea of a thoroughgoing hi eak with the immediate polit-

ical past. If thoughts along these lines did in fat t shape I Kitlei 's Btrateg) .

his lieutenants' cultivation of big business ( in les during the fall of 1931

without any attendant efforts either to e\ti .t( t mone) 01 enlist converts

becomes less difficult to comprehend
Unfortunately, from the Nazi point of view, the oratorical efforts <>i

these party spokesmen who sought to reassure the big businessmen in

their audiences hardly amounted to a rousing sum ess. Foi Vorw&rts, the

SPD daily, the fact that some businessmen bad gone to hear what a Nazi

speaker had to say sufficed to prove that they contributed mone) to the

NSDAP. That paper branded Nazism as "one big yellow movement, paid

by sharp business practitioners to combat workers organizations."

Eyewitness accounts, however, reveal a much less posm\e response on

the part of the businessmen who heard Funk. Feder, Wagener, and

Strasser in the autumn of 1931. The evidence is f ullest on Funk s speech

to the Berlin Herrenklub on October 16, which bore the promising title

"National Socialism and the Economy.' It became the subject of a

lengthy report prepared by Jakob Wilhelm Reichert. the business man-

ager of the iron and steel manufacturers' association, for the leading

industrialists in that organization, who. like their counterparts in Other

branches of production, seldom attended speec he s by politicians. 11

Funk, Reichert reported, expressed a commitment to the preservation

of private property and a sharp opposition to Marxism. He also inch-
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cated receptivity to a break with the existing system of industry-wide

labor contracts. He emphasized the NSDAP's intention to create jobs for

the unemployed but, Reichert pointed out, without providing any satis-

factory explanation of how this could be done at state expense without

unleashing inflation and undermining the currency. Funk spoke as well

of the need for some state direction of foreign trade, from which he

quickly backed away when Reichert, reacting to what he took to be a

whiff of Nazism's loudly proclaimed autarkic commitment to reduce, or

even eliminate, Germany's economic dependence on foreign countries,

raised objections during the discussion that followed the speech. Even
more alarming, Reichert reported, Funk had suggested a complete halt

to all German payments of foreign debts, both for reparations and for

ordinary commercial credit. That proposal must have called to mind
similar proclamations issued publicly by other Nazi spokesmen, includ-

ing Hermann Goring. It provoked a warning to Funk from Reichert that

any such step would provoke massive retaliation against German com-

mercial interests on the part of other countries and risk a breakdown of

the foreign credit and trade without which Germany's economy could

not function. In his report Reichert found just as disturbing as these

foolhardy schemes set forth by Funk the latter's failure to suggest any

solutions to the problems uppermost in the minds of big business at that

time: the runaway growth in the Reich's budget deficit generated by the

unemployment insurance program or the burdens imposed on industry

by social welfare levies, wages set by binding state arbitration, and the

limits, set by state regulation, on hours of work. Funk's performance,

Reichert concluded, had proved a disappointment. And since Funk en-

joyed a reputation as the Nazi most sympathetic to big business, that

disappointment must have bulked all the greater. One of those dis-

turbed by Funk's speech was Fritz Springorum, the general director of

Hoesch Steel and treasurer of the Ruhrlade. He had not attended the

speech but wrote to Funk criticizing it after he learned of it through

Reichert's report. Funk, hard-pressed to explain away his remarks, re-

sorted in his evasive answer to Springorum to the not very reassuring

contention that no one could say precisely what a party's specific policies

would be without knowing the economic circumstances at the moment it

took power. 12

Surviving reports on Feder's speeches in Essen and Diisseldorf and

Strasser's talk in Essen on December 7 provide only sketchy impressions

of their remarks. Even though Strasser was widely regarded as standing

on the left of the NSDAP, his personal appearances made a favorable

impression on many businessmen. This can perhaps be explained by his

ability, as the former proprietor of an apothecary shop, to speak, in at

least a rudimentary fashion, the language of profits and losses, interest

rates and overhead costs, something few other prominent party officials

could do from personal experience. On the occasion of his Essen ap-
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pearance, one of his audience recalled years later, he assured his lis

teners that the Nazis did not intend to socialize the economy sm< e state

direction would suffice for their purposes. 13 Feder usual I v gave f>asi< ally

the same speech before such audiences, emphasizing his commitment to

the principle of private property and then attempting to explain to Ins

listeners why that principle would not be imperiled by granting to the

state unlimited authority to employ any measure's it deemed necessary,

even expropriation, when private property was used contrary to the- in-

terests of the Volk. Feder also found it difficult to avoid his favorite proj-

ects, the abolition of credit interest and the creation of work foi the

unemployed by printing new money, schemes that seldom failed to pro-

voke objections, even derision, among big businessmen. I he Prussian

police reported, on the basis of what they described as a reliable souk e,

that Feder's Essen speech "met with agreement only among I small part

of his audience." 14

One observer who attended the Nazi c< onomk ( onfereni e <>1 Novem-
ber in Diisseldorf made no mention of Fedei \ ipeei h when he reported

on that event anonymously in a newslettei that ( in ulated among busi-

nessmen. He found much mote noteworthy the remarks of Otto Wage-
ner. After delivering a barrage ol

u
i heap demagogue! )

." he I « ounted,

Wagener went on to reveal "an astounding economic dilettantism." He
endorsed autarky as a national economic polk) and recommended two

currencies, one for domestic use, one foi transactions with the outside

world. He also invoked Feder's notorious slogan, ( ailing foi the hi cak-

ing of the thralldom of interest payments.*
1

In place of credil based on

interest, the head of the F.iodoidk Polk) Section of the NSDAP pro-

posed that creditors become part-owners in an) enterprise t<> M hie h the)

advanced funds, gaining if it made profits, losing il it did not . As ioi t he-

problems of reparations, he assured his listeners thai German) could

easily render France powerless to collet t further "tribute" b) all) ing M ttfa

England and Italy. Wagener had left an impression, the upon con

tinued, of "great shallowness, Haccidity, and primkiveness.'
1 He lac keel

even originality since most of his notions could he found elsewhere. II

Wagener embodies the economic policy elite ot National Soc lalism. c (in-

cluded the observer at the Diisseldorf conference, not \er\ miM h I an be

expected from the movement's involvement in that inhere." 1
'

However limited their success, Feder, Funk. Strassei . and Wagcnei all

attempted, to varying degrees, during the autumn ol 1931 what H it lei

had sought to accomplish ever since writing his confidential pamphlet

for industrialists at the behest of Emil Kirdorf in 1927. That is. the) tried

to assure their listeners that National Socialism should not he confused

with socialism of the traditional sort. Whatever Nazi labor agitators and

journalists might say, their message ran, Nazism did not aim at an aboli-

tion of private property or a thoroughgoing socialization ot tin econ-

omy. The "socialism" of National Socialism, they intimated broadly,
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served merely as window dressing designed to entice Germany's workers

away from their "Marxist" seducers. 16 The dif ficulty with all such reas-

surances, even for those in business circles ready to lend credence to

them, lay in the fact that they indicated at best what Nazism was not.

They failed to reveal what it was or what it would do if it came into

power. Nor did Funk, Feder, Strasser, and Wagener provide any clear

idea of the economic policy of a Nazi government, except insofar as gen-

eral inferences could be drawn from their remarks on various subjects.

Businessmen who studied their words in an effort to discern a pattern

could scarcely have been reassured by their advocacy of the abolition of

interest; economic autarky or trade restriction; repudiation of foreign

debts; potentially inflationary currency schemes and projects to create

work for the unemployed; or by their explanation that Nazism merely

sought unlimited governmental authority to "direct" the economy. Even
if the men of big business assigned credibility to those forks of the Nazi

tongue that spoke to the business community in conciliatory fashion, the

messages that emanted therefrom were neither clear nor comforting.

In view of the bewildering variety of impressions reaching the busi-

ness community from the NSDAP during 1931, it is not surprising that

the guessing game about the party's economic orientation continued,

even intensified, as the Nazis swept from one triumph to another in the

state and local elections of that year. Curiosity mounted steadily about a

phenomenon both baffling and daily more difficult to ignore; scraps of

information, often mere rumors, became the subject of grave scrutiny in

the executive suites of German big business. In the judgment of some
the key question was: Which Nazis controlled the party, those who made
radical noises about the economy or those who seemed moderate on that

front? In the resulting speculations Hitler naturally figured promi-

nently. Most observers from big business were inclined to classify him as

a moderate. In part this seems to have resulted from his well-publicized

advocacy of adherence to political legality and his suppression of the

socially radical SA units aligned with the would-be rebel Stennes in the

abortive Berlin SA mutiny of the spring. But Hitler's reputation as a

moderate also derived from his silence on most economic matters and

the oracular ambiguity of his few utterances on that subject, such as his

statement about the Berlin metalworkers' strike of 1930.

Some associated with the business community dissented from this op-

timistic assessment of Hitler in the summer of 1931. Among these was

Erich von Gilsa, the political informant of Paul Reusch, who would, as

already noted, leave the October Bad Harzburg rally enthused at the

prospect of a "national opposition" government that would include the

Nazis. In August Gilsa saw things quite differently when he relayed to

Reusch the report of a "leading rightist politician" (whom he left un-

named) on a private meeting with Hitler. The politician had come away,

Gilsa related, feeling that he had talked to a "possessed person" who had
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an enormous supply of willful energy which could, however, erupl in

unforeseen directions. The politician had been, moreover, wholly iius

trated in his attempts to pin Hitler down about what the NSDAP
planned to do if it were, as Hitler demanded, admitted to the govern-
ment. Hitler had replied to his questions, the politician had told Gilsa, l>\

setting forth "all sorts of wide-ranging historical-philosophic al views, lots

about the soul of the Volk, imponderables, race questions, and the like.

Hitler had not, however, mentioned 44

a single practical and concrete
measure that he wanted to put through." As a consequent e ( rilsa's infoi

mant had told him that Nazi participation in the government would be

impossible in the foreseeable future, (iilsa himself characterized Hitlei

as "erratic" and expressed grave doubts about his ability to govern. He
concluded his report to Reusch by observing thai a t lose reading <>f Mem
Kampf could lead to the conclusion that Hitler intended to leave the de-

tails of political action to his associates in the NSDAP and would content

himself with setting the party's overall goals. But thei C It as no guarantee
of this, he warned. 17 A few days after receiving (.ilsa's report, Reusch
got another from his Berlin agent, Martin Blank, that ( asi doubt on the

wisdom of placing hopes in the men around Hitler. Blank repOl ted that

leading circles of the Stahlhelm viewed Hitler with the greatest skep-

ticism, an assessment in whic h he himself t oik hi red. Fui thei more, in a

conversation the previous evening, two prominent pai tM i pants from the

NSDAP had spoken out critically and concernedly about conditions in

the Brown House, the national headquarters <>i thei] party. I he onrj

high Nazi who commanded any respect seemed to be Gregoi Strasser,

Blank wrote to Reusch, whereas .ill the other occupants of the Brown
House appeared for various reasons unreliable or hh ompetent
While the great majority of big businessmen and tlu professional ex-

perts they relied on in political matters seem to have withheld final judg-

ment on National Socialism during ic^ 1 , some VOM es W ithifl (he business

community ceaselessly portrayed Nazism as a deadl\ eneim of private

enterprise. Such was the case with the Hansa-Bund. the national oi gani-

zation of liberal-oriented commercial, financ ial, and industrial interests.

In its 1931 handbook on public affairs, the article on National Soc ialism

cautioned its members against being misled by the anti-Marxism of thai

party. The Nazis rejected only the materialism of Marxism, the Bund
explained; they shared Marxism's fundamental hostilit) to capitalism

and its commitment to socialism, which in their case sprang from roman-

tic, rather than materialistic, notions. And socialism remained soc ialism,

with just as fatal consequences for the owners of capital, regardless of its

ideological origins. Gregor Strasser had left no doubt that he and his

comrades were mortal foes of the capitalist economic svstem. Gottfried

Feder accorded recognition in principle to private property, but he

branded the income derived from property as unearned and, since it

was allegedly gained at the expense of those who labored, as immoral
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The goal of such men, the Hansa-Bund warned, was socialism, call it

what they might, and with them there could be no compromise: **We

must therefore see to it," the article concluded, "that Germany's Hurger-

tum does not conclude, as has sometimes been the case hitherto: Excel-

lent! These are the shock troops who will safeguard the ideological and
material foundations of our existence!" 19

Another assessment of Nazism came from those who might be called

optimists, who regarded the NSDAP as a passing phenomenon. One of

the most notable of these was Carl Friedrich von Siemens, head of his

dynasty's huge electro-technical manufacturing firm. Speaking in New
York in late October to an audience of American financiers—and thus,

with an eye to bolstering Germany's sagging credit rating, probably

prone to painting a rosy picture—Siemens dismissed Hitler and his fol-

lowers as idealistic opponents of socialism with childish notions of their

own about economics. Nazism was essentially a protest movement, Sie-

mens explained. Many Germans had given it their votes only because of

their frustration with the parliamentary and socialistic excesses of post-

war governments. Most of those who sympathized with the movement
could not really commit themselves to it beyond casting a protest ballot

because of its ruthless opportunism, its demagogy, and its "play on lower

instincts"—apparently a euphemism for anti-Semitism. Like that of the

Communists, Siemens contended, the burgeoning strength of the

NSDAP at the polls represented merely a feverish symptom of economic

distress. It would subside and disappear from the political scene, along

with communism, once economic recovery set in.20

More numerous than either outright pessimists or optimists were

those who can best be characterized as would-be realists. They viewed

Nazism as a kind of elemental force, unlike anything ever seen in Ger-

man politics, which they could not explain or understand. That outlook

prevailed at a revealing meeting of staff officials of regional industrial

associations in Berlin at the end of October. The participating Syndizi,

some of whom had been at Bad Harzburg, were obviously still very

much under the influence of that gathering and the massive SA rally in

Braunschweig, a week later, where Hitler had reviewed the marching

columns of more than 100,000 of his uniformed followers in the largest

Nazi paramilitary demonstration to that time. All those present quickly

agreed that National Socialism still seemed to be gathering momentum.
Moreover, they gave general assent to a proposal by Martin Blank, Paul

Reusch's Berlin representative, that the business community strive to in-

fluence the development of Nazism by providing it "not with money but

with men and ideas." Max Schlenker, business manager of the key asso-

ciational complex of the Ruhr iron and steel producers, urged that

industry find a way to implant its spirit in National Socialism and sug-

gested that reliable men with a sound understanding of economic neces-

sities might even be ordered to join the Nazi ranks. The goal, Schlenker
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contended, must be to find a way to make use of Nazism in what re-

mained for the business community the alpha and omega of politic I, the

struggle against "Marxism" and its allies. He and the others who spoke at

the meeting regarded Nazism with a mixture of fascination and unease.
On the one hand, it represented", as an enemy of their enemy, a potential

ally; on the other hand, the chronic ambiguities and cacophonies of Nazi
utterances about the economic sphere remained a source of nagging
concern. General agreement emerged that in order to bring the NSDAP
onto a sound economic course, it must he stabilized by bourgeois ballast

The prime task at hand was therefore to find ways to strengthen the

bourgeois political forces of the country so that they could dial with

Nazism from a position of strength. But those present at the meeting
also agreed that if there were any hope of mobilizing a bourgeois bkx
sufficiently potent to brake and steer National So< lalisin, it did not lie in

wasting more money on the tradition.il parties, which had become too

discredited in the eyes of the public. Ways must therefore he found to

use the political influence and money of the husmess community to unite

the "nationally" oriented bourgeois elements, eithei above Ol outside the

old parties. 21

Not surprisingly, the political agents of big husmess who had gathered

in Berlin at the end of October 193] looked with great interest toward

the "national opposition" that seemed to have coalesced at Bad II. 11/

burg two weeks earlier. For although Nazism, regardless of which fork

of its tongue one listened to, could not qualify for the accolade "bik

gerlich," or bourgeois, the Nazis were as undeniahK "national .is was

Germany's Biirgertum. A "national opposition" thus seemed to offei a

meeting ground. It also offered several prosper tive advantages from the

big business point of view. Whereas the country's Btirgertum embodied
economic reliability, it was cut off from the working masses w ho weighed

so heavily in an age of participatory politics.22 The Nazis, 11 bile .1 doubt-

ful factor on economic issues, clearly commanded a mass following th.it

extended, most of big business was convinced, into the industrial work-

ing force. What more optimal arrangement therefore than to \oke the

dynamic and unpredictable NSDAP to bourgeois forces that could be

counted on to defend the economic interests of big business, therein)

directing all of Nazism's aggressiveness against the "Marxists - As ( »iNa.

who had again become skeptical about Nazism, put it during December
in a letter to Reusch, which later somehow fell into the hands of the

press: "If Hitler and his economic staff are actually firmly resolved to

leave the core of the private enterprise system unmolested, it will be

easier for them to reorient their people if thev can point, as they educate

their followers, to a strong private enterprise group in the national

front." 23

Those political agents of big business who left the Berlin meeting it

the end of October with such a strategy in mind must have found the
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developments of late 1931 highly disconcerting. Within a month of the

Bad Harzburg gathering the heralded "national opposition" began to

show signs of fragility, as the Nazis and the Stahlhelmers quarreled pub-

licly and vituperatively with each other about alleged affronts to each

other's honor, while the NSDAP and the DNVP resumed the mutual

recriminations that normally marked their relationship in the absence of

an immediately common cause.24 By early 1932 even President Hinden-

burg found inescapable the conclusion that "the 'Harzburg Front' is only

a fiction, or, more accurately, de facto never came into being." 25 In

Hesse, where the Nazis scored a resounding electoral triumph in No-

vember by capturing nearly 40 percent of the seats in a state parliament

in which they hitherto had had no representation, their new deputies

promptly proposed a massive increase in aid to the unemployed, which

would have raised state expenditures by almost 30 percent. 26 Further-

more, despite denials from both sides, rumors persistently circulated

throughout the fall to the effect that the Catholic Center Party was nego-

tiating with the Nazis with the aim of forming coalition governments

dominated by these two parties, both at the state and national levels. 27 In

big business circles such a constellation conjured up the frightening

prospect of Catholic union leaders joining with left-wing Nazis to win

over the workers of Germany by making concessions at the expense of

the business community.28 As 1931 drew to a close, there seemed to be

no way to predict the next move of the rapidly expanding, enigmatic

political prodigy which spoke with a tongue with ever-proliferating

forks.

4. Nazis and Lesser Businessmen

It would be misleading to create the impression that the Nazis made no

business converts during 1931. From all indications, increasing numbers
of businessmen all across Germany became party members or sympa-

thizers that year. Those who did so, however, came not from the ranks

of big business. They came instead from the middle reaches of industry,

commerce, and finance. They headed in some cases quite sizeable enter-

prises, employing hundreds of workers and involving capital that some-

times ran as high as millions of marks. But most such firms fell far short

of the big business threshold of twenty million marks of nominal capital

applied here. These smaller firms outnumbered many times over the

ones which comprised big business, as defined earlier in this volume, and

their owners and executives were far more numerous than those of the

largest firms. Collectively they controlled vast amounts of capital. At the

end of 1929 nearly half of the aggregate capital of the most widespread

form of incorporation, the Aktiengesellschaften, rested with firms cap-

italized at levels below twenty million marks. 1 Yet despite their numbers
and the amount of capital they commanded, executives of such firms
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found themselves, to their frequent resentment, with little gr no VOU c in

the national associations of die Wirtschaft, in particular the industrial

Reichsverband, whose councils were dominated by spokesmen ol large-

scale enterprises. 2

The middle reaches of German business had provided the NSDAP
with some of its leadership cadre even before the depression struck.

From the ranks of the small manufacturers came Martin Mutsc hmaiUl,
the Nazi gauleiter of Saxony from 1925 until the demise of the Third
Reich twenty years later. Incongruously for a Nazi tough who distin-

guished himself as much through the use of his lists ,is through an)

other qualities, Mutschmann presided in private hie ovei three la< e fac-

tories in the small city of Plauen in the backward Vogtland district oi

Saxony. 3 In northern Baden Wilhelm Kepplei , later one of Hitler's eco-

nomic advisers and holder of a number of high positions m the I bird

Reich, played a prominent role in developing a potent loc al part) <>iga

nization after joining in 1927. Kepplei worked in the town oi Eberbach
for a chemical company, owned In an mule, that produced photo-

graphic gelatin under an agreement with the American firm oi Eastman
Kodak. In March 1928 Kepplei reportedly sent out 800 invitations t<> .1

talk by Hitler in the Heidelberg municipal hall. A police report de-

scribed the 670 who attended as "almost exclusive!) industrialists In

view of the small-scale manufacturing that predominated in northern

Baden, it seems likely th.it those present came, like Kepplei himself,

from the ranks of Germany's lessei businessmen.4 In Munich the part)

won an active supporter and ads oc ate within business ( in lei in Albei t

Pietzsch, the proprietor of a small but prosperous Niburban chemical

plant that produced a hydrogen peroxide hail bleach In the I hud
Reich Pietzsch headed the Nazis

1

Reich Economic Council.8 In August

1929 Otto Wagener abandoned a business cared t<> become chiei <>t

staff of the Nazi SA and, later, head of the party's El onomk I'oIk \ Sei

tion. Formerly direc tor of a Karlsruhe linn that manufac tured mamii^

machines and bicveles, he gave up a partnership in a wholesale compan)
that dealt in plywood and veneers to c ast his fortunes with the NS1 ) \P

'

Wagener shared with Mutsc hmann. kepplei . and Pietzsch a BeTCC hos-

tility not only toward the "Marxist" pat ties but also toward trade unions

All four boasted that thev had kept the plants the\ dim ted free- of < >i ga-

nizers and strikes. That sort of anti-union militant \ nin i\ ed miM h m< >i t

strongly in the middle reaches of German industry than in big bustnesi

circles, where employers had been forced to come to terms with orga-

nized labor or see their enterprises paralyzed. This animus toward trade

unionism pervaded the pages of the weekly publication thai catered to

the informational needs of the middle range of entrepreneurs, Di*

Deutsche Arbeitgeber-Zeitung. It adopted a much harder line in that respect

than the organ of the association of large industrial employers. Drr Ar-
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beitgeber, and became the first entrepreneurial publication to accord fa-

vorable attention in its columns to the NSDAP. 7

The political importance of the middle range of business bulked par-

ticularly large in the state politics of the Republic's federal system, as the

Nazis' experience in gaining their first foothold in government demon-
strated. The NSDAP crossed that significant frontier in January 1930,

when Wilhelm Frick became Thuringian minister for the interior and
education in a coalition cabinet installed with the votes of four bourgeois

parties and the NSDAP.8 The negotiations preceding the formation of

the Thuringian cabinet proved arduous, as the six DVP deputies in the

newly elected Landtag, whose votes were needed to make a majority,

came under great pressure not to support the installation of the NSDAP
in the government. Spokesmen of the DVP elsewhere in the country

warned in the name of German liberalism against allying in a coalition

with an anti-parliamentary party such as the NSDAP, and local business

interests in the DVP balked at that step because of socialistic pronounce-

ments in the Nazi press. Eager to obtain for his party its first ministerial

appointment, with the attendant gain in national respectability, Hitler

himself intervened. Accompanied by Rudolf Hess, Otto Wagener, and
Frick, he traveled to the state capital, Weimar, and met with a selected

group of about twenty prominent persons drawn from the bourgeois

parties, the state bureaucracy, and the Thuringian business community
invited to tea by Gauleiter Fritz Sauckel in a private dining room at the

well-known Hotel zum Elephanten.9 That evening Hitler addressed a

much larger audience of the elite of Thuringia's Biirgertum at another

Weimar hotel, an occasion also arranged by the local Nazis. According to

a pro-DNVP newspaper in Weimar, he carried off something of a tour

de force by not once mentioning the words "National Socialist" in his

two-hour speech. Nor did Hitler deal with economic questions, aside

from asserting that Germany needed to reduce its reliance on foreign

trade and increase its arable soil in order to become less dependent on
other countries. Most of his talk seems to have been devoted to denun-

ciations of parliamentary democracy and Germany's Marxist subverters,

who were, he warned his listeners, leading the country toward civil war.

The audience responded, according to the Weimar newspaper account,

with enthusiastic applause. 10 Two weeks later, after protracted negotia-

tions, the proposed coalition cabinet, including Frick, gained office when
the DVP deputies cast their votes with those of the other bourgeois par-

ties and the NSDAP.
A few days after Frick's installation as minister in Thuringia, Hitler

boasted in a letter to a loyal follower that he had turned the tide in

Thuringia by bringing the business community there to exert pressure

on the DVP in support of the NSDAP's admission to the state govern-

ment. 11 In view of the DVP deputies' abandonment of their initial re-
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sistance to that arrangement, this seems a not implausible boast. Soiik

documentation from Thuringian industrial circles lends additional i re-

dence to Hitler's claim. In a report to member firms in March 1930, t he-

manager of a Thuringian business association—who had joined the

NSDAP in January—described having intervened in the political pro-
cess to bring about a "suitable" cabinet formation and thus help resolve

the parliamentary crisis. 12 The organization in question was the Labor
Relations League of the Thuringian Cement Industry. The league's

principal members, the dozen firms producing cement and related con-

struction materials, bulked fairly large in the industrial landscape ol

Thuringia, a region politically fragmented until 1920, sparsely endowed
with mineral resources, unblessed by economically strategic rivers, and
bypassed by the development of modern big business. A territory ol

small towns, Thuringia lacked a city with as many as 100,000 inhabitants.

Its industries, specializing mainly in glass products, porcelain, to\s, and
precision instruments, still reflected their origins in the fust half of the

nineteenth century or even earlier. Its factories had remained small by

twentieth-century standards and, with the exception ol the optical-in-

strument industry ofJena, were often outmoded. Virtually all lagged fai

behind their larger, more innovative competitors in othei parts of the

country. 13

The executives of the member firms of the Thuringian Cement
League felt strong hostility toward the great ( apitalists of Germany.
Having observed the bourgeois parties backed b) big business repeat-

edlyjoin the Social Democrats in adopting costl) welfai e-State measures

in the Reichstag, they took seriously charges to the effect that the cap-

italist magnates in Berlin had secretly allied with the SPD in a plot

to make the country's small entrepreneurs shoulder an ever heaviei

tax burden. 14 Such businessmen probabh found vet) attractive the

Thuringian Nazis' pledges to reduce government spending ftharpl) b)

lowering the salaries of ministers and other state oifu ials. therein ( lea]

ing the way for tax cuts, if the NSDAP were admitted to the cabinet. 10

From all indications, the cement producers also proved receptive to as-

surances from their organizations manager that the NSDAP's official

program need not be taken seriously. Despite public statements b) some
of its spokesmen, he told them, the party neither favored socialization

nor opposed the sort of price fixing the cement producers had long

practiced by means of a cartel. 16

A request for legislative help sent to the party's Thuringian headquar-

ters in early 1932 by the owner of a fever thermometer factor\ employ-

ing 600 workers in the town of Roda suggests that the attitudes of the

cement producers did not represent an aberration in the context of that

state's business community. That manufacturer had joined the NSDAP
in the spring of 1931, apparently in large part because of wrathf ul indig-

nation about the ruinous effects on his business of a "Marxist" law
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enacted during the Republic that subjected fever thermometer s to accu-

racy tests. He ended his plea for help by reminding the leaders of the

National Socialist German Workers' Party in Thuringia that in his re-

gion the Nazis were to be found among the small manufacturers, not

among the workers. 17 By the autumn of 1931 relations between the

Nazis and the manufacturers of Thuringia had already developed to the

point that the statewide industrial association extended a formal invita-

tion to the six Nazi deputies in the Landtag to attend a meeting of its

members in Weimar. 18

Not all Germany's small and middle-range manufacturers shared the

cramped attitudes of those who ran outmoded factories in remote

Thuringian towns, but virtually all suffered acutely under the impact of

the depression. The economic crisis threatened them much more pro-

foundly than it did the men of big business. Large enterprises resembled

the proverbial well-to-do profligate debtor for whom, when illness

struck, creditors would hire the best medical experts they could find, not

being able to afford his demise. Numerous buffers, backed by sizeable

reserves of capital, protected large firms from the businessmen's ulti-

mate nightmare: insolvency and a plea of bankruptcy. The national gov-

ernment itself represented the buffer of last recourse. The Briining

cabinet demonstrated the unwillingness of the Reich authorities to allow

big enterprises to suffer the consequences of insolvency when several of

the large nationwide banks had to halt payments in the summer of 1931

and when the Borsig Locomotive Works, one of Berlin's largest indus-

trial employers, could not meet its creditors' demands during the au-

tumn. 19 In those and other cases the government, unwilling to face the

predictable economic, social, and—ultimately—political consequences

of permitting the collapse of large enterprises that had failed by the

going rules of capitalism, attempted to refloat them with public funds. In

other instances the government fended off bankruptcies by guarantee-

ing commercial credits, or even extending loans itself, to imperiled large

firms. Such enterprises, though not necessarily their executives, had

clearly come to enjoy a kind of economic immortality simply by virtue of

their size.20 Their failure would set off chain reactions of bankruptcies

on the part of others who had lent them funds or depended on them for

business. Cessation of their operations would thrust on the state unem-
ployment fund not only their own employees but also those of the firms

that supplied them with raw materials or distributed their products. The
cost of such far-reaching consequences in terms of further reduction of

business activity, exacerbation of the already chronic decline in tax reve-

nues, and additional unemployment with all its attendant expenses and
risks simply seemed unacceptable to any government of rational men.
For smaller enterprises, however, such deterrents against ultimate ca-

lamity rarely applied. Their jeopardy seldom sufficed to unite their

creditors behind an agreement to suspend demands for repayment of
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debts until they weathered the crisis. Nor did a danger of insolvent v on
their part attract the attention and awaken the protective impulses oi

government. They were too numerous, too inconspicuous, and the con-

sequences of their failures were too limited to make them eligible lor the

kind of buffers that shielded big business. For these smaller entei pi ises,

failure and extinction remained frighteningly real possibilities as the

Great Depression relentlessly throttled businessTactivity to an extern no
one had imagined possible. The really desperate businessmen of Ger-

many held forth in the middle and lower ranges of industry, comme] < e,

and finance, not in the charmed circle of big business.

A Rhenish manufacturer recalled in his memoirs what it fell like to

experience the depression from such a vulnerable position. 1' 1 A young
man at the time, he struggled to help save two family fai toi tes founded
in the city of Krefeld in the nineteenth centur) to produce specialized

industrial machinery. At the outset of the depression the factories had

employed some 650 workers and operated profitably. Hut the < risii

struck them hard. Each week consisted oi a struggle with evei more
insistent creditors and indignant bankers who threatened foreclosure on
overdue debts. The management franticall) shifted funds from one a<

count to another, borrowing money at ever highei interest to meet obli-

gations it could no longer stave oil. The family had to post more -ind

more of its possessions as collateral. It had to la\ of 1 workers, sonic with

considerable seniority, in increasing numbers, so thai the \%oik force

dwindled to little more than hall its size pnoi to the depression. Over-

shadowing every day's disheartening efforts was the feai of failure and

bankruptcy, which amounted to personal disgi ai c foi a famil) rooted in

its community and proud of a long tradition of honesty, prudence, and

solvency. For businessmen in such a plight, the liberal Hansa-Bund ob-

served in its annual report for 193 1
,
politic s could be rediu ed easil) to .1

formulation coined by the famous eighteenths entur) ( lei nun aphorisl

Georg Lichtenberg: "I really can't say whether things will be bettei if

they are changed; what I can say is that things must be c hanged if the)

are going to improve." And, according to the Hansa-Bund, that outlook

was leading many German businessmen where it ltd the young man-

ufacturer from Krefeld: into the Nazi Party.22

For such men Nazism's calculated ambiguity about basic questions of

economy policy probably seemed less disconcerting than it did to l>iu

businessmen. Trapped, from their point of view, between political!) de-

termined wages on the one hand and supplv prices set by the carte Is and

trusts of big business on the other, small and medium manufac tm c 1

1

were in any event less likely than the giants of industry to take alarm at

the pledge in the NSDAPs program to nationalize business trusts. Be-

cause of their incessant struggles with bankers during the depression

they were more likely to view hospitablv Nazi schemes for a nationalized

system of credit and a "breaking of the thralldom of interest pa\ ments
"
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Desperate for any development that would generate orders lor then

products, they were less likely to feel concern about the possible infla-

tionary effects of Nazi calls for make-work projects or currency-printing

schemes to set the unemployed to work. Those not directly dependent
on export markets must have found less threatening than did most of

big business Nazi talk of repudiating foreign debts, reducing or control-

ling foreign trade, or even attaining economic autarky. Indeed, for

many desperate small and middle-range producers, such talk probably

held out the welcome prospect of relief from foreign competitors. Men
who daily lived with the fear of losing their livelihoods and everything

they owned were also less inclined to examine carefully all the implica-

tions of the assurances from one fork of Nazism's tongue to the effect

that in a National Socialist Germany there would be no socialism in the

"Marxist" sense, but merely unlimited government interventionist au-

thority to direct and discipline business enterprises in the interest of the

"community of the Volk." Finally, Nazism's anti-Semitism represented

less of a deterrent to such entrepreneurs since the fastidiousness and
urbanity that made anti-Semitism socially unacceptable among big busi-

nessmen were less in evidence in their circles. 23

For these reasons the lesser businessmen of Germany seem more
likely to have shown susceptibility to Nazism than the executives of the

great firms that comprised big business. This would seem borne out by

the attention the Nazis lavished during 1931 on business audiences in

provincial manufacturing centers where such businessmen predomi-

nated. In May, for example, Gottfried Feder addressed a group of

Augsburg businessmen invited by the local Nazi leadership—typically

—

to a private room at the most elegant hotel in town. According to a re-

port of the Social Democratic daily Vorwarts, he assured his listeners that

the NSDAP planned no socialization save in a few areas of transporta-

tion and distribution. Honestly acquired property, he emphasized,

would remain in private possession. Nazism aimed at ending the class

conflict artificially stirred up by socialists. Employers and employees

must be brought into a closer relationship, and the socialist unions that

had come between them must disappear. The Nazis would take care of

that. They would also put the unemployed to work through a com-

pulsory labor service. In addition, they would break "the thralldom of

interest payments" and severely curtail the importation of foreign

goods. Where more refined methods did not work in the latter regard,

direct action would. Nazi storm troopers had, Feder informed his pro-

vincial audience, already begun to express disapproval at the purchase

of foreign automobiles by hauling their owners out of the alien uphol-

stery and physically giving them a taste of patriotic German anger.24

In October Feder addressed a similar audience of about 150 Aachen

businessmen invited in the same fashion to a restaurant engaged for the

occasion by the local Nazis. The Prussian police agent who observed the
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gathering noted that many of those present had long been members of

the DVP. The agent did not record what Feder said, but his remarks
presumably paralleled those he made in Augsburg, with adjustments for

local interests. 25 In November Otto Wagener addressed an invited gath-

ering of businessmen in Halle, a manufacturing center in the Prussian
province of Saxony. He advocated economic autarky, lower taxes, and
reduced interest rates. To free businessmen froifi dependent c on finan-

ciers, he proposed measures that would facilitate the self-financing oi

investment. Finally, Wagener sketched for his listeners a scheme ol

corporatist organization for the whole economy thai would grant
far-reaching administrative and regulatory authority to the v inous

branches of production and greatly enhan< r the- influent eol small- and
medium-size producers. 26

Sustained Nazi attention to the businessmen ofcertain provincial < ides

indicates the likelihood of particular success m those places. One such
was Duren, a venerable Rhenish manufacturing (own located halfwa)

between Cologne and Aachen which produced a varict) ol textiles and
specialty consumer goods. It had pioneered in the introdui t ion oi indus-

trial techniques into Germany in the eighteenth < entui \ . bul had b) the

1930s long since passed its heyday as a manufacturing center. Moreover,
the town's small, often antiquated factories specialized in fine, Ine-
quality, even luxury consumer goods (.u pels, specialty fabrics, glass-

wares, fine papers, and the like— whose mai kets WCl t among the In si t<>

dry up when the depression produced a sharp contraction in expend.!

ble income. 27 In late March 1931, as the Prussian political police- latei

learned through one of those present, Hermann Gdring visited Duren
and addressed a group of local industrialists in a private dining room al

a fashionable restaurant. The police did not report on what i &i ing said,

but it seems to have been well received since he was invited to retui n.2*

He did so in mid-June, according to the police, speaking to a largei

group that included several members oi two Dm en families, the

Schoellers and the Sch tills, known as 'millionaire dynasties'
1

.is earl) as

the 1820s, as well as some latecomers to that status, sue h as the (hu e toi

of the Diirener Bank. 29 At least one of those present soon became an

active Nazi: a member of the Peill family, which operated a factor) thai

produced components for highly regarded modern lamps designed al

the Bauhaus. Peill styled himself as an industrialist and also a Rittei gutS-

besitzer—owner of a "knight's estate"—because of Ins extensive land-

holdings outside Duren, where he resided and operated a SUgarbeel

processing plant. 30 Like those of the Schoellers and the Schulls. PeUl's

economic fortunes undoubtedly suffered setbacks because oi the de-

pression, but he remained a man of considerable wealth, backed In 1 ap-

ital patiently accumulated over generations. He and the others ivho

gathered to listen to Hermann Goring during his visits to the pn\aie

dining room at the Harmonie Restaurant in Duren were thus in a p< >m-
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tion to see to it that their visitor—who seldom concealed from favorably

disposed persons of wealth his dif ficulty in finding the material means
required for his lofty political mission—left their town with greater pur-

chasing power than when he arrived.

Repeated contacts also took place in 1931 between Nazi spokesmen
and local manufacturers in another provincial industrial city, Solingen,

situated between Cologne and the Ruhr. Considerably more populous

than Diiren, it ranked as a center of the Kleineisenindustrie, small iron-

ware industry, of the region called Berg and Mark because of the names
of the two minor principalities between which that part of Germany had
been divided before Prussia acquired both. Ironworking enjoyed a ven-

erable tradition there, having thrived since the sixteenth century and
even earlier in some places.31 The quality of the iron and steel wares

produced in the region—especially knives, other cutlery items, needles,

razors, scissors, and small tools—continued to set the standard for Ger-

many into the twentieth century. Firms in Berg and Mark typically re-

mained small and their proprietors continued as stubborn defenders of

tradition. When large-scale industry struck its truce with organized labor

at the time of the Stinnes-Legien Agreement of 1918, most of the iron-

ware manufacturers of Berg and Mark defiantly dissociated themselves

from that pact, refusing to recognize unions as bargaining agents of

their workers.32 During the Empire the relationship between the iron-

ware manufacturers of Berg and Mark and the large firms to the north

in the Ruhr, on which they depended for their supplies of iron and steel,

had grown increasingly antagonistic. 33 The producers strove with

mounting success to hold their prices well above the world market level

by means of protective tariffs and cartel-administered prices. The iron-

ware manufacturers, much of whose market lay in other countries,

struggled to keep their prices internationally competitive. This antag-

onism persisted into the Republic, and relations between the two groups

remained fractious throughout the first half of the 1920s. Then, begin-

ning in 1924, the AVI Agreements reconciled the two sides by providing

the ironware manufacturers with rebates on the iron and steel they pur-

chased to produce goods for export. The AVI Agreements preserved

peace between the two sides until the depression, when the world price

for iron and steel plummeted so sharply that the gap between the do-

mestic prices of the Ruhr iron and steel producers, which were propped

up by their cartels, and prices for the same commodities on the world

market widened immensely. Early in 1931 the producers rebelled

against continuing such large rebates and served notice that they would

withdraw from the agreement as of the end of May 1931. That threat,

which was eventually averted by a compromise, came as a profound

shock to the small ironware manufacturers of Berg and Mark, who now
had to choose between buying all the iron and steel they needed at ar-

tificially high German domestic prices or finding replacements abroad,
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which involved paying the stiff German tariff. Either way they ended up
at a disadvantage when they sought to sell their own finished prodiu ts

abroad at world prices. Encroachment on their shrinking markets by
the finishing subsidiaries of the iron-and-steel-producing firms com-
pounded their woes. This represented an especially vexatious develop-
ment since the ironware makers, like other independent users ol iron

and steel, suspected the producers of supplying their manufacturing
subsidiaries with those key commodities at prices far below the cartel-

dictated level, thus enabling those subsidiaries to undercut then inde-

pendent competitors. Repeated appeals on the part ol the ironware in-

dustry to the Bruning cabinet, asking that the producers' cartels be

dissolved, yielded no results, however. As a < onsequeiu e, angei and i e-

sentment against both the republican government and big business

mounted in the ranks of the ironware manufacture] l ol Bei ^ and Mai k

throughout Bruning's chancellorship.

Shortly after the 1930 election a major textile exei utive who played .1

prominent role in the industrial Reichsverband reported to th.n body's

main committee having discovered while in Berg th.it .1 considerable

number of small and not-so-small manufacturers there had voted

Nazi. 34 Apparently recognizing fertile ground, the NSDAP assiduousl)

cultivated the increasingly disgruntled ironware manufacturers. In Jan-

uary 1931 the Prussian political police, the General-Anzeiget <»t Don
mund, and an SPD daily in Cologne all reported that Uldusu i.ilists from
Solingen as well as from the neighboring city of Remscheid and from the

surrounding area had responded to an invitation from the Nazi lead-

ership of Solingen to come to a closed meeting ai a local restaurant."

Attendance, which the General-Anzeiget estimated at between 300 and

400, proved so unexpectedh strong that extra rooms m the restaurant

had to be taken over to accommodate the turnout I he mu st speakeis

were Karl Florian, gauleiter of the region, and [osel Klein. I.eadei of the

NSDAP in the town of Uerdingen near Kief eld. Klein urn ked as a pel

sonnel official at the nearby branch plant of I(» Farben in Dormagen,

where his duties involved supervision of such fac ilities as the employees
1

cafeteria as well as all contacts between the plants workers and its man
agement. 36 In addressing the announced theme of the- gathering,

"Tasks for the German Economy," Florian blamed the plight of ( -ei man
businessmen in the depression on the "Marxist policies of the Republic

The gauleiter assured his audience that the NSDAP stood reads to as-

sume responsibility for the government and could be counted on to pi 1
»-

tect the interests of German business. Klein attributed the depression to

hypertrophied welfare levies and excessive wages imposed on employers

by the republican governments. According to the Cologne SPD news-

paper, Sozialistische Republik, he advocated putting an end to unemploy-

ment insurance. Both he and Florian reportedU touc hed liberally upon

the "bolshevik peril" and strongly urged their listeners n> |<>m the
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NSDAP. Klein, one of those Nazis particularly enamored of corporal is!

schemes for according a degree of administrative authority to the vari-

ous branches of production and granting small-scale industry greater

influence, may well have played on those themes, too. 37 If so, his mes-

sage would seem to have been favorably received, for later in the year

the Solingen party organization staged another closed gathering at the

same restaurant, inviting as the chief speaker one of the most articulate

Nazi advocates of corporatism in that part of the country, Paul Kar-

renbrock. That meeting, according to a police report, drew about 200

businessmen from Solingen and the surrounding area. 38

Since the reports on these gatherings in Solingen, unlike those for

Dtiren, supply no names of those businessmen who attended, and since

there are no studies of the development of the NSDAP in Berg and
Mark, the degree of success achieved by the Nazi courtship of the iron-

ware manufacturers of that region cannot be established with any de-

gree of precision. A recent study that deals primarily with the ironware

industry reveals, however, that the Nazis made considerable headway
among small and middle-range industrialists there. Left politically

homeless by the indifference displayed toward their increasingly alarm-

ing plight by the Briining cabinet and the traditional parties, many of

their number gravitated toward National Socialism.39 Concern about

losing customers through open identification with such a controversial

party presumably kept most from openly joining the party. But once the

Nazis' acquisition of power in January 1933 removed that constraint,

large numbers of the ironware manufacturers of Berg and Mark sud-

denly revealed themselves as Nazis and proclaimed that the party's tri-

umph represented their victory, too. The historian best acquainted with

its industries has observed that "a veritable orgy of celebration" spread

throughout the region.40

Not all the ironware manufacturers in Berg and Mark concealed their

commitment to the NSDAP, as Paul Pleiger, a small industrialist of the

region, demonstrated. A self-made man, Pleiger had attended a tech-

nical school at night while completing his apprenticeship as a machinist,

then worked for several years in the machine-construction shop of one

of the larger coal-mining firms of the Ruhr. In 1925 he established a

factory of his own to produce machines, pumps, and fittings for the min-

ing industry.41 By the 1930s he had acquired a reputation for hostility

toward both the government of the Republic and the large industrial

concerns of the Ruhr, especially the iron and steel producers.42 In

March 1932 he joined the NSDAP and became an activist, serving

as Ortsgruppenleiter, or town leader, in Sprockhoevel, where his fac-

tory was located. After the Nazis took power, Pleiger became the

Gauwirtschaftsberater, or economic policy adviser, for the regional

party organization in South Westphalia. He later joined the staff of the

Nazi Four-Year Plan and eventually became head of the largest eco-
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nomic enterprise in Nazi Germany, the Hermann Goring Works, whi< h,

among other attainments, successfully challenged the Ruhr iron and
steel firms' domination in production of those commodities 13

Elsewhere in Germany men from the middle and lower ranges of buti-

ness also suddenly emerged in 1933 as Nazi activists, indicating sua ess

by the NSDAP in recruiting followers or sympathizers among such busi-

nessmen prior to Hitler's acquisition of power.
T
Hans Kehrl, who soon

after the Nazi takeover became president of the Chamber of Industry

and Commerce in the Lower Lusatian region of Prussia and also eco-

nomic policy adviser to the Kurmark Gau of the party, provides an ex-

ample.44 A member of the third generation of cloth manufacturer! with

a sizeable factory in the city of Cottbus, Kehrl spent several of his

youthful years traveling and studying manufacturing and management
techniques in the United States during the 1920s. In his memoirs he

reports reading both Karl Marx and Frederick W. Tavloi while in the

United States, finding the former repellent, the lattei enoi moilfl) e\< it

ing. After completing a correspondence course on "scientific manage-

ment" with the Taylorite Alexander Hamilton Institute o( Boston, he

returned to work at his family's factory, which prodlM ed spec iali\ < lothft,

primarily for coats. There he chafed at the 1 esistaiM C he em ountei ed to

the "progressive" ideas he had brought h.ic k with him from the- United

States. When the depression struck and deepened, his experiences

closely paralleled those of the young machiner) manufacture] in

Krefeld described above. By mid-
1
93s the Kehrl famil) fa< toi ) noi mall)

operated with no more than two weeks' worth of orders on hand at an)

time, despite his repeated trips to Berlin in an effort to drum up new

business. It laid off workers and went to a reduced WO\ kweek. Kehl I lost

all confidence in the government and the bourgeois parties, including

the DVP, to which he— like other members oi Ins famil) — had belonged

during the Republic. The cabinets in Berlin and the leaders of the tradi-

tional parties seemed to him devoid of plans for combating the ei onomii

crisis and generally lacking in the will to act. The NSDAP. b) contrast,

appeared to him an energetic force that at least denied the inevitabilit)

of an ever-worsening depression and gave every indication oi being re-

solved to seek decisive remedies. At the beginning oi 19321 Ke hrl re-

ports, he covertly made his svmpathies for the part) known to tin !<>< al

Nazis and began making financial contributions. But hejoined the part)

officially only after the Nazi takeover a year later, in all probabilit) he-

cause the largest customer for the products of the Kehrl factor) \sas I

mail-order house owned by a Jewish family. Once he revealed himself as

a Nazi, Kehrl rose rapidly, becoming a key figure in the Nazi economM

bureaucracy, first in the Four-Year Plan, then in the Economics Minis-

try, and finally in Albert Speer's wartime Ministry tor War Maicnel.

The political peregrinations of Pleiger and Kehrl have bec ome known

as a consequence only of their later prominence, hut from all indie at ions
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many scores of obscure businessmen from the middle and lower reaches

of the industrial economy gravitated to Nazism for similar reasons in the

years just prior to 1933. Some, like Pleiger, joined the party before it

came to power and gained honors and offices soon after the takeover.

Another who similarly attained a certain prominence in the Third Reich

was Werner Daitz, a chemist, inventor, merchant, and independent en-

trepreneur who presided over several small but profitable specialized

manufacturing companies in Liibeck and was involved with numerous
others, there and elsewhere. He, too, joined the party in 1931.45 Others

refrained from joining but openly displayed sympathy for the NSDAP.
Walther Dyckerhoff, head of a large family cement plant in the Rhine-

land that had suffered calamitous setbacks because of the depression as

early as 1930, signed a petition in July 1931 urging Hindenburg to as-

sign the Nazis the leading place in a new cabinet.46 But overt political

actions by such lesser businessmen remained the exception. Most, like

Kehrl, avoided open announcement of their commitment to Nazism lest

it cost them or their enterprises customers at a time when they desper-

ately welcomed every sale, even to a Social Democrat or a Jew. Presum-

ably out of concern for possible lost business, Ludwig Roselius, the

coffee merchant of Bremen who had turned Hitler away empty-handed

when first approached in 1922, concealed his conversion to National So-

cialism a decade later. Roselius extended much warmer hospitality to

Hitler in the early 1930s when the Nazi leader returned to Bremen as a

successful politician. According to Otto Wagener, Roselius even agreed

to serve as an unofficial adviser to Wagener's Economic Policy Section.47

In Breslau the proprietor of a 200-year-old family banking house, Kurt

von Eichborn, secretly aided the party there and permitted one of his

sons, an ardent Nazi activist, to hold clandestine party gatherings in his

home.48

To the extent that Nazism achieved a breakthrough with businessmen

in 1931, Hitler's purported personal cultivation of business leaders had

nothing to do with it, nor did that breakthrough involve the men of big

business. Instead, the NSDAP penetrated the ranks of lesser busi-

nessmen, most of whom stood at the helm of small and medium-sized

businesses—often still operated by the original families—that belonged

to an older, more traditional component of the economy.49 The extent

of that breakthrough remains to be established, for the cases cited here

scarcely suffice to prove that most of Germany's lesser businessmen went

over to the Nazis in large numbers. There were, after all, tens of thou-

sands of such entrepreneurs. But it is clear that, with few exceptions, it

was men such as these, rather than the executives of the new, large-scale

enterprises that comprised die Wirtschaft, who made ready converts to

Nazism.



V
Politics and Economics
in the Power Vacuum

1. Hitler's Industry Club Speech

and Its Aftermath

As 1931 drew to a close, disillusionment with the Bruning cabinet 1 on-

tinued to mount in business circles. Although the chancelloi loughl to

restore a basically laissez-faire economk order, Ins efforts to deal with

the effects of the depression and hasten recovei \ led Inm to int reasingl)

extensive state interventions in the economk sphere. In the eves oi .1

growing number of businessmen, the similarities to the coercive state-

controlled economy of the war and the immediate postwai period he-

came more and more disturbing. Bruning's fourth and last majoi

economic decree, issued in December 1931, offended even some oi his

most loyal supporters in big business Foi the fust nine the cabinet in-

voked the emergency powers of the pi esident to fort e .1 rediu tion b) 10

percent of all prices set by cartels or similar arrangements. I he dei ree

also lowered interest rates on mortgages and other l< >ng-term l< tana h\ g

5

percent. That step struck much ofthe business community as not merer)

another unwarranted intrusion of state power into the private Ct onomk
sector, but seemed nothing less than a staggering Mow to the sanctity oi

contracts, the very foundation of the capitalist 5) stem I he i abinet's de-

cision not to abolish the state arbitration system added to the disma) oi

big business. Even though that system operated at the time soleh to

lower wages, most of the leaders of industry believed the) could at hieve

still greater pay reductions in untrammeled bargaining with employees

fearful of losing their jobs in time of mass unemployment Most un-

pardonable of all, none of the Bruning cabinet's measures seemed to

have any effect on the dizzving downward spiral of tin depression-

ridden economy. The domestic market for industrial goods continued to

204
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shrink, and demand for exports declined sharply after the devaluation

of the English pound in the fall of 1931 gave that country's goods a price

edge over those of Germany. Firm after firm curtailed production, went

into the red, and ceased paying dividends. The stock market plum-

meted. Unemployment spread relentlessly, topping six million early in

1932 and leaving over 30 percent of the work force without livelihoods.

Despite a tight regimen of austerity, state expenditures rose because of

the cost of aiding the growing army ofjobless, which outstripped reve-

nues and necessitated increased taxes. As the new year opened, confi-

dence in the economy and in the government's ability to remedy its ills

had sunk to an alarming nadir.

In this dismal atmosphere the Industry Club of Diisseldorf an-

nounced to its members that the leader of the country's largest and most

rapidly growing opposition party, Adolf Hitler, had accepted an invita-

tion to address the club on January 26, 1932.
1 That invitation resulted

from an unusual chain of events. 2 Late in 1931 the club had departed

from its long-standing practice of excluding politicians from its roster of

guest speakers by inviting a Social Democrat, Max Cohen-Reuss, to

speak. Some members took offense at Cohen-Reuss's appearance, and

Fritz Thyssen, who sat on the club's executive committee, demanded
equal time for a spokesman of the NSDAP. Thyssen initially had in mind
Gregor Strasser, who was already fairly well known in the Ruhr, but

when Thyssen encountered Hitler in Berlin and told him of his plans,

the Nazi leader indicated that he preferred to speak himself. Thyssen

relayed this message, and the executive committee of the club acceded.

No record exists of Hitler's explaining his motives for wanting to address

the Industry Club. He may simply have wished to keep Strasser from

assuming too prominent a role. It seems more likely, however, that his

willingness to speak to such an audience arose from the same concern

about his party's negative image in business circles that led him to hold

an unprecedented press conference for foreign reporters in early De-

cember 1931.3 In his well-publicized remarks on that occasion, Hitler

went out of his way to allay concern in business circles about the effect on

Germany's shaky international credit rating of assertions by other Nazis

that a government led by the NSDAP would repudiate all foreign in-

debtedness. Whereas a Nazi regime would refuse to recognize Ger-

many's reparations obligations, Hitler assured the reporters, it would

not interfere with private debts to creditors abroad. Remarks made by

Ernst Hanfstaengl, Hitler's foreign press secretary, to an American dip-

lomat shortly before the Industry Club speech also suggest concern on

the part of the Nazi leader about the business community's perception of

the NSDAP. The party must quickly become acceptable for a role in

government, Hanfstaengl had explained, and a prime task therefore lay



Hitler speaking to the Industry Club, January 26, 1932, at the Diissddorf Park

Hotel. Courtesy U.S. National Archives.

Steel industrialiust Fritz Thyssen addressing his remarks to the Diisseldorl In-

dustry Club after Hitler's speech. Hermann Goring is seated between Thyssen

and Hitler. Courtesy U.S. National Archives.
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in gaining acceptance among the country's economic elite, even at the

cost of losing some support among workers 1

A poorly kept secret, Hitler s approaching appearance before the In-

dustry Club occasioned considerable stir.
5 Demand among members ol

the club for tickets became sounprecedentedly strong that its officers

suspended the members' usual privilege of bruiging guests I o accom-
modate the expected turnout, the club reserved the grand ballroom of

Dusseldorfs Park Hotel, where the members usually heard invited

speakers in a smaller room. To reach the hotel on the evening oi the

speech, the members had to run something of a gauntlet through a till

bulent mob. Alerted by the Social Democrats and Communist press, a

hostile crowd had gathered in front of the hote l dining the late after-

noon, chanting anti-Nazi and anti-capitalist slogans, distributing leaflets,

and scuffling with the police and pro-Nazi demonstrators. To prevent

damage by hurled objects, the hotel's management ordered the ihuttei i

lowered on its first and second floors, giving the building the appcaranc e

of a beleaguered fortress. While the police snuggled to maintain ordei

at the front of the hotel, Hitler ai i ived f>\ car, virtuall) unnoticed, at .1

side entrance shortly before the s< heduled beginning <>l Ins s|>cc< h. set

for six in the evening. Inside he joined Hermann Goring and Fritz I h) s-

sen on a speaker's podium impro\ ised on the ballroom's bandstand. Hie

audience far exceeded die ex pec t, it ions of the club's officers. Approxi-

mately 650 members, more than two-thirds of the total membership,
attended. They filled all the available (bans, and some had to stand

Latecomers could not get into the crowded ballroom at all and had to

hear the evening's proceedings f rom a loudspeakei in an adjai ent room.

After a brief introduction by the DNVP mayoi oi Dusseldorf, Hidei

launched into a two-and-a-half-hour oration.6 As in his earliei talks to

comparable audiences, and as in the pamphlet he had written foi Emil

Kirdorf in 1927, he withheld from his listeners much about the NSDAP
and his own aims. He did not utter the word Jew OIM e, made no I efei

ence to his party's twenty-five-point program, and veiled his commit-

ment to the conquest of Lebensraum from Russia. Much ol Ins speech

amounted to a didactic lecture on the determinants of human affairs,

supported with examples drawn from histor) and interpreted to sup-

port his views. With little in the way of specific references to the Ger-

many of 1932 or its problems, he set forth his belief in the primac) oi

politics over economics and, within the political sphere, oi the primac \

of a people's spiritual outlook. Germans could not blame other nations

for their plight, he warned, nor could thev hope to find remedies in the

realm of foreign affairs. They must instead look to themselves, to the

condition and attitudes of their own nation.

When he turned to Germany's immediate plight. Hitler refrained

from pillorying the economic policies of the Km pi re, as he had during

the 1920s. Instead, he launched into a discussion ol the depression
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Knowingly, if not always knowledgeably, he spoke of worldwide over-

production, heightened international competition lor mar kets, mount-

ing unemployment, and spreading protectionism. He provided no
coherent explanation for the economic crisis, however. He finally char-

acterized it as merely another of those struggles for economic survival

that occurred from time to time, rather like massive epidemics, when
relations between peoples "broke down," spreading "sickness" through

their economies. In the face of a development of such magnitude, the

Briining cabinet's tinkering with the economy amounted to futile efforts

to cure a malady by treating its symptoms. The ultimate cause of Ger-

many's plight, Hitler told his listeners, did not lie in the sphere of eco-

nomics at all, but rather in that of politics. Only when Germany again

became mighty as a nation could it compete successfully in the interna-

tional power struggle that always had and always would determine the

economic winners and losers in history. Only a strong state guaranteed a

strong economy.

Having shifted his focus from economics to politics, Hitler went on to

present his familiar formula for Germany's salvation. Until the nation

again achieved the unity of will it had shown in Bismarck's time, it would

remain weak and vulnerable. To achieve that unity, the alien, subversive

Marxism that had divided Germans into patriotic and internationalist

camps must be extirpated. Only a potent new faith could achieve that

task, and National Socialism alone possessed such a faith. Once Ger-

many's strength had been restored through unity of will, it would solve

its economic problems, whether it chose to increase its exports, to con-

centrate on the development of the home market, or to solve the ' prob-

lem of space" (Raumfrage) by acquiring new Lebensraum. As so often

before similar audiences, Hitler had begun by addressing economic is-

sues and ended by proposing a political panacea.

While Hitler said nothing about what concrete economic measures a

Nazi-led government would adopt, he did seek to allay some of the mis-

givings he must have known many of his listeners at the Industry Club

harbored about his movement's intentions. He went to considerable

pains to explain, in Social Darwinist terms, his approval of private prop-

erty and the unequal distribution of economic rewards. These could no

longer be regarded as self-evident principles, he warned, but must be

ethically justified. That presented no difficulties, however, if one be-

lieved—as he left no doubt he did—that the accomplishments of indi-

viduals varied. Equalizing rewards or subjecting property to the will of

all amounted to according the incompetent and indolent a voice equal to

that of the most able and accomplished individuals, which could only

lead to socially disastrous results. Because the abilities and attainments of

people varied, private property and unequal rewards on the basis of

individual merit remained indispensable principles for a healthy econ-

omy, Hitler explained. Leaping abruptly from that point to the political
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sphere, he derided the Weimar Republic, charging that democrac)
rested on the diametrically opposed principle that all people were the

same and that politics required no special abilities. Such a dichotomy
between the underlying principles of the political and economic system*

of a nation could not last, he warned. Only by extirpating the destnu tive

principle of democracy and according f ull recognition to individual a* -

complishment could the German Volk attain the rule of the most able m
all spheres of life and so realize its enormous potential In the new ( Ger-

many, he assured his listeners, individual responsibility, authority, and

obedience, not the weight of numbers, would determine the shape of

society and the course of events, in the economic sphei c as m all others.

As he approached the end of his long address, Hitlei interposed a

disingenuous disclaimer. He had not come before them, he told the men
assembled at the Park Hotel, to seek then votes 01 an) Favors Foi the

NSDAP. He then proceeded, however, to invoke a spec tei < all ulated to

evoke sympathy for his movement : holshe\ ism . W ithout the In avei ) and

self-sacrifice of hundreds of thousands of idealist k uniformed Nazis, tin-

streets of Germany would not be safe for an\ BUtrger
t
he boasted. With-

out the blood his storm troopers had spilled, the perverse net* religion

sweeping into Europe from Asia would alread) have triumphed and

reduced Germany to a lower level of existence. Proudly, lie quoted

Trotsky to the effect that Nazism represented the onl) real barriei to

bolshevism. He portrayed the NSDAP as the mightiest populai political

movement in German history. Despite his own humble origins, he had

built it against the opposition of public opinion, the pi ess. the govern-

ment—and the business community (die Wirtschaft), I he NSDAPs tri-

umph, which he again pledged would come about onl\ b\ legal means,

would transform the downtrodden country the) saw about them l ook-

ing to that day, he concluded by invoking the prospo tofa i egenerated,

powerful Germany under Nazi leadership, merciless toward f<»<^ <i

home and elsewhere but ready to live in friendship and peace with all

who shared that readiness.

After the acting chairman of the Industry Club. Karl Haniel. had

briefly thanked Hitler for his speech, Frit/ Thyssen read some prepared

remarks. According to evewitness accounts he identified himself full\

with Hitler's statements. Obviously determined to leave no doubt about

his allegiance, Thyssen ended his remarks b\ directing an incongruous

salutation to Hitler: "Heil, Herr Hitler! Ernst Poensgen later recalled

that Albert Vogler—like both Thyssen and Poensgen an official of the

United Steel Works and member of the Ruhrlade—then rose m an at-

tempt to direct a question to Hitler and initiate a disc usskm. But Th\ isen

ignored Vogler and abruptly closed the session. 7 Hitler, who had de -

clined an invitation from the club to remain for the supper that custom-

arily followed appearances by guest speakers, retired for a short time to

a hotel room, where he met brieflv with the mayor of DussddoH before
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departing. Goring remained for the club's supper, which about 500
members attended. 8

The response to Hitler's speech by those in attendance at the Park

Hotel on January 26, 1932, immediately became a matter of controversy

and has remained such ever since. Since the club permitted no jour-

nalists to attend, newspaper reports about the speech conveyed only sec-

ond-hand impressions or hearsay and varied widely in their assessments

of the audience's reaction. Leftist papers portrayed Hitler's listeners as

responding with unanimous enthusiasm to his words.9 The Catholic

Kolnische Volkszeitung, on the other hand, characterized the audience as

"cool"; the liberal Vossische Zeitung of Berlin described the listeners as

"conspicuously reserved"; another liberal daily, the Berliner Tageblatt, de-

tected a divided response, with prominent businessmen particularly du-

bious about Hitler's views. 10 Even among eyewitnesses no agreement

prevailed about how those in attendance had responded. An official of

the Prussian political police, who had gained entry by virtue of the club's

request for police protection, reported that Hitler's words had made a

deep impression on his listeners, who had rewarded him with heavy ap-

plause. Hitler could be sure of the loyalty of those in attendance, the

police official concluded. 11 Another eyewitness, the mayor of the Ruhr
industrial city of Duisburg-Hamborn, contested the police observer's im-

pression of general assent on the part of the audience at the Park Hotel.

He had observed that the applause for Hitler came in response to re-

marks in which the Nazi leader endorsed general national goals shared

by countless Germans, rather than distinctively Nazi views. 12 The ear-

liest systematic investigator of Nazism, the extremely resourceful and
scrupulous journalist Konrad Heiden, who later wrote the first serious

biography of Hitler, cited eyewitnesses to the effect that only about a

third of the assemblage gave their assent to Thyssen's "Heil, Herr
Hitler," and that the response to the speech by the majority had been

lukewarm or even negative. 13

Attempts to draw significance from the amount or the motivation of

the applause elicited by Hitler's words have a limited value for determin-

ing the impact of his speech on the important capitalists in attendance.

Contrary to an impression widespread both at the time and since, the

membership of the Industry Club of Diisseldorf did not consist solely of

the industrial elite of Germany. 14 The club was a large facility that

served as a convenient meeting place for nearly 1,000 members from

throughout Germany who in one way or another were connected with

industry. They included not only leading executives of the largest indus-

trial firms but also their less eminent subordinates as well as executives of

medium-sized and even small enterprises, sales representatives, trade

association officials, and business lawyers. In tone, the club fell consider-

ably short of the capitalistic grandeur its name suggests. It provided its

members with facilities at the Park Hotel for dining, card playing, and
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bowling as well as with a reading room. During the summer an annual
club excursion took place to a picturesque spot in the countryside. Ea< h

fall the members partook of a traditional goose dinner to commemorate
St. Martin's day. Major industrial figures, such as the men of the

Ruhrlade, did not take part in these activities, nor did they have time to

make use of the club's leisure facilities. Like virtually everyone of any
stature in industrial circles, they retained memberships, however, and
occasionally attended talks by guest speakers. 15

By 1932 the Industry Club was feeling the pinch of the depression. 16

Out of regard for the plight of financially hard-pressed members, its

board of officers lowered the dues from 200 marks a year to 150 for the

year 1931, and then to 100 marks for 1932. At the then current ex-

change rate, this amounted to less than twenty-four American dollars.

The Park Hotel, in which the club held a financial interest, surv ived onl}

by reducing service to the barest acceptable level. Premises In several

other buildings owned by the club and rented to supplement its in< ome
had become vacant by 1932, arousing concern among the club's board <>1

officers about its solvency. The members, the) complained in then ic-

port for 1932, did not help matters bv dining less and less frequently at

the Park Hotel and ordering, when they did frequent the dining room,

only the least expensive dishes. Realities at the DusseldoH Indus! 1 \ ( Hub

in 1932 clearly fell far short of the aura of exclusivity and opulent e usu-

ally attributed to that institution.

Since the official club roster of those who attended Hitler's spee< h did

not survive, only spotty information exists about the composition oi thai

evening's audience. The presence of Ernst Pbensgen, Fritz! hyssen, and

Albert Vogler of United Steel and Karl Haniel of the Gutehoff-

nungshiitte is well documented. Ernst Brandi of the Bergbauverein re-

portedly attended. 17 Police observers recognized some Othei persons as

well. 18 But the police commented pointedly on the conspicuous absent C

of some of the best-known figures in industrial circles, such as Carl Du-

isberg of IG Farben; Gustav Krupp von Bohlen und Halbac h. < hail man
of the industrial Reichsverband; Paul Reusch, chief of the GutehofF-

nungshiitte; and Fritz Springorum of the Hoesch Steel Works. 19 Paul

Silverberg, the prominent coal executive, also apparent K did not at-

tend.20 On the other hand, the police were struck by the presenc e oi a

sizeable contingent of small ironware manufacturers from the region oi

Berg and Mark, into whose ranks, as already noted, Nazism had made

deep inroads. Most of the large audience went unrecognized by the po-

lice and other observers, however. Some idea as to why is prov ided by

the identity of one such unfamiliar face. It belonged to the young

Krefeld manufacturer whose memoirs describing his family's struggle to

keep their two small factories during the depression were cited in the last

chapter. He attended because his father, who. like main other lessei

businessmen, belonged to the club, had given him his member's ticket
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According to that young man's later account, he had already become <i

Nazi sympathizer before he entered the Park Hotel. Years later he still

vividly recalled Hitler's express endorsement of the principle of private

property. And his memoirs leave no doubt that hejoined enthusiastically

in the applause for the Nazi leader's words. 21

Considering the size and diverse composition of the audience that lis-

tened to Hitler's speech, the response of its various components assumes

greater importance than the frequency, volume, or timing of the ap-

plause. On that score, two well-informed eyewitnesses independently re-

ported that the applause came mainly from the young and the obscure,

whereas the important senior industrial leaders remained reserved.

Gustav Brecht, an executive of the country's largest lignite-mining firm,

conveyed that verdict to an acquaintance soon after attending the

speech. 22 The mayor of Hamborn told the Prussian police that the ma-

jor figures from industry had felt disappointed that Hitler had spoken

only in general terms, and mainly about politics. 23 They had come to

learn about his position on the specific economic questions of the day,

the mayor noted, but insofar as the Nazi leader had touched on those

matters, his remarks had been so unclear and noncommittal that they

could gain no understanding of where he stood. The chief of the Prus-

sian administration in Diisseldorf detected the same disappointment in

those of Hitler's listeners whom he later queried about the speech. 24

They seemed impressed by the rhetorical brilliance of the speech and its

nationalistic idealism but had found in it no significant content, particu-

larly on the vital point of National Socialism's intentions for the econ-

omy. Years later, under interrogation at Nuremberg, Ludwig Grauert,

the managing director of the iron and steel employers' association of the

Ruhr who had become a Nazi fellow traveler well before the Industry

Club speech, recalled having pointed out to an elderly manufacturer

afterwards that Hitler had said nothing whatever about any measures

that might help him to find purchasers for his firm's products. 25

Those who had come to hear Hitler's speech in hopes of learning

where he stood on economic issues certainly had good cause for disap-

pointment. He had, to be sure, gone out of his way to identify himself

with the principles of private property and unequal distribution of eco-

nomic rewards, so that no one who took him at his word could mistake

him for a socialist in the conventional sense of that word. But he had said

such things for years, as the well-informed members of his audience

must have known. They undoubtedly hoped to learn where he stood on
more specific matters of urgent concern to them, such as monetary and
trade policies, about which other Nazi spokesmen were making such

alarming statements. They must also have hoped to find out where

Hitler stood on unemployment insurance, state regulation of prices,

wages, interest rates, and hours of work. They surely wanted to know his

position on binding state arbitration of labor-management disputes, in-
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dustry-wide contracts, and the collective bargaining prerogatives of the

trade unions. Most urgently, the many executives responsible lor firms

struggling to survive the effects of the depression must have gone to the

gathering at the Park Hotel hoping to learn how the leader of the coun-

try's most rapidly growing political party proposed to deal with the Ci o

nomic crisis if he came to power. But since Hitler adhered to his st i ateg)

of calculated ambiguity with regard to questions of economk policy,

none of his listeners came away from his talk any better informed about

his position on these matters of pressing concern to the business com-
munity.26

It does not follow that Hitler's speech evoked wholly negative real

tions from all the seasoned, prominent businessmen in the audience al

the Park Hotel. Exactly how his performance al fe< ted them I an nevei be

fully established because of the dearth of evidence. I he limited d<>< u-

mentation does, however, include a repot t on one prominent industrial

executive who reacted otherwise. The man in question was an exec utive

of the Krupp firm, who attended when Gustav Krupp von Bohlen de -

clined to alter his plans to be in Berlin on the da\ of Hitler's appear-

ance.27 Testifying at Nuremberg after the war, Krupp's brothel -in -I aw .

Tilo von Wilmowsky, identified this executive as Atthm Klotzbach, .1

member of the three-man Krupp managerial board who supervised the

firm's coal-mining operations and who also belonged to the Ruin lade,

the secret organization of twelve prominent industrialists.28 Contempo-

rary documentation and a book later commissioned b) the Krupp firm

make it seem more likely, however, that the man in attendance fbl

Krupp was actually Friedrich Janssen, a more junior executive who
shared responsibility with another man for a bnUM h ol Ki upp 1 hai ged

with overseeing its holdings in other firms.*8 Whoever the Ki upp exei u-

tive was, Wilmowsky characterized him as a sober, skeptical business-

man. Nevertheless, Wilmowsky testified, be had come awaj from Hitler's

speech impressed. Whether this meant that he had come awaj im-

pressed with the substance of what Hitler had said or with the Nazi

leader's personality and oratorical performance remains unclear from

Wilmowsky's account. But Wilmowsky's recollection of the skeptical

Krupp's response on hearing his company's executive describe his expe-

rience implies the latter rather more than the former: "Yes, that's all just

a lot of empty phrases; there's not much behind them." 30
Still, this case

reveals that even seasoned executives in major business firms were not

necessarily immune to the charismatic, almost hypnotic effect that direct

exposure to Hitler's oratory had, if sometimes only temporarily, on so

many Germans.

In numerous accounts of Hitler's Industry Club appearance in histor-

ical works, one finds a greatly simplified version of what took place:

Hitler came, spoke, and conquered. As those versions reveal, manv his-

torians have, as in the case of the Nazi leader's purported campaign to
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cultivate big business support in the summer of 1931, f allen prey to the

propagandistic artistry of the Nazis. That is, those versions of the Indus-

try Club appearance ultimately derive from the same source as did that

of the Nazis: Otto Dietrich's 1934 party-line "memoir" of Hitler's rise.

That volume provides a vivid account of the gathering in Dusseldorf:

January 27, 1932, will always be a memorable day in the history of the

NSDAP. On that day the Fiihrer achieved a breakthrough with the cap-

tains of western German industry. . . .

I can still see the prominent men at that gathering. We arrived from

Godesberg and drove into the courtyard of the hotel amidst the howl-

ings of the Marxists. The room was overflowing. The elite of die

Wirtschaft of western Germany crammed into the rows of chairs. Famil-

iar and unfamiliar faces. . . .

Joyful expectation on the part of those already won over. Cool re-

serve in the superior expressions on the faces of a large majority who

—

perhaps flattered that Hitler had come to them—had been attracted by

curiosity and inquisitiveness. . . . They had no thought of conversion

but came with a critical attitude, intent on confirming their own, infalli-

ble opinions.

The Fiihrer, greeted with the greatest of reserve, speaks from a

slightly raised ballustrade that juts into the room, resting his hands

lightly on the cast iron railing in front of him. I sit, in the midst of

listeners, behind him, take notes, observe the effect of his speech of

more than two hours. The Fiihrer develops the relationship between

economics and politics in a world-historical perspective, their interplay,

the consequences in Germany. Why it has come to this pass in Germany
and the only way to make it otherwise.

The impression on this circle of sober listeners is astounding. After

only an hour cool reserve gives way to passionate interest. The Fiihrer

speaks about the unprecedentedly heroic struggle of his political sol-

diers, poor and hatefully persecuted, but sacrificing everything, even

life, to their Volk. . . .

The faces begin to flush, the eyes hang upon the lips of the Fiihrer,

one senses that the hearts grow warm. They follow intently, they lose

themselves in the words. At first the hands move hesitantly, then salvos

of applause roar forth. As Adolf Hitler ceases to speak, he has won a

battle. 31

This compelling description by a man who, after all, was an eyewitness

has made a profound impact on the historical record of Hitler's rise to

power. Accepted unquestioningly, right down to the erroneous date, in

two seminal studies upon which a host of subsequent authors have since

relied, it has given rise to one of the many tenacious legends surround-

ing the relations between big business and the Nazis.32 Especially reveal-

ing, in the eyes of most authors who have relied upon Dietrich's 1934
publication, is a sentence that follows the account of the Industry Club

appearance: "The effect on the businessmen, so far as they deserved
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that name, was profound and became evident in the ensuing difhc 1 1 1

1

months of struggle." 33 This has generally been taken as testimony by
Dietrich to the effect that big business subsidized Hitler heavily as a ( on
sequence of his speech of January 26, 1932. If one consults Dietri* h's

more prosaic memoirs of 1955, one finds a very different story, how-
ever. There, in a style so different as to suggest t|iat he relied heavily in

1934 on his large and talented staff for the preparation of Ins fust

memoir, one finds these recollections:

Not until 1932, after Goring had established dose relation! with tlx

Stahlhelm leader [sic] Fritz Thyssen and the latter had openl) ipoken
out for Hitler in the industrial gathering at DusseldorJ (fid the M C break

and numerous sympathetic attitudes < ome to expression. ( hi thai <>< < .1

sion a collection was attempted at the door whin h prodiM ed some well-

meaning but insignificant sums. Beyond th.it, one could n<>t ipeal <>i

any support worthy of mention, much less oi «» financing ol Hitler*!

political struggle by die Wirtschaft 01
M
heav) industry," although some

more or less notable contributions ma) have 1 eai Ih <1 l<>< <il part) organi

zations at their rallies from individuall) sympathetic businessmen <>f

their regions. Hitler's great propaganda tours <>f 193s financed them-

selves exclusively through the entrance fees f<»? giant rallies, si which

seats in the front rows often went foi fantastic prices 1

Despite this very different ac count by the ( )tto Diet! k hoi I 955, Ins pro-

pagandistic tract of 1934 has repeatedl) served as a seminal source on

the Industry Club speech and its aftermath, often in conjunction with an
equally embellished ac count in the ghostwritten "memoirs" ol Frill

Thyssen. 35

From all indications, neither Hitler nor an\ othei Nazis mounted an\

sustained follow-up campaign cither to extract financial support from

those who had been present at his Industry ( Hub sped h or othei M iie to

enlist them for their purposes. There is. in fact, evidence oi onl\ one

brief and apparently ill-fated effort in that dim Don. It oc ( ill 1 ed tin da)

after the speech, when Thyssen invited his feDo* United Steel execu-

tives Ernst Poensgen and Albert Vogler to meet at his home m the Ruhr
with Hitler, Goring, and Ernst Rohm, chief of the Nazi storm troopers.

On that occasion, Poensgen later recalled, Goring took him aside and

asked whether Ludwig Grauert, who was Poensgen's subordinate in the

iron and steel employers' association of the Ruhr, might be available t<>i

appointment as Reich minister of labor. Grauert. Goring explained, Fell

attracted by some of Hitler's social and corporatisl ideas/'* Since

Grauert, who had played a prominent part in the greal Ruhr lockout ol

1928, ranked among the most militant anti-trade-union figures in the*

service of industry, Goring's inquiry would seem a heavy-handed at-

tempt on his part to indicate that big business could expect a hard line

toward labor from a government headed bv the Nazis. W he the r Goring

acted on his own or in concurrence with Hitler remains unclear. But he
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employed the wrong approach with Poensgen, who—in contrast to Thy-
ssen—regarded corporatist schemes with great misgiving and did not in

the least share Grauert's growing enthusiasm for the ideas of Othmar
Spann, the influential Austrian theorist of corporatism. From all reports

Poensgen remained, despite his exposure to Hitler and Goring, skeptical

and cool toward Nazism right down to the creation of the Third Reich,

and even afterwards.37 As for Vogler, an acquaintance of his reported

hearing soon after the gathering at Thyssen's house on January 27 that

Hitler had again avoided discussing economic issues on that occasion,

leaving his much smaller audience there frustrated once more in their

efforts to pin down the Nazi leader on matters of vital interest to them. 38

Hitler's failure to follow up vigorously on the entree he had gained to

the business community through his Industry Club speech tends to sub-

stantiate the hypothesis that he sought merely to neutralize big business,

not to bring its leaders actively behind the NSDAP or to exploit its finan-

cial resources for his party. However, even if he had wanted to, he would

have paid a costly price for cultivating further contacts with the business

community, since the political left quickly turned his Diisseldorf appear-

ance into a damaging propaganda weapon against the NSDAP. The
Communist press in particular vigorously exploited the event. The KPD
party organ, Die Rote Fahne, depicted Hitler's performance at the Park

Hotel as a hireling's obsequious accounting to his masters behind locked

doors; fabricated texts attributed to him ingratiating answers to fictitious

questions purportedly posed by members of the audience; cartoons and

articles portrayed him devouring afterwards an expensive seven-course

banquet with flowing wine, surrounded by overstuffed capitalists.39

The Nazi press initially sought to play down the event. The day after

the speech, party newspapers, quoting the Nazi press office in Munich,

printed a brief, laconic announcement to the effect that Hitler had

achieved a great success for the ideas of National Socialism by address-

ing a large group of industrialists in Diisseldorf.40 The response of wage
earners among the party's rank and file to the progaganda of the left

clearly disturbed the leadership, however. The Nazi daily in Cologne

revealed this concern when it sought to counter the leftist charges with

an article headlined "Hitler Recruits for Socialism." It proclaimed that

the party leader had sought to dismantle class barriers by sharpening the

social conscience of his audience at the Industry Club.41 Hitler himself

refrained from accepting an invitation to address another business audi-

ence in Hannover, which was extended to him soon after his Diisseldorf

speech.42 When the left nevertheless kept up its barrage of allegations,

the leadership of the NSDAP felt compelled to respond. In mid-

February the party's national organ denied reports by "slanderers" that

Hitler had in his speech declared war on the trade unions before partak-

ing of a lavish banquet with the members of the Industry Club. Actually,

the Volkischer Beobachter maintained, Hitler had declared war on mate-
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rialism and admonished his listeners to become sensitive to the plight of

their less fortunate "racial comrades." 43

Despite this and other Nazi attempts to lay the mailer to rest, the U li s

version of the Industry Club speech continued to dog Hitler and his

party long after the event. When Chancellor Brttning made use of it

during the spring election campaigns, the Na/is became suthc iend) con-

cerned to indulge in one of their rare exercisesT
in truthfulness. In an

effort to counter the many allegations about what Hitler had told Ins

Dusseldorf audience, the Volkischei BeatfachUr devoted four of its pages
in mid-April to extensive verbatim excerpts from the speech. M As the

paper further announced, the f ull text had been printed as a pamphlet
by the party publishing house and could be pun based fol onl) twent)

pfennigs. A foreword to that pamphlet made deal tint the texl was

being published at considerable expense soU K to refute charge! bl

Bruning and others that Hitler had told Ins Industr) Club audience
something different from what he said in his othei spree Ik s

1
' From all

indications, the aftermath of the Industr) Club speech proved bighl)

embarrassing for the NSDAP.
As if in response to unrest among the NSDAFa wage eai ning Polloii

ers, the radical fork of the Nazi tongue spoke out with Intensified aim

capitalist rhetoric in the wake of HitleTs Dusseldorl appearance. I he

Nazi Factory Cell Organization (NSBO) issued a pamphlet protesting

the exploitation of workers by the "liberal capitalist s\ stem ' and < ailing

for its destruction and the establishment of a "suppK economy*
1

in plai <•

of the existing "profit economy." 16 In another pamphlet a membei <>l

the Economic Policy Section vehemently denounced "the great tiusts

and "private monopolies," proclaiming that these must be broken up 01

taken over by the state.
47 These public ations immediate!) am ac ted the

notice of the business press. Commenting on the NSBO pamphlet, the

pro-business Deutsche Bergwerks-Zetiung of Dusseldorf c one luded thai its

meaning would not be altered if, wherever National Socialism ap-

peared, the word "social ism" were substituted. In explaining then "Ger-

man socialism," the paper noted that some Nazis laid great itress on the

principle of individual accomplishment. Yet the party's idea <>1 a
M
suppl)

economy" seemed to have little to do with accomplishment It amounted
instead to nothing less than socialistic economic planning. In assuming

that the economy could be set right onh by such means, the Nazis dif-

fered in no way from the Social Democrats, who also held out the vision

of a future perfect order. Germain's workers must beware- of .ill such

false economic prophets, the Deutsche Bergwerks-Zeitung warned.48

A document published in the official parliamentary bulletin oi the

NSDAP only a week after Hitler's appearanc e at the Industr) Club also

attracted concerned attention in business circles. Apparent lv a response

to the spurious questions and answers concocted by the Communis!

press, it consisted of unusually straightforward responses to ten cjiu s-
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tions about specific matters of economic policy.49 Although the original

text did not attribute the answers to Hitler himself, non-Nazi publica-

tions assumed he was their source when they reprinted the questions

and answers. As a consequence Hitler appeared to have endorsed some
unusually forthright and—from the standpoint of the business commu-
nity—highly disturbing stances. These included endorsement of the

eight-hour day, the inviolability of union-wide collective bargaining con-

tracts, and the right of workers to strike so long as the existing immoral

capitalist system prevailed. The Hitler movement did not oppose trade

unions, another response announced; it basically favored unions, object-

ing only to labor leaders who fostered class conflict and promoted ful-

fillment of the Versailles Treaty. Still another response proclaimed

Nazism's opposition to both the efforts of the capitalist system to reduce

the wages of workers and measures by the Briining government aimed

at curtailing such workers' benefits as social insurance and pensions.

Other responses called for an expansion of Sozialpolitik through stricter

state safety regulations in factories, additional housing for workers, and

expanded state protection for working youths. These pronouncements

received prominent display in conservative and liberal publications.50

They also circulated among some of the leading industrialists of Ger-

many, who studied them with concern. 51

Proclaimed by an official Nazi publication, and widely attributed in the

press to Hitler himself, these ten pronouncements went far toward nega-

ting whatever reassurances the business community might have derived

from Hitler's remarks before the Industry Club. In his Diisseldorf

speech he had sounded like a friend of the businessman; now his party

sounded almost indistinguishable from a trade union. Only a few weeks

after Hitler's appearance at the Industry Club, those businessmen who
sought to comprehend the economic position of Germany's most dy-

namic and rapidly expanding political party could be forgiven for once

more perceiving it as a bewildering, enigmatic collection of contra-

dictions.

2. Big Business Approaches the Political

Maelstrom in Disarray

During the half year following Hitler's appearance at the Industry Club,

the swirling political currents of Germany began to converge into the

maelstrom soon to engulf the entire country. In March and April the

electorate went through two rounds of balloting before re-electing Hin-

denburg as president of the Reich. In the latter part of April the voters

of Bavaria, Prussia, and several smaller states chose new parliaments in

which the Nazis enjoyed greatly strengthened positions. At the end of

May Briining had to resign as chancellor, and Hindenburg replaced him

with the obscure Franz von Papen. At Papen's request, the president
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dissolved the Reichstag early in June and scheduled an election fol full

31. The outcome of the balloting made the NSDAP the strongest party
in the national legislature. These developments repeatedly confronted
the politically active big businessmen ofGermany with perplexing prob-
lems. In responding, they no longer displayed the degree ol consensus
that had marked their political behavior in the past. They now found
themselves frequently at odds and cross'purposcs. Man) fell greatei

constraints than before on their financial involvement in politics, eithei

because of economic stringencies or disillusionment arising from past

failures to influence political developments. Others balked at granting

their customary subsidies when the bourgeois parties ignored then re-

newed demands for a merger that would end then disunity. W illi big

business divided and increasingly hesitant about its political role, Gen
eral Schleicher had to intervene and seek out subsidies foi tlx DVP and
the DNVP at the time of the Reichstag election ol Jul) 1932. As the

German political crisis approac hed its climax, the politicall) active de-

ments of big business displayed less < ohesion and commitment t<> politi-

cal involvement than ever before in the republic an pel iod.

The presidential election of 193s posed .1 dilemma foi much of the

business community, just as it did foi othei Germans on the right I he

familiar political spectrum became confused whe n the incumbent Hin-

denburg, behind whom big business had rallied along with the rest <>!

the right in 1925, stood lor re-election with the b.u king of the Hi uning

cabinet and the moderate parties of the Republic . iiu luding the SP1 > His

challengers in the first round of balloting were Hitler, the Communist
Ernst Thalmann, and Theodor Duesterberg, the ( andklate <>f the DN \ P

and the rightist veterans' organization, the Stahlhetm. From the outset

most observers expected Hindenburg to win, as he eventuall) did with

53 percent of the vote in the April runoff after falling fom -tenths ol a

percentage point short of the requisite majorit) in the Man h balloting.

Hitler ran second both times, first tallying 30.1 percent and then 36.8

percent. After gaining only 6.8 percent of the vote m the fust round,

Duesterberg withdrew. The campaign involved more than election of a

president; it became something of a plebiscite on the Bi nning cabinet

By thoroughly identifying himself with the president's re-election cam-

paign and assuming a leading role in it, the chancellor made a vote f<>i

Hindenburg seem to many Germans an expression of confidence in his

cabinet's policies as well. As a result, main on the right found themselves

torn between loyalty for the venerable head of state and opposition to a

cabinet they had come to view as unacceptable.

This alignment of presidential candidates divided the politicall) active

elements of big business. The Berlin daily, Deutsche Allgemetne Zettung.

which belonged to a consortium of business interests, c ame out square!)

for Hindenburg. 1 So did a number of prominent individuals, including

the chairman of the industrial Reichsverband, Krupp von Bohlen. and
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its former chairman, Carl Duisberg of IG Farben. 2 Assuming an active

role in the campaign, Duisberg headed on behalf of the president's re-

election a national financial committee that raised a sizeable campaign
war chest in business circles. 3 But with notable exceptions such as Krupp
von Bohlen, Friedrich Flick, and Paul Silverberg, the coal, iron, and steel

magnates of the Rhenish-Westphalian Revier responded negatively to

Duisberg's requests for contributions. Although they occasionally cited

financial constraints, their replies to Duisberg and their correspondence

with each other leave no doubt that they regarded aid for the Hinden-
burg campaign as tantamount to support for Briining and his policy of

compromising with the Social Democrats and the trade unions.4 But de-

spite Fritz Thyssen's public endorsement of Hitler and his distribution to

other industrialists of a pamphlet that portrayed Hitler as the heir to the

Prussian tradition of stern paternalism, most of the prominent men of

Ruhr industry were not attracted to the Nazi leader's candidacy. 5 Paul

Reusch, the influential leader of the Ruhrlade, cast his ballot for Dues-

terberg.6 While the Stahlhelm leader had no chance of winning, his can-

didacy provided a means of registering a protest vote on the right. Also,

Duesterberg's political strategist, Alfred Hugenberg of the DNVP, held

out what proved the vain hope that if a second round of voting became
necessary, a bargain might be struck with the Hindenburg camp
whereby Duesterberg would withdraw in favor of the president and the

latter schedule new Reichstag elections that would produce a cabinet

drawn from the right. 7 In the campaign for the runoff, with Hinden-

burg requiring only a small increment of votes to attain the necessary

majority and Duesterberg having freed his supporters to vote for the

president, most of the Ruhr industrialists declined Duisberg's renewed
request for funds. Viewing the re-election of the president as a foregone

conclusion, they preferred to marshal their political funds for use in the

campaigns for the state elections of April 24, 193 2.
8 Deserted by much

of the business community, the hard-pressed Hindenburg forces had to

draw clandestinely on state funds to mount a campaign for the second

round of presidential balloting that would at least rival the Nazis' all-out

exertions on behalf of Hitler.9

The Prussian election bulked particularly large from the standpoint of

big business. The headquarters and legal home of most large enterprises

lay in that state—by far the biggest and most populous of the federal

states—as did many of their operations. Prussia's taxes and expendi-

tures, its laws and its judiciary, its police, its regional and local admin-

istrators affected the business community in countless ways. With brief

exceptions, the state government had been headed throughout the re-

publican period by Social Democrats and backed by the Weimar coali-

tion of Social Democrats, Centrists, and Democrats that had originally

shaped the Republic. Under this "red-black" regime Prussia had be-

come, in the eyes of the business community, a major source of excessive
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taxation, wasteful spending, and creeping state socialism. Id the ipring
of 1932 one of the most impressive and forceful of the SIM) s leaden,
Otto Braun, stood at the head of the Prussian cabinet. Because of its

large bureaucracy, Prussia served as the principal remaining KWrce ol

the patronage on which the SPD could draw to provide jobs foi its top-

heavy leadership ranks. The Braun cabinet thus struck many business-

men as a particularly irksome vestige of the "Marxist era from whk h

Germany at last appeared to be emerging. 10 A year eai liei an attempt to

topple the Prussian government before the expiration of its four-yeai

term by means of a Stahlhelm-sponsored plebiscite had failed despite

financial aid from some members of industry. 1

1

But in tin ipring of

1932 most of big business looked hopefully to the approa* hin^ quadren-
nial state election, which virtually all observers agreed would sw eep awa)
the Weimar coalition's majority.

Widespread agreement prevailed in Ruhr industrial drdes about the

most desirable outcome of the Prussian election Like most observers,

the executives of the Ruhr expected the Nazis to KOre useable gains.

Most viewed that likelihood in a positive litfht, hoping thai mk h results

would, despite the internecine conflict on the right to whuh the presi-

dential election had given rise, open the wa\ to a coalition of bourgeoil

political forces and Nazis that would wrest the state government from

the "Marxists" and their allies. Such a coalition at the state level would,

they expected, saddle the Nazis with responsihilits . thei eb\ diminishing

their appeal to the electorate but without giving them a VOM C in national

policy making. It would also relegate the economically and km iall) radi-

cal elements of Nazism to the periphery and strengthen the moderates

in the NSDAP. In order to enable a coalition of thai sort to ftuM ti<»n as

they wished, those businessmen who favored such an outcome decided

they must concentrate their financial resources on maximizing the show -

ing at the polls of its potential bourgeois component 1

1

Agreement ended there, for dissension quick!) arose ovei how In st to

strengthen the bourgeois forces. Gustav Krupp von Bohlen and Paul

Reusch, among others, strongly believed that the time had come for a

merger of the DNVP, the DVP, and the smaller parties to the right of

the Catholic Center. Only the creation of such a new part) could, the)

insisted, end the chronic disunity of the traditional right and assure a

dominant bourgeois voice in a new Prussian coalition including the

Nazis. When it quickly became apparent that Hugenberg would not per-

mit the DNVP to enter into such a merger, Krupp and Reuse h favored

deposing that imperious party leader bv promoting rebellion against

him within the DNVP's ranks. 13 They met with unvielding opposition,

however, from such fellow members of the Ruhrlade as Fritz Spring-

orum and Albert Vogler as well as from Ernst Brandi of the Bergbau-

verein. These men resisted any attempt to oust Hugenberg, arguing that

his removal would offend so many loyal followers that much of the
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DNVP would remain outside any new party created by merger. The best

hope for consolidating the bourgeois right, these men argued, lay in

concentrating financial aid on the DNVP and making that party so

strong that the followers of the lesser parties would be drawn away from
those faltering organizations and absorbed into an enlarged DNVP that

would soon encompass the entire bourgeois right. Hugenberg had his

shortcomings, his defenders conceded, but he was at least an established

leader. He must stay, they insisted. 14 Because of this disagreement, the

Ruhrlade remained paralyzed politically until close to the end of the

Prussian campaign. With only ten days left before the election, Reusch
and those who had sided with him finally gave in to the insistence of the

organization's treasurer, Springorum, that at least nominal contribu-

tions must be made in order to retain contact with the parties they had
customarily supported. But those contributions fell far short of the size-

able subsidies of earlier years, reflecting both the depressed economic

state of Ruhr industry and the disgust of men like Reusch and Krupp
with the disunity and ineffectuality of the bourgeois parties. 15

Those parties also received less money than in former times from
other big business sources during the campaign for the Prussian elec-

tion. Briining's nearly two years of "non-party" rule by presidential de-

cree had diminished the importance of the parties in the eyes of most

businessmen. Because of the abysmal economic conditions, those indus-

trialists still willing to contribute reduced the size of their payments. 16

Other sources of big business political money dwindled to a trickle or

dried up altogether. The major banks of Berlin, which had formerly

given significant sums in routine fashion to all the bourgeois parties,

could disburse little or no political money in the spring of 1932. Some
had emerged from the banking crisis of the summer of 1931 under gov-

ernment control while the remainder had at best a precarious hold on
their financial independence. Individual bankers could still make per-

sonal political contributions, but the size of these fell far short of the

former corporate donations of the large banks. 17 The banks themselves

could at most extend credit through their branch offices to local or re-

gional units of the bourgeois parties. 18
Still other sources of big business

contributions in previous campaigns became unavailable because of a

combination of adverse business conditions and disillusionment with

politics. One of those moved by such considerations in the spring of

1932 was Carl Friedrich von Siemens, head of the Berlin electrical

equipment dynasty. A founder of the Kuratorium established in the cap-

ital after the revolution to fund the bourgeois parties and increase the

influence of big business within them, Siemens had by 1932 despaired

about the possibility of influencing the course of politics through the

application of money. Concerned about the worsening circumstances of

his family's enterprises and discouraged by the fragmentation of the

bourgeois camp, he drew back from further financial involvement in
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politics. At the time of the first round of presidential balloting Siemens
reluctantly responded to Duisberg's appeal with a 40,000-mark donation
to the Hindenburg campaign, explaining that only a personal plea In

Bruning had overcome his resolve to abstain. As the Prussian election

approached, Siemens made known his unwillingness to contribute fur-

ther, citing the disunity of the bourgeois parties*as his reason. 19

Not all of big business held back from involvement in the Prussian
election campaign. IG Farben apparently continued its practice oi

spreading its political money across the full spectrum of bourgeois par-

ties, and the industrialists of Hanover raised funds foi tin DNVP and
DVP as usual.20 The chairman of the Bergbauverein, Ernst Brandi, as-

sumed a more active role than ever before. His heightened political seal

undoubtedly resulted in considerable part from renewed trade union

demands for socialization of the coal industry.21 Bui whatever the < ause,

Brandi took advantage of the stalemate in the Ruhliade to wrest from
that organization control over the coal operators' political money. He
then used those funds to subsidize the campaign oi the DNVP foi the

Prussian election. In contrast to earlier years, none of that monej went

to the DVP because Brandi had decided the best w.»\ to achieve bour-

geois unity was to destroy the DVP, leaving its followei i with no < hok c

except to fall in behind Hugenberg.8* In pursuit oi thai aim, Brandi

helped to bring about the defection to the DNVP oi a major DVP re-

gional unit in the Ruhr. He received aid in tint undertaking I IDA 1 one of

Paul Reusch's political advisers, Erich von Gilsa, who made i mix h -pub-

licized move from the DVP to the DNVP.28 Adolf Hue* k, .» dim toi of

the United Steel Works who had represented the DVP m the Rett hstag,

followed the same path, leading the local officials of the DVP in the Ru hi

to conclude that the general director of that combine, Albert Vftgler,

also wished to see the expiration of their part\ .*-'
1 The DVP proved, ho*

ever, not so easy to eliminate. Still, the defections im ited bj its foes in the

Ruhr further undermined a party badly shaken by the expulsion 01 res-

ignation of some of its few remaining nationally prominent figures and

weakened by the diminished flow of business contributions. As <i t onse-

quence, the DVP gave the appearance of a rapidlv declining, disinteg] .it

ing party as the voters of Prussia went to the polls on April 24. L932.*
'

The balloting in Prussia reduced the DVP to insignificance m the new

state parliament, leaving it with only 7 of the 40 seats it had former!)

held. Contrary to the expectations of the industrialists who encoura

defections from the DVP to the DNVP, the smaller parts s disaffected

voters did not flock in large numbers to the DNVP. That party also suf-

fered heavy losses, salvaging only 31 of its 40 seats. Since another com-

ponent of the right-of-center, the Economics Party, lost all its 21 se.its.

the bourgeois parties emerged from the elections as no match for the

NSDAP, which had gained the support of most of the voters the others

lost. By capturing 36.3 percent of the votes and increasing their repre-
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sentation from 6 to 162, the Nazis scored one of their greatest election

triumphs. They displaced the SPD, which plummeted f rom 136 to <)/\

seats, as the strongest party in the new parliament of Germany's largest

state. But because of the losses incurred by the bourgeois parties of the

right, the Nazis' seats did not suffice for a coalition majority that would

give rise to a national-burgerlich majority government, as some of the ex-

ecutives of Ruhr industry had hoped. The stock market reacted calmly

to the election results of the balloting in Prussia and elsewhere. The
reporters of the Frankfurter Zeitung who covered the markets in Berlin

and Frankfurt attributed this to a lack of surprise, the outcome having

come close to what had been expected in light of the presidential election

results.26 That is, investors had adjusted in advance instead of being

suddenly taken aback, as at the time of the 1930 Reichstag election. Nor
did the results produce a political upheaval of the sort that might upset

investors. Since the Catholic Center Party declined to desert its long-

standing partnership with the Social Democrats in Prussia to join in

forming a new right-center majority, the old cabinet headed by Social

Democrat Otto Braun, now backed by only a minority of the deputies,

remained in office. And despite their gains at the polls in the other

states, the Nazis managed to gain entry into the government only in the

small state of Anhalt.

Almost all the politically active leaders of big business had wished to

strengthen the bourgeois forces in the Prussian election, yet they ended

by contributing in numerous ways to the debility of that portion of the

political spectrum. All indications are that the parties of the traditional

right, including the DNVP, labored under severe financial handicaps

in attempting to mount their campaigns. Like most voluntary organi-

zations, they found it increasingly difficult to raise funds in a time of

economic depression. By holding back their customary contributions,

because of their own disagreements, until shortly before the election and

then giving at a reduced level, the men of the Ruhrlade added to those

handicaps. So did those, like Siemens, who withdrew from political in-

volvement altogether. The particularly acute financial deprivation of the

DVP, along with the partial disintegration of that party deliberately fos-

tered by political activists in Ruhr industry, further sapped the strength

of the bourgeois camp. To be sure, additional money and organizational

support by politically active industrial executives would hardly have suf-

ficed to reverse altogether the declining political fortunes of the increas-

ingly discredited parties of the traditional right. But more support from

big business might have enabled those parties to make at least a some-

what stronger showing in the battle of posters, pamphlets, and rallies

that preceded the balloting in Prussia on April 24, 1932.

As the events of the spring of 1932 revealed, the long-standing depen-

dence of Germany's bourgeois parties on financial contributions from

big business began to assume the proportions of a deadly liability. Hav-
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ing become accustomed to receiving handsome subsidies regularly and
predictably from that quarter during the Republic's years ol stability and
prosperity, the leaders of the traditional parties of the middle and I ight

found themselves without adequate alternative sources of funds when
economic depression and political upheaval greatly reduced the Hov% of

subsidies from big business. Because of ttye easyravailabiliu of those con-

tributions in the past, they had taken no effet live steps to broaden du n

parties' memberships or even to collect regular dues from those who
became members. 27 Nor did they engage extensively in Othei methods
of raising money, such as charging for admission to rallies and lauill King
sustained solicitation campaigns using volunteei personnel. Hugen-
berg's press and film empire, which he used to generate funds foi the

DNVP, represented something of an ex< eption. But its \ uld, too, dimin-

ished with the onset of depression, so that it proved no substitute f<»i

grass-roots fund raising. 28 Altogether, the bourgeois p. tint s were uoc
fully unequipped to adjust to a sudden diminution of big-business lllb-

sidies. Those parties had become accustomed to a plentiful downward
flow of funds, whereas their new and potent advei sal ) , the NSDAP, had

perfected an upward flow from the grass roots thai enabled it t<> <>nt

spend them by far. The Nazis could now count among then assets the

deepening financial woes of the traditional parties, which were in pan
caused by the shortsightedness, stubbornness, and lack of political acu-

men of some leading figures of ( lerman bi^ business.

Little more than a month after the unsettling outcome oi the Prussian

election, German politics received an even greatei joll when BrOning

suddenly resigned at the end of Maw having lost the confidence oi Presi-

dent Hindenburg. That news had hardly reached prim when Commu-
nists and trade unionists charged that industrial interests had conspired

with other reactionary elements to poison the president's mind against

the chancellor. 29 During the subsequent half century, however, no

evidence substantiating that charge has come to light. In tin well-

documented record of the immediate events leading to Brtining's fall,

big business does not figure directlv.^' Rather. Brikning'a resignation

came as the culmination of a progressive estrangement between the

chancellor and Hindenburg, who had become increasingly disappointed

at Briining's failure to make good on promises to shift the basis of his

cabinet to the right. The breach between the two widened when the c abi-

net imposed a ban on Nazi storm troopers but not on leftist para-militar)

organizations, a step that provoked indignant protests from conservative

and military circles close to the president. Particularly damaging was the

desertion of Briining by the man who had much to do w ith obtaining the

chancellorship for him, General Kurt von Schleicher. Convinced that

the SA ban would obstruct the army's efforts to mobilize rightist para-

military organizations as part of its effort to expand Germany's miluai \

strength, Schleicher turned against both the chancellor and his defense
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minister, General Wilhelm Groener. The cabinet aroused still f urther

opposition when it announced a plan to foreclose on hopelessly indebted

landed estates in eastern Germany and divide them up in order to turn

farms over to settlers as a means of combating mass unemployment.

That plan, which called forth accusations of "agrarian Bolshevism"

against Bruning from eastern agrarians and others who enjoyed access

to Hindenburg, sealed the fate of the cabinet.

This is not to say that Germany's capitalists played no part at all in

Bruning's fall. Although they did not participate directly in the chancel-

lor's ouster, a rising chorus of protests from the business community
against the economic policies of his cabinet contributed to the general

deterioration of Bruning's position. Despite attempts at restraint by the

leadership of the industrial Reichsverband, Ruhr industrial circles in

particular became increasingly vocal and open in their criticism of the

cabinet during the spring of 1932. 31 The coal, iron, and steel industries

ranked among the sectors of the economy most heavily damaged by the

depression. By 1932 bituminous coal production sank to a level 36.6

percent below that of 1929; the decline in pig iron output for the same
period came to 76 percent, that in iron and steel to 65 percent. 32 Al-

though cartelized pricing policies partially shielded these industries

from the impact of contracting demand by enabling them to prevent

prices from falling rapidly, they experienced their worst slump ever. As
their losses mounted ominously, the market value of their stocks sank to

hitherto unimagined lows. Not surprisingly, their executives and asso-

ciational spokesmen became ever more critical of a government that

seemed incapable of stemming the decline. The chancellor nevertheless

held resolutely to his course of conciliating the SPD and the trade unions

and failed to respond to demands for a fundamental revision of his posi-

tion on economic and social issues along the lines proposed by the busi-

ness community. Indeed, his cabinet showed what appeared to be a

readiness for still further concessions to labor. In mid-April Bruning's

labor minister, Adam Stegerwald, also a Catholic Centrist, publicly en-

dorsed trade union demands for a reduction of the industrial workweek
from forty-eight to forty hours as a means of spreading available jobs

among more workers.33 That proposal, which would have given rise to a

significant labor cost increase in around-the-clock industries by neces-

sitating a changeover from the prevailing two-shift system to a three-

shift system, added to the unrest in industrial circles. 34 Stegerwald's pro-

posal seems to have figured as well in the decision of Economics Minister

Hermann Warmbold to resign in late April. Although Warmbold, an

agronomist, could not accurately be characterized as a spokesman of the

business community, and appears to have resigned quite on his own for

a complex set of reasons, his having held a post with IG Farben unavoid-

ably made his departure appear as part of a growing big business rejec-

tion of Bruning. 35 Warmbold's withdrawal did not suffice to bring down
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the cabinet, but it hardly strengthened Bruning's position. The same
held true of the increasingly unrestrained attacks on his cabinet in the

business press.36 Bruning's estrangement from Hindenburg thus oc-

curred in a context of mounting discontent on the part of the business

community that could only \veaken the chancellor's position and
strengthen that of the men who finally prevailed on the president to

drop him.

Even if Bruning's big business critics had wished to intercede with

President Hindenburg to turn him against his ( ham clloi , as leftist join

nalists alleged they did, they were in no position to do so. I here existed,

of course, the possibility of submitting a memorandum to the president

or seeking an audience with him, but both these avenues of approach
had been repeatedly used in the past and had yielded disappointing re-

sults. When Ruhr industrialist Paul Reuse h proposed in Septembei LOgl

that industrial spokesmen meet with the president to explain t hen gi ie\

ances, Ludwig Kastl, the veteran executive directOl ol the industrial

Reichsverband, discouraged the idea. "Experience has shown.' he ex-

plained to Reusch, "that such presentations to the Reich president do
not achieve much." Kastl then went on to express to Reuse h his belief

that an attempt to enlist Hindenburg in the ( a use of du Wtrtschafi would

amount to wasted effort.37 The situation might have been different ii

the business community had been able to in. ike use of the ioi t of infoi

mal, unofficial channels of influence th.it played such a crucial role in

shaping the president's attitudes in his later \e.u s. But the spokesmen ol

big business had no such avenue ol influence at then <hspos.il Not .1

single businessman could command the sort of informal access to the

presidential ear enjoyed by numerous military men and agrai ian sp< >k< s-

men. That held true even oi the arista ratk ( hail man of the indusa ial

Reichsverband, Gustav Krupp von Bohlen und Halhach. Kmpp'l bat k-

ground had enabled him to host the new 1\ elec ted Hindenbui g at a large

banquet held in his honor in 1925 at the famil) palace, the- Villa Hugel,

outside Essen. 38 But Hindenburg remained remote even for a Ki upp A

few days after Bruning's fall and his replacement b) Franz von Papen,

Krupp von Bohlen expressed his displeasure .it the turn of political

events to a senior staff member of the Reichsverband in a lettei written

from the Austrian resort to which he had repaired the previous week,

Krupp added that he had considered postponing his \ ac at ion be* atlSC ol

the cabinet crisis but had decided against that. "After all. w rote the best-

known industrialist of Germany and head of the paramount assoc iation

of big business, "it would hardly have been possible for me to intervene

in the course of events." 39

The appointment of the obscure Papen as chancellor came as jus! as

much a surprise to even the best-informed leaders of big business as it

did to the rest of Germany.40 As with the installation of BrfUiing two

years earlier, the military, again in the person of Schleicher, had c hosen
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the new head of government. Papen was not, however
,
quite as un-

known in big business circles as he was in the country at large. Some
businessmen knew him socially as a result of his marriage to the daugh-

ter of a prominent Saarland manufacturer of earthenware and porcelain

products. Others had met him at the exclusive Berlin Herrenklub, which

he regularly frequented. Papen's political career as a right-wing Center

Party deputy in the Prussian state parliament had brought him to the

attention of still other members of the business community, although he

was linked mainly with Catholic agrarian interests. So had his position,

since 1925, as chairman of the supervisory board of the Catholic news-

paper Germania. Papen had initially acquired that position with financial

aid from aristocratic Catholic agrarians, but when Germania, like so many
papers, began to incur deficits during the depression, the Ruhrlade ex-

tended Papen a monthly subvention of 1,000 marks to offset its losses.41

Some men of big business thus knew Franz von Papen and were favor-

ably inclined toward him because of his conservative outlook. But none

regarded that elegant, yet also shallow and frivolous political dilettante

as a serious contender for high office. His appointment as chancellor

initially produced considerable unease in business circles, particularly

because of the fear among industrialists that he would give into orga-

nized agriculture's demands for tariffs on foodstuffs so prohibitively

high as to provoke retaliation abroad against German industrial exports.

That unease increased when Papen chose to make his first speech as

chancellor before a gathering of agrarians and to speak in conciliatory

fashion about the plight of agriculture while criticizing the "errors of the

capitalist system." 42

The early actions and proclamations of the Papen cabinet dispelled

some of that unease. The non-party composition of the cabinet, under-

lined by the Center Party's angry expulsion of Papen for accepting the

chancellorship without obtaining the consent of its leadership, held out

promise of a government free of that dependence on politicians and

parliamentary support to which so many big business spokesmen attrib-

uted what they saw as the failings of the Briining cabinet. Also, in an-

nouncing Papen's appointment, Hindenburg had called on him to form

a "government of national concentration." In the context of the time,

those words strongly suggested an intent to bring behind the cabinet the

groups that had proclaimed themselves as the "national opposition" at

Bad Harzburg the previous autumn. Such an arrangement still held

great appeal for political right-wingers within the business community.

It would exclude the SPD and the trade unions from any influence on

government policy. It also held out the prospect of luring the NSDAP
out of its radical oppositional stance and placing it under the tutelage of

economically reliable bourgeois elements, thereby undercutting the "so-

cialist" wing of Nazism. Papen certainly seemed determined to win the

support of the Nazis. Soon after taking office he met two of their most
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insistent demands by lifting the ban placed on the SA by the Binning
cabinet and by agreeing to a dissolution of the Reichstag 10 thai a new
national election could take place at the end of July. He also exerted

pressure on the Center and DNVP delegations in the Prussian Mate pal

liament to reach agreement on a coalition government there with the

greatly strengthened NSDAP delegation. The /'national opposition of

Bad Harzburg seemed in June 1932 well on the way to becoming the

kind of "national government" so much of big business longed for.

In other respects, too, the new cabinet heartened politic a] right-wing-

ers in the business community. Papen's interior miniftei , tin 1 eat tionai
J

Baron von Gayl, lost no time in making clear the cabinet's intention to

revise the Weimar constitution. Since neither he nor the ( ham elloi 1 on

cealed their dislike of parliamentary democracy, the dim tion of liu h a

revision seemed clear, even if Gayl refused to elaborate on hit intentions.

Two weeks after taking office the cabinet issued an emergen* ) do ree

that went a considerable way toward meeting business critil ism of I epub-

lican Sozialpolitik. 43 Abandoning Brunmg's planj to covei the growing
deficit of the unemployment insurance fund by coupling modest ( utl in

benefits with government subsidies raised m pan b) meani of I new
income tax, the Papen cabinet further reduced the benefit! of the job-

less. In addition to reintroducing a means test for unempto) men! insui

ance, the cabinet cut the rates of aid as mtu li as a qua] tei to a hall of the

levels prescribed by the 1927 law that had established unemployment
insurance. 44 In place of the proposed income tax. the neu cabinet rail d

the rates of indirect taxes that burdened primarily lower-ilM ome groups.

Although the cabinet took no steps to resc ind the legislative bases of 1 1 it-

state system of compulsory arbitration of labor management disputei

that had so long attracted the ire oi industry, Papen's laboi ministei

effectively made it a dead letter by simpl\ not using it. The cabinet's

most dramatic step came, however, on Julv so, when Papen issued I

presidential emergency decree deposing the Braun cabinet in Prussia

and giving the chancellor authority over the state government Marxist

rule in the largest federal state, that rankling remnant of Weimar's de-

cade of parliamentary democracy, at last came to an end at the hands of

the new "government of national concentration." As the Reichstag elec-

tion ofJuly 31 approached, the business leaders of Germanv had reason

to feel well disposed toward the Papen cabinet even though it had not \et

clarified its positions on many of the pressing economic questions that

preoccupied them.

During the summer Reichstag campaign the behavior of those compo-

nents of the business community that had in the past made sizeable polit-

ical contributions followed much the same pattern as at the time of the

Prussian state election. As in the spring, financial strictures, disillusion-

ment with politics, and disagreements about how best to strengthen the

bourgeois forces curtailed the flow of funds from big business to the
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parties it had traditionally underwritten. Siemens again abstained alto-

gether, and the great Berlin banks, still suffering from the aftereffects of

the shattering banking crisis of the previous year, proved no more forth-

coming than they had been during the Prussian campaign.45 In general,

the incentive to contribute suffered from the increasingly questionable

importance of political parties in the face of the new cabinet's expressed

resolve to govern without regard to parliamentary opinion. Those who
wanted to buttress the position of the new government faced an addi-

tional dilemma since none of the parties—not even the DNVP—aligned

itself fully with the Papen cabinet, and since the cabinet did not endorse

any of the parties. In hopes of strengthening the bourgeois forces in case

a national front including the Nazis emerged from the election, Paul

Reusch and other prominent figures in the Ruhr, as well as IG Farben

executives, revived the project of amalgamating the traditional parties of

the right and right-center into a united bourgeois party. As the leader of

such a broad new organization Reusch and others had in mind Carl

Goerdeler, the DNVP mayor of Leipzig and Reich price commissar since

December 1931, who later played a prominent role in the conservative

anti-Nazi conspiracies during the Third Reich. But again Hugenberg
stymied all efforts at bourgeois unity by refusing to relinquish the chair-

manship of the DNVP.46 His obduracy revived the frictions within the

Ruhrlade that had paralyzed it politically for most of the Prussian cam-

paign, as Reusch and those who sided with him declined to authorize any

contributions to the DNVP as long as Hugenberg stood at its head.

As the result of still another divisive issue, the Ruhrlade remained

completely immobile politically during most of the Reichstag campaign.

That issue arose when the press suddenly disclosed in June that the

Briining cabinet had secretly purchased from the financier-industrialist

Friedrich Flick a majority of the stock in the Gelsenkirchen mining firm

at an inflated price. Because of a complex holding-company arrange-

ment, possession of that block of stock by the Reich carried with it a

controlling interest in the country's largest producer of iron and steel,

the United Steel Works. When they learned of the Gelsenkirchen trans-

action, Paul Reusch and Fritz Springorum, the leaders of the Ruhrlade,

angrily denounced it as a dangerous step in the direction of state so-

cialism. By consenting to the sale of a controlling interest in United Steel

to the Reich, its executives had, they implied, betrayed the cause of pri-

vate enterprise. Since three of the top executives of United Steel, Ernst

Poensgen, Fritz Thyssen, and Albert Vogler belonged to the Ruhrlade,

these charges gave rise to considerable tension among its members, with

the result that by the summer that group ceased to meet regularly.47

Capitalizing, as during the spring, on the paralysis of the Ruhrlade,

Brandi and Loewenstein of the Bergbauverein again took over disburse-

ment of the coal operators' political money, which the Ruhrlade had

formerly allocated. As loyal Hugenberg men, they directed funds
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toward his DNVP, excluding the DVP in line with Brandt's strateg) foi

unifying the right.48 They also reportedly diverted some iunds to the
NSDAP, a matter which will be dealt with below.

The diminished flow of subsidies from big business produced a grave
financial crisis within the DVP. Brandi's strategy ol Starving thai party

into extinction spread throughout the industrial regions ol westei n ( ,< i

many, as the national headquarters learned f rom increasing!) despair-

ing party officials there. Repeatedly, (inns that had foi met I) contributed
regularly to the DVP made it known to thai party's representatives thai

their money would now go only to the DNVP.49 I he finances of D\ P

organizations in the Ruhr became increasing!) desperate, In the elec-

toral district of Southern Westphalia the party's one full-time paid offi-

cial had to be let go in the midst of the campaign because HO m<>n< \

could be found to pay his salary.50 Similar conditions developed in areas

such as Braunschweig, where the defection oi lesser businessmen to

Nazism handicapped the party.51 The DVFs eta tion campaign suffered

accordingly. Lacking money to punt suffil lent leaflets foi the Kei< hstag

campaign, the party resorted to distributing pro-Hindenburg literature

left over from the presidential eta lion
'

As the election day ofJuly 3 1 approeM bed, the 1 1nn man oi the found-

ering DVP, Eduard Dingekley, despei atel) appealed foi help to General
Schleicher, now Papen's minister oi defense.59 Schleichei apparend)
feared that a collapse oi the DVP would drive man) oi thai party's for-

mer voters to the NSDAP, thus strengthening the Nazis' hand in the

negotiations with the Papen cabinet that would have to take place aftei

the election. In hopes of shoring up the position oi the cabinet he had

played such a large role in creating, the general intervened in the fi-

nances of the campaign. Through the intermediac) oi a personal sm -

quaintance, the Cologne iron merchant Otto Wolff, Schleichei asked

Albert Vogler for a quarter of a million marks foi the pui pose oi pro-

ducing an election outcome favorable to the Papen cabinet VOglei re-

sponded by bringing the men of the Ruin lade to meet Schleicher's

request with the political funds of the iron and steel industT) that had

been frozen because of the continuing parahsis of that dissension-

ridden organization. 54 Schleicher promptlv gave 200,000 marks oi that

money to the DVP and 50,000 to the DNVP. 55 Three days late 1 .
on Jul)

28, the general responded to renewed appeals for aid from Dingelde) b)

obtaining another 110,000 marks from Vogler, again via Otto Wolff.

As these developments reveal, the big business community s system lor

financing the bourgeois parties of Weimar faltered badly, for a variet) <>t

reasons, at the time of the July Reichstag election of 1932. For the fu st

time, intervention from the side of the government proved necessar) to

produce anything approaching an adequate flow of funds to parties th.it

had hitherto received regular subsidies from the politically active com-

ponents of the business community.
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The eleventh-hour infusion of funds brokered by Schleicher proved
inadequate to rescue the two chief bourgeois parties of the right f rom
damaging losses in the national balloting ofJuly 3 1 . The DVP suffered a

devastating defeat, as more than two-thirds of its 1930 electorate de-

serted the party, leaving it with little more than 1 percent of the vote.

Having entered the campaign as a respectable party of 30 Reichstag dep-

uties, the DVP emerged from the election with only 7, too few to qualify

even for the privileges of a recognized parliamentary delegation. The
DNVP escaped with less severe losses, but its share of the vote fell below

6 percent and its seats declined from 41 to 37. With the exception of the

two Catholic parties, the Center and the Bavarian People's Party, which

actually increased their strength, the middle portion of the political spec-

trum shrank dramatically. As in 1930, the Communists scored gains on
the left, while the Social Democrats again lost ground. The real victory

belonged to the Nazis. They more than doubled both their votes of 1930
and their seats in the Reichstag. With 37.4 percent of the national elec-

torate behind them and 230 of the 608 deputies in the new chamber, the

NSDAP emerged as Germany's most powerful political party.

Germany's stock markets remained stable when the results of the July

balloting became known. A financial reporter for the liberal Frankfurter

Zeitung at that city's exchange attributed this to a general feeling of relief

that the Nazis' gains had not been even greater. Again, as at the time of

the Prussian and other state elections in April, the number of Nazi votes

did not come as the sort of surprise that could trigger seismic tremors in

the market. The paper's Berlin stock-exchange reporter observed a

widespread belief that the outcome of the election would not disturb the

continuity of government which the financial community prized above

all other political considerations.57 Investors remained sanguine about

the Papen cabinet's ability to retain control of the government, even in

face of the spectacular gains of the Nazis. Yet despite these expressions

of confidence by the stock market, the election results made it clear that

anyone seriously concerned with Germany's future would have to think

seriously, if they had not already begun to do so, about the impact on the

economy of the now expanded and exultant brown-shirted battalions of

Adolf Hitler.

3. Attempts at Dialogue with the Nazi Hydra

As the National Socialist electoral juggernaut gathered momentum dur-

ing 1932, a number of attempts were made to establish communications

between the business community and the NSDAP. The party's remark-

able successes gave rise to heightened concern among big businessmen

about its policies with regard to the economy and led some to seek to

exert influence on those policies. At least one prominent big business-

man sought to moderate the NSDAP's position on economic issues by
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removing obstacles to a coalition at the state level between it and < < >i is< i

vative bourgeois forces. Others looked for ways to protec t the particular

interests of their firms. For a time, encouraging signs seemed to indicate

a receptivity on the part of some prominent Nazis, most notably Hitlei

himself, to exchanges of information and views with big business It even
seemed likely that formal channels of communication could be estab-

lished. But little of consequence resulted from tnY various efforts undei
taken in that direction. Instead, a strong drift on the part of the NSDAP
toward a more pronounced radicalism led during the ve u of ele< tions

to mounting alarm about that party even among some of those men oi

big business who had earlier looked with favor on inc luding the Nazis in

government.

In their efforts to establish contact with the count i \ s fastest-growing

political party, spokesmen of the business communit) labored undei a

handicap since few of their number could be found in the lanks of the

NSDAP. In fact, the only prominent big businessman to identif \ himself

with the party by 1932 was Fritz Thyssen. Hut although he considered

himself a Nazi at the latest by the f all of 193s, Thyssen failed ac tuall) to

become officially a "party comrade*
1

until 1933, aftei Hitler's assumptk >n

of power. 1 His uncritical adulation of Hitler and Ins effusiveness led, 111

any event, to his frequentlv not being taken wholl) seriousl) b) othei

businessmen on the subjec t of politics.2 1 he feu othei big business ex-

ecutives who became Na/is did not tank high enough in the business

community or in the party to ( an \ mu< h weight m eithe i I Rat was tin-

case with Wilhelm and Walter Tengelmann. Sons of a prominent Kufu

coal operator, Ernst Tengelmann, the) were m then earl) thirties and
held obscure junior positions in tfie coal-mining industr) when the)

joined the NSDAP in 1930 and 193 1 ,
respei tivd)

,

1 Somewhat mm c sen-

ior was another Nazi mining executive, Erk h \\ innac kei . direc toi «u age

forty-three of one of United Steel's four regional coal operations in the

Ruhr. Formerly a right-wing member of the DNVP, Winnac kei shifted

to the NSDAP in April 1932.
4 His entry into the part) seems unhkel) to

have reflected corporate policy, however, smce he detected from the

DNVP just as Ernst Brandi, the most prominent and the most politkall)

active of United Steel's coal executives, was seeking b) ever) possible

means to strengthen Hugenberg's party in preparation for the upcom-

ing Prussian state election. 5 From all indications. \\'innac kei did not be -

come a Nazi out of calculation or convenience. He seems to have been

the real article, a true believer. Long a fanatic on the subject of Marxism,

he not only became a "party comrade" but alsojoined the local SA storm-

trooper unit, donned its uniform, and took part in its activities in his

hometown of Hamborn, the scene of violent clashes between Nazis and

Communists. Nazism took firm root in Winnacker's household His ivife,

who entered the party a month earlier than did he. also become a Nazi

activist, founding a branch of the Nazi women's auxiliary, tin NS-
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Frauenschaft, in Hamborn.6 There are no signs that Winnacker secured

the approval of his superiors at United Steel for his entry into the

NSDAP or for his activities on its behalf. He remained, in any event,

basically a technician, far removed from the policy-making echelon of

the firm. Much the same applies to Wilhelm Rudolf Mann, the sole ex-

ecutive of IG Farben who joined the party before the Nazi takeover. A
thirty-eight-year-old decorated veteran of the war and son of one of the

founders of Farben, Mann was a sales official of the firm and a deputy

member of Farben's large managing board at the time of his entry into

the NSDAP in December 1931. 7 At Nuremberg after World War II he

explained that he had joined the NSDAP because of his fear of Commu-
nism and his growing belief that only National Socialism represented a

bulwark against it. In testimony that went unchallenged by that of other

Farben officials, he further stated that he had, in his business capacity,

made no mention of his party membership and doubted whether even

some of his closest associates at Farben knew of it.
8 This would seem

borne out by the failure of Farben's leadership to make any use of Mann
in its efforts, described below, to establish contact with Hitler and other

Nazis. Mann's exertions on behalf of the NSDAP seem to have been

limited to a pledge of voluntary monthly dues of fifty marks, a figure he

reduced by half in April 1932, citing a decline in his income.9

Although the NSDAP remained an unattractive personal option for

most big businessmen, some went out of their way to meet the myste-

rious man who had led it to national importance. One such as Friedrich

Flick, the upstart iron and steel magnate whose precarious financial for-

tunes inclined him to survey the political scene with great care as he

began the negotiations with the Reich government that would lead to the

controversial Gelsenkirchen transaction. Through the intermediacy of

Walther Funk, whose acquaintance Flick's deputy, Otto Steinbrinck, had

earlier made, Flick managed in late February 1932 to meet alone with

Hitler, then on one of his increasingly frequent visits to the Kaiserhof

Hotel in Berlin. According to Flick's testimony at Nuremberg in 1947,

Hitler unsuccessfully appealed for his support in the upcoming cam-

paign for the presidential election. But aside from mentioning that

Hitler had done all the talking, Flick disclosed nothing more about this

meeting. 10 Additional light on what happened came, however, from the

testimony of Steinbrinck, who had accompanied Flick to the Kaiserhof.

A submarine hero from World War I, Steinbrinck testified that he

waited while Flick met with Hitler. Then, as they walked back to their

Berlin offices, the former naval officer recalled, Flick told him with be-

musement how Hitler had apparently confused him with Steinbrinck.

The Nazi leader had explained to him at length, Flick reported, his plans

for a German naval flotilla in the Baltic large enough to challenge the

Polish navy. Steinbrinck remembered that Flick had come away from the

encounter with Hitler puzzled and disappointed. 11 As his generous fi-
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nancial support of Hindenburg's presidential campaign reveals, Flu k

chose to give tangible expression to that disappointment. 12

Paul Reusch, the influential Ruhr industrialist and leader oi the
Ruhrlade, also sought a meeting with Hitler. The mounting strength oi

the NSDAP filled him with concern since he feared thai Nazism's so-

cialist inclinations would become stronger as its mass appeal grew,
Reusch especially dreaded the prospect of an alliance between the
NSDAP and the Catholic Center Party, fearing that su< h a ( ombinatkm
would impose upon the Reich a leftist government oi nationalistic ( oloi

ation that would bode evil for the business community. 19 B) wa\ oi

blocking such an alignment he sought to encourage coalitions between
the Nazis and the bourgeois parties of the righf at the state level. Since

his firm had extensive operations in Bavaria, Reuse h had ovei the yean
cultivated good relations with the Catholic and conservative Bavarian
People's Party. 14 He hoped to use his influence with the leadership oi

that party to promote a coalition between it and the NSDAP .it the State

level in the aftermath of the Landtag ele( tions s< heduled in Bavai ia foi

April 1932. That plan held out the advantage ol saddling the Nazis with

governmental responsibility at a time when unpopulai measures were
unavoidable, but without giving them access to national polk) 01 the

central organs of the Reich. The presidential election endangered
Reusch's plan, however, by setting the Bavarian People's Party, which

endorsed Hindenburg, against the NSDAP in an k i imonious ( ampaign.
After observing with concern the bad feeling generated bj tin cam-

paigning that preceded the first round oi presidential balloting, Reus* h

sought and obtained a private meeting wit h Hitlei at the Brown House,

the Munich headquarters of the NSDAP, six days after the initial voting.

In the course of what developed into a two-hour conversation with

Hitler on March 19, Reusch succeeded in bringing up a number oi mat-

ters in which he was particularly interested 1
' Disturbed about the left-

ward drift of the responses to ten economic polks questions published

by the Nazis' parliamentarv bulletin shortly after Hitler s Industis Club

speech, Reusch confronted the Nazi leader with an article reprinting

their text. He had let Hitler know his opinion about those responses, he

informed Krupp's brother-in-law , Wllmowsky, the next day, but without

mentioning Hitler's reaction. Reusch also reported afterwards having

urged Hitler to rely on first-rate experts in the formulation of his pol-

icies regarding economics, as well as financial, foreign, and intern.il af-

fairs. Hitler had, he recounted, agreed with him when he proposed that

qualification for such tasks, rather than membership in the NSDAP,
should determine the appointment of men to those posts Reusch met

with no success with his major proposal, however, which ( ailed for Hitlei

to withdraw his presidential candidacv in view of the virtual certaint) of

Hindenburg's re-election in the second round of balloting. In making

that proposal, Reusch obviously hoped to avoid another round of tin
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bruising campaign attacks and counterattacks that had already badly

poisoned relations between the Nazis and the Bavarian People's Parly.

Hitler proved unresponsive to Reusch's plea, leaving no doubt about his

determination to continue to bid for the presidency. In hopes of at least

dampening the campaign invective, in order to facilitate an eventual

coalition between the NSDAP and the Bavarian People's Party, Reusch
then secured what he took for Hitler's assent to an agreement. 16 In re-

turn for reciprocal assurances from the Nazi leader, he promised that

the two major Bavarian newspapers over which his firm exercised finan-

cial control, the capital city's Miinchner Neueste Nachrichten and the Fran-

kischer Kurier of Nuremberg, would desist from any personal attacks on
Hitler. As a further earnest of his goodwill, Reusch promptly instructed

the editor of the Frdnkischer Kurier, who with his permission had en-

dorsed Hindenburg before the first round of balloting, to maintain strict

neutrality prior to the second round. 17

Like virtually everyone who attempted to enter into bargains with Ad-
olf Hitler, Reusch ended up decidedly on the short end of the one he

believed to have struck on March 19, 1932. Whereas he imposed tight

constraints on the papers owned by his firm, the Nazi press continued to

indulge in its customary vituperative attacks on everyone who stood be-

tween Hitler and power, including Hindenburg and the leaders of the

Bavarian People's Party. When confronted with these Nazi violations of

his agreement with Hitler, Reusch naively protested to Hitler's deputy,

Rudolf Hess. In keeping with their usual tactics, the Nazis countered

with charges against his firm's newspapers. As evidence of violation of

the agreement by the editors of the Miinchner Neueste Nachrichten, the

Nazis angrily cited that paper's publication of direct quotations from
articles in the Volkischer Beobachter, including some in which various Nazis

had in earlier years praised Hindenburg and sworn their loyalty to

him. 18 Reusch nevertheless held to his side of the agreement, forcing his

firm's papers to maintain neutrality during the campaigns for the second

phase of the presidential balloting and for the Bavarian state election of

April 24. Even when the results of the latter election failed to produce a

coalition between the NSDAP and the Bavarian People's Party, he re-

fused to abandon hope that such an arrangement could eventually be

reached. The editors of the Miinchner Neueste Nachrichten, who had

chafed under Reusch's directives, finally rebelled against them in June.

Unable to run the paper himself and unwilling to take on the task of

restaffing the entire editorial board, Reusch gave up in frustration and

resigned from the paper's administrative board. 19 The venture he had

launched with such high hopes at the time of his meeting with Hitler on

March 19 thus ended in virtually complete failure from his standpoint.

Hitler, by contrast, had managed to muzzle support for Hindenburg

and criticism of his own fitness for the presidency in two influential Ba-

varian dailies without surrendering anything more than empty as-
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surances in return. With one lie he had duped Germany9

! politically

best-informed and most influential industrialist, who had made the mis
take of attempting to play the game at which Adolf Hitler excelled:

power politics.

The day after his meeting with Hitler, Reusch received a proposal thai

held out the prospect of sustained big business influence on the eco-

nomic policy makers of the NSDAP. It came from Hjalmai S< hat ht, the

former Reichsbank president who had aligned himself with the "na-

tional opposition" at Bad Harzburg. In his quest for a return to high

office, Schacht had begun during 1931 to cultivate Hitlei and othei top

Nazis by offering them advice on the politic al and economic situation
"

In March 1932 Schacht wrote to Reusch thai the results oi the first pi esi-

dential ballot a week earlier had demonstrated the growing Strength <>f

the rightward movement in German politics and the important role

of the Nazis in that movement. 21 This raised with renewed urgency,

Schacht continued, the problem of the NSDAP*s economk policy. Since

little hope remained that Hugenberg would be able to dissuade the Nazis

from foolishness in that regard, he believed the tunc had come fol tin

business community to steer the economic outlook oi National Sot ialism

in a "reasonable direction. He therefore proposed hiring, foi an initial

period of two years, a politically experienced man who commanded his

confidence. That man would establish contact with Hitler's economii

policy organization in order to work through the problems at hand in

such fashion as to produce a program for the NSDAP which indtlStr)

and commerce would find acceptable. Success seemed to him possible,

Schacht added, but even in its absence the business community would

gain a clearer view of matters. As the cost of such an arrangement,

Schacht projected a modest yearly honorarium of 12,000 marks foi t he-

man he had in mind, plus 3,000 marks annual expenses foi an office, As

those figures reveal, he had in mind only a part-time post & ha< ht indi-

cated his readiness to bear 10 percent of the cost himself and asked

Reusch whether he believed the rest could be raised. Reuse h responded

enthusiastically in the affirmative to Schacht's proposal ,J He also inter-

ested several other members of the Ruhrlade in Schac ht's plans for siu h

an "office," or Arbeitsstelle. 23 Moreover, Schacht soon obtained wli.it he

took for encouragement from Hitler for his project -

*

Despite this promising beginning, Schacht, like Reusch. fell prey to

Hitler's duplicity. Unbeknownst to him or to Reusch and the men of the

Ruhrlade, the Nazi leader had authorized the establishment of an ad-

visory group of businessmen from the side of the NSDAP at about the

same time Schacht launched his undertaking. The man commissioned

by Hitler with the formation of that group was Wilhelm Keppler, one oi

the lesser businessmen attracted to Nazism in the late 1920s and a loyal

"party comrade" ever since. After playing a significant part in National

Socialism's penetration of his region of northern Baden. Keppler \%as
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summoned to Munich in late 1931 by Hitler. 25 According to Kepplcr's

testimony at Nuremberg, Hitler confided to him his dissatisf action with

the NSDAP's economic policies. He attached no sanctity, Hitler ex-

plained, to the twenty-five-point program of 1920, which he had de-

clared unalterable in 1926. He also lacked confidence in the advice he

received on economic issues from such Nazis as Gregor Strasser, Gott-

fried Feder, and Otto Wagener.26 Hitler expressed concern that their

talk of socialism would upset businessmen and inhibit the restoration of

business confidence essential for recovery when the Nazis came to

power. Economic policy should not be subordinated to political consid-

erations, Keppler remembered Hitler's saying, but must instead be

shaped solely in line with economic rationality. The state should leave

the economy alone as much as possible, intervening only when private

initiative proved ineffective. In hopes of guiding Nazi economic policy

along such lines, Hitler invited Keppler to accept a post in the Reichs-

leitung of the party. Keppler declined, explaining that he did not want

to subject himself to the authority of the party bureaucracy. He ac-

cepted, however, when Hitler asked him to become his personal adviser

on economic matters. In early 1932 Keppler sold his business interests

and moved to Munich to devote himself full-time to his new responsi-

bilities.

At Hitler's instruction, Keppler began to contact businessmen of his

acquaintance without previous ties to the NSDAP and to sound them out

on providing the party with economic guidance. His task, Keppler later

explained, was to act as emissary to a business community "very skep-

tical" about National Socialism.27 At the end of April Keppler met with

Hitler to report that the responses to his soundings had been favor-

able. 28 He proposed formalizing the contacts he had made by establish-

ing a standing body of businessmen-advisers under his leadership.

Hitler at once accepted this plan and, noting that Schacht had recently

approached him in a similar vein, suggested that Keppler include the

former president of the Reichsbank in his advisory group. At another

meeting with Hitler, on May 14, Keppler received assurances that he

need not concern himself with economic theories generated in the

Brown House. Hitler stood ready, Keppler later reported him saying, to

suppress publications emanating from Otto Wagener's Economic Policy

Section of the NSDAP.29 Keppler thus had good reason to believe that

he and his group would be in charge of shaping the party's economic

policies. Sometime also in the middle of May, Hjalmar Schacht, still un-

der the impression that he had staked out for himself the role of emis-

sary between big business and the NSDAP, as well as that of economic

adviser to Hitler, received what must have been a most unpleasant sur-

prise when the Nazi Wilhelm Keppler invited him to become a member
of an economic advisory group which Keppler, with personal authoriza-

tion from Hitler, was forming.30
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During the ensuing month a quiet struggle took place between Kc|>-

pier and Schacht for preeminence in establishing formal relations be-

tween the Nazis and the business community. Schacht at first responded
noncommittally to Keppler's invitation to join what soon became known
as the Keppler circle. 31 Then, late in May, he in effect declined thai

invitation in a letter to Keppler. He had decided, Schacht announced, to

press on with his plans to establish an independent "office," but Ik stood

ready to cooperate with Keppler, an arrangement he reported Huh 1

had found satisfactory. 32 In the meantime Keppler had begun under-
mining Schacht's position. Since Keppler's pilgrimage to the busmen
community had led him to two of the men who had pledged mom \ fol

Schacht's project, the potash industrialist August Rosterg and Cologne
banker Kurt von Schroder, he sought to convince them th.it S< h,t< hi

\

project would be inadequate. Keppler argued that Schachl had chosen

his associates not for their brains but for their pocketbook*. I he Intel

ests of the business community would be better served, he < ontended, b\

a broader-based group of the sort he was assembling, one thai would

extend beyond industry and banking into agriculture and even to con-

sumer cooperatives. 33

Keppler quickly won out over Schacht. He had help in this from

Hitler, who in a letter written in late May informed & ha< hi thai he ex-

pected him to work together with Keppler and his associates.84 H it lei

also began letting it be known throughout the part) that he had I ommis-

sioned Keppler with establishing contact vsith die business community
and gaining its advice on economic questions Sc hat hi 11 ied, even aftei

receiving Hitler's letter, to remain independent of Keppler9
! undertak-

ing, proposing merely to maintain communication with it
. Bui in earl)

June Schacht capitulated, agreeing to become a membei oi the Kepplei

circle. 37 He kept alive the preparations for his own ArbcitSSftrlle , but a

subtle change took place in its stated mission. Whereas S( Ilk hi had 01 ig-

inally held out the prospect of exerting influence on Na/i ei onomit pol-

icy, he now informed Reusch that the Schacht Arbeitsstelle would

maintain contact with two men commissioned by Adolf Hitlei Kepplei

and his assistant. The Arbeitsstelle would seek, he explained, to make
sure that the views on economic policy it generated would remain in

harmony with the positions of the NSDAP. 38 In pursuit of his ( m n ambi-

tions, Schacht was plainly prepared to convert what he had projected as

an instrument for influencing Nazi economic policy into an adjunc t of

the Nazi-led Keppler circle. But the latter group went its own way, so

that Schacht's Arbeitsstelle failed to play even that role. The financial

journalist he hired to man his Arbeitsstelle. Carl Kramer, languished in

isolation in his small Berlin quarters, turning out an occasional recondite

position paper on a technical economic problem for the edification of

the subscribers who had underwritten his honorarium and expense s

By December 1932 one prominent subscriber, Krupp von Bohlen. won-
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dered why Schacht should send him a paper on state import monopolies

via an office in Berlin presided over by someone named Kramer.40 Be-

cause of the victory scored by the Nazi Keppler over Schacht, the latter's

"office" remained essentially stillborn, along with the hopes he had

aroused in the business community of shaping the economic policy of

the NSDAP.
There remained the Nazi-inspired Keppler circle. Its composition re-

flected the shape of German big business even less than did the backers

of Schacht's project. At its inception in June 1932 it consisted of an odd
assortment of men whose selection reveals no plan and little freedom of

choice. Aside from Schacht, whom Hitler had specified to Keppler, the

membership of the circle seems to have been shaped by Keppler's suc-

cess in exploiting his own personal and business ties, plus those of some
of the men he enlisted. Keppler labored under a handicap in that under-

taking since he himself did not carry much weight. His role in the man-
agement of two small chemical factories operated by relatives of his in a

provincial town in southwestern Germany had won him no recognition

in big business circles. Initially, a man like Schacht could not take him
seriously and assumed that one of the somewhat better-known members
of the circle must actually be in charge.41 But in his business career Kep-

pler had formed some acquaintanceships which he now exploited. He
had met the banker Kurt von Schroder a year or so earlier, for example,

in the course of unsuccessful efforts to borrow money for a business

venture, which took him first to a partner in a small private banking

house in Hamburg and, through him, to Schroder.42 The same Ham-
burg banker introduced Keppler in the spring of 1932 to Emil Helf-

ferich, younger brother of the late imperial treasury secretary and

DNVP politician Karl Helfferich. Having recently returned from many
years as a plantation manager in the Dutch East Indies, Helfferich had

no firm commitments and eagerly responded to Keppler's invitation to

join his circle.43 Helfferich then served as intermediary between Kep-

pler and two Hamburg merchants who promptly joined the circle, Karl

Vincent Krogmann, who became the Nazi mayor of Hamburg in 1933,

and Franz Heinrich Witthoeft.44 Helfferich also won for the group

Friedrich Reinhart, a director of the Commerz- und Privatbank of

Berlin, who had known his older brother.45 Keppler himself recruited

an executive of the Siemens electrical equipment firm, Rudolf Bingel,

whom he had apparently come to know during Bingel's long employ-

ment at a small Siemens branch plant located in Baden, near the town

where Keppler worked.46 By means of other contacts that remain un-

clear, Keppler enlisted Count Gottfried von Bismarck as a spokesman of

agriculture, as well as the two most notable industrial members of the

original circle, the potash executive August Rosterg and Ewald Hecker,

president of the chamber of industry and commerce of Hanover and

chairman of the managing board of the Ilseder Hiitte, a medium-size
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iron and steel firm in Lower Saxony. Keppler further augmented tin-

group by adding his cousin, Emil Meyer, a lawyer who sei ved as an ex-

pert on consumer cooperatives for the Dresdner Bank in Berlin.47 His
efforts to recruit spokesmen from the front ranks of industry failed. For
a time the potash executive Rosterg held out the prospect that Reus* h,

whom he informed about the group, would join, but the leader oi tin

Ruhrlade did not. 48 In mid-June Schrocfer informed Keppler that Al-

bert Vogler, with whom he sat on the supervisory board of an industrial

firm, had joined, but there is no trace of Voglei \ ever having attended
any of the circle's conferences.49 Ruhr industry, as well as the chemical
and textile industries, thus remained without representation in the Kep-
pler circle as it was originally constituted in the spring of 1992.
The circle recruited by Keppler did not amount to an imposing ai raj

of big business talent. Only two members, Rostei k and S( fiu hi, enjoyed
widespread recognition in the business establishment. But even they

stood outside the inner circles ol big business. Schachl had made his

name as a government official and had played no au me role in business

after resigning as president of the Reichsbank. Rosterg ranked among
the most important men in potash mining and processing, but thai in-

dustry's dispersed operations and itrong tics to agriculture made it

something of an anomaly that did not fit into an\ of the majoi regional

or sectoral organizations of German industry. Rosterg, who had his

headquarters in the provincial eitv of Kassel, had become wider) known
mainly through his writings on economic affairs, whic h he published in

such business organs as the Deutsche Bergwerks-Zeitung. 50
I he onl\ othei

industrialists in the circle, Hn ker and Bingel, belonged, respe* lively, to

the second and third echelons of big business. 1 fa kei . a foi mei pi 1 Ses-

sional officer in the imperial army, owed his position to his mai I iage into

the Meyer family that had controlled the [lsedei Hutu sunt tin i86oi

and continued to dominate it even after Hec ker's nominal ad\ am emenl
to the head of its management in 1929. His elec tion as president of the

Hanover chamber of commerce and industr\ in 1931 reflected onl) re-

gional recognition, as the predominantly small-scale industr) around
Hanover remained outside the Berlin-Ruhi -Rhineland axis that domi-

nated the big business establishment. 51 Bingel. a fifty-year-old engineer

who managed several of the Siemens firm's branches, had no Handing
among the prominent figures of big business. 32 None of the three mem-
bers of the circle from Hamburg, Emil Helfferich and the merchants

Krogmann and Witthoeft, qualified as big businessmen. 5 ^ Helfferich

could, however, trade on the name of his more famous and important

older brother, whom many in big business circles still revered.*1 Of the

bankers in the circle, not counting Schacht, Keppler's cousin Emil Me) ei

was an obscure financial expert, while Friedrich Reinhart had gained

some attention in business circles because of his participation in public

debate. 55 Reinhart also sat on the boards of numerous small industrial
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and mining firms in central Germany, Saxony, and Silesia, but not in the

Ruhr or Rhineland.56 The third banker in the circle, Kurt von Schroder,

receives prominent mention in most accounts of Hitler's rise to power.

Schroder was to become well known, however, only because of having

joined the Keppler circle. As a measure of his obscurity, one looks in

vain for his name in an authoritative directory of 13,000 business and

financial executives that appeared in 1929. At the time of his entry into

the circle he ranked no better than as one of several partners in a me-

dium-sized, regional, private banking house specializing in just the sort

of international financial transactions against which the Nazis railed.57

Not even a well-informed businessman such as Paul Reusch could be

expected to know who he was.58

The Keppler circle got off to a rousing start. On June 20, 1932, its

members assembled for the first time at the Hotel Kaiserhof in Berlin,

where they met Adolf Hitler himself.59 Three of the members of the

circle present at the Kaiserhof later gave substantially the same account

of what Hitler said to the group.60 After thanking them for agreeing to

join, he explained his conception of their group's role. The NSDAP, he

announced, would soon be assuming power in Germany. When it did he

would need the help of men who understood the economy. He under-

stood politics, Hitler said, but not economics. The group's task would

therefore lie in providing him with guidance in economic matters while

he took care of political matters, with which Keppler and his circle need

not concern themselves. Nor need they concern themselves with pre-

vious economic policy pronouncements of the NSDAP. The economy
must serve the Volk, rather than the other way around, but otherwise the

group should base its recommendations solely on economic necessities

and considerations of effectiveness, particularly in dealing with the

pressing problem of unemployment. "I am not doctrinaire," Emil Helf-

ferich later recalled Hitler's having said.61 Keppler remembered the

party leader's telling the group that he intended to abolish the trade

unions and all other parties when he assumed power.62 But the others

who gave firsthand accounts of the gathering at the Kaiserhof after the

war recalled no such remarks. Schroder, under interrogation at Nurem-
berg, explicitly denied having heard Hitler speak about suppressing ei-

ther trade unions or other parties.63 Nor does it seem likely that Hitler

took any such stand, for if he had, it would have amounted to news so

sensational that it would scarcely have remained limited to the varie-

gated group of non-Nazis who comprised the Keppler circle; it would

instead have quickly swept through the business community. When at

length Hitler had finished speaking, Schacht—who after the war denied

ever having had anything whatever to do with the circle—closed the

meeting with a reply to the Nazi leader which Helfferich later charac-

terized as a "eulogy." 64
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From all accounts Hitler's talk captivated all those present. To their

surprise, the rabble-rousing demagogue appeared moderate, under-

standing, even modest. Keppler later recalled general skepticism about

Hitler's ability to impose on the NSDAP, or a government including it,

the views about relations between economics and politics he had ex-

pressed to them.65 Nevertheless, testimony of those present leaves no

doubt that the group clearly came away excited at having been it < eived

in such a manner by the leader of Germany's most dynamic political

movement. So far as they could determine, Hitler had in effect asked

them—non-Nazis with the exception of Keppler— to prepare ei onomk
policies for the eventuality of his capturing power. Through Keppler,

whom they had been led to regard as Hitler s chief economic adviser,

they now enjoyed direct access to one of the most powerful men in ( lei

many. They eagerly grasped, as Sc hroder later recalled, at an opportu-

nity to counter the "wild ideas" of Nazi ei onomk theorists like- ( rottfi ied

Feder.66 By way of launching their undertaking, the members <>f the

Study Committee for Economic Questions— as the group brieflj called

itself—divided into three subc ommittees foi Imam e, Industl \ .
and ovei -

all economic policy/' 7

Despite this enthusiastic launching, the Kepplei < in le soon lost its im-

petus. Merely assembling the members lor meetings proved a c limine

problem. Except for Schacht and Helfferich, .ill oi the- original group

held responsible positions that kept them on tight sc hedules and made- it

inconvenient for them to travel from northern German) to mee t with

Keppler in Munich. The same was true- ol a ne w membei added dm mg
the summer or early autumn, Otto Stein brine k, the submarine hero and

assistant to the iron and steel industrialist Friedrich Flick.68 Kepplei

eased the logistics problem somewhat In moving to Berlin m mid-

September, but scheduling meetings still remained a problem.00 rhe

group also suffered from a lack oi stall sum e it was not an offu ial pal I
<>l

the NSDAP. 70 After formation ol the circle, Kepplei continued to oper-

ate as a personal adviser to Hitler and had to rel\ soleh on the- assistane c-

of a nephew, Fritz Kranefuss. 71 As he had m Munich. Kepple i main-

tained no office but operated out of his home following his move to

Berlin. 72

Even more serious difficulties arose when the circle began to address

concrete economic issues. As Keppler later recalled, muc h disagreement

developed, for as the members soon established, the) no more eye m
eye on many issues than did Germany's politicians. 7

^ Divisions began to

develop almost at once on such matters as trade policy, monetary p<>li< \

and countercyclical, deficit spending. Not surprisingly, those members

of the circle active in export-oriented industry and foreign commerce

opposed agrarian demands for restrictions on the import ot food-

stuffs. 74 Those who favored Keppler s pet scheme for devaluing the

mark met with resistance from the banker Reinhart. 75 Schacht, who
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rarely if ever attended the group's meetings, dragged his feet on deficit-

spending pump-priming projects, complaining that too much money
was already in circulation.76 Reinhart objected to government make-
work projects. The state might just as well, he reportedly said, set some
laborers to work for a week tearing up all the paving stones of the Leip-

zigerplatz, a major Berlin intersection, and then, when they had fin-

ished, set the same men to work for another week replacing all the

pavingstones they had just removed. 77 Besides these differences, the

group found itself divided even on the fundamental question of how
best to carry out its mission. Some, led by Helfferich and Krogmann,
pressed for the drafting of a new and comprehensive economic program
for the NSDAP, whereas others, Keppler and Schacht most strongly,

opposed any such effort to commit the party to particular policies. 78 By
the fall these differences had effectively immobilized the Keppler circle.

Some of its members continued to meet sporadically, but those gather-

ings produced, according to the memory of one participant, little more
than "pure palaver, completely superficial conversation." 79 Whatever

went on at its sessions, no blueprints for the economic policies of a Nazi

Third Reich emerged.80 Nor did the group exercise any influence over

Nazi economic policy. It went unconsulted about the major program-

matic publications of the summer and fall. Keppler, as had Reusch and
Schacht, fell victim to Hitler's deceit. As the political struggle intensified

during the summer and fall of 1932, the party leader seems to have lost

all interest in the circle. Contrary to his assurances to Keppler in May,

Hitler took no systematic measures to muzzle the other would-be eco-

nomic spokesmen of the NSDAP, so that the cacophony of the party on
that range of issues continued unabated. By the late summer of 1932 at

least one member of the circle had begun to wonder—advisedly, as it

turned out—whether Wilhelm Keppler really enjoyed the influence with

Hitler that he claimed to have.81 For its part, the industrial Reichsver-

band, which was seeking all possible information about National Social-

ism, apparently remained unaware of the circle's endeavors.82

The activities of the Keppler circle not only made no impact on the

NSDAP but also had no discernible effect on the thinking of big business

about National Socialism during the summer of 1932. The politically

active prominent members of the business community seem to have re-

mained ignorant of Hitler's talk before the group and of its members'

early, heady optimism. No news of those developments reached even

Paul Reusch, the big businessman with the most extensive contacts and

most elaborate apparatus for gathering political information. This is not

surprising in view of the remoteness of most of the circle's members
from the centers of influence in big business. Schacht, the one member
who enjoyed easy, direct access to men like Reusch, seems to have chosen

to keep what he knew of the circle's activities to himself. In all likelihood

he still remained hopeful of becoming the business community's ambas-
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sador to the NSDAP and so had no interest in publicizing the endeavoi 1

of the group formed by Keppler. Eventually the Keppler circle, 01 at

least some of its members, would play a vital role in Hitler's rise to

power. That role lay in the sphere of practical politics, however, not in

that of economic policy, and it arose from a fortuitous chain of personal

acquaintanceships, not from any intrinsic importance in the business

community of the members involved. StilJ later, Tafter the establishment

of the dictatorship, Heinrich Himmler appropriated the circle as ,1 son

of personal entourage of well-to-do persons.83 In return lor Ins atten-

tions, the members in 1935 or 1936 launched into an activity quite alien

to the circle's genteel deliberations under Kepplers leadership: fund-

raising.84 During the latter part of 1932 the limited s( ope of its membei
ship, its internal stalemates, and the indifference of the Nazi leadership

toward it marked the breakdown ol another attempt to establish formal

communications between the business community and the NSDAP.
In the absence of any regularized channels <>f communis ation with the

Nazis, most big businessmen remained uneas\ about the NSDAPl eco-

nomic policies as that party's strength mounted during the spring and

summer of 1932. That unease be< .tine espec iall\ a< ute in one hranc h of

the country's largest chemical concern, I(i Farben. The fall <>l Chancel-

lor Heinrich Briining came as an unwelcome development foi Farben.

The firm had enjoyed good relations with Bruning*! cabinet, and its

chief executives had counted among the chancellor's most enthusiast*

backers in the business community.85 Untroubled b) conflicts with orga-

nized labor, Farben had no objections to Bin nine's reliance on tlx SPD
for parliamentary toleration of his government Sum e the firm had man-

aged to continue making profits and declaring lizeable dh idends despite

the depression by dint of exporting approximate!) half of its produc-

tion, its leadership welcomed the Binning cabinet 's resistance to de-

mands by agrarian interests for protei tionist tariffs on food imports at a

level that would predictably provoke retaliation abroad against ( .erman

industrial exports.86 At the same time, Farben prevailed on the Briining

cabinet to extend tariff protection to a product in which one of its

branches had made an enormous investment: synthetk gasoline.8 In

the mid-i920s predictions of an imminent exhaustion of world petro-

leum reserves and the availability of new technology had led Farben t<>

launch a major project to extract gasoline from coal h\ adapting a hydro-

genation process originally developed to produce synthetic nitrogen

during World War I. That adaptation proved more diffk ult . more time-

consuming, and far more costly than expected. Soon after the new pro

cess began yielding results, the onset of the depression and the discovery

of vast new petroleum reserves threw its commercial feasibility into

doubt by driving the world price of petroleum far below the cost of

Farben's synthetic product. The Briining cabinet responded by raising

the German tariff on imported gasoline to a level thai made it barelv
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feasible, if still not profitable, for Farben to market its synthetic product.

But by the spring of 1932 the firm faced a fundamental decision since

the synthetic-gasoline project was approaching the point of no return.

With more than ten million marks invested in the project, its propo-

nents, led by one of Farben's founders, the chairman of its managing
board, Carl Bosch, argued that the firm had no choice except to press on
as the cost of wholly dismantling the installations built to produce syn-

thetic gasoline would exceed that of continuing operations, even at a

loss. Others, among them another of the founders of Farben, Carl Duis-

berg, whose interest focused primarily on its export-oriented dye and
pharmaceutical operations, inclined toward writing off the synthetic-

fuel project as a bad investment. In the midst of this internal struggle

within Farben the calculations of the proponents of the synthetic-

gasoline project were upset by the fall of Briining and his replacement

by Franz von Papen, whose cabinet held out the prospect of bringing the

NSDAP into the government.

The possibility of the Nazis' imminent entry into the government
greatly disturbed the leadership of Farben since the firm had long been

under fire from the NSDAP. In his 1927 commentary on the Nazi pro-

gram, only two years after the chemical trust's formation, Gottfried

Feder had singled it out, alone among all the giant corporations of Ger-

many, for an attack as a prime example of selfish profiteering by stock-

holders at the expense of the general welfare.88 A year later the

Volkischer Beobachter pilloried Farben as a tool of "money-mighty Jews"

when the firm dismissed Nazi Robert Ley from his job as a chemist be-

cause of his political activities.89 Thereafter anti-Semitic attacks on
Farben became a staple of Nazi propaganda.90 In 1931 Farben came
under especially heavy fire in the Nazi press, which characterized the

firm as the creation of Jewish and international financial interests while

denouncing its monopolization of markets and its payment of handsome
dividends at a time when it was laying off employees.91

In an effort to win sympathy for its synthetic-gasoline project, Farben

provided tours of its major hydrogenation plant at Leuna in central Ger-

many during early October 1931. Invitations went to journalists and all

sizeable parties in the Reichstag other than the Communists, including

both the SPD and the NSDAP, each of which were urged to send a depu-

tation for a separate inspection of the plant.92 With the legislature

scheduled to reconvene in mid-October after an adjournment of six and

a half months, the firm's management obviously hoped to head off par-

liamentary efforts to rescind Briining's use of presidential emergency

power during the spring to increase the gasoline tariff sharply. At the

Leuna plant Farben officials gave the visitingjournalists and politicians a

firsthand look at the synthetic-gasoline process as well as a presentation

of the firm's arguments for the project's desirability in terms of Ger-

many's national interest. The Nazi response proved heartening. After
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the luncheon the firm customarily provided for such invited delegations,

Otto Wagener, head of the Economic Policy Section of the Nazi Party's

Reichsleitung, announced that supplying the German market with Ger-

man gasoline accorded fully with the aims of National Socialism.99 In the

following months, however, the Nazi press gave Farben's executives

cause to question the authoritativeness of Wagener's reassuraiu es, as the

synthetic-gasoline project again came und?r fire in party papers dm
early 1932.94 To be sure, on one occasion in the spring of 193a the

Volkischer Beobachter accorded favorable coverage to that project, is a

promotional slide lecture by a Farben engineer in a Munich motion pic-

ture theater received acclaim in the paper/'' Vet only a short time l><

fore, Farben had again come under attack in the party organ, which
revived accusations of its subservience to exploitative "international h-

nancial lords" and questioned whether the svnthcti< -gasoline project

and the support accorded it by the government were justified.06 Othei

Nazi publications had also continued to denounce itatc aid foi the

project. 97

In hopes of clarifying the Nazis' position on synthetk gasoline once

and for all, Carl Bosch decided on a direct approa< h to Hitlei l'i esunv

ably to minimize the damage if the venture tin ned out badl) , he avoided

involving any of the top executives of Farben. Inste ad, he accepted a

proposal for establishing contact with the Nazi leadei put forward b)

Heinrich Gattineau, a young public relations man with Farben.M ( »at-

tineau commanded a line of communication to the highest quarters oi

the NSDAP through his former professor, Karl Eiaushofer, the propo-

nent of geopolitics at the University oi Munich, who maintained cordial

relations with another former student . Hitler's deputy, Rudolf Hess. In

1931 Gattineau had written Eiaushofer, asking him to intercede with

Hitler against Nazi press attacks on Farben.99 W hen Gattineau suc-

ceeded in arranging through Haushofer to meet with Hitlei in the

spring of 1932, Bosch commissioned .mother young Farben o11ki.i1.

Heinrich Butefisch, technical director of the firm s largest lynthetic-

gasoline plant, to accompany Gattineau to Miinuh and e xplain the de-

tails of the hydrogenation process. 100 On a prearranged da) in June

1932 a car picked up Gattineau and Butefisch at then Mimic h hotel and

took them to Hitler's private apartment. 101 As Butefisch later recalled,

Hitler arrived late and weary from an election campaign trip. According

to both Butefisch and Gattineau, he nevertheless warmed at once to the

subject of their visit, lecturing them at length on his plans for the motori-

zation of Germany and for the construction of new highways. I he pro-

duction of synthetic gasoline fit ideallv into his plans, he informed them.

He then interrogated Butefisch at length on the technical aspects oi

Farben's process, granting his visitors two and a half hours ol his time

instead of the half hour originally foreseen. When they at last found an

opportunity to ask whether he would have Nazi press attai ks on Fai ben'l
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hydrogenation project halted and continue the protective tariff on pe-

troleum if the NSDAP came to power, Hitler replied in the affirmative.

That concluded the interview. Later, at Nuremberg, Biitefisch insisted

that neither politics nor the financial needs of the NSDAP were men-
tioned. 102 When informed by him of the visit with Hitler, Bosch re-

sponded, Biitefisch recalled at Nuremberg, "Then the man is more
reasonable than I had thought." 103 Soon thereafter Farben decided

to press on with the further development of the synthetic-gasoline

project. 104

The mission of Biitefisch and Gattineau proved at most a qualified

success. While Nazi journalists henceforth refrained from attacks on
Farben's synthetic-gasoline project, the party press continued to de-

nounce the firm itself as a beachhead of international finance capitalism

in Germany. 105 The hostility revealed in such articles gave Farben's

leadership good reason to remain wary of National Socialism. Nor did

Hitler's positive response to the synthetic-gasoline project give Farben a

stake in a Nazi victory in the struggle for power. Similar support could

be obtained from other quarters, as the Papen government soon demon-
strated by committing itself to continue the gasoline tariff at the level set

by Briining's cabinet. The Nazi leader's pledge, backed up by a cessation

of press attacks on the coal hydrogenation project, meant at most that

the branch of Farben committed to that undertaking need not fear ex-

tinction if the Nazis came to power. Still unresolved for Farben were

fears about the eventual consequences of the NSDAP's seeming commit-

ment to economic autarky. Only by selling more than half of its output

abroad could the firm remain in the black, covering its losses at home
with profits from exports. Most of Farben's executives, including Carl

Bosch, placed their hopes for recovery from the depression on a revival

of world trade and therefore looked with alarm at Nazi slogans calling

for a throttling of German imports. 106

Despite all efforts at dialogue from the side of the business commu-
nity, Nazi advocacy not only of autarky but also of other radical socio-

economic policies increased during the summer and spring of the "year

of elections." Beginning with Hitler's campaign for the presidency,

which pitted him against Hindenburg, the NSDAP directed its verbal

barrage increasingly against what its spokesmen characterized as the

forces of reaction. By the time of the campaign for the July Reichstag

election, with Papen's "cabinet of barons" in power, the Nazis sought to

portray themselves as socialist advocates of the downtrodden as they di-

rected a considerable part of their efforts to wresting votes away from

the Social Democrats and the Communists. Hitler himselfjoined in the

chorus of Nazi radicalism, proclaiming, "I am a socialist because it seems

to me to make no sense to tend and use a machine with care yet to allow

the noblest representative of work, the Volk, to languish." 107 Goebbels's

propaganda machine urged party speakers to denounce the "capitalist
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system of exploitation," defining capitalism as the right to profit at tin

expense of others. 108 The party propaganda office further Instructed

these speakers to defend the Sozialpolitik of the Republic against attempt!
to reduce social insurance benefits, to uphold industry-wide collective

bargaining contracts and the role of trade unions (except for ;»( t ivit ies on
behalf of internationalist causes and class conflict), and to advocate profit

sharing for workers, nationalization of thcf banknig system and of mam
moth concerns, as well as strict controls on imports so as to enable Ger-
many to achieve economic self-sufficiency. 109 As a manifest of their

concern for the common man, Nazi parliamentarians introduced bills

that called for sharp increases in income tax levies on the wealth) and
reduction or elimination of taxes on low incomes. 110 Other Nazis con-

centrated their attacks specifically on big business, characterizing its

practice of driving smaller enterprises to the wall as K&nzernbolschewis

mus. 111 Gregor Strasser proclaimed th.it an M
anti-capitalisl longing" had

gripped 95 percent of the population, and promised measures to loosen

the hold of exploitative capitalists on the ( .erman people 1 1

8

Dm 111^ the

summer Reichstag campaign, without any consultation with KeppSer's

circle, Strasser released in a mass printing a pamphlet that set forth a

bold program to combat the depression. I his WirtschafUichei Sofori

programm, or "Immediate Economic Program," promised dct isiw moves
toward autarky and large-scale creation of jobs for the- unemployed un-

der government auspices, with th.it undertaking to be tin.nu ed bj deft if

spending and higher taxes on the rich. 1 13

As so often in the past, other forks of the Nazi tongue loughl to leas-

sure the business community about the NSDAP s intentions fol tin & on

omy. Hermann Goring, predictably a foe ol Nazi loeio-economM

radicalism, addressed 100 to 150 members of the Dortmund tndustir)

Club sometime during the first half of the year. 1 14 In April, just pi 101 to

the Bavarian state elections, Hitler, in an appearance before the Muhk h

Herrenklub, an exclusive men's club whose membership encompassed

much of the local business elite, delivered a talk which one of those pi St-

ent reported could have, with only minor modifications, been made fn a

member of any non-Marxist party. 115 Walther Funk sought to alias the

mounting concern of the business community about the diret don taken

by the NSDAP by publishing articles and delivering speeches to business

audiences. He explained the disturbingly radical statements of other

Nazis as mere products of agitational exigencies. 1 16 Lesser part) spokes-

men, too, made use of appearances before business audiences invited b)

local party organizations to suggest that Nazi pronouncements aboul

economic matters need not be taken too tragicallv since in practice ever) -

thing would work out in reasonable fashion. 1 17

This sort of Nazi cajolery had by 1932 begun to take on a shopwoi n

quality for at least some in the business community. In the face of pei sis

tent radical pronouncements from the side of the NSDAP, repetitions <>t
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the by then well-known reassurances of "moderate" Nazis aroused skep-

ticism. One of those who expressed this was Tilo von Wilmowsky, Kr upp
von Bohlen's brother-in-law and confidant. By March he had become
sufficiently alarmed about Nazism to employ his influence in Saxon agri-

cultural circles in an effort to drum up opposition to endorsement of

Hitler's presidential candidacy by the chief national agrarian association,

the Reichslandbund. 1 18 In a letter written to Paul Reusch in June, just

after Wilmowsky had heard Walther Funk give a talk before an associa-

tion of businessmen in central Germany, he characterized as "the same
old picture" the Nazi spokesman's contention that the goals of the

NSDAP coincided completely with those of the business community.

The trouble was, Wilmowsky exasperatedly observed, that Nazism de-

parted in practice ever more drastically from the aims Funk imputed to

it. The hopes and expectations the Nazis were raising among the masses

would be difficult to restrain, Wilmowsky feared. He indicated his will-

ingness to make use of Funk's offer to serve as intermediary between the

NSDAP and the business community, but he obviously did so without

much optimism. 119 Another business leader who took note of what the

Nazis were saying to the broad population was Clemens Lammers, a

legal adviser to IG Farben and member of its supervisory board who
represented the Center Party in the Reichstag from 1924 until 1929 and
held a number of high posts in the industrial Reichsverband. In a speech

to the main committee of the Reichsverband on June 24, which was soon

thereafter published as a pamphlet, Lammers warned against Nazism,

denouncing as economically unsound the policies of autarky, economic

planning, and corporatism advocated by certain spokesmen of that

party. Some businessmen had reported, he noted, that the foremost fig-

ures of National Socialism had repeatedly expressed their readiness to

accept the cooperation of prominent businessmen in order to ensure

that knowledgeable leadership of the German economy would continue.

Those who believed such blandishments, Lammers cautioned, ran a

grave danger. One had only to listen to what the Nazis were saying to the

masses. If one did that, one heard the same message over and over

again: The leaders of the NSDAP proposed to take complete control and

to tolerate no one around them who did not meet their own stan-

dards. 120 Erich von Gilsa, Paul Reusch's political adviser, who had en-

thusiastically greeted Nazi participation in the short-lived "national

opposition," proclaimed at Bad Harzburg in October 1931, once again

became extremely skeptical, if not downright negative, about National

Socialism as a consequence of his exposure to party orators during the

Reichstag campaign of July 1932. On the basis of what he heard, Gilsa

labeled Nazism in a report to Reusch as a "grave peril" to the business

community. 121 Reusch himself was appalled at what he found in the

Nazi "Immediate Economic Program" distributed for the Reichstag cam-

paign under Strasser's auspices. He urged Schacht to enlighten "the gen-
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tlemen in Munich" about the "great nonsense" it contained. 122 Schacht
for his part defended the NSDAP in an exchange of letters with (iilsa,

denying that it had ever endorsed socialization of the means of prodlM
tion. 123 In a letter to Reusch, Gilsa characterized Schacht s use oi t lit*

word "socialism" as a "juggling act" and warned the industrialist not to

be misled by such casuistry. 124

Some observers in the business community began in 193s to show con-

cern about aspects of National Socialism other than the economic pol-

icies that had hitherto preoccupied those businessme n who sought to

discern that party's intentions. One such increasingly disturbing feature

of the NSDAP was its vicious anti-Semitism. The leading men of ( »ci man
big business remained averse to that form oi prejudice, which the) re-

garded as benighted and plebeian. Early in 1932 the uridel) respected

Jewish state secretary in the Reich Finant c Ministry, I [ans Si nalfei . who
served as a close confidant and adviser to Bruiting, ra orded in his dial

)

a conversation with United Steel s Albert Vdgier, who reported to him
recently having dressed down both Hider and Goring aboul then at*

titude toward Jews. 1 25 In July, at the height oi the Nazis' Frenzied cam-
paign for that month's Reichstag election, Paul Reusch applauded the

acceptance of an advertisement f rom a Jewish firm b) the Nuremberg
newspaper controlled by his company. He further urged the paper's

managing director to protest m print against Nazi anti-SemiuV agita-

tion. 126 Another feature of National Socialism that caused mounting
concern in business circles was us dictatorial aspirations. During the

presidential election campaign an editorial writei F01 the business-

oriented Deutsche Bergwerks-Zeitung oi Dusseldori noted thai d one lis-

tened to what the Nazis were saying, n bet amc unmistakably 1 leai that

they intended not to ally with the othei participants in the
MHarzburg

Front" but rather to subjugate them. The Nazis must learn that Ger-

many would not accept the loss of freedom that Fast ism had brought to

Italy, the editorialist stated. What it needed was the KH1 ol mixture oi

freedom and authority that had prevailed in the Empire, not the dic-

tatorial straitjacket the Nazis intended to impose on the country. 12 In

June Oskar Funcke, a prominent manufacturer oi machine tools m
Westphalia who had long played a leading role in that indust] y'soi utili-

zations, spoke out against Nazism and in defense of liberalism. In a

newspaper statement he denounced the NSDAP as "a new league tor

human willfulness and servility." 128 In his June Rekhsvcrband speech,

which was published soon thereafter, Clemens Lammers warned that

the Nazis would eventually resort to brutal repression to impose their

will. He asked his listeners to take notice of how he i\il\ existing dic-

tatorial regimes elsewhere relied on political and secret police to rule

their populations. 129

As the German political caldron approached the boiling point during

the spring and summer of 1932, at least a few voices such as these within
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the business community began to warn against focusing solely on the

economic policies of the new mass political movement that daily pro-

claimed total power as its ultimate goal. Although those business ex-

ecutives who gave public expression to their alarm in that regard

remained exceptions, National Socialism's political radicalism was be-

coming a source of concern among an increasing number. During the

summer of 1932 that concern converged with a heightened awareness of

the still widely divergent Nazi pronouncements on economic issues to

drive the stock of the NSDAP in the business community sharply

downward.

4. Insurance Premiums and Protection Money
for Potential Rulers

During the spring and early summer of 1932 more money than ever

before flowed from the business community to various Nazis. This did

not happen because increasing numbers of big businessmen had under-

gone conversion to National Socialism. Despite the efforts of Hitler and
other Nazi spokesmen to allay misgivings about their movement, all but

a very few figures in big business remained aloof from it. When in Feb-

ruary United Steel's Albert Vogler challenged Hans Schaffer, the Jewish

state secretary in the Reich Finance Ministry, to name one major busi-

ness executive aside from Fritz Thyssen who had thrown his lot in with

what Schaffer had angrily referred to as Germany's "gang of white

guards," the well-informed Schaffer could think of none. 1 Nor had the

situation changed by the time of the July Reichstag election. Virtually all

the contributions that flowed to the Nazis from big business sources dur-

ing the first half of 1932 thus sprang from motivations other than con-

viction. Nor did most result from a desire to see the Nazis succeed. The
NSDAP seemed in any case to fare very well in that regard without ap-

preciable help from big business. Advancing from one election triumph

to another down to the summer of 1932, the party rapidly expanded its

ranks with a swelling stream of new recruits that daily gave added cre-

dence to its claim to the title of mass movement. Financially, too, Na-

tional Socialism continued to flourish, extracting from its members and

followers at the grass roots an abundant upward flow of money sus-

tained by the expansion of the movement.2 The party fairly exuded

prosperity. During the campaign for the July Reichstag election, the na-

tional headquarters unveiled with great fanfare a new fifty-meter-long,

two-story annex to the Brown House made necessary by its expanding

officialdom. 3 So successful had the Nazis become that thoughtful observ-

ers, including a good many in the business community, had to consider

the possibility of their becoming rulers in the near future. Few thought

the Nazis stood much chance of attaining total power, but the likelihood

seemed increasingly great that they might gain a strong place in the gov-
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ernment and perhaps even capture control of the chancellorship. In the

light of that possibility, some business executives who found themselves

particularly insecure or vulnerable politically began to regard the Nazis

with the fear such men customarily feel toward rulers or even potential

rulers. They began, as a consequence, to include the Nazis among the

recipients of the political "insurance premiums" with which they sought

to buy security against shifts in Germany's internal distribution of

power.4 Others responded opportunistically to the prospect of the

NSDAP's attainment of a share of power. This took various forms, but

one of the most common was the familiar practice of bestowing subsidies

on individual Nazis, particularly those regarded as likely to influence

their party's economic policy. Still other big_ business mone> went in in-

creasing amounts to the Nazi press during 1932 as a result of the com-

mercial opportunities offered by its mass readership. Whatever the

causes, the spring and summer of 1932 were to register the high wan 1

mark for the flow of big business money to National Soc ialism.

The case of Friedrich Flick provides a well-documented example of

how the Nazis could exploit a financially inse< ure and politic all) uns< 1 u-

pulous entrepreneur. By 1932 Flick's speculative iron and steel holdings

had sunk to a level so precarious that he had to resort to desperate

means to avert disaster. Only his success in bringing the Binning ( abinet

to buy his stock in the Gelsenkirchen mining firm for neai l\ LOO million

marks at more than four times the market value in the spring ol 1932
enabled him to survive financially. The "Gelsenkirchen deal" aroused

widespread indignation when it became known in June of thai yea]

however. Flick found himself under fire not only from the political left

but also from the business press and even from some oi the major 11 on

and steel executives of the Ruhr, who denounc ed the transaction as a

first step toward socialization of their industry.5 Fearing a revel sal of the

sale, Flick set out, as his assistant Otto Steinbrinck Liter explained, to

apply money toward the maintenance of a businesslike bourgeois gov-

ernment that would, as the Papen cabinet eventually did. leave the

"Gelsenkirchen deal" undisturbed. 6 Flick already had considerable polit-

ical experience. As a member of the DVP he had in
1 924 taken pan in an

unsuccessful insurrection against its leader Gustav Stresemanns polk)

of collaborating with the Social Democrats. 7

Flick did not limit his attentions to one party, however. By the earl)

1930s he and his agents were using money to cultivate ties with all the

major bourgeois parties and, despite his earlier objections to Strese-

mann's collaboration with the SPD, with that partv as well.8 When m
1932 his financial situation became alarming and his dependence on

government protection crucial, Flick resorted to lavish political expen-

ditures. At the time of the presidential election he contributed to the

Briining-led campaign for Hindenburg at least 450,000 marks and pos-

sibly more than twice that much. 9 During the July Reichstag c ampaign
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he bestowed generous contributions on the major bourgeois parlies. As

documents from his files reveal, he responded with alacrity to (General

Schleicher's appeal in July for f unds to help the financially hard-pressed

traditional parties of the right in the final stages of the campaign, donat-

ing 120,000 marks of the money the general raised on that occasion. 10

Other documents show that during the campaign for the November
Reichstag election, Flick placed 100,000 marks at the disposal of Chan-

cellor Franz von Papen. 1

1

Flick also claimed at Nuremberg to have con-

tinued subsidizing Briining's efforts in the Center Party long after the

ex-chancellor's fall. Also at Nuremberg, Flick placed the total amount he

had given during 1932 to non-Nazis variously at 800,000 and 1.45 mil-

lion marks, contending in the latter instance that he had twice given to

the Hindenburg campaign. 12 Surviving records and the testimony of his

aides make the former figure seem more likely but the latter not im-

plausible.

In sending 20,000 marks to the DNVP in July, Flick explained to

Hugenberg that he was contributing in order to enable Germany's Biir-

gertum to close ranks against National Socialism and in order to prevent

that movement from becoming overwhelming. 13 Flick had good reason

for apprehension about the NSDAP. That party's program pledged it,

after all, to nationalize trusts, and Nazi journalists and orators had long

reserved a special measure of invective for stock-market speculators.

Flick's own inconclusive attempt to establish contact with Hitler in Feb-

ruary had, as already mentioned, produced no encouraging signs that

he could expect an exception in his case. To be sure, Hermann Goring

made no difficulties when, in his capacity as a Reichstag deputy, he came
to Flick's Berlin offices to inspect the firm's records of the Gelsenkirchen

sale to the Reich. 14 Presumably Goring found nothing incriminating in

Flick's records since whatever irregularities the Gelsenkirchen transac-

tion had involved lay on the side of the Reich and not of Flick. This

would seem borne out by the failure of an SPD deputy, who also in-

spected Flick's records, to cause any problems, despite his party's con-

demnation of the deal. 15 Other Nazis found the mere absence of

evidence against Flick no deterrent. Not long after the transaction be-

came known, an article in a party publication vigorously denounced the

deal. 16 A National Socialist government, it announced, would have re-

sponded by immediately socializing the whole complex involved, includ-

ing Flick's Charlottenhutte, the Gelsenkirchener Bergwerks AG, and
United Steel. The most the stockholders could have expected would
have been compensation, in the form of long-term state bonds, for the

prevailing market value of the stock, which came, the article estimated,

to about 14 percent of its face value. As for Flick, the article continued, it

remained an open question whether he should not have his property

confiscated without compensation and go before a high court on charges

of having damaged the interests of the Volk. Such statements could
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hardly have contributed to Flick's peace of mind, coining as they did
from the political party that seemed likely soon to become Germany's
largest.

Under these circumstances Flick leaped at an opportunity to establish

ongoing contact with the NSDAP that presented itself during the early

summer of 1932. It arose when Wilhelm Keppler and his nephew Fritz

Kranefuss arrived at Flick's Berlin office, Having oeen referred there by

Albert Vogler, on whom they had just called at his office on the floor

above Flick's. 17 The two Nazis were received by Hick's private set retary,

Otto Steinbrinck, who testified at Nuremberg that he had suspec ted that

Vogler had phoned ahead and announced the arrival oi Kepplei and
Kranefuss to Flick, who sat in an inner office of his suite. Aside from
appearing at the door to shake hands with the visitors. Flick left them to

Steinbrinck, the latter testified. They explained the plans for Keppler'fl

circle of businessmen and indicated that Schachl had urged them to re-

cruit more members. With Flick's approval, Steinbrinck agreed to join

the circle. At Nuremberg Steinbrinck set forth the motives foi thai

move. It fit in, he explained, with Flick's overall defensive politic al strat-

egy and, in addition, provided an opportunity to find out "whu h wa\ the

wind was blowing" inside the NSDAP, a party thai seemed likely to pla\ a

role in government soon. 18 Later in the summei Steinbrini k, who joined

the Keppler circle too late for the meeting with Hitler on June jo. jour-

neyed to Munich for his first exposure to one oi its gatherings. 16
I he

proceedings, he testified at Nuremberg, did not impress him. He re-

called with bemusement that he, of all people, had been assigned the

task of drafting a law to prevent the f ormation of Konztme, just the son

of large-scale financial amalgamation of several different firms ih.it had

enabled his employer to aggrandize himself , as well as anothei law foi

the purpose of prohibiting the kind of package sales oi SttM ks thai had

become the speculative Flick's hallmark. The Keppler circle had set a

goat to guard the garden, Steinbrinck observed in 1947. He recalled

participating thereafter in only some loosely organized gatherings at-

tended by a few members of the group in Berlin, at least one oi which

took place in a restaurant.20 Under interrogation at Nuremberg. Kep-

pler remembered that Steinbrinck once invited him to his home during

the winter of 1932-33 to meet Flick, who appeared anxious to talk about

the Gelsenkirchen transaction. He let Flick know that he disapproved

of the deal, Keppler testified, and Flick promised never to undertake

anything of the sort again. 21 There the matter seems to have ended,

undoubtedly to the great relief of Flick.

By the time Flick finally managed to plead his case to Keppler, the

man he took for Adolf Hitler's chief adviser on economic matters, his

defensive strategy had become quite costly as far as the NSDAP was con-

cerned. Because of the hostility toward big business expressed in pub-

lications of the party's storm-trooper organization, the SA, Steinbrinc k
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set out to cover Flick in that direction. 22 With more than 400,000 men in

uniform, and great numbers of these increasingly visible in the streets

of Germany, the SA represented the most forcible manifestation of

Nazism's burgeoning strength, so that its leaders bulked large in most

outsiders' perceptions of National Socialism. Through an agent hired to

observe and report for Flick on radical right-wing organizations, Stein-

brinck had come into contact with one of these, Count Wolf Heinrich

von Helldorf, commander of the Berlin SA since the spring of 1931.23

As Steinbrinck related at Nuremberg, Helldorf appeared one day at his

office and announced that his SA men needed new boots for an upcom-
ing torchlight parade.24 Using his discretionary authority to expend up
to 2,000 or 3,000 marks on his own, Steinbrinck gave Helldorf a "contri-

bution." Helldorf returned repeatedly, always with pressing new needs,

and eventually relieved Flick's till of a total, Steinbrinck later estimated,

of about 1 5,000 marks.25

As^embrinck quickly discovered, giving money to Nazis was rather

like shedding blood while swimming in the presence of sharks. In Sax-

ony the SA leader there, Manfred von Killinger, approached Flick's local

office and also obtained funds, Steinbrinck later remembered.26 During

the autumn Reichstag election campaign of 1932 Walther Funk pre-

sented himself to Steinbrinck and received 20,000 or 30,000 of Flick's

marks.27 Steinbrinck also later recalled being approached by Rhenish

Gauleiter Robert Ley and Count Hans Reischach, managing director of

the Westdeutscher Beobachter, the Cologne Nazi daily published by Ley.28

Ley and Reischach thus presumably received some of the money which,

according to Steinbrinck, Flick's agents doled out to Nazi newspaper and

magazine editors—as well as to those of other political orientations—in

hopes of currying favor with them.29 Steinbrinck also testified at Nur-

emberg that in the latter part of 1932 he and Flick heard from Hjalmar

Schacht that the SS also needed money.30 Shortly thereafter, Steinbrinck

added, its leader, Heinrich Himmler, joined the procession of Nazi solic-

itors to the door of Flick's office in Berlin. In an effort to contain this

proliferation of solicitations from various units of the NSDAP, Flick and

Steinbrinck, with the help of Wilhelm Keppler's nephew and assistant,

Fritz Kranefuss, reached an agreement late in 1932 with Himmler
whereby they would in the future give donations for the NSDAP only to

the SS.31 Prior to the Nazi takeover about 15,000 marks went to Himm-
ler's organization in this fashion, Steinbrinck testified at Nuremberg. 32

In all, Steinbrinck estimated that a maximum of 40,000 marks of Flick's

money reached various Nazis in the form of small disbursements prior

to Hitler's installation as chancellor. 33 Flick himself estimated the total

figure at 50,000. 34 Since no documentary records of his contributions to

th7rNaris~STIrvived, the precise figure will presumably never be known.

From the separate testimonies of Flick and Steinbrinck, it would appear

that each underestimated the total involved, possibly because the ad hoc
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fashion in which the money seems to have been disbursed may have left

them with no precise knowledge of how much was involved. *
r
' The im-

portant point remains that Flick gave to the Nazis only a relatively small

portion of the large sums he distributed across the political spectrum for

political purposes in 1932. And what_he_djd contribute to them he gave
not because he wanted them to get powejr but because he wanted to

insure himself and his shaky business ventures against that eventuality.

Flick's case had something of a parallel in that of Otto Wolff, although"
the evidence is scantier in the case of Wolff, who died in 1940 and whose
papers have never been found. Of obscure origins, Wolff became a pros

pering scrap-iron dealer in Cologne early in the century, while still in his

twenties. 36 With the help of a partner who served during the tvai as I

procurement officer in the Imperial Admiralty, Wolf f obtained numer-
ous sizeable government contacts and expanded his operations rapidly.

When his partner successfully survived the transition from Empire to

Republic and gained an influential position in the German Armistice

Commission, Wolffs good fortune continued into the post-wai period.

By the early 1920s he had not only become a major iron wholesalei but

had also reputedly cornered the German market for tin plate By

adroitly adjusting to the hyperinflation of the early 1990s he extended
his holdings into copper mining, shipping, machine manufai nil ing, and

steel production. When one of the steel firms in ivhk h he held a < out tol-

ling interest was absorbed into United Steel at its formation in 1926, he

became a member of the supervisory board oi thai combine. Although
never one of its executives, he secured for his enterprises control over

United Steel's exports to Russia, the Balkans, and Turkey.*'

Like Flick, with whom he collaborated for certain purposes, Wolff re-

mained, despite his prosperity, an outsider in the eyes of the industrial

elite of Germany. For men like Krupp von Bohlen, Reusch, and even

Fritz Thyssen, he appeared an upstart speculator, and a potentially dan-

gerous and unpredictable one at that, who had intruded himself into

Ruhr industry and might expand his holdings still further. For his part,

Wolff had little in common with such narrow-gauge specialists, being a

man of lively mind and wide-ranging intellectual interests. He felt a pai

ticular attraction for the French Enlightenment and the revolutionar)

and Napoleonic eras, collecting a large library on those periods and ex-

changing early editions of Voltaire's writings with a Berlin banker who
shared his enthusiasm for such stirring chapters of history.38 With the

help of a professional historian he set out to write a biography of Gabriel

Julien Ouvrard, the French financial speculator who had, by clever

transactions, made a fortune during the French Revolution and become,

successively, financier to the Directory, Napoleon, King Charles IV ol

Spain, and Talleyrand. Wolffs labors on Ouvrard came to fruition in

1932, when the book was published. A half century later it remains a
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respected study of a remarkable historical figure and has appeared in an

English translation.39

Perhaps in emulation of the daring Frenchman who had so fascinated

him and whose business career he seemingly took as a pattern for his

own rise, Wolff began dabbling in politics during the early 1920s. He-

proved especially effective at cultivating rising politicians. By providing

subsidies for a liberal newspaper that Gustav Stresemann launched and

by seeking to bring other businessmen to back it as well, he gained access

to the man who would soon become chancellor and then, as foreign min-

ister, the linchpin of republican politics for six years.40 Wolff later suc-

cessfully gained the attention of Heinrich Briining, becoming something

of a confidant to that ordinarily aloof chancellor and enjoying ready

access to his office.41 At the time of the 1932 presidential election Wolff

contributed generously to the campaign waged on Hindenburg's behalf

by Briining and helped to persuade others, such as Flick, to do so.42

With the advent of Franz von Papen, Wolffs political activities inten-

sified since he had become very friendly with Papen's patron, General

Kurt von Schleicher.43 As their relationship grew closer during 1932,

Wolff seemed to aspire to play Ouvrard to Schleicher's Napoleon. The
two met frequently, and Wolff generously supplied the general with in-

formation and advice. When Schleicher set out to raise money from big

business to help the DVP and DNVP in the campaign for the July

Reichstag election, Wolff lent his assistance.44 In the fall of 1932 Wolff

held a meeting of industrialists at his Berlin home to raise funds in sup-

port of the Papen cabinet at the time of the campaign for the November
Reichstag election.45

Wolff shared more than merely his outsider status with Flick. Like that

upstart speculator, he found himself in financial difficulties in early

1932.46 Apparently having learned from Flick about the Briining cabi-

net's preparations for the Gelsenkirchen stock purchase that rescued

Flick from ruin, Wolff pled with Briining for help in covering his own
enormous and pressing indebtedness.47 His pleas met with delays and

excuses on the chancellor's part, but Wolffs well-known close ties to the

Briining cabinet, and later to those of Papen and Schleicher, may well

have helped him to stave off his creditors.48 He remained vulnerable to

the Nazis, however. Their press took delight in vilifying him as a war

profiteer par excellence now bent on additional tainted gains by means
of his friendship with Schleicher.49 In Diisseldorf the Nazis resorted to

wall posters directed against Wolff, reportedly moving him to have his

lawyer lodge a complaint with the Brown House in Munich.50 From all

appearances at the time, Wolff reciprocated the Nazis' hostility.51 Re-

garded as an enemy of National Socialism by many, he counseled against

Schleicher's plan to "tame" the Nazis by saddling them with governmen-

tal responsibility yet denying them power. If Hitler ever got control of
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the chancellorship, Wolff warned in August 1932, not even Schleicher

would be safe.52 In September Wolff took part in a plan to have the
Prussian state parliament dissolved if the NSDAP's deputies should
join with the Catholic Center Party's delegation to oppose the Papen
cabinet. 53

In the light of such an anti-Nazi record, it seems astounding that, a<

cording to East German historians, Wolff variously repor ted during the

Third Reich having contributed either 160,800 or 180,000 marks to the

NSDAP in 1932. 54 Rumors in circulation at the time held that Wolff

gave money to Nazi Robert Ley, then a member of Gregor Strasser's

staff. 55 At Nuremberg Walther Funk repeated that allegation but pro-

vided no particulars nor any indication of how he had come by luch
knowledge.56 Since Wolff operated jointly with Flick the publu relations

office in Diisseldorf through which some of Flic k s politic al money ap-

parently reached Ley or his Cologne newspaper, such rumors may have
arisen from an understandable confusion about who was behind those

contributions. 57 Conceivably, of course, Wolff might have played a

double game, supporting Briining, Hindenburg, Papen and especially

Schleicher against the Nazi onslaught while covering himself against the

eventuality of a National Socialist victory by secretly ( hanneling contri-

butions to that movement as well. More plausible, however, is a version

that rests on the memoirs of Gunther Gereke, one of S< hlek hei 'a i onfi-

dants who became the commisar for work-4 reation and eastern resettle-

ment in the general's cabinet. 58 According to this account, Wolff gave

his money not to the NSDAP as such but rather to Gregor Strasser; he

did so, moreover, not on his own initiative but at the request of Schlei-

cher. By bringing Wolff to support Strasser financially, so this stor)

stemming from Gereke goes, Schleicher hoped to offset the influent e <>1

Ruhr industry on Hitler and to make Strasser less dependent on tlu

party leader. Of these versions, Gereke's seems the more plausible. As is

well known, Schleicher did in fact seek to bring Strasser to accept a min-

isterial post, hoping thereby to undercut Hitler's demand for the chan-

cellorship as the price of Nazi entry into the government. 59 If tlu

version attributed to Gereke should prove true, the story of Otto Wolffs

contributions to the Nazis becomes another of the many tangled skeins

in the web of plots woven by that most mysterious figure of late Weimar
politics, Kurt von Schleicher. Such contributions by Wolff would in that

case have little or no bearing on the response of the business communit)

to Nazism.

Although no business difficulties as dire as those that dogged Flick

and Wolff afflicted IG Farben, it, too, suffered from political insecurity

in 1932. The giant chemical corporation's problems arose not from the

consequences of speculative overextension but rather, as already noted,

from its dependence on high import duties on gasoline to shield from

foreign competition its enormously expensive synthetic-gasoline project.
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Farben's anxieties in that regard, along with concern about a party \\\<i\

had repeatedly singled out the firm for attacks, made its representatives

vulnerable to appeals for funds from the side of the NSDAP, which

seemed very likely to assume an important place in the government in

the near future as the summer Reichstag election approached. Without

authorization, so far as is known, from the senior executives of the firm,

some of Farben's junior executives began in 1932 disbursing modest

sums to Walther Funk out of discretionary funds at their disposal. Their

actions probably reflected more than corporate interest since they could

scarcely have overlooked the likelihood that by cultivating favor with

leading figures in Germany's most dynamic political movement they

stood to enhance their own prospects within the firm.

One such young Farben official was Max Ilgner.60 A descendant of a

family of Prussian officers, Ilgner joined a Freikorps unit after the revo-

lution had frustrated his own plans for a military career. Then, after

university study devoted to business administration and short-term em-
ployment with several firms, he went to work for one of the chemical

firms soon to be incorporated into IG Farben at its formation in 1925.

Within Farben, Ilgner advanced rapidly for a young man still only in his

twenties, thanks presumably to the role of his uncle, Hermann Schmitz,

as the firm's principal financial director. By 1932, at age thirty-three,

Ilgner headed Farben's Berlin office. From that position he set about

making himself indispensable, becoming something of an economic-

policy man-about-town in the capital. Among other activities, he took

part in the deliberations of the loose grouping of men who, beginning in

1931, formed around Professor Ernst Wagemann, head of the Reich

Statistical Office and also of the Institut fur Konjunkturforschung, an

economic research organization financed by business interests, including

Farben. Wagemann and his circle developed plans for countercyclical

monetary policies designed to spur economic recovery.61 Also active in

the Wagemann circle was another Farben man, the influential former

under state secretary in the Reich Economics Ministry Wichard von

Moellendorf, who had worked closely during the war with assassinated

Foreign Minister Walther Rathenau and who enjoyed cordial relations

with leading Social Democrats. The extended circle encompassed a

number of other prominent Berlin business figures, among them some
Jewish members, including Farben's legal adviser, Julius Flechtheim.

Not surprisingly, the Wagemann circle became increasingly con-

cerned about the position of the NSDAP with regard to measures against

the depression as that party gathered strength in successive elections.

But the bewildering cacophony of contradictory pronouncements ema-
nating from persons claiming to speak for National Socialism left the

members of the circlejust as baffled as it did so many other observers. By
way of clarifying that party's stand, and more particularly its response to

the plans of the circle, the other members asked Ilgner and Moellen-
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dorff, the former testified after the war, to meet with Walther Funk.
Through the intermediacy of Wagemann, two such meetings took place
during the first half of 1932, Ilgner recalled at Nuremberg, at least one
in the restaurant of Farben's Berlin headquarters on Unter den Linden,
the principal ceremonial boulevard of the capital. According to [lgnei

,

Funk at one point also arranged for Hermann Schmitz, Ilgner's uncle, to

meet with Hitler.62 Ilgner later reported in 1946 having found Funk a

"liberal man, favorably disposed towards business." 68 As for the plans of

the Wagemann circle Funk expressed the view that these seemed 1 eason-

able.64 At his second meeting with Ilgner and Moellendorff, Funk in-

formed them that Hitler had personally expressed his approval of the

Wagemann circle's plans.65 Nevertheless, the second session did not go
as well as the first, Ilgner remembered, ending on a discordant note as

the result of disagreements between Funk and Moellendorf f . Thai put

an end to his meetings with Funk, Ilgner testified after the war.''''

The cessation of Ilgner's personal contact with Funk did not, however,
prevent the young Farben official from subsidizing that Na/i linanc iall)

That subsidization resulted from Funk's appeal to Ilgner, at theil fust

meeting, for money to support the office Funk ran out of his home in

the Schlachtensee suburb of Berlin. In response to that appeal, Ilgner

testified at Nuremberg, he arranged for monthly payments to Funk
from the Farben funds at his disposal, in the range of 300 to 300
marks.67 According to Ilgner, he discovered later in the year that 1U in-

rich Gattineau, the young public relations man who had called on Hit In

with Heinrich Biitefisch about the synthetic-gasoline project, was in.ik

ing similar payments to Funk. 68 Gattineau supplied no information at

Nuremberg about how he came into contact with Funk, but he did con-

firm that he had made such payments, which he described as small

monthly subsidies." 69

Money may also have gone to the NSDAP from the central political

fund of IG Farben in the spring or early summer of 1932. Gattineau

mentioned at that time to Ilgner having learned that for the first time

the Nazis had been included in the contributions distributed to politic al

parties by the Kalle circle, or Kranzchen, the political committee of sen-

ior Farben executives headed by Wilhelm Kalle of Farben's board of

directors. According to Ilgner's recollection after the war, Gattineau told

him that the NSDAP had received 10 to 15 percent of the total of

200,000 to 300,000 marks paid out by the Kranzchen. 70 At Nuremberg
Gattineau repeated the same story, setting the allocation for the Nazis at

10 percent. 71 There are grounds, however, to question the reliabilit\ of

his version. It remains unclear, most basically, how a junior official

charged with public relations could have become privy to such informa-

tion. As the testimony of numerous Farben executives at Nuremberg
unanimously attests, the Kranzchen operated behind a heavy veil of se-

crecy that excluded even those senior executives not in Kalle s c irc le
7

J
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Since Gattineau enjoyed, so far as is known, no dose lies' When Gustav

much more senior members of that circle, it would seem ex\me so irate

for him to have gained precise knowledge of the most sensitive avuert, he

the Kranzchen. The principal figure in the circle, Kalle himself ,'ional

gave testimony that casts added doubt on Gattineau's story, since Kaip-

denied any knowledge of contributions to the Nazis prior to their take-

over in 1933.
73 A left-wing DVP Reichstag deputy who struggled within

that party to uphold the liberal heritage of Stresemann, Kalle would

seem an unlikely proponent of aid to the NSDAP. His political corre-

spondence of 1932 reveals him as a man who deeply mistrusted Na-

zism.74 Kalle's steadfast contention at Nuremberg that his Kranzchen

had given no funds to the NSDAP, which was backed up by testimony of

his private secretary of 1932, thus carries considerable weight. 75 An-

other member of the Kranzchen, Clemens Lammers, who also denied at

Nuremberg that any of the funds administered by that group went to

the Nazis, seems equally unlikely to have agreed to aid for that party.76

In June 1932, at just about the time Gattineau's story has the Kranzchen

allocating a portion of its political funds to the NSDAP, Lammers deliv-

ered the speech before the industrial Reichsverband in which he point-

edly warned against the peril represented by that party. 77 Still further

doubt is cast on Gattineau's story by the participation in the Kranzchen

of at least one Farben executive of Jewish ancestry, who presumably

would have resisted support for such a rabidly anti-Semitic party. 78 For

all these reasons Gattineau's story cannot simply be accepted at face

value. Even if the story should prove true, that would not mean that

Farben was seeking to bring the NSDAP to power. It would instead

merely reveal that Germany's largest corporation, like the upstart Fried-

rich Flick, suffered in 1932 from a degree of political insecurity that led

those of its executives responsible for relations with the parties to

broaden Farben's political insurance coverage by according to the coun-

try's most rapidly growing political movement a share of the premiums
they paid in an attempt to secure their firm against a future shift in

power.

Some of the Farben money handled by the Kranzchen apparently

reached the Nazis in 1932 indirectly and without the knowledge of the

chemical trust's executives. In November 1931 General Schleicher wrote

to Kalle, requesting a contribution of 10,000 marks for the army's pro-

gram of clandestine quasi-military training for civilians, which operated

under the name Wehrsport. 79 Through the Interior Ministry the army
financed such training by the Wehrverbdnde, the rightist paramilitary or-

ganizations that flourished under the Republic.80 Kalle quickly re-

sponded by agreeing to provide the requested 10,000 marks.81 Since the

Schleicher papers, in which these letters were found, are incomplete, it

remains conceivable that further contributions ensued from the side of

Farben. Other documents in those papers reveal that Schleicher be-
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stowed a share of the money he collected for Wehrsport on the leader of
the Berlin SA, Count Helldorf.82 Presumably, the secretive general nei-

ther limited his solicitations for Wehrsport purposes to Farben nor dis-

closed to that firm's executives or other industrial contributors thai 1 it-

was passing along some of their money to Nazi storm trooper units. Big

business funds reaching the NSDAP in sucli fashion must therefore be

regarded as involuntary contributions that reveal nothing more than the

eagerness of some business executives to cultivate power holders sik h as

Schleicher, as well as the susceptibility of those executives to patriotic

appeals.

Very different circumstances gave rise to another, more substantial

contribution to the Nazi cause in the spring or early summer of 1932.

The key role in that transfer of funds was played by Ludwig ( -rauert, the

managing director of the employers' association of the iron and steel

industry in the Ruhr, Arbeitnordwest. As already noted above, Grauerl

had by 1931 become a fellow traveler of National Socialism, making tin-

acquaintance of such Nazis as Wilhelm Frick, Hermann Goring, Gregoi

Strasser, and Otto Wagener. With the concurrence of his superior, the

chairman of Arbeitnordwest, Ernst Poensgen of United Steel, Grauerl

had arranged in 1931 for a "loan" via Wagenei in support of laun< hint; a

new Nazi newspaper in Fssen, the Ndtional-Zeitung. 83 B\ eariy__l (j;V-

Grauert's sympathy for National Socialism had become \udel\ known.Hl

That fact did not escape another Nazi sympathizer in the ( amp of Ruhr

heavy industry, Fritz Thyssen. Under repeated interrogation aftei

the war, Grauert later consistently told a story whose main outlines

Poensgen corroborated. 85 Thyssen had invited him to the Dusseldorf

Park Hotel, Grauert related, where he found Walther Funk with the

industrialist. Funk, who disclosed at Nuremberg that he sometime! lolk -

ited funds at the request of Rudolf Hess, who managed the finances <>f

Hitler and his entourage, expressed a need for money at the meeting

with Thyssen and Grauert. Thyssen, maintaining that he had no imme-

diate access to funds of the needed magnitude, urged Grauert to make

available 100,000 marks from the treasury of Arbeitnordwest. Since his

boss, Poensgen, was away on a trip, Grauert obtained the approval of

Ernst Borbet, another United Steel director, who served as deputy chair-

man of Arbeitnordwest. He took the 100,000 marks he gave to Funk.

Grauert testified at Nuremberg, from the fund designed to support em-

ployers whose plants were under strike.

As Grauert quickly discovered, he had seriously misperceived the at-

titudes of the leading men of Arbeitnordwest. When Poensgen returned

and learned that organization's manager had given money to a Nazi, he

objected strenuously.86 Poensgen had reacted angrily at about the same

time to press rumors to the effect that some of the Industrialists w ho

belonged to Arbeitnordwest had financed the Nazis. 87 To his chagrin

he now discovered that his own subordinate had used funds for which
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he, as that organization's chairman, bore responsibility. When Gustav

Krupp von Bohlen heard what Grauert had done, he became so irate

that he demanded the manager's dismissal. According to Grauert, he

learned to his dismay that the attitude of his employers toward National

Socialism had changed since the "loan" for the National-Zeitung the pre-

vious year. The leading men of the Ruhrlade had, unbeknownst to him,

decided not to permit any iron and steel organization funds to go to the

NSDAP and took bitter exception to his action, he later recalled.88 Only

intervention by Fritz Thyssen saved Grauert his job, the latter explained

at Nuremberg. Having learned of the indignant reaction of such impor-

tant steel men as Poensgen and Krupp, Thyssen informed them that he

had merely asked Grauert for a temporary loan to cover a personal con-

tribution of his own. To substantiate that claim, Thyssen reached into his

pocket and reimbursed Arbeitnordwest for the full 100,000 marks.89

The chastened Grauert, now apprized of the growing coolness of his

employers toward National Socialism, was allowed to keep his job but

showed himself much more circumspect with regard to his new political

friends until the Nazi acquisition of power.

The coffers of the Ruhr magnates may not have remained entirely

closed to the Nazis in the spring of 1932. Whereas some of the leading

iron and steel men had, as Grauert discovered, developed grave reser-

vations about National Socialism, the political spokesmen for the coal op-

erators seem to have suffered from no preclusive inhibitions. As a

consequence of dissension in the Ruhrlade because of the Gelsenkirchen

transaction and other disagreements, the leaders of the Bergbauverein

had successfully asserted its control over political funds deriving from
the Ruhr coal industry.90 According to the fellow-traveling journalist

August Heinrichsbauer, who performed various tasks for the leadership

of the Bergbauverein, 100,000 marks of coal industry money went to the

Nazis in the spring of 193 2.
91 This would appear compatible with what is

known of the political attitudes of the chairman of the Bergbauverein,

Ernst Brandi. On his return from a visit to the United States in early

1932, Brandi informed the board of the organization that he had told

curious Americans that National Socialism represented a movement of

malcontents but that he regarded Hitler as "a man of great stature." 92

An editor of the MiXnchner Neuesten Nachrichten, on whose advisory board

Brandi served, later recalled that the industrialist had identified himself

with the "Harzburg Front" after attending the Bad Harzburg meeting

and had displayed a "slight inclination toward Hitler." 93 After attending

Hitler's Industry Club speech in January 1932 Brandi had, the editor

recalled, prophesied that Hitler was the coming man.94 In February

1933, after Hitler's appointment as chancellor, Brandi boasted to editor

Fritz Klein of the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung that he had the previous

summer argued within that business-controlled paper's advisory body
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that the NSDAP must be viewed positively and that the only way OU( lay

in assigning Hitler the chancellorship.95

Despite all this evidence, there are grounds for doubting whether the
political spokesmen of the Ruhr coal operators sought in the spring of

1932 to bring the Nazis to power. Heinrichsbauer, the only source foi

the story of the 100,000-mark contribution to the NSDAP, specified that

it represented only a fraction of their total ^political expenditures at that

time. He recalled that two to three times that amount had gone to eai h

of the "three large bourgeois parties." 96 Here Heinrichsbauei s memoi \

does not entirely accord with the record, for a host of othci evidence
reveals that by the time of the campaign for the July Reic hstag election

Brandi had decided to withhold support from the DVP in an effort to

consolidate the bourgeois right. 97 That same eviden< e docs, on the othei

hand, bear out the substance of Heinrichsbauer's contention lines the

vehicle for that consolidation was, in Brandi s plan, the DNVP. Insofai

as evidence exists of Brandi's desire to intervene to influence the < ourse
of politics, the beneficiary was to be Hugenberg, not Hidei Even as late

as February 1933 Brandi backed not the Nazis but "the non-Nazi i ompo-
nent" of what he perceived as the "national unifu ation" effei ted undei
Hitler's chancellorship. 98 During the previous spring and summei all

indications pointed to the DNVP as the recipient of the lion's lhare ol

Ruhr coal's political money. As for the motive behind the 1 onti ibution ol

100,000 marks to the NSDAP remembered l>\ Heinrichsbauer, onrj

speculation remains possible in the absence of conclusive documenta-
tion. One possibility is that Brandi and his assoi iates ina\ have wanted t«>

promote the Nazis so as to prepare the wa) foi an alliance between

Hugenberg and Hitler on the basis of a renewed "1 larzbui 14 I 1 out But

given the dynamism and prosperity of the NSDA P. as compared to the

declining strength and straitened circumstances ol tin DNVP— the

party to which their primary allegianc e went— Brandi and his assot iates

would surely have concentrated their resources on Hugenberg if onl\

such a consideration had played a role. That the\ c host instead, ii Hein-

richsbauer's memory serves, to include the NSDAP suggests another line

of reasoning on their part, namely, that the\ ma\ have numbered
among those men of big business who responded to the mounting Nazi

tide by expanding their political insurance through a diversion to th.it

party of a share of the "premiums" they had grown ac t ustomed t<> pay-

ing in order to obtain coverage in the event of a change of regime. A
further recollection of Heinrichsbauer raises still another possibility As

he recalled, the coal operators had made their contribution of 100,000

marks primarily in order to bolster the position within the NSDAP of

Walther Funk." If so, they, like so many others, had fallen vic tim to the

fallacious notion that one could alter Nazism by subsidizing particular

Nazis who seemed "reasonable" or "moderate."
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Very different motives played a role in the flow of certain other

money from the business community to National Socialism. Evidence of

those payments could not be kept secret; it appeared daily in black and

white in the form of big advertisements by large corporations in the Nazi

press. The party's newspapers had in earlier years caused great financial

difficulties for those Nazis who published them. With the possible excep-

tion of the Volkischer Beobachter, they rarely if ever received material help

from the party proper. Party officials applied the abundant income that

derived from dues, rallies, and other grass-roots sources to more directly

political ends. Denied access to the mainstream of party funds, Nazi

newspapers and magazines had to rely financially on the entrepreneurial

ingenuity of their promoters and on the income those publications gen-

erated from sales and from advertising. 100 In the 1920s advertising in

even the national organ, the Volkischer Beobachter, came mainly from re-

tail merchants, including department stores—non-Jewish—with the oc-

casional addition of ads from producers of such mass-consumption

household products as soap powders and coffees. By 1932, however,

that had changed. Readers of the Volkischer Beobachter now found its

pages adorned with large, splashy advertisements paid for by such com-

panies as Daimler-Benz (for its Mercedes-Benz cars), the Ford Motor
Company, ~the

-
Auto-Union corporation, and the German branches of

the Continental and Dunlop tire companies. 101 Without question, the

income from such advertisements helped the Nazi press and hence the

party's cause. But can that income be regarded as subsidization arising

from political motives? The records that might permit a conclusive an-

swer to that question remain to be located. Circumstantial evidence

strongly suggests, however, that the placing of large, presumably expen-

sive ads in Nazi publications in 1932 cannot be regarded as proof of a

desire to help the NSDAP in its quest for power. That circumstantial

evidence can be found in the pages of the official daily organ of the

Social Democratic Party, Vorwarts. There, too, one finds large, presum-

ably expensive ads, paid for by capitalist corporations, offering automo-

biles (including Mercedes-Benz), auto tires, and radios (then still a

luxury item). 102 Conceivably, the executives of those corporations might

have contracted to pay for advertisements in the organ of a party offi-

cially committed to the socialization of industry in order to ingratiate

themselves with the leaders of that party. But although at least a few of

Germany's capitalists apparently contributed some occasional funds to

the SPD, that hypothesis seems of very limited plausibility in view of the

prevalent hostility toward that party in business circles. It seems much
more likely that corporations paid for ads in Vorwarts because their ad-

vertising departments informed them that the Social Democratic paper

commanded a large readership that included many potential purchasers

of their products. By the spring of 1932, with nearly thirteen and a half
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million voters having cast their ballots for Adolf Hitler in the second
round of the presidential election, the same reasoning presumably ap-

plied to advertisements in the Volkischer Beobachter.

In at least one case, to be sure, the decision to pay for large advertise-

ments in the Volkischer Beobachter involved more than merely commercial
calculations. In that case, the decision rested with Philipp Reemtsma,
Germany's foremost cigarette producer. Reemtsma's Hamburg firm did

not qualify as part of big business since producing cigarettes did not

involve huge amounts of capital investment. But by 1932 the Reemtsma
firm had, through a succession of mergers, come to dominate a lucrative

consumer market. By virtue of having absorbed most of its major com-
petitors, it sold at least two-thirds of the approximately forty million cig-

arettes bought by the country's smokers. 103 Since cigarettes were subject

to excise taxes amounting to roughly a third of their sales prices,

Reemtsma devoted considerable attention to the politicians who could

shape tax legislation to his favor or disadvantage. His political a< tivities

seem to have focused primarily on the middle of the Weimar party spe<

trum. He had since the 1920s aligned himself with the Democ rati* Party

and supported it financially. 104 After World War II he claimed also i<>

have aided the ill-fated Conservative People's Party when its leaders

broke with Hugenberg's DNVP and attempted unsuccessfully to estab-

lish themselves as a force in the Reichstag at the time ol the 1930 elec-

tions. 105 For the 1932 presidential election Reemtsma contributed

25,000 marks to the Hindenburg campaign before each ol the rounds of

balloting. 106 Reemtsma and his firm had by that time long sine c be* ome
a favorite target of Nazi invective. 107 This hostility on the part ol the

NSDAP resulted less from Reemtsma's moderate polities than from his

firm's success in swallowing up competitors and cornering a large por-

tion of a conspicuous consumer-item industry, a success that made it the

kind of Konzern many Nazi spokesmen liked to blame for the depressed

economic plight of many small manufacturers. 108 Reemtsma's prodlM ts

aroused especially strong hostility within the SA since the brands ol c iga-

rettes endorsed by the storm-trooper organization, for a share of the

profits, found in Reemtsma just the sort of formidable competitor the

packages of their own brands warned against with the slogan "G

Trust und Konzern!" By 1932 the SA's cigarette factory was circulating a

vituperative tract directed against Reemtsma. 109

Also by 1932, with the National Socialists scoring one election gain

after another, Reemtsma began, like Friedrich Flick and possibly Otto

Wolff, to regard them with grave concern as possible future rulers. In an

effort to counteract the hostility toward him and his firm in the NSDAP,
Reemtsma adopted a direct approach, inviting three local Hamburg
Nazi leaders to dinner in the spring of 1932. He failed, one of the three

later reported, to convince them of the benignity of his enterprise. He
did, however, make clear to his guests his misgivings about the goals and
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aims of National Socialism and of Hitler. 110 Nevertheless, Reemtsma
arranged to meet Hitler not long thereafter, reportedly sometime in July

1932.' 11 Exactly what course their conversation took remains un-

documented. Hitler later scornfully recalled Reemtsma as a crass busi-

nessman: "If I agree to be photographed with a cigar between my teeth,

I believe Reemtsma would immediately offer me a half a million

marks!" 112 Regardless of the opinions the two men formed of each

other, the result of their meeting becomes evident to anyone who
inspects the pages of the Volkischer Beobachter. There, starting on July 20,

eleven days before the Reichstag election that would provide the NSDAP
with its greatest electoral triumph, elaborate half-page ads for

Reemtsma cigarettes suddenly began appearing almost every day until

the election, and thereafter at intervals of two or three weeks. 1 13 Later in

the year the irate Nazi proprietor of a small snuff factory in the Bavarian

town of Landshut, who also dealt in cigarettes, complained to the party's

national headquarters about acceptance by the Volkischer Beobachter of

advertisements from a rapacious trust of the very kind National So-

cialism had pledged to break up. 114 He and the other Nazis who
complained received by way of explanation a curt notification that "ac-

ceptance of the Reemtsma advertisement in the Volkischer Beobachter took

place at the order of the Fiihrer after personal consultation with Herr

Reemtsma, following thoroughgoing scrutiny by the central National So-

cialist advertising office." 115 Neither such letters nor the continuing ap-

pearance of Reemtsma ads sufficed to overcome hostility to that firm in

the ranks of the NSDAP, and after Hitler's acquisition of power
Reemtsma reportedly survived a Nazi onslaught, aimed at consigning

him to prison, only by cultivating the favor of Hermann Goring through

generous application of under-the-table funds toward the costly material

needs of that expansive party chieftain. 1 16 His payments for advertise-

ments in 1932 certainly helped the NSDAP—or at least the Volkischer

Beobachter—financially, but that would hardly seem to have been his in-

tention. If his talk with Hitler had converted him to the Nazi camp, he

would presumably have simply given money directly to the party leader

or one of his aides since that would have occasioned fewer difficulties

within the NSDAP from Nazis like the Landshut snuff processor. Yet no
evidence suggests that Reemtsma made any such contributions or aban-

doned his aloofness toward National Socialism. Instead, he apparently

struck a bargain with Hitler in an effort to gain both immediate commer-
cial advantages and, he seems to have hoped, a lessening of hostility on
the part of a potential wielder of political power. Like so many others, he

sought political insurance for future eventualities, not a Nazi triumph.

Advertisements in the Volkischer Beobachter by a large international cor-

poration probably contributed to the early development of one of the

most persistent canards about the relations between National Socialism

and big business. That canard had its origins in rumors that circulated in
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Berlin in the spring of 1932 linking to the Nazis Sir Henri Deter ding, the
head of Royal Dutch Shell Oil Company, who according to some ver-

sions was supplying Hitler's party with large amounts of money. 117

^hese rumors may have been triggered by the friendly treatment ai

corded to Deterding's views in the Nazi press, where his ardent anti-

bolshevism and his unorthodox proposals for combating the depression

\were sympathetically reported. 118 But it seems more likely that his firm's

practice of placing large, conspicuous ads in the Vblkischer Beobachtti Bel

in motion the rumor mills of the capital. When apprized oi those rumoi I

at the time, Deterding flatly denied them. 119 They have nevertheless

proved irrepressible, spreading through the literature on Hitler's rise

and becoming ever more elaborate without the benefit of any proof

whatever. 120 One East German historian has placed the amount of

money Deterding allegedly gave to the NSDAP prior to Hitler's appoint-

ment as chancellor at ten million marks. 121

The legend of Deterding's aid to the NSDAP prior to 1933 has in

some versions been bolstered by confusing Ins attitudes and a* lions then

with those of a period well after the Nazi takeover. Deterding did indeed

manifest a strong interest in Germany's internal affairs, hut onl) several

years after Hitler had become dictator. After his retirement from Shell

in 1936 he moved to Germany, taking up residence with his thud wife, .1

young German woman, on an estate in Mecklenburg, a province to

which he could trace his ancestry on his father s side. 122 1 here Deter-

ding developed cordial relations with the local Nazi leadei s. < ontributing

generously to Nazi-sponsored charities and developing a plan to donate

part of his estate to provide model farms for homesteaders. 129 W hen

Deterding died in 1939, an official of the party-operated ( harity, W in

terhilfswerk, served as one of his pallbearers, having been oflk iaDj des-

ignated as a representative of the Fiihrer. 124 Hitler himself, to be sure,

later referred disparagingly to Deterding, linking him with former Eco-

nomics Minister Hjalmar Schacht, and imputing briber\ to him. 125 Still,

if Deterding had, in fact, bankrolled Hitler or the part) before 1933,

surely that information would not have gone unmentioned in the eu-

logistic obituaries that appeared in the press of the Third Reich. Yet

none of those make mention of any aid by the oil executive prior to Ins

retirement to Mecklenburg, 126 nor is any such mention to be found in

the protest of the gauleiter of Mecklenburg against a Nazi magazine's

denunciation of Deterding in 1941 as a greedy English plutocrat. 1 -

As for the Shell ads of 1932 in the Vblkischer Beobachter. no more

grounds exist for attaching political motives to them than to those of

other large firms that advertised there. Shell motor oil and gasoline were
' consumer products whose sales might be expected to improve if attrac-

tive ads reached the large readership of a paper addressed to the fol-

lowers of a party that could mobilize millions of voters and hundreds of

thousands of members. As in the case of Reemtsma, Sir Henri Deterding
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could have spared the leaders of the NSDAP considerable disaffection

among their rank-and-file followers by simply giving cash if he had in-

tended to aid the Nazi cause. In the event, the appearance of Shell ads in

the party organ occasioned the same sort of indignant outcries as did the

Reemtsma ads. One such protest from a Nazi district organization led

the director of the party publishing house, Max Amann, to lose his tem-

per. "We accept Shell ads," Amann wrote in his reply, "because not even

we National Socialists can drive with water." 128 Presumably, the ad-

vertising division of the German branch of Shell believed that their

company could not sell its products without convincing consumers—re-

gardless of their political proclivities—of the merits of these products.

Even in the midst of Germany's catastrophic "year of elections," politics

did not wholly displace business considerations.



VI
Big Business and the Triumph

ofNazism

1 . Nazis as Champions of Parliament and the Worker*—
The Capitalists Find Their Chancellor

During the late summer and autumn of 193s the NSDAP followed .<

course that alienated virtually all oi big business. Even some <>f those

business executives who had shown themselves favorably disposed

toward the National Socialists recoiled when the) suddenly transformed

themselves into advocates of parliamentary democracy and champions
of the laboring masses. Those who had hoped foi a government of "na-

tional opposition" that would unite the Nazis with politic tans oi the n adi-

tional right looked on in dismay as the NSDAP turned ferociously

against those politicians, including a chancellor who came to enjoy < n-

thusiastic support in the business community As ( Germany approai bed

its fifth national election of 1932, the reputation oi the NSDAP in busi-

ness circles was sinking rapidly.

The Reichstag election of July 31, 1932, further eroded the initially

precarious parliamentary position of the Papen cabinet by virtually oblit-

erating the non-Catholic parties of the middle. Only the DNV'P. whit h

held its own by retaining 40 seats, offered the prospect of reliable sup-

port in the chamber. The day after the election Papen reaffirmed his

resolve to keep his government free of all formal ties to the parliament.

He expressed the hope, however, that a collision with the Reichstag

could be averted by means of a working arrangement between his cabi-

net and the two parties that together controlled a majority in the new

chamber, the Center with its 75 seats and the NSDAP with its 230. 1 The
leaders of the Center quickly disabused the chancellor of the notion thai

they would cooperate with a renegade from their ranks who seemed

272
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bent on establishing a dictatorial regime, as evidenced by his deposition

of the Prussian government, in which the Center had been represented.

The Catholic leaders preferred a return to parliamentary government,
including the NSDAP if necessary, to a continuation of Papen's rule

by presidential decree in defiance of the Reichstag. 2 In mid-August Pa-

pen turned to the Nazis and offered Hitler the nominal post of vice-

chancellor in his cabinet, the most President Hindenburg was willing

to allow the Nazi leader. But at meetings with both Papen and Hinden-
burg during the second week of August Hitler rejected such an arrange-

ment. As the leader of the largest party in the new Reichstag, he

stubbornly insisted on the chancellorship. When Hindenburg would not

give way, the negotiations collapsed. In mid-August Hitler proclaimed

the NSDAP's opposition to the Papen cabinet.3

From all indications big business exercised little or no influence

on these abortive negotiations with Hitler. A month later August

Heinrichsbauer, the fellow-traveling journalist and lobbyist with ties to

Ruhr industrialists, wrote to Gregor Strasser that some unspecified ex-

ecutives from the Revier had in August communicated to key people in

Berlin their support for Hitler's appointment as chancellor.4But even if

that was true, advice from industrial quarters clearly carried insufficient

weight to overcome the objections of Hindenburg. The president still

objected to Hitler so strongly that he rejected out of hand even the ad-

vice of one of his closest advisers, General von Schleicher, to make Hitler

chancellor and surround him with conservative ministers. 5 Moreover,

even if a man like Fritz Thyssen had made his support for Hitler's de-

signs on the chancellorship known in Berlin, he could not claim to speak

for the whole of Ruhr industry. Opinion in those circles varied widely as

to the most desirable resolution to the political situation. Thyssen, Ernst

Brandi of the Bergbauverein, and Ludwig Grauert of Arbeitnordwest

argued that the Nazis, as the largest party, deserved to form a cabinet

with Hitler as chancellor.6 The Deutsche Fuhrerbriefe, a publication ad-

dressed to business executives, called for a grant of presidential emer-

gency powers to a cabinet headed by Hitler. 7 Other voices from the

business community took a more cautious approach. Baron Tilo von

Wilmowsky, brother-in-law and close adviser of Gustav Krupp von

Bohlen und Halbach, was willing to see the Nazis brought into the gov-

ernment only as part of a parliamentary coalition in which the NSDAP,
even with Hitler as chancellor, would be checked by the Center and the

DNVP. 8 A well-connected observer in Berlin reported in early August

that business circles in the capital wanted no change at all in the cabinet.9

Nor did the most politically active and influential of the Ruhr indus-

trialists, Paul Reusch. Throughout the spring Reusch had striven to min-

imize friction between the Nazis and the other components of the

"national opposition" in order to facilitate inclusion of the NSDAP in a

government of that complexion at the state level. He still favored their
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entry into the governments of the smaller states—though no longei that

of Prussia—in coalition with the Catholic and bourgeois parties. 10 Ad-
mitting the Nazis to the national government was, howevei , a very dif-

ferent matter for Reusch. In August he instructed the newspapers he
controlled not to advocate the appointment of Hitler 01 any other Na-
tional Socialists to the Reich cabinet. He ^iad taken offense at the Nazis'

behavior during the negotiations with Papen and Hindenburg, and he
ordered criticism of it in his press. 1

1

But Reuse h s mam ( onsideration m
wishing the Nazis excluded from the natiou.il govei nmenl del ived from
his desire to see the Papen cabinet get on with its promised constitutional

and economic "reforms." That, he judged, could best l>e a( complished if

the government remained unencumbered by ties to an) party, in< hiding
the NSDAP. 12

In making his calculations, Reusch failed to take into a< ( ount I litlei \

relentless drive for power and his readiness to resort to an) means in

order to destroy an obstacle, such as the Papen I abmet. that Uo< ked Ins

path. Reusch was therefore unprepared for the sudden shift m tin Nazi

leader's strategy that led the NSDAP into postures thai he, like most big

businessmen, found extremely alanning. Hitler, having failed to s< < me
the chancellorship from Hindenburg following his stunning el< < tk>n tri-

umph ofJuly, now embarked on a ( ourse oi all-out opposition ( ah ulated

to overcome the president's opposition to Nazi leadei ship ol the national

government by demonstrating the vulnerability oi the Papen cabinet be-

cause of its lack of popular support. Failing that. 11 it lei intended toil I

late and humiliate Papen in the Reic hstag and expose his unpopulai it)

in another test of strength at the polls.

In pursuit of these strategic goals. Hitler adopted ta< ti< | that Involved

audacious and utterly cynical reversals oi long-standing Nazi p< «il H >ns

Most strikingly, he began to use Papen's pledge- to govern without re-

gard to the Reichstag as a cudgel against the cabinet Overnight the

NSDAP became a zealous defender of the parliamentar) democrac)

Hitler had hitherto excoriated. In the Prussian Landtag the Nazi depu-

tiesjoined in late August with the Social Democrats and Communists in

passing bills aimed at restoring the authoi ttv of the state parliament and

ending Papen's emergency rule in that state. 13 The Nazi deputies in the

Landtag then went on to introduce a series of bills of their own that ran

directly counter to the policies of the Papen cabinet by (ailing for gov-

ernment aid to various categories of persons suffering from the depres-

sion. 14 When the Reichstag convened at the beginning of September,

the Nazis collaborated with the Center Party to elect the chamber s of-

ficers. Hermann Goring thus became president of the body he had so

long derided. Immediately on assuming his new office Goring c autioned

the Papen cabinet against dissolving the newly elected parliament A

working majority existed, he proclaimed, as demonstrated by the vote

that had bestowed his new dignity on him. To send home the deputies
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under such circumstances would amount, Goring sanctimoniously

warned, to a violation of the constitution. 15 For those big businessmen

who, like Reusch, had assumed with relief that the Papen cabinet had

put an end, once and for all, to parliamentary democracy as practiced

during the Republic, the sudden enthusiasm of Goring and other Nazi

leaders for representative government could only seem an ominous
development.

Big business also found very disturbing the composition of the poten-

tial Reichstag majority alluded to by Goring. By the time Goring spoke,

everyone who read a newspaper knew that well-publicized negotiations

were under way between the Nazis and the Center. In retrospect it ap-

pears clear that Hitler never seriously contemplated forming a coalition

cabinet on a parliamentary basis with the Catholic party. He seems

merely to have encouraged the negotiations in order to bring to bear his

party's powerful position in the new Reichstag in maximal fashion, so as

to make untenable Papen's claim to authority. 16 But as the business com-

munity could not know this, it viewed the apparently real prospect of a

"black-brown" government with great apprehension. Business circles

had long feared that, given the strength of the Christian trade unions in

the Center Party, these would collude with left-wing elements of the

NSDAP if that party entered into a coalition with the Center, producing

a pro-labor, anti-business government. When prominent Catholic labor

leaders greeted the prospect of a coalition with the Nazis warmly during

early September, setting off rumors about Nazi-Centrist plans for so-

cialization of basic industries, those fears seemed confirmed. 17 Informa-

tion on those negotiations reaching Reusch convinced him that the

socialistic elements in the NSDAP were growing ever stronger. 18 Mean-
while, mounting friction between the NSDAP and the DNVP, which had

rallied to Papen's defense, made any notion of a united "national opposi-

tion" appear fanciful. 19

In the midst of this mounting Nazi assault on the Papen cabinet,

the chancellor and his associates unveiled constitutional and economic

plans that removed the lingering reservations of most big businessmen

about his government. In mid-August Papen's interior minister, Baron

Wilhelm von Gayl, used a commemoration of the thirteenth anniversary

of the Weimar constitution's ratification to announce the cabinet's inten-

tion to seek changes in that document. He proposed to restrict the right

to vote, which the constitution bestowed on all twenty-year-old men and

women, to abolish proportional representation so as to diminish the role

of political parties, and to establish an appointive or indirectly elected

upper chamber as a counterweight to the Reichstag.20 These plans

greatly bolstered the prestige of the cabinet in those big business circles

that had long entertained similar schemes for reducing the power of the

popularly elected national parliament. Such was the case with Reusch,
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who favored replacing the republican Rekhsrat, in which represent*
tives of state governments sat, with an appointive upper chamber.21

Of even more immediate interest to big business was the long-awaited
announcement of the cabinet's economic program. That came in a

speech Papen delivered in Munster on August 28, and a week latei the
chancellor implemented what came to be kiu/wn as the Minister Pro-

gram by means of emergency decrees. In drafting its plans the cabinet

had preserved strict secrecy, so that speculation about the forthcoming
measures had become rampant. Only two days before Papen's Mttnstei

speech the press carried rumors to thr effect that the govei nmenl would
launch a large-scale, state-administered program of woik < n ation fol

Germany's army of unemployed, financed In a special tax on private

property or compulsory loans to the state l>\ ownei 1 of < apital.*1 ( »reat

relief therefore spread through big business circles when Papen an-

nounced his actual program, which sought to 1 1 eate work foi the jobless

by stimulating economic activity in thr private id tor . [*o encourage the

expansion of production and the employment oi more workers, the

Munster Program provided businesses with .1 form of tax relief tli.it

would also inject fresh credit into the economy. Additional tax relief

went to firms hiring workers direi tl\ from the 1 .mks of the unemployed.
Moreover, the Munster Program allowed employers who fined new
workers to reduce a substantial portion oi the weekly contract wages o(

all their employees. Only a minor portion of the government's efforts

were to take the form of direc t work-creation through government-
financed public works M

Papen's Munster Program met the most optimistk hopes of big husi-

ness, which responded with enthusiasts! approbation.24 B\ according

primacy in its recovery program to die private sec tor, 11 seemed to 111,11 k

the clean break with "collectivism'
1

that most of the business ( ommunit)
had hoped for in vain from Burning. The emphasis on tax relief ap-

peared to be a vindication of the contention that excessive taxation had

crippled the economy in the first place and must he ended before recov-

ery could take place. The provision permitting the redlM tion of contTSM t

wages was particularly welcome, representing the first significant breai h

in the body of post-revolutionary law and practice that had made laboi

contracts virtually inviolable. It held out the prospect of the general

wage reduction that virtually all of big business believed must come

about if prices were to be lowered sufficiently to rekindle the investment

necessary for recovery. Also, coupled with the Papen cabinet's earlier

immobilization of the state arbitration system and its reduction of unem-

ployment and social insurance benefits, the provision for contract-wage

reduction seemed to herald an intention to dismantle the measures en-

acted during the Republic to protect the rights and welfare of the work-

ing people of Germany. That was a welcome prospect for most big

businessmen, who remained convinced that excessive Sozialpolitik had
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crippled the economy and caused the special severity of the depression

in their country. Now, at last, a government was summoning up the wis-

dom and courage to dismantle both these misguided measures and the

political order that had given rise to them. In Franz von Papen, the busi-

ness community belatedly realized, it had found a chancellor to whom it

could accord its full and enthusiastic allegiance.

Nazi attacks on that same chancellor quickly cast the NSDAP in an
increasingly unfavorable light so far as the business community was con-

cerned. In early September the party's Reichstag deputies, who were
conferring with Centrist deputies about a possible coalition, joined with

their Catholic negotiating partners in condemning the cabinet's new
measures as unfair to Germany's workers.25 Shortly thereafter three

Nazi heads of state governments issued a public statement denouncing
the cabinet for reducing unemployment benefits and state pensions.26

These and similar stands on the part of the Nazis made difficult the

position of those political observers who contended that the best way to

check the Nazis was to saddle them with governmental responsibility, a

view held by, among others, such respected and politically moderate

Jewish figures as the banker Carl Melchior and Hans Schaffer, former

state secretary in the Finance Ministry under Briining. When presented

by Schaffer and Melchoir with this argument in early September, Lud-

wig Kastl, executive director of the industrial Reichsverband, demurred;
the damage the NSDAP would do to the economy made any such move
unacceptable, Kastl insisted. 27

The Nazis' opposition to the economic policies of the Papen cabinet

also caused problems for the Keppler circle. During early September

Keppler and another member of the circle, Karl Vincent Krogmann,
found that the businessmen with whom they came into contact showed
themselves ill disposed toward National Socialism, having closed ranks

behind the chancellor.28 Business executives feared, Krogmann ex-

plained in a letter to Keppler, that if the NSDAP got into power, eco-

nomic policy would be dictated by men lacking any practical experience

who would act solely on the basis of theories.29 Krogmann complained

particularly about a recent three-day economic conference at the Brown
House that had received much publicity in the Nazi press. Under the

auspices of Gottfried Feder's Engineering-Technical Section of the

Reichsleitung, that conference provided a forum for two speeches by

Feder, in which he reiterated his monetary theories and demanded na-

tionalization of money and credit institutions. Also at the conference

Nazi Reichstag deputy Fritz Reinhardt announced that the NSDAP
would stand for no further reductions in wages or social benefits. Adrian

von Renteln, the official of the Economic Policy Section designated as

responsible for the Immediate Economic Program of July, pronounced

capitalism incapable of coping with the depression. Another member of

the Economic Policy Section, Werner Daitz, again spelled out the coun-
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tercyclical, deficit-spending proposals of that program.80 Such state-

ments and the positive publicity accorded them in the Nazi press

aroused mistrust in the business community, Krogmann Info] med Kep-
pler. The apparently official endorsement of the views of sik h theoreti-

cians could only cast doubt, Krogmann added, on Hitler s repeated
assurances to the effect that upon attaining p?wei Ik would content

himself with establishing overall goals and then leave economic dec isioni

to businessmen. Developments like the three-day economic i onfereiM e,

Krogmann continued, undercut the line of argument he used in ap-

proaching business executives. Whereas he sought to convince them thai

a circle of leading figures from the business community was forming
around Hitler in order to prevent any Stupidities in the economic
sphere, the enthusiastic reports on the Munich ec onomii confereiM e in

the Nazi press made his arguments seem implausible.81

The parliamentary tactics of the NSDAP provided fuithei cause fol

alarm in the business community. ( )n< e Papen had made < leai his inten-

tion to deal with an implacably hostile Rek hstag majoi it) l>\ using a dis-

solution decree granted him by Hindenburg, Hitlei began taunting the

chancellor with charges of unconstitutionally flouting the democratically

expressed will of the populace. He himself remained, l>\ contrast,

"strictly constitutional," Hitler proc laimed; the NSDAP planned i<> alici

the constitution, but only b) constitutional means.9* W hen the newl)

elected parliament convened for lis tusi business session on Septembei

12, Goring used his position as president ofthe chamber to humiliate the

chancellor on whom the business communit) had placed its hopes. B)

ignoring Papen's attempts to read into the rei ord the dissoluiion de* ree

signed by Hindenburg, he permuted the deputies to ballot on a ( lommu-
nist motion of no confidence. With the votes of the Nazis and others, the

motion carried by 513 to 42. Only the shrunken DVP and DNVP ba< ked

Papen, who suffered the most crushing parliamentarv defeat evci in-

flicted on a German chancellor. Not until af tei the vote did he suo eed in

dissolving the chamber. 33

The NSDAP's anti-Papen stance quickly put it on a collision couw
with big business, as the party's assault on the chancellor and his c abinet

set loose a torrent of Nazi anti-capitalism. On the VCT) da) of the no-

confidence vote and dissolution, the Nazis launched an abrasive election

campaign that left no doubt about their decision to resort to demagogk
socio-economic radicalism. To open the campaign, thev had read) f<»i

release that day a pamphlet that branded as reactionary both Papen and

his cabinet. 34 The chancellor had, it charged, aligned himself complete!)

with the "private capitalistic system" by issuing emergency decrees thai

"lacked any spark of social justice." The pamphlet pilloried the cabinet's

efforts to reduce wages and undermine the sanctitv of contract wages,

pledging the NSDAP to resist both. It described Papen s reductions in

social benefits as "social robbery" perpetrated against the mass of work-
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ing people" in order to bestow a gift on a "small gang" of big business

entrepreneurs. Papen's close and one-sided ties with the business com-
munity revealed, the pamphlet announced, that his entire economic pol-

icy amounted to nothing more than a throwback to Manchesterturn (a

derisive term for laissez-faire economic policies) designed to fill the bank
accounts of those "gentlemen." In keeping with the tone of this pam-
phlet, Gottfried Feder took to the hustings, denouncing the Papen cabi-

net's tax-relief measures as a fraudulent trick designed to benefit the

country's "big shots." Such measures only prepared the way for commu-
nism, Feder warned. But the workers would not be fooled, he added.

Germany's voters would see that only the work-creation plans of Na-

tional Socialism, based on his monetary theories, offered a sure way out

of the depression. 35 Other Nazi campaign orators delivered stump
speeches with titles such as "Down with the Dictatorship of the Mon-
eybags," promising that the NSDAP would repel Papen's "class war party

of capitalism." 36 A Nazi who inquired during the campaign about the

NSDAP's policy toward large corporations received notification that

these would be socialized.37

This pronounced Nazi turn to socio-economic radicalism did not es-

cape notice in the business community. The Ruhr steel executive Fritz

Springorum, who had established friendly relations with Papen, spoke

in early September disparagingly of the "violent agitation and incite-

ment" directed against the chancellor by the NSDAP. 38 Martin Blank,

one of Paul Reusch's political agents, reported to him from Berlin at

about the same time that the radicalization of the NSDAP, together with

Hindenburg's aversion to that party, ruled out any possibility of includ-

ing the Nazis in the government. 39 Another of Reusch's informants in

the capital, Erich von Gilsa, noted during the third week of September

that the Nazis' campaign was marked by extraordinary demagogy and a

recourse to "purely socialist ideas" in order to entice votes from the

camp of the "Marxist workers." He added that it had become fashion-

able among National Socialist leaders to look and behave like proletar-

ians in keeping with their party's increasingly socialistic line; even

Goring, whom such a role ill suited, conformed to the new Nazi style. Of
the large parties, Gilsa concluded, only the DNVP remained committed

to private enterprise.40 The DNVP, for its part, responded to the

NSDAP's radical campaign by abandoning all talk of collaboration with

Hitler and his party. The Nationalists vigorously parried the thrusts of

the Nazis, charging them with betrayal of the "national opposition,"

abandonment of presidential government, and defense of the demo-
cratic "system" of Weimar.41

The attitude of the business press toward the NSDAP cooled still fur-

ther under the onslaught of that party's radical campaign. The rightist

Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung of Berlin expressed alarm at reports of a

speech in which Gregor Strasser advocated a "German socialism." The
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socialist Strasser, the paper noted, demanded a ItatC takeovei <>l til h-

nancial and credit institutions, well aware thai such a move would give

the government so much power over the economy th.it it would, m ef-

fect, mean state socialism. The bourgeois friend* and voters ol the

NSDAP could hardly find edifying Nazism's open commitment to

the goal of socialism, the DAZ editorial conducted.4* In Dttsseldori the

Deutsche Bergwerks-Zeitung observed in the midst ofthe He< lion < ampaign
that if a reader did not immediately recognize a Nazi newspapei I rom its

masthead, he would often have difficulty deciding whet hci what hr read

had been written by a Communist, a Sot ial Demot rat, 01 a Nazi 1

The direction taken by the NSDAP's leadership and the negative re-

sponse to it of the business community gread) hampered effoi ts b) the

Keppler circle to reassure businessmen that Nazi economic polk) was in

good hands. The irrepressible Gottfried Feder proved a particular!)

troublesome problem. To Keppler's distress, Fedei discoursed al length

in late October on his idiosyncratic economk views before an invited

audience in Berlin that included a numbei oi businessmen. Kepplei

termed the speech the next da\ a ''catastrophe*
1 and asked the |>aii\

headquarters to forbid Feder to hold an) more such talks.44 During the

following week the Brown House received a How oi letters from othei

persons in Feder's audience, protesting th.u Ins remai ks had hai med the

party. As a result, Hitler's deputy, Rudolf Mess, wrote to Fedei , remind-

ing him of the party leader's request thai he reft ain in his spec< lies Irom

going into details about economic polk ies. He instructed Fedei to can el

any such scheduled speeches. Fedei protested vehemendy, but on No-

vember 9 Hess informed the chief economk theoi ist oi the NSDAP thai

Hitler did not want him to give any more tpeei ties about e< onomk ques-

tions to select audiences. 43 By that time, however, Feder's damage had

been done, for the fall election campaign was over.

Nor did the Nazis limit their soc k>-economk radicalism during the fall

election campaign to words. To an unprecedented degree the) ai tivel)

involved themselves in strike activity on behalf oi tvorkei &. In Septembei

the party upgraded the Nazi Factory Cell Organization (NSBO), which

received enhanced status in the Reichsleitung. an enlarged si.it I. and

subsidies from the party treasurer. 46 That organization, which had an

estimated membership of about 40,000 in 193 1 , claimed to number 1 >\ ei

300,000 by the autumn of 1932.
47 In one of its publications its leadei

proclaimed capitalism "immoral" and declared trade unions a net es-

sity.
48 An article widely disseminated in the Nazi press during Octobei

reminded Papen that the party had never foresworn the strike .is the

most important means for dealing with greedy employers. Strikes were

rare in the depression-ridden Germany of late 1938, bul where the)

occurred, usually in response to wage cuts, the Nazis lent them support

whenever possible.49 Party newspapers proudly proclaimed tin par-

ticipation of NSBO men in strikes and announced that they received
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strike-support compensation from the party equal to that distributed by

the trade unions to their members. In mid-October the Deutsche Herg-

werks-Zeitung of Dusseldorf detected a Nazi-planned wave of wildcat

strikes sweeping across Germany and noted that a party paper in Dus-

seldorf spoke in terms of a general strike. The Nazi gauleiter in Munich,
Adolf Wagner, had recently proclaimed the NSDAP the only truly revo-

lutionary party in Germany, the Deutsche Bergwerks-Zeitung added, not

challenging the accuracy of that assertion.50 Such a claim, coupled with

the Nazis' active support of labor, could only bode ill for the future so far

as business was concerned.

To their distress, the men of the Bergbauverein discovered that this

new party line led the NSDAP to ignore vital interests of the Ruhr coal

operators, despite their past aid to various Nazis and the party mem-
bership of Erich Winnacker, the regional coal executive of the United

Steel Works who had left the DNVP to join the NSDAP in April. During
September Winnacker joined in the deliberations of Nazis in the Ruhr
regarding the party's stance on issues pending in the coal industry, one
of the most important of which turned on a controversy over Social

Democratic and trade union demands for a shortening of the mining

workday from eight to seven hours. Drawing on data supplied him by

the Bergbauverein, Winnacker argued against Nazi support for the

seven-hour day, insisting that adoption of such a measure would make it

economically unfeasible to operate the mines. Nazis employed in the

mines vigorously challenged Winnacker's position, contending that tech-

nical advances made it possible to accomplish in seven hours what had
formerly taken eight.51 When the local gauleiter referred the question to

Gregor Strasser for a ruling, identifying Winnacker and setting forth his

views as well as those of his opponents, Strasser brushed the operators'

contentions aside and informed the gauleiter he had no objections to

Nazi support for the seven-hour day. 52 For the Nazi hierarchy, the inter-

ests of coal operators obviously carried less weight in the fall of 1932
than did those of coal miners, who after all had many more ballots to cast

on November 6. The men of the Bergbauverein quickly drew their con-

clusions from the NSDAP's shift to a radical socio-economic course. Dur-

ing the summer that organization's chairman, Ernst Brandi, had favored

the appointment of Hitler as chancellor. Now, in September, Brandi

shifted his ground, falling in behind Chancellor Papen, who had taken

him into his confidence. 53 Departing from its customary practice of re-

fraining from political commentary, the house organ of the

Bergbauverein contemptuously dismissed in September the plans of

Feder and other Nazis forjob creation through large-scale investment in

a hydroelectric power system that would—among other things

—

threaten the primacy of coal as Germany's energy source. 54 Then, dur-

ing the second week of September, Brandi joined with the other mem-
bers of the board of advisers of the business-controlled Rheinisch-
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Westfalische Zeitung of Essen to fire its editor, the fellow-traveling I he

odor Reismann-Grone, rather than allow him to align the papci cdi- '

torially with the NSDAT
Almost as disconcerting to big business as the Nazis' espousal ol tlx

cause of industrial workers was the NSDAP's agi ai ian i adi< alism during
the autumn election campaign. This support for agrarian interests came v
as no surprise since the party had, with notable success, concentrated

much of its attention on the rural population evei since 1930, when its

inroads into the countryside had contributed importantl) to its electoral 1

gains of that year. But by the fall of 193s the demands of Germany's
agrarian organizations had become more radical and threatening from
the standpoint of industry and banking. The Nazis themselves had a

hand in that process of radicalization, as the) had infiltrated the largest

and most vocal of the agrarian organizations, the Reichslandbund,

within which their spokesmen consistent assumed extreme positions.

When, in the fall of 1932, the Rek tiflandbund and the oth< 1 01 ganiza-

tions comprising the "( ireen Front" that championed agrarian interests

demanded a thoroughgoing system of stringent import quotas foi agri-

cultural products and a downward adjustment ol the interest rates on

outstanding farm mortgages, the Nazis emphatically endorsed theii d<

mands. 57 Seeking to mobilize discontent in the countryside against the

Papen cabinet, the Nazis accused the govei timenl <>1 indiffereiM e toward

Germany's farmers. To the distress ol industrial and commercial intet

ests, which feared th.it import quotas would provoke retaliation abroad

against German industri.il exports, and to the alarm ol financial circles,

which objected to tampering with mortgage terms, Papen retreated be-

fore this barrage of Nazi agrarian agitation. Late in Septcmbci his minis-

ter of agriculture endorsed in principle both reduced interest rates Of]

farm mortgages and import quotas on foodstuffs.*8 But since the cabt-

net moved only dilatorily on those matters, that commitment did not still

Nazi accusations that Papen was doing too little for agi M llkure. Nfoi did

the commitment ever result in any drastic governmental measures, as

initially feared by industry, commerce, and banking Still, the impae I oi

Nazi agrarian agitation became a source of mounting concern in busi-

ness circles. Wilhelm Keppler, sensitive to the negative effects in

business circles of the NSDAP's demands for increased agrarian protei

tionism, informed a member of his circle early in October that he had

just talked with Hitler and learned that the parts leader rejected such a

one-sided anti-industrial policy. In an obvious effort to spread this re-

port, Keppler added that he would not object if his correspondent

passed that information along whenever an opportunity presented it-

self.59 Much more than the dissemination of such purported inside

information would have been needed, however, to counteract t he-

damaging effects in business circles of the NSDAP's massive propaganda

campaign in favor of tight import quotas on agricultural prodlM ts.
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At least one attempt at conciliation between the NSDAP and the busi-

ness community took place in the midst of the party's shif t to socio-

economic radicalism. That effort began when Adrian von Renteln, the

young assistant of Otto Wagener, head of the party's Economic Policy

Section, paid a visit, while in Berlin in mid-July, to a boyhood friend who
worked on the staff of the industrial Reichsverband. Renteln presented

himself as a key figure in the formulation of Nazi economic policy and
requested from the Reichsverband a list of industrialists who would be

interested in cooperating with the NSDAP in that regard. He planned,

he told his friend, to approach them personally and then arrange for

them consultations with such Nazis as Hitler and Gregor Strasser. Nei-

ther Walther Funk nor Wagener, but rather Strasser alone, was the de-

cisive figure with regard to the party's position on economic questions,

Renteln asserted.60 When apprized of this development, the staff man-
ager of the Reichsverband, Jakob Herle, agreed, after consulting with

Reusch and presumably other major figures in the organization, to meet
with Renteln when he next visited Berlin in early August. On that occa-

sion Renteln repeated to Herle most of what he had told his friend and
held out the prospect of ongoing direct communications between the

Economic Policy Section of the party and the Reichsverband. By way of

initiating such a dialogue, he suggested a written exchange of views.

Herle acceded to that suggestion, as well as to Renteln's request for in-

formation from the Reichsverband on pending economic issues. Herle

stressed, however, that the commitment of the Reichsverband to a non-

partisan political stance ruled out anything beyond the sort of exchange

of ideas and information which his organization always stood willing to

undertake with all parties. He accordingly left unmet Renteln's original

request for the names of industrialists who might be prepared to meet

with him and other Nazis. Instead, Herle proposed that Renteln set in

motion a dialogue by sending him a statement of the NSDAP's most

important economic policy demands. Renteln agreed, and they parted

company in amicable fashion.61 When informed of what had happened,

Reusch applauded Herle for at last establishing contact between the

Reichsverband and the Economic Policy Section of the NSDAP.62

Despite this promising beginning, the dialogue with the Reichsver-

band initiated by Renteln proved one-sided and of extremely brief dura-

tion. Instead of the sort of letter he had expected, Herle received from

Renteln merely a copy of the Immediate Economic Program issued by

the NSDAP at the height of the campaign for the July Reichstag elec-

tion.63 At the time of its appearance, that pamphlet's socio-economic

demagogy and its commitment of the party to a far-reaching job-crea-

tion program financed by deficit spending and higher taxes on the rich

had occasioned widespread alarm in business circles.64 To Herle's obvi-

ous dismay, he now discovered that the Nazi designated on the back of

the title page as responsible for that offending publication was none
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other than the eager young man who had visited him at the office! of the

Reichsverband. Attempting to make the best of a disappointing situa-

tion, Herle responded to the contents of the pamphlet in restrained

fashion in a thirty-page letter to.Renteln, which he immediately < in u-

lated to the leading members of the Reichsverband along with a covei ing

note explaining what had led up to that cpmmufih ation.65 I lei le's letter

to Renteln amounted to a devastating critique of the July pamphlet
Herle informed Renteln at the outset that he regarded the Immediate
Economic Program as political Agitotionsmaterial, unsuitable as the basis

for an exchange of views with members oi the business < ommunity. He
nevertheless felt obliged, he wrote, to supply his own personal views in

hopes that Renteln might take these into consideration in bis further

work.

Herle then proceeded to dissect the Nazis
1

|ul\ pamphlet, patiend)

correcting factual errors and pointing out the pamphlet's failure to fat e

up to the undesirable econonomic ( onsequeiN 68 of slogans SIM h as a^i i-

cultural autarky through protectionism and government control oi .ill

foreign trade and internation.il transactions. He objected to the pam-
phlet's disparaging references to businessmen, accusing Renteln <>f dis-

playing prejudice against industrial entrepreneurs and Eavoi ing fai tnei i

and members of the MitUlsUmd. While the pamphlet nowhere rejected

private enterprise, Herle observed, 1 1 ^ particulai points called i * * i a de-

gree of state intervention in the econom) that could <>nl\ end in so-

cialization and a kind of state capitalism. As foi the ( entral polit \ tin ust

of the Immediate Economic Program— its (.ill foi .1 large-scale govern-

ment program ofjob-creation through defi< it spending— Hei le 1 ejei ted

any move in that direction as a resort to the ver) methods of wasteful

government spending that bad gotten German) into its economk diffi-

culties in the first place. He branded as panic ularb counterpi oduc live

the demand for stiffer taxes on the rich, contending that such a move
would stifle investment and therefore economic recovery. In line with

the business community's view of the depression as a ( 1 isis <>| prodlM tmn

rather than of consumption, he warned Renteln that onl) measures de-

signed to spur capital formation and investment could pull the COtUltrj

out of the depression. He therefore rejected theJuly pamphlet's tall for

stiffer taxation of the propertied. Only a return to economic freedom, to

a system that allowed responsible, self-reliant entrepreneurs to achieve

profits through hard work and skillful management, could produce the

desired results. If Renteln would agree to that—but onlv then— the wa\

to discussions with prominent men of industry would stand open, Herle

concluded.

Herle never received an answer to his letter. At the time he was writ-

ing, the NSDAP's economic policy personnel was on the verge of a major

shake-up. An indication of this came a few davs later, w hen Schac ht

wrote Reusch that Hitler had disclosed to him that he had withdraw n the
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Immediate Economic Program of July from circulation.66 Then, in the

middle of September, reports began to reach the business community to

the effect that Renteln's immediate superior, Otto Wagener, was leaving

the Economic Policy Section and taking his assistant with him/' 7 These

reports were soon confirmed by official party announcements of a thor-

oughgoing reorganization of that section.68 On hearing of these devel-

opments, Herle led Reusch to believe that Wagener and Renteln had
been removed because of the NSDAP's July pamphlet.69 The true rea-

sons for their ouster remain unclear, but it is obvious that long-standing

intrigues in the Nazi hierarchy certainly also played a part. Ever since

the spring Wagener had increasingly come into conflict with both Feder

and Funk. Despite their differences, those two had united in opposition

to the publication of a pamphlet in which Wagener had set forth his

understanding of Nazi economic policy. As chairman of the party's Eco-

nomic Council, Feder claimed the right to veto any such publication.70

Wagener, for his part, regarded Feder's Economic Council, which led at

best a shadowy existence, as a mere subordinate adjunct to his Economic

Policy Section. 71 Faced with this dispute, Hitler typically avoided a clear-

cut decision by turning the question over to a special commission. As a

result of its deliberations, publication of Wagener's already printed pam-
phlet was withheld, and it was downgraded to an internally circulated

document. 72 Wagener's ouster, and that of his assistant, Renteln, thus

represented at least in part the denouement of a decline in influence that

had begun considerably earlier as a consequence of internal rivalries and

Hitler's aversion to a clear statement of the party's economic policies.

The removal of Wagener and Renteln did not improve the standing of

the NSDAP in the business community. In place of Wagener an unlikely

duo took over what remained of his Economic Policy Section. That orga-

nization was now divided into two parts: one, charged with the "private

economy," headed by Funk, and a second, designated "state economy,"

under the leadership of Feder. Two men known to differ sharply on
basic economic issues now jointly chaired the NSDAP's Economic Coun-
cil, which became the party's supreme body for economic questions. 73

Faced with this bewildering development, Herle and Reusch agreed that

no further contacts with the NSDAP on the part of the Reichsverband

seemed worthwhile. 74 Even before the announcement of the appoint-

ments of Funk and Feder, Reusch had revealed dismay at the radical

socio-economic course pursued by the Nazis. In writing to inform him of

Hitler's statement about withdrawing the Immediate Economic Pro-

gram, Schacht had chided Reusch about what he characterized as the

proclivity of the leaders of the business community "to chase after what-

ever government is in power." 75 In his response Reusch angrily denied

that this applied to him. "I make no secret," he added, "of the fact that

the National Socialists, toward whom I was quite sympathetic, have dis-

appointed me sorely during the past weeks. Quite apart from their other
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gaucheries, they have lost much sympathy through their collaboration
with the Communists." 76 Not all industrialists shared Reuse li s negative
reaction to the course pursued by the NSDAP. In mid-Septembei one of

Reusch's political informants, Erich von Gilsa, reported to him in disgust

that some executives remained favorably disposed to Nazism despite its

radical anti-Papen and anti-business stance. According to one rumoi , an

industrialist whose name Gilsa did not leaVn had reportedl) said thai he
had invested too much money in the NSDAP to give up on it now
That man presumably dismissed as political rhetoric and parliamentary
tactics the developments that so disturbed Reusch. Tins appears also to

have been the case with the Berlin banker Otto Christian Fischer. In a

speech to a closed business gathering in September, Fischei reassured

his audience that the Nazis' leadership principle would in the end leave

them no choice but to accept a capitalist economic ordei Vs
Reus* h, foi

his part, began to think of ways to remove Hugenberg from the chair-

manship of the DNVP so as to attract Nazi voters to thai part) in the

November balloting. 79

From all indications, most Ruhr industrialists reacted verj much like

Reusch to the turn taken by the NSDAP at the end of tin iummei ol

1932. A lengthy letter, sent to Gregor Strassei from Essen b) August
Heinrichsbauer on September 20, provides evidence oi this "" Hein-

richsbauer reported that he had the previous da) brought Walthei Funk
together in Essen with a group of Ruin businessmen whose nanu s he

did not supply but whom he characterized as pre\ iousl) ver) supportive

of the NSDAP. In contrast to earlier occ asions, those men had roundl)

criticized the behavior of the party and asked Heinrichsbauei to make
their objections known to Strasser. The) took partkulai issue with the

NSDAP's abandonment of its anti-parliamentai \ prim i|)les in ( oopei at-

ing with the Communists in the Reichstag against the Papen 1 abmet and

entering into coalition negotiations with the Centei Party. Whereas
Nazism had, as a "movement," previously held alooi from partisan ma-

neuvering, it now seemed to Heinrichsbauer's informants bent on sink

ing to the level of merely another political party. l he\ objet ted as well to

Hitler's all-or-nothing stance during the post-election negotiations with

Papen and Hindenburg, predicting that such an attitude would lead to

the NSDAP's self-isolation and self-exclusion from the government
They found distressing the NSDAP's defamation of Hugenberg. fearing

that the resulting mutual alienation would destroy the cohesion of the

"national" camp, thereby aiding and abetting its enemies. The) also took

extreme offense at the Nazis' "Marxist" agitation against the Papen c abi-

net, despite the NSDAP's earlier agreement to tolerate that cabinet and

despite Papen's many accomplishments, not the least of whic h lay, in

their eyes, in his economic program. Such resort to demagogy would,

they feared, deprive National Socialism of its "spiritual" qualifies and

contribute to a general proletarianization that would drive the Nazis to
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Marxist-like policies in the future. The businessmen believed, Hein-

richsbauer reported to Strasser, that sooner or later the Nazis must
reach an agreement with the Papen cabinet. The latter, they asked the

party to remember, had done away with the Weimar "system," so that

Nazi attacks on the old political order no longer had validity. As
Heinrichsbauer left no doubt in his letter to Strasser, the businessmen he

and Funk had talked with on September 19 wanted the party to abandon
the course it had entered on in August, when Hitler had vainly de-

manded the chancellorship for himself.

The publication during the late summer and autumn of 1932 of the

most devastating critique of Nazi economic policies yet printed in a ma-
jor business organ further revealed the mounting disapproval in busi-

ness circles. That critique appeared in the weekly publication of the

national organization of chambers of commerce and industry, Deutsche

Wirtschafts-Zeitung, in the form of six lengthy articles during August,

September, and October.81 The author reviewed with care the economic

provisions of the twenty-five-point program of 1920 and the various

programmatic publications by Feder, Rosenberg, and other Nazis, most

of which the NSDAP was still distributing. He dissected these thor-

oughly, exposing their lack of clarity, their inconsistencies and con-

tradictions, and stressing their threatening implications for private

enterprise. While recognizing that Hitler and other Nazi leaders had

pledged themselves to uphold the rights of private property and individ-

ual initiative, the author reviewed the many other party pronounce-

ments that indicated a Nazi state would severely infringe in numerous
ways on those rights. He especially emphasized the threat represented

by Nazi proposals for "breaking the thralldom of interest payments," for

socializing banking, for government issuance of unbacked fiat currency,

and for deficit spending to combat unemployment. The author also doc-

umented the NSDAP's commitment to economic autarky, spelling out its

implications for German industrial exports and for trade in general. To
all this he appended an imposing list of bills introduced by Nazi parlia-

mentarians, including a recent one that called for doubling the tax on
high incomes. In general, the author of the articles in the Deutsche

Wirtschafts-Zeitung characterized Nazi attitudes toward economic matters

as nostalgic and romantic, full of longing for a return to simpler times,

preferably the Middle Ages. The Nazis, he noted, preferred simply to

ignore most of the realities produced by the enormous changes that had

taken place in the economy over the previous century. Instead of an

economic policy, they had only "an aggregation of demands, devoid of

any system, arising from resentments and lack of clarity." The Nazis, he

concluded, had neglected to think through economic questions thor-

oughly, with the consequence that their positions on economic matters

must remain a source of grave concern to the business community. Any
businessmen not already uncritically committed to National Socialism
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who read these well-documented articles must have found it diflu uh io

escape a similar conclusion.

Other business-oriented publications reacted negatively to the radi-

calized election campaign of the NSDAP. The liberal Frankfurter Zeitmg
proclaimed that the Nazis were attac king the economu program oi the

Papen cabinet in a manner indistinguishable frpm thai ol the Marxists.

Der Angriff, Goebbels's Berlin organ, had accused the cabinet of
w
social

robbery." The Volkischer Beobachter had protested against violations of

the sanctity of collective-bargaining contracts. Revealingly, the Frank-

furt daily observed, the Nazis attacked Papen'a economu potiq precisely

because of its liberal, capitalist orientation. The artic le then prot ceded to

expose the contradictions in the publications of Gottfried Fcder.88 I he

rightist Deutsche Bergwerks-Zeitung of Dttsseldorl warned th.u hoping the

Nazis would abandon their "impossible economk views and demands'1

amounted to a head-in-the-sand political stance. If tin Nazis continued,

through their subversive activity, t<> ipread furthei the Marxist

pestilence," they would have to he resisted with detei mination and with

out fear. Holding to the fiction of a "national front" th.u would hung
together the Nazis and bourgeois forces made no sense nnce Rich a

front had never really existed. If it were evei t<» he realized, il would
come about only because the Nazis had become wisei through loss< s

The Diisseldorf paper therefore urged its readers t<> \<>te to itrengthen

the economically reasonable bourgeois wing of a potential "national

front." Businessmen could not let Pa pen 's ( abinet collapse since it repre-

sented, as the chancellor had proclaimed, the last chance. If it went un-

der, the most probable result would he a socialistic dictatorship <>f one
coloration or another * ^

Such criticism of the NSDAP probabk c onti ibuted i<> the k-.k tivation,

late in the fall election campaign, of the conciliator) fork <>f the Nazi

tongue employed so often in the past to plac ate business fears. I fiat side

of Nazism found partial expression in a new pamphlet on Nazi « onomk
policy released in October. This Wirtschaftliches Aujbauprogramm, or Con-

structive Economic Program, seemed to reflect the growing influence <>f

Funk as a result of his advancement to the head of one of the two new

divisions of what had formerly been Wagener's Economic Folic \ Set tion

Funk's enhanced standing also found expression in his participation in

drafting the speech in which Gregor Strasser announced the new pro-

gram on October 20. 84 In its published form that program omitted the

strident rhetorical anti-capitalism of the previous summer's Immediate

Economic Program and revised some of its proposals that had proved K)

objectionable to business circles. In place of heavier taxation of the t u fi.

the October program called for a general reduction of taxes, especialh

those which impeded production. In place of price controls, it proposed

a freeing of prices. While endorsing agrarian protectionism and priorit)

for the home market in general, the new program specified that Ger-
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many's essential exports must not be impeded. But while it modified

these features of the July pamphlet, it did not amount to a reversal of

course. The October pamphlet retained the demands for abandonment
of the gold standard, state takeover of banking and currency, and large-

scale deficit spending to finance public work-creation programs. It also

repeated the promise that the Nazis would substitute the principles of

German socialism for those of liberal capitalism. Moreover, the October
program continued the NSDAP's assault on the economic measures of

the Papen cabinet, branding these as plutocratic in their orientation and
totally inadequate to the task of recovery. After analyzing the new Nazi

program, Paul Reusch's economic adviser informed his employer that

despite many objectionable features, it represented undeniable progress

when compared with earlier Nazi statements about economic policy.85

However, there remained the problem of establishing the status of the

Aufbauprogramm, for as that same adviser had recently pointed out to

Reusch, it was very difficult to establish who spoke with final authority

for the NSDAP on matters of economic policy.86

The conciliatory fork of the Nazi tongue presumably made itself

heard again when Funk, Strasser, and Hitler himself met with groups of

industrialists in the Ruhr in October 1932. No record seems to have

survived of who attended or what Strasser and Funk said in talks on
October 28 before "a small invited circle" in Essen.87 A bit more is

known about Hitler's visit to Fritz Thyssen's country house, Schloss

Landsberg, near Essen on October 2 1 . Thyssen had sent out in advance

formal invitations to what he described as a "discussion" (Aussprache)

with the Nazi leader. 88 To his distress a number of the most important

figures in the Ruhr did not accept. Thyssen was particularly angered

when the chairman of the industrial Reichsverband, Gustav Krupp von

Bohlen und Halbach, responded to his invitation with a curt note of

declination.89 Hans von Loewenstein, the executive director of the

Bergbauverein, also declined.90 Nor did Paul Reusch attend.91 In fact,

Thyssen later named as participants in the meeting with Hitler at his

house only two prominent figures from the Ruhr, the venerable Emil

Kirdorf and Albert Vogler, the general director of United Steel, the firm

whose supervisory board Thyssen chaired.92 Vogler had expressed his

intention to attend two days earlier at a meeting in Berlin at which, as

will be explained below, he and other major figures from German indus-

try agreed to raise a large amount of money to help the parties backing

the Papen cabinet. Vogler told those present that he intended to go

to the meeting at Thyssen's in hopes of effecting a reconciliation be-

tween the NSDAP and the Papen cabinet. That would be easier before

the election than afterwards, he reasoned, when Hitler would, re-

gardless of the outcome of the balloting, have to become more radical.93

Vogler presumably came away from the gathering at Thyssen's house

with his hopes disappointed, as no conciliatory approaches reached the
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Reich Chancellery from the Brown House in the final weeks of the elec-

tion campaign. As to what did happen at Thyssen's, very little is known.
Thyssen later remembered only that Hitler had reassured those present

of his intention to restore the monarchy. 94 Under the circumstances,

that scarcely sufficed to dispel the widespread mistrust which his party's

radical behavior had engendered in big business circles. Overall, the

meeting at Thyssen's seems to have beert far less important than the

Communist journalists who traced Hitler there assumed to have been
the case.95

Nor did anything the Nazis said during the remainder of the ele< tk>n

campaign dispel the prevailing mistrust oi their party in business ( in les.

Down to election day, November 6, the radical fork oi Nazism's tongue
dominated its public image. The tide of invei tivc against Papen and his

"cabinet of barons" continued unabated as the Nazis held to theii de-

fense of parliamentary democracy against a "ick tionarv ( Ikme" that in-

cluded Hugenberg and his DN VP. They also persisted in then promises

to defend Germany's workers against exploitative ( apitalists. I he < limax

of the NSDAP's campaign came in early November, just prioi to the

balloting, when the Nazis openly collaborated with the Communists to

incite a strike of Berlin's transport workers, immobilizing |>uI>Ik ( on\< \ -

ances in the capital for nearly a week/"* In September Alfred Sohn-

Rethel, a resourceful young Communist economist, who managed to

conceal his political affiliation f rom the business association foi which he

worked in Berlin, succeeded in planting a length) . anonymous two-pai I

.

article about National Socialism in the Deutsche Ftihrerbriefe, a newslettei

that enjoyed a following in big business circles.9^ Sohn-Rethel's article

portrayed the NSDAP as the potential savior oi a capitalist CCOnomM
system plagued by dwindling support from the masses. In keeping with

the Communist line on the SPD, he argued that the Social Democrats

had rescued capitalism after 1918 by renewing its mass basis .it that time.

Now, however, the economic crisis was undercutting the SPD h\ bring-

ing about a curtailment of the Sozialpolitik with which that part) had

appeased the artistocracy of labor, thereby keeping the working (lass

divided and powerless. The new mass party of io/v-< which also bran-

dished anti-capitalist slogans—the NSDAP—therefore offered the onl\

hope for a "reconsolidation of capitalism" that would avert a re sort to

military dictatorship and, ultimately, a Communist revolution. The busi-

ness community must, Sohn-Rethel's article stronglv implied, rail) be-

hind National Socialism and tame it, just as earlier it had tamed and

exploited the SPD. In publishing his article Sohn-Rethel acted as an

agent provocateur, seeking to aid the Communist Partv in the upcoming

election by discrediting the SPD and heightening fears of social reaction.

As soon as he learned that his article would appear in print in the

Deutsche Ftihrerbriefe, he at once sent a copy to the Communist newspaper

Die Rote Fahne so that it could be ready with an immediate expose of the
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devious machinations of the masterminds of capitalism. <m When the arti-

cle appeared, the Communist propaganda machine at once began to

make use of it. For nearly four decades thereafter many writer s of his

tory continued to cite Sohn-Rethel's words as proof of the espousal of

the Nazi cause by big business in the fall of 1932." Only his own dis-

closure in 1970 of his authorship and motives necessitated abandonment
of what had long been regarded as a key piece of evidence in a wide-

spread version of National Socialism's rise. 100 If at the time Sohn-Rethel

had hoped by means of his article to tempt Germany's capitalists to con-

form during the autumn of 1932 to Marxist analysis by aligning them-

selves with the NSDAP, his hopes went unrealized. His article found no
resonance whatever in the business community. Apprizing the perform-

ance of the Nazis, the Deutsche Bergwerks-Zeitung of Diisseldorf observed

on election day: "Anyone who thinks in terms of private enterprise can

give his vote only to the parties that stand behind the government. Na-

tional Socialism, which has once again cast itself in a reprehensible light

by collaborating with the Communists in the Berlin transport strike, is

following the same false paths as Marxism." 101 A few days earlier the

Vossische Zeitung of Berlin had noted, "The boundaries between National

Socialism and Bolshevism have lately become even more hazy than

before." 102

2. Political Money in the Fall Election Campaign—
Maneuvers in the Twilight of Weimar

The Nazis' radical socio-economic line during the autumn election cam-

paign, their strident anti-capitalist rhetoric, and their unrelenting

onslaught on a chancellor who had gained the enthusiastic backing of

the men of big business had a profound effect on the political behavior

of the latter. Both during the campaign and after, most of the business

community displayed a pronounced aversion to National Socialism. If

any doubt existed about this, it was dispelled when the Nazis and their

fellow travelers sought, during the maneuvering for advantage that fol-

lowed the November election, to enlist big business support for the ap-

pointment of Hitler as chancellor.

Not surprisingly, the behavior of the Nazis during the fall campaign

served as a brake on financial contributions to the NSDAP from big busi-

ness sources. According to two men closely connected with Ruhr indus-

try, Ludwig Grauert and August Heinrichsbauer, its politically active

leaders decided to allow none of their political money to go the Nazis. 1

This would seem borne out by Otto Steinbrinck's recollection of a visit he

received in Berlin in the fall of 1932 from Walther Funk. Steinbrinck

recalled that Funk expressed to him on that occasion discouragement at

the unresponsiveness he had encountered on a recent trip through the

western industrial region. As an outsider in Ruhr circles, Steinbrinck's
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employer, Friedrich Flick, remained unaffected by this ban, so that

Steinbrinck adhered to Flic k's prac tic e of paying insurant c premiums to

the Nazis, providing Funk on that oc c asion with what he latei estimated
at between 20,000 and 30,000. marks. 2 No evidence has come to light

about the disposition of IG Farben's political funds in the fall oi ig (2,

but there were indications of increasing negative attitudes toward t he-

Nazis from that side, too. In a pamphlet widel) distributed in industrial

circles, Carl Bosch, chairman of Farben's managing board, issued a

sharp warning against the idea of economk autarky, then an increas

ingly prominent theme in the progaganda of the NSDAP, w lu< h sought
to capitalize on mounting agrarian demands For high protei tionisi tai

iffs and other barriers to foreign trade.9 Max Ugner, the young < \

ecutive in charge of Farben's Berlin office, latei testified thai he

terminated in the fall of 193s the month!) lubsidies he had paid t<» Funk
since the spring. 4 Sometime during the lattei pan oi 1931 the sole

Farben executive who had joined the NSDAP, Wilhelm Rudolf Mann,
submitted his resignation from the party, a step perhaps not unrelated

to efforts by the NSBO to link togethei Nazi factor) celh in .ill oi

Farben's plants so as to form a trade-union type structure in that firm.8

The curtailment of financial aid from l>i^ business 01 1 ui red just sj the

NSDAP was experiencing its first serious monej problems since its rapid

expansion had begun more than two yean earlier.6 Aftet the paity'l

failure to gain a place in the government despite us landslide ele< tot a I

triumph ofJuly, the yield from its internal sources of funds fell off. I In-

sustained growth in membership that had fed large amounts ol money,
in the form of registration fees and dues, into the Nazi organization .it

the grass roots slackened. Some members dropped out. others limpl)

ceased to pay their dues. The transmission lystem thai had moved
money from the local units upward to the regional Ol ganizatioiU and on

to the national headquarters faltered in some parts oi the countr) and

generally delivered less than before. Weariness with the fifth majoi eta

tion campaign of 1932 reduced the heavy attendance at Nazi rallies that

had hitherto proved such a lucrative source of funds ' Profits from the

party's commercial efforts also declined. 8 Party papers found the n 1
11-

culation, and hence their revenues, contracting." The non-Nazi press

carried rumors of mounting unpaid party debts 10

Despite all this, it would be misleading to speak of a crippling finaiu ial

crisis of the NSDAP in the fall of 1932. The partv seems to have experi-

enced only the kind of difficulties common among rapidh expanding

organizations that suffer a contraction of income and discover the pains

of overextension as a consequence of having habitually relied on growth

to meet their material needs. That is, the Nazis still had plentv of mone)

.

although their practice of spending without thought to priorities now

put their resources under considerable strain. They continued to raise

millions of marks from internal sources, and the availability of an ahun-
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dance of volunteers and of contributions in kind f rom members and
sympathizers of moderate means kept the NSDAP free from depen-
dence on major financial contributions from outside sources during the

autumn election campaign. This involved some activities not wholly in

keeping with the party's carefully cultivated image of self-sufficiency,

such as sending into the streets of Germany uniformed SA men who, tin

boxes in hand, solicited passersby for contributions. 11 Thanks to such

efforts, and the credit rating it still commanded among many merchants,

the party managed to mount its usual massive campaign. Still, the deci-

sion to adopt a posture in the fall campaign that would predictably of-

fend big business came at an inopportune time in terms of the financial

needs of the NSDAP. Yet that was clearly a price Hitler was willing to

pay, along with a general diminution of sympathy for his party in busi-

ness circles. In the fall of 1932 he obviously attached far less importance

to the money and favor of big business than to his strategy of discredit-

ing the Papen cabinet and resorting to intensified demagogic propa-

ganda in an effort to hold his increasingly restive supporters in line and
to attract new followers as replacements for those who defected.

Disturbed by the Nazis' radicalism and intransigence and concerned

about the precarious position of the Papen cabinet, the politically active

components of German industry once more assumed an active role in

the autumn election campaign. In contrast to the resignation and pessi-

mism that had gripped large parts of the business community during the

campaigns of the spring and summer, renewed energy and determina-

tion became evident. Symptomatic of this was the leadership exerted by

Carl Friedrich von Siemens, who had withdrawn from political activity in

the spring. In October Siemens joined with steelmen Fritz Spi ingorum

and Albert Vogler and textile executive Abraham Frowein to issue invi-

tations to a special nationwide meeting in Berlin of politically active in-

dustrialists and industrial agents. 12 The resulting gathering included

such major figures of Ruhr industry as Krupp von Bohlen, Paul Silver-

berg, Fritz Springorum, Albert Vogler, and Hans von Loewenstein of

the Bergbauverein. Siemens was joined by Hermann Biicher, chief ex-

ecutive of the other large electro-technical firm, AEG. The chemical

industry was represented by the executive director of its national associa-

tion. Paul Reusch did not attend, but his Berlin agent, Martin Blank,

took part, sending Reusch a full report afterwards. The pro-Nazi Fritz

Thyssen was conspicuous by his absence. Most of the major industrial

branch and regional associations sent their top officials. With the consent

of its chairman, Krupp, even the industrial Reichsverband abandoned

its traditional non-partisan stance by permitting its senior staff officials

to participate under the pretext that they were acting solely as private

individuals. In reality German industry convened its first national politi-

cal conclave when these men gathered at the Club of Berlin on the after-

noon of October 19, 1932. 13
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As became immediately evident at a conference oi the organizer! of

this conclave just before the full group convened on the nineteenth, they

were acting in collusion with the Papen cabinet. The state- set retar) in

the Reich Chancellery, Erwin Planck, joined them and reiterated what
he had already told them earlier: The cabinet, and cspee ialh ( Shan* elloi

Papen, wanted the establishment of a centralized efo tion fund foi use in

accordance with the wishes of the Reic h government Mone) would ^o
only to parties and organizations that were neither radii al noi potential

components of a "black-brown" coalition oi Centei Part) and NSDAP.
That is, the cabinet wanted industry to aid onlv parties that stood politi-

cally between those two. It recognized thai achievement oi a Reichstag

majority lay beyond its grasp, but a return to parliamentary i uk had, in

any case, no place in its plans. The cabinet nevertheless hoped to avoid

conflict with the Reichstag. It was not the ( abinet's fault, but rathei ili.n

of the Nazis, that no cooperation had been possible, fhe cabinet still

stood ready to reach agreement with the NSDAP. But tin task at hand
was to cut back the votes for the NSDAP and the Centei Party, which

together threatened the cabinet In virtue oi holding, between them, a

mathematical majority. The cabinet did not think it advisable, Planck

went on, to expend all the mone) industr) raised on the Novembei do
tion; it intended to save some foi use afterwards foi propaganda on

behalf of its planned constitutional re foi ins and a restoration « >l a more
tranquil public atmosphere. In response to Plane k's presentation, \ ftglei

proposed, to the general agreement oi those present, that industr\ seek

with all the means at its disposal to keep the present cabinet in power.

The organizers then designated Siemens to pi eside ovei the full gathei -

ing when it began in a few minutes. Siemens emphasized the desirability

of giving those who came to that gathering the impi ession th.it the initia-

tive had originated with industrv, not with the cabinet State Secretar)

Planck then departed, and the organizers went to i a eive theii giu sis. 1

1

When the twenty-one participants in the lull conclave <>t Octobei ig

convened at 4 p.m., Ludwig Kastl, managing directoi oi the Reichsver-

band, laid before them the organizers' proposals, kastl prefaced that

presentation by reporting that attempts to unify the bourgeois tones

between the Catholic Center and the NSDAP had again failed, prinri-

pally because of Hugenberg's unwillingness to step down as leader <>1 the

DNVP. Since no consolidation of the bourgeois camp would be possible

prior to the election, he continued, it had become all the more necessarj

to concentrate the available financial resources of industry. General

agreement prevailed about the desirability of keeping the current non-

party cabinet in office, Kastl asserted without drawing am dissent from

those present. Industry had a particular interest in preserving the cabi-

net's authority so that Papen and his ministers could proceed with the

implementation of their reforms, he observed. With regard te) the fi-

nances of the election campaign, Kastl announced that the cabinet had
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proposed establishment of a fund of two million marks from private

sources, to be administered jointly by a group of industrialist s and State

Secretary Planck. Kastl then repeated Planck's proposal that only part of

the two million marks be spent before the election. The need to bolster

the bourgeois parties was so great, Kastl added, that industry must

aid the DNVP despite Hugenberg's recent endorsement of drastic im-

port quotas for agricultural products. In the ensuing discussion, several

of those present emphasized that a generous portion of the funds must

go to revive the DVP. No one dissented from the prevailing consensus

that no money at all should go to the NSDAP, and that, indeed, the

whole purpose of the fund-raising effort lay in strengthening other par-

ties in hopes of attracting voters away from National Socialism. 15

The conclave produced the desired results. In a lengthy discussion the

participants departed radically from previous practice by revealing to

one another the techniques their various organizations had hitherto

used in raising money for political purposes. The picture that emerged

was one of multiple but uncoordinated systems, with each organization

having previously guarded its secrets jealously from the others but at the

same time having shared a general feeling of frustration, if not futility,

at what was regarded by all those who spoke about the past as a disap-

pointing impact by industry on electoral politics. Repeatedly, those who
spoke out attested to a diminishing interest in participation by the indus-

trialists belonging to their organizations. They accordingly resolved to

establish after the election a centralized, national organization for rais-

ing and bringing to bear political money. In October 1932 German in-

dustry at last belatedly sought to transcend its many internal and

regional divisions in order to cooperate politically.

More immediately, the participants in the conclave agreed to raise at

once a political fund of two million marks, as proposed by the Papen

cabinet. However, some of those present questioned the wisdom of plac-

ing such a fund even partially under the authority of the cabinet; its

composition, they pointed out, might change at any time. Accordingly,

the gathering appointed, for the purpose of administering the funds,

a Kuratorium consisting of Siemens, Springorum, and Willy Tisch-

bein, general director of the German Continental Rubber Works and

spokesman of the industrialists' association of Hanover. Several of those

present suggested raising the funds through the Reichsverband, but that

organization's leaders rejected that as too flagrant a departure from its

traditional non-partisan position on politics. Instead, collection of the

two million marks was left to the discretion of those present, with a

guideline of forty pfennigs per employed worker demarcating the level

of contribution expected from industrial employers. 16 By the time Sie-

mens sent a circular letter a few days later to those who had attended the

meeting at the Club of Berlin, he could report that of the one million

marks needed immediately, only 600,000 to 700,000 marks remained to
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be raised. 17 Since all those present on the nineteenth had agreed that

two million marks presented no problem, they presumably had no diffi-

culty in raising the targeted sum. 18 Nor were the Papen i abinet's funds
from industrial sources limited in the fall of 1932 to those agreed on at

the conclave of October 19. At Nuremberg aftei the wai Friedrich Flick

told of a separate meeting organized by Otto vfolff, who invited .t group
of industrialists to his house to hear Papen request funds with \s hi< h to

fight Hitler." 19 In support of that testimony Hi< k siif)inittc(f (foe mnenta-
tion showing that he alone contributed 100.000 marks to Pa pen's under*
taking in October 193 2.

20

Further evidence of the business community's lUpporl of the Papen
cabinet appeared in an election appeal issued on tin eve of the Novem-
ber 6 balloting. 21 Sponsored by a DNVP group, the ( lei man ( lommit-

tee 'Hindenburg for Volk and Rek h\" it identified the Papen ( abinei .is

President Hindenburg's solution to the divisive
M
part) rule

91
of the re-

publican era and urged support for the chancelloi and his ministers.

The cabinet would give the COUntl^ what it needed: a fundamental leoi -

dering of national lif e, guided f>\ German and Christian beliefs, lociallj

organic thought, and respect for the family. 1 he cabinet stood foi the

principles of private property . personal initiative and responsibility m
complishment, attainment, and just rewards. B) \\a\ of aiding the ( han-

cellor and the president in the realization of these goals, the sign. it 01 ies

urged voters to cast their ballots for the DNVP. Among the 339 sig-

natures affixed to the appeal readers found those of srwi.d dozen
prominent figures from big business, rhese included Ernst Brandi and
Hans von Loewenstein of the Bergbauverein; Ernsi von Borsig, chair-

man until a few months earlier of the national ass<x iation of industi ial

employers; Konrad Piatscheck of the lignite-mining industry; Rtlhl Med
executive Fritz Springorum and Carl Hoeppe, one ol the (oal-mmmg
directors of the Hoesch firm headed by Springorum; two coal-mining

executives of United Steel, Adolf Hueck and Gustai Knepper; Friedrich

Funcke, another mining executive who served on United Stee l s nipei \ 1-

sory board; and two prominent Berlin bankers. Georg Solmssen and

Oskar Wassermann. The name from the business community thai stood

out as most notable was, however, that of the general dira tor of I fluted

Steel, Albert Vogler. His signature vexed W ilhelm keppler. who be-

lieved that he had enlisted Vogler earlier in the year for his circle of

economic advisers to the NSDAP. 22 Other notable industrialists found it

impossible to sign the appeal because of their objections to Hugenberg

and his party. That appears to have been the case with Krupp von

Bohlen and Paul Reusch, both of whose long-standing opposition to

Hugenberg was well known. 23 Reusch raised no objections, however,

when his employee and political adviser, Erich von Gilsa, signed the ap-

peal. He also instructed the newspapers controlled by his firm to desisl

from attacks on the DNVP during the final stages of the campaign, and
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he let it be known that he himself intended to vote for that party.24

Others, such as Siemens and Abraham Frowein, two of the organizers of

the conclave of October 19 at the Club of Berlin, mounted separate ef-

forts on behalf of the Papen cabinet by publishing their own statements

in the press.25

By virtue of the determination of all these men to aid the forces

aligned behind the Papen cabinet and deal a setback to those, including

the Nazis, who opposed that cabinet, the politically active men of Ger-

man industry stood united as never before on the eve of the November
election of 1932. For the first time, they had become sufficiently moti-

vated politically to coordinate their political funding at the national level.

In an effort to strengthen and preserve the existing government, they

placed their money squarely behind the parties aligned with Papen and
his cabinet. How much effect this had on the outcome of the balloting of

November 6 cannot be determined, but the returns do show that the two

parties that received most of the funds raised by big business, the DVP
and the DNVP, together tallied in excess of a million votes more than

they had in July. The Nazis, by contrast, suffered their greatest losses

ever. Their tally decreased by more than two million votes as compared
to July, and their Reichstag delegation fell from 230 to 196. As the Pa-

pen cabinet had hoped, the threat of a "black-brown" majority vanished,

as the Center Party also suffered losses. Many factors contributed to this

outcome, among them the widespread disapproval for the imperious

demands Hitler had addressed in August to President Hindenburg and

the alarm occasioned by the radical policies that had plunged the Nazis

into acrimonious conflict with a cabinet that many Germans on the politi-

cal right found appealing and identified with the revered Hindenburg.

Nor did the Nazis' new-found enthusiasm for parliamentary democracy

and the well-being of Germany's workers help them. At the time of the

election of November 1932, big business formed merely one part of a

general reaction against a National Socialism that seemed to be moving

rapidly to the left. In response to the Nazis' setback, a sense of relief

prevailed in business circles and the stock market staged a rally.26

Encouraged by the outcome of the balloting, virtually all of the busi-

ness community wanted the Papen cabinet to remain in power. That

was, however, not a simple matter. Despite the massive setback suffered

by the Nazis and the gains of the parties aligned with the cabinet, the

chancellor still lacked anything remotely approaching a parliamentary

majority. If another crisis were to be averted, he would have to reach

some sort of modus vivendi with the Reichstag. The hostilities generated

by Papen's acceptance of the chancellorship in defiance of his own for-

mer party, the Center, and his deposition of the SPD-led Prussian cabi-

net in July ruled out any expansion of the government's parliamentary

basis to the left. There remained only the possibility of an expansion to

the right by means of some sort of accommodation with the NSDAP.
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Until the balloting, hope lingered in business circles that the losses suf-

fered by the Nazis would sober them and lead them to accept a role

subordinate to Papen. 27 Hitler quickly dashed sik h hopes by repeating

immediately after the election his demand for the chancellorship and
renewing his attacks on the Papen cabinet. The political situation re-

verted essentially to that of the summer, excfepi thai the threat oi a

"black-brown" coalition no longer existed and the cabinet could not

again so easily resort to a dissolution of the Rei< hstag. As .i result, the

unnerving sense of instability that had pervaded Germany's |>ul>li( life

before the election returned in still greatei fori e. Desperate foi the pre-

dictability that all capitalists long for, hut seeing that goal again te< ede.

most of the country's men of big business looked on with feelings of

helplessness and pessimism. Some, however, sought to influence the

course of events despite all past discouragements.

One of those who did not abandon efforts i<> shape political develop-

ments was Paul Silverberg, the prominent Cologne industrialist He had

begun his career in lignite mining and then branched out into ele< t m< it \

and, finally, into bituminous-* oal mining.28 An energetk man, he played

a leading part in the industrial Rek hsverband from the VCT) outset and
belonged to the inner circle of numerous othei indusu ial assoi iations,

including the elite Ruhrlade. In then ( ouik ils his resoun ( fulness ( <>m-

bined with an eloquence rare among industrial exe* utivea to make ^il

verberg one of the best known and most respected spokesmen oi

industry. During the late 1920s he had championed a course of accom-

modation toward the Social Democrats without, however, advocating

any fundamental departure from industry's defense of its interests.2* Ki

became apparent in the earl) 1 930s, that position was merel) i.k tit aL B\

1932 Silverberg was exerting himself to defend the position of the 1 ight-

ist, anti-labor Papen cabinet. U) A recent stud) lias portrayed Silverberg

as an advocate of installing Hitler in the chancellorship from the Ian-

summer of that year on, despite his Jewish parentage.91 Aside from 1 1

^

inherent implausibility, that interpretation rests on two \er\ question-

able assumptions: first, that the words of Werner von Alvensleben,

secretary of the Berlin Herrenkluh, can be accepted as u boll) ti ustu< >i

thy information; and, second, that the views voiced in the Deutsche

Fiihrerbriefe, a twice-weekly newsletter for executives, reflected Silver-

berg's thinking. The first of these assumptions is undermined b) Al-

vensleben's well-deserved reputation as an irresponsible gossip and

notorious political intrigant, as well as by contemporaneous documenta-

tion on Silverberg's attitudes. 32 The second assumption collapses under

a close examination of the Deutsche Fukrerbriefe, the publication whose

editorials of August and September 1932 in favor of bringing the Nazis

into the government have been invoked as evidence of a decision on

Silverberg's part to rely on National Socialism to prop up Gorman cap-

italism. A four-page current events newsletter, it went twice a week to
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about 1,000 subscribers from a small office in Berlin.33 Behind ii stood

two young men who in 1928 recognized that businessmen and others in

decision-making positions would pay a sizeable subscription fee for a

publication that promised to provide them with inside information

about happenings in the capital. One of those young men, Otto Meynen,
also worked as the Berlin representative of Silverberg, who occasionally

contributed an anonymous article to the newsletter. There are no
grounds, however, for believing that Silverberg attempted, from his

business headquarters in Cologne, to determine consistently the content

of a newsletter hurriedly put to press twice a week in Berlin as a profit-

making venture by his representative there and a partner. Silverberg

was especially unlikely to have dictated the positions adopted in edi-

torials in the Fiihrerbriefe that dealt with political affairs. They fell not

within the purview of the economist Meynen but rather within that of his

partner, Franz Reuter, a political scientist by training. Reuter, who also

held a second job, as an industrial public relations man, had ties to

Hjalmar Schacht, about whom he had for some time been collecting ma-

terial for what would eventually become an admiring biography. 34 Inso-

far as the anonymous editorials in the Fiihrerbriefe about the political

situation in the later summer of 1932 might have reflected outside influ-

ence, Schacht, rather than Silverberg, seems the prime suspect.

As for Silverberg's politics during the late summer and early autumn
of 1932, firsthand evidence shows him to have been concerned above all

about the possibility of a coalition between the NSDAP and the Center

Party. He feared that such a combination would propel into decisive

positions anti-capitalist elements in those parties that would strive tor the

socialization of major industries such as chemicals, coal, and iron and

steel. Faced with such demands from a "black-brown" coalition, the par-

ties on the left would have no alternative but to go along, an alarmed

Silverberg warned Reusch in early September. In order to forestall the

formation of Nazi-Center coalition, he continued, he had sought con-

tacts in all directions. 35 As a consequence, he had come together with

Werner von Alvensleben on the evening of August 3 1 . The only record

of that encounter stems from Alvensleben. 36 It seems clear from Al-

vensleben's report to General von Schleicher, which he claimed to have

sent to Hitler as well, that Silverberg sought to exploit Alvensleben's ac-

cess to high-ranking Nazis in order to convey to them a message he

hoped might deter them from the alliance with the Center Party. He
warned, according to Alvensleben, that such an alliance would move the

NSDAP in the direction of Marxism and bring it into competition with

the SPD and KPD on terms that would place it at a great disadvantage.

As Alvensleben reported Silverberg's remarks, the industrialist then

held out the prospect of big business cooperation with National So-

cialism if it would only turn its back on the Center Party. How much of

Alvensleben's report stemmed from Silverberg and how much he him-
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self added, or altered, either intentionally or unintentionally, remaini
unclear. It would be mistaken, however, simply to interpret thai report

as evidence of determination on Silverberg's part to lupporl Hitler's

drive for power. Even granting a high degree of accuracy to U
vensleben's version of Silverberg's remai ks, these i an just as plausibly In-

interpreted as a tactical move designedto serve the immediate, tempo-
rary purpose of throwing obstacles in the path of a possible development
that preoccupied and worried Silverberg greatly, namel) a "black-

brown" alliance of the NSDAF and the (nun Party. Silverberg's par-

ticipation in the conclave of ( )( tober
1 9, .it whk h tin- parti* ipanti agi < <<1

on a fund-raising drive to bolstei Papen and deal .t setback to the

NSDAP, does not suggest that he viewed the political situation in an

entirely different mannei from most ol the elite of ( lei man industl \

Fragmentary records permit reconstruction of what appears to have

been the aftermath ol Silverberg's gambit ol late August 193a. In the

middle of September Alvenslrbcn repOl ted to I [Rlei that the I tthn rbrufi

was calling for his appointment to head the government and th.it

Meynen, whom he identified as the right hand ol Silverberg, was reapon-

sible for this. In that same report, bowevei . \K ensleben i ontradk toi iK

claimed credit himself foi the appearance oi pro-Hitlei articles in the

Fiihrerbriefe . He then warned Hitler th.it the Papen cabinet was pressur-

ing the publication to .the 1 its line. B) waj <>f thwarting th.n effort, \l

vensleben urged Hitler to receive Meynen a Westphalian Protestant,

he specified. :* 7 Despite .i second lettci to Eiitlei a week later, in which

Alvensleben praised Silverberg as an extraordinai il) at 1 omplished busi-

nessman whose sole fault lay in l>eing a Judnmbkommling (a Jewish off-

spring), nothing came ol AK ensleben's proposal i<»i a meeting between

Hitler and Meynen during the election campaign.
v Alto the Novembei

6 balloting, however, Hitler did receive both Meynen and Reuter. B\

that time there was no longer an\ need tor Silverl>ei g's tac tic of seeking

to entice the NSDAP away f rom a possible alliaiM c in ith the ( ientei Pai t\

.

since the results of the election had erased the thrr.it ol a "bl.u k-bi ow n

coalition. As a result, the meeting of Meynen and Reutei with Hitlei

took a non-political tack, with the Nazi leader disc ussing economic p<>i-

tents with his young journalist visitors." W ith Hitler still un\ leldingK

opposed to any cooperation with the Papen cabinet. Silveibeig tinned

his attentions to another Nazi, Gregor Strasser. Through Al\ ensleben,

Strasser had approached Meynen after the election and asked for help

in building up the elements in the NSDAP which, like himself, ques-

tioned Hitler's all-or-nothing strategy and favored some compromise

with Papen. According to Meynen, Silverberg at once responded favoi

ably to Strasser's overture and began channeling subsidies to him via

Meynen.40 As events would soon prove, Silverberg had bet on a loser.

Another attempt from the side of big business to bring the NSDAF
behind the Papen cabinet by surmounting the obstacle posed by Hitler's
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1

obstinancy also occurred soon after the November election. It was

dertaken by Max Schlenker, manager of the largest association of busi-

nessmen in the northern Rhineland and the Ruhr, the Langnamverein,
and also of the northwestern branch of the iron and steel industrialist s'

association. Following the election Schlenker went to Berlin to consult

with officials of the Papen cabinet, among them Prussian commissar
Franz Bracht.41 As a result of these consultations Schlenker wrote a let-

ter on November 10 to steel executive Fritz Thyssen, whose advocacy of

Nazism was by that time well known. Schlenker's letter has not survived,

but the content of Thyssen's response of the next day makes clear that

Schlenker had, without disclosing his collaboration with the Berlin offi-

cials, proposed that the industrialist circumvent Hitler by urging other

Nazi leaders, such as Strasser, to effect a compromise accommodation
with the Papen cabinet. Schlenker's effort came to naught, as Thyssen

—

by then a loyal Nazi if not yet an official party comrade—parroted the

party line about Hitler's sole authority and the united will of the

NSDAP.42 But unsuccessful as Schlenker's venture proved, it revealed

the strong desire in Rhenish-Ruhr industrial circles late in 1932 to pre-

serve the Papen cabinet in the expectation that the chancellor and his

ministers would, with the backing of the president, subordinate and con-

tain Nazism by harnessing it to their conservative purposes.

To the consternation of the business community, hopes placed on the

Papen cabinet soon proved considerably less than well founded. When
Papen wrote to invite Hitler to discuss participation by the NSDAP in his

cabinet after the election, the Nazi leader accused the chancellor of bad

faith in a letter that the NSDAP promptly published.43 Nor did the Cen-

ter Party relent in its opposition to the cabinet. Papen might again have

defied the hostile Reichstag majority except for the sudden withdrawal

of support by the man who had masterminded his appointment five

months earlier, Kurt von Schleicher. Displeased by the independence

the chancellor had displayed and convinced that he could not "tame"

the Nazis, Schleicher prevailed on Hindenburg to call for Papen's resig-

nation and open negotiations with the parties aimed at achieving a par-

liamentary basis for a new government. The president reluctantly

complied, accepting Papen's resignation on November 17. He neverthe-

less at once commissioned the chancellor, who remained in office in a

caretaker capacity, with the formation of a new cabinet. Since none of

the parties altered its position, Papen's efforts in that direction came to

naught. During the ensuing week the press of Germany carried one re-

port after another of fruitless efforts by the chancellor to break what had

become a gridwork of hardened deadlocks among the parties and be-

tween the parliament and the executive. The remnants of the political

system established with such high hopes at Weimar some thirteen years

earlier had begun to sink into what would soon prove its death agony.
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Germany was beginning to experience the full Hfr< is of ihr powei \a<

uum that would eventuate in one of history's greatest i atastrophes. 1

1

In this atmosphere of uncertainty and mounting pessimism, the I ang-
namverein held a much-publici/ed meeting of its membership in Dus
seldorf on November 23.

45 Thai gathering had original!) been planned
as a triumphant celebration of the "new sfete" pfw (aimed b) spokesmen
of the Papen cabinet, at which sonic of its representatives would appeal
to set forth their plans for constitutional reform. Instead, the 1,500
members convened with no spokesmen of the cabinet on hand, just .is

hopes for Papen's survival had begun to dwindle rapidly. As a conse-

quence an atmosphere of deep pessimism pervaded the gathering. One
observer reported afterwards thai most of the industrialists he had
talked with favored Hitler's appointment as chancellor. Whereas those

same men had extolled Papen onk a feu weeks earlier, tlx observei

noted, they now felt it would be the greatest mistake not to < ommission
Hitler with formation of a cabinet. This had not resulted from an) shift

in sentiment in favor of the Nazi, he added. Instead, the men w ho no*
advocated Hitler's appointment had come to the conclusion that it vn.^

simply no longer to be avoided. Under these circumstances, the) felt it

was advisable to appoint Hitler .is quickl) .is possible. I he observei

found among those who held such views no expectation that rlitlei

would succeed in solving ( Germany's problems. He also added that skep
tics among them assumed that a cabinet formed h\ the Nazi leadei

would last only a few weeks.46 Much the same son ol attitude was ex

pressed by an editorial that appeared in the RhnmschWestfuliMht' Antung

of Essen just after Papen submitted his resignation to rlindenburg

Praising Papen, that newspaper regretted his failure t<> SCI me .t poptllai

basis for his cabinet. The editorial recalled th.u since August it had

urged inclusion of the Nazis in the Papen c abinet Now the onl) solution

lay in calling on Hitler to form a government It was too late t<>i anything

else. 47 Presumably these views were not too fai removed from those he ld

by the men at the helm of the Bergbauverein who exercised financial

control over the Essen daily.

Not all of the business community lapsed into passive resignation in

November 1932. A much more upbeat tone prevailed in the t.ilks th.u

came from the podium of the Langnamverein gathering.48 I he prin-

cipal speakers were that association s manager. Max Sc hlenkei . its ( hail -

man, Fritz Springorum, and political theorist ( ail Schmitt. who served

as the featured guest in place of the spokesmen of the Papen cabinet,

who had declined to come. Schlenker opened the proceedings b\ extol-

ling the achievements of the Papen cabinet, particular!) its preparations

for constitutional and administrative reform. "The western German
business community is prepared", he announced, "to follow an) govern-

ment that continues courageously with the recent beginnings at re-

form and grants the business community new scope for the unfolding
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of its own unbroken strengths." In his address Springorum praised Pa-

pen's achievements and, without expressly commiting himself or the

Langnamverein, strongly suggested that the chancellor should continue

in office, even in the face of popular opposition. In remarks that re-

vealed concern about National Socialism, Springorum cautioned against

experiments with the currency and against government job-creation

programs. The best way to generate employment opportunities lay in

the sort of return to the sound methods of private capitalism that Papen
had upheld. From Carl Schmitt the members of the Langnamverein
heard an address in which he inveighed against a return to the "party

state" of Weimar. Schmitt's call for a "strong state" that would take

charge and govern without regard to popular sentiment or election out-

comes also amounted, under the circumstances of the moment, to a plea

for the retention of Papen. Some of the business press also advocated

Papen's continuation in office and backed up that stand with warnings

about the unreliability of the Nazis on economic questions.49

The really important figures in big business remained unwilling to

advocate Hitler's appointment to the chancellorship in November. That
became apparent from the response to a petition that called on Hinden-
burg to install the Nazi leader at the head of a cabinet equipped with

presidential emergency powers. The idea for that petition originated in

late October with the Nazi Wilhelm Keppler, who used his circle to draw
up the statement and collect signatures.50 The undertaking was orches-

trated in close consultation with Heinrich Himmler, who acted as liaison

to the Brown House. Drafted with the help of Schacht, the petition was

designed to give the impression that it represented a spontaneous appeal

on the part of men prominent in German economic life, including agri-

culture. By placing such a petition before the president after the Novem-
ber balloting, the Nazi organizers hoped to overcome his long-standing

resistance to the appointment of Hitler as chancellor. Early in November
they started approaching the three dozen or so men they hoped would

sign. 51 The results proved very disappointing, especially with regard to

the industrialists on the list. By November 12 an annoyed Schacht in-

formed Hitler that the effort appeared not entirely in vain, despite the

unwillingness to participate of heavy industry, Schwerindustrie, which, he

complained, deserved its name because of its Schwerfalligkeit, its slug-

gishness. 52 When the petition reached the president a week later, it bore

only nineteen signatures.53 Eight belonged to members of the Keppler

circle itself: Ewald Hecker, Emil Helfferich, Karl-Vincent Krogmann,

Friedrich Reinhart, August Rosterg, Schacht, Kurt von Schroder, and

Franz Heinrich Witthoeft. Only one really prominent industrialist

signed, Fritz Thyssen, but his support of Hitler scarcely amounted to

news by November 1932. Two signatures stemmed from insignificant

men in Hamburg, an Erwin Merck, who appears to have been a banking

acquaintance of Kurt von Schroder, and merchant-shipper Kurt Woer-
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mann, who had for some time identified himself with National So-

cialism/' 1 Four others signing were a Senatoi Beindoi II, a manufai turef

of inks and artists' supplies in Hanover; Erich Lttbbert, head of a con*
struction firm in Berlin; Rudolf Ventzki, a provindal manufacttirei oi

farm equipment; and Kurt von Eichborn, a partner In a private bank in

Breslau who in 1931 had become one <fl the main lessei businessmen
drawn to Nazism. 55 The remaining five signatures belonged to agrar-

ians. In a letter to President Hindenburg's se( 1 etai y, Fi iedl M h Reinharl

of the Keppler circle, who delivered the petition, claimed thai Paul

Reusch, Fritz Springorum, and Albert Voglei also "full) and com-
pletely" endorsed the petition but had not signed onl) because the) did

not wish to become active politically. ( feher evident e belies thai < laim,

however. 57 The petition of the Nazi-controlled Kepplei circle went 10

Hindenburg, despite energetic recruitmenl efFoi ts on the pal 1 oi its <>i

ganizers, with no big business support beyond its own membership aside

from that of Fritz Thyssen, whose enthusiastic pro-Nazi views repre-

sented a long-standing exception in the < amp of industl \

Even if Hindenburg believed the misleading infoi matton thai krns< h.

Springorum, and Vdgler had endorsed the petition oi the Kepplei cir-

cle, neither that report nor the petition Itseli sufficed to overcome Ins

resistance to Hitler. After the president had established that no workable

combination of parties existed, he tm tied again to Papen. I he ( aretakei

chancellor requested presidenti.il backing foi .in indefinite suspensiof]

of the Reichstag and for revision of the < Ofistitution in an authoi itai tan

direction by unconstitutional means. In the Face of objections From De-

fense Minister Schleic her that the arm) could not simultaneous!) defend

Germany's borders with Poland and cope with ( i\ 1I distui haiu es result-

ing from the chancellor's proposed extreme course, Hindenburg i<

jected Papen's terms. Instead, he named S( hleit her to the ( han< elloi ship

on December 2.
58 Throughout these events, as at the time of the ap-

pointments of Briining and Papen, big busine ss remained l passive,

poorly informed bystander. Again, the decisive impetus for a 1 hange ol

national political leadership came from the militai \

3. Capitalists Adjust to a "Red GeneraT
in the Chancellery

If they had been consulted, v irtually none of Germany's business leadei 1

would have favored assigning the chancellorship to Kurt von Schleicher.

In their circles he had come to be regarded as a questionable figure.

Because he enjoyed cordial relations with trade union leaders, he had

gained a reputation for being soft on labor. 1 In July, after taking ovei

the Defense Ministry under Papen, he had reinforced that image in a

radio address by proclaiming a social role for the armv, especiallv on

behalf of the poor. The military, he announced on that occasion, would
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not serve as a protective force for "outdated economic forms or indefen

sible distributions of property." 2 Some big businessmen regarded

Schleicher, probably erroneously, as the driving force, during the sum-
mer and fall of 1932, behind the project for a Center-NSDAP coalition,

which they feared would result in anti-capitalist policies. 3 The manager
of the national organization of chambers of industry and commerce, Ed-

uard Hamm, expressed the fears of many when he spoke of the possibil-

ity that the new chancellor might establish, on a parliamentary basis, a

regime with a soldier-worker orientation.4 In short, much of big busi-

ness tended initially to view Schleicher as a potential quasi-socialist in

military garb, or even, as one of his intellectual admirers put it, a "red

general." 5 Yet within only six weeks most of the business community
had decided that it would prefer to live with Schleicher rather than face

another governmental crisis with all the economically disruptive uncer-

tainties that would entail.

As soon as Schleicher's appointment became known, fears spread

through the business community that the new chancellor would break

with Papen's policies. On the one hand, Schleicher's retention of most of

Papen's cabinet, including Economics Minister Hermann Warmbold, ap-

peared a reassuring sign. On the other hand, his appointment, as special

commissioner for job creation, of Giinther Gereke, an outspoken advo-

cate of large-scale, government-administered public works projects as a

remedy for unemployment, raised alarm signals for die Wirtschaft. That

alarm quickly found pointed expression in an editorial in the Diisseldorf

business newspaper Deutsche Bergwerks-Zeitung. Papen's reliance on pri-

vate enterprise had produced the first encouraging signs of economic

recovery in years, that paper maintained. A relapse into the statist ex-

periments of the past decade in an effort to generate jobs artificially

would undo all the good Papen had achieved, it warned. The editorial

expressed concern about rumors to the effect that the new cabinet stood

ready to seek political support by making concessions to the trade unions

and to the political parties in the spheres of economic and social policy.

The editorial also deplored the new cabinet's apparent lack of interest in

the constitutional reforms projected by the Papen cabinet. The depar-

ture of Papen's interior minister, Baron Wilhelm von Gayl, who had

taken the lead in planning for constitutional changes, struck the Diis-

seldorf paper as a very disturbing development.6 Its editors, along with

the men of big business who shared their views, would have felt even

greater concern if they had known of Schleicher's overall political strat-

egy. He aimed at nothing short of a far-reaching political realignment by

bringing behind his government the trade unions and at least part of the

NSDAP. He had for some time cultivated relations with Gregor Strasser

and hoped to entice the NSDAP into backing his cabinet by offering

Strasser the posts of vice-chancellor and minister-president of Prussia. 7

If Schleicher's strategy had succeeded, the business community would
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have found itself confronted by a hostile political phalanx headed by the

chancellor. But he failed to put that strategy into operation, primaril)

because of Strasser's unwillingness to defy Hitler's ban on any Nazi in-

volvement in the government short of his own appointment as ( han< el-

lor. Unaware of the full extent-of Schleicher's plans, most ol the preM
and the public viewed the chancellor's negotiations with Strassei mcrcl)

as an attempt to revive Papen's efforts to bring the Nazis behind the

government in a subordinate role.

The men of the Ruhrlade harbored a spec lal mistrust foi Schleicher.

Even before his appointment as chancellor they had come to suspe* t him

of misappropriating part of the funds they had pla< ed at his disposal fol

support of the Papen cabinet in the campaign lor the |ul\ Reichstag

election. The purchase during August ol a Berlin newspaper, Mglkhi
Rundschau, by a group of intellectuals associated with the magazine l>i*

Tat aroused their suspicions in that regard. As & hlei< hei had ties to that

group and especially to its leader, Hans Zehrei .
souk obsei vei I assumed

that the general had supplied pari ol the mone) used foi the pur-

chase. Rumors reaching the men ol the Ruhrlade led them to believe

Schleicher had used lor thai purpose some <>l tin- funds the) had given

him to aid the parties sympathetic to the Papen ( a hi net /chins use "1

the Tagliche Rundschau to advoc ate I he- dc\ elopinent < >l .1 1 1 adc union axis

that would include pro-labor elements ol the Nazi Pai t\ and pi epare tlx

way for a "German revolution" added to then chagrin. When the) < on-

fronted Schleicher with then suspicions m the autumn, a rancorous ex-

change of communications \ia Schleicher's industrialist friend Otto

Wolff ensued. Schleicher vehementh denied that he had divei ted Funds,

but the men of the Ruhrlade remained unconvinced and embittered.

Now, to their distress, thev found in the Rek h ( haiu ellei \ a man whi >m

they not only regarded as unreliable on economic and social policy hut

whom they also suspected of having bilked them final* iattj foi his own
political purposes. In issuing instructions at the beginning of Decembei

1932 to the editors of newspapers owned b\ his firm, Paul Reusch, the

leading figure in the Ruhrlade, ordered the editors to adopt a reserved

attitude toward the new cabinet and to bestow no laurels on it in ad-

vance. He did not believe Schleicher's cabinet would last long, Reusch

confided to one editor.9 At least in part under the impai t ol the com CI n

they shared about the new government, the members ol the Ruhrlade

managed during December to surmount that group s internal differ-

ences sufficiently to schedule for early January 1933 its fust meeting

since the previous summer. 10

While Schleicher occupied himself with his ultimately I utile efforts to

forge a popular basis for his cabinet, big business interests bum bed a

campaign aimed at exerting pressure on the chancellor to retain Papen's

economic program. That undertaking assumed added urgenc) when

the new Reichstag convened on December 6 and, before adjourning
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three days later, revealed hostility toward many aspects of Papen's eco-

nomic decrees on the part of a large majority that encompassed the

KPD, the SPD, and the NSDAP. At meetings held during the first half of

December, the national organization of chambers of industry and com-
merce, the national association of industrial employers, and the indus-

trial Reichsverband responded to the new situation by reiterating their

endorsement of the Papen program. All three issued warnings that any

abandonment of the sound principles upheld by the former chancellor

would jeopardize the economic recovery just beginning to make itself

felt.
11 At a meeting of the Reichsverband on December 14 its chairman,

Krupp von Bohlen, bluntly warned the Schleicher cabinet to follow in

the path of Papen by relying on the initiative and responsibility of pri-

vate entrepreneurs. He cautioned the cabinet against any experiments

with Germany's currency and credit system and urged it to draw a sharp

line between the state's sphere of responsibility and that of the pri-

vate economy. The country's political leaders, Krupp exhorted, must

cease placing chains on the business community. Following Krupp's re-

marks two holdovers from the Papen cabinet, Finance Minister Count
Schwerin von Krosigk and Economics Minister Warmbold, assured the

Reichsverband gathering that no radical departures were in the offing.

Both pledged continuation of the Papen cabinet's efforts to reduce un-

employment by stimulating private enterprise through tax relief. In ad-

dition, Warmbold spoke out against obstacles to international trade, with

obvious reference to mounting agrarian demands for import quotas on
foodstuffs. 12

Hardly had the business community registered these reassuring state-

ments when quite different utterances began emanating from the

Schleicher cabinet. The very day Krosigk and Warmbold spoke before

the Reichsverband, the chancellor announced he had decided to restore

the inviolability of wage contracts, which Papen had breached by using

presidential emergency powers to permit employers to reduce contract-

wage rates if they hired additional workers. 13 Schleicher thus erased a

measure universally applauded in business circles as a step toward the

restoration of sound economic principles. On that same day the cabinet

approved a greatly expanded job-creation program that relied heavily

on public works projects of the sort favored by Gereke, thereby calling

into question the new government's commitment to Papen's policy of

seeking recovery by stimulating the private sector. 14 Rumors also circu-

lated to the effect that the "armistice" between the cabinet and the par-

ties that permitted the adjournment of the Reichstag on December 9
until mid-January prefigured an agreement that would give Schleicher a

working majority in the chamber. 15 Parliamentary rule, presumed by

many in the business community to have been dead—at least in its

Weimar form—since the summer, now threatened to reassert itself un-

der a highly unorthodox Prussian general.
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Additional doubts about Schleicher's commitment to the policies of

Papen arose as a consequence of a radio address by the chancelloi 00
December 15, one day after the Reichsverband gathering. 16 In thai

speech Schleicher proclaimed as the sole program ol his cabinet tin slo-

gan "Create work!" Cheerfully accepting the label "social general"

coined by his critics, he announced that he fell no commitment to either

capitalism or socialism. Such concepts as private enterprise and planned
economy had lost their terror for him, he added, .is those abstractions

did not exist in real life. He therefore intended simply to do in the e< 0»

nomic sphere whatever seemed reasonable at the moment and most

likely to yield the best results for the people and the cotintl ) I here was

no point in Germans breaking each other s lie. ids about doctrinal mat-

ters, he added. In keeping with that position the chancelloi vigorous^

defended his action in restoring the inviolability oi contract wages;

workers' wages had sunk so low that any furthei redm tion would simply

be intolerable, he explained. Schlekhei also justified the new!) an-

nounced government work-creation program .is .1 pragmatk emei gem \

measure that might not entirely conform to the laws ol economics 1 >u

t

would provide a much needed stimulus to the econom) and .1 Kra) t<>

help those who could not continue to go without incomes until recovery

set in. He thus seemed to commit himself to Gereke's well-known plans

for extensive government-financed publk woi ks projei ts, Some vou es in

the business community responded with guarded optimism to the < nan-

cellor's speech, applauding his energetk appi oai h t<> the ( ounti
)

's o <>-

nomic troubles. 17 Others reacted angril) to both Schleicher's policies

and to his whole attitude toward the a onomj 1

B

Paul Reusch took sharp, if private, exception to the chancellor's es-

chewal of any allegiance to either capitalism 01 socialism. 1<>i Reusch one

of life's certitudes lay in the existence oi unshakable economk pi tm iples

that had to be upheld under all conditions. He feared inflationar) effects

from Schleicher's program of job-creation and charged thai while

Schleicher talked about continuing Papen \ efforts to reduce govern-

mental intervention in the economy, the new chancellor did not hum
along those lines. Reusch further regretted the absence m Schleicher's

address of any commitment to constitutional reforms Overall, he found

Schleicher disturbingly accommodating in his attitude toward the politi-

cal parties and the trade unions. Reusch expressed special concern lest

the chancellor give way to mounting agrarian demands for import re-

strictions on foodstuffs so high as to provoke certain retaliation againsl

German industrial exports. 19 Schleicher's radio address to the nation

struck Reusch as devoid of any program and consisting merer) oi "bowl

to all sides" designed to heighten the personal political popularity of the

chancellor. He feared that Schleicher would, when the Reic hstag recon-

vened in January, seek to ingratiate himself with the politic al parties b)
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making sweeping concessions at the expense of die Wirtschaft, thereby

hampering economic recovery. 20

In his actions, as opposed to his words, Schleicher failed to bear out

the worst fears of the business community. His cabinet's actual efforts to

combat the depression turned out to involve merely some relatively

modest modifications of Papen's program. 21 The cabinet retained and
even expanded the tax-relief measures with which Papen had sought to

fuel investment by the private sector. Plans for direct work-creation by

the government had to be curtailed because of resistance on the part of

Reichsbank president Hans Luther to any large-scale extension of credit

to the government. The 500-million-mark credit Luther finally granted

to the Schleicher cabinet for public works projects hardly represented a

quantum leap beyond the approximately 300 million marks the Papen
cabinet had earmarked for similar use. To the relief of the business com-
munity, the new cabinet displayed no interest in fundamentally revising

the relationship between the economy and the government. To the

pleasant surprise of industrial and commercial interests, Schleicher

showed no inclination either to knuckle under to the increasingly in-

sistent demands of agrarian interests for drastic import quotas on
foodstuffs. Indeed, in regard to trade policy the new cabinet came down
more squarely on the side of die Wirtschaft than had Papen's, which had

vacillated on agricultural protection.

As for the cabinet's efforts to secure for itself a working-class political

basis cutting across the parties, events soon consigned all such aspira-

tions to the realm of empty speculation. In early December Gregor

Strasser's flirtation with Schleicher brought him into a collision with

Hitler that resulted in Strasser's resignation from his party posts. 22 His

departure left National Socialism, under Hitler's reasserted authority, in

a posture of uncompromising opposition to Schleicher and his cabinet.

The chancellor's efforts to cultivate support on the left also came to

naught. Initially at least, Schleicher found some receptivity toward col-

laboration among the leadership of the socialist trade union movement,

but the Social Democratic Party quashed any serious moves toward coop-

eration with a chancellor who had played a key role in deposing the SPD-

led government of Prussia and now seemed intent on ruling without

regard for the parliament, possibly by unconstitutionally postponing

new elections in the wake of another dissolution of the Reichstag. 23 Un-

able to find a popular political following, Schleicher and his ministers

pulled back from far-reaching measures of any sort, lest these offend

potential supporters. In the economic sphere the cabinet quickly devel-

oped into a do-nothing regime that essentially continued, with insignifi-

cant modifications, the policies of its predecessor.

As 1933 began, opinion in the business community divided on the

Schleicher cabinet. Some, such as Carl Duisberg of IG Farben and Jakob
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Herle, staff manager of the industrial Reichsverband, remained dis-

turbed by the chancellor's statements during his first weeks in office.*4

Others began to view the new cabinet in a more positive light during
January 1933. Such was the case with Krupp von Bohlen's brother-in-

law and political confidant, Baron Tilo von Wilmowsky , who established

a cordial personal relationship with Schleicher.25 The chancelloi made
himself available to other leaders from the business community .is well,

leaving them with a generally encouraging impression of his attitudes

toward economic policy.26 Such supportive consultations came .is a

welcome development at a time when the paramount agrk ultural 01 ga-

nization, the Reichslandbund, was mounting increasing!) intempe-
rate attacks on the "allmighty moneybag interests <>i international])

oriented export industry." In increasingly hostile tones, th.n organiza-

tion charged industrial interests with blocking the imporl quotas on
foodstuffs which its spokesmen insisted were desperatel) needed to re-

Store the well-being of the agrarian lector.2' The rejection oi those

claims by the Schleicher cabinet in mid-Januai
)

. M Ilk h led to a i upture

in the government's relations with the Reu hslandbund, thus ( ame IS .1

welcome development for industry. Eduard Hamm, managing directoi

of the national organization oi chambers of industr) and commerce,
spoke out approvingly about the ( abinet's trade j

>< >l it ies .tt .1 meeting of

that organization's directorate a leu days later. With regard to overall

economic policy as well, Hamm pointed out, the & hJek hei ( ahiuet had

yet to depart in any sigmfu ant respect from the course charted b) Pa-

pen. Its program of job-c re.it ion through public uoiks had tinned out

very differently than originally projei ted. failing to beai out the feat sin

business circles that Schleicher sought some son of economk planning

or would neglect the "driving foi ( es" of
j > 1 1 \ ate entei pi ise. 1 Mangel 1 < >f

those sorts could still not be dismissed altogether, Hamm warned, in

appealing for continued vigilance.28 Bui Ins remarks unmistakably sig-

naled an increasingly positive assessment oi the six-weck-old cabinet

This shift derived at least in part from a widespread desire in business

circles for a period of political stability after the repeated upheavals <>f

1932. As one business leader after another had observed SUM C the pre-

vious autumn, the uncertainty arising from political instability posed a

serious handicap to recovery.29 Lacking confident e, because oi political

instability, about continuity in national economic polio or even in sue h

everyday matters as the varieties and levels of taxation, businessmen in

late Weimar Germany—as in most places at most times— fell reliH taut to

commit large amounts of capital to long-range projects \s ligns ol re-

covery proliferated in late 1932 and early 1933 after long years oi de-

pression, continuing with the Schleicher cabinet, even if it left something

to be desired, seemed at the minimum to represent a lesser evil when

compared to the uncertainties of a renewed governmental c risis. which
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might possibly eventuate in still another rancorous and Indecisive na-

tional election. 30

There seemed, in any event, little in the way of realistic alternatives to

the Schleicher cabinet in January 1933. The business community's favor-

ite, Papen, appeared abandoned by Hindenburg and still without any
popular following. The Catholic Center Party was viewed with mistrust

in business circles because of its opposition to the Papen cabinet and
because of the assertiveness of its trade union wing. Despite the gains of

the DVP in the November election, it remained a negligible factor, now
little more than a mere satellite of the DNVP. Hugenberg had made the

latter party unpalatable even to some of his formerly most loyal indus-

trial supporters by endorsing the extreme protectionist demands of the

agrarians. Even Albert Vogler of United Steel, until recently one of

Hugenberg's faithful followers, now joined in the efforts to persuade

him to step down as DNVP chairman that preoccupied Paul Reusch and
other politically active Ruhr industrialists in January 1933.

31 Nor did the

breach between the DNVP and the Nazis appear to narrow appreciably.

Conciliatory gestures to Hitler on the part of Hugenberg met with no
reciprocation, so that a recrudescence of the "national opposition"

seemed no more likely than during the fall. In fact, no alternative to the

Schleicher cabinet appeared very feasible as the day of reckoning ap-

proached when the government would have to go before the recon-

vened Reichstag with its hostile majority. With the acquiescence of the

Nazis that day was twice put off, until January 3 1 finally became the date

set for the chamber to convene again. On January 23 the big-business-

owned Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, after surveying all the possibilities,

concluded that the only way out of the political deadlock lay in a suspen-

sion of the Reichstag by the Schleicher cabinet and rule by it in defiance

of the constitution. 32

As for the NSDAP, it seemed both in decline and committed to pol-

icies unacceptable to big business. On the heels of their losses in the

November Reichstag election, the Nazis suffered during the ensuing

month even greater setbacks in local elections held in areas where they

had previously done well at the polls.33 In addition, their financial prob-

lems showed no signs of resolution. Strasser's resignation of his party

offices following his unsuccessful attempt to bring Hitler to abandon his

all-or-nothing "policy of catastrophe" seemed to end all hope of bringing

the Nazis behind a broad rightist government. By ousting Strasser,

Hitler reinforced his growing reputation for intransigent obstruc-

tionism. From the business community's point of view, the eclipse of

Strasser marked the triumph of extremism over moderation in the

NSDAP.34 In spite of his occasional advocacy of Nazi economic policies

they deeply mistrusted, some businessmen had come to see Strasser as a

potentially reasonable Nazi who might one day bring his party, with its
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mass following, behind a conservative regime. 35 Hitler, once viewed .is a

moderate, had now cast himself in the role of an unreasonable, uncom-
promising obstacle to a rightist coalition. The departure of Strassei

made it appear more doubtful than ever that the NSDAP would ( onsent

to participate in the government on anything except Hitler's publicly

stated terms, which now included a demand for presidential emergen! \

powers in addition to the chancellorship for himself. Since Hindenburg
had long since firmly rejected both of those demands, a Na/i entry into

the government seemed a very remote possibility at best Nor did die

Nazis abandon their socio-economic demagogy, despite their cultivation

of a red scare in the wake of the KPD's gains in the Novembei Rek hstag

election.36 In mid-November their delegation in the Bavarian Landtag
introduced with much fanfare a bill instructing the Munk h govei nmenl
to call on the Reichstag to pass a law dissolving all 1 1 nsts, concerns, and
cartels. 37 Nazi speakers and newspapers attacked Schleichei vigorous!)

but on very different grounds than did his business critics, characteriz-

ing his government as simply a revised edition of Papen'fl "cabinet of

barons." With particular vitriol the Nazis denounced the man t<> whom
big business looked for protection of ns interests in the cabinet, Eco

nomics Minister Warmbold. Siding with the agrarians, whose demands
for drastic foodstuff import quotas Warmbold resisted, the Nazis labeled

the minister an agent of K I farben and "large-m ale industrial interests

linked with international finance capital."M During the Reichstag ies-

sion of December 193s Nazi deputies competed with Social Democrats

and Communists in denounc ing Papen*8 economic program as unsocial,

voting with those parties to strike down some of Papen'a measures most

disliked by labor. 39 When a mining compan) announced its inten-

tion late in 1932 to close a coal mine that was losing moms, the Nazi

press sided—to the consternation of Hans von Loewenstein oi the

Bergbauverein—with the miners' demand that the government forbid

the operators to shut down the mine. 10 Even the eldei l\ renegade Nazi,

Emil Kirdorf, whose favor Hitler had continued to c ultivate, held aloof

from supporting the NSDAP and demonsti ati\el\ distanced himself

from that party by publicly reaffirming his allegiance to the DNVP on

the first day of 1933
41

As Hitler began his final drive for power, relations between the

NSDAP and the business community seemed to have real bed an all-time

low. The Social Democratic dailv, VotwSrts, noticed this At the begin-

ning ofJanuary 1933 it observed, in words highK uncharacteristic forits

pages, "Hitlerism has long since lost all credit with high finance, heav)

industry, and the large landowners." 42 The liberal Frankfurter Zeitung,

which enjoyed considerable respect in business circles, dieu an op-

timistic conclusion from the situation. Surveying the apparent disarraj

of the NSDAP's leadership, its seemingly ebbing popular appeal, and

what appeared to be its increasingly desperate demagogy, the Frank-
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furter paper expressed in its new year's edition a view (fiat enjoyed wide

currency at the time: "The mighty National Socialist assault on the dem-
ocratic state has been repulsed. . .

." 4:^

4. Big Business Experiences the Birth

of the Third Reich

Unfortunately, the Frankfurter Zeitungs political obituary proved pre-

mature by twelve years. Within less than a month of its appearance,

Adolf Hitler stood at the head of the German government. The story of

that unexpected and calamitous turn of events has been so often told

that a brief sketch will suffice here. Schleicher, although he held both the

chancellorship and the Ministry of Defense, occupied a position more
precarious than appearances indicated. Like Papen, he had to face up to

the problem of an implacably hostile Reichstag majority. He displayed

considerable imagination and audacity in attempting to marshal parlia-

mentary support, or at least toleration, on the part of politicians ranging

from the SPD on the left to the NSDAP. But in the end all his stratagems

failed. Even the DNVP went into opposition, leaving Schleicher with a

still narrower basis of support than Papen had commanded. With the

chamber scheduled to reconvene at the end of January, Schleicher, like

Papen before him, called on President Hindenburg to dissolve the

Reichstag and postpone new elections indefinitely so that the cabinet

could rule by means of presidential emergency powers without inter-

ference from the parliament. However, Hindenburg, under the influ-

ence of the camarilla around him, had soured on Schleicher. He refused

a dissolution decree to the chancellor, who submitted his resignation on

January 28. The president then assigned the task of sounding out the

parties about a new government to Papen, with whom he had parted

only reluctantly in December and who hungered both for a return to

power and for revenge on Schleicher. On the basis of negotiations with

Hitler and other foes of Schleicher that had begun in early January,

Papen held out to Hindenburg the prospect of a broad nationalist

government that would encompass the DNVP, the NSDAP, and the

Stahlhelm veterans' organization. After several days of elaborate in-

trigue, during which even Schleicher swung behind Hitler's candidacy in

hopes of blocking a return to power by Papen, a new cabinet took office

on January 30, 1933. Hitler became chancellor, with Papen as vice-chan-

cellor and commissar for Prussia, while Hugenberg took over both the

Economics and Agriculture ministries. Werner von Blomberg, a general

favorably inclined to the new combination, replaced Schleicher as de-

fense minister. Besides Hitler, the cabinet included only two other Nazis,

Wilhelm Frick as interior minister and Hermann Goring as minister

without portfolio, charged with the duties of the Prussian minister-presi-

dency. It at once proclaimed itself a "government of national concentra-
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tion." Two days later, after negotiations between Hitler and the Center
Party collapsed, thereby ruling out a parliamentary basis foi the new
cabinet, the Reichstag was dissolved by presidential decree and a new
national election scheduled for March 5.

Many aspects of these momentous developments have evei siih <• re-

mained the subject of controversy, but none more so than the role ol bi^

business. Numerous contemporary observers immediately attributed to

it an important, even crucial, part in the events that led to the installation

of Hitler in the chancellorship. With variations, coundess subsequent
treatments of the subject have echoed that allegation. I he generalized

indictment falls, under scrutiny, into three component parts. First, it is

alleged that big business played a vital part in el fee tin^ the 1 e< oik iliatiofl

between Papen and Hitler that made possible then intrigues against

Schleicher and their cooperation in forging the cabinet ol fanuar) 50.

Second, it is contended that big business rest ued the NSDAP from Finan-

cial ruin after Hitler and Papen bee ame reconi lied, just in tune to make
possible a Nazi electoral triumph in a state ele( tion that rallied Nazism
for its final, successful bid for power. Third, it is maintained th.it big

business helped to turn Hindenburg against St hJck hei and to overcome
his resistance to making Hitler chancellor. In the light of the evidence

that has accrued over a halt century, each ol these three allegations

proves untenable.

The charge that big business was instrumental m bringing Hit lei and
Papen together turns on the role of Baron Km t von St hrOdei . the ( So

logne banker at whose home the two politic ians met on [anuai \
} 1933

That meeting is rightly regarded as a major juiM ture siih e on th.it o< ( .i-

sion those two conspirators put aside then past differences and began

intriguing to replace Schleicher's cabinet with one eat h hoped to ( ontroL

The scene of their meeting, Schroder's presence, and Ins role in the

arrangements to bring the two politicians together have led man) to .is

sume that the banker—and therefore big business— had a \ital hand in

effecting the collaboration between Papen and Hitler that eventuated in

the cabinet of January 30.
1 This assumption involves a number oi mis-

conceptions. Schroder's house became the site of the meeting be( ause its

location made it convenient for Papen and Hitler, both ol whom had

plans for travel in the Rhineland. They sought a secret, confidential ren-

dezvous, and Schroder was among the few persons who knew of then

intention to meet. 2 As for Schroder's participation in the meeting, both

Schroder and Papen later agreed that the banker played no part, and

Papen maintained that Schroder had been present for onlv part of his

lengthy conference with Hitler. 3 It would seem farfetched, to sa\ the

least, to suggest that such a political outsider as Schroder could have

influenced the decisions of men like Papen and Hitler in January 1933.

Schroder could not, in any event, speak for big business, as is often im-

plied. He was merely a partner in a medium-sized provinc ial bank whose
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personal involvement with large-scale industry consist ed of holding seats

on the largely honorific supervisory boards of several industrial firms.

He had little contact with the important figures of big business and re-

mained unknown to most of them until he became politically involved on
behalf of the NSDAP during the latter half of 1932.4 He did not become
their agent or spokesman even then.

Schroder could play his role not because he enjoyed any great impor-

tance as a business figure but rather because he formed a key link in a

fortuitous chain of personal relationships by means of which communi-
cations could develop between two men who wanted to meet: Papen and
Hitler. Schroder's contact with Hitler went back to the banker's enlist-

ment, in late May, by Nazi Wilhelm Keppler for the circle of economic

advisers that erstwhile small entrepreneur was then setting up at Hitler's

behest. As already mentioned, Schroder knew Keppler as a result of the

latter's unsuccessful efforts a few years earlier to raise a loan for a busi-

ness venture. Not long after Schroder agreed to join the Keppler circle,

a politician with whom he shared a mutual acquaintance unexpectedly

assumed a new importance: Franz von Papen became Reich chancellor.

Soon thereafter Schroder met Papen through their mutual acquain-

tance. 5 As one of the few persons with entree to both Papen and Hitler,

two men separated by a wide social chasm, Kurt von Schroder thus for-

tuitously became a man with potentially very useful connections. These
connections took on great significance when Schroder encountered Pa-

pen on December 16, 1932, at the Berlin Herrenklub, where he had just

heard the former chancellor reveal in a speech his displeasure with the

Schleicher cabinet and his favorable inclination toward inclusion of the

NSDAP in the government.6 Schroder had a month earlier been led by

Keppler to hope that Papen might look with favor on Hitler's appoint-

ment to the chancellorship and might possibly even intercede with Hin-

denburg on the Nazi leader's behalf. The former chancellor's speech

consequently quickened his interest and led to a conversation with Pa-

pen afterwards. 7 Papen, whose accounts of the events leading to Hitler's

appointment are notoriously untrustworthy, later claimed Schroder first

broached the subject of a meeting with Hitler on that occasion. 8 At the

time Schroder publicly claimed responsibility for initiating the meeting.9

After the war he repeatedly testified that the initiative came from Pa-

pen. 10 There is no way to determine which version is true, but it seems

just as likely that Papen, rather than Schroder, first raised the possibility

of a meeting with Hitler.

Even if Schroder took the initiative to bring Papen and Hitler to-

gether, no evidence supports the widespread assumption that he acted

on behalf of big business. He may have been convinced, as he implied

after the war at Nuremberg, that he acted in the interests of the business

community, but its leaders remained unaware of his actions. None of the

important industrialists whose views and activities for that period are
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documented had any recorded con tad with Schrodei in Decembei 1931
or January 1933, or showed -any signs of knowing about his activities

11

Not even the Nazi Fritz Thyssen knew what Schrodei was up to until

after the meeting ofJanuary 4J 2 In an affidavit that S< hrddei submitted
at Nuremberg in 1947, and which has received much attention in min-

ings about the Papen-Hitler meeting, th<* banktl stated that befoi e < om-
plying with Papen's wish for a talk with Hitlei fie had consulted with "a

number of gentlemen from the business ( ommunity" (die Wirischaft) and
informed himself about the attitude of the business communit) towards
collaboration between Papen and Hitler, which lie found to be favor-

able. 13 That statement lias been portrayed .is indisputable prooi that

Schroder acted on behalfOf big business. 1 1

I hose who take that position

have, however, left un mentioned a length) intei rogation of Schrodei at

Nuremberg during which he was pressed to identih those businessmen
with whom he consulted. 15 Asked whether he had spoken with men II* h

as IG Farben's Carl Duisberg or Carl Bosch, Schrodei explained that he

had not since he had virtually no contact with Duisberg and li.nl not at

that time even met Bosc h. Asked whethei he had consulted anyone il

the industrial Reic hsvet band, Schrodei replied thai he had in 1931
"nothing to do with industry*

1

and knew nothing about the woi km^s of

the Reichsverband. When the interrogatoi continued to press him about

the identity of the businessmen he ( laimed t<> have spoken with in I De-

cember 1932, Schroder admitted that hisSOUndingS had gone no f in thei

than the Keppler circle. As mentioned eai liei , the membei I <>f tli.it

inspired and Nazi-led group in no sense constituted, as is so often

alleged, an impressive or representative arraj of executives. I hen en-

couragement of Schroder hardly amounted to support on the pan of

German big business for his role in bringing togethei Papen and Hidei

Schroder's testimony under interrogation about the importance foi him

of the Keppler circle would seem borne out b\ his having immediate!)

turned over arrangements for the Papen- Hit lei meeting to the leadei of

the circle, Nazi Wilhelm Keppler. In making the arrangements, Kepplei

used Schroder merely as an intermediate to Papen and as a ( 1 tnvenienl

host for what proved a momentous exchange between two hum i upulous

politicians eager to collaborate on the basis ofOne of politic s most primi-

tive formulas, namely, my enemv's enemy is m\ friend. 16 Compared
with the roles played by Franz von Papen and Adolf HitleronJanuary 4,

1933, Kurt von Schroder's amounted to that of a mere spear holdei on

the stage of history.

When a Berlin newspaper, which had somehow got wind of Papen n

assignation with Hitler in time to post a reporter outside of Schroder's

house, quickly broke the sensational storv of Papen's meeting with the

Nazi leader, that news at once gave rise to a legend that has since become

firmly entrenched in historical accounts of the event: that large-sc ale big

business financial aid flowed to the Nazis as a consequence of a de al
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reached during the meeting of January 4, 1933, at Schroder 's house. 17

No evidence whatever underlay the reports to that ef fect, which immedi-
ately proliferated in the leftist press. Hitler, Papen, and Schroder all

later denied that money had even been mentioned, and no evidence has

since come to light to contradict their denials. 18 The political logic of the

situation militated, in any case, against any attempt by Hitler to raise

funds for the NSDAP in such fashion. In order to do so he would have

had to admit, at least tacitly, that his movement was in need, an admis-

sion that could only have weakened his bargaining position in pursuit of

his paramount goal, the chancellorship. No such obvious considerations

occurred to the leftist journalists of Germany, however. As soon as they

heard the meeting had taken place at the house of the "big banker"

Schroder, as the Communist daily Die Rote Fahne described him with

obvious relish and an exclamation mark in parentheses, they knew with

certainty its true significance. 19 "Since Hitler has been heavily financed

by many groups within Rhenish-Westphalian industry," the readers of

Die Rote Fahne now learned, "and since such subventions are customarily

channeled through private bankhouses, the background of this meeting

becomes clear." 20 The capitalists who all along had lurked in the shad-

ows behind National Socialism had at last been surprised at their dirty

work. Or, as in some versions, the discovery of the meeting meant that

Hitler, the "agent of big industry," as the SPD's organ Vorwarts labeled

him, had been caught "in flagrante" with his big-business patrons. 21

For those who jumped to such conclusions, no doubt remained about

the true nature of Nazism. It stood revealed as the demagogic tool of the

same exploiters of the people who also manipulated such more conspic-

uous political puppets as Schleicher, Papen, and Hugenberg. In numer-
ous imaginatively elaborated versions, this message multiplied in the

left-wing publications of Germany during the final, crucial weeks ofJan-

uary 1933. While Hitler moved toward his goal of the chancellorship

with a sure sense for the realities of power, his opponents on the left

exultantly proclaimed an ultimately despairing and incapacitating mes-

sage, which they insisted the meeting ofJanuary 4 had verified: Whether
the Reich chancellor was named Schleicher, Papen, or Hitler made no

difference since all were mere tools of the capitalists. 22 The analysts of

the left had convinced themselves that by bringing to the attention of the

German people this incontestable corroboration of their ideologically

based interpretation of National Socialism, they could set off a massive

popular revulsion that would somehow sweep Nazism into oblivion.

Those among them who survived the ghastly consequences of their rap-

idly approaching political debacle may presumably later have found at

least some consolation in the many triumphs achieved in subsequent his-

tory books by their willful, biased interpretation of the Hitler-Papen

meeting, according to which Kurt von Schroder, not Franz von Papen or

Adolf Hitler, loomed as the key participant. 23
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Some writers of the history of the period, unable to accept the full-

blown leftist version of the meeting of January 4, have, while leaving the

matter of causation vague, alleged that large amounts <>i capitalist

money flowed to the NSDAP- immediately in the- aftermath of that

event. 24 But no persuasive evidence has been adduced to support thai

allegation either. Nothing indicates that the >Ja/is received an) notable

infusion of funds in January 1933 from any source, mu< h less from big

business. Goebbels's published diaries, repeatedly cited in support of

such allegations, reveal nothing of the sort.*5 Noi did the NSDAPs < am«
paign for the election ofJanuary 15 in the State of 1 ippe-Detmold. What
proved a successful strategy there involved virtual!) total 1 eliaiH C on the

customary Nazi technique of making campaigning pa) foi itself.26 In

pursuit of Lippe-Detmolds 100,000 voters, the NSDAP blanketed that

tiny state with no fewer than thirty-eight mass rallies during the twelve

days preceding the balloting. [0 rekindle the electorate's interest, the

Nazis mobilized most of the oratorical "big guns" of the party, including

Hitler, who himselfaddressed no fewer than leventeen rallies within ten

days. To cover their expenses, the Nazis charged those who came to hear

such celebrities admission fees considerabl) in e\<rss of the normal

rates. The strategy worked. The NSDAP regained in Lippc-Detmold

enough of the votes it had lost m Novembei ID proclaim the outcome as a

victory. But the campaign there proved a neai thing financially. On sit

least one occasion, a bailif f sequestered the box office rec eipts for a partv

rally to meet the claim of impatient creditors.27 In his sobei postwai

memoir Otto Dietrich, who served as Hitler's press agent in (anuar)

1933, recalled that the party leader's adjutant had at one point m the

Lippe campaign urgently requested a personal loan of 2.000 mat ks from

him, explaining that there was not enough mone\ on hand to pa) the

rental fee demanded in advance for the hall in tvhk h Hitler was u bed-

uled to speak the next day.28

Money had in any event \er\ limited significance during (anuar)

1933. The key to power lay in influence with Hindenburg, who alone

possessed the constitutional authority to appoint a I ham elloi and autho-

rize or deny the dissolution of the Reichstag. Thus, b) far the most se-

rious of all the charges against big business is that it helped to turn

the president against Schleicher and toward Hitler. No evidence ol ap-

peals to Hindenburg from the business community for the removal of

Schleicher or the appointment of Hitler has ever been adduced to

support this charge, however. 29 Quite to the contrary, the onl) docu-

mented high-level attempt at intervention with Hindenburg from the 4u

Wirtschaft during January 1933 was aimed at cautioning the President

against installing a right-wing cabinet including the NSDAP Thai inter-

vention, which came from the side of the industrial Reichsverband, must

be viewed in the light of a letter ofJanuary e6, 19331 in which Ludwig

Kastl, the executive director of that organization, reported on political
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matters to its chairman, Gustav Krupp von Bohlen, then on vacation in

Switzerland. 30 The situation in Berlin had become impenetrable, Kasil

informed Krupp. He noted that the DNVP's decision to come out

against the Schleicher cabinet was generally deplored, and he found
alarming the speculation that the DNVP might seek to form a new gov-

ernment with the Nazis. He had that same day learned from Schleicher's

state secretary, Erwin Planck, of talk about a Papen-Hitler-Schacht cabi-

net. Papen would, according to that rumor, reassume the chancel-

lorship; Hitler would become minister of defense and the interior;

Schacht would be named finance minister; and Hugenberg would take

over both the Economics and the Agriculture ministries. Kastl left no
doubts about his negative assessment of such a cabinet. Granting Hugen-
berg control over both ministries concerned with economic matters

would, he feared, result in a triumph, in the sphere of trade policy, of

the agrarian protectionism so dreaded by industry. Kastl further feared

that such a cabinet would amount to a declaration of hostilities against

the larger part of the population—by which he clearly meant organized

labor—and would therefore lead to civic disorder. Such a cabinet was

being proclaimed as a Bombenkabinett, Kastl reported, but he felt that the

emphasis lay more heavily on the word Bomben than on the Kabinett. He
found consolation, however, in his belief that such a combination had

little chance of success. The Social Democrats would strenuously oppose

it; the Center Party would never support it; and it was highly unlikely

that Hindenburg would accept it. Having consigned the disturbing pos-

sibility of a Papen-Hitler-Schacht cabinet based on the NSDAP and

DNVP to the realm of improbability, Kastl went on to sketch out what he

regarded as the most desirable political solution from the standpoint of

die Wirtschaft. The best way out of the present predicament, he explained

to Krupp, lay in retaining the Schleicher cabinet. That would avoid the

economically disruptive effects of another change of government and

new elections. If the Reichstag proved rebellious, then it should be dis-

solved and efforts made to obtain the parties' acquiescence in a post-

ponement until the autumn of the new election, which the constitution

called for within sixty days of a dissolution. Interestingly, Kastl's formula

coincided closely with the one favored by Schleicher himself in late Janu-

ary 1933, a fact probably not unrelated to Kastl's cordial relations with

State Secretary Planck. 31

When Kastl wrote his letter to Krupp on January 26, he saw no imme-

diate need for political intervention on the part of the Reichsverband,

but the accelerating pace of events led him to reconsider only two days

later. When, at midday on January 28, the news of Schleicher's resigna-

tion became public, Kastl at once joined with Eduard Hamm, the chief

official of the national organization of chambers of industry and com-

merce, in submitting a brief letter to President Hindenburg's state secre-

tary, Otto Meissner. Later Kastl reported that he had taken this step at
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the urging of United Steel's Albert Vogler.'-' Writing in what the) de-

scribed as a personal capacity, but on the basis of broad loundingi in

business circles, Kastl and Hamm emphasized the indispensability fol

economic recovery of calm and stability. They urged thai the current
"political difficulties" be dealt with in such a fashion as to occasion (

h<-

least possible disturbance for the country. * * I n ra separate lettei of the

same day to Meissner, Kastl reported thai since dispatching Ins and
Hamm's letter he had spoken by telephone with Krupp and established

that the chairman of the Reichsverband fully endorsed the position he
and Hamm had taken. 34 Meissner replied, also on the twenty-eighth,

acknowledging that he had brought the two letters to the attention of

Hindenburg, who, he wrote, also wished to resolve tin pending politii al

problems with as little disruption as possible foi the business commu-
nity.35 Later, after Hitler had become chancellor, rumors about these

letters of January 28 formed the basis foi angr) accusation! th.it K.istl

and Krupp had at the hist minute intervened \Mth Hindenburg m the

name of the Reichsverband in an attempt to block the appointment of

the Nazi leader to the chancellorship.96 The <k t mil wording of those

very brief letters did not substantiate that accusation, SO kastl and Krupp
could safely deny it. But if the letters are plat < d in the context «»l the

views Kastl expressed in his letter ol fanuar) t€ to Krupp and <>f

Krupp's unconcealed distaste lot National Socialism, the accusation

takes on considerable validity.97 It also seems highly unlike K th.it

Meissner, that well-informed busybody, would have remained so igno-

rant of the attitudes of prominent men sue h .is Kastl and Ki upp .is not to

grasp the warning against a BombenkabineU Including the \ a/is that la)

between the lines of the letters submitted to him on January t8. 1 he

possibility of such ignorance on Meissner
9
! pan diminishe s furthei

in light of the later recollection by Schleicher's commissai foi uoik-

creation, Giinther Gereke, that Krupp'a brother-in-law and confidant,

Tilo von Wilmowsky, who seldom if ever disagl ecd with Ki up}) 1 m politi-

cal matters, had spoken out during the last week of January 1 933 againsl

tampering with the Schleicher cabinet.98 The stand taken at thai same

time by Kastl and Krupp on behalf of the Reichsverband, cautious!)

worded as it was, represented an unprecedented break with past pia<

tice. Throughout the republican era that organization's leaden had stu-

diously avoided attempts to influence the formations of cabinets,

recognizing the unpleasant consequences of having to deal, in the evenl

of failure, with chancellors and ministers whose appointment the) had

opposed. 39 Yet on January 28, 1933, the chief executive officer of the

Reichsverband, along with his counterpart at the national organization

of chambers of commerce and industry, became sufficiently alarmed to

go at least to the very verge of attempting to influence President Hin-

denburg's choice of a new government. And in the light of what is

known of Kastl's and Krupp's views, their messages to the president
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amounted to a warning against putting Hitler and his party into

power.40

As for Hitler's partisans and sympathizers in big business circles, no
evidence even suggests that they intervened on his behalf with Hinden-
burg in January 1933. The ardor of some Nazi fellow travelers from big

business had in any case cooled by January 1933. The banker Emil Ge~

org von Stauss became less enthusiastic about the NSDAP after a Nazi

press attack on him during the summer of 1932; his recorded political

activities thereafter centered on efforts to shore up his old party, the

DVP.41 The journalist and lobbyist August Heinrichsbauer continued to

promote the ousted Gregor Strasser after the latter's break with Hitler.

So did Hans Reupke, the Nazi admirer of Italian Fascism who worked as

a legal expert for the industrial Reichsverband. During January Reupke
and Heinrichsbauer, both of whom had come to view a Hitler cabinet as

a menace to the economy, collaborated secretly on schemes for a come-

back within the NSDAP by Strasser.42 Fritz Thyssen remained loyal to

Hitler but also ignorant of the intrigues of late January, receiving no call

to bring to bear whatever influence he had in Berlin.43 Presumably

Hitler had by late January 1933 realized that an endorsement from a

businessman like Thyssen would be of little use in overcoming the only

remaining obstacle to his capturing the chancellorship, the resistance of

Hindenburg. Quite clearly Hitler had concluded that success depended
on his ability to pit rivals like Papen and Schleicher against each other

and to mobilize on his behalf those persons who, like Hindenburg's son

and certain key generals, could exert direct influence on the president.

With regard to the military, Hitler's ties to the wealthy Wagneriaus who
had befriended and patronized him during the party's early years in

Munich assumed at one key juncture in late January 1933 far greater

significance than anything that can be attributed to big business. Edwin

and Helene Bechstein, by making their Berlin home available on Janu-

ary 29 for a secret meeting between Hitler and another friend of theirs,

Chief of the Army Command General Kurt von Hammerstein-Equord,

rendered vital aid to the Nazi leader in his ultimately successful effort to

win the backing of the military establishment for his candidacy as

chancellor.44

When some of the most politically active Ruhr industrialists thought,

in January 1933, of a replacement for Schleicher as chancellor, their

candidate was not Hitler but Papen. They did not, however, envisage

any swift change of governments. Papen himself nourished hopes that

he might return to office when he met, at his request, on January 7 in

Albert Vogler's Dortmund home with Krupp von Bohlen, Reusch,

Springorum, and Vdgler.45 Papen led that group to believe that Hitler

had abandoned his demands for the chancellorship and would be willing

to serve as a junior partner in a "cabinet of national concentration"

within which Nazism would be checked by strong bourgeois forces.46 In
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an apparent effort to counter press reports of a conspinu v on his pai I

with Hitler against Schleicher, Papen gave the industrialists to under-

stand that the meeting in Cologne had not been directed against the

chancellor and had produced no definite plans. However, lie indicated

his intention to assume an active role in rallying the bourgeois i amp as a

counterweight to National Socialism. Hefalso tffi his industrial friends

with the impression that he would eventually make himself available to

head a "cabinet of national concentration." Papen's news proved wel-

come to the Ruhr industrialists with whom he spoke m Dortmund <>n

January 7. They had serious reservations about Schleicher's economic

policies and—at least in the case oJ Reusch— still mistrusted the < ham el-

lor because of the suspicion that he had used f or his own pui poses K>mc
of the Ruhrlade funds channeled to him during the tummei election

campaign of 1932. The industrialists gathered in Dortmund responded

positively to Papen's project for yoking the Nazis to <» conservative

dominated government. Reusch regarded the inclusion o( the Nazis in

the government as very desirable rim c he believed thai the foi maboii ol

a strong nationalist government, based on a majority ol the people,

would strengthen Germany's foreign polk) hand in the yeai ahead,

when he expected major diplomatic developments thai could p<>ssil>l\

lead to significant revisions of the Versailles settlement. Rens< h believed

that such a government would also bolstei Germany's position al the

World Economic Conference sc heduled foi the summer. He welcomed

Papen's Dortmund announcement th.it Hitlei w.is no* infilling to forgo

the chancellorship, but he expressed concern al reports thai the Nazi

leader had designs on the Defense Ministry, an arrangement Reusch

regarded as out of the question.

While the industrialists who met with Papen on Januai
J 7 agl eed M ith

him as to goals, they came to differ with him about the besl wa\ to

achieve those goals. They left the meeting in Dortmund undei the im-

pression that the former chancellor would la\ the basis for a comeback

by setting out to capture the leadership of the DNVP. For some time

sentiment had grown in industrial circles in favor of replacing the abra-

sive and obdurate Hugenberg with a more attractive leader who would

show greater responsiveness to the interests of die Wirtschaft. Those who,

like Reusch, favored that step expected the DNVP to become undei new

leadership a magnet for bourgeois voters left politically homeless b) the

decline of the old middle parties as well as for those who had eai liei

defected to the NSDAP but now showed signs of disillusionment with

that movement. Under the impression that Papen stood read) to take

over the DNVP, Reusch and his friends set out duringJanuary to mobi-

lize the anti-Hugenberg forces within the DNVP.47 Even Vdgler, pre-

viously a loyal Hugenberg follower, agreed to this plan in the wake of

the Dortmund meeting with Papen. He undertook to prevail on the Itiff-

necked leader of the DNVP at least to accept Papen as his deputy and
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heir apparent.48 The plan to replace Hugenberg will) Papen might have
made sense at some earlier date, although its feasibility even then re-

mains doubtful. But the notion that Franz von Papen's capturing control

of the battered and depleted party of the old right could represent a

significant step toward resolving the political crisis ofJanuary 1933 testi-

fies eloquently to an astonishing lack of acumen on the part of some of

Germany's most politically active industrialists as well as to their remote-

ness from reality.

Nothing whatever came of the DNVP project since Papen showed no
interest in pursuing it. When he wrote to Springorum on January 20, he
made no mention of it.

49 Instead, he reassured the industrialist of his

continuing efforts to bring about a "national concentration." He was
meeting with resistance, Papen wrote, from Hitler, who showed a re-

newed unwillingness, following the NSDAP's strong showing in the elec-

tion in Lippe-Detmold, to resign himself to the position of a "junior

partner" in a cabinet based on such a formula. Only two possibilities

remained, Papen continued. One of these obviously amounted to Pa-

pen's predictions in the event the Schleicher cabinet remained un-

altered, although Papen did not mention the chancellor's name. That
course would lead, Papen warned, to a dissolution of the Reichstag and
new elections, developments he characterized as highly injurious for die

Wirtschaft and unlikely to bring about a resolution of the political

impasse.

The second possibility, which Papen clearly favored, involved a par-

liamentary enabling act for a cabinet reconstructed "with Hitler," a

formulation so worded as to leave unclear who would occupy the chan-

cellorship. Regardless of which of these two possibilities eventuated, Pa-

pen emphasized that Germany's bourgeois political forces must be

rallied "as a counterweight against Hitler." Papen then requested help

with his efforts in that regard, repeating a proposal he had earlier made
to Springorum, the treasurer of the Ruhrlade, presumably at the Dort-

mund meeting of January 7. He asked for a monthly subsidy, for a

month or two, of 5,000 marks, with which he proposed to set up a small

office in Berlin that would keep him informed by surveying the provin-

cial press and spotting opportunities for intervention. In replying to Pa-

pen's letter on January 24, Springorum observed that a stiffening of the

NSDAP's position after the Lippe-Detmold elections had been predict-

able, but that he had since then detected once more a greater inclination

by the Nazis to cooperate with the bourgeois right.50 He assured Papen

of his support for efforts to unite the bourgeois political forces as prepa-

ration for a "national concentration." Springorum saw no value, how-

ever, in setting up a small office of the sort Papen had proposed, which

he argued would "float in the air." He had come away from their earlier

talk, Springorum continued, believing that Papen intended to obtain a

firm organizational basis for his undertaking by personally entering the
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DNVP. Only that st<p, the Industrialist insisted, held oul hope foi rhj
creation of a strong national movement that could guarantee stable

national government including the NSDAP. By the time Springorumi
letter reached Papen in Berlin, the fol mn t banc clloi was pla\ ing foi fai

higher stakes and much quickei results than he had intimated to his

industrialist friends. He was preparing^the way, behind the scenes ana
by means of intrigue, for the volcanic eruption thai would vei\ soon

radically transform Germain's political landscape. With a return to

power apparently within his grasp, Papen not too mm pi isingl) left in the

dark the narrow-minded, unimaginative nun of the Knlu. who could
still think only in conventional terms ol political parties and 10 remained
mired at a level of politic al stragegj lie had n<»u transcended < j s he pro-

ceeded with his plan to harness Adoli Hidei l<>i his own purposes
An economic interest group contributed to the realization ol Papen'i

scheme, but it was not die Wirtschajt. That help came instead f rom the

agrarians of Germany.5

1

Led b) the well-organized Reit hslandbund, in

which Nazi infiltration had b) then assumed large proportions, tin-

spokesmen of Germany's "Green Front" direc ted an increasingly c lam-

orous chorus of complaints at the Sc hleic her cabinet in January 1933*
The cabinet's unwillingness to suspend forei kwures on agi i< ultural land

had offended virtually all oi the country's agricultural interest! 1 1 ^ re-

fusal to impose stringent import quotas on foodstuffs had furthei alien*

ated many agrarian groups. The Junkers and other landowners in Fast

Prussia nursed a special grievance of their own, arising out ol the cabi-

net's plans to divide large bankrupt estates in that backward province

into family farms as part of a plan to resettle unemployed people on the

land. These East Elbians became further outraged when the cabinet

made no effort to squelch the findings oi a parliamentary inquiry that

had uncovered numerous instances of landowners' misuse of govern-

ment funds disbursed under the Osthilfe program instituted undei

Briining to aid the ailing agriculture ol the eastern provinces. tin-

middle of January the Schleicher cabinet had in effect broken <>ff rela-

tions with the Reichslandbu nd in protest against its demagogic agitation,

and the agrarians had gone into all-out opposition. I hat opposition (ai-

ded special political force bv virtue of the alignment ol some of Presi-

dent Hindenburg's oldest and closest friends with the Rfirhslandbund.

East Elbian landowners such as Elard von Oklenburg-Januschau com-

manded, by virtue of their privileged and private access to the presiden-

tial ear, a particularly potent weapon, and all signs indk ate that the) did

not shrink from employing it against Schleicher.

The agrarians sought no help from big business in then onslaught

against the Schleicher cabinet, nor would they likely have received I pos-

itive response if they had done so in January 1933. B\ the n relations

between die Wirtschaft and the Reichslandbund had sunk to an all-time

low. The escalating demands of the agrarian spokesmen for higher tar-
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iffs and lower import quotas for foreign foodstuffs had awakened dire

fears in industrial and financial circles of a shift to outright agricultural

autarky with ruinous consequences for Germany's manufacturing ex-

ports. These fears had become sufficiently pressing by January to bring

about a renewal of collaboration between industry and the trade unions,

as spokesmen for those two interest groups joined forces to urge the

Schleicher cabinet not to capitulate to the agrarians' trade policy de-

mands. 52 Communication between the industrial organizations and the

Reichslandbund had by then taken on a tone of outright hostility. Dur-
ing December 1932 the leaders of the Reichslandbund had further exac-

erbated the frictions arising from their head-on clash of interests with

industry by authorizing public attacks in their organization's press on the

chairman of the Reichsverband, Krupp von Bohlen, and a spokesman of

the chemical industry, Edmund Pietrkowski. 53 The deterioration in rela-

tions which resulted from that breach of accepted lobbying practice pre-

cluded the sort of collaboration between big business and Junkers
against Schleicher that leftist journalists conjured up at the time with-

out benefit of evidence and numerous writers of history have since

perpetuated.54

The climax of the political drama ofJanuary 1933 caught the political

leaders of big business unawares. Krupp von Bohlen, who had not

joined in the efforts of Springorum, Reusch, and Vogler to promote a

comeback by Papen, remained isolated at his Swiss vacation retreat,

where he had fallen ill. A letter he wrote to the Reichsverband from

there on January 30 reveals that he had no notion of the great events

under way in the capital.55 Fritz Springorum also departed on a trip in

late January, having put off a personal meeting requested by Schleicher

until the second week of February. He left with assurances from a sea-

soned Berlin lobbyist for Ruhr industry that he need expect no funda-

mental political changes before his scheduled return on February 7.
56

On the twenty-eighth, the day Schleicher fell, Reusch could report to

Krupp only that great confusion reigned in Berlin and that Schleicher

would probably "disappear." 57 Despite his many sources of information,

Reusch appears to have remained ignorant of the machinations in Berlin

that would install Hitler at the head of the government on the thirtieth.

Certainly neither he nor the other leaders of the business community

could have gained a clear picture of events in the capital from the

press.58 Contradictory rumors abounded in the conservative business

newspapers, which displayed no clear consensus about the most likely or

desirable outcome of the crisis. On the twenty-ninth the right-wing

Rheinisch-Westfalische Zeitung of Essen concluded that Schleicher's failure

and the overall political constellation ruled out any solution other than a

cabinet of "national concentration" under Hitler. But that same day the

Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung of Berlin held that Hitler's long-standing de-

mand for the chancellorship might exclude such a solution in view of
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Hindenburg's well-known opposition to giving him that post. If thai

should prove to be the case, the Berlin daily predk ted thai anothei I'.i

pen cabinet was likely, but it warned readers not to cxpa I <i swift i ( solu-

tion of the crisis. Also on the twenty-ninth the Deutsche Bergwerks-Zeitung

of Diisseldorf expressed hope for a cabinet led jointly In Papen and
Hitler, which it portrayed as the only mepns of iavoiding an open break
with the parliament. But the same editorial voiced misgiving! about re-

cent Nazi legislative proposals that ran counter to Papen's formula Foi

economic recovery through stimulation of the private sector. On the

morning of the thirtieth, only hours before Mnlci became chancellor,

the liberal Frankfurter Zeitung reported continuing uncertainty al>out

whether that post would go to him or to Papen. At midday, when the

members of the new cabinet arrived at tlx- presidential palace foi the

customary formalities, not even .ill the ministei s-designate knew foi < ei

tain whether Papen or Hitler would stand .it the he. id of the govern-

ment.59 Only a small circle was privj to the bargains that produced the

Hitler cabinet, and f rom all indications it did not iiM lude an) spokesmen
of big business.

In line with customary practice, the business community responded to

the change of cabinets by adopting a cautious posture and attempting to

discern the new regime's economic policies. Paul Reuse h gave expression

to the prevailing attitude when he instructed the editoi of .1 newspapci

owned by his firm to "adopt, as usual, a reserved and calm attitude

toward the government." He then added, "For the time being, enthusi-

asm would be inappropriate."*' Reuse h s calm masked grave concern on

his part, however, about the political consequences oi the latest turn <>i

events. He feared that in the newly scheduled Reichstag elections the

NSDAP would swamp the bourgeois forces so thoroughlv as to denv

them a voice in national affairs for the foreseeable future. In hopes of

stemming the Nazi tide, Reusch continued to nurse his long-standing

project for a single, united bourgeois party and to voice his unrealistic

desire to see Hugenberg remove a major obstacle to that project by step-

ping down as chairman of the DNVP. 61 Ludwig Kastl, of the industrial

Reichsverband, also displayed grave concern about the cabinet that took

office on January 30, 1933.
62 He took the unusual step of participating

the following day in a Berlin summit conference with the managing di-

rectors of the other major national associations of industry, commerce,

and finance. They had decided for the time being, Kastl wrote to Krupp

in Switzerland, not to seek an audience with Hitler or Hugenberg. at

least not so long as no other interest group did so, lest they appear im-

portunate. His immediate concern, Kastl's letter makes clear, centered

on Hugenberg. He expressed the fear that the new minister for eco-

nomics and agriculture might purge a senior official in the Economics

Ministry who was favorably inclined to industry or, still worse, might

submerge the whole ministry in a new one encompassing the existing
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Agriculture and Labor ministries as well. Either of those developments
would have highly unpleasant consequences for industry, Kastl in-

formed Krupp. He therefore urged that the Reichsverband do some-
thing to head them off. Kastl's wary attitude toward the new cabinet

seems to have been widely shared by investors, as stock-market prices

wavered unsteadily during the early days of the Hitler government. An
analyst writing in the liberal Frankfurter Zeitung explained that the flat-

ness (Lustlosigkeif) of the market resulted from the vagueness of the new
cabinet's initial statements, from concern about possible experiments

with the currency and with economic policy, and from worry about the

effects of the new election campaign on the economy.63 Another report

in the same paper attributed the absence of alarm among investors to the

"antiseptic" effect of the new cabinet's mixed composition, that is, the

numerical preponderance of conservative ministers.64 Three weeks

after the cabinet took office stock prices remained at about the same
level as at the end of January, whereas bond prices had dipped

somewhat.65

The failure of even politically aware men like Reusch and Kastl to take

note of the implications of Adolf Hitler's installation in the Reich Chan-

cellery reflected a widespread myopia on the part of Germany's big busi-

nessmen. To some extent that could be attributed to their preoccupation

with matters which seem trivial in retrospect but which loomed large for

them at the time, as is so often the case in human affairs. But to a consid-

erable degree they were, like many stock-market investors and other

contemporaries, misled by the composition of the new cabinet, in which

nine conservative ministers far outnumbered the three Nazis. Ernst

Brandi, of United Steel and the Bergbauverein, expressed confidence in

February that the experienced men of the old right would soon prevail

over Hitler. He therefore urged that the Miinchner Neuesten Nachrichten,

on whose advisory board he served, support the new cabinet edi-

torially.66 Karl Haniel, a member of the Ruhrlade who also sat on the

advisory board of the MNN, predicted that Hitler would quickly be

pushed aside but that in the meantime National Socialism would free the

Ruhr from the specter of Communism. Haniel therefore agreed with

Brandi that the Munich daily should support the new cabinet editorially,

despite the grave reservations he and other members of the advisory

board harbored about Nazism.67 A special importance attached, in the

eyes of many in the business community, to the prominent place appar-

ently occupied in the cabinet by the man who, more than any other pol-

itician of the whole republican era, had won their confidence: Franz von

Papen. As vice-chancellor, Papen seemed, especially because of his well-

known close and cordial relations with President Hindenburg, to repre-

sent a guarantee against any radical policies. Ludwig Grauert, whose

role as managing director of the industrial employers' association of the

Ruhr iron and steel industry brought him into contact with many ex-
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ecutives, later observed that the new government had initially seemed to

most merely a revived Papen cabinet with a few Nazis added.6* taped
himself fed such misapprehensions by telling acquaintances, I haw
Hindenburg's confidence. Within two months we will have pushed
Hitler so far into a corner that he ll squeak."69

Only a few men of big business saw through Mu se illusions and imme-
diately recognized the implications of Hitlei \ elevation to the - haiM d-
lorship. When the news of that development real tied I lei m um bin hei

,

of the electrical equipment firm AK(. at a Franco-German conference
in Paris, he left no doubt about his reaction, exclaiming, "I t mainte-
nant, tout est fini . .

." ("Now it is all over .
'). " Otto Wolff, the

Cologne iron merchant and industrialist who had aligned himself with

Schleicher, argued on the evening of January tg tint repOItl <>f Hitlei 'l

pending appointment (ailed for extreme actions on the pan of the gen-

eral, who had remained chancellor on a caretakei hasis Following his

resignation the day before. Wolff urged Schleichei to undertake what

would have amounted to a roup d'etat by declaring a state ofemergency,
removing Hindenbmg under guard to Ins estate in Easi Prussia, and
arresting General Werner von Blomberg, who was on Ins wa\ to Berlin

to replace Schleichei in Ins capacit) as defense minister.71 Unfortu-

nately, such advice seemed too extreme at the tune, even f<»i s< hln< hei

.

who would die less than a year and .1 half hit c 1 at the hands of V1/1

gunmen in a house outside Berlin owned b) < tttO Wolff."

Although a strong longing within the business COmmunit\ lot a period

of sustained political stabiUt) tliat would fostei economk recover)

worked in favor of acceptance <>i the Hkler-Papen regime, iti initial

measures occasioned grave misgh ings in business c in les. In the sphere

of trade the cabinet quickly granted far-ieac lung 1 oik esSKXU to the pro-

tectionist demands of the agrarians, moving in February to impost

higher import duties on meat, livestock, and fats as well .is to extend

additional price support to grain crops.73 Protests against this greatly

expanded protection for agriculture that leading figures of die W'trtschtift

directed to Hugenberg, sometimes personalis, proved unavailing.74

Businessmen also found unsettling the wave of Nazi vigilantism th.u

swept Germany in the aftermath of Hitler's appointment to the ( ham el

lorship. Although Nazi acts of intimidation were directed primarily

against "Marxists," trade unionists, and other political foes, owners and

managers of businesses discovered that thev enjoyed no immunity. Some
employers found themselves threatened with political retaliation, or

even force, unless they complied with peremptorv demands for raises,

promotions, or even a voice in management posed b\ Nazi employees.

The Nazi Factory Cell Organization proved particularly assertive, as tin

coal operators of the Ruhr discovered in Februarv when they an-

nounced their intention not to renew the existing contract with the

miners when it expired at the end of March. Injecting a massive H<>m i t
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politics into labor-management relations, the Ruhr branch of the NSB<

)

publicly denounced the operators' action as "sabotage of national and
social reconstruction" and warned that if they did not heed the new
times, Adolf Hitler would teach them that "to think nationally meant to

act socially." 76 Developments such as that cast a pall over the presidium

of the industrial Reichsverband when it met on February 16 and 17 to

assess the situation. In the first public statement about the Hitler cabinet

issued in the name of the Reichsverband, the presidium adopted the sort

of curt, admonitory tone it had so often employed during the Republic.

Industry's attitude toward the new cabinet would, the statement warned,

depend on its economic policy measures. If economic conditions were to

improve, the statement pointedly added, "disturbances of civil order and
social peace" must be avoided, lest the basis for recovery be destroyed. 77

As the leaders of German industry soon discovered, admonitions

proved of little value in dealing with the Hitler cabinet. While the pre-

sidium of the Reichsverband was meeting, its chairman, Krupp von
Bohlen, and several dozen other prominent industrialists received tele-

grams from Hermann Goring, inviting them to attend a conference at

his official residence on February 20 at which Hitler would explain his

policies. 78 Expecting a discussion of the sort he had participated in with

previous chancellors, Krupp prepared to explain to Hitler industry's

misgivings about his government's policies. His notes show that he in-

tended to lay particular stress on the positive effects for economic recov-

ery of furthering exports and the negative effects of a protectionist trade

policy that favored agriculture. 79 One of the memoranda Krupp pre-

pared for the conference at Goring's residence called for a return to the

clear demarcation between the state and the economy that the Re-

ichsverband had applauded as one of the notable attainments of the Pa-

pen cabinet. It also expressed concern lest the purge of the state

bureaucracy launched by the new regime become merely a transfer of

government jobs from one political party to another.80 Krupp went to

the February 20 conference well prepared to speak out for industry, but

he never got to present its misgivings or engage in an exchange of views

of the sort he had taken part in with previous chancellors.

When Krupp and some two dozen other invited industrialists arrived

at Goring's residence late on the afternoon of February 20, they had

the unusual experience of being kept waiting by government officials.81

Not until a quarter of an hour after the scheduled beginning of the

"conference" did their host, Goring, appear, along with Walther Funk,

now press spokesman of the cabinet. Hitler came still later, accompanied

by Otto Wagener, whose role as head of the Economic Policy Section of

the NSDAP until the previous September had made his name anathema

in big business circles. After shaking hands with all those present, Hitler

subjected them to one of his lengthy monologues. Dismissing as rumors

reports that the new government planned bold experiments in the eco-
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nomic sphere, he quickly moved to the level of generalizations, again
extolling, as so often before business audiences, the virtues oi private

property, inheritance rights, individual initiative, and personal responsi-

bility. He repeated his statement of a year earlier at tin Dusseldorl In-

dustry Club about the incompatibility oi politic al denKM ia< v with pi ivatC

enterprise. He spelled out once more hisargunfents about the prinuu \

of politics over economics and elaborated on the Social Darwinist inter-

pretation of society and history that underlay those arguments. Again he

proclaimed the necessity of extirpating Marxism at home so thai a

united German people could face its enemies abroad. Ofll) aftei that

would Germany be able to decide on its own about its ai Died Ion es, he

added in an obvious allusion to the deadlocked disarmament negotia-

tions in Geneva. Only a martially prepared nation could, he explained,

have a flourishing economy.82 Returning to domestic politics as he

neared the end of his long, rambling presentation, Hitlei announced
that the country stood before a "last election,*

1 one that offered a final

chance to reject Communism In means oi the ballot box. lint even il the

election failed to provide a majority foi his cabinet, Hitlei lerved notice,

he had no intention of surrendering powei l- it he i Communism would
perish by constitutional means or "othei weapons," entailing

M
greatei

sacrifices," would be employed. I heonK remaining choices la) between
his regime and Communism, and the fight must be to the death. I he

outcome would determine Germain 's late for to OI even LOO years.

When Hitler finally concluded his remarks, he had spoken foi rough!)

an hour and a half without even alluding to an) ol the concrete que*
tions of economic policy that so interested the men ot induStT) who
formed his select audience. He had instead delivered his customar) di-

dactic lecture on the determinants of human histor) and then propel

application to Germany's political affairs, to which he as usual ftubordi-

nated the whole sphere of economics. He had. furthei more, threatened

a resort to force if the forthcoming election failed to return a parliament

supportive of his regime, in effect confronting those present with a

choice between a victory of his cabinet at the polls or a ( i\ il wai I fndei

the circumstances Krupp decided after Hitler had finished that it would

be imprudent to challenge the views he had expressed on t he re-

lationship between politics and economics or to express industry's

misgivings about the new government's policies. Putting aside his men* >-

randum, the chairman of the Reichsverband stated that a detailed dis-

cussion did not seem desirable and improvised polite words of thanks

and some innocuous generalizations about the need for a strong and

independent state that would clarify the domestic political situation and

impartially serve the general welfare. 83 Having listened to krupp s brief

remarks, Hitler departed.

After Hitler left, the industrialists present at Gdring'a residence

learned that the gathering had a concealed agenda that would make
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their visit extremely expensive for them. Their host took the floor

and assured them that no experiments with the economy need be

feared.84 Political pacification would, Goring predicted, exercise a calm-

ing effect on the economy. He then reiterated Hitler's statement that,

regardless of the outcome of the election, the present "distribution of

forces" would remain unaltered. Goring nevertheless insisted on the im-

portance of the election and, after mentioning the NSDAP's need for

money, observed that those who did not stand in the forefront of the

political battle had an obligation to make at least financial sacrifices. Such
sacrifices could be borne more easily, he concluded, if one kept in mind
that the balloting of March 5 would be "the last for the next five years,

probably even for the next hundred years." Having left his guests with

that arresting thought, Goring, too, departed. By obvious prearrange-

ment Hjalmar Schacht stepped forward and announced that the time

had arrived for a trip to the cashbox. He presented what amounted to a

bill for three million marks, a sum he had already allocated among the

various branches of industry. Although most of the executives present

proved, under examination, considerably less than major figures in Ger-

man industry, the group to whom Schacht addressed this surprising

plan included a sufficient number meeting that description to make pos-

sible its success. Spokesmen for the major branches of industry he had

targeted for contributions complied, some at once, others after consult-

ing with absent associates or superiors. Together, they pledged the stip-

ulated three million marks and delivered it during the subsequent weeks

to Schacht, who administered it.
85

What took place at the gathering of February 20, 1933, in Goring's

residence is significant on several counts. For one thing, none of the

several eyewitness accounts makes any mention of Hitler's saying any-

thing about suppressing the trade unions or even curtailing their rights.

A statement of that sort would certainly have strengthened his appeal

under the circumstances and would hardly have gone unnoted by those

who were present. But Hitler was apparently not yet ready to take the

political risks involved in divulging his intentions along those iines. The
very fact that the meeting took the course it did dispels the claims, made
at the time and repeated ever since, that the coffers of industry had long

since opened to the Nazis, either after Hitler's Industry Club speech, or

during the election campaigns of 1932, or following the Nazi leader's

meeting with Papen at banker Kurt von Schroder's house in early Janu-

ary 1933. If those coffers had already swung open, Hitler and his accom-

plices would scarcely have had to stage their elaborate ruse to assemble

the industrialists at Goring's residence in order to extract money from

them. Nothing in the surviving accounts of that gathering by par-

ticipants suggests that what happened there represented merely a

continuation of an established pattern of subsidization of Hitler and

his movement. Instead, all the evidence indicates that the gathering
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amounted to a milestone: the first significant inaicu.il contribution U
organized big business interests to i he Nazi cause. I hat contribution un-

questionably helped the Nazis to tighten their grip on powei I he indus-
trialists who complied with Schacht's specifu ations thus assumed a share
of responsibility for the consolidation of Hitler's regime, if not foi its

creation. e
T

That responsibility is somewhat mitigated, however, b) the failure of

some to realize that they were dealing with an incipient one-part) dic-

tatorship. A sufficient number ofthose who contributed to & ha* ht \ lev)

still believed that the Hitler ( abinet repi esented a coalition foi the group
to insist that Schacht assign a quartei <>l the yield to the Kampi front*

Schwarz-Weiss-Rot, an election alliance formed b) Vice-Chancelloi

Papen, the Stahlhelm veterans' organization, and the DW P.86 Some,
including the leading men of the Ruhrlade, Springorum and Reusch,
still clung to the belief that Papen was the decisive figure in the nen
government and channeled additional campaign contributions to him.8

"

Some gave money, above and beyond that pledged on Februar) to, di*

rectly to Hugenberg's DNVP m an obvious effort to strengthen it -is

opposed to the NSDAP.88
( )n behalf of those who contributed funds as a

result of the gathering at Gdring's resident e, it should be fui thei noted

that under the circumstances oi Februar) so, 1933, then payments rep-

resented something less than a wholl) voluntar) action, foi that gather-

ing amounted to a shakedown. During the Republic big businessmen
had on occasion given financial support to those in power, but as m t he-

case of their generous support foi the Papen cabinet at the nine of the

autumn election campaign of 193s— the) had done- so m 1 espouse to

requests and had raised and administered the mone) in questM m as the)

saw fit. Now, in February 19331 the) got a mild foretaste ol the- politic al

extortion that soon became one of the hallmarks of Adolf Hitler's I hn d

Reich.

Despite the new government's widespread intimidation <>1 political

foes and the industrial funds that flowed to the politic a I fori es bat king it

as a result of the gathering of February 20, Hitler \ part) failed to tei iu e

a parliamentary majority in the March election. Contrar) to what Hitler

had predicted to the industrialists gathered at G6ring,

a residence, no

open civil war followed, mainly because the division and irresolutenesi

of the leftist parties paralyzed them and so ruled out an) significant op-

position to the regime. By making use of the presidential emergencv

powers bestowed on the cabinet after the Reichstag fire in late Februar) .

the Nazis began the piecemeal "revolution b) installments'
1

th.it would

progressively subvert the civil and political rights Germans had enjoyed

under the Republic. In order to lessen his dependence on President

Hindenburg, Hitler successfully demanded after the March balloting

that the new Reichstag grant him dictatorial powers for four years In

passing a parliamentary enabling act that w ould free him from having to
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rely on the president's emergency powers under Article 48 of the con-

stitution. At the final, turbulent Reichstag session, conducted on March
23 in the absence of scores of Communists and Social Democrats who
had been arrested or had fled to escape arrest, Hitler finally delivered

the long-awaited speech setting forth the program of his cabinet.89

When he touched briefly on economic matters, he uttered words calcu-

lated to still fears in the business community. He restated the Nazi slogan

to the effect that the Volk did not live for the economy, nor the economy
for capital, but that capital must serve the economy and the economy the

Volk. He then proclaimed that his government did not intend to direct

the economy by means of a state-organized economic bureaucracy but

would instead give every possible encouragement to private initiative

while upholding the principle of private property. He promised a reduc-

tion of government expenditures and of the cost of government itself, as

well as administrative reform and a revision of the tax system that would
simplify it and reduce the burden it imposed. With regard to the sen-

sitive question of trade policy, Hitler stated that Germany's situation

ruled out any full autarky and promised that his cabinet harbored

no hostility toward exports. Finally, he promised to avoid any experi-

ments with the currency, thereby apparently renouncing the monetary

schemes of Gottfried Feder, which had so long occasioned concern

about National Socialism among Germany's business leaders. After read-

ing the new chancellor's words, which a great many people mistakenly

assumed represented sincere commitments on his part, many men of big

business undoubtedly shared the reaction of Jakob Wilhelm Reichert,

executive director of the national association of iron and stee! indus-

trialists, who concluded that the "long guessing game" about where

Nazism stood with regard to the economy had at last come to a happy

end on March 23, 1933.
90

Doing business in the Third Reich proved, however, more complex

than Hitler's programmatic speech of March 23 had suggested. This

became evident to the members of the presidium of the industrial

Reichsverband that very day. When they assembled for one of their or-

dinarily cordial, collegial meetings, which were usually structured from

the outset to produce a consensus, they experienced a turbulent session

that revealed to the members that their own organization would not be

unaffected by the political changes Germany was undergoing.91 An ex-

ultant Fritz Thyssen lectured them in no uncertain terms about the im-

plications of recent developments for the Reichsverband: "The national

revolution has still not ended. It has not stumbled over Communism and

it will not stumble over a straw like the Reichsverband. ... In the future

care must be taken to prevent any oppositional tendencies from arising

against the national movement." The era of liberalism had been van-

quished once and for all, Thyssen informed his fellow industrialists, and

therefore the time had come for a new spirit to prevail in the Reichsver-
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band. As a first step in this direction he demanded that all the of Ik ci s of

the Reichsverband step down to make way for the eltt tion oi su< ( essoi I

more in tune with the times. Thyssen then proceeded to denounce the

leadership of the organization for serving as "trainbearei to the I epub-
lican system. He angrily recalled that his attempts two and a hall years

earlier to rebut remarks made by Bruning^beforf the Refc hsverbandand
to speak out for the "national movement" had met with hisses. Mr bad
not forgotten the sneers from the ranks of the Rek hsverband thai had
greeted his efforts to establish contactfl between uidustr) and the

NSDAP, such as the speech he had arranged lot Hidei before tlx- In-

dustry Club in Dusseldorf , or the refusal of Krupp, the ( ban man of the

Reichsverband, to meet with Hitler at I hyssen's home the previOUl au

tumn. Thyssen also protested against the removal b\ the association's

leadership of a Nazi flag hoisted atop the headquai tCI I of the Rek bsvei

band a few days earlier by some oi its "national" empN >\ ees. He ap-

plauded, on the other hand, the \a/i storm troopen who had
afterwards forced their way into the building and raised the swastika

banner again in order to tea( h the Reichsverband respect b>i tlx- m fn

flag. Turning his fire on Kasd, rhyssen denounced the exci utive dire*

tor for using sessions of the assoi iation to equate Nazism with ( lommu-
nism. On the very day Hitler be* ame chancellor, I hyssen i barged, Kasd
had gone so far as to intervene with President riindenburg in an effort

to block his appointment. Thyssen then < oik hided b\ a< ( using the lead-

ership of the Reichsverband of plotting with the trade unions to fol 01 .«

conspiracy against the new government
In making this last accusation, rhyssen shifted his attack from Kasd to

the chairman of the Reichsverband, Krupp von Bohlen himself. Not was

that accusation without basis. During the previous weeks Krupp bad in

fact joined with several other industrialists in meeting with trade union

officials. Frustrated by the cabinet's apparent commitment to an autarkic

trade policy favorable to agriculture but damaging to industi ial e\p< »i is.

and alarmed at reports that the regime intended to substitute an Italian-

style corporatist structure for the existing interest-group organizations,

Krupp and other industrialists had reached out to t he trade mm >n lead-

ers, who shared their views on foreign trade and their opposition to

corporatism. In the resulting talks the participants had explored the pos-

sibility of reviving the Zentralarbeitsgemeinschaft established b) laboi

and management in 1918 by the terms of the Stinnes-Legien Agree-

ment.92 Nothing could better reveal how far removed from realit) the

leaders of German industrv were in March 1933 or could more effec-

tively refute the contention that thev knew of and endorsed from the

outset the new regime's intention to destroy the trade unions. Krupp 's

participation in these industry-trade-union talks placed him m a VCT)

uncomfortable position on March 23 since Thyssen used it to accuse him

of plotting against the cabinet headed bv the man who had that VCT) da)
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received dictatorial powers from the Reichstag. While admitting to the

talks with the trade unionists, Krupp claimed he and the others had

decided to ask the chancellor whether it would be advisable to lay the

basis for cooperation with labor. He and Carl Friedrich von Siemens had
made an appointment with Hitler for that very day to discuss this with

him, but the appointment had been cancelled by the chancellor's office,

Krupp added. He then dealt with other accusations by Thyssen. He had
declined Thyssen's invitation to meet with Hitler the previous October

because the invitation had been directed to him in his official capacity as

chairman of the Reichsverband rather than privately and because, as a

non-party man, he saw no reason to attend a meeting of Nazis.93 He had
not authorized display of the swastika flag at the headquarters of the

Reichsverband because it was still not the national flag.94 Finally, Krupp
denied Thyssen's charge that Kastl had intervened with Hindenburg at

the end of January against Hitler. Kastl, taking advantage of the cau-

tious and ambiguous wording of the letter he and Hamm had sent to

State Secretary Meissner on January 28, also denied that accusation. He
and Hamm had merely urged that the political crisis be resolved as

swiftly as possible, Kastl stated in his defense. He added that he later

telephoned Meissner to tell him that it was impossible to govern against

the opposition of a party that had twelve million voters behind it. Kastl

left unspecified, however, whether he had made that telephone call be-

fore or—as seems more likely—after Hitler had become chancellor. The
ensuing heated discussion, during which several members of the pre-

sidium denounced Thyssen and defended Krupp and Kastl, came to an

end only when Paul Reusch provided a face-saving formula. By a unan-

imous vote, in which even Thyssen joined, the presidium expressed its

confidence in Krupp, who in turn agreed to the new elections of officers

Thyssen had demanded. The presidium also publicly proclaimed its

support of the new government, even while continuing to express its

concern about trade protectionism.95

The Reichsverband never recovered from the presidium's stormy ses-

sion on the day the Reichstag bestowed dictatorial powers on Hitler. In

order to sound out the dictator before proceeding further, Krupp ar-

ranged for an appointment with him, in the company of Carl Friedrich

von Siemens, on April 1 . But on the day Krupp and Siemens appeared

at the Reich Chancellery for what proved an inconclusive audience with

Hitler, the Reichsverband, like so many German institutions in the

spring of 1933, lost its independence. A Nazi vigilante squad led by Otto

Wagener, the former head of the Economic Policy Section of the

NSDAP, invaded the organization's Berlin headquarters.96 The Re-

ichsverband had failed, Wagener announced, to take any notice of the

revolution taking place in Germany and had continued to operate as

though nothing had changed. By way of rectifying this situation, Wage-

ner insisted on the immediate dismissal of Kastl, whose opposition to
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National Socialism and support of the Young Plan made him una* I ept«

able. Wagener further called for the dismissal of the Jewish members oi

the staff and the removal of all Jewish industrialists 1 rom the pr esidium.

To "insure agreement between the economic policy of the Reu haver"

band" and the economic policy and Weltanschauung of the National So
cialist movement, he installed at the tyead of the organization two
unknown outsiders who, he certified, enjoyed the confidence oi the

movement. To the consternation of the leadership of the Reichsver*

band, all protests to high officials of the government, including Hinden-
burg and Hugenberg, about Wagener s takeover proved unavailing.

During the first days of April Krupp entered into "negotiations with

Wagener that resulted in a capitulation to thai Nazi's plans foi dissolu-

tion of economic interest-group organizations sik h as the Reu hsvei hand

and their replacement by a corporatism stria tm e. K.isil was dismissed .is

were the Jewish employees. When the industrialists who made up the

presidium learned of Krupp's acceptace of Wagener*! demands, the)

protested by an overwhelming majority vote th.u included even Friti

Thyssen, for whom Krupp's servility went too far. Km that protest, too,

remained without effect since conservatives in the cabinet proved

powerless to resist Nazi pressure. In Ma\ the Rekhsverfaand "volun-

tarily" dissolved itself, and in June w hat remained oi its organization was

swallowed up, along with other industrial associations, mto the Nazi-

sponsored Reichsstand der Deutschen Industrie, in |uU Paul Reusch

wrote resignedly to a held-over staf f member aboul the protpei IS oi the

Reichsstand: "Any possibility of influencing legislation or the organs c4

administration seems to me now impossible. What is there, then, to

do?" 97 One historian has recently characterized the relations between

German industry and the Nazi regime as a long process oi mutual a<

commodation." 98 During the first months of the Third Re* h. bowevei

.

changes took place quite abruptly, and the accommodation came- from

the side of the industrialists.

Beginning with the takeover of the Reic hsverband. the industrialists

of Germany, whom Marxists have ever since identified as the decisive

behind-the-scenes authorities in the Third Reich, learned repeatedh

during the spring of 1933 just how much weight their Irishes carried

under the new political dispensation. Their knowledge on that score ex-

panded appreciably when they sought to protect theirJewish colleagues

from the anti-Semitism unleashed on the country h\ its new rulers

Whatever limitations Germany's men of big business may have had in

other regards, their ranks had remained uncontaminated by anti-

Semitism. Viewing that form of prejudice as a benighted and plebeian

phenomenon, virtually all gentile big businessmen accepted their Jewish

counterparts on a basis of equality. They regarded themselves as hard-

headed, forward-looking realists for whom such questions as religious

affiliation or ancestry had no relevance. Although many of their number
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had not espoused fully the political tenets of liberalism, virtually all par

took of this feature of the liberal outlook. They failed to take Nazi anti-

Semitism seriously, dismissing it, as did so many Germans, as mere
demagogic phrase-mongering. Yet beginning with Nazi Otto Wagencr's

demand for an anti-Semitic purge of the Reichsverband on April 1 , the

day the Nazis launched their first national boycott of Jewish businesses,

the business community saw some of its most respected Jewish members
subjected to public calumny, physical and psychic harassment, and per-

emptory dismissal from positions they had held in the Reichsverband,

chambers of commerce and industry, and other business associations.

Some prominent businessmen sought to help mitigate the effects of

these developments by supporting an organization established by well-

known German Jews in an effort to counter the effects of the regime's

measures." Others, among them Emil Kirdorf, protested to the new
holders of power against actions directed against the Jews of Ger-

many. 100 But such protests met with no responsiveness. The chemist

Carl Bosch, head of IG Farben's board of directors, discovered this when
he attempted to use an audience with Hitler in the summer of 1933 to

impress on the chancellor the costs to the country of policies that made
conditions unbearable for some of its leading scientists simply because

they were Jewish. According to Bosch's biographer, an increasingly im-

patient Hitler finally interrupted the venerable scientist and Nobel Prize

winner to inform him that he understood nothing about the matter.

Germany would, if necessary, get along for a hundred years without

physics and chemistry, the chancellor of the Reich assured his astonished

guest before having him peremptorily shown the door. 101 Not long

thereafter IG Farben inaugurated a practice of quietly transferring Jew-

ish executives to subsidiaries abroad in order to shield them from Nazi

anti-Semitism. 102

Despite these and other humbling experiences, the men of big busi-

ness accommodated themselves, as did most Germans, to the Third

Reich. Not to do so would have been extraordinary since business firms

virtually always try to make their peace—if they are allowed—with any

and all regimes, including those controlled by Communists. To do other-

wise would have been unthinkable for businessmen, who could not move
their factories, mines, and banks to another country. One industrialist

who protested in April 1933 against the capitulation of the Reichsver-

band and against anti-Semitic measures gave expression to this when he

nevertheless added, "Political opposition would, for an economic asso-

ciation, be utter madness." 103 Acceptance of the regime became easier

when its early months brought or, more properly, coincided with the

long hoped-for return of prosperity. Beginning in 1933 economic ac-

tivity picked up rapidly until, only three years later, Germany became

the first country to shake off the Great Depression and achieve full em-

ployment again. This improvement in economic conditions brought with
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it the profits that ultimately serve as the measure of sue 1 eta 01 Failure in

the business world. And the reappearane e of blae k ink in ledgei I whei <

much red had appeared in previous years stilled obje* tioni to lesi pleas-

ant concomitants of the Nazi regime, such as price and wage controls,

tight limitations on the use of profits, high (axes, me leased govei nmenl
spending, stringent foreign exchange oontroft, rationing of taw mate-

rials, and imperious bureaucratic intervention m the pi ivate sphere thai

made the Zwangswirtschaft ol; World War I and the immediate post-wai

period seem trivial by comparison. Able again to produ4 e and sell profit-

ably, Germany's businessmen experienced little diffu ult) in adapting to

a regime that, even though it gave them no voice in its decisions, held

labor in check and, on the whole, respected private propel ty. I he) t<><»k

their profits, paid the financial tribute extorted from them b) the neu
rulers, and asked no questions. The) did what was demanded ofthem b)

a regime that needed their expertise, even dining a wai the\ had not

been consulted about and whose criminall) Utopian amis few compre-

hended. Some eventually bet ame implicated m the horrendous crimes

against humanity committed b\ t he regime during thai wai

As to the dictator who determined not Ofll) the f.ite of <iu Wtrtschofl

but of Germany as a w hole, henevei abandoned his hopes ol transform-

ing the country's economic life so as to facilitate the ns< of a new

meritocratic elite. Hitler mereU adjourned the whole subject ol the

economy's future shape until the da) when lie would realize Ins gran

diose plans for conquest ol vast territOl ies. He thus demonstrated suffi-

cient realism to recogni/e th.it he could not pi epai e ( ici man) fol .1 gi eat

war while undertaking a fundamental reorganization ol its economy.

Accordingly, he left in place the economic elite he- had inherited and

harnessed its talents for his purposes. Sonic obsei vei I have taken this lt s

proof that he never seriously intended to tampei vn ith the existing K n ial

order. But if one reads the monologues to which Hitlc i subjected his

private entourage during the earlv phases of World Wai II when his

armies seemed invincible and victory appeared within Ins grasp, one-

must come to a different conclusion. For in those monologue s Hitlei

affirmed his intention to alter Germany's economic life after the war so

as to do away with what he condemned as the flaws that permitted too

much wealth to accumulate in the hands of too few, and too often in

what he regarded as undeserving hands. 101 To the end Adolf Hitler

held to his quest for a "third way" between capitalism and socialism

The men of big business who figure prominently in this hook fared

variously in the Third Reich. Most remained at their posts and pros

pered; but some fared less well. The "non-Aryan" Paul Silverberg, after

vainly attempting to placate the Nazis with public expressions of byalt)

to the new regime, had to relinquish all of his many positions in
1 933. At

the end of the year he went into exile in Switzerland, where GtlStai

Krupp von Bohlen made a point of visiting his old colleague. 105 krupp.
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who had not concealed his dislike of Nazism before Hitler attained

power, did an about-face and abased himself before the new ruler. Af ter

two of his sons died in the war and the Gestapo imprisoned both his

sister-in-law and her husband, his confidant Tilo von Wilmowsky, for

subversive activities, Krupp lost his mind. 106 Paul Reusch was forced by

the regime to relinquish control of his industrial empire in 1942 after

repeated clashes with the authorities. 107 Eventually he gravitated to the

fringes of the ill-fated resistance movement around Carl Goerdeler. 108

Fritz Springorum, unable to prevent the removal, under Nazi pressure,

of Max Schlenker, the veteran business manager of the Langnamverein,

resigned his position as chairman of that once proud Ruhr business asso-

ciation in the spring of 1933.
109 To an acquaintance Springorum ex-

plained resignedly (at the age of forty-six), "We have to accept the fact

that we are played out and leave the field to youth." 110 Fritz Thyssen,

who briefly succeeded Springorum as figurehead chairman of the Lang-

namverein, proclaimed himself the supreme economic authority in the

Ruhr and tried to promote corporatism as the basis for the Third Reich's

social and economic order. He quickly lost favor with Hitler, however.

When Thyssen complained to Hitler in 1934 about this ingratitude, the

dictator's reply provided a revealing glimpse of his opinion of a big busi-

nessman who had helped him on his way to power: "I never made you

any promises. . . . I've nothing to thank you for. What you did for my
movement you did for your own benefit, and wrote it off as an insurance

premium." 111 On realizing in 1939 that Hitler's policies were leading

Germany into war, Thyssen belatedly recognized the folly of his earlier

support of Nazism. He fled abroad, denounced the regime publicly, saw

his property expropriated, and, when the Vichy authorities turned him

over to the Nazis, found himself in one of the Third Reich's concentra-

tion camps. 112 The full story of how big business and the executives who
ran it fared during the twelve years of tyranny imposed upon Germany
by the Nazis cannot, however, be told here. That is a story in its own
right and still awaits its historian. 1 13



Conclusions

i. Capitalists, Nazis, and Guili

What can be said, in the light oi the findings presented here, by raj oi

answering the questions posed .it the outset <>i ilns volume? lo what

extent did the men of German big business undermine the Weimai Re-

public? To what extent did they finance the Nazi Part) and use then

influence to boost Hitler into power? As should be evident b) tins point,

the answer in both cases is: a great deal less than has general!) been

believed.

Only through gross distortion c an big business be .»< i orded a 1 1 u< ial,

or even major, role in the downfall oi the Republic I he business I om-
munity displayed, to be sure, little enthusiasm lot the nc* democratic

state, and very few major executives could be tei med demot i ats bj i on-

viction. Particularly at the outset ol the republic an period the) felt jeop-

ardized by a political system that assigned ultimate authority ovei

national policy to a mass electorate. Thev also deplored man) republican

policies, especially the rapid expansion of Sozuilpolihk—welfare state leg-

islation—and direct governmental intervention in labor-management

relations. But once the difficulties of the Republic 's first five yean bad

been overcome and a measure of prosperity restored, most men oi big

business reconciled themselves to the new state, if not always to its pol-

icies. So long as the country prospered, thev saw little chance foi I

change of regime. Most remained frustrated politically, having discov-

ered that economic potency did not translate readily into political effec-

tiveness in a democratic polity, where ballots weighed more than monej

and where blocs of disciplined interest-group voters counted for more

than did financial contributions.

340
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Big businessmen did, to be sure, play a part in causing the crisis that

eventuated in the paralysis of the Republic's parliamentary system in

1930. The insistence by some sectors of big business on curtailment ol

the capstone of republican Sozialpolitik, the national unemployment in-

surance program, helped at that time to precipitate what in retrospect

emerges as one of the earliest of the now familiar fiscal crises of twen-

tieth-century capitalist welfare states. The outcome of that crisis was,

however, determined not by the business community but rather by the

political spokesmen of organized labor. Also, the resulting parliamen-

tary deadlock did not in itself put an end to Weimar democracy. That
stalemate assumed fateful proportions only because it triggered a funda-

mental shift of authority to the presidency through use of the emer-

gency powers assigned to that office by the constitution. Behind that

move stood not Germany's capitalists but rather its military leadership.

Generals, not corporation executives, effected the establishment of pres-

idential rule in 1930. As a consequence of that development—which ini-

tially made some of the leading figures in the business community very

uneasy because of their concern about the reaction of credit markets

abroad—they and their compeers found themselves with even less politi-

cal influence than they had enjoyed earlier. As long as the parliamentary

system functioned, the politically active elements of big business had fre-

quently managed to combine their small parliamentary bloc with other

interest groups through horse trading of the usual sort so as to influence

the shape of legislation. The links between big business and those bour-

geois parties that regularly received subsidies from it had enabled its

political spokesmen to exert pressure, if not always successfully, on gov-

ernment policies when those parties participated in ruling coalitions.

Under the governmental system that began to take shape in 1930, how-

ever, the wishes of the business community carried little or no weight

with the decisive source of authority, President Hindenburg, or with the

military men who served as his counselors. During the period of presi-

dential rule, men chosen by those counselors, men not beholden to big

business, determined national policy. And it was those men—Briining ,

Papen, and Schleicher—and not Germany's capitalists who set the disas-

trous political and economic course that destroyed what remained of the

Weimar Republic and fostered the growth of the Nazi Party .

If the role of big business in the disintegration of the Republic has

been exaggerated, such is even more true of its role in the rise of Hitler.

While a significant part of the business community contributed mate-

rially—if less than wholly voluntarily—to the consolidation of Hitler's

regime after he had become chancellor, he and his party had previously

received relatively little support from that quarter. The early growth of

the NSDAP took place without any significant aid from the circles of

large-scale enterprise. Centered in industrially underdeveloped Bavaria,
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tainted with illegality as a consequence of the failed beer hall |>uts< h ol

1923, saddled with a program containing disturbingly anti-capitalist

planks, and amounting only to a raucous iplintei group politically, the

NSDAP languished in disrepute in the eyes of most men of hi^ butinesi

throughout the latter part of t"he 1920s. The major executive! of Gci
many proved, with rare exception, resistant fo the blandishment! o(

Nazis, including Hitler himself, who sought to reassure the businesi

community about their party's intentions. ( )nl\ the Nazi elec tOI al bl eak

through of 1930, achieved without aid from big business, drew attention

to it from that quarter. Those businessmen who attempted to assess the

suddenly formidable new movement en< ountered .1 battling I iddle. I he

closer they scrutinized the NSDAP, the more diflv ult n be ame to detei

mine whether it supported or opposed capitalism and. more ipei ifically,

the large-scale, organi/ed enterprise to which capitalism had given rise

in Germany. That riddle was not a chance occurrence. Hitlei wanted
things just that way. Bv c ultivating a strategy of calculated ambiguity on
economic matters, he sought to enable the appeals <>f Ins part) to tran<

scend the deep-seated social divisions m the ( ounti \ I hat iti ateg) led t<>

puzzlement and wariness among the politically active components of big

business, who wanted above .ill to establish the NS1 >AP*i position on the

economic issues that preoa upied them and assumed evei more urgent \

as the Great Depression deepened.

For nearly two years— from the- autumn of 1930 until the Mimmei «»f

1932—elements within or ( lose to big business engaged in flirtation! -i

varying intensity and duration with Nation. 1I Socialism. Some s.tu in

Nazism a potential ally against the political left and organized labor,

which many in the business community blamed fbi mm h ol the coun-

try's misfortune, including the depression Some ol those nrho h.u bored

such hopes set out, of ten with the help ol opportunists intei medial ies,

to cultivate prominent figures in the leadership ranks < >f tlu- NS1 \ A I' ( )n

the Nazi side, Hitler and certain ol his lieutenants appeal to have op-

erated initially on the same assumption that colored leftist analyses,

namely, that capitalists amounted to an important fat tor in politic 1, But

"whereas the parties of the left sought to mobilize mass mpporl against

big business in order to break the alleged control ol the capitalist! OVCI

the state, Hitler and his accomplices set out merer) to neutralize the- busi-

ness community politically in order to keep Germany's capitalists from

obstructing the Nazis' grasp for power.

Hitler and other Nazi spokesmen therefore sought repeated!) to con

vince those capitalists whose ears they could gain that there was no need

to fear socialism from National Socialism. In a strict se nse thai was true,

since the Nazis did not seek government ownership of the means ot pi 1
>

duction. But Hitler and other Nazi emissaries revealed only highly lefa

tive versions of their movement's aims to members of the businesi

community. They omitted mention of the aspirations ol main Nazis.
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including Hitler himself, for far-reaching changes in German social and
economic relationships that would, among other things, have drasti* ally

impinged on the position of capitalists. Nor did they, as has often been
alleged, promise to dissolve the trade unions, hold out the prospect of
lucrative armaments contracts, or project a war of exploitative conquest.

The Nazi leaders may have secretly harbored such aims, but to divulge

them at a time when the NSDAP was striving to attract voters from all

possible quarters and gain admission to the national government would
have been out of keeping with their opportunistic tactics. Instead, most
portrayed Nazism to the business community as primarily a patriotic

movement that would undercut the political left by wooing the wage
earners of Germany back into the "national" political camp. Ignoring the

concrete economic issues that preoccupied businessmen, Hitler held out

to those with whom he came into contact the prospect of a political pan-

acea that would sweep away Germany's mundane problems by unifying

it domestically and strengthening it internationally. He also soft-pedaled

or left altogether unmentioned his anti-Semitism when speaking to men
of big business, having recognized its unpopularity in those circles. Such

reassuring versions of the NSDAP's goals generally produced skeptical

reactions among members of the business community, however, for

those reassurances were offset by clamorous anti-capitalist rhetoric on
the part of other Nazis and by the NSDAP's frequent alignment with the

political left on concrete socio-economic issues. Right down to Hitler's

installation in the chancellorship, Nazism spoke with a forked tongue

and behaved duplicitously in the eyes of most capitalist magnates. As a

consequence, only rarely did relations between the NSDAP and big busi-

ness progress beyond the level of flirtation prior to the Nazi takeover.

Despite repeated blandishments from Hitler himself and some members
of his entourage, most politically active figures in the business commu-
nity remained confused by the contradictory utterances about economic

matters emanating from the NSDAP and uneasy about what direction

that party would finally take. Aside from a few minor executives who
belonged, for the most part, to the younger generation of Germans so

strongly attracted to the Nazi movement, only one capitalist of note,

Fritz Thyssen, became a loyal adherent of Nazism before 1933.

Much confusion has arisen in publications dealing with the subject of

this book because of a failure to distinguish between the men of big

business and lesser businessmen. The prevalent categories of big busi-

ness (or "monopoly capital") and lower middle class (or "petite bour-

geoisie") have obscured the existence of a large number of substantial

entrepreneurs who presided over often appreciable firms but who oc-

cupied a place in the economy substantially different from that of the

great capitalists of Germany. Consequently, support for Nazism from

such lesser businessmen has frequently been mistaken as evidence of

complicity on the part of big business. The susceptibility of such en-
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trepreneurs to National Socialism is not difficult to understand. As the

depression tightened its grip on the economy, many of them found
themselves and their firms exposed to Increasingly cutthroat competi*
tion for shrinking markets. Few could rely on the I artels and othei types
of price-setting arrangements with which many big producer! shielded
themselves against the rapid decline in^prices., Noi could they expect
support from the great national business assot iations, IU4 h as the indus-

trial Reichsverband, which were dominated by an elite drawn from bi^

business. The large-scale enterprises that made up bi^ business could
also count upon restraint on the part of I reditors and on \ai ions fol his

of aid from the government, sine c the prosper tol then insolvent \ posed
an intolerable threat to the whole economic, social, and political order,

The failure of lesser firms, by contrast, awakened no such solicitude.

Such firms could, and did, sink with u an el) a i ipple. As ,i result, mm h

hostility toward big business existed among the businessmen who pre-

sided over the often sizeable firms whi< h, although dwai led b) the great

new corporations and conglomerates ol the twentieth < entui \ . neverthe-

less comprised a significant pan of the German economy, Caught l><

tween what they perceived as predator) big business, on the one side,

and assertive big labor in league with "Marxist" mass political organiza

tions, on the other, such men did not feel threatened I>\ Nazi denum ia-

tions of Konzerne and other great ( oik entl atkms ol ( apital. I hose \% ho

found themselves in truly desperate a onomi mi .his were also less likel)

than executives of mammoth corporations to look askam e ai iim h Nazi

panaceas as the "breaking ol the thralldom ol interest payments" Ol eco

nomic autarky. From the vantage point ol sue h men. proposall b>i

large-scale deficit spending could seem a ra) <>t hope rathei than .i threat

to sound governmental monetary and fiscal policies. Foi them. Nazi

schemes for corporatist organization of the ec ononis could appeal t<»

hold out the promise of greater representation for their interests than

was possible within the existing structure of trade asscxiations domi-

nated by big business interests. It was, as a consequence, among Mich

lesser businessmen, not among the great capitalists of Germany, that

Nazism made inroads during its rise to power Most ol those hard-

pressed men were in no position during the Great Depression, howevei

.

to extend large-scale financial assistance to the NSDAP, and none <»1

their number commanded sufficient influenc e in political c in les to lac 1I1-

tate Hitler's quest for high office.

As for big business, a graph of its relations with the NSDAP along tin-

lines of a fever chart would show a steep, if uneven, rise f rom virtual!)

zero prior to the September Reichstag election of 193010a high point in

the spring or early summer of 1932, followed by a precipitous decline

through the autumn of 1932 that continued until Hitler's appointment

as chancellor. At the high point in 1932 the NSDAP teemed well-nigh

unstoppable, having scored one election gain after another. Despite
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mounting dissension between the Nazis and the traditional right, and
despite the waning political strength of the latter, hopes lingered in

some big business circles for an alliance that would subordinate the

NSDAP, with its mass following, to conservative forces in a nationalistic,

rightist regime. During the second half of the summer of 1932, the Nazis

dashed such hopes. By launching a sustained and unbridled assault on
the Papen cabinet, which had come to enjoy the virtually unanimous and
enthusiastic support of big business, Hitler demonstrated that he at-

tached less significance to the opinions of the business community than

he did to the removal of the obstacle to his quest for power posed by a

government of the traditional right. In championing the prerogatives of

the parliament and the interests of workers as part of an offensive de-

signed to discredit Papen's presidential "cabinet of barons," the NSDAP
seemed to swerve sharply leftward and so to confirm the worst sus-

picions of many big businessmen about Nazi social and economic rad-

icalism. Nazi advocacy of a sweeping government program of job

creation through deficit spending on an unprecedented scale indicated

the triumph of those "fiscally irresponsible" elements within the NSDAP
that had long aroused apprehensions in business circles. The party's es-

pousal of the drastic trade restrictions demanded by agrarian interests

gave rise to fears of extreme autarkic policies that would provoke retalia-

tion abroad against the exports on which a large part of German indus-

try had become increasingly dependent as the domestic market shrank

under the impact of the depression. By late 1932 past efforts to cultivate

"moderate" Nazis seemed in vain. The fall of Gregor Strasser removed a

man who had come to be widely perceived in big business circles as a

Nazi advocate of accommodation with the traditional elite. Hitler, once

viewed in some business quarters as a moderating influence within the

party, now seemed an intransigent opponent of any such accommo-
dation.

Quite contrary to the widespread impression that Hitler gained power

in January 1933 with strong backing from big business, his appointment

to the chancellorship came just when relations between his movement
and the business community had reached the lowest point since the

NSDAP's election gains of 1930 had forced it upon the attention of the

politically engaged men of big business. Germany's leading capitalists

remained passive, ill-informed bystanders during the backroom in-

trigues in the circles around President Hindenburg that resulted in

Hitler's installation as chancellor. By that time the business community

was recovering from its initial apprehensions about the cabinet of Kurt

von Schleicher. His government had failed to follow the leftward course

many had initially feared it would; to the relief of the business commu-
nity, Schleicher upheld most of the Papen cabinet's policies. While few of

the country's capitalists harbored any real enthusiasm for the enigmatic

general who stood at the head of the government, an inclination to
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prefer his continuation in office prevailed in late January 1953. I he
alternative of still another cabinet crisis would, most of the political Lead-

ership of big business feared, once more give rise to the uncertainties

about economic policy that they believed had thwarted recovery during
the politically turbulent year just past. Rather than risk a disruption of

the economic upturn widely detected since late ig$2, it teemed prefera-

ble to hope for a period of stability under the general. When the mod
prominent industrial association, the Reichsverband , broke with previ-

ous practice and attempted to intervene with President Hindenburg ai

the final cabinet crisis of Weimar Germany broke out at the end of Janu-

ary 1933, it did so to warn against according Adolf Hitlei a prominent
place in a new, provocatively rightist cabinet. However, that effort to

wield the influence of the business community for political purposes

proved, like so many undertaken during the Wei ma 1 period, in \ .tin

Contrary to another long-Standing misapprehension, spokesmen of

the business community did not collude with those oi agrii ulture in agi-

tating for Hitler's installation as chancelloi in [anuar) 1933. Bj that time

relations between those two interest groups had deteriorated t<> the

breaking point because of increasing!) irreconcilable and acrimonioui

disagreements over trade policy. Whatewi look place in earl) 1933 l>\

way of a recrudescence, in support of Hitler's appointment, oi the alli-

ance between traditional e lites of the Empire, one important element

big business—was conspic uous h\ us absence, l In- often-invoked

continuity between the imperial and Na/i regimes thus suffers from .i

crucial gap.

If big business did not. as is so of ten maintained, help boost Hitlei into

the chancellorship by throwing its influence behind him, how much ef-

fect did the politic al mone\ ha\e that flowed from the business commu-
nity to various Nazis? How much help to Unle t and his part) m then

quest for power were the contributions and subsidie s accounted foi

here, as well as similar ones that presumably went undocumented? I hat

question can obviously not be answered definitively since the evidence

remains incomplete. Some observations can be made, however, on ihe

basis of patterns of behavior that have emerged from this study, fust of

all, the multi-million-mark contributions from big business that allegedl)

fueled the Nazi juggernaut existed on!) in the imaginations oi oertaifl

contemporary observers and, later, of some writers oi history. 1 hose

firms and organizations that regularly engaged in large-scale political

funding continued—right down to the last election prior to Hitler's ap-

pointment as chancellor—to bestow the bulk of then funds on oppo-

nents or rivals of the Nazis. The few sizeable contributions that appear to

have reached the Nazis from big business sources shrink in significance

when compared to the amounts that went to the bourgeois parties and to

the campaign to re-elect President Hindenburg. With rare exceptions

such contributions to Nazis were not given primarily for the purpose of
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strengthening the NSDAP or boosting it into power but rather in pursuit

of a variety of essentially defensive strategies. They usually went to indi-

vidual Nazis, not to the party as such. Some of the donors looked upon
financial support for prominent Nazis as insurance premiums designed

to assure them friends in power if the new movement should succeed in

capturing control of the state. Others, who felt that their firms had
special grounds to fear the NSDAP if it should come to power, paid

out what can only be characterized as protection money to potential

rulers. Still others sought to reshape Nazism in line with their wishes by

strengthening, through financial subsidies, the position within the party

of individual Nazis they regarded as exponents of "moderate" or "rea-

sonable" economic policies. A portion of the subsidies doled out to indi-

vidual Nazis by men of big business for such reasons may have been used

by the recipients for party purposes, but from all indications a consider-

able share went toward enhancing their personal living standards.

Discussions of financial assistance to the Nazis from big business have

usually been based on a false assumption, namely, that the NSDAP, like

the bourgeois parties of the Weimar Republic, depended on subsidies

from large contributors. This simply was not the case. Just as the Nazi

leaders proudly proclaimed at the time, their party financed itself quite

handsomely through its own efforts, at least down to the autumn of

1932. The NSDAP proved, in fact, an unprecedentedly effective fore-

runner of those highly organized fund-raising associations that have

since become familiar features of liberal, democratic societies. In

contrast to the bourgeois parties of the Republic, whose top echelons

solicited large contributions and then distributed funds to the lower ech-

elons, money flowed upward within the NSDAP from the grass roots,

through the regional organizations, and to the national leadership in

Munich. Compared to the sustained intake of money raised by mem-
bership dues and other contributions of the Nazi rank and file, the funds

that reached the NSDAP from the side of big business assume at best a

marginal significance. As the relations between leading Nazis and mem-
bers of the business community abundantly reveal, the former rarely

adopted the pose of supplicants seeking material aid, at least not until

their party experienced its first serious financial difficulties during the

autumn of 1932. By that time, however, deteriorating relations had

made members of the business community less disposed than ever to

contribute to the NSDAP. The Nazis themselves, not Germany's cap-

italists, provided the decisive financing for Hitler's rise to power.

More important than any financial aid that reached the Nazis from big

business or any influence brought to bear in their favor from that

quarter was the help rendered them indirectly and inadvertently by po-

litically active elements in the business community. Most conspicuously,

support for individuals and organizations such as Papen, Schleicher,

Hugenberg, the DNVP, and the Stahlhelm strengthened political forces
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that would eventually play key roles in installing Hitler in powei At the

time that support was given, these men and organization! teemed to

their business backers to represent not stirrup holders !<>i Hitlei but

rather bulwarks against a Nazi takeover, with the prospec I oi taming the

NSDAP for the purposes of the traditional right. In failing to recognize

their irresponsible nature, their patrons in big business made themselves
unwitting accessories to their follies, which were to < ost German) and
much of the rest of Europe dearly. In other ways, too. men of big busi-

ness lent indirect aid to the Nazis. By inviting Hitler and othei party

spokesmen to address their gatherings, the) bestow ed a degree of social

acceptability upon them that may have influent ed Other ( lei mans to vote

for, or join, the NSDAP. Even abstinence from political activit) b\ the

men of big business could inadvertently redound to the advantage oi the

Nazis. The businessmen who at the time oi the Prussian and national

elections of the spring and summer oi 193a withheld then < ustomarj

subsidies from the traditional parties indirectl) aided the Nazi cause,

although such was not their intention. While some who withheld then

contributions wanted to express disillusionment with partisan politics in

general, most wanted to coerce the traditional right-of-centei parties

into resolving their differences and merging into .1 single organization,

or at least a firm bloc, that would defend the interests <>1 the business

community against political extremism <>f both the right and the left.

Withholding those contributions had the effect, however, oi furthei

weakening parties whose voters the Nazis were vigorousl) courting. In

view of the already depleted strength <>f those pal ties, n seems improba-

ble that they could have esc aped imsi athed even if then formei big busi-

ness backers had provided the usual subsidies 01 even increased them

But, as it turned out, withholding those subsidies onl\ imposed .in added

handicap on the efforts of those besieged parties to hold on to then

voters. In that instance, too, political ineptitude rathei than de sign led

some of the business community to render indirect and unintentional

aid to Hitler and his party. That aid hardl\ amounted, however, to .1

major contribution to Hitlers rise.

If the political record of big business is sadly lacking in political a< u-

men, it is even more sorely devoid of public morality and c i\ il courage.

Most of the leaders of the business community were never tempted to

become Nazis. The NSDAFs promise to destroy the existing elite and

impose a new one in its place held little allure for men already at the top

of their society. Its plebeian tone offended their taste. So did its anti-

Semitism, for whatever other prejudices the leading men ofGerman big

business harbored, that form of bigotry was rare in then ranks Most also

found disturbing Nazism's demand for total power and its voluble strain

of anti-capitalism, which focused predominantly on large-scale enter-

prise. Almost as alarming were the unorthodox fiscal and monetarv

schemes put forward by prominent Nazis as remedies for the depres-
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sion. Still, most men of big business viewed Nazism myopic ally and op-

portunistically. Like many other Germans whose national pride had
been wounded by the unexpected loss of the war and by a humiliating

peace treaty, they admired Nazism's defiant nationalism and hoped it

could be used to help reassert what they regarded as their country's

rightful place among the great powers. Preoccupied as they were with

domestic economic issues, they also hoped Nazism could be used against

their long-standing adversaries, the socialist parties and the trade union

movement. That hope waxed and waned as the Nazis shifted their politi-

cal tactics. During the last half year preceding Hitler's appointment as

chancellor, it subsided to low ebb. But few spokesmen of big business

spoke out publicly against the NSDAP. Viewing it in terms of narrow

self-interest, most failed to perceive the threat it posed to the very foun-

dations of civilized life. Therein lay their heaviest guilt, one they shared,

however, with a large part of the German elite.

To be realistic, it is probably unfair to place a heavy burden of guilt on

the men of big business for their failings in the face of a political move-

ment that swept through their society like an elemental force. Business-

men, after all, seldom take the lead politically. As a knowledgeable and

perceptive observer, Joseph Schumpeter, commented not long after the

events chronicled in this book, "The attitudes of capitalist groups toward

the policy of their nations are predominantly adaptive rather than

causative, today more than ever." Rather than shaping events, Schum-

peter noted, even the mightiest of businessmen merely respond to

events shaped by others. By way of explaining this he further observed

that the kind of economic leadership exercised by the modern capitalist

"does not readily expand, like the medieval lord's military leadership,

into the leadership of nations. On the contrary, the ledger and the cost

calculation absorb and confine." 1 The leaders of German big business

were, for all their pretensions, such absorbed and confined men, preoc-

cupied with the management of large, complex organizations. They
could at most dabble in politics. They could not commit their energies in

a sustained fashion to that sphere of activity, so that they remained part-

time amateurs, operating only sporadically, and usually ineffectually, on

the periphery of politics. As such, they were sorely ill-suited to deal with

a phenomenon like Nazism.

2. Myths, Preconceptions, and the Misuse ofHistory

This has become, of necessity, a book that deals not only with the past

but also with myths about that past. In order to tell its story, numerous

myths had to be refuted. Such is, of course, generally the case with the

writing of history, but the sheer volume of myths in this instance and

their stubborn persistence call for an attempt at explanation.
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Even in otherwise carefully researched works on the rise ol Nazism,
the most threadbare of tales have frequently served to indie ate 01 imply

complicity on the part of big business. Anyone even slightly familiar with

the historical literature will have been well acquainted, at the vei \ least,

with the oft-told tales of a Ruhr coal levy lot the NSDAP, of tin business

community's representation at the Badr Harznurg meeting, of its re-

sponse to Hitler's Dusseldorf Industry Club speec h, of its participation

in the petition of November 1932 to Hindenburg, and of the allegedly

central role of the banker Kurt von Schroder at the Hitler-Papen meet-

ing of January 4, 1933. Such myths have repeatedly hem presented as

established facts. Allegations about financial support ol the NSDAP l>\

big business abound in works on that party's rise. H\ Ufa) ofdocumenta-
tion, one repeatedly finds cited such dubious souk es as the ghostwi ittefl

memoir attributed to Fritz Thyssen, 01 the propagandist* I hud Reu h

memoir of Otto Dietrich, or simply unsubstantiated pi ess i epoi ts. 1 mil

Kirdorf's membership in the NSDAP Kong served as pi oof of big husi

ness support even though public statements on Ins p.m .u the time re-

vealed his resignation from the party only a yeai aftei he had joined.

Other men of big business who had no known involvemenl urhatevei

with Nazism before the Nazi takeover have been 1 epeatcdl) |>oi trayed as

supporters and financiers of Hitler. The notion that Germany's 1 apital-

ists contributed significantly to Mulct 's rise has become something of a

truism. More often than not, that is the message 1 onveyed f>\ Amei i< an

textbooks for students of European histor) and f>\ othei instructional

works. With astonishing frequency, in short, evidence and purported

evidence bearing on the subject of this hook has been dealt with b) histo-

rians in a fashion marked by a striking suspension of professional

standards.

Even solid evidence has frequently been interpreted m IU< h a mannei

as to distort it. The same historians who carefull) present public pro-

nouncements of other interest groups as bargaining positions suhjec
I

t<>

revision through negotiation have portrayed those of the business com-

munity as non-negotiable demands. Statements b\ men of big busim 91

advocating admission of the Nazis to the government have been inter-

preted as conclusive proof of their desire for a Nazi regime, although

scrutiny of those statements in context often reveals that those who ut-

tered them merely shared with many others, including some staunch

foes of Nazism, the belief that the best hope of discrediting the NSDAP
lay in saddling it with a share of governmental responsibility m a time of

economic distress. Bias, in short, appears over and over again in treat-

ments of the political role of big business even by otherwise scrupulous

historians.

That bias should not come as a surprise. Professional historians gener-

ally have little or no personal contact w ith the world of business. Like so

many intellectuals, they tend to view big business with a combination of
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condescension and mistrust. Relatively few of their number find it a con-

genial subject for research. As a consequence, most of what historians

have written about the political role of German big business in the pe-

riod dealt with in this book has been largely uninformed by knowledge
about businessmen or their institutions. Since almost all of those who
have concerned themselves with the relationship between the business

community and Nazism have, to one degree or another, stood left or at

least left of center in their political sympathies, a great many have found
it difficult to resist the temptation to implicate big business, which clearly

belonged on the right, in the rise of Nazism. Although deliberate distor-

tion figures in some publications on the subject, the susceptibility of most
historians to the myths dealt with in this volume are attributable not to

intellectual dishonesty but rather to the sort of preconceptions that hob-

ble attempts to come to grips with the past.

In a rare instance where such preconceptions gained explicit expres-

sion, an influential left-liberal historian made clear in the summer of

1932 his firm conviction, even at that early point, about the complicity of

big business in the onrush of Nazism. In a letter to his friend George
W. F. Hallgarten, who would later author a study of the subject that long

enjoyed authoritative status, Eckart Kehr wrote, "In thirty years we shall,

I hope, have enough material to show in detail what whores Adolf and
his thirteen million rampaging Idiotenburger were to Thyssen, etc." 1

When Kehr wrote those words they could have had no more basis than

allegations gleaned from the press and from the political polemics of the

day. Yet even at that point, before the Nazis had attained power, Kehr
found it congenial, as have so many intellectuals since, to attribute both

sinister aims and great political potency to the capitalists of Germany. He
felt no need for further enlightenment. The task of research would lie,

so far as he was concerned, merely in substantiating what he already

believed, in confirming what he had prejudged. Preconceptions of this

kind have too often impaired the judgment of those who have sought to

explain Hitler's rise to power. All too often writers dealing with that

subject have disregarded one of the fundamental principles of historical

scholarship, namely, that historians must exercise the utmost of critical

vigilance precisely when they find that a proposition about the past con-

forms with their own previous beliefs.

The perpetuation of the many specific myths addressed in this book

has been fostered by the cultivation, for more than a half century, of a

more comprehensive myth. According to one of the most persistent

schools of interpretation, Germany's capitalists were not merely impli-

cated in Nazism's rise but indeed played the decisive role in bringing it

about. That interpretation had its origins in intellectual circles that saw

during the 1920s Mussolini's imposition of dictatorship on Italy as

confirmation of predictions made earlier by secular prophets of consid-

erable renown. According to those predictions, an increasingly belea-
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guered bourgeoisie could be expected, as the proletarian revolution
approached, to make a desperate but ultimately vain attempt to itavc oi I

its inevitable doom by breaching the legal and constitutional forms that

had hitherto masked its dominance in order to impose an openl) tyran-

nical regime. Like Italian Fascism, Nazism was a vehicle oi bourgeois
repression. Behind its ludicrous leaders* as bctlind Mussolini, lurked
mighty capitalists who bankrolled the NSDAP and otherwise opened fol

it the way to power. First applied to Italy, this formula made oi Nazism
merely one manifestation of a generic phenomenon designated b\ its

proponents as fascism. At a time when no consensus prevailed among
other observers about the reasons for Nazism's successes, thai interpre-

tation enabled its adherents to set, as it were, the initial agenda fol in-

quiries into the causes of the Third Rek h. And, as is often the case with

the development of historical scholarship, that initial agenda has con-

tinued to influence discussion of the ftubjei t

Historical writing based on the proposition thai < apitalistl <>i . more
broadly, capitalism played the decisive role in bringing the Nazis to

power has produced several variations on thai bask theme. I he eai liesl

and simplest of these, the agent theoi y, holds that Germany's "monopoly
capitalists" collectively brought to ben then economic potenc) K) as to

nurture the NSDAP and install it in powei in ordei to exploit the work-

ing class at home and unleash an imperialist!! v\ai of aggression abroad.

Because of the obvious implaiisibilit\ of ascribing such uniform political

behavior to the business community as .1 whole, recourse was bad to

more elaborate theories. Most oi these are structural in nature. Hiej

seek to explain political developments in trims oi relationships among
socio-economic groupings. According to the most active school of struc-

tural interpretation, the Third Reich came into being as a consequence

of a titanic struggle that took place out of public vie* in the economy
sphere between great capitalist blocs, or "monopoly groups," locked in

combat in defense of conflicting economic interests. 1 be Nazis took ovei

the government when the "monopoly group with which the) were

aligned won out in that struggle in the economic sphere.2 According to

another line of structural interpretation, Nazism gained control over the

state when "contradictions" among the "dominant classes and c lass frac-

tions" (which are portrayed as extending beyond the busine ss commu-
nity) made it impossible for any of those forces to establish "hegemony"

over the others, a situation that produced a crisis thai led to the establish-

ment of the dominance of "big monopoly capital."9 Other variations on

the same basic proposition, known as Bonapartist theories, are less

rigidly structural. Proponents of Bonapartist theories maintain thai

Hitler, like Emperor Napoleon III of France, came to power because the

bourgeoisie had lost its capacity to rule but managed to retain its eco-

nomic position by relinquishing management of the state to a die tatoi ol
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its choice because the proletariat was not yet ready to car r y out its own
revolution.4

Quite aside from the mutual incompatibilities of these variations on
the basic thesis of capitalism as the cause of Nazism, attempts to account

for the rise of Hitler and his party by using that thesis as the point of
departure have produced a badly flawed body of historical writing. The
simplistic agent theory, which portrays Germany's capitalists as having

acted in concert to bring Hitler to power, requires such flagrant distor-

tions of the historical record that it has become reserved for indoctrina-

tion propaganda of a primitive variety. It is now mainly employed by
regimes that find it a useful means of warning those over whom they

rule that all capitalist societies contain an inherent potentiality for mur-
derous destructiveness that only a total transformation of their economic
and social systems can dispel. As for structural interpretations, they have

produced little agreement as to the composition of the groups whose
alleged struggles with one another supposedly determined the course of

events that resulted in the Third Reich. The most frequently employed
categories in "monopoly group" interpretations are, moreover, of very

questionable validity. Despite the process of diversification that saw some
of the most prominent German iron and steel firms branching out into

the manufacture of finished products by the 1920s, those interpretations

anachronistically posit the continuing existence of an essentially mono-
lithic "heavy industry" bloc. They also assume the existence of an oppos-

ing bloc composed of the chemical industry and producers of electrical

equipment, even though evidence of collaboration between these rather

different branches of production has yet to be adduced. Otherwise, "mo-

nopoly group" interpretations vary widely on particulars. So do Bona-

partist theories of Nazism's rise. All these interpretations display, in fact,

much the same elasticity as do psychoanalytic interpretations of Hitler

and so result in a similar lack of agreement on specifics as well as on

conclusions. Whereas valid hypotheses tend to generate consensus, ver-

sions of Nazism's rise to power based on the assumption that capitalism

accounts for its triumph have given rise to such a high degree of ar-

bitrariness and disagreement as to result in utter inconclusiveness.

One reason for this inconclusiveness is that works embodying the

agent theory, structural theories, and the Bonapartist theories have been

long on thesis and short on evidence. Much of what passes for evidence

consists of myths of the sort mentioned above. Inventively embellished

and tendentiously interpreted, these and other often dubious scraps of

information are ceaselessly repeated. Evidence that might contradict or

cast doubt on the interpretation being presented is simply ignored. Al-

most never is an effort made to document carefully the relationship be-

tween alleged cause and alleged effect. That relationship is instead

suggested impressionistically by means of a loose array of circumstantial
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and often questionable evidence. In countries with repressive regimes
that have incorporated explanations of Nazism as a manifestation of < ap-
italism into their indoctrination systems, unfettered inquiry has long
since ceased. Where regimes that control historians' a< i ess to public ation

have bestowed official approval on such an interpretation of the Third
Reich's origins, one of the most fruitful avenues for the- advance of

knowledge—the correction of error—remains sealed off Undei such
circumstances historical writing becomes merely an exercise m confirm-

ing the validity of official doctrine, and s( holastk debate about abstnu I

concepts such as "state monopoly capitalism*
1

is substituted Foi u 1 1< >l.i i h
investigation.

Most publications that explain the rise of Nazism in terms of cap-

italism have no need to rely heavily on evident e. The) take as theii poinl

of departure a reductive assumption that obviates the necessity foi a

tightly argued and closelv documented analysis oi the i auses oi events:

the primacy of economics. If that assumption is granted, the traditional

focuses of inquiry into the origins of the Third Rek h intelta tual tradi-

tions, government polic ies, national elections, the political behavioi oi

social groups, and the actions of parties and politicians, including Hit lei

and the Nazis—become relegated to the stains oi mere epiphenomena
located in the "superstructure" of society. Fai from determining the

course of events, such epiphenomena .it most refta t developments uk
ing place in the decisive economic sphere. Since mosl oi what occurs in

the economic sphere is assumed to remain concealed from the publk

and even from the historian, muc h must be surmised from a fen dues
rather than demonstrated by a sustained marshaling oi evidence, .is in

traditional historical scholarship. Bv proclaiming, through reliance on

such clues, confirmation of the economic sphere's <lc< isive role, the ( asc

is proven. In numerous instances, however, the authors ol such inter-

pretations betray something less than complete confidence in theii

method by propping up their arguments through i c < ourse to f all k ious

reasoning. Quite commonly, thai which was to be explained— the- m-
umph of Hitler—becomes itself the ultimate proof of the- vahdit) ol

those interpretations. That is, through circular reasoning the Nazis' ac-

quisition of power is presented as proof that the forces .it work in Gel

many's capitalist economy had of necessity to eventuate in the i reation oi

the Third Reich. Alternatively, recourse is had to a functionalist, or *i ui

bono," argument basically similar to that employed b) nineteenth-

century anti-Semites who insisted that the Jews must have caused the

French Revolution since they benefited so greatlv from it: Since the cap-

italists profited under the Third Reich, thev must surely have been be-

hind its creation. The "function" of Nazism must, according to such

reasoning, therefore have been to rescue German capitalism.

This book proposes no new explanation for the rise of Hitler. Instead,

it confirms the judgment of those historians who have concentrated on
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the political sphere. The ill-fated Weimar Republic was a f r agile demo-
cratic polity that labored throughout its brief existence under the taint of
association with the humiliating defeat in World War [. From the outset

it encountered unrelenting hostility from many citizens imbued with be-

liefs incompatible with democracy. The defenders of the Republic

sought to legitimize it in the eyes of the country's wage earners by estab-

lishing the most advanced welfare state of the day, the economic bur-

dens of which may well have undermined Germany's economic vitality

and certainly alienated most of the business community. The Republic

also had to wrestle with a host of intractable problems that would have

made it difficult for any regime to gain general popularity: reparations

for a war lost by the previous regime, hyper-inflation, an agrarian crisis,

the fiscal difficulties of an advanced welfare state and, finally, the crush-

ing effects of the Great Depression. The Republic also suffered from a

fatal constitutional flaw that permitted a transfer of authority in 1930
from the paralyzed parliament to the presidency through recourse to

the sweeping emergency powers invested in that office. In the person of

the aged Hindenburg, the presidency came increasingly under the influ-

ence of an irresponsible camarilla in which the military leadership

played a key role, making and unmaking a succession of cabinets that

governed by presidential emergency decrees. Discontent with the in-

ability of those cabinets to cope with the effects of the depression fos-

tered the growth of political extremism, one expression of which was

Nazism. By combining the charismatic appeal of its leader with remark-

ably effective organization and by appealing to prejudice and xeno-

phobia, the NSDAP had marshaled a hard core of militant activists even

before the depression struck. By promising to undo the Versailles settle-

ment and by exploiting social tensions and the economic grievances of

numerous elements of society through resort to appeals of calculated

ambiguity and unscrupulous mendacity, the Nazis put together a for-

midable coalition of malcontents. By exploiting the unpopular policies

of the presidential regime, as well as the deprivation and insecurity re-

sulting from the depression, the NSDAP cut ever more deeply into the

electorate, emerging by mid- 193 2 as the country's largest party. Stymied

by Hindenburg's unwillingness to entrust the chancellorship to Hitler, it

slipped into decline. In what proved to be the last free election it suf-

fered heavy losses at the polls in the fall of 1932. Within the NSDAP
internal strife broke out. Only when the members of the camarilla

around Hindenburg fell out among themselves did one faction of presi-

dential advisers rescue the faltering NSDAP by sabotaging their rivals

and prevailing on the president to appoint Hitler chancellor of a coali-

tion cabinet they expected to control. But the Nazis quickly out-

maneuvered the conservative members of the coalition and imposed

their dictatorial rule within a matter of months.
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The striking feature of this explanation for the rise oi Hitler, whu h

appears here in greatly simplified form, is that it requires little 01 no
mention of big business. Only at the time of the parliamentary 1 1 isil of

1930 did the business community play anything approai lung a ( 1 uc ial

role in shaping the course of events, and, as had been shown above, us

role was not ultimately decisive in determining the outt ome ol thai < 1 isis,

Otherwise, the men of German big business and then institution! sin ink

to insignificance in comparison with the politicians and militar) men
whose blunders and miscalculations made possible Hitler's attainment ol

power. A primacy of politics, not a primacy o( economics, marked the

realities of late Weimar Germany. Among those who understood this

was Adolf Hitler. For a time he appears to have shared, al least to some
extent, the belief that economic might amounted to political potency, but

he learned better. During his final, sik ( essf n I drive F01 powei he concen-
trated his efforts exclusively on the electorate and on those politic al fig-

ures who held the keys to state power, and he did so m ,t fashion hound
to alienate much of the business community. One oi the reasons l<>i

Hitler's success lay in his recognition of the primac) ol politics and his

astuteness in acting on that principle.

The sustained appeal of interpretations oi Hitler's use m terms ol a

primacy of economics poses a hist 01 u ,tl problem thai desei ves fullei elu-

cidation than is possible here. Until fan l\ rei entl) the popularity <>l sin h

interpretations could, in considerable measure, he explained in terms oi

a paucity of information: In the absent e oi know ledge, myth flourishes.

But the persistence of such interpretations even in the f.u c of mounting

evidence of their fallaciousness calls foi a broadei explanation. Km .il

ready mentioned, preconceptions about businessmen among intellec-

tuals has obviously played an important role. Still anothei factoi lie s in

the promise of such interpretations to reveal deeper, more profound

causes than those visible to the uninitiated. Whethei in the- form of theo-

ries about forces working behind the scenes in the economic sphere t<>

produce the Third Reich or in the form of the occult, the prospect ol

attaining to special knowledge otherwise hidden from view holds .1

strong attraction for certain types of people. An interpretation of hist< >i \

that places the blame for disastrous events on the rk h pro* ides anothei

form of gratification. The proposition that big hiisinc si or, more

broadly, capitalism played the decisive role in the rise of Hitler also obvi-

ously appeals to some as corroboration of a bod\ of doctrine.

Above all, however, the appeal of that proposition derives from its

political usefulness. Since the collapse of the Third Reic h, interpreta-

tions of its origins based on that proposition have been used in an effort

to discredit and undermine societies with capitalist economies and to

legitimize repressive anti-capitalist regimes. In the early 1930s the iden-

tification of capitalism with Nazism (usuallv apostrophized as fascism)

seemed an expedient means of rallving the masses simultaneous!)
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against two enemies, or so many leaders of the political left in Germany
appear to have believed. Identifying Nazism with capitalism may possi-

bly have helped at the time to hold some German voters behind the

parties of the left, but that same identification may also partially explain

the curious passivity that gripped so much of the left's leadership and
rendered it ineffectual in the face of Nazism's drive for power. Depicting

Hitler—as did many spokesmen of the left—as just another lackey of

capitalism, essentially similar to Bruning, Papen, and Schleicher,

amounted to a reckless trivialization of a lethal political phenomenon.
But just as trivializing the Nazis in that fashion may have induced com-
placency in some of their opponents, portraying Nazism as a manifesta-

tion of the "monopoly stage" of capitalism may have made it appear so

formidable to others on the left as to induce despair, if not paralysis. For

how could one combat the NSDAP with any hope of success if it

amounted not just to another political party striving for power but to an

expression of the final stage of a whole phase of history, perhaps des-

tined to shape the course of events, at least until the eventual victory of

the working class? Coping with the day-to-day onslaught of Nazism

posed challenge enough, but the odds against stemming the underlying

forces of history must have seemed daunting indeed to those who be-

lieved in such forces. No one can say with any confidence that the leaders

of the political left in Weimar Germany might, had they acted differ-

ently, have halted the Nazi advance. But much speaks for the proposi-

tion that their chances would have improved if more of them had

realistically assessed the reasons why the NSDAP proved so attractive for

millions of voters, and if they had sought ways to compete for those

ballots rather than attempting, in line with an ideological preconception,

to "unmask" Nazism as a tool of the capitalists.

The reaction to this book on the part of those who posit the primacy of

economics—and therefore attribute the triumph of Hitler to Germany's

capitalists or, more generally, to that country's capitalist economy—is

quite predictable. Some will dismiss it as an apology for capitalism and its

author as a lackey of powerful vested economic interests. Some will con-

tend that the book is directed at a straw man and that no one worthy of

note has ever seriously argued that anything so crude as direct financial

aid or influence from the side of big business played a decisive, or even

major, role in Nazism's rise to power. Others will condescendingly ob-

serve that the author is a mere positivist, a vulgar factologist who lacks

any comprehension of the underlying motive forces of human events.

Still others will contend that the larger picture is hopelessly lost in a mass

of detail, the forest being obscured by the trees; that the author has

concerned himself with mere questions on the order of who said what to

whom and what happened when; that he has focused excessively on the

actions of individuals, thus omitting more fundamental determinants.

Analysis must take place, it will be announced, on a "higher plane" and
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be informed by conceptualization and theory. Such stru ink s have <» mi

perficial ring of profundity that will doubtless impress many. Bui the

deficiencies of the body of historical writing produi ed by those who have
relied on such formulas undercut the plausibility of these paitkulai

strictures. Objections of that sort have no validity unless n < an be demon-
strated by those who raise them that history < an be wi nun on the tei ins

they propose without reliance on the impressionistic use of a imattei ing

of evidence, without the misconstrua] and omission of evidence, and
without the use of fabricated or otherwise invalid evidence. It docs not

suffice to retreat to a "higher plane" where hypotheses take on IIU h an

abstract quality as to rule out either confirmation 01 refutation. Noi does

it suffice to posit processes of causation different from those normally

employed to explain human affairs. One of the inosi h.isn premises of

the professional study of history is that events are not direi tl\ I aused b)

abstract concepts, whether those be "the hand of God,"
M
manifesl des-

tiny," or "monopoly capital." The concrete events of historj oocui be-

cause of the actions of human beings, who often caiT) OUl theil M ill. to

be sure, through institutions of then own creation. Unless this proxi-

mate form of causation can be convincing!) demonstrated, the invoca-

tion of more remote levels of causation remains empcj speculation,

bereft of any foundation in the realities of histoi \

Reflecting in 1940 upon his experiences in seeking to identify the rea-

sons for the collapse of the Third French Republic in the hue oi the

onslaught of the Third Reich, the brilliant historian Man Blodl, who
himself soon fell victim to Nazism, wrote these words: the \H( oi

my trade consists in avoiding big-sounding abstract terms. I hose who

teach history should be continually concerned with the task of seeking

the solid and the concrete behind the empt\ and the abttnM t in other

words, it is on men rather than functions that the) should concentrate

their attention." 5 Those intellectuals who have explained the riseoJ Ad

olf Hitler and his party by recourse to "higher planes" oi analysis have

long displayed, and continue to display, great reliu t un e to think in SIM h

concrete terms. According to one of the most quoted maxims beai ing oil

the subject of this book, it is impossible to speak aboul Fascism without

also speaking about capitalism. The author of that now f amous dictum,

Max Horkheimer, enunciated that formulation as an exile who had been

forced to flee Nazi-ruled Germany. 6 He and the others who had applied

that formula had been mistaken about the nature of Nazism at the time

but most learned nothing from their defeat. Nor have then latter-da)

disciples, who continue to subordinate the study of Nazism to a crusade

against capitalism. As always when the writing of history is made subser-

vient to some other goal, the result has been poor history. The Third

Reich is, however, too appalling a manifestation of our species' capac it\

for evil to be left to flawed diagnoses that engender the sort of false

security inspired, in the days before modern medieal science, by the
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nostrums our ancestors devised to protect themselves against debilitat-

ing diseases. With history, as with medicine, a false diagnosis can have

disastrous consequences. If a repetition of anything resembling the mur-

derous regime headed by Adolf Hitler is to be prevented, its causes must

be subjected to the most rigorous possible study. In the case of this

book's subject, that involves close, empirical investigation of the relation-

ships between actual capitalists and actual Nazis rather than reliance

upon grandiose theories about capitalism and fascism. The findings of

this study indicate that such investigation can only lead to the conclusion

that although there are many legitimate reasons for faulting the large-

scale, organized industrial capitalism of the twentieth century, responsi-

bility for the Third Reich is not a valid cudgel with which to belabor that

economic system.
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227-29.

35. "Es geht urns Ganze," Vorwarts, Oct. 12, 1931 (#478).

36. Schacht to Reusch, Oct. 20, 1931; Reusch to Schacht, Oct. 23, 1931: GHH,
400101290/33. Reusch to Krupp, Oct. 20, 1931, and Krupp to Reusch, Oct.

22, 1931: KA, R 216 1
.

37. For this list, with attribution, see "Grosse und kleine Leute," Frankfurter
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variations, see "Auftakt in Harzburg," Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, Oct. 1 1,

1 9S 1 (#469); for still another version, based on its use in Hugenberg's

Miinchen-Augsburger Abendzeitung, see Leopold, Hugenberg, p. 103.

38. "'Kein Mensch hat sich erschreckt,'" Berliner Tageblatt, Oct. 13, 1931

(#482); "Die Tagung der nationalen Opposition," Kolnische Zeitung, Oct. 12,

1931 (#556). The former mentioned no businessmen, the latter only the

Syndikus Max Schlenker (see below, n. 42) and Louis Ravene, a Berlin iron

wholesaler and active Stahlhelm member (see n. 44).

39. "Geheimrat Kreth" appears in some versions as a "Geheimrat Kreht"; a

"Krieger-Wintershall" sometimes as a "Kruger-Wintershall"; a "Gen.-Dir.

Heugst" sometimes as a "Gen. -Dir. Heubst"; a "Geheimrat Boringer" as a

"Geheimrat Bohlinger"; a "Huttendirektor Cubier" as "Cuber" or "Qubier"

or "Kubier"; a "Paul Rohde" proved unaccountably interchangeable in

some versions with a "Paul Huth."

40. In addition to those mentioned in n. 42, this applies, because in the fre-

quency ofcommon names, to "Dir. Grosse," "Gen.-Dir. Mollers," and "Gen.-

Dir. Hohn." Other names come from recognizable provincial families of

local commercial or manufacturing importance, but the omission of first
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names or positions makes it impossible to identify individuals: "I)i Meet
mann (Mainz)," "Delius (Bielefeld)."

41. "Gen.-Dir. Gottstein" was presumably Hans Gottstein of the Fekimuhle, Pa-

pier- und Zellstoffwerke AG of Stettin (Wenzel, Wirtscliajtsfuhm , col. 757);
"Gen. -Dir. Meydenbauer" was in all probability the Berlin attorney Ham
Meydenbauer, who did not hold that lofty title but rather lerved on the

supervisory boards of a number of enterprises controlled b) Hugenberg
himself (ibid., col. 1485); "Dr. Regendanz'f was probably Wilhelm ( . Regen-
danz, a German-born Dutch banker and colonial enthusiast uli<> in 193]
held the post of administrates ddlegue of the Amstelbank in Amsterdam
(ibid., col. 1777); "Geheimrat Dr. Reiner kei " (< Shemnitz) uas most likel) 1 1 1

<

-

seventy-year-old Geheimer kdniglkher ft&chsischei KommerziennU Dr,

Johannes Reinecker, director of the |
E. Reincc k< 1 Ki >. .t tool manufai tin

ing firm in Chemnitz (ibid., col. 1791); a merchant named Paul Rohde
headed the Berlin sales division ol <i medium-size iteel rolling mill in t h<-

Ruhr, the Rheinisch-Westfalische Stahl- und Walzwerke \(. (ibid., ( oi

1854).

42. This applies to Max Schlenker of the Langnamverein and 1 1 c - northwest

group of the association of iron and steel mdusti ultsts, I udwig 1 iratiei I <>f

the Ruhr industrial employers organization (Arbeknordwest), and Hani
von und zu Loewenstein, the manager of the Bcrgbauvcrein. whose atten-

dance escaped the notice ol the pi ess; iee his reflections on the gathering in

his letter to Bergi at E
>rofesior Boker, Oct 16, 1991: BBB, Loewenstein Ps.

pers, Allgemeiner Schriftwechseli Verschiedenei A 1 Martin Sogemeiei

was the Syndikus ol the Zweckverband Nordwestdeutschei Wirtschafis-

vertretungen (Wenzel, WirlschafLsfuhrer, eol. Il6l). "Gehcuniat Kieth"

(sometimes Kreht) may have been Regierungsrat a.D. Hermann Kreth

of the Verwertungsverband Deutselier Spiritusfabrikanten (ibid., col.

1246); "Gen. -Dir. Mollers" may have been Gustav Mollers of the \ er-

kaufsvereinigung fur l eererzeugnisse (ibid., col. 1520); "Gen. -Dir. Hohn"

was identified in some versions of the I elegraphen-L'nion list as In-ing with

the Langnamverein (Leopold, Hugenberg, p. 103).

43. Rudolf Blohm and Gottfried Gok. both director! <»i the Hamburg r 1

1
1 >

building firm of Blohm 8c Voss, bulked much larger as longtime Pan-

Germans and activist DNVP supporters of Hugenberg than as members of

the business community: Leopold, Hugenberg, passim; the same applied to

Erich Winnacker, one of the fifty-some directors of United Steel, who was

an active member of the right wing of the DNVP; see his correspondence

with Kellermann of the Gutehoffnungshiitte. cited in n. 45. The same

would have been the case if the Poensgen listed among those in attendance

was Hellmuth (see n. 48).

44. Such was the case with Martin Blank, the Berlin representative of Reusch's

firm, Gutehoffnungshiitte; on his activities in the Stahlhelm, see GHH,
4001012024/7, letter to Reusch, Sept. 5, 1930; on his plans to attend the

meeting, see GHH, 4001012024/9, letter to Reusch, Oct. 5, 1931. Another

of those present, Erich von Gilsa, the former DVP deputy closelv associated

with Reusch, was also a member of the Stahlhelm: Volker Berghahn. Der

Stahlhelm (Dusseldorf, 1966), pp. 1 iyff.. 122, 174. Still another figure pres-

ent (although this escaped the attention even of Hugenberg s Telegraphen-
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Union) with ties to the Stahlhelm was Hans von Loewenstein, executive

director of the organization of Ruhr coal operators, the Bergbauverein:

BBB, Loewenstein Papers, Anordnungen der Militarregierung fur den Be-

reich Essen, Loewenstein to Friedrich Christian Prinz zu Schaumburg-

Lippe, Oct. 8, 1931. One of the active businessmen listed as present by the

Telegraphen-Union was also an active Stahlhelmer, Louis Ravene, a Berlin

iron wholesaler: BAL, Autographen-Sammlung Duisberg, Ravene to

Duisberg, Mar. 11, 1932. So, according to August Heinrichsbauer, was

Hellmuth Poensgen (see n. 48).

45. GHH, 400101293/4, Gilsa to Kellermann, March 21, 1931; Reusch to Gilsa,

Mar. 23, 1931; ibid., Kellermann Papers, 40010137/12, Erich Winnacker (a

director of United Steel who was active in the DNVP) to Kellermann, Mar.

18, 1931; Kellermann to Winnacker, Mar. 31, 1931; Winnacker to Keller-

mann, Apr. 1, 1931. As a result of this correspondence, Reusch's firm, the

Gutehoffnungshutte, contributed the modest sum of five hundred marks

each to the Stahlhelm and the local units of the DVP and DNVP in support

of their efforts on behalf of the referendum.

46. See Berghahn, Stahlhelm, pp. 179—86.

47. For such reports, which specified only the name of Fritz Springorum, man-

aging director of the Hoesch steel firm and treasurer of the Ruhrlade, see

Blank to Reusch, Oct. 5, 1931, and Blank to Springorum, Oct. 5, 1931:

Maurer and Wengst (eds.), Politik und Wirtschaft, II, pp. 1017—19.

48. Bracher, Auflosung, p. 410, adds names to the Telegraphen-Union list and

omits others, giving no source whatever for any of that information, not

even a reference for the original list. One name added there is that of Fritz

Thyssen, whose ghostwritten memoir places him at Bad Harzburg (/ Paid

Hitler, p. 97), but who could not possibly have attended since he was on an

extended trip to the United States at the time; see the report on his speech

at Columbia University on Oct. 21: "Thyssen sees Reich Balked by the

Mark," The New York Times, Oct. 22, 1931. The reporter for the Berliner

Tageblatt commented on the absence of Thyssen and also that of Kirdorf:

'"Kein Mensch hat sich erschreckt,'" issue of Oct. 13, 1931 (#482). In nu-

merous versions of the gathering Albert Vogler and Ernst Poensgen, chair-

man and vice-chairman, respectively, of the board of directors of United

Steel, appear among those allegedly present. But in "'Kein Mensch hat sich

erschrekt' " the reporter for the Berliner Tageblatt commented expressly on

Vogler's absence. If he had been present, moreover, he would have been

identified, as was customary, as Generaldirektor, the most prestigious title

in German industry; the "Dr. Vogler" listed as present by Hugenberg's wire

service was in all likelihood his younger brother, Dr. Eugen Vogler, an ex-

ecutive of a construction firm: Klass, Vogler, p. 20; Wenzel, Deutscher

Wirtschaftsfuhrer, col. 2341. As the reporter for the Berliner Tageblatt spec-

ified, "a Poensgen" was present at Bad Harzburg, but he would hardly have

expressed his information in that fashion if the member of that large family

on hand had been Ernst, one of Germany's foremost industrial executives:

"'Kein Mensch hat sich erschreckt!'" issue of Oct. 13, 1931 (#482). The
Telegraphen-Union list included a "Geheimrat Poensgen," but Ernst did

not bear that honorific title from imperial times. Conceivably that title may
have erroneously been applied to Kommerzienrat Rudolf Poensgen, a re-
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48, 356L Witthoefft's background makes him seem an unlikely member, at

sixty-nine, of a group assembled on behalf of the NSDAP. A leading mem-
ber of the liberal Hansa-Bund since before World War I, he stood on the

left wing of Stresemann's DVP afterward, representing it in the National

Assembly and in the Hamburg parliament, where he outspokenly de-

nounced chauvinistic nationalism: ibid., pp. 49, 359, 365—68; Mielke,

Hansa-Bund, p. 191.

54. Karl was the oldest of six brothers, Emil the youngest: John G. Williamson,

Karl Helfferich, 1872—1924 (Princeton, 1971), p. 7.

55. See the reply to an article by Reinhart in the Berliner Borsen-Courier:

"Herrn Reinharts falsches Ziel," Frankfurter Zeitung, Jan. 9, 1932 (#21/22);

also "Das deutsche Wahrungsproblem," Deutsche Bergwerks-Zeitung, July

16, 1932 (#165), where mention is made of Reinhart's stand on currency

problems.

56. See Wenzel, Wirtschaftsfiihrer, col. 1795^

57. For some of the abundant evidence of Schroder's obscurity, see Turner,

"Grossunternehmertum und Nationalsozialismus," pp. 32L; Born, Bank-

enkrise, p. 182. On his firm, see the in-house version in Christian Eckert,/.

H. Stein. Werden und Wachsen eines Kolner Bankhauses in 150 Jahren (Berlin,

1941); for a more critical view, see Willi Strauss, Die Konzentrationsbewegung

im deutschen Bankgewerbe (Berlin and Leipzig, 1928), p. 127.
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58. In informing Reusch of the businessmen who had expressed readiness to

support his Arbeitsstelle financially, Schacht referred to all bul one of his

prospective backers solely by last names; the one exception was S< hrodcr,

whose full name Schacht thought it advisable to include, along with the

name of Schroder's firm in parentheses: letter of Schacht to Reus< h, June

6, 1932, in GHH, 400101290/33. Otto Steinbrinck, deputy to the indus-

trialist Friedrich Flick, similarly identified Schroder when he wrote on Dei

11, 1931, to Walther Funk, whose background as a former editot oi a

major financial newspaper would have made such an identifk ation linnet

essary in the case of an important banker: NA, RG 238, NI-3218.

59. Because of an apparent lapse of memory on Keppler's pan during inter*

rogation at Nuremberg, this meeting has often erroneously been dated as

May 18, which would place it prior to completion of the circle's formation

See, for example, Vogelsang, Freundeskrns, pp. 28f. Using Goebbeb'l pub-

lished diary, Vogelsang argues that Hit lei could not have been in Berlin on

June 20. However, Hitler met in the i apital thai day with I'.qx n s interim

minister, Baron Wilhelm von Gayl: Horkenbach (ed.), Dfll DiUischi Rtkk

(1932), p. 204. Also, an offk ial of the Ken h FttUUM e Minimi \ ho went to

the Kaiserhof that day recorded in his dial") having seen the uniformed

Nazi guards who usually stood wat( h while Hit lei was in residence, Si wefl

as Keppler circle member Friedrk h Reinhai I and ".1 DUmbei «>l vei \ f*>ut

-

geois-looking gentlemen" waiting in the ante* hambei to Hitler*! mite <h

ary of Hans Schaffer, June so, 1932, EfZ, ED 93, Bd. II, BL *><»i

60. Keppler recalled the meeting twice at Nurcmhei g, eat h time f als< l\ dating

it at as May 18, 1932: NA, R(. 138, NI-903, affidavit oi Sept 14, 1946J

ibid., Case 5, vol. 17a, pp. 56141., testimony <>f Aug. 18, 1947. SchrOdei

responded to questions about the meeting three nines, plat it correct!)

in June 1932: ibid., NI-246, interrogation of Dei 1 . 1945; Pre-Trial Inter-

rogations, Mar. 10, 1947; Case 5, vol. 13a, pp. 44o8f, testimony ofJuly 28,

1947. Helfferich's memory of the meeting appears in his memmi u^z -

i94 6, p. 14.

61. Helfferich, 7932-/946, p. 14.

62. See his testimony, as cited in n. 60.

63. NA, RG 238, Pre-Trial Interrogations, Mar 10. 10,47

64. "Lobrede"— this passage in the manuscript oi HelfFerich'l memoir, DOM in

FSGNSH, was omitted from the published version; cf. Helfferich, /(y?2-

1946, p. 14. For Schacht's later denial of his role in the Keppfel < in le, <>f

which he claimed to have only a "vague notion," see NA, RG 238, Case 5,

vol. 12a, p. 3943, testimony of July 21, 1947.

65. See Keppler's affidavit of Sept. 24, 1946, and his testimony <»f Aug 18,

1947 (citations in n. 60).

66. NA, RG 238, Pre-Trial Interrogations, Julv 2. 1947.

67. Helfferich, 1932-1946, pp. i4f.

68. On Steinbrinck's entrv into the circle, see Helfferich, iq^i-mjh. p. 17;

Vogelsang, Freundeskreis, p. 32; at Nuremberg Steinbrinck testified consis-

tently on repeated occasions that the initiative for his contact with the circle

had come from Keppler and his nephew, Fritz Kranefuss, whom Vogler,

whose Berlin office was in the same building as Flick's, had referred to

him; they had come, he recalled, at the suggesuon of Schacht; he re-
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sponded positively, Steinbrinck maintained, in keeping with the Flick

firm's defensive strategy of establishing contact with as broad a r ange of

politicians as possible: NA, RG 238, Pre-Trial Interrogations, Jan. 25,

1947; Case 5, vol. 15a, pp. 4998-5000, 5067, testimony of Aug. 6 and 7,

1947; vol. 16a, pp. 5103^, testimony of Aug. 8, 1947.

69. See correspondence between Keppler and Krogmann in the latter's pa-

pers: "Keppler-Kreis," 913, FSGNSH; also Hecker's letter ofJuly 22, 1932,

to Julius Fromme: IHP, WA 13. On Keppler's move to Berlin, see his letter

to Krogmann, Sept. 4, 1932: Krogmann Papers.

70. Keppler to Krogmann, Aug. 24, 1932: Krogmann Papers (see n. 69).

71. Kranefuss later became the "spiritus rector" of the circle when it was ap-

propriated, during the Third Reich, by Heinrich Himmler, who displaced

Keppler: Vogelsang, Freundeskreis, passim.

72. This becomes apparent from his correspondence with Krogmann: Krog-

mann Papers (see n. 69).

73. See Keppler's testimony on Aug. 18, 1947: NA, RG 238, Case 5, vol. 17a,

P- 5597-

74. See Krogmann's letters to Keppler of July 25 and Aug. 17, 1932: Krog-

mann Papers (see n. 69).

75. See Krogmann to Keppler, Aug. 22, 1932; Keppler to Krogmann, Aug.

24, and Dec. 29, 1932: ibid.

76. Keppler to Krogmann, Aug. 6, 1932: ibid. On Schacht's absence from

meetings, see NA, RG 238, NI-5962, Steinbrinck interrogation, Jan. 23,

1947; he stated that Rosterg had also taken no part.

77. See Steinbrinck's testimony at Nuremberg, Aug. 6, 1947: NA, RG 238,

Case 5, vol. 15a, p. 4999.

78. Ibid.; Krogmann to Keppler, Sept. 11, 1932: Helfferich, /932-1946, p.

79. Steinbrinck's Nuremberg testimony of Aug. 6, 1947: NA, RG 238, Case 5,

vol. 15a, p. 4999.
80. Cf. Stegmann, "Zum Verhaltnis," p. 428. See also the sweeping claims

about the role of the circle in the formulation of Nazi economic policy,

without benefit of evidence, in Schweitzer, Big Business, pp. 34, 102, 359.

Contrary to the unanimous testimony of participants, Schweitzer asserts

that the circle aided the NSDAP financially before 1933 (cf. n. 84, below).

81. Krogmann to Helfferich, Aug. 22, 1932: Krogmann Papers (see n. 69).

82. GHH, 400101220/133, Reusch to Herle, Sept. 22, 1932; Herle to Reusch,

Sept. 23, 1932.

83. See Vogelsang, Freundeskreis; Michael H. Kater, "Heinrich Himmler's Cir-

cle of Friends 1931-1945," MARAB—A Review 2 (Winter 1965-66): 74-

93, which errs in dating the formation of the circle. See also the unreliable

article by Klaus Drobisch, "Der Freundeskreis Himmler," ZfG 8 (i960):

304-28.

84. All those members later asked whether the circle had raised funds for the

NSDAP prior to Hitler's acquisition of power consistently replied in the

negative; those who spoke of the beginning of that practice set it in 1935 or

1936: NA, RG 238, NI-246 and NI-247, interrogations of Schroder, Dec. 1

and 3, 1945; PS-3337, Schroder's affidavit of Dec. 5, 1945; Schroder's de-

nazification trial statement ofJune 3, 1948, in the trial proceedings, vol. I,
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pp. 202f., Spruchkammerverfahren gegcn Run von Schroder, 1947,

1948, 1950, in SCB. NA, R(; 238, Pre- Trial Interrogations, Steinbrinck,

Jan. 25, 1947; NI-5962, interrogation of Steinbrinck, [an. 13, 1947. Sec

also Helfferich, 7932-/946, p. 26. These statement! .uc corroborated bi

the absence, in the contemporary correspondence oJ the members <>l 1 h<-

circle cited above, of any mention of fund-raising a< n\ ities. Nevei theless,

the legend that the Keppler circle raited fnifcls foi the NSDAP before

1933 persists without any supporting evident e: Schweitzer, Big Business, p.

102; George W. F. Hallgarten and Joachim Radkau, Deutsche Industrie und

Politik von Bismarck bis heute (Frankfurt, 1974)1 |> 807. In .1 receiu pub-

lication the East German historian [oachim Petzold Ins revived thii

legend: "Grossbiirgerliche [nitiativen fOl die Berufung Hitleri cum
Reichskanzler," ZfC 31 (1983): 42!. From mention oi

M
dai I 1n.n1/

Gremium" in a letter from Kepplei t<> & hrddei <>l Oct. 21, 19 |S, Petzold

concludes that Keppler was referring to a special "Finan/icrungskonsor-

tium" established for the pin pose of raising mone) im the NSDAP H<>\%

ever, it seems far likelier th.it Kepplei w.is merel) referring i<» the

committee of the < in le 1 barged with considering plans t<»i national finan

cial policy.

85. This becomes obvious from .1 reading of the correspondent e U tween Id

uard Dingeldey, chairman oi the DVP, and Wilhelm Kalle, a Farbendirei

tor who served as a DVP Reichstag deput) from 1924 i<» 1931 BAR,
Dingeldey Papers, 34, especially Kalle to Dingeldey. Mar. 7, 1932 See also

Karl Holdcrmann, Im Banne der (.hemic. Cmi Bosch, l.ehen und W erk (Dus-

seldorf, 1953), p. 268.

86. Hayes, "Gleicfischaltung of IG Farl>en," pp. 62-66.

87. Ibid., pp. 52-60; see also Thomas Parke Hughes. "
I et hnologit al Momen-

tum in History: Hydrogenation in Germany 1898- 1933." P & P No. 44
(Aug. 1969): 106-32. For a less reliable presentation, see Tammen. "Die

I.G. Farbenindustrie," pp. 94-1 It.

88. Feder, Programm (1927). p. 47!.

89. "Judische Kampfmittel gegen Nationalsozialisten," Jan. 5. 1928 (#4).

90. See, for example, "Volkswirtschaft und Handel: Goldschmidl und S<hln-

ter in den [sic] I.G. Farben." YB, June 7, 1930 (#134).

91. The article in question, "Moloch I.G." by K. E. Weiss, was distributed by

the Nazi press service Grossdeutscher Pressedienst of Berlin in early June

1931 and appeared in numerous Nazi publu ations; set the text in N A. R(

.

242, Microcopy T-253, 57/l5 13*5*f-

92. NA, RG 238, NI-15257, "Bericht uber den Besuch der Leuna-Werke

durch Presse und Politik (1.-9.10.1931)," by Heinrich Gattineau, Oct 12.

1931; RG 242, Microcopy T-81, 116/136985, Konstantin Hierl and Otto

Wagener to Fritz Sauckel, Sept. 30, 1931. At Nuremberg Gattineau mis-

takenly placed the visits in 1932: ibid., RG 238, Gase 6, vol. 34a, p. 12382,

testimony of Apr. 22, 194S.

93. Gattineau, "Bericht" (see n. 92).

94. "Interessenten-Interesse am 'Einheitstreibstoff,'" YB, Feb. 10, 1932 (#41).

95. "Leunabenzin—ein deutscher Treibstoff," Apr. 13, 1932 (#104).

96. "I.G. Farben und Oppau!" Mar. 11, 1932 (#71 \.
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97. See, for example, "Treibstoffpreisskandal," Der Fiihrer (Karlsruhe), Jan.

21, 1932.

98. NA, RG 238, Pre-Trial Interrogations, Gattineau interrogation of Apr. 14,

1947; Case 6, vol. 34a, p. 12437, Gattineau testimony of Apr. 22, 1948;

NI-8788, Gattineau affidavit, June 12, 1947.

99. NA, RG 242, Microcopy T-253, 57/1513247-49, Gattineau to Haushofer,

June 6, 1931.

00. NA, RG 238, Case 6, vol. 25a, pp. 8976-81, Biitefisch testimony, Mar. 10,

1948; vol. 34a, p. 12437, Gattineau testimony, Apr. 22, 1948. Biitefisch is

misidentified as "Direktor" of the Leuna synthetic-gasoline plant in Tarn-

men, "I.G. Farbenindustrie," p. 282.

01. NA, RG 238, Pre-Trial Interrogations, Gattineau, Nov. 21, 1946, and Apr.

14, 1947; NI-4833, Gattineau affidavit, Mar. 13, 1947 (in NI-5170 Gat-

tineau later sought to disavow this affidavit, but it was corrected in his own
hand); NI-8637, Biitefisch interrogation, Apr. 16, 1947. Under interroga-

tion at Nuremberg Gattineau displayed obvious uncertainty about when
the meeting had taken place, dating it variously as the middle or end of

1932 when questioned on April 14, 1947 (see above). Nevertheless, the

interrogators began placing the meeting in the fall of 1932 or at the end of

the year. No evidence was ever produced to support that dating, however.

The earliest documented mention of the meeting quotes Biitefisch to the

effect that it occurred in June; see the official firm history of the main

synthetic-gasoline plant written in 1940 on the basis of interviews with

Biitefisch and others: "25 Jahre Leuna-Werke," by Walter Greiling, vol.

Ill, p. 155, typed copy in NA, RG 238, NI- 14304. Greiling stated at

Nuremberg that Biitefisch had seen and corrected his manuscript: ibid.,

NI-14508, affidavit by Greiling, Jan. 14, 1948. Although printed, the his-

tory was never released. According to Biitefisch, the author had indulged

in too much literary license, by which Biitefisch very likely meant that it

seemed imprudent to publish verbatim quotations attributed to the man
who had become the all-powerful dictator of Germany since meeting with

the two young emissaries of Farben: ibid., Case 6, vol. 25a, pp. 8976—81,

Biitefisch testimony of Mar. 10, 1948. Significantly, Biitefisch did not chal-

lenge Greiling's dating of his and Gattineau's visit to Hitler. The account of

the meeting in Joseph Borkin, The Crime and Punishment ofI.G. Farben (New
York, 1978), pp. 55f., draws on Greiling's work but ignores its dating.

02. NA, RG 238, Case 6, vol. 34a, p. 12439, Biitefisch testimony of Apr. 22,

1948; NI-8637, Biitefisch interrogation, Apr. 16, 1947.

03. Ibid., Case 6, vol. 24a, p. 8747, testimony of Mar. 8, 1948.

04. The prosecution at Nuremberg sought to establish a connection between

the 1932 meeting of Gattineau and Biitefisch with Hitler and an agree-

ment consummated between the Reich government and Farben in De-

cember 1933 that provided price supports for synthetic gasoline. That

interpretation was emphatically rejected by Gattineau and Biitefisch. It

was also refuted by affidavits from officials in the Economics Ministry who
had negotiated and drawn up the 1933 agreement, all of whom denied

that any political influence had been involved: NA, RG 238, Case 6, Doku-
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mentenbuch Butefisch IV, affidavits by Krnst Fischer, Botho Muleit, and
Hermann Petri.

105. "I.G. Farben vorlaufig behauptet," National-Zeihmg (Essen), Dei
1 1931

(#320).

106. See Carl Bosch's eloquent defense of 'liberal trade policy in Ins pamphlet ol

Nov. 1932: Handelspolitische Notwendtgkntm (cop) in KA, [V C 805),

107. "Adolf Hitler: Mein Programm," VH, Apr. 5, 1^32 (#96).

108. "Was ist Kapitalismus?" (#1, Feb. 15, 1932), Rednerinformation dis-

tributed by Reichspropagandaleitung: NSHSAH, Hann. 310 I A, Ni

109. Ibid., "Handelspolitik," excerpt f rom Rednerinformation Nr. 1, Mai 1

1932, Reichspropaganda-Abteilung da NSDAP; M
Sozialpolitikv

M Red-

nerinformation Nr. 5, Apr. 15, 1932; "Stegerwald lassl die Soaalver-

sicherung zusammenbre( hen," Rednerinfonnation Nr. 6, Ma) 1. 1931
On autarky, see Hitlers statement prioi to the ful) k< u hstag balloting in

Werner Siebarth (ed). Hitlers WolUn, 8th ed. (Munich, 1940), p 151

110. "Nationalsozialistische Steuerakrobatik," Deutsche \Yirl\< hafts-Zettung. Jnl\

14, 1932 (#28).

111. Bohnke, NSDAP im Ruhrgebiet, p. 188.

112. See the report on Strasser'a radio ipeech oi JuK 19, 193a, which lefl a

much more radical impression than Ins better-known Reichstag sjm-cc h <>f

May 10: "Der Wahlkampf im Sender," Frank/ utter Zettung, Julv 30, 1932

(#564)-

113. Wirtschaftliches Sojortprogramm der X.S.D.AP, Brost hurenreihe der

Reichspropaganda-Leitung dei NSDAP. Kampfschrift, Hefi 16 (Munich,

1932), with foreword In Strassei and \m t h notation:
M
Verant¥fortlich Di

A. von Renteln, Mum hen." Its publication was announced in VB, [uhj

17/18 (#199/200).

1 14. NA, RG 238, Pre- 1 nal Interrogations, Heinrichsbauer, |an 9 and Feb 6,

1947. In the first oi these interrogations rleinrichsbauei laid !><• did n<»t

know who had invited Goring; in t f u sec ond he spec ihed thai ili<- I Inn

man of the club. Ernst Brandi, had invited him.

115. GHH, 400101293/2. Fram von Gebsattd t<> Reusch, Apr. 19, 1931 sec

also the remarks on the talk b\ Josef Pschorr ai meeting oi Vorstand oi

Deutscher Industrie- und Handelstag, Ma) i<>. 1931: BAK, Silverberg Pa

pers, 64 1

.

116. Funk, "Die Luge von der Wirtschaftsfeiisdlichkeil des National-

sozialismus," Unset Wille und Weg, April 1932. pp. 105-10; Wilmowskv to

Reusch, June 27, 1932: GHH. 400101290/39.

117. This is revealed by two reports <>n the talks In the Nazis Josei Klein and

Otto Wagener at a meeting of the Gauwirtschaftsrat in DOsseldori on Jul)

23, 1932, attended by 700 to 800 persons, inducting industrialists and

bankers: GHH, Kellermann Papers. 400101308 9, Gftsa to Reusch, Jul)

25, 1932; BAK,Jarres Papers, 43, Heinrich Philippi to Karl Janes. Jul) 17,

1932.

118. Maurer and Wengst (eds.), Polittk und W'trtschaft, II, p. 1363. Wilmowskv to

Reusch, Mar. 25, 1932

119. Wilmowskv to Reusch, June 27, 193- GHH, 400101290/39.

1 20. Lammers, Autarkie, Planwirtschaft und berufsstdndischer Stoat? (Berlin. 1932).
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21. See his report on a speech on economic issues in Sterkrade on July 7, 1932,

by Paul Hoffmann, chairman of the local Nazi Gauwirtschaftsrat: GHH,
400101293/4, Gilsa to Reusch, July 8, 1932; also his report on the meeting

of the Gauwirtschaftsrat in Diisseldorf on July 23, 1932, at which Josef

Klein and Otto Wagener spoke: ibid., Kellermann Papers, 400101308/9,

Gilsa to Reusch, July 25. A manufacturing executive who attended the

latter meeting reacted similarly to Gilsa: Heinrich Philippi to Karl Jarres,

July 27, 1932: BAK, Jarres Papers, 43.

22. Reusch to Schacht, July 27, 1932: GHH, 400101290/33.

23. Schacht to Gilsa, July 12, 1932: ibid., Kellermann Papers, 400101308/9.

24. Gilsa to Reusch, July 15, 1932: ibid.

25. Diary of Hans Schaffer, Jan. 15, 1932: IfZ, ED 93.

26. Reusch to Ludwig von Bomhard of the Frankischer Kurier, July 7, 1932:

GHH, 4001012007/ 15.

27. "Die Woche," Deutsche Bergswerks-Zeitung, Mar. 20, 1932 (#68).

28. Funke, "Freiheit stirbt nicht!" Westfdlisches Tageblatt, June 25, 1932.

29. Lammers, Autarkie, pp. 42—45.

Chapter V, section 4: Insurance Premiums and Protection Money

for Potential Rulers

1. Schaffer Diary, entry for Feb. 11, 1932: IfZ, ED 93.

2. Matzerath and Turner, "Die Selbstfinanzierung der NSDAP."

3. See the announcement, with photograph, in VB, July 9, 1932 (#191).

4. The metaphor

—

Versicherungsprdmien—was employed at Nuremberg by

Heinrich Gattineau to explain IG Farben's distribution of political money
across the party spectrum: NA, RG 238, Case 6, vol. 34a, p. 12405, testi-

mony of Apr. 22, 1948.

5. See Gerhard Volkland, "Hintergriinde und politische Auswirkungen der

Gelsenkirchen-Affare imjahre 1932," ZfG 11 (1963): 289-318; Henning
Kohler, "Zum Verhaltnis Friedrich Flicks zur Reichsregierung am Ende
der Weimarer Republik," in Mommsen et al. (eds.), Industrielles System, pp.

878-83.

6. See Steinbrinck's affidavit of Jan. 28, 1947: NA, RG 238, NI-3508. The
Papen cabinet referred the matter to a special investigating committee,

which announced on June 21 that no grounds existed for questioning the

legality of the transaction: "Untersuchung der Gelsenberg-Transaktion,"

Deutsche Bergwerks-Zeitung, July 2, 1932 (#153). A month later, in a radio

speech the day before the Reichstag balloting, Papen indicated his cabi-

net's disapproval of government aid to imperiled private enterprises and

pledged to return to private ownership any firms the government felt com-

pelled, for the good of the whole, to take over: Horkenbach (ed.), Das

Deutsche Reich (1932), p. 263. His cabinet did nothing, however, toward

reversing the Gelsenkirchen transaction.

7. Turner, Stresemann, p. 158.

8. See the interrogation of Steinbrinck on Jan. 23, 1947: NA, RG 238,

NI-5962; also Steinbrinck's affidavit of Jan. 28, 1947: ibid., NI-3508; also
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the biography of Flick by his associate Konrad Kaletfch, dated Feb. 7.

1947: ibid., NI-5212.

9. Flick claimed at Nuremberg to have given 450,000 mai ks to the Hinden-
burg campaign and supplied records of bank withdrawal! in thai amount
by way of substantiation: ibid., "Case 5, Dokumentenbuch Flick I, dot I.

His claim has been substantiated by one of those in < hai %v ol the Hindeit-

burg funds: Gereke, Landrat, pp. 177, \Ht\. FlkkTalso 1 laimed DC had made
another contribution of 500,000 marks to the fund on the h.isis of <t st.m

ment by a former official of his Rim's Silesian office: affidavit b) Konrad
Gehlofen, June 25, 1947: NA, RG 238, ( Sase Dokumentenbut h Flk k 1.

doc. 3. Gereke, however, reported in his memoirs that Fla k refused .1 plea

for a second contribution of450,000 marks: Landrat, p. 1H4. On the other

hand, Bruning's transport minister, Gottfried I reviranus, who also took

part in the Hindenbur^ campaign, recalled m Ins memoirs th.it l Ik k had
given one to one and a half million marks: Ende von Weimar, p. SOT

0. NA, RG 238, Case 5, Dokumentenbtu h Flit k I. dot 1.

1. Ibid.

2. NA, RG 238, Pre- Trial Interrogations, Flick, Jan. H, 1947; Case r
}

, \<>l ma.

p. 3165!'., Flick's testimony ol [ul) 1947.

3. Flick to Hugenberg. Jul) 19, 193a: ibid., Dokumentenbuch Flick I, da 1

4. Ibid., vol. 10a, pp. 3 197. Flic It's testimon) ol [urj ^. 1 < # it 1 1 rial Intel

rogations, Steinbrinck, Jan. 13, 1947. A sul>ordinate of Kluk, Odflo Bnrk-

hart, claimed in a letter in 1940 that Goring had, after viewing Muk's

books, submitted a report to Hitlei and sei ured his pei son.tl approval fbi

the transaction: B ink ha it to Grillitzer, Sept 17. 1940: if>i<l
. NI-5431 I Ins

claim appears to have been a matter of lx>asting for tactual advantage,

since if Hitler had in fat t accorded his personal approval to the deal, link

would have scarcely felt the need to placate, at considerable expense, the

lesser Nazis on whom he subsequent!) bestowed money. George w 1

Hallgarten's contention, in his Hitler, Reichswehr und Industrie (1955). pp
107-13, that the Nazis extorted financial support from Flick and other

steel executives by blocking a parliamentary investigation of the

Gelsenkirchen transaction has proved untenable; cf. Volkland
.
Hm

tergriinde," pp. 311-13. In a later publication Hallgarten abandoned kev

points of his contention: Hallgarten and Radkau, Deutsche Industrie, pp.

205-07.

5. Wilhelm Sollmann, former Reich interior minister, examined Hu k 'fl books

for the SPD: NA, RG 238, Case 5, vol. 10a, pp. 3i96f., Flick s testimony of

July 2, 1947. See also NA, RG 238, Pre-Trial Interrogations, Steinbrinck,

Jan. 23, 1947. For the criticism of the transac tion h\ the SIM), see Volk-

land, "Hintergriinde," pp. 314^
6. The article, by A. Reinhold and entitled "Der Flic k-Skandal. " appeared in

the July 1932 issue of the Nazi periodical Deutsche Volkswi risehaft; for the

excerpts quoted here, see Volkland, "Hintergriinde." pp 31of.

7. Steinbrinck told of this episode on several occasions at Nuremberg: NA.
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Martin Blank on the basis of information from .1 participant and dated
Feb. 21, 1933; ibid., 400101190/36, Frit/ Springorum's eyewitness .utount

in his letter to Reusch of Feb. -2. 1 , 1933. I he testimonies of p. 11 Ik ip. mis

more than a decade later al Nuremberg are much l< -ss reliable and infor-

mative than these contemporaneous accounts; cf. NA, RG 23H. EC- 439.
affidavit of Georg von Schnitzler, Nov. i«>. 1945; Nl 1*43, Friedricn

Flick's affidavit ofJan. 14, 1947; Nl 9550, Schacht's affidavit ol tug 11

1947. Martin Blank's informanl listed the following eighteen nun .is pres-

ent: Brandi (almost certainl) Ernst, ol United steel and Bergbauverein),

Biiren (presumabl) Karl, general directoi <>i Braunkohlen und Brikett-

Industrie AG, Berlin), Diehn (presumabl) August, oi the potash cartel),

Grauert (Ludwig, of the Ruhi iiHlustn.il employers' association), Heubd
(presumably Gunther, ol the F.C. 1 l> Heye Braunkohlcnwerke G m b H
Saxony), Krupp von Bohlen, v. Loewenstein ( Hans, of the Bergbauveiem).

v. Opel (presumabl) .1 membei <>f the famil) thai !).»<! ^< »1< 1 tin ( )|>< l auto-

mobile works to General Motors of the United States in 1929). Quandt
(probably Gunther, of the Wintershall potash-mining firm). Renter (prob-

ably Wolfgang, Demag machine-building firm, Duisburg). v. Schnitzler

(Georg, of IG Farben), Schulte (Fduard, of Georg von Csescfae'l Frlx-n, a

holding company w ith interests in mining and banking. Breslau). Sprmg-

orum (Fritz, of Hoesch steel), Hugo Stinnes (the son of the famous

Stinnes), Tengelmann (which member of that family remains him i 1 1 sin).

Vogler (Albert), v. Winterfeld (presumably Ludwig. a director of Siemens

8c Halske), and v. Witzleben (presumably Wolf-Dietrich, Garl Friedrich

von Siemens's private secretary). In addition (ieorg von Schnitzlcr, in the

affidavit listed above, remembered that Paul Stein, general director of the

Auguste Viktoria coal-mining firm of Recklinghausen, and a von l>oewen-

feld from an industrial enterprise in Essen had been present. How many
of those invited attended remains uncertain. Reusch declined, explaining

that he had to be out of the country on the twentieth: telegram to his

secretary, Wagner, Feb. 17, 1933. GHH, 400101293/12. Robert Bosch de-

clined his invitation, complaining that he would have no opportunity at a

large gathering to speak personally with the new chancellor: Heuss. Bosch.

P- 633-

82. Despite allegations that Hitler proclaimed his intention to launch a massive

rearmament program on this occasion, these elliptical comments about

military matters were the only ones attributed to him by eyewitnesses after
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the session; cf. Stegmann, "Verhaltnis," p. 440; Bernd Engclmaim, Einig

gegen Recht und Freiheit (Munich, 1975), pp. 272.

83. NA, RG 238, D-204, Krupp's minutes of his remarks, dated Feb. 22, 1933.

84. For Goring's talk and the subsequent course of the meeting, see the con-

temporary accounts cited in n. 81, above.

85. For the records of the Nationale Treuhand, as Schacht designated the result-

ing fund, see the bank records in NA, RG 238, NI-391; see also BAK,
Hugenberg Papers, 38, Scheibe to Hugenberg, Mar. 1, 1933; Hugenberg
to Schacht, Mar. 2, 1933; Schacht to Hugenberg, Mar. 3, 1933; Scheibe to

Hugenberg, Mar. 15, 1933.

86. Schacht at first claimed that only a fifth had been allotted to the Kampf-
front, but the DNVP successfully contested this; see the correspondence in

the Hugenberg Papers cited in the previous note.

87. Papen to Springorum, Mar. 14, 1933: HAD, Springorum Papers, Bia

82/73; Springorum to Papen, Mar. 25, 1933, ibid., Bia 82/7; Reusch to

Kurt von Lersner, Mar. 4, 1933: GHH, 400101293/12.

88. Scheibe to Siemens, Feb. 28, 1933; Witzleben to Scheibe, Mar. 10, 1933:

SA, 4/Lf 670; NA, RG 238, Pre-Trial Interrogations, Flick, Dec. 30, 1946,

and Jan. 8, 1947; Reusch to Major General Count von der Goltz, Mar. 4,

1933: GHH, 400101293/12.

89. For the text of the speech, see Horkenbach (ed.), Das Deutsche Reich (1933),

pp. 131-36.

90. Minutes of meeting of Verein Deutscher Eisen- und Stahlindustrieller,

May 3, 1933: BAK, R 13 I/1078.

91. The highly revealing minutes of this meeting are located in the KA, IV E
885: "Vertraulich! Betr.: Prasidialsitzung am 23. Marz 1933," enclosure in

letter to Krupp from Ludwig Kastl, Mar. 27, 1933.

92. Neebe, "Unternehmerverbande und Gewerkschaften," pp. 327—29, where

Carl Friedrich von Siemens and Clemens Lammers are mentioned along

with Krupp; see also August Heinrichsbauer's affidavit ofJan. 31, 1948, in

which he told of a discussion in his presence by Ernst Brandi, Fritz Spring-

orum, and Albert Vogler about a letter in which Krupp proposed a revival

of the ZAG: NA, RG 238, Case 10, Dokumentenbuch Bulow I.

93. Either Krupp's memory failed him or he elaborated the facts by contend-

ing that Thyssen's invitation had come to him in his official capacity, for

the invitation contained no such specification: KA, IV E 1 129.

94. Here Krupp is corroborated by a letter he sent to Jakob Herle of the

Reichsverband about the flag question on Mar. 13, 1933; NA, RG 238,

Case 10, Dokumentenbuch Bulow III.

95. See Neebe, Grossindustrie, pp. 181 f.

96. On this and the following, see ibid., pp. 182-88; Wengst, "Reichsver-

band," pp. 101 — 10.

97. Reusch to Herle, July 20, 1933: GHH, 400101220/14.

98. Joachim Radkau in Hallgarten and Radkau, Deutsche Industrie und Politik,

P- 237-

99. Hans Schaffer, the widely respected state secretary in the Reich Finance

Ministry under Briining, and Carl Melchior, a partner in the M. M. War-

burg banking house of Hamburg, secured aid for the Reichsvertretung

derJuden from Carl Bosch, Gustav Krupp von Bohlen, Carl Friedrich von
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Siemens, Albert Vogler, among others: Eckhard Wandel, Ham Schdffer.

Steuermann in wirtschaftlichen und pohtist hen Kristn (Stuttgart, 1974), p I I
1

100. According to Fritz Thyssen, KirdoH asked him to detivei i<> Hitlei pel

sonally a letter in which Kirdorf "protested against the pei s<< utions ol the

Jews which went on in Germany in 1933": / Paid Hitlerl p. 99 (ihis passage

corresponds to one in Thyssen't interviews with Ins ghost-writer, Emen
Reves, in 1940: T/RP, sheet 267). That jtirdorf actually did write al least

one letter protesting against anti-Semitism in 1933 is demonstrated i>\ us

mention in a letter from Kmsi Brandi to Hermann Olfe ol Decembei 15

1933: GBW, Kirdorf Papers, 2 00 01/1/10. In his Tycoons and Tyrants, p.

173, Louis P. Lochner gives the texl of inch «i lettei «>f protest, which In-

attributes to Kirdorf and which he reports appear ed in l he RheniLuh-W'est-

fdlische Zeitung in 1933; hm lince l.<>< hnei provides no date l<>r iti publi< .1

tion, I have been unable in l<>< ate .in\ such lettei in thai papei I ochnei

further reports that Kirdorf "invited himself as Silver 1km g's house guesi

for a number of days, thereby demonstrating his disagreement with Na/i

anti-Semitism" (ibid.); in a letter to Krupp voir Bohlen oi July It, 1933.

Silverberg spoke of spending the previous Saturday with the Kudoifs. bin

at their home: KA, IV E 894.

101. Holdermann, Im limine der C.hemie, p. 272.

102. Hayes, "Gleichschaltung of I(» Karl>en." p. It).

103. Georg Miiller-Oerlinghausen to |akob Herle of the Rci< hsver band. Apr

13, 1933, quoted in Neebe, Crossindustrie, p. 1H7.

104. See Henry Picker, Hitlers TuehgUprdche im Fiihrerhauptquartier 1941—1942
(Stuttgart. L963), pp. 169, 203ft.. }7'>i

105. Neebe, Grossmdmtne, p. 19b; Silvcrl>erg to Krupp von Bohlen. Feb 14.

1934, and Krupp to Silverberg, Feb. 16, 1994: K\.I\ 1 B94

106. Klass, Die drei Ring*, pp. 43b! f.

107. Maschke, Konzern, pp. 204!.; NA, R(» 238. N I- 10773. affidavit In Jakob

Wilhelm Reichert, Sept. 6, 1947; NI-i 1594, same of Jul\ 7. 1947

108. Gerhard Ritter, Carl Goerdeler und die deuLsche Widerstandsbewegung (Stutt-

gart, 1955), p. 413; Spiegelbtld emer Yerschwiirung. Die Kaltenbrunner-Hem hte

an Bomiann und Hitler iiber das Attentat vom 20. Juli 1944, hcrausgegel>en

vom Archiv Peter fur historische und zeitgeschu lulu he Dokurncnlation

(Stuttgart, 1961), pp. 348, 546, 552-54; Hassell. Vom andern Dcutschlnnd.

pp. 94, 96f.

109. Neebe, Grossmdustne, pp. 1871".

1 10. Quoted in the memoirs of that acquaintance. Ghlflfc, Zwischen W'issenschajt.

Wirtschaft und Politik, p. 410.

111. Hermann Rauschning, Makers of Destruction (London. 1942). p. 163.

Rauschning reported hearing this directly from Thyssen on the latter's

return from his meeting with Hitler. On Thyssen's pretensions during the

first year of the regime, see Horkenbach (ed.). Das Deutsche Reich ( 1933). p.

293-

112. Turner, "Fritz Thyssen und I Paid Hitler, "
p. 225; the de nazification

court which tried Thyssen in 1948 classified him as only slightly tainted,

fined him, but allowed him to emigrate to Argentina, where he died in

1951 (ibid., p. 228). On Hitler s rejection of the corporatism promoted bv

Thyssen, see Broszat, Stoat Hitlers, pp. 225-27.
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113. Schweitzer, Big Business in the Third Reich, neither covers that topic ade-

quately nor provides a reliable treatment of the points ii docs address. By
far the best overview is provided by David Schoenbaum in his Hitler's Social

Revolution (New York, 1966), pp. 119-58; see also Broszat, Staat Hitlers,

pp. 218-30. Gerhard Schulz, "Die Diktatur in der Wirtschaft," in Bracher

et al., Machtergreifung, pp. 627-71.

Conclusions, section 1 : Capitalists, Nazis and Guilt

1. Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy, 3rd ed. (New York, 1950), pp. 55 and

137-

Conclusions, section 2: Myths, Preconceptions,

and the Misuse of History

1 . Quoted in the introduction to Eckart Kehr, Der Primat der Innenpolitik, ed. by

Hans-Ulrich Wehler (Berlin, 1965), p. 20, n. 47.

2. See Eike Hennig, "Materialien zur Diskussion der Monopolgruppen-

theorie," NPL 18 (1973): 170-93.

3. See, for example, the heralded book by Nicos Poulantzas, Fascism and Dic-

tatorship (London, 1974); cf. the critique by Jane Caplan, "Theories of Fas-

cism: Nicos Poulantzas as Historian," History Workshop, no. 3 (Spring 1977):

83-100.

4. See Jost Diilffer, "Bonapartism, Fascism and National Socialism," JCH 11

(1976): 109-28.

5. Bloch, Strange Defeat (New York, 1968), p. 27.

6. "Die Juden und Europa," Zeitschrift fiir Sozialforschung 8 (1939): 1 15.
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on the NSDAP's twenty -h\c-|>oitii

program ol 1920. 49. 76F. 81I . 83. «j2.

98. 208. 239; pamphlet 1<»i industrialists

(l)rt Wrg ..urn W'trtlrinufslirgi, 92
[x isonal finances, 57I.. 117. 152-55.

253; on pi ima< \ ol |*ilitn s. 71 7 <,. 78,

81, 86. 92. 130. 208. yy,. on

pi ivaie pio|K it \ . 7<>. 82. 98. 209, 2 1 3;

on rc-ai m.micni. 330. 343; S<* 1.1I

Darwinism. 72F. 70. 78. ho. cj2. -r<»o.

330; <>ii ialism. 7»>l 87. 92, 131. 139,

338. 342; solu nation ol financial

contributions, 51-53. 57. »49f on
sinkcs. 128F; on trade unions. 68. 82.

209. 43. 343; on woi kei s. jo. 87, «i-'

i28f. 130
Hocppe. Carl. 296
Hoesch Steel. See Eisen- und Stahlwerk

Hoesch ACi ol Dortmund
Hotlniann. Paul. 38711.32. .43711 121

Holten. Georg yon, 132F

Horkheimer. Max. 358
Hueck. Adolf. 224. 296
Hugenberg. Alfred, 22, 30, 43. 95. 103.

109-15. 126. 131. 133, 145. 162. 167-

&9' > 73. 177- 22 1 -24. 22(). 231. 234. 238.

255. |66, 286. 290. 294-96. 313. 317.

319. 328, 332, 336. 347. 4501143;
allegations of financial aid to NSDAP.
112. 1 14; disaffection of big business

with. 107-9. 135. 222. 268. 296. 311.

322f, 326; independence from big

business. Ii^f., l8f.

Humann. Hans. 44711.53

Hummel. Hermann. 37411.23

IG Farben (Interessengemeinschaft
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Farbenindustrie AG), 12, 15, 17, 31, 35,

46, 96, 109, 166, 200, 212, 224, 227,

235, 251, 260-64, 309, 312, 316, 337,
36411.16, 38111.34, 39011.30, 425^20,
45911.35; financial interest in Frankfurter

Zeitung, 28—30; Kalle Kreis (Kranzchen),

23, 2621.; Nazi denunciations of, 247,

249; NSBO organizational campaign,

292; subsidization of Walther Funk, 262,

292; synthetic gasoline project and
NSDAP, 246-49; use of political money,
23f.

lgner, Max, 26 if., 292
[lseder Hutte, 24 if.

Industrial Employers' National

Association. See Vereinigung der

Deutschen Arbeitgeberverbande

Industrial Reichsverband. See

Reichsverband der Deutschen Industrie

Industrie- und Handelstag. See Deutscher

Industrie- und Handelstag

Industry Club: Dortmund, 250;

Diisseldorf, 85, 205, 208-12, 214-17,

219, 236, 265, 33of., 334, 350
Interessengemeinschaft Farbenindustrie

AG. See IG Farben
International Steel Cartel, 35

Janssen, Friedrich, 214
Jews, 48f., 51, 6if., 66, 79, 82, 84, gif., 96,

130, 140, 144, 202f., 208, 247, 252f.,

261, 263, 267, 298, 300, 33&f., 354;
favoring admission of Nazis to

government, 277

Kalle, Wilhelm, 23, 262f.

Kalle Kreis (Kranzchen). See IG Farben
Kampfbund fur Deutsche Kultur, 58f.

Kampffront Schwarz-Weiss-Rot, 332
Kampfschatz(spenden). See NSDAP
Kapp, Wolfgang, 179.5^ also Kapp Putsch

Kapp Putsch, 13, 20, 41, 179
Karrenbrock, Paul, 201

Kastl, Ludwig, 43, 125, 163, 166, 228, 277,
294f., 318-20, 326f., 334-36, 426n.3i

Kauert, Herbert, 149, 180

Kehr, Eckart, 351
Kehrl, Hans, 202f.

Keppler, Wilhelm, 192, 238-46, 250,

256f., 277^, 280, 282, 296, 303^, 315^,
46on.3; Keppler circle, 239-46, 250,

256, 277, 280, 282, 296, 303^, 315^
Killinger, Manfred von, 257
Kirdorf, Emil, 92-94, 9&f., 145, 148, 173,

180, 186, 208, 337, 350, 373n.ig,

405m 10, 409^48, 465^45; background,
8gf.; meets Hitler, 90; joins NSDAP, 91;
resigns from NSDAP, 95; attends 1929
NSDAP Party Congress, 95; supports

DNVP in 1930, 112 ; hosts 1930 meeting

with I Inlet , 1 3 1 f. ; present ai 1933
meeting with Hitler, 289; endorses
DNVP in 1933, 312

Klein, Fritz, 265, 37011. 28, 41 or). 57
Klein, Josef, goof., 436)1.1 17, 437^121
Kleineisenindustrie of Berg and Mai k,

199-201
Klockner, Peter, 367^13, 369^21,
40m. 34, 402n.34

Klockner-Werke AG, xvii, 367^13,

369n - 21

Klotzbach, Arthur, 214, 369^21
Knepper, Gustav, 296, 40m. 34, 402^34,
4i4n.8

Koch, Erich, 138
Kommission zur Sammlung, Verwaltung
und Verwendung des Industriellen

Wahlfonds, 25
Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands, 37,

48, 65-68, 82, 85, 98, 1 1 1-15, 1 18, 120,

124, i26f., 133^, 149, 189, 208, 217,

226, 233-35, 247* 249, 274, 278, 280,

286, 2gof., 299, 307, 312, 317, 327, 330,

332, 334» 337» 395n -2o
Konservative Volkspartei, 108-11, 147,

268
KPD. See Kommunistische Partei

Deutschlands

Kramer, Carl, 24of.

Kranefuss, Fritz, 244, 256f., 432n.68

Kreth, Hermann, 408^42
Krogmann, Karl Vincent, 24 if., 245,

277 f-> 3°3
Krupp (Fried. Krupp AG), xvii, 22, 25, 63,

214
Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach, Gustav,

212, 214, 220-23, 228, 236, 240, 251,

258, 265, 273, 293, 296, 307, 310, 319,

321, 325-27. 335. 338 ' 369n -2i,

443n.87, 452^20, 468n.8i, 469^99;
becomes chairman of Reichsverband,

163; declines to meet with Hitler, 172,

289; dislike of Nazism, 320; at February

20, 1933, meeting, 329^; attacked by

Thyssen in 1933, 334; overtures to trade

unions in 1933, 334; and dissolution of

Reichsverband, 336; insanity, 339
Kuratorium fiir den Wiederaufbau des

Deutschen Wirtschaftslebens, 25, 223,

365ni 3
KVP. See Konservative Volkspartei

Lammers, Clemens, 25 if., 263, 469^92
League of Bavarian Industrialists. See

Bayerischer Industriellenverband

Langnamverein. See Verein zur Wahrung
der Gemeinsamen Wirtschaftlichen

Interessen in Rheinland und Westfalen

Legien, Carl, 7f.

Lehr, Robert, 465^47
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Levetzow, Admiral Magnua von, 1291".,

l 32 1.

Ley, Robert, 96, 247, 257, 260, 39211.32,

44311. 100

Liberal trade unions. See Hirsch-Duockei
unions

Locarno treaties, 37111.10

Loewenstein, Hans von und zu, 1 17. 17:.'.

1 74L, 177, 180,231,289,40911.44,

41411.8, 424n.i2, 468n.8i ; bac kground
and political views, 179; irritation with

NSDAP, 1932, 312; present al Bad
Harzburg meeting, 4o8n. (2; support foi

Papen cabinet, 293, 296
Lowenstein, Prince K.nl zu, 90
Ludecke, Kurt, 55
Ludendorff, El u h, 6, 5 1

Liibbert, Erich, 304
Luther, Hans, 103, 165, 167, 309, 37411.28

Mann, Wilhelm Rudolf. 235, B92

Mannesmann AG, xvii, xx-xxi. 63
Marx, Karl, 202

Marxism, 19, 37, 45, 48I., 5 1 . 641"., 691 76,

86f., 90-92, 98, 113. 125, 127. 137I ..

140, 178, 184, 187I., 190, 192-94. 197,

200, 209, 215, 222. 230, 234. 250. 279,
286-88, 291, 299, 328. 330. 336, 341

Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nurnlx-i g. £2
Mem Kampf. See Hitler, Adolt

Meissner, Otto. 319! . 335
Melchior, Carl, 277. 1690.99
Mercedes-Ben/. See Daimler-Ben/ \(.

Merck, Erwin, 303
Merck, Fine k & Co., 150

Meydenbauer, Hans, 408^41
Meyer, Emil, 242
Meynen, Otto. 299/.

Middendorf, Ernst, i68f,

Minoux, Friedrich, 3760.27
Mitteldcutsc he Stahl, xvii

Mitteleuropaisc hci Wilts* haftstag,

46611.53

Moellendorf, Wkhard von, 26if.

Mollers. Gustav, 40811.42

Moldenhauer. Paul, 31. 102. 3810.54
Monopoly group theory, 352!
Miiller, Georg von. 142

Miiller, Hermann. 44, 100, 102-
5

Miinchner Neueste Xachrichten, 28, 237, 265,

327
Minister Program. See Papen, Kr.ni/ VOO

Munich Beerhall Putsch (1923). Se*

NSDAP
Munich Merchants' Guild, 40I

Mussolini, Benito, 55, 69f., 80. 87. 1 3 7 f .

.

!/9- 35 lf
Mutschmann, Martin, 192

National Club: Berlin, 49, 51, 85, 90;
Dusseldorf , 135, 148; Hamburg, 85. 130

National Socialist lattoiv Ccfl

Organization (Nationalsozialistische

Betriebs/ellenorganisation). Srr NSDAP
National Zajtung (Esien), 147I.. 157, 173,

180, 264 1.

Nazism. See NSDfXP
NSBO (Nationalso/ialisiist he Bclricbs-

/ellenorganisation). See NSDAP
NSDAP [substantive references onlvj: and

agrit ultural prolct iiomsm. 182, 292;
anti-capitalism, 48, 62-65. *>7~ <>Q, 1)5.

1 'S- 1
:i.

r
»- 181 1.. 21 mi.. vyy-Hit, 348;

and autarky, 140, 1851 1M7, 1*171 . 2H7.

292; t ollal>otation with (omuiumsts.
661., 1 27, 1 34. 2M6, 290. and
( 01 [xnatisin, 4M. 69. Mo. 137. 201 , 334.
336; and deficil spending, I50C, 27M,

2M j, 2M7; Eoonomii Policy Saction, 80—
8t, 139. 1

) 1 . 1 .j6i ,
1M3, ist). igg,

203. 239. 24 M. 277. 283. 2M -
. 2 MM. 329.

33-,, F.hc-i Veilag. 62. 117. Kngmeeriag-
I et In in al Sc< lion. 277 , I mailt vs, ; j

',7.

59I , I I I-24. I57. 253. 267-71. 292f .

31 1. 31M. 331I ^7. Hibaktion, 1H2;

and It. tli. 111 Kis< ism, 7... 1 37! .

Kampl st hat /( s|M*ntlt'ii ), 11M, 121.IH1

vmiiu. Nazism, 64I . 681 . K2I . ttjBi

Miinu li Btti li.tll Puts< h i 1
1
1 2 3 ) . 1 < ». .

57. 96 1 . 342; Nationalso/ial-

lstls( he BctI It bs/c llcnol ^.iius.ilioii

(NSBO). 88, i8ii 118, 180, 19a, |*8tj
( )ptt i 1 mgr. 121; p.n I1.1mt nt.il \

activities, 65-68, 113, is6f, 191.

274I.. 277I . 2M7. 3(17. 312; t)ll pMS.ltf

propem . 63. 69. 98. 131. 137. 139;

prt>grammatit t mmm-niai ie>. * x »—

.

69!.; Rcit h KttnitMint Count il. 192. 2M5;

Ren hs/cugnu istt rt i. 1 17. SA (Sionn

Troopers), 81 , 115, nfff (huarfTT),

117-18. iao£, 141. 147. 149C1 156, 187,

1 89. 192, 197. 210. 216. 226. 230. 234.

2561., 264. 268. 293. 334; and
"socialism," 61-65, 71). 87, 94. 127.

131. 13M. 1M6I.. 197. 217. 239. 279f,

342; SS, 120; and strikes. 127-29,

132!.. 136. 18 if., 219. 28of; and trade

unions. 68. 82. 136. 139. 184!.. 219,

292; twentv-hve-pomt program of 1920.

47L. 49. 52, 60-62. 76I.. Mil.. 83. 92.

98. 127. 133, 137. 208, 239; Yolkischrr

Beobiiehtrr. 55. 57. 60, 69. 89. 97. 1 17.

i27f. i33f.. 138, 154. 181, 217I . 237.

247f., 267-70, 288. Wirtschaftlit lies

Autbauprogramm (Constructive

Economic Program). 288f;

W i r t scha f1 1 iches Sofofl programm
(Immediate Economic Program). 150I .

2 77 f.. 283-85. 288
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Nuremberg War Crimes Trials, xii, xiv

Oldenburg-Januschau, Elard von, 324
Opferringe. See NSDAP
Osthilfe, 324
Ouvrard, Gabriel Julien, 258L

Pan-German League. See Alldeutscher

Verband
Papen, Franz von, 219, 231-33, 249, 254,

259^, 272f., 282, 286, 326-28, 341, 347,

357; reaction of big business to

appointment as Chancellor, 228f., 247;
support for by big business, 255, 276f.,

281, 293-97, 321-23, 332; economic
policies, 230, 276f.; Munster program,
276f.; Nazi attacks on, 274^, 277-79,
287-90, 298, 312, 345; resignation, 301;

continuing support of big business, 303;

January 4, 1933, meeting with Hitler,

3 l4~ l 7> 33 1
* 35°; January 7, 1933,

meeting with industrialists, 32 if.;

intrigues ofJanuary 1933, 323^
Pattberg, Heinrich, 42 in. 18

Peill family, 198
Piatscheck, Konrad, 296, 452^13
Pietrkowski, Edmund, 325, 452^13,
452n.i8

Pietzsch, Albert, 192
Planck, Erwin, 294L, 319
Pleiger, Paul, 201—3
Poensgen, Ernst, i3if., 147, 210, 212,

2i6f., 231, 264^, 369^21, 39on.30,

409^48, 410^48
Poensgen, Hellmuth, 409^44, 4 ion.48
Poensgen, Rudolf, 409^48
Provisional Reich Economic Council. See

Reichswirtschaftsrat

Quandt, Gunther, 150, 468n.8i

Rademacher, Walter, 135
Rathenau, Walther, 261

Rationalization movement, 34, 40
Raumer, Hans von, 106, 135
Ravene, Louis, 407^38, 409^44
Rearmament, 164^, 330, 343
Reemtsma (cigarette firm), 268L
Reemtsma, Philipp, 268-71
Regendanz, Wilhelm G., 4o8n.4i

Reichert, Jakob Wilhelm, 125, 142, 184^,

333» 39°n-3°
Reichsbank, 33, 62, 81, 103, 124, 144, 165,

i67f., 170, 238, 242
Reichslandbund, 251, 282, 310, 324L
Reichsstand der Deutschen Industrie, 336
Reichsverband der Deutschen Industrie,

xix, 22, 42-44, 46, 50, 105L, 126, 136—

38, 145, 169, 175L, i79f., 200, 212, 220,

227L, 245, 25if., 263, 277, 289, 298,

308, 310, 316, 325-27, 330, 337, 344,
346, 39011.30, 39711.40, 46411.39;
abstention from partisan politics, 24,

1 14, 295; allegations of contributions to

NSDAP, 1 14; attitude toward S< hlei( hci

cabinet, 307; composition of leadership,

36, 163, 192; contact with NSDAP
(1932), 283-85; criticism of Bruning,

166; dissolution, 336; favors revival of
Great Coalition (1930), 125; intervention

with Hindenburg (Jan. 1933), 318-2 1

;

and Nazi intimidation, 335f.; reaction to

Hitler cabinet, 329, 333-35; selection of
Krupp von Bohlen as Chairman, 163;

support for Bruning, i62f.; support for

Papen cabinet, 293-95
Reichswirtschaftsrat (Provisional Reich

Economic Council), 20, 22

Reichszeugmeisterei. See NSDAP
Reinecker, Johannes, 408^41
Reinhardt, Fritz, 277
Reinhart, Friedrich, 24 if., 244^, 303L
Reischach, Count Hans, 257
Reismann-Grone, Theodor, i46f., 282

Renteln, Adrian von, 277, 283—85
Reupke, Hans, 136-39, 179, 321
Reusch, Paul, 14, 115, 124, 129, 163,

169^, 180, 187-90, 212, 221, 223^, 228,

242, 245, 258, 279, 283L, 289, 293, 296,

299> 327' 335 f-> 339' 309n -2i, 395ni 3>

423n.5, 45311.39, 468n.8i; financial

control over newspapers, 28f., 237,
37on.29; forms Ruhrlade, 26f.; attitudes

toward Nazism, 52, 88, 94, 1
35!

'., 139-

41, 172, 251L, 273-75, 285 f.. 398n. 5 7;

on use of Article 48, 14, 105; opposes

Young Plan plebiscite, 373^19;
opposition to Bruning, 166, 296; and
Stahlhelm, 409^45; opposition to

Hugenberg, 222, 231, 31 1, 326; meets

with Hitler, 236—38; opposes Nazi anti-

Semitism, 252; and November 1932
petition to Hindenburg, 304; and
Schleicher cabinet, 306, 3o8f., 325;
support for Papen (1933), 321-23, 332;
and Hitler cabinet, 326, 332, 336; and
resistance during Third Reich, 339

Reuter, Franz, 299^
Reuter, Wolfgang, 42 in. 18, 468n.8i

Rheinisch-Westfalische Zeitung, 28, 83, 89,

146, 281L, 302, 325
Rheinisch-Westfalisches Kohlensyndikat,

89> 173
Rohm, Ernst, 156, 216, 444^120
Rohde, Paul, 408^41, 440^46
Roselius, Ludwig, 52f., 203
Rosenberg, Alfred, 60-63, 6gf., 83, 287
Rosenthal, Philipp, 17

Rosterg, August, 150, 240—42, 303,
40in.34, 433n.76
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Rotary Club, 39611.31

Rote Fahne, Die, 112,217, 290, 3 1

7

Royal Dutch Shell Oil Company, 2706
Ruhr Iron and Steel Industrial Employers'

Association. See Arbeitgeberverband fui

den Bezirk der nordwestlii hen ( .1 uppe
des Vereins Deuts< hei Eisen- und
StahlindustrieUei

Ruhrlade, 174, 176, 185, 210, 212, 214,

221, 236, 238, 242, 298, 323, 327; aid to

Papen, 229; and Briining cabinet, 126;

efforts at bourgeois unity, iogi

formation, •-'<>; fri< tion with

Bergbauverein, 179L, 224; membership,
369n.fi 1 ; mistrust ol Nazism, 115, 1 |<>.

265; mistrust of Schleicher, 306, 322;
paralysis in 1932, 222L, 23 if.; subsidies

for Funk and Gregoi Strasser, 149;

subsidization of bourgeois parties. 26f.,

1 10, 126, 223, 225; subsidization of

newspapers, 28, 229; support for Papen

(1933). 3*»£. 33*
RWR. See Rei< hswirts< haftsi al

SA. See NSDAP
Salomon, Franz Pfeffer von, 44411. 1 16

Sauckel, Fi it/. 193
Schacht, Hjalmar, 81, 103, 171, 15 if., 257,

270, 284f., 299, 319, 43211.68; Nazi

attacks on, 1 44 f . ; becomes Nazi

sympathizer, 144L; at Bad Har/burg.

167-70; and Arbeitsstelle Schat ht. 23S-

41; and Keppler circle, 240-45. 256;
and Deutsche Fuhrerbriefe, 299; and
November 1932 petition to Hindenbutg.

303^; organizes election fund tor Unlet

cabinet. 33 1 f.

Schafter. Fritz, j 2S11. 1
\

Schiiffer, Hans, 252^, 277, 469^99
Schaub, Julius, 154!'.

Schaumburg-Lippe. Prince Kriedrich

Christian von, 58, 179
Schirach, Baldur von, vs -

i,y}t.

Schinckel, Maximilian von, ^711.2 \

Schleicher, General Kurt von, 104, B26,

228, 273, 299. 301, 304, 315, 317, 321-
2 3» 34 1 » 347« 357 ; obtains big business

subsidies for DVP and DNVP, 220,

232^, 255; friendship with Otto Wolff,

259^; channels big business funds to SA.

263f.; strategy as Chancellor, 305^
attitudes of big business toward

chancellorship. 304-1 1. 318-20. 3451.;

opposition of agrarian interests. 3241".;

resignation, 313; murder, 328
Schlenker, Max, 165, 189, 301 f, 339,

407^38, 40811.42. 42411.12. 452m 13

Schlitter, Oscar, 42411.17. 44011.38

Schmitt, Carl, 302f.

Schmitt. Kurt, 150

Schmitz, Hermann, 100, 261!

Schnilzler, Georg von. 40811.81

Schoeller family, 198
Scholz, Krnst, 143
Schroder, Kurt von, 240-44, 303, 331,

350; and January 4, 1933. meeting of

Hitler and Papen, 314-17
Schull t#milv. if)8

Schulte, Georg. fOQii fli

Schulz, Paul. 149. 40111 32
Schuni|xter, Joseph. 349
Si hwtibiu her Merkur. 2H

S( fiwai/. hi an/ Xavci , 119. 121. 1 -|M. 1 iy.{

Sdiwar/e Rcuhswchr, -,<>

Schvvcrin von Kf<»s^k. Count 1 in/ 307
Sedlitz, Gcrtrud von, 37711.39
Sevei mg, ( at I, 42611 3H

shell oil Company, w km.,i Om h shell

( )il ( iompam
Siemens. Carl Knedrnh von. 22, 1 Mi |. 22 j

25. 293 <r,. 297. 33',. |»"h»ii 92.

|6gfji

Siemens. ele< 1 ru al equipment In 111 |<». 1

1 N9. 223, 23 1 . 24 I f

Silverlx-rg. Paul. i«». 1 |<». iM>. 212. 221.

293. 36911 21. 45611 ',7. |f,Mn
t«»

I7011.100; allegations <>l support foi

Hitlei chancellorship, 29H 300, «*"d

Deutuhr huhirilnufr.\H)H\ exile.
\
\X

and Hitlei PajKii meeting. |6in 1 1

S<m 1.1I Dai vMiusm. 72. 74. 71* 7H. So. 92

.

209. 330
S«h 1.1I Demo* 1 .it i« Part\ Srr

So/ialdemokra(is< he Partei Denis* IiI.ukIs

S<h ialist tiade unions S,, htee Made
unions

S<k lali/ation. w . 7 1 . lo4 . 3 1 1 . 37, 39, 41.

45, 61-63, l2 7> >94> *97« 224.

2f,.|t.. 2t>7. 2 7',. 27<| 2H.|. 2M7. 2<|U

Sogemeier. Martin. 40811.42

Sohn-Rethel. Alfred, 29of.

Sollmann. Wilhelm. 43M11.15

Solmssen. GoOfg, 296
Sorge. Kurt. 22

Sozialdemokratische Partei Dcuts* hlamis.

3!.. 6-10. 18. 21. 2M. 30. 35. 37. 42. 44 f .

48, 59, 65-68. 82. X5. 9*. 100-104. i<>6.

1 lof., 113-15. 118-20. 122-27. 143.

146. 149. 1 57C 162. i66f. 109. 173.

1 75-77. l84- »94- '97- 2°°. *°3- 2°5-

208. 218, 220-22. 225. 229. 233. 246L.

249. 254!.. |6

l

t 267. 274. 28<)f.. 290.

297-99. 307. 309. 3i2f.. 317. 3 1 9, 333,

41 in. 7. 41 in. 10. 4 14m 6; h names. 1 iql .

123
Sozuilistifhe Repxihhk. 200
Sozialpolitik. 37-45, 100—102. 137. 142.

159-62, 178. 219. 230. 250. 276. 290.

34of.

Spann. Othmar. 59. 217. 402^46
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SPD. See Sozialdemokratische Partei

Deutschlands

Speer, Albert, 81, 91

Spitzenverbande, xix, 24, 36
Springorum, Fritz, 149, 185, 212, 222f.,

231, 279, 293, 295f., 302-4, 321, 323-
25' 332, 339' 369n -2i, 40211.34,

4°9n47> 429n -23» 447n -53> 404n -42,

46811.81, 46911.92

SS. See NSDAP
Staatspartei, 1 1

1

Stadtler, Eduard, 50
Stahlhelm, 50, 89, 98, 117, 169, 179, 188,

191, 216, 220-22, 313, 332, 347
State monopoly capitalism, 354
State Party. See Staatspartei

Stauss, Emil Georg von, 142—44, 146, 148,

i57» 321
Stegerwald, Adam, 227
Stein, Paul, 468n.8i

Steinbrinck, Otto, 235, 244, 254, 256f.,

29 if., 43on.4 i

Stennes, Walter, 14 if., 187
Stinnes, Hugo, 7, 13, 22, 28f., 53, 75, 91
Stinnes, Hugo, Jr., 468n.8i

Stinnes-Legien Agreement, 8—10, 2of., 50,

106, 199, 334
Stock market's response to political events,

124, 225, 233, 297, 327
Storkebaum, Karl, 414^6
Storm Troopers (SA). See NSDAP
Strasser, Gregor, 68, 70, 114, 146, 148,

185, 205, 239, 251, 264, 273, 283, 286,

287, 301, 321, 38on.27, 464^42; anti-

capitalism, 65, 188, 250, 279f.;

subsidization by industrialists, 148^,
i56f., 177, i8of., 260, 300; speeches

before industrialists, 183-87, 289;
support for coal miners, 281; and
Immediate Economic Program (July

1932), 250; and Constructive Economic
Program (Oct. 1932), 288f.; and
Schleicher, 305L; resignation from party

posts, 309, 311; seen as moderate Nazi,

3 llf > 345
Strasser, Otto, 68, 113, 45 in. 10
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Did Big Business Finance Hitler?

"Centered in industrially underdeveloped Bavaria, tainted with illegality

as a consequence of the failed beer hall putsch of 1923, saddled with a

program containing disturbingly anti-capitalist planks and amounting

only to a raucous splinter group politically, the NSDAP [the Nazi

Party] languished in disrepute in the eyes of most men of big business

throughout the latter part of the 1920s. The major executives of

Germany proved, with rare exception, resistant to the blandishments

of Nazis, including Hitler himself, who sought to reassure the business

community about their party's intentions. Only the Nazi electoral

breakthrough of 1930, achieved without aid from big business, drew

attention to it from that quarter. Those businessmen who attempted

to assess the suddenly formidable new movement encountered a

baffling riddle. The closer they scrutinized the NSDAP, the more

difficult it became to determine whether it supported or opposed

capitalism. . . .That riddle was not a chance occurrence. Hitler wanted

things just that way."

From German Big Business and the Rise of Hitler

Oxford University Press, New York


